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PREFACE
The work herewith presented to the public is the first of a series on West
China. I t deals with a circumscribed area in northwest Yiin-nan, Hsi-k'ang,
Tibet and southwest Ssu-ch'uan inhabited by the Na-khi tribe known to
the Chinese as Mo-so @%. While the region has been explored geographically in the strictest sense of the word, yet it includes areas, such as that
of the Wu-so 5ffiin southwestern Ssu-ch'uan, very little known, and visited
at best by one two or three Europeans including the author.
Most explorers are content with a hurried reconnaissance of a given area,
their aim being to cover as much territory as possible in the time at their
disposal. Not so the author. I have spent twelve years exploring thoroughly
the Na-khi inhabited part of Yiin-nan, Hsi-k'ang fi&and adjacent areas;
first as agricultural explorer of the United States Department of Agriculture
of Washington, D.C., then for the National Geographic Society of the same
city and finally on my own, when I could devote my time exclusively to the
study of the Na-khi tribe, their literature and the land they occupy.
Before undertaking to write this work, I spent the major part of my
savings collecting, first of all, the Chinese literature on West China and
eastern Tibet, and second, all publications in European languages pertaining to this area. I secured the various editions of the topographies or
T'ung-chih 8 2 , not only of the western provinces, but of all the eighteen
provinces of China and its dependencies; I bought all the local gazetteers, Hsien-chih s , Chou-chih d
m , and T'ing-chih
& of Yun-nan, Ssuch'uan, Kan-su, and Tibet, published by the Chinese authorities from the
Ming days to the present. These western China gazetteers have become
exceedingly rare due to the devastations of the Mohammedan rebellion,
which lasted for nearly 2 5 years, when all the printing blocks were destroyed and editions, stored in the official Yamens of the various districts,
were burnt. Such records as were no longer obtainable in the provinces, I
had copied from unica found only in the Palace Library and the National
Library of Peiping. The Catholic Mission Library of Zikawei near Shanghai, rich in gazetteers, had also consented to have its rare and precious
books copied. My own library contains many rare works not to be found
in other libraries in Asia, Europe or America.
While living in Li-chiang, the capital of the former Na-khi Kingdom, I
had all important inscriptions on stelae copied, and personally photographed
genealogical records of tribal chiefs, precious manuscripts, heirlooms dating
back to the T'ang and Sung dynasties. In addition, I collected over 4,000
ancient Na-khi pictographic manuscripts. A number of these are of historic interest, while the remainder deal with the religious literature of the
Na-khi which is akin to the Bon, the pre-Buddhistic religion of Tibet.
My predilection for Chinese characters made me begin the study of the
Chinese written language a t the age of I S . I t created a desire in me to explore the vast hinterland of China and to learn to know its history and
geography a t first hand. I t caused me to study the ancient Na-khi language,
now no more in use, but preserved in the pictographic literature, which has
a t last given up its secrets. Thus equipped, I undertook the task of delving
into the history of this fascinating and wonderful country, which I covered
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on foot and horseback from Siam to southwestern Mongolia. In the pages of
this work, I describe the Na-khi region as it passed in review before my eyes:
a wealth of scenic beauty, marvellous forest, flowers and friendly tribes.
Those years of travel and the fellowship of the tribal people who accompanied me on my many journeys will remain forever among the happiest
memories of my life.
I owe a debt of gratitude not only to the institutions and societies that
made these explorations possible, but also to the faithful members of the
Na-khi tribe, fearless, honest and dependable at all times. To them, the
success of my various expeditions is mainly due.
The historical part of this book is based on original Chinese works which
it would be impossible to enumerate. In the copious notes, references are
given to the works from which they were translated, perhaps not as fully
as would be desirable; but those familiar with Chinese geographical and
historical literature will have no difficulty in finding them. Many of the
local gazetteers consulted may, however, be found only in my own library.
The photographs were taken by myself, mainly under the auspices of the
NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY
of Washington, D. C., to the authorities of
which I wish here to express my sincerest thanks for the permission to reproduce them. Others again were taken while I worked in the region on my own.
I beg the reader's indulgence and also that of the sinologues and of my
many Chlnese friends who will have occasion to consult this work. Their
constructive criticism will not be resented, but is earnestly solicited. This
book found shape under the most trying circumstances. I began the actual
writing in 1934, not dreaming that serious interruptions would delay its
completion for over a decade.
We .were twice evacuated from Yun-nan when it was invaded by the
Chinese Red Army and I was forced to send my entire library to the IndoChinese border. We packed again when Japanese bombers visited K'un-ming
(Yun-nan fu) and left death and destruction in their wake. T o prevent
possible destruction of my library, I moved to Dalat, Indo-China, where,
after a year and a half of residence, it again became necessary to pack up
and transfer my library to Honolulu. These many interruptions and the
hectic weeks and months of delay form the most unpleasant part of my
experiences.
I wish to express my thanks to the Trustees of the Harvard-Yenching
Institute and to its director, Professor Serge Elisskeff, who approved the
publication of this book and to the U. S. Army Map Service for the printing
of the maps included with the accompanying Gazetteer.
As consultant to the U. S. Army Map Service in 1944-1945 I was privileged to correct the aeronautical charts of western China and eastern Tibet
and to examine original Chinese maps of the border region. The latter
leave much to be desired; the Chinese characters used on these maps often
vary considerably from those actually employed in the region itself, nor
is the topography to be relied on. This is of course mainly due to the difficulty of travel in the borderlands, to the lack of communication, and partly
to hostile inhabitants.
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The maps were made by myself in the field, using or a basis (he excellent
map of Yiin-nan by Major Davies, and the sketch map of the region of the
upper Salwin, the Trun River, Mekong and Yangtze, publishd by the late
Dr. Handel-Mazzetti.
The altitudes of towns, villages, rivers, passes, etc., are based on aneroid
and hypsometer readings, while those of inaccessible peaks are approximate
only. In certain instances, heights of mountains as determined by others,
such as those of the snow peaks of the Yii-lung Shan, have been adopted.
I have endeavored to give the Na-khi name for every place, mountain, valley, meadow or crag in the area occupied by the Na-khi tribe. In regions
where they live together with Chinese, Tibetans or other tribespeople, names
of places, etc., are given as far as ascertainable, in those languages also.
Now, a few words as to the orthography of Chinese as well as Na-khi and
Tibetan names employed in this work:
I have followed the Wade-Giles system of romanization throughout the
work, with the exception of certain words which are pronounced differently in Yun-nan, as ngai (cliff) for yen, kai (market, street) instead of
chieh and a few others which are indicated in their respective places. I
have not followed the spelling of geographic names adopted by the Chinese
Government Postal Service, but in some instances I have added them
in parenthesis, while for words like Yangtze, the spelling generally in use
has been adhered to. Tibetan names have been given in Tibetan script
wherever possible; the transcription and romanization employed is that of
Sir Basil John Gould, with certain modifications. In a few instances, it was
not possible to ascertain the Tibetan orthography of names of places, etc.,
situated in remote and sparsely inhabited regions where the natives were illiterate. Even most lamas are ignorant of the proper spelling of Tibetan
names. I n nearly every instance, Chinese characters follow proper names, as
well as geographic names, and in parenthesis follows the spelling of place
names used on the maps of Major Davies and Handel-Mazzetti to facilitate
their identification. For the pronunciation of Na-khi words the notes on
pages xix-xx, below, are to be consulted.
Mr. B. Armstrong Claytor of the Division of Orientalia, Library of Congress, has prepared the index.
J. F. ROCK
CAMBRIDGE,
MASSACHUSETTS,
SUMMER,1945
NOTE: Handel-Mazzetti published in the Denksclrriften der Akademie der lVissenschaften in Vienna (Mathematisch-naturwissenschaftliche Klasse, Bd. 97), a map and
description of Li-chiang, and parts of the Mekong, Salwin, and Irrawadi. I t includes the
Yangtze loop, Chung-tien and its dependencies. As guides and collectors he had with him
Na-khi from the village of Nv-lv-k'o. All Na-khi, as well as most Yunnanese, are unable
to pronounce final consonants, as n or ng. The spelling, therefore, of place names, etc.,
on his map is very bad. In addition he adopted the German romanization for the Chinese
names mispronounced by the Na-khi, and the result is far from happy. The names of
the Li-chiang snow peak may here serve as an example. Handel-Mazzetti gives it as
T (a fan)
Satseto; this is not a Na-khi name, but the purely Chinese term Shun-tztd
and tou
(steep, vertical). He gives the name Satseto as if it were a Na-khi one.
Along with the Na-khi and Chinese names which I shall quote, will be put in parenthesis
those given by Handel-Mazzetti (abbreviated to H-M) .
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Na-khi Dto-mbas Performing the Hir-la-llii Ceremony
Yo-wa-bu Pass over the Ta-yao Shan
Li-su Guard with Crossbow on Yo-wa-bu Pass
T h e Yangtze Valley Looking Southwcst from near BH-a
Yung-ning Pien-niu or Half-breed Yak
The Li-su Hamlet of Ba-ssu-ko
Li-su Log Cabins of the Ba-ssu-ko Village
Li-su Peasants of Ba-ssu-ko
View over Yung-ning and Lion Mountain from East of To-ka-bo Pass
Crossing the Yangtze near the Apex of the Loop
A Na-khi Soldier of 0 - y u , Now Serving the Mu-li T'u-ssu
The Northern Shore of Yung-ning Lake
FOLLOWING PAGE 458
Bu-chEr, the Yung-ning Boneless Pig
A Lo-lo from Wu-chi0 Village
T h e Yung-ning Lake with the Island of Nyo-ro-p'u
View of Lion-head Mountain from the Center of Nyo-ro-p'u
Lion Mountain Goddess Seng-ge Ga-mu
Seng-ge Ga-mu's Shrine on Nyo-ro-p'u
T h e Abbot of the Tso-so Bon Lamasery
H l i - k h i ~Ladies of the Tso-so L a T'u-ssu Family
Tso-so Bon Lamas Gathered for the Dance
The Southeastern End of Yung-ning Lake
Yung-ning Lake and Nyo-ro-p'u Island as Seen from the T'u-bbu Peninsula
Landing on the West Shore of the Island of Nyo-ro-p'u
Wife of the Late Tsung-kuan with Her Children
Lu-zo the Last-born Son of the Late Yung-ning Tsung-kuan
View from the Island of A-na-wa
Hsi-fan (Ch'ra-me) Peasants of Dshi-zhi in Mu-li
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Orthography

Description

a
i

low back vowel
same as above, short
low back vowel, with laryngeal constriction
like Arabic 'asin
mid front vowel
half-low back vowel, rounded
voiced bilabial stop, lenis
voiced bilabial stop, fortis, long (the vowel after bb, dd,
ff, gg, 11, and nn is always short, as compared with that
after an initial denoted by single b, d, etc.)
unaspirated voiceless bilabial stop, fortis
unaspirated voiceless alveolar affricate
aspirated voiceless alveolar affricate
voiced dental stop, lenis
voiced deqtal stop, fortis, long
aspirated voiceless dental affricate, lenis
voiceless dental stop, fortis
voiced dental affricate
half-high front vowel (slightly higher than a)
retroflexed mid central vowel, with a slight pharyngeal
constriction
(orthography for Chinese loan words, with same phonetic
value as t r )
voiceless labio-dental fricative, fortis, long
voiced velar stop, lenis
voiced velar stop, fortis, long
voiced uvular (or pharyngeal) fricative, like Fr. r grasseyd or the Arabic ghain
voiceless velar stop, fortis
voiceless glottal fricative
high front vowel
high front vowel, slightly centralized
aspirated voiceless velar stop, fortis
voiceless velar fricative
voiceless palatal fricative
voiced lateral continuant
voiced lateral continuant, fortis, long
initial 1 plus syllabic v
bilabial nasal, independent initial or combined with b to
form the cluster mb

'a

bp
ch
ch '
d
dd
ds'
dt
dz
e
6r
erh

As in
father
Germ. hat

Fr. s e i u
awe
be

adze
egg

go

hat
police

Germ. ach.
Germ. iclt .
low

mother
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Orthography
Description
n
dental nasal, independent initial or combined with d and dz

wuh

to form the clusters nd and ndz
(letter to indicate nasalization of the preceding vowel)
velar nasal, independent initial or combined with g to form
the cluster ngg (simplified into ng in the text)
dental nasal, fortis, long
nasalized syllabic v
half-high back vowel, rounded
half-high front vowel, rounded
back rounded diphthong
aspirated voiceless bilabial stop, fortis
(see Er)
voiceless dental fricative, fortis
voiceless dental fricative, extra fortis, long
voiceless alveolar fricative
voiced dental fricative, fortis, long (syllable or followed
by Itr)
aspirated voiceless dental stop, fortis
unaspirated voiceless dental affricate
aspirated voiceless dental affricate, fortis
high back vowel, rounded
same as u, but less rounded and short
high front vowel, rounded (but back unrounded after gh)
(after labials only) diphthong consisting of high back
vowel, unrounded, followed by mid back vowel
voiced labio-dental fricative, used in syllabic position after
g, gk, k', d, dt, t' and 1
voiced bilabial continuant
special syllable, with prominence on "u" and value of "a"
centralized
same, with prominence on "a"

Y
zh

voiced palatal continuant
voiced alveolar fricative

n
ng
nn
nv
6

o
ou
P'
r

s
ss
sh
sz
t'
ts
ts'
u

fi
ii
ue

v

w
w6a

Superscript
a'
a'
as
a'

As in
no

long

Germ. Sohn
Germ. Sohne
no

sister
show

rude
Fr. stc

way

Yes
Fr. je
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Description
low-falling
middle-level
high-short
high-rising

The fourth tone occurs only in words borrowed from the Chinese or Tibetan languages.

THE ANCIENT NA-KHI KINGDOM
OF SOUTHWEST CHINA

PART I
INTRODUCTION

Yiin-nan &fi(South of the clouds) is the second largest province of China,
and is situated in the extreme south-west of that vast country. Its area is approximately 146,700 square miles, and in 1933 it had a population of I I ,795,486,
or about 80.4 persons to the square mile. Of this population 6,095,549 were
male, and 5,699,937 were female, and 88.88 per cent of the entire population
was illiterate.
In the north it borders on Ssu-ch'uan LY/ll and Hsi-k'ang Pq.!&, in the west
on Hsi-tsang PLjdrSI (Tibet) and Mien-tien
(Burma). In the south it adjoins the south-eastern Shan States of Burma and also Indo-China. while in
the east it borders on the Chinese provinces of Kuei-chou it 144 and Kuang-hd
-- Yun-nan is a high table-land, intersected by some of the largest rivers of
Asia, such as the Yangtze, Mekong, and Salween, and by the eastern branch
of the Irrawadi (the Ch'iu Chiang kItf1 of the Chinese) in the extreme west.
These rivers flow parallel to each other for a considerable distance in terrific
gorges. The intervening mountain ranges, which in the extreme north-west
reach heights of 2 2 , 0 0 0 feet, are crowned by eternal snow. Of these the MekongSalween divide forms, in part, the Tibet - Yiin-nan border. The altitude increases in the north-west, and we find towns a t I I ,500 feet elevation.
I n the south, the province is partly covered with tropical jungle where tigers
roam and malaria is prevalent, and where the Tai or Shan hold undisputed
sway, as no Yiinnanese will live below an altitude of 4,000 feet. Here the
water-buffalo is a t home, and rice is the main crop.
I n the north the yak grazes on the high alpine meadows, and barley is grown
a t 12,000 feet. The yak furnishes the inhabitants with meat, milk, butter
and cheese; its dung (argols) is used as fuel and its hair for the weaving of
cloth for tents; it also serves as a transport animal. Here barley takes the
place of rice and is the staple food of the Tibetans.
The capital of the province is Yun-nan fu, situated a t an altitude of 6,400
feet, on a large plain surrounded by mountains. Near it is the famous lake
known as Tien Ch'ih s.)hor K'un-yang J&P&$. To-day Yun-nan fu is called
K'un-ming BRB, which, during the reign of Han Wu Ti, was the land of
3
1
1
{Rfi. While the name K'un-ming is an ancient one it seems
I-chou Chun s
not to have been applied to the land which bears that name to-day prior to the
Yuan (Mongol) dynasty. The K'un-ming 11sien chih speaks of three K'unmings. In the oldest geographical record of Yiin-nan we read, however, that
the name K'un-ming had first been given to the lake a t Yun-nan fu by General
Chuang Ch'iao of the State of Ch'u in about 280 B.C. (see Note 3, page 6).
p' As this is not a history and geography of the whole of Yun-nan, but only of
a specified area in its north-west, namely the region now occupied by the Mo-so

&wI.
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tribe, who call themselves Na-khi, the province is not described at Icngth. To
do so it would be necessary to publish, instead of two volumes, a t least ten,
when one considers that the present Yiin-nun 7"ung-chih (Topography of Ytinnan) as published by the Ytin-nan provincial authorities, consists of 2 2 0 pen
4 (books).
The area dealt with in this work does not lie strictly within the confines
of Yun-nan, but extends to beyond its borders. I t roughly conlprises the
land between East Longitude 98" and 1o3O and North Latitude 26O and
30". This territory was never exclusively inhabited by the Mo-so or Nakhi tribe, nor was it ever a political unit under the rule of a Nn-khi King
or chief. To-day the area is partly in Tibet and Hsi-k'ang and partly in
Yiin-nan and Ssu-ch'uan, the greater part, however, being in the province
of Yiin-nan. I t is represented in this work by four maps: Map no. I , called
Te-ch'in or A-tun-tzu; no. 2 , Wei-hsi; no. 3, 1,i-chiang and no. 4, Yenyiian.
In the area covered by map no. I , the Na-khi live in scattered villages
alternating with Tibetan ones, with certain sections (on the west) occupied
by other tribes, as the Lu-tzu or Nu-tzu, the Trun or Ch'iu-tzu, and Li-su
on the south. The area representctl by malls 2 ;111ti 3, is allnost exclusively
inhabited by Mo-so or Na-khi, save for a sprinkling of other tribes, such
as the Miao, Chung-chia, Min-chia and Lo-lo or No-su, with 'Tibetans and
Hsi-fan to the north. These tribes are more or less recent immigrants as are
the Chinese. Map 4, comprises an area inhabited mainly by ancient Mo-so
who may or may not be identical with the Na-khi of Li-chiang. Scattered
among them live also Hsi-fan, Chinese, Tai or Shan as well as Lo-lo and a
few Li-su. Chinese are everywhere in the minority.
Various hypotheses have been put forward as to the origin of the Na-khi.
Suffice it to say that they are immigrants, descendants of the Ch'iang of
north-eastern Tibet, and many references substantiating this statement
will be found throughout the book. Whether the Mo-so arc identical with
the Na-khi will ever remain a moot question. That the P'u were the original
inhabitants of the present home of the Mo-so or Na-khi we learn from
Chinese History. The Mo-so, first mentioned in the Annals of the T'ang
dynasty, were probably less numerous and disputed the land with the P'u.
Then came the descendants of the Yueh-hsi Ch'iang who with the Mo-so dispersed the P'u and settled in their land. 'The name Na-khi occurs nowhere
in Chinese literature and as I suggested elsewhere, was probably given the
Ch'inng by the Mo-so on account of their darker complexion. The name
Na-khi (nu = black, khi = man) became the designation for the tribe of
the territory formerly occupied by the P'u; whether the Mo-so absorbed
the Ch'iung or the Ch'iang the Mo-so remains a disputed question. The name
Mo-so is of Chinese origin and is disliked by the Na-khi, it is looked upon
as derogatory. I hope to be able to throw more light on this question in a
future work on the religion and religious literature of the Na-khi.
I n onlvr gratlually to introduce the readcr or i~ivestigatorto thc history a ~ l d
geography of thc former Na-klii Kingdom, it was clccmctl wisc to give a dcscril~tionof thc route from K'un-ming to Li-chiang &?I:,
the ancient capital
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of the Na-khi Kingdom, as well as accounts of K'un-ming and the various
prefectural towns encountered en route, and of their history in particular. Thus
the reader will gain a historic bird's-eye view of Yiin-nan proper, or, a t least,
of a large part of the province. Before giving these detailed descriptions of
the capital and the various towns encountered on the way to Li-chiang, I shall
begin with a brief rhumb of the history of the province as a whole.

a,

' tribe. - Lluring the reign of the Emperor Y u
I'he territory of the P'u &
known as 'l'a Yu jifi (l'he Great Yti), who was the first emperor of the Hsia
dynasty g#1!(2205 2198 I J . ~ . ) , the land known now as Yun-nan lay outside
his domain, which comprised nine chou 1jllJ (divisions), the south-westernmost
of which was Liang Chou rglJblj. Ytin-nan lay to the south-west of Liang Chou
and was then known as the territory of the Hsi-nan-i 14j.#jl& (South-wcstcrn
barbarians) .'
I'rior to the Ch'in &
' dynasty (255--209 H.c.) the I-Isi-nan-i were all called
P'u, and thc name of Tien
was not then known. P'u was also thc name of
a strcam ; in thc IIan Shu Ti-li-chih
jafll!
(Geographical Kccords of
the Han tlynasty) it is written I%, which is the present-day Lan-ts'ang Chiang
#?I: (Mekong). All the I
(savages) were called P'u-jcn -#A . 'I'he Hsinan-man were also known as Pu-jen I.A and they dwelt whcre tan-sha jh).&J
(cinnabar) originated, with which they paid tribute. These Pu-jen are identical
with the P'u-jen. They had no rulers and lived whcre they pleased, scattered
over the country. Hcnce they were called the l'ai-p'u G'.@ (Hundred P'u).'

a
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l h e Kingdom of Tien
--- General Chuang (Ih'iao Gig, who was a native
of the State of Ch'u and a descendant of King Chuang fi (Chuang Wang) of
Ch'u (613--591 u.c.), had been sent to conquer territory to the west of Shu
and P a E (Ssu-ch'uan) and to explore the Chiang *&(Yangtze). He arrived
on the shores of the Ytin-nan Lake (Plate I) and called it 'l'ien. As his road
back to Ch'u was blocked on account of the State of Ch'in
attacking Ch'u,
The Hsi-nan-i (later the Tien-jen 1PT A), were also called Man @ ; this appellation occurs
very often in the Records of the Three Kingdoms (San-kuo chih Z W ,A<). I'he character
man is interpreted as "ungovernable vermin," and was used bcc~usethey were not classed
tribe of Fukien and the
as human beings but as i4 vermin, reptiles, insects. The Min
tribe of Ssu-ch'uan were also considered vermin. These two tribal names are the
Shu
classical names of the latter provinces. The Huns (Ilsien-yiln b),as well as the Hsun-yil
and l'i fk, were classed by the Chinese with dogs and sheep, and never
galre, Ch'iang
radicals in the characters
with human beings. Hence they used the dog 3 and sheep
for their tribal names. - From the Tien-i M#$,or "Tien explained," by Yuan Chia-ku
Bt& (rB, ch. I , fol. 24, published 1923.

+

a The Yzin-nun T'u~R-chih,ch. 189, (01s. za-sa, states that the P'u I% savages had a tail
several inches long, and that they lived in nests in the mountains and forests. Their land
adjoined the Ai-lao SqI.:,or the present Pao-shan IUIII of Yiin-nan. I"u was also the name
of the land south-west of the State of Ch'u @. These P'u are also the 1"u-man iiti a of
Shun-ning Ilbll$, end the Lan-ts'ang Chiang (Mekong) is the ancient P'u Shui if% 3c. 'l'he
land of the I'i~i-p'u cxtended from Shen-chou fu E M J[T, in IIu-nun i1UJd4, west to Yungch'ang ;tk 11, the present l'tlo-shan. During the period of the San l'ai
( i . ~ .the
, I-Isia Y ,
Shang r t l and Chou JkJ dynasties, 2205-256 B.c.) they were known as 1"u ill@,
but afterwards
as the people oi l'ien f l , Yeh-lang 8i Dl(, K'un-n~ing1$ m, etc. Still later they are spoken
ol as the Two Ts'uan (Liung l's'uan K4 a) and the Liu-chao .:iRfl (inhabitants of the Six
kingdoms of Nan-chao &j R/{). 'l'heir name was constantly changed subsequently.
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he remained in Yun-nan, made himself king, and called the land the kingdom
of Tien, or Tien K U O . ~
The origin of Tien is explained as follows: the word tien
is pronounced
the same as tien
and means the top or apex; heaven is said to be tien (high) ;
Yun-nan on account of its altitude is said to be in the sky or t'ien-shang
When Chuang Ch'iao came from Ch'u and arrived on the high plateau of
Yiin-nan and on the shores of the lake, he called it the Tien Ch'ih, having
reference to the high altitude of the lake. The kingdom he later established he
called Tien-ch'ih Kuo @f& and Tien Kuo, and himself Tien Wang (King of
Tien). There is, however, another explanation of the origin of Tien. T i e n
also means "the beginning of" and "to upset," or "upside down." I t is supposed to have reference to the stream called the Tien-ch'ih Ho g<-&$ul,which
is the outlet of the K'un-yang Lake. The stream flows north instead of south,
and parallel, or almost so, to the lake, and finally debouches in the Yangtze.
It is said to flow lien-tao afE.1(reversed), and hence received the name Tien.

s,

xk,

The Yun-nun T'u-ching chih, one of the earliest geographical works on Yun-nan, states,
in ch. I , fol. Ia, that Chuang Ch'iao was the younger brother of Ch'ing Hsiang t : n g ~ ,
King of Ch'u (298-293 B.c.), and that it was he (Chuang Ch'iao) who also called the Yiinnan Lake K'un-ming. This would seem the earliest record of the name K'un-ming. The
Yun-nun T'ung-chih, ch. 189, fol. gb, says that King Wei kt (Wei Wang), of the State of
Ch'u, sent General Chuang Ch'iao to Yiin-nan. If this is correct, the Kingdom of Tien was
established between 339 and 329 B.C. I t is further stated on the same page, that a t the beginning of the reign of Ch'ing Hsiang Wang (298 B.c.) the latter sent Chuang Hao jiXs
from Yuan Shui ift ;rk (the present Yiian Chiang E 9 (Yuan River) which rises in the
ancient district of Ch'ieh-Ian B M, and flows into the Tung-t'ing Hu fl@f$J [Tung-t'ing
Lake]) to attack Yeh-lang 3E B[l [which is the present district of Ch'u-ching l b
to the
north-east of Yiin-nan fu]. His army arrived in Ch'ieh-lan, moored boats on the river
bank, and then marched to battle.
The Chia-ch'ing I-t'ung-chih, ch. 499, fol. ~ b states
,
that in the period of the Fighting
States, Kuei-chou which belonged to the State of Ch'u was the land of Ch'ien-chung RIP,
and that Yeh-lang and Ch'ieh-Ian belonged also to that State. The T'un Shui B7k, on the
east, passed by the district of Ch'ieh-lan (Ch'ieh-lan hsien B).The T'un Shui is also called
the Tsang-ko Shui 8BlW7k1and its waters are several li broad. This seems an extraordinary
statement, but the Shui ching chu *EEk or Water Classic Commentary, ch. 36, fol. ~ n b ,
states that in the river are two mountains called Tsang-ko 4F'-YPf(here the ox 9 radical is
used instead of the 3 or 7/C radical). I t is also stated that when Chuang Ch'iao attacked
Yeh-lang and his army had arrived in Ch'ieh-lan, they tied their boats to the bank of the
river. Therefore the river on the banks of which they placed stakes (tsang-ko) to tie their
boats to, must have been the Tsang-ko Shui. According to the Yzin-nun Slzui-tao k'ao
SF$
7)tS (Enquiry into the waterways of Yiin-nan) the ancient Wen Shui E AC is here
meant. I t states that the Wen Shui has its source in the districts of Tsang-ko and Yehlang and that it was also the ancient T'un Shui. To-day this stream is called the Nan-p'an
Chiang i$jtS (Southern P'an River), which has its source go li west of Chan-i hsien $E! P I
in a cave in the Hua Shan a14
iF;J in eastern Yun-nan. The Nan-plan Chiang is called the
Chiao Ho SE PJ in its upper reaches. The poet Wang Ts'an Xf!t wrote a poem on the scenic
beauties of this river. The poem is called the Chiao-ho yeh-yueh 3f PJgJ4, i.e. The evening
moon of the Chiao River. According to the Ch'ao-ching ch'ao-wen chi &@!J&&A,ch. 2,
fol. 1-2, the name Tsang-ko existed long before the time of Chuang Ch'iao.
SAINSON,
Nan-tchao Ye-che, p. 271, gives the date of the founding of Tien Kuo, or the date
of Chuang Ch'iao, a t about 2 2 0 B.C. This could not have been the date, for the Li-chiang fu
chih lueh states, "At the beginning of the reign of Ch'ing Hsiang, Chuang Ch'iao was sent
to Yiin-nan" - which probably means about 298 or 297. He must have been a t least 30
years old, or between 2 0 and 30, when he was sent to Yiin-nan. Therefore, if 2 2 0 is taken
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T h e Miao-hsiang and Pai-tzu K i n g d m s . -Long before Chuang Ch'im eb
tablished the Kingdom of Tien, Indian princes were said to have ruled in the
western part of the province. Apparently the oldest name for that region was
Miao-hsiang Kuo 49SM (Kingdom of excellent perfume). This was the
present-day Ta-li fu or Ta-li hsien *PC1 s , and belonged at that time to Lndia.
We read in the Nan-chao Yeh-shih @jsR&
(Romance of the Nan-chao
Kingdom) that King A-yu (A-yu Wang # j!f El also called P'iao-chii-ti ]B!
- the Indian Asoka, King of Magadha, or Mo-chieh Kuo @ $& m, the modem
Behar) took for his spouse Ch'ien-meng-k'uei
who gave birth to a son
by name Ti-meng-chii @$B. To the latter were born nine sons. The firstborn, Meng Chu-fu-lo SEMta, became the ancestor of 16 kingdoms. His
eighth son was Meng Chu-sung $ Egi,who was the ancestor of Jen-kuo CE
of the Pai-tzu (Kuo) Kingdom 6 3-a. This kingdom existed in the west of
the province with the capital south-east of Ta-li fu, at Pai-ngai 6 @. Nothing is, however, known as to the succession of these princes. Their descendant,

%s&,

as the date of his establishing the kingdom of Tien, he would then have been about IOO
years old, which, of course, is impossible.
The Li-chiang j u chih liieh, Vol. I , ch. 3, p. gb, says that when Ssu-ma Ts'o W &#i
of
Ch'in % attacked Ch'u %! and Ch'ien-chung b $ the road to Ch'u became closed and prevented the return of Chuang Ch'iao, who then settled in Y h - n a n and called it the Tien
Kuo, of which he became king. The history of the Kingdom of Ch'in relates that in the
27th year of Chao Hsiang Wang IIE: B E , which corresponds to 280 B.c., General Ssu-ma
Ts'o of Ch'in, passing by way of Shu EJ (Ssu-ch'uan) invaded the Kingdom of Ch'u and
Ch'ien-chung. This territory comprised parts of Hu-nan, Kuei-chou, Hu-pei #At: and
Ssu-ch'uan. We thus learn that the Kingdom of Tien was founded in the year 280 and not
220. The Tzu-chih l'ung-chien %f.?kZi
E,ch. 4, fol. 16b, states that the word ch'ien b was
or is pronounced ch'in 35. I t further states that Ssu-ma Ts'o attacked Ch'u and Ch'ien(Ch'in-)chung by way of Shu a in the 35th year of Chou Nan Wang BI j&E or 280 B.c.,
so the founding of Tien must fall in that year.
I, personally, believe that Chuang Hao and Chuang Ch'iao are one and the same person,
for the Hua-yang kuo chih % ~ ~ ch.
%4, ,fols. Ia and ~ b states
,
that "King Wei of Ch'u
sent General Chuang Ch'iao from Yuan Shui to come out a t Ch'ieh-lan and attack Yehlang, and to plant or place tsang-ko 4FB (stakes) on the banks of the Ch'ieh-lan to tie boats
to. Thereupon Ch'ieh-lan was subdued and Yeh-lang was also reduced to submission."
Two different persons could hardly be sent to the same place. This would be too much of
a coincidence. The only discrepancy is, therefore, in the name of the king, and hence also
in the time.
I t is possible that the word hao a stands for "leader" and Chuung for Chuang Ch'iao
who was the leader of the expedition. The Yun-nun T'ung-chih, ch. 189, fol. 6b, in fact states
that Hao is identical with Chuang Ch'iao. On page gal however, it says that it is feared
that this may not be so. As regards the name Tsang-ko il?R,the Hou Hun Shu t&R e ,
ch. 116, fol. 12a, states that "when they had arrived in Ch'ieh-lan, they moored boats on
the bank"; also that "at Ch'ieh-lan there was a place for the mooring of boats to tsat~g-ko
[stakes]." The name of the place had afterwards been changed and was known as Tsang-ko.
A footnote says that hang-ko was a post to tie boats to. The correct character is, however,
N and not B, though both are used.
The Yun-nun T'ung-chih states further that the Ch'ieh-lan region is the present-day
P'ing-yiieh
Kuei-yang &El etc., now i s Kuei-chou province. The province of
was established after the pacification of the Southern
Tsang-ko (Tsang-ko Chiin #N%i~)
barbarians (Nan-i %) in the sixth year of Yiian-ting X M! of Wu Ti W 30i (111 B.c.).
Later Tsang-ko was divided into two districts, namely P'ing-i P% and Yeh-lang; the former
is still called P'ing-i P$$($$ and % are interchangeable) and is near the Kuei-chou border,
while the latter is the present-day Ch'ii-ching Ilb $3 and Chan-i hsien B2€B,both in eastern Yiin-nan.

+a,
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Prince Jen-kuo, became later King of Tien, after the hereditary office of the
Chuang Ch'iao family had come to an end.
These early Indian princes were succeeded by a family called K'un-mi jj!M,
and the State over which they ruled was known as K'un-mi Kuo I,!~R,
Again nothing is known as to the succession, nor are there any records of the
names of the princes of the K'un-mi family. Their kingdom is said to have also
been called Pai Kuo G a . This was before the time of the Fighting States
(480-403 B.c.) and prior to the arrival of General Chuang Ch'iao in
Yiin-nan.
The Chiin of I-chou. - We now come to the decline of the Tien Kingdom
with King Ch'ang Ch'iang '3% as the last of its kings. He ruled at the same
time as Prince Jen-kuo: The former in the east of the province and the latter
in the west. In the period Yuan-shou j t f l of the Han Emperor Wu Ti Sd#j
(I 22-1 I 7 B.c.), King Ch'ang Ch'iang incurred the displeasure of the Emperor,
who favored Jen-kuo, who a t that time ruled over the Pai-ngai Kuo @
in the west of Yun-nan (the present-day Hung-ngai f Z g ) . In the second year
of the period Yuan-feng %);j- of Han Wu Ti (109 B.c.) the King of Tien having been pacified, that is, conquered, his land was taken from him, and the
province of I chou or I-chou Chiin &dJJ Bb was created. Tsang-ko, Yueh-sui
and several other districts were merged with it. After a few years all
the land of K'un-ming was annexed and made subject to that province. The
chiin consisted a t that time of 24 hsien (districts).
Han Wu Ti invested Jen-kuo with the title of King of Tien, and gave his
State the name of Pai-tzu Kuo. He was also authorized to change his capital
from Pai-ngai, in the west of the province, to Ch'eng-chiang
south-east
of K'un-ming (Yun-nan fu) . The town still exists, and is I 2 0 li from the capital.
Thus the kingdom of Tien was annexed to the principality of Pai-ngai.
The State of Chien-ning. - We now come to the period of the Shu Han Ejyx
(Minor Han dynasty), to the third year of the period Chien-hsing &fBof
who had sent the famous Chu-ko Liang %gs
the Emperor Hou Ti @ a # ,
to Yiin-nan to conquer it for the State of Shu. It was in the third moon
(March 27th-April 25th, A.D. 225) that Chu-ko Liang attacked the South and
entered Yun-nan. He stopped a t Pai-ngai where he found Lung-yu-na
a descendant of Jen-kuo of the 15th generation. He changed Lung's family
name to Chang
and appointed him chief of the kingdom which he called
Chien-ning Kuo
a. The capital of that kingdom was Chien-ning ch'eng,
1B, 30 li south of Hung-ngai, on the way to Ta-li fu
the present Mi-tu
.
Later on Chang Lung-yu-na transferred his capital to Ch'engchiang where his ancestor Jen-kuo had ruled during the Han dynasty.
It is, perhaps, of interest to record that in the T'ang dynasty the Na-khi lived in the region
described as follows:
The Yun-nun T'ung-chih, edition of the first year of Ch'ien-lung (1736)' in ch. 4, fol.
3oa, states that at the end of the period T'ien-pao of T'ang E X B (755) the Mo-so-man
BB! absorbed the territory of Ch'eng-chiang. Later the district was called Lo-ch'ieh tien
@!bl a. The P'o (Po)-man
afterwards conquered it. They were followed by the Meng
family %'2 R , of the Nan-chao Kingdom, who called it Ho-yang Chiin iW E2k. The Tuan
family $3R , who ruled Nan-chao under the name of Ta-li Kuo kfl-BI , divided the Mo-so
into three tribes, namely the Ch'iang-tsung 52 3 ,Hsiu-chih 144193 and Pu-hsiung % M S .
The Ch'eng-chiang fu chih Ei LI $f & (ed. 1719)~ch. 3, fols. qb-sa, says that because T'u-mo-
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The Nan-chao or Southern Kingdom. - A gap of nearly 400 yean intervenes
now during which nothing is known as to successions, or chronology, until we
come to the descendant of Chang Lung-yu-na, of the 17th generation. His
name was Chang Lo-chin-ch'iu
He was invested by the T'ang
Emperor T'ai Tsung
in the 23rd year of the period Cheng-kuan
(649) with the title of Shou-ling Ta-chiang-chun sfi8 # Z (Grand Marshal
Commander-in-Chief). I n the same year, however, he asked permission of
the Emperor to abdicate in favor of the Meng family SR. He gave his
daughter in marriage to a certain Meng Hsi-nu-lo s&&gwho was a descendant of Meng Chii-tu S-JiR of the 36th generation. The latter was the
fifth son of Ti-meng-chu %$Pi, a son of King A-yu PJ$f (Asoka, King of
Magadha). Meng Hsi-nu-lo became the founder of the Nan-chao Kingdom and
(Great
called his dynasty T a Meng and his domain the T a Meng Kuo jzg
Meng Kingdom). He was 32 years of age when he came to the throne in 649.
His capital was Meng-she ch'eng g*$&,t t e present Meng-hua hsien g&fi,
a town situated two stages south of Ta-li. He ruled until 674, while his dynasty
lasted until 902.~
The history of the Nan-chao Kingdom forms the subject of a treatise written
of the latter part of the Ming
by the famous Han-lin scholar Yang Shen,
dynasty, who in 1524 incurred the displeasure of the Emperor Hou Tsung
g$$,(Chia-ching). He was first thrown into prison, and later banished to
south-western Yiin-nan (Yung-ch'ang hg), where he died in 1559. His
ancestral shrine is in the temple compound of P'u-hsien Ssu gB%,a t Kaoch'iao -&@ across the lake from K'un-ming. This treatise (the already mentioned Nan-chao Yeh-shih %-% !@&) has been translated into French by
Camille Sainson, a former French vice-consul a t Ho-k'ou f l R on the Yiin-nan
and Indo-China border. See appendix to Chapter VII, pp. 177-184.
Much of the history of the Nan-chao Kingdom can be found in the history
of Li-chiang and need not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that the kingdom
existed for over 600 years, from 649 to 1253, during which time Yun-nan was
independent of the Chinese Empire. I t was Kublai Khan, later the famous
Mongol Emperor, who invaded Yiin-nan in 1253 and annexed it to the empire, reducing the last King of Nan-chao, Tuan Hsing-chih &*@, to a mere
hereditary governor of Ta-li.
Tuan Hsing-chih had 12 successors, the last governor of Ta-li being Tuan
Shih
who took office in the 15th year of Ming Hung-wu (1~82).
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of the Mo-so had acquired merit, his sons were organized into three tribes,
and the territory of Ho-yang was divided among them as Ch'iang-tsung, Hsiu-chih and
Pu-hsiung pu. The first became the Yang-tsung hsien E%%of the Yiian and Ming
dynasties (now obsolete); the second is the present Hsin-hsing hsien kfl!%,
the third is
the Chiang-ch'uan )I1 district of to-day. The Pu-hsiung afterwards lived at Ch'ieh-tien
and were therefore called the Lo-ch'ieh pu @ C % . On p. gb of the same work, it states
further that T'u-mo-chih dwelt west of the Ts'uan-man I B (Lo-lo) who submitted with
them to T'ai Tsung k 5Z of the T'ang dynasty in the 23rd year of the Cheng-kuan 13IIII
period (649). T'u-mo-chih's territory was then at Ch'u-hsiung 92s and belonged to two
chou, P'ang i% and Wang 52.
P. M. Tchang, s.J., in his "Tableau des Souverains de Nantchao" (B.E.F.E.O. Vol. I :
313, 1901) gives the dynastic title of Hsi-nu-lo as (Fong-ming) Feng-min 3% JE.
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The provime of Yiin-nun. - The Ming Emperor Yuan Chang zf$(Hungand Mu Ying %& to subjugate Yun-nan;
their troops seized various towns in the south-east of the province, such as
Lin-an g ,Ch'eng-chiang BBE,
Yiian-chiang Z?i_I:
and even Ch'u-hsiung
Be,half-way between Ta-li and K'un-ming. Gradually they advanced on
Ta-li, which fell on the 23rd of the second moon, in the 15th year of Hung-wu
(March 8th, 1 ~ 8 2 ) .Various revolts on the part of the aborigines followed in
different parts of the province, but these were ruthlessly suppressed, for we
read that in the eastern part of the province 30,000 heads were cut off, and of
200,000 insurgents who had attacked Yun-nan fu, 60,000 were decapitated.
In the same year 1382 the province was for the first time called Yiin-nan
and this name has been retained throughout, up to the present day.
The name Yun-nan appears for the first time, however, in the year 122 B.C.
during the reign of Han Wu Ti, in the iirst year of the period Yuan-shou. I t
was then not the name of the province, but of a small town to the east of Ta-li,
namely Yun-nan hsien. The Yiin-nun hsien chih s-'j$j,M&(Records of the
district of Yiin-nan) state that in that year (122 B.c.) brilliant (varicolored)
clouds were seen in Pai-ngai, whereupon the hsien of Yun-nan was established.
The Nan-chao Yeh shih states that there is another explanation for the
origin of the name Yun-nan. I t is said that in the reign of Hsiian Tsung
of the T'ang dynasty (713-755), the Minister of the State of Meng-she $$&,
by name Sheng Lo-p'i &gB,went in audience a t the Court. When the
Emperor asked him where he resided, he replied: "In the south, a t the foot
of the clouds"; thereupon the Emperor named his land Yun-nan (South of
the clouds).

wu) sent Generals Fu Yu-te
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CHAPTER I

It would seem superfluous to give here the stages and a description of the
road to Ta-li, which has been described by travellers too numerous to mention. But practically none give the names with the Chinese characters. And
as the romanization adopted by them depended on their nationality - English, French or German - the resulting spelling has not always been a happy
one. I t is for this reason that I shall describe briefly the route from K'unming, via Ta-li ;fiFI!, to Li-chiang %'I,and also give historical accounts of
the various towns encountered en route, beginning with K'un-ming, our starting point.
Although no one will ever again use the old caravan road to Ta-li except
muleteers - and these only for a few years more - as a motor-road has been
built to Ta-li and its extension to Li-chiang is almost completed, I have thought
it wise to give this description of the old caravan road as a matter of historic
interest.
I.

-HISTORY OF YGN-NAN

FU

Yun-nan fu was the land south of the Liang Chou $$$JN
of Yu Kung Sfi.
In the time of the Yin f& (also called Shang &) and Chou M dynasties, it was
outside their borders and was inhabited by the Hsi-nan-i afi4 (Southwestern barbarians). There dwelled the P'o '%, Chiu %, Liao @, Li
(Piao g ) ,Lo @ (Naked), Tu g-,
Lu j@,and Ngo or 0 4&, and all the tribes
of the Wu-man ,%@. In the Fighting States period, Chuang Ch'iao gs of
Ch'u 3 seized the land, assumed the kingship of their territory and called it
Tien Kuo @a.
Tien Kuo. - There seems to be some discrepancy as regards the actual establishing of the Tien Kuo. Chavannes, in his introduction to the Mimoires
historiques, pp. LXXIX and LXXXIV, states that King Wei a4: of Ch'u, who
reigned from 339-329 B.c., sent General Chuang Ch'iao to conquer the region
which is the present K'un-ming. Owing to his inability to return to Ch'u the
latter installed himself on the borders of lake Tien and named his kingdom
after the lake, Tien Kuo (Kingdom of Tien) (Plate 2).
The Tien-yiin li-nien chuan Ezkt!Eq-#ch.
& I, pp. 6b-7b, quoting from the
Shih Chi &%, says that, in the time of King Wei of Ch'u, General Chuang
Ch'iao was sent with his soldiers to follow the Chiang 7 1 (Yangtze), and seize
the territory to the west of P a C,, Shu 3Zj and Ch'ien-chung. General Chuang
was the descendant of King Chuang (Wang) of Ch'u #$X (613-591 B.c.). (The
Tien-yiin li-nien chuan has quite a discussion about this statement that
Chuang Ch'iao was the descendant of Chuang Wang) Chuang arrived a t lake
Tien; near it was level ground, 300 li square, consisting of fertile soil. Several
thousand li were occupied by the soldiers, who overawed the country, which
thus became subject to Ch'u.
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When the General intended returning to report (to his king) he found that
Ch'in had attacked Ch'u, Pa and Ch'ien-chung. The road was thus closed.
He sent one of his generals, Hsiao Pu /I. b , to tranquilize the savages to the
west of Tien. Unable to return to Ch'u, he began building the walled city of
Chii-Ian Bm and resided there. Chu-lan ch'eng was in the prefecture of
Ku-ch'ang
and was seven li north of K'un-ming hsien - other books say
over 10 li from Yun-nan fu.
The Hou Hun Shu (History of the Later Han dynasty) states that in the time
of Ch'ing Hsiang Wang t;a % T , Chuang Hao ,$% was King of Tien.
According to the Shih Chi and Hun Shu $%%,the time when Chuang Ch'iao
was sent to Yun-nan was during the reign of King Wei of Ch'u (339-329 B.c.),
and not during the reign of King Ch'ing Hsiang of Ch'u (289-262 B.c.).
Although the Li-chiang Records state explicitly that it was after Ssu-ma
Ts'o had attacked Ch'u and Ch'ien-chung (which was in 280 B.c.), the exact
date of the establishing of Tien Kuo is, therefore, left undetermined.'
K'un-ming (Yiin-nun fu). - In the second year of Yiian-feng Zj+ of Han
Wu Ti (109 B.c.) 'the King of Tien submitted, and at first there was established
the I-chou Chun
Z!fS.2 (A chun 81 was a territorial division of the Han
empire beginning 221 B.c.) In the third year of Chien-hsing &#!@ of the Shu
Han (A.D. 225). I-chou Chiin was changed to Chien-ning @!$$ which controlled also Wei hsien %R (this was 15 li west of the city of Nan-ning, or Nanning ch'eng fi$i?@,
the present-day Ch'u-ching @%, to the east of K'unming (Yiin-nan fu), distant seven stages).
The dates given by EMILE
ROCHER
in his "Histoire des princes du Yun-nan" in the T'oungpao, Vol. X (1899)) p. I, as regards the early history of Yun-nan, are completely untrustworthy, for he says, "About the beginning of our era the prince of the Kingdom of Ch'u
sent an ambassador by the name of Chuang Ch'iao, etc., to Yun-nan to which he gave the
name of Tien." Now the State of Ch'u came. to an end in 223 B.c., which is hardly "about
the beginning of our era."
The next king of whom any record exists, although it is very little, is Ch'ang Ch'iang
R
'
of whom the Li-chiang Records relate that "at first Han Wu Ti sent envoys to Tien
miin-nan] to interview King Ch'ang Ch'iang." Wu Ti ruled from 140 to 87 B.c., so Ch'ang
Ch'iang's reign in Yun-nan must fall into that period and not A.D. 2 0 as Rocher states.
I n the Hsi-nan-i Lieh-chuan of the Shih Chi it is stated that Ch'ang Ch'iang, the King of
Tien, led all his people to allegiance in the second year of the period Yuan-feng (109 B.c.).
Thereupon he was given an official seal, authorizing him to continue to govern his people
as their king.
Among the south-western savages there were about one hundred chieftains among whom
only those of Yeh-lang and Tien received official seals authorizing them to be kings. The
State of Ch'in exterminated the kings of all the other States except the King of Tien who
was a descendant of Ch'u. When the Han dynasty launched an expedition against the southwestern savages, all the barbarian States were exterminated except Tien, the king of which
remained a favourite of the emperor. We learn that Ch'ang Ch'iang, King of Tien, appeared
first in Chinese history in the first year of the period Yuan-shou (122 B.c.). - From the
Yun-nun T'ung-chih, ch. 117, fol. 2a and b.
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I n I-chou Chun during the reign of Wu Ti, in the second year of Yuan-feng Z H there were
founded 24 hsien, of which the first was Tien-ch'ih @N. This Tien-ch'ih is the present-day
the present I-men hsien $5P1% ;
Chin-ning hsien 5%%. The second was Shuang-pai @#i,
the third was T'ung-lao M%, the Yueh chou $\I, of the present Nan-ning, later abandoned,
etc. Under the Later Han, I-chou Chun had 17 walled cities, the first again being Tiench'ih. All these belonged to Yun-nan. - (Yzin-nun T'ung-chih, ch, 9, fol. qb). See p. 8.
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I n the second year of the period Yung-an
(305) in the reign of Chin
Hui Ti
Chien-ning was enlarged and Ning-chou Chiin
was
established. In the second year of the period Yung-chia /)( & of Chin Huai
(308), Ning chou was changed to Chin-ning Chiin B$t19:. Both the
Ti 112~D
Sung
(42-478) and Ch'i
(479-501) called it by the same name. During the Liang 32 (502-56) and Ch'en 1% (557-589) dynasties the name Chinning Chun was abolished. In the beginning of the Sui % dynasty (581) there
which was subsequently abolished. - Timwas established K'un chou l&+l{,
hsi, ch. I , fol. gb.
However, in the beginning of the T'ang dynasty (618) it was re-established
(Fuas K'un chou, but subject to the Yao chou Tsung-kuan-fu UkdW{#,:;$N.f
Governor of Yao chou, north of Chen-nan chou). In the fourth year of Chengkuan j%!UL (630) it was changed and made subject to the Tu-tu-fu .IEliHl{f
(Governor-General) of Jung chou & .3
Towards the end of T'ien-pao 'XR (755) it was abolished by the Nan-chao
Kingdom. In the fifth year of Kuang-te )&15 (767),4 Feng-ch'ieh-i Rfh~x-,
a
added a wall and called the town T'o-tung
prince of the Meng family $<E,
ch'eng &-fib&,as in the east of Nan-chao (Ta-li) the Rleng princes had established the chieh-tu of T'o-tung. It was intended to open up the land of
T'o-tung which was one of six chielz-lu gp Ej5namely, T'o-tung, Lung-tung
(present-day Yiian-mou 5 t 3 ) , Yung-ch'ang &[: (now called Paoshan ftCII ), Yin-sheng $J$& (present-day Ching-tung f;gi), Chien-ch'uan
$l]/ll and Lu-shui E 7 J c . T'o-tung ch'eng is the K'un-ming (Yiin-nan fu) of
to-day .
Ch'uan-feng-t'o
a grandchild of the sixth generation of Fengch'ieh-i, changed the name T'o-tung ch'eng to Shan-shan fu $;I$] Iff. Hsiinho-ch'uan 3:mflj (in the Nan-chao Yelz-shilz he is called Hsun-ko-ch'iian
rr-bjfUj), the seventh Nan-chao King (808-809)' renamed T'ai-110 ch'eng
%$U?&, and made it the Hsi-ching pq% or Western capital, calling Shanshan the Eastern capital. Lung-shun (!%$f-, 12th Nan-chao King (877-897)'
changed the Hsi-ching
(Western capital) to the Chung-tu 141 (Central
capital); and the Tung-ching g g (Eastern capital) he called the Shang-tu
k%fi
(Upper capital). In the time of the Tuan family, Kao Chih-sheng !i2i +Y#{-6
governed Shan-shan and his descendants lived there.
In the beginning of the Yuan Z (Mongol) dynasty (1253) was established
the Shan-shan wan-hu f u ;$;F #f (Shan-shan city of 10,000 families). The
Yiin-nun T'ung-chih, ch. 32, fol. 3b, however, states that in the fifth year of
,&a,$?,
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Jung chou is the present-day I-pin 52% (formerly called Hsii-chou fu b HIfi and Sui-fu)
of Ssu-ch'uan. I t was first known as Jung chou in the 10th year of T a - t ' u u k H of the
Liang dynasty (544).
This should probably read the second year of Ta-li kB,as there were only two years of
the period Kuang-te, though the emperor was the same. The date may, however, be wrong,
as the Hsii Yiin-nun T'ung-chih kao gives the second year of Kuang-te, which is 764.
Chieh-lzd was the office of an Imperial Commissioner.
Kao Chih-sheng was marquis of Yo (hou) +$A. He was promoted in 1063 to T'ai-pao
ki% (Grand Protector of the Hereditary Prince), and invested with the title of marquis of
Te (hou) BR. Later he was promoted marquis of Shan-shan S M R ,the title to be inherited by his descendants.

Hsien Tsung ;2 (1255) Shan-shan was divided into four Wan-hu fu or four
cities of ~o,ooofamilies each. In the 13th year of Chih-yuan
,1 (1276) it
was changed to Chung-ch'ing Lu &2& (Circuit of Chung-ch'ing).
In the 15th year of Hung-wu (1382) the name was changed to Yun-nan f u
s E $ f ,which then ruled over four chou and nine hsien.
Ed. Chavannes, in the T'oung-pao, Vol. 6 (1905)) p. 4, raises the question
as to the identity of Shan-shan 31;14iIand concludes that it is not to be identified with Yun-nan fu. He is inclined to accept the Nan-chao Yeh-shih where
it states that T'o tung is the present-day P'ing-ting hsiang 4;-z$&,
north of
K'un-yang chou J&p$)lJ in Yun-nan fu. K'un-yang chou is on the southwestern point of K'un-yang Lake. The Hsii Yiin-nan T'ung-chi kao, Vol. 8,
ch. 3, fol. ga, states explicitly that T'o-tung ch'eng is the Yiin-nan fu of to-day,
and that it was also called Shan-shan fu.
Another reference, however, is in Vol. 14, ch. 14, fol. gb, of the same Chinese
work, where it says that the ancient Ya-ch'ih ch'eng $T&J&, which Chavannes
accepts as the present-day Yiin-nan fu, was 20 li south-east of Lo-tz'u hsien
d%;AM. Lo-tz'u hsien is north-west of Fu-min
so this would mean that
Ya-ch'ih ch'eng was between Lo-tz'u hsien and Fu-min.'

+
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The city wall.- The wall of K'un-ming (the ancient T'o-tung ch'eng), was
first built by Feng-ch'ieh-i in the second year of Kuang-te xhj:$ (764) (see
p. 13, note 4)) though according to tradition it is the ancient wall built by
Chuang Ch'iao, first king of Tien Kuo.
I n the 15th year of Hung-wu (1382) the wall was replaced by a brick wall
nine and three-tenths li in circumference, 29 feet and 2 inches high, and having six gates, each with a tower.
If this were true the town could not have been surrounded by water on three sides.
From many of the Chinese records it seems apparent that Ya-ch'ih and Shan-shan were two
different cities. Ya-ch'ih was the capital of the Wu man. We read in the Hsin Yuan Shih
%Tc& (New Mongol History), ch. 122, fol. 6b, that Wu-liang-ho-t'ai attacked the Wu
man (Black savages), then the territory of the Lo pu @$!3 (Lo tribe who dwelt a t Lo-tz'u
hsien), and defeated Kao-hua &3Y=, the chief of the Man. He then advanced on the city
of Ya-ch'ih (it actually says Ch'ih-ya which is a misprint). Three sides of the city are on
the shores of the Tien Ch'ih (K'un-ming Lake). He employed pao @ (machines for throwing heavy stones), attacked its north gate and set fire to it. He was however unable to take
it. I n the Tien-yiin li-nien chuan, ch. 5 , fol. 22a, it states that Wu-liang-ho-t'ai divided his
army and took the adjacent capital Shan-shan. He then turned around and attacked the
Shui ch'eng 7kMt of the Wu man Ho-la-chang &51i2, etc. Further on it relates that he
advanced on Ya-ch'ih, a city on the shores of the 'I'ien Ch'ih and surrounded on three sides
by water.
Shan-shan has survived in the K'un-ming of to-day while Ya-ch'ih has completely disappeared. The Na-khi however call K'un-ming, to this day, Yi-chi or rather Yi-ch'i, which
seems to be the Ya-ch'ih of the Mongols, but they may be referring to the capital of the Wuman with which they were classed by the Chinese.
The temple of Ch'iung-chu Ssu Pii fly9 (Temple of the Ch'iung bamboo [a variety of
bamboo with great many knots]) situated 2 0 li west of K'un-ming on the Yii-an Shan
3% CI, (Jade-table Mountain) was built by Kao Kuang W 35 of Shan-shan about 638, so
the Yiin-nun T'ung-clzih relates. A stele in the same temple which bears the date of May 15,
1316, and which has only recently come to light, bears two inscriptions, a Chinese and a
Mongol. The former states that the priest Hsiian Chien 2 !E holds forth in the temple of
Ch'iung-chu Ssu of Yiin-nan Ya-ch'ih.
He was the son of Ko-lo-feng Ikj a M who ruled over the Nan-chao Kingdom from 748 to 788.

I n the 17th year of Shun-chih (1660) the wall was in bad condition and the
salt revenue was used to rebuild it. I t was again rebuilt in the 20th year of
K'ang-hsi (1681). Afterwards it was frequently repaired, the last time by
Magistrate Chou Hsiung JI';J9a in 1797.
T o the north-east of the city lay the walled towns of Ching-i ch'eng tF 2?&
and Huang ch'eng I$:l;i ; to the west lay Han ch'eng f@&.
Something over
10 li to the east of the wall is the village of Ku-ch'ang-ts'un
$.j-, which
under the Han dynasty was part of the ancient territory of the Ku-ch'ang
Wang (King of Ku-ch'ang)
I n the 10th year of Cheng-yiian $ill; (794) the Nan-chao Kingdom attacked the Hsi-jung TjLj& (Western Jung) tribes, and transported the Shih
fj'd, Shun
and Mo-so @t! tribes, many thousands strong, to this locality.
.@

First stage. - From K'un-ming the trail leads west across the plain for 30
li until it reaches the foot-hills and the famous Pi-chi Kuan ZC!-% M (Jadefowl Pass), where there is a hamlet and a temple on a hill overlooking the pass.
This temple was built in the ~ 2 n dyear of K'ang-hsi, the seventh month and
12th day (September ~ n d 1683).
,
The elevation of the village is 6,550 feet.
The motor-road follows the foot of the pass, zigzags up the hill, and then bears
to the west.
From Pi-chi Kuan to An-ning chou s$fil){j(now An-ning hsien) is 50 li.
An-ning is a walled city lying in a valley a t an altitude of 6,000 feet. In ancient
days i t was the T'ang-lang-ch'uan &u[lJll(Mantis stream) of the Tien Kingdom. A small trail here branches off to the town of Wu-ting 3
three stages
to the north of K'un-ming and a distance of 210 li from An-ning. (A motorroad has now been built.)
The road to An-ning winds between wheat-fields which are terraced and
situated between low hills with limestone ou tcroppings. Coolies, mostly Minchia E&(for description see pp. 41-43), men and women, are met with, carrying blocks of salt on a framework, the load being IOO catties, or about 133 lb.
Others bear loads of firewood, charcoal and rice for the market of K'un-ming.
(White salt-well) near the town
The salt comes from Pai-yen ching Q
of Yen-feng @%. A trail connects the salt-wells with Ch'u-hsiung.
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An-ning hsien. - I n the Han dynasty, An-ning was the Lien-jan hsien
of I chou. I n the beginning of the Chin dynasty (about 265-266) it
Under the Sung and
belonged or was subject to Chien-ning Chiin &%Gli.
Ch'i dynasties its name remained unaltered. In the beginning of the Sui
dynasty (about 581-582) the city was subject to K'un chou.
During the reign of T'ang Wu-te Zkj;:? (about 618-619) its name was
changed and An-ning hsien magistracy (still under K'un chou) was established. At the beginning of T'ien-pao -Xg (about 742-743) An-ning hsien
fell into the hands of the Man (savages) who had rebelled owing to extortionate
taxes and forced labor.

at&%,

The ~'un-kinghsien chih, ch. g, fol. Ia, states that there is no Ku-ch'ang Wang listed in
the Ban Shu and that the character wang was by mistake used for h.rien &.

Afterwards the city was captured by the Meng family (Meng shih @lT),
the founders of the Nan-chao Kingdom. 'I'he T'ang dynasty sent soldiers to
suppress the Man. P'i-li-ko, the fourth Nan-chao King, with his soldiers joined
the T'ang soldiers and pacified the savagcs. Nine years afterwards whcn the
Nan-chao Kingdom had become stronger, the 'I's'uan & savagcs wcre weakened, The robbers (Ts'uan) however c a p t ~ ~ r rYao
d chou YklJfj, and although
they again attacked An-ning, it rcmsined in the possession of the Nan-chao
kings.
?'hc l'uan family, which in 937 succecdcd to the throne of Nan-chao, made
no changes and, during the reign of Tuari Ssu-lien U!L! 1iK (1o44-107~), Kao
Chih-shcng 8 9'1' $1-, nlarquis of Shan-shall, was commissioned to guard and
protect their territory.
In thc beginning of thc Yiian dynasty (1253) it was depcnd~iiton the Yaiigch'cng-p'u 14j7&
f): l o Wan-hu fu. I n thc bcginning of Chih-y iian 3; 1l; (I 2b4
or 1265) there was cstablishcd the C'h'ici-1-hu so -7- ) 1 JSC (Sub-military station
of 1,000 families) of An-ning. Afterwards the name was cliailged to An-ning
chou. At the beginning of thc Ming dynasty it rcmaincd unaltcrcd.
l'hc native prefect, a nicnlbcr of the 'I'ung family IYI I t , governed hcrcditarily the registered families of 10 li (10 co~nmuncs)and one lisicn.
The Iriin-nan l'zrng-cllilr, ch. 141, p. ,?la . . . j2a, has thC following to sav
about the Tung fanlily: "In the rcign of Hung-wu (1368-1~~8)
No-ch'ing fii
ft(~].$]{j:was cstablishcd. In the 17th year ( I j84) Tung l'z'u ;tl MI: was made
native fu-prefect of Ho-ch'ing (on account of his great mcrit). IIc was originally native chou-prcfcct of An-ning of whicll city 11c was a native. Ilis son,
Tung C'hieh tb ui, also on account of mcrit, was matle 11crc.ditary native chouprcfcct of An-ning in the same ycnr his fnt11c.r was transfthrrcd to Ho-ch'ing.
(Scc also 110-ch'ing clrozc chili, ch. 2 0 , 101. 2oa.) I-Ie r~stablisllcclschools and
built the city yamci~,gave lcssoi~sin ;~griculture:~iidscric~~lture,
and i i ~ s t r u c t ~ d
the people in the cultivation of trees, ctc."

Seccvzd slugc. -- From An-ning hsicn to Lao-j-a-l\uan Ei/,(:ldld (Crow pass)
ii tlistance of 70 li. '1'11~trail leads up thc hills to 11, 11nnllc.t callcd 'l's'ao-p'u
:V$~)J
(Grass shop), which is 10 li from Ch'ing-lung-shao I!iij[SIIl'f (Green dragon
guard-station), thc lunch-stop of the day. I t conti~lucs011 over wiltl, arid
country -- an untlulating plateau of grtivcl, rctl soil, j.c\llow sand ancl clay.
'I'he slopcs are covcrcd with ~ i n cscrub (Pirrrrs yii?lnclrlcrzsis). Sixty li from
is renchc(l. Aftcr passing
An-ning hsicn the village of Lu-pino ~li':'k'()lJ.;)
through a circular tcrraccd basin, the trail climbs to I,ao-j'a pass on which is
a temple now occupicc-1 by the militia. 'l'hc a l t i t ~ ~ dofc Lao-yn l<uan is 6,300
feet. Lao-ya-ltuan village, which is not touched by the motor-road, cxtcnds
from the top of the pass down into a little plain, and bclongs to the magistracy
of Lu-icng hsien ,fi% ?','!!I?$.
is

Third stage. --- From Lao-ya-kuan to Lu-fcng hsicn ,fi~.'!,','l!l?$
is 80 li. The
trail leads up through a rocky ravine to a pass which is callcd Yang-lao-shao
& l~j'j,then past thc hamlet of Pei-hou-ssu {i.l !,, dcsccnding from 6,000
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lo This is thc Chin-ning hsien BJTIEfi on the south-cost bank of the lake at K'un-ming.
There was an outer nnd an inner walled city in thc chou; the inner was called Yong-ch'eng-p'u
nnd was built by the Mcng fnmily.

feet into a deep valley in which is situated the long village of Yao-chan RJk,
the regular lunch-stop for the caravans. The motor-road avoids Yao-chan
and keeps to the hill-side, descending in great zigzags to the west of the place.
The steep valley slopes are eroded, the strata being perfectly horizontal and
in various colors, such as grey and yellow clay, gravel and red soil; the land
has sunk and lies tilted considerably, especially in the north-eastern part, exposing the above-mentioned varicolored strata and giving the whole landscape a peculiar appearance.
Lu-feng l1 is situated in a fertile plain a t an elevation of 5,350 feet. I t is a
town now much dilapidated and surrounded by a low wall. The original
earthen wall was built in the 12th year of Yuan Chih-cheng SE (1352). In
the 35th year of Ming Wan-li (1607) the town was burnt by the native bandit,
A-k'o PIIJ (tribal chief of Wu-ting), and the magistrate pulled down the
earthen wall and built a brick one, 3 li in circumference and 16 Chinese feet
high. This wall was destroyed by an earthquake in the ninth year of K'ang-hsi
(1670) and rebuilt. I t was repaired frequently afterwards up to the 10th year
of T'ung-chih (1871).
T o the west of Lu-feng, almost adjoining the wall, flows the Hsing-lo Ho
h!-N$ll. The bridge spanning it is called Hsing-hsii ch'iao )Irt;i& (Bridge
of the zodiacal constellation), another name for it being Yung-feng ch'iao
&-??;f;hii. I t was comlncnced in 1612 and finished in 1614 by Hsiang Chao-lin
li~]
3k&'#, magistrate of Lu-feng.

Fozrrth stage. - From Lu-feng to She-tzu .A -ff (also written #q-fi) is a distance of go li. From Lu-feng the road leads through the west gate, known as
the Ch'ing men il!jll'j, over the Hsing-hsu bridge. The Hsing-hsu Chiang
[i'qii .iL or Ho $11,another name for the Hsing-lo River, is called the Lu-shih
Chiang $k.lj-.iT: on the Yun-nan military map. I t flows west of the walled
town and becomes an aflluent of the Red River (the Chinese Yuan Chiang
5 i X ) which debouches into the sea in Indo-China.
The trail crosses the plain to the foot of the hills which it ascends. This
particular stretch of trail is the worst on the entire journey to Li-chiang. All
the villages have been burned by bandits, only the charred mud walls are
standing and the fields lie waste. The mountains of this region had been for
years the stronghold of the large robber bands which harassed the province.
Half-way up the mountain-side, nestled in the forest is an old tcmple, ro li
from Lu-feng. From a pass, 6,300 feet high, which is the top of the ridge encircling the wester11 side of the Lu-feng plain, one has a wollderful view over
a vast sea of mountains, here and there being a tiny level area with a few
hamlets and fields. The trail continues below the top of the ridge along grassy
and wooded slopes. Ahead are conical mountains thickly wooded with pines;

" In ancient days it was the Pai-ts'un

$# (White village) of the Lu-peng tien ~'kisP@
(Black P'o snv(tien of Lu-peng). The district was inhabited by the Wu-p'o-man
ages). Their land was nlalarinl nnd hot, and they thus had no definite dwelling. They were
ruled in the period of Ta-li kER
l (937-1004) by I-sheng
the son oi K:IO Chili-sheng
fiP';H.. In the beginning oi the Yilan dynnsty the town was dependent on the Ch'ien-hu
so of An-ning. In the reign of Chih-yiian Z ~i;(1341-1367) it wns estnblished as a hsien,
subject to the chou of An-ning. The pasants of three li registered there. 'Yo-day it is a
full-fledged hsien city.
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a t the foot of the nearest, the trail, now a deep trench, enters a ravine descending to a stone bridge and then to what was once a hamlet called Hsiang-shuiwater pass). I t is a wonderful spot in the midst of
kuan P ~ ~ I I (Rippling
I~
densely forested mountains and lovely clear streams. This was the headquarters of the robber bands. Thanks to the energetic rule of the then gov,
of the bandits were killed, the remainder diSernor, Lung Yiin ~ 8 3 many
persed, and a fort erected where soldiers are always on guard.
The trail winds in and out between high, forested spurs, finally ascending
to a pass of 6,500 feet elevation. I t descends into a small valley, across low
ridges and thence to the small, forlorn hamlet of She-tzu a t 6,100 feet. After
having been plundered several times by the bandits who once occupied it for
many months in 1927-28, a mud wall has been built around it, and watchtowers on the tops of the surrounding spurs. She-tzu, which formerly belonged to Kuang-t'ung hsien, is now a sub-divisional magistracy, in the district of Hei-ching 3-8 (Black salt-well - in contradistinction to the Paiching #, White salt-well). In Hei-ching are two wells called A-lou ching
15iV !I@#and Yuan-yung ching 7C &-1f:.
Large caravans loaded with salt make
their way from here to the capital.

n

Fifth stage. -From She-tzu to Kuang-t'ung hsien EaM is a distance of
60 li. The trail now passes across the She-tzu plain and enters a small ravine
leading to a pass, a t 6,550 feet and 15 li from She-tzu, where is a shrine - a
large old temple dedicated to the famous hero Kuan Yii Eflm of the San Kuo
H
,
(Three Kingdoms), later canonized as Kuan Ti Bfl ;it and made a god
in 1594 by Ming Wan-li. The pass is called Le-ma Kuan 3,%Ed (Rein-in
the horse pass). From this pass, once a dangerous spot held by bandits, the
trail descends to the edge of a small, cultivated plain on which stands the
village of Hei-chu %-&, elevation 6,125 feet, consisting of about 25 houses;
wheat, barley, and broad beans are cultivated. A number of peasants were
encountered here, carrying large pine logs by means of straps over their foreheads and wooden yokes around the backs of their necks, the yoke resting on
the shoulders (PLATES7, 8).
The trail ascends steeply - the hill-side being covered with magnolias,
Michelias, Castanopsis Delavayi, Ketteleria Davidiana, pines, Pyrus or wild
pears, oaks, etc. - to a pass a t 6,500 feet and descends to the village of Mengch'i-p'u $z-&Qb, elevation 6,425 feet. This is the regular lunch-stop. The
path leads on across a spur into a depression which it encircles, and then
climbs to a higher spur, elevation 7,110 feet. It continues on top of the spur
for some time, leaving a deep valley to the right, and descends steeply over a
mere rock pile of a trail to the plain of Kuang-t'ung and the dilapidated, ruined
town of that name. Kuang-t'ung must once have seen better days, judging
by its large now ruined temples. I t s elevation is 6,300 feet.12
The aboriginal name of Kuang-t'ung was Lu t'an fi1;:. [The character t a n WE stands for
the Tai word kieng or shieng, as in Kieng-mai, a town in northern Siam. The word is often
written WIY shun, and B chien, the latter probably in imitation of the Tai sound. The meaning of the Tai word is a State, a province or a town.] I n the beginning of the Yiian dynasty
(1253) the Lu-t'an ch'ien-hu Zfi LITF (Lu State of 1,000 families) was established. In
the 12th year of Chih-yiian Z Z (1352) [the Kuang-t'ung hsien chih, ch. I , fol. gb, states
the I I th year ( I ~ s I ) ]it, became Kuang-t'ung hsien dependent on Nan-an chou % 5S $H,
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Sixth stage. - From Kuang-t'ung to Ch'u-hsiung s%fk
is a distance of 7 0 li.
The trail follows the foot-hills which encircle the plain, then ascends a spur
covered with a semi-xerophytic type of vegetation, consisting mostly of
Caslanopsis L)elavayi, pines, Ketteleria, Euonymus, Lyonia, Rhododendron decorum, Rhododendron Scottianurn, Quercus, Sophora, Pyrus, Kubus luleus, Rosa
Banksia, Osleomeles Scherinae, etc.
The trail continues to ascend the gravelly spurs to the summit of a ridge on
which are situated a few houses which compose the hamlet of Hui-teng-kuan
H@Bg,elevation 7,050 feet. This place is of historic interest. In the 23rd
year of Yiian Chih-cheng ZiE (1363) a general, by name hling Yu-chen
a ! 3E%,
led 30,000 soldiers to this pass, coming from Ta-li to attack Shanshan, the present K'un-ming. From Ta-li fu he was pursued by Tuan Kung
EM, who ruled from 1345-1366 as hereditary Governor of Ta-li fu. Ming
Yii-chen and his accomplice, Li Chih-ma
as well as his younger
and others, were the leaders of the Red Turban
brother, Ming Erh IRH I,
brigands; they and their soldiers were defeated here by Tuan Kung. Hence
the name of the pass, Hui-teng (To return and to struggle), having reference
to his army turning about and fighting Tuan Kung. It can also be translated
"to turn the stirrup." l3
From the pass the trail continues a t 6,900 feet elevation (watch-towers are
on the pass as well as on the hills beyond), the grade being easy and the path
sandy; it descends 600 feet into a ravine which has been banked by a dam,
creating a deep, blue pond. From here the trail ascends to the village of Shihchien-p'u ;ti#Q;fib, situated on the edge of a plain a t an elevation of 6,230 feet
and 30 li from Kuang-t'ung. Thence it follows along scrub-covered hills for
several li a t the edge of the plain, then directly across the 'plain, which is barred
by a low red spur. On this plateau is situated the hamlet of Ling-hsu I&%,
elevation 6,200 feet. Here a valley opens, with a stream called the Lung
Ch'uan zklll (Dragon River) which has its source a t the Ying-wu Kuan %i&M
and flows south of Chen-nan hsien past Ch'u-hsiung, thence north into the
Yangtze a t Lung-kai
north of Ma-kai ,%(Zj.14
The trail follows up-stream on level ground partly paved, partly sandy, the hills to the left being covered with pines and large deciduous trees (oaks,
etc.) and the fields cultivated with rice - crosses the red spur just mentioned
and descends into the plain of Ch'u-hsiung a t an elevation of 6,300 feet.
The town of Ch'u-hsiung is walled, rather long, and possesses about 15,-
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south of Ch'u-hsiung. I n the beginning of the Ming dynasty it was again changed (that is,
it no longer belonged to Nan-an chou) and henceforth came under the jurisdiction of Ch'uhsiung and had subject to it the peasants of four li. In ancient days Kuang-t'ung had no
wall; the first brick wall built was in the 45th year of Ming Wan-li (1617). I t was 3 li in
circumference and 18 Chinese feet high. I t had four gates, each with a loft, or tower-like
superstructure, and was surrounded by a moat 5 feet broad and deep.
l3 The Ch'u-hsiungfu chih, ch. I , fol. 25b, states that Ko-lo-ieng intended to attack the YUnnan T'o-tung ch'eng and arrived a t this pass with his troops. He encountered a heavy
thunderstorm when his captain advised him to return with his troops, hence the name.
l4 East of Chii-li-p'u 311U the stream is called Pai-lung Ho EI I M . Another name for
it is Hung Chiang &cE(Rainbow River). I t receives many small affluents on its way past
Chen-nan, especially from the north, such as the Shuang-lung Ho BMM, Yang-ch'i Ho
E g H , and Tzu-tien Ho X a H .

inhabitants. In the Han dynasty Ch'u-hsiung belonged to the territory of
I Chou. Afterwards it became the dwelling-place of miscellaneous Man (savages) carrying on agriculture and pasturage. They were called the 0-111
In course of time, Wei-ch'u
headman of the Ts'uan, built a tamped
earth wall, and Ch'u-hsiung became the t'an (town) of the 0-lu. Because of
that it was called the Wei-ch'u ch'eng 1fi!i9&!!&.[The town is known even
nowadays as Wei-ch'u. The wall was rebuilt by Kao Ming-liang ?;; n)] j,) in
the time of the Tuan family, during the Sung dynasty, actually in the reign
of the Nan-chao King, Tuan Cheng-shun P:LX.i';l;: (1096-1 108)' who laid the
foundation of the new Ch'u-hsiung wall two li north-west of the present town
of Ch'u-hsiung]. At the end of the reign of T'ang Cheng-kuan <i]kJL (649) all
the other Man (savages) became subjects of Wei-ch'u. In the 16th year of
Hung-wu (1383) the viceroy petitioned the Emperor and, presenting a map,
suggested that a wall be built on the present site of Ch'u-hsiung. The petition
was granted and a brick wall erected seven li in circumference and 25 Chinese
feet high. I t collapsed frequently and was rebuilt, the last time in 1865.
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is a distance of
Seventh stage. - From Ch'u-hsiung to Lu-ho-kai ,!?&$Ij
60 li. Elevation 6,500 feet.
Passing through the west gate and the long suburb of Ch'u-hsiung, the trail
skirts the western end of the plain, crosses a camel-back bridge near the hamlet
%
(Three-family post-station) , and enters a valley
of San-chia-t'ang
with several branches, taking the right-hand branch. The hills are composed
of red sandstone and red clay. Passing over low hills covered with small pine
trees, we descend to another small plain which the trail skirts; several hamlets are situated a t the foot-hills, the elevation being 6,350 feet. The regular
lunch-stop for the caravans is the hamlet of Ta-shih-p'u -/\';tifilJj (Great rock
shop). Magnificent groves of oaks (Quercus serrata) grow along the road.
From this hamlet the trail meanders over rolling country and thence up a
ravine past the village of Ch'ing-yuan-shao frq"~j;!nllj (Clear spring fort), 15 li
from Lii-ho-kai and Ch'ien-liang-ch'iao $&$$% (Tollbridge). Here in the
olden days used to be a shao nflj (outpost), where two soldiers stood guard.
The odor of sulphur permeates the air, probably from hot sulphur springs
in the neighborhood. Elevation 6,450 feet. Some distance beyond, a large
stone bridge crosses the Tzu-tien Ho zQ'(irSwhich
,
river has its source in
Ting-yiian hsien ;E^&Hand flows into the Pai-lung Ho s$fuj.
The trail ascends the spur dividing the valley of the Lung Ch'uan $2111
from the Lu-ho-kai plain, and crossing its highest point a t 6,625 feet descends
steeply past an old temple to the long hamlet of Lu-ho-kai, consisting of two
rows of dilapidated houses. At the western end of the hamlet is a temple with
a tall wooden tower overlooking the one street; the temple is called Lu-tsu KO
(Ancestral court [pavilion] of the Lu family). Lu-ho-kai belongs to
F',
the magistracy of Ch'u-hsiung. The ancient name of Lu-ho was Ho-kuan-t'an
fi BfJfi)E. Later it became the Lu-ho-i g"5' (Lu-ho courier station), also
known as Lu-ho m. During the time of the Nan-chao Kingdom a certain
Lu Shun-yang %I%,$Va
lived a t this place, whence its name.
Eighth stage. -From Lu-ho-kai to Sha-ch'iao fib& (Sand bridge) is a distance
of 65 li. Elevation 6,900 feet.

Immediately outside the village the road leads over a bridge which spans a
small tributary, the Ch'ing-shui Ho f87k$T (Clear water Stream), and then
across the small plain over spurs wooded with pines and oaks, only to descend
again to another small plain of about 2 0 acres. Thence it follows along a
beautifully wooded ridge, the main trees being pines, oaks, and Ketteleria, to
a small terraced basin and ascends a gravelly spur, on the top of which, and to
east of the road, is an old fort and watch-tower called Kao-feng shao - & & I I ~
(High hill fort), midway between Lu-ho-kai and Chen-nan hsien $ij#jM
(Guarding the south prefecture) 15 li either way. From the pass the trail
descends into terraced, rolling country with scattered farmhouses, the path
consisting of remnants of pavement-blocks, which form a ridge in the center
of quagmires.
The country becomes more open and to our left is a long plain surrounded
by bare hills. On this plain is situated the walled town of Chen-nan, consisting of about 600 houses. Elevation 6,600 feet.15
I n ancient times the place was inhabited by Man-i (savages). I t was the
land of the P'u-lo-man '&$&tj$ (P'u and Lo tribes). At the beginning of the
Yuan dynasty when the Tuan family ruled Nan-chao (1253-1382), a thousand
P'u-lo-man families inhabited Ch'ien-she %$ (the present district of Chennan). In the seventh year of Hsien Tsung % (1257) there were established
the Ch'ien-she ch'ien-hu 33 rf- F and the Shih-ku pai-hu Ti b l f i 17. In the
~ 1 syear
t
of Chih-yuan (1284) Ch'ien-she ch'ien-hu was changed to Chen-nan
chou, subject to Wei-ch'u Lu
(Circuit of Wei-ch'u, i.c. Ch'u-hsiung).
I n the sand year (1285) Shih-ku pai-hu was changed to Shih-ku hsien, subject to Chen-nan. This district city was 30 li east of Chen-nan. Prior to the
T'ang dynasty there was a village in that place called Shih-ku-ts'un ;GQtH,
which was made a district by King P'i-lo-ko who in 730 had united the six
kingdoms (Liu chao) of Nan-chao. In the 24th year of Chih-yiian (1287) the
district was abolished and became a hsiang $![1, or suburban district. The Manshu @?!$ says that this is the Lii-ho (kai) of Ch'u-hsiung (see p. 20). The
same work states further that Shih-ku-i j5j!k4$ (Courier station of Shih-ku)
was once called Hua-ch'uan 4kJII and was three stages from Yiin-nan ch'eng
(the present-day Hsiang-yun hsien or Yun-nan hsien which is not to be confused with Yun-nan fu). I n the reign of T'ang Shang-yuan k %(760-761)
the district was called Su-fu chiin @gZTI.
Passing through the west gate, which faces south of the long town we come
to a p'ai-fang (stone arch), and out into the narrow, terraced valley between
partly wooded hills. Outside this town I found a great number of coffins above
ground awaiting burial, emitting dreadful odors, and, worse still, naked corpses
of children tied to poles and wrapped in mats, their hands and feet protruding
and set upright against trees, with millions of flies swarming about.
The trail leads up and down over spurs and tree-covered hills and into valleys
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I n ancient days Chen-nan had no wall. During the reign of Ming Hung-chih !2 %
(1488i
1505) the native sub-prefect Tuan Tzu-t'ung E#t& built the first tamped earth wall. I n
the 43rd year of the period Wan-li (1615) the chou-prefect Yin Wei-hsien PIX%rebuilt a
brick wall. I t is three li in circumference, twenty Chinese feet high and seven thick. I t has
four gates with towers. There is however no moat. When the Mohammedans captured
the town during the reign of T'ung-chih (1862-1874) they built a moat around it twenty
feet wide and deep. This has now disappeared.
l6

until we reach the village of Pan-ch'iao &i@3$ (Wood bridge), 30 li from Chennan, a t the foot of a wooded hill. Leaving the village to the right it crosses a
stone bridge called Ling-kuang ch'iao QBi&?$, near the temple of Lingkuang (Miao). Thence it leads up the valley between hills to the village of
Sha-ch'iao, situated on a slope. The neighboring country is inhabited by a
number of tribes, who come to the markets to dispose of their products.
Ninth stage. - From Sha-ch'iao to P'u-p'ung E'iM ((Pervading noise of the
water) is a distance of 95 li. Elevation 7,450 feet.
Leaving Sha-ch'iao the trail winds about the hill-sides between wooded
slopes in narrow cultivated valleys a t an elevation of 6,900 feet. Here are
situated farm-houses and small hamlets in groves of willows along a clear
stream. The path leads up a narrow, densely wooded valley to the hamlet
Ta-fo-ssu j< {& $ (Great Buddha temple) after a temple situated in the center
of the village, but nothing is left of the temple except a few posts. The hamlet
consists of about five houses and is in a wretched state; elevation 7,000 feet.
Climbing between steep, wooded hills, formerly the hunting-ground of the
bandit chief Ch'ang Liang and his bands, who burned nearly all the villages
in this region (fortunately he has been caught and executed, and the villages
are gradually being rebuilt), the ravine becomes narrower and filled with a
wonderful forest of Alnus, Pyrus, Quercus, Rhododendron Delavayi, Khod.
Simsii, Rhod. scabrifolium, Rhod. microphyton, Rhod. coriaceum, magnolias,
Cornus, etc., until we emerge into a narrow pass a t 7,900 feet and the little
hamlet of Chii-li-p'u -fjl]{l)i, 70 li west of Chen-nan. Every house in this
once prosperous village was in ashes (1928-1930) - the act of bandits. Women
and children sat among the debris in despair.
The trail continues up the narrowing ravine to the pass a t 8,200 feet where
BJ, or &!f:&f; HJ,l6
a distance of 50 li
lies the hamlet called Ying-wu-kuan
from Sha-ch'iao. This is the regular lunch-stop for the caravans. The houses
are mainly food-stalls and tea-shops which catir to the traveler. A tiny temple
is back of the village in a forest of oaks.
From this pass the trail descends, only to ascend again to a slightly higher
pass at 8,300 feet, whence it leads down into a red valley, bare, arid, and exposed to the terrific winds which sweep it from the west. At 8,000 feet we pass
the wretched village of T'ien-shen-t'ang-t'ang X iiifll??$@,continuing downstream for a short distance. Instead of following the valley we now turn to the
right, and climb the steep spur over a terribly rocky trail between pine forests,
to an elevation of 8,350 feet. Here the path emerges on to a flat plateau (the
neighborhood is inhabited by Lo-lo tribesmen) and descends the broad mountain-side over which the wind sweeps furiously in winter and spring. Much
of the land is bare and covered with fine, loose gravel and sand. Only barberry bushes (Berberis) manage to exist, with Osteomeles Schwerinte, a gnarled
shrub with white flowers. The hills are purplish-red and yellow with here and
there calcareous outcroppings.
The trail, after having kept to an elevation of from 8,000 to 7,600 feet, deNot to be mistaken for the Ying-wu Shan m,i@111
(Parrot Mountain), which is only a
half li north-west of Chen-nan. The name is derived from the many parrots which are
said to nest there.
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scends into a valley enclosed by arid hills. The valley floor is planted with
wheat a t an elevation of 7,400 feet. Continuing in this valley we come to the
hamlet of P'u-ch'ang-ho %-f\ tnj (Universal Prosperity), so named after the
stream which divides it in two and is spanned by a bridge. This region and the
neighborhood of P'u-p'ung was the happy hunting-ground of the bandit chief
Lao Ying-hsiung Z&hfi, who held sway a t the time of mv visit in 1928. Since
then he has met the fate of most of the men who follow that dangerous profwsion.
From P'u-ch'ang-ho the trail once more ascends the pine-covered spurs to
7,725 feet elevation. The whole country is one vast sea of mountains. Leaving a deep valley to the left, we climb to 7,900 feet over a broad, gravelly, sandy
spur, and then descend into a large valley to the hamlet of P'u-p'ung *iM.

Tenth stage. - From P'u-p'ung to Yiin-nan-i 's-&
isjl
aj$
distance of 65 li.
Elevation 7,000 feet. (An i &$ was a courier or dispatch station.)
From P'u-p'ung the trail climbs steeply to a flat spur a t an elevation of
7,700 feet, where a lonely temple is situated dedicated to Ruan Ti (Ruan Ti
Miao). The whole plateau is of sandstone and deeply eroded. Beyond the
temple are a few farm-houses. The trail leads on over rolling country on the
top of broad spurs of yellow sand and clay, covered with a scrub vegetation of
pine, wild pears, Cornus, and a mass of Gnaphaliums. To the north are deep
depressions, while the track skirts the mountain-sides near the top. ?'he entire
region is wild in the extreme, poor and unproductive. Hamlets are few, and
when encountered they consist of only a few houses; cultivation being carried
up the steep hill-side. Near a grove of large oaks is the hamlet of Shui-p'angp'u 7k%$lli (Roar of the waters), elevation 7,700 feet, on the inner slopes of
the mountains, facing a depression south-west.
We continue now over a steep road to the top of another spur, elevation
7,800 feet, between scrub-oaks and Ketteleria trees. Beyond this pass is the
hamlet of An-nan-kuan gfi ER (Pass of the peaceful south), a distance of 25 li
from P'u-p'ung. In ancient days there used to be stationed here a Ilsun-clrien
%& (sub-district deputy-magistrate) who examined the travelers. This is
the regular lunch-stop for caravans. From here the trail ascends to 8,000 feet
along the edge of deep ravines where poplars and Rhododendron Delavayi grow ;
a splendid view is obtained of the large plain of Yiin-nan-i to the west. Continuing for some li on the top of the spur, with waves upon waves of mountains
to the south, we finally descend over a steep and much eroded trail, the mountains being sandstone, to this plain.
Yiin-nan-i plain is about 25 li broad and over 60 li long, yet does not contain a single stream, or flowing water of any kind, being dependent throughout
on wells and ponds. At times these become dry and water must be carried from
great distances. Near the hamlet of Mu-p'ang-p'u .b(rs$lii, a t the foot of the
spur a t an elevation of 6,900 feet and the first hamlet encountered on the Yiinnan-i plain, are square ponds of bluish-grey water, the only supply of the
village. Wheat is grown but no rice. A trek of about 2 0 li over the level plain
brings one to the lonely and dreary hamlet of Yiin-nan-i (17iin-nan post station)." The inns are poor and terrible, and the two temples of the \illage are
Yun-nan-i is east of Yun-nan hsien. Near to it is the ancient village of Ku-ch'eng-ts'un
i!i#iil.$; it was on that account considered the Ku Yun-nan chiin-ch'eng i!i#Slif M
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occupied by schools and the militia. I found the houses here with gates walledup for fear of bandits, which fortunately are now no more. I t is related that
the capital of Yun-nan was once a t this place, but owing to the lack of water it
was transferred to the present site near the K'un-yang Lake (Tien Ch'ih a.jb).
An aviation ground has been laid out east of Yun-nan-i. Neither wood nor
charcoal are obtainable here, only anthracite which is burnt in open braziers,
the poisonous gases penetrating the street from the houscs. The anthracite is
mined near the village of Ma-kai R!ijEj, 15 li south of Yun-nan-i.

Eleventh stage. - From Yun-nan-i to Hung-ngai $I:@ is a distance of 85 lie
Elevation 6, I 2 0 feet.
From Yun-nan-i the trail leads along the plain, past a quaint pond near a
temple with the houses of the long village of Kao-kuan-p'o &?j l)B, opposite,
then along the foot-hills for 1 5 li, which bring us to another small plain which
the trail crosses. From about the center of this plain, called H ~ i a n g - ~ i i n - ~ ~
fi-i-'Zi$~
(Auspicious cloud plain; in Yiin-nan a pa-tzu tfi; fi is a plain), another
trail leads south-west to Meng-hua 2 { k , two stages (120 li) distant. Wheat
and broad beans were cultivated on this plain. To the right, or north, is a lake
of considerable size called Ch'ing-hai-yun $j':&%.l8
A rocky spur closes the
plain, where is situated the small hamlet of Shai-chin-p'o DPi&@.
The track now leads across the rocky spur to the shores of the lake. We find
ourselves on another plain which we cross, thence over some foot-hills into
a larger plain to the north. Passing through the forlorn hamlet of Kou-ts'un-p'u
I1p+j;;]'Rib, elevation 6,900 feet, with its hedges of Opuntia monacantha cactus,
we come out into grassy country, the hills being absolutely bare and lonely in
the extreme, reminding one of the grasslands of north-east Tibet. To the north
there is, however, a cultivated plain, while to the south are the denuded hills.
Ahead red cliffs are visible, a t the foot of which is a fairly imposing Buddhist
temple, and next to it the hamlet of Ch'ing-hua-tung f!ti(::fl (Azure flowery
cave), named after a large limestone cave a short way from the temple.lg The
distance from Yun-nan-i is 40 li and it is a regular lunch-stop, although a
poorer place it is difficult to imagine; it consists of about four dilapidated
houses or, rather, ruins. The cave, about 1 2 0 feet wide, extends some distance
into the mountain, the ceiling is very high and there are several side branches.
I followed the main cave for some distance but as the air became foul, and we
stumbled on old coffins and human skeletons, we returned, glad to see daylight again. Two li north of Ch'ing-hua-tung is the magistracy of Yiin-nan
hsien, also called Hsiang-yun hsien
From Ch'ing-hua-tung the trail leads directly up the mountain and thence
into a ravine surrounded by bare hills, wheat being planted in its narrow floor.
Within the ravine, some distance up, the trail leads through the village of
I-chiang-p'u @ y1$1Jj,elevation 7, roo feet; the whole village is occupied with

,@is!%.

(Ancient Yiin-nan prefectural city). h i n e li south of Yiin-nan hsien is the village of Li-ssuying 1 3 -J: B. Tradition relates that it was the camp (ying) of the army of Chu-ko Wu-hou
% 8 R E (Marquis Chu-ko Liang) (181-234).
lY
Also called Yeh-ching Hu g@?M.I n the center of the lake is a rock resembling a mirror
(ching), - hence the name.
l9 Ch'ing-hua Shan is the name of the mountain in which the cave is situated.
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making straw sandals for coolies and travelers. The motor-road also p a v a
by this village. From there the trail continues up to a pass a t 7,300 feet and
thence over hill-sides covered with flekropogon confortus, a brownish grass,
and - sparingly - with pines. In the distance looms up a blue mountain
range called K'un-mi Shan J&WIJI,extending in a north and south direction
and separating the Hung-ngai plain from Hsia-kuan and Ta-li.
The trail ascends once more to 6,900 feet, and then leads down to the village
8111, only to climb up again over bare hills and then deof Chia-mai-p'u 1~n3
scends to the plain of Hung-ngai $T.E (Red cliff), formerly called Pai-ngai
f3 @. The name Pai-ngai was changed to Hung-ngai in the 21st year of
Ch'ien-lung ( I 756) .20
Hung-ngai is a long, forlorn-looking, straggling affair, with a temple a t
either end. The inns were and are execrable. This is due to the enormous
hordes of soldiers which passed through this, as well as all the other hamlets.
For years the road was next to closed on account of the bandits who harassed
the region.
The earthquake which wrecked Ta-li in the spring of 1925 also played havoc
with Hung-ngai. I n the large temple a t the eastern entrance to the village
Pai-ngai was the ancient Ts'ai-yiin ch'eng
and was also called Wen-an-tung
ch'eng k* iR &. Afterwards it was called Pai-ngai ch'eng. In the T'ang dynasty, during
the reign of the Meng family $8G (649-902)~it was called Pai-ngai chien Bhh and was one
of the ten chien (States), the words chien and chao SB being synonymous ( S ~p.P IS, note 12).
The Yiin-nun T'ung-chih (ed. 1736)' ch. 26, iol. 16a, states that the ancient Pai-ngai
ch'eng was 60 li east of Chao chou kfli and that its ancient name was Pai-ngai tien @.
But this statement cannot be correct, for Hung-ngai, the ancient Pai-ngai, is 60 li southsouth-east of Chao chou. I t is correct when it says that the ancient Ts'ai-yun ch'eng was
west of Pai-ngai a t the foot of the K'un-mi Shan. A pass (Ting-hsi ling 2 irI a) leads over
to Chao chou. The distance from Hung-ngai to the foot of K'un-mi Shan is less than ten
li, so Ts'ai-yiin ch'eng and Pai-ngai must have been close together and later have beLome
one town.
The name Pai-ngai was derived from a cliff, white as snow, in the western hills. When,
in the third year of Chien-hsing B 4 of the Minor Han a g (225)' Chu k'o Liang attacked
Yiin-nan, his soldiers camped at Pai-ngai. During the reign of Ming Chia-ching (15221566)~a Tu-pu T'ung-p'an 'ITS3 %
(Police
I, superintendent and sub-prefect), from Ta-li,
dwelt there and built an earth wall which ceased to exist a t the end of Wan-li (1619). The
foundation of the wall was still visible in 1736.
The king of Pai Kuo A M, Lung-yu-na I&?A!, built Ts'ai-yun ch'eng. He had seen
brilliant, variegated clouds, hence he gave the city its name.
History relates that in the 10th year of Cheng-yuan & Z (794), I-mou-hsiin X-Y- %# fought
the T'u-fan (Tibetans), a t the Iron Bridge (see p. 57); he also att cked the Shih-man
and Shun-man lEI @. (The word man a t that time was substitu!ed for the word c h a .
Shih-man was the former Shih-lang chao ;t&iBg,
and Shun-man was the former L.lng-k'ung
chao i&3%of the five chao which later were absorbed into the Nan-chao Kingdom.) The
Shih-man were also a tribe and originally belonged to the Wu-man (Black savages). They
dwelt north-west of the Iron Bridge. The Shun-man also belonged t a the Wu-man and
dwelt in the same region as the Shih-man. I-mou-hsun captured Hsiin-lo S L l king of the
He also captured
Shih-man, and placed him and his kindred in Meng-she ch'eng Pt
the king of the Shun-man, whose name was Plan -mi-ch'ien f%Sss # , and placed him with his
138 . The l!rh-yiian hien chih (Lang-k'ung krien chih
kindred in Yiin-nan Pai-ngai
liieh), ch. 3, fol. na, says that during the period of T'ang Cheng-yiian a%(785-804) Nanchao attacked Chien-lang Blj& (Chien-ch'uan), took Lang-k'ung, Shih-lang and Teng-t'an
(Teng-ch'uan), united the three lung and created Lang-k'ung chou.
Seven li south-east of Pai-ngai, there was established the secondary (military) transport
station of 1,000 families 13H F El
~ in the 12th year of Sung Shun-yu %#% (1252).
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the great mud idols were all knocked off their feet, and were leaning against
the wall, their legs from above the ankles resting on the floor. The village is
a t the western end of the plain, which is 30 li in length. A stream called
Ch'ih-shui Ho %7kiuJ, (Red water Stream) crosses the center of the Hungngai plain from north to south; 30 li down the valley to the south is the town
of Mi-tu m@where there is an aviation ground. Although the plain is ver)?
fertile, next to nothing could be bought in the way of vegetables.

Twelfth stage. - From Hung-ngai to Fei-lai Ssu 3
1
8
e .'ivia
: Chao chou ;tljl'+l{
(Chao chou is now called Feng-i hsien R.k%%).
The distance to Fei-lai Ssu
is 65 li. Elevation 6,900 feet.
From the Hung-ngai plain the trail ascends rt deep ravine which seemed to
have cleft the mighty range hemming in the plain on the west. The climb is a
steep one over a bad road, between bare hills and slopes, to an elevation of
7,200 feet, or 1,100 feet in 15 li. To describe the rocky stairway which leads
to the pass a t the top of the ravine is an impossibility.
The pass, a little below which is situated a temple called Yiin-t'ao SSU
-%&j-,
is over the summit called Ting-hsi ling Z @tj#i!i, which name is engraved in large characters on a memorial stone in front of the steep templesteps. The stone bears the date 14th year of Ming Hung-wu (1381). The
entrance to the temple is a tea-shop. I t is an excellent lunch-stop when coming
from the west, but not when coming from Hung-ngai. From the pass a trail
leads to the left to Meng-hua @{k, south of Hsia-kuan -FjR and Ta-li. This
used to be a famous brigand haunt, but to-day they have disappeared, and
now the motor-road is opened and they are a memory only. The name Ting-hsi
ling was given to the pass and peak by Mu Ying $+%,21 marquis of Hsi-p'ing
fi+@,
in the beginning of the Ming dynasty. Its ancient name was K'un-mi
ling BmC;'&.From this pass the trail descends, as gradually and gently as it
ascended steeply on the other side, into another deep ravine with the left or
western slopes densely wooded, but with only pines covering the eastern
slopes.22
We pass various hamlets, such as Hsiao-shao ~ J h n f ' f and Ta-shao f;nj!j,
partly destroyed by the earthquake of 1925. Elevation 7,100 feet. From here
on the valley broadens, and the hills are bare. The trail descends to the edge
of the valley along rice-fields, and emerges on the plain on which Chao chou
(Feng-i hsien) lies at an elevation of 6,900 feet. Chao chou is a walled city
-.b

Mu Ying was a native of An-hui. He was appointed Governor of Yiin-nan in 1384. His
sons also held this office in succession. He died in 1392. I n 1388 he gained a great victory
over the Burmese, so that in 1389 Burma acknowledged the suzerainty of China (GILES).
When he attacked Yiin-nan it was as Fu-tsung-ping i!JIl.%.&(Assistant Brigadier-General),
with Lan Yii EX, marquis of Yung-ch'ang kfi, who held the same rank. Both served
k I who was in command of the southern expedition. This was
under General Fu Yu-te #
in the 14th year of h4ing Hung-wu (@I).

2l

Another peaceful lunch-stop away from mules and shouting muleteers is the Buddhist
(Exalted nation Temple), built a t the foot of a mouiltain wall
temple of T'ai-kuo Ssu
called Ling-an Shan S G L I J(Mountain of spiritual peace). I t was built in the third year of
Hung-wu (1370) according to the priest who had resided for 33 years in the temple. The
Chao chozb chilt Bi INJ.L;, ch. 3, fol. ga, states that it was built during the reign of Ming Ts'ungcheng W $2ji~j(1628-1643).
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of a b o u t 600 houses, b u t q u i t e forlorn and empty." The plain is wide b u t is
hemmed in o n the n o r t h by a broad, conical hill, p a r t l y wooded. Five li bey o n d Feng-i ( C h a o chou) w e come to the hamlet of Shih-pi-t'ou Xieafi a n d
the peaceful t e m p l e a t the foot of the cliff, called Fei-lai S S U , which
~
i s the
regular c a r a v a n halting-place, as t h e r e a r e no i n n s with stables in Chao chou.
Tlcirteenth stage. - F r o m Fei-lai Ssu to Hsia-kuan F-M (Lower pass) and
-Afll!i s a distance of 2 5 a n d 50 li respectively (55 li from Chao chou).
Near the e n d of the plain, at the foot of a wooded conical hill, the trail
makes a complete right angle to the west, and o n e is fronted b y the magnificent
Tien-ts'ang S h a n ?di fi 111 (Starred azure M o u n t a i n ) , commonly called T s ' a n g
Shan,25snow-streaked half-way d o w n its slopes; its height is 14,000feet. We
Ta-li

In ancient days Chao chou had no wall. The first earth wall was built in the second year
of Ming Hung-chih (1489). I t was 3 li in circumference, 13 feet high, and 5 feet thick. Several times a t various periods the wall collapsed and was last rebuilt in 1805. Prior to the
During
I.the Han dynasty (B.c.
Han dynasty, Chao chou was in the State of K'un-mi &
20624 A.D.),it belonged to Yun-nan hsien. K'un-mi was the name of a family who ruled
over that State - hence K'un-mi Kuo - but nothing is known regarding their succession.
Afterwards the Lo-lo man
S dwelt there. In the T'ang dpnasiy it was the land of
K'un chou LL H. Subsequently it was called Chao chou chien 8 M U . Later it was called
Chao chun
and Chao chou. In the time of the Tuan family it was called 'T'ien-shui
chiin R ;rkfli. I n the beginning of the Yuan dynasty it was the Chao chien ch'ien-hu
H B f - p . During Yuan Chih-yuan (1264-1294) it was called Chao chou subject to the
circuit of Ta-li. I n the Ming dynasty the name remained unchanged. When Kublai Khan
attacked Ta-li, Chao chou was first captured; and when the Ming troops attacked the region
they first took Chao chou and then the two strategic forts, the Hsia and Shang Kuan. The
district derived its name from a certain Chao K'ang fllta who was sent to reside there by
the Meng family of the Nan-chao Kingdom.
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The temple received its name from a legend which relates that an image of a Buddha came
flying through the air. I t is situated a t the foot of Yu-lung Shan UiffPI.4 (Mountain of the
bathing dragon), also known as Su-lung Shan Ti3 lllI.4 (Resting dragon Mountain), and is
five li north of Chao chou. Another temple called T'u-chu Miao f $tb (Temple of the
local lord) is in the same village. I t was rebuilt during the period Cheng-t'ung x8E (14361449).
l6 The Ts'ang Shan is also called Ling-chiu Shan Sf 1.4, named so after a peak in India
called Grdhrakaw on which vultures had their nests: literally, " Vulture Peak." 'l'he Indian
mountain, which is now called Giddore, is near Rsjagyha, famous for its vultures and caverns
inhabited by ascetics, where PiSuna, or Mfira, in the shape of a vulture, hindered the mediI t has 19 peaks, and 18 streams descend from it. I n the first
tation of Ananda (EITEL).
year of the period Hsing-yuan &It!% (784)' of T'ang Te Tsung f$R ,I-mou-hsiin of the hleng
family, who was ruler of Ta-li, conferred upon it the title of Chung-yo 9 B (Central sacred
Mountain). During the reign of Hung-wu, Lan Yii E X ,second commander of the left wing
of the army and marquis of Yung-ch'ang, attacked Ta-li. He sent his soldiers west of the
Ts'ang Shan and ordered them to climb it from the west and implant his flag on the highest peak. When the people of Ta-li saw the flag they fled. The Ta-lift4 chill, ch. 5 , fol. ~ b ,
states that it is 3 li west of the city and that it extends for over IOO li from north to south,
like a wall. The Halt S l ~ ncalls it the Hsieh-lung Yiin-nan Shan B 1 S i$JIJI and compares
it to the T'ai-i Shan kt 1.4 of Fu-feng tk )k, Shensi. Clouds often encircle the mountain
like a jade girdle, hence people speak of it as the Jade girdle (mountain). Each of its nineteen peaks has a special name, for all are different. Enumerated from south to north beginning with the one above Hsia-kuan and adjoining the T'ien-sheng ch'iao, they are: K'oyang H & , Ma-erh & IC Horse ear, Fo-t'ou
or Buddha head, Sheng-ying a@,Malung 1 1 8 or Horse dragon, Yu-chu h H , the Lung-ch'uan 88 & o: Dragon spring, and the
Central Peak or Chung-ho-feng 9 8
Then follow the Kuan-yin
or Goddess of
24
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pass through miserable hamlets nearly destroyed by the earthquake, and over
a sandy trail which skirts the hill-sides, leaving to our right the southern end
of the Erh Hai flJf i (Erh Lake), that is, the Ta-li Lake (PLATE
4). On DaviesJ
Map of Yiin-nan the distance to Hsia-kuan does not appear to be more than
15 li, in comparison to the stretch from Hsia-kuan to l'a-li; the scale is quite
out of proportion. The actual distance from Chao chou to Hsia-kuan is 30 li,
and from there to Ta-li 25 li.
Hsia-kuan is situated on a hill-side and is visible from afar; elevation 6,900
feet. I t is the business town of wester11 central Yiin-nan, while Ta-li is the
residential town and the seat of the officials. The Hsia Kuan has another
name - the Lung-wei Kuan ifk IC lifil (Dragon-tail Pass). This, as well as the
Shang Kuan --. (Upper pass, also called Lung-shou Kuan i ~ ~ - E f iDragon~J,
head Pass) were constructed by P'i-lo-ko /&,#:[&] in the 29th year of K'aiyiian [)lJ?t
(741). Hc was the first ruler or King of Nan-chao and the fourth
of the T a Meng or the Great Meng dynasty. The first kingdom of the Ta
Meng was called the Meng-she chao si3.
,$(.
Passing through the walled town with its narrow streets, we cross the Heilung ch'iao ,!z\jSz@ (Black dragon bridge), over the Hsia-kuan Ho (Ilsiakuan River),26the outlet of the Erh LakejZ7and ascend the steep grade over
the slippery pavement of the suburbs of Hsia-kuan.

m&

Mercy Peak, the Ying-lo %, the Hsueh-jen 3 A or Snow-man Peak, the Lan-feng
or Orchid Peak, the San-yang =I%, the Ho-yun tog. the Pai-yun 13 %, or White cloud,
the Lien-hua %lE or Lotus Peak, the Wu-t'ai h:& or Five Terraces, the TsJang-lang Bffi
and last the Yiin-lung Sz:, directly above the Shang-ltuan.
The Hsia-kuan I-10, where it enters the defile in the Tien-ts'ang Range, is called the Ch'ingshui Ho M 7k fiiJ (Clear water Stream) ; beyond it is called the Ho-chiang Ho +? f~ ?U after a
village by that name in the gorge. I t flows as the Ho-chiang Ho into the Yang-pi River
i% i4 f 1 .
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The Ta-li Lake, which is go li long and from 9 to 21 li wide, is a beautiful sheet of water.
T o the cast it is bordered by reddish, bare, rather low hills, the region being called Tung-hai
JR J6 (East lake). The lake is also called the Hsi-erh Ho p!jialY (West Erh Stream), and
is east of T'ai-ho hsien k41 I#, the present Ta-li hsien or Ta-li district. I t is also known as
the Yeh-yu Shui t%h';ii* (Waters of Yeh-yu) - Yeh-yii being the ancient name of Ta-li.
[The Yeh-yu of the Han epoch is 10li south-east of the present-day Ta-li and is identical
with the village of Yang-ho-p'u $& 411 fib, where its foundations, or remnants, are still visible.
The region now belongs to the district of TJai ho hsien. During the Han dynasty it was
subject to Yiin-nan hsien 3% I%,now called Hsiang-yun hsieri $F %I%,pronounced in Yunnan, Ch'ien-yun hsien.] The origin of the name Yeh-yu is traced to a large forest of elms,
called yii-shu f i t @ in Chinese. [Ulmus pumila var. pilosa Rehd. is quite common on the
eastern slopes of the Tien-ts'ang Shan.] The elm forest existed in ancient days a t the outlet of the Ta-li Lake a t Hsia-kuan, by the T'ien-sheng ch'iao E B B (Natural bridge), a
natural stone bridge which spans the outlet of the lake. I t was so dense that it was always
dark and no one could pass there. T o the south of the bridge is a stele which records that
it was there that Chu-ko Liang captured Meng-huo Z@. The stele is dated Kuang-hsu
ping-wu f i 9 (1906).
Still other names for the Ta-li Lake are Hsi-erh Hai .l$ $13and Erh Shui iG 7k.
The source of the lake is in the Pa-ku Shan R3G UJ in the north of Lang-k'ung hsien
B 2 % . Flowing south it passes east of Lang-kJung hsien and Teng-ch'uan chou i@/111NI
and thence enters the borders of T'ai-ho hsien, where it is called Hsi-erh Ho. From the
Tien-ts'ang Shan, which lies to the west, 18 affluents descend into the stream, which thus
enlarged forms the Erh Hai. I t s outlet is a t Hsia-kuan as has already been described.
The shape of the lake is that of a human ear, erh JT,hence the name Erh Hai. I t s cir27

This road is as old as the hills and leads from Li-chiang ##Uto La-chi-a salt-well station mat of i b M & w .

-

The shrine is built over a rock (seen behind the soldier on the right) which is
supposed to have been carried here by the Goddess of Mercy, disguised as an old
or Temple of the Goddess of Mercy, is thus also
woman. Kuan~yinSsu a?$+,
known as Ta-shih An, Great Rock Shrine.

These famous pagodas stand to the north of the city of Ta-li. They were built by
a master mason of the T'ang dynasty in A.D. 632. They withstood two earthquakes,
one on June 17, 15xg, and another on March 16, 1925. At both times, the city of
n-li
easgplebdy dwLrayed. Photographed April, I 922.

The Min-chia tribespeople are said to be the original inhabitants of the Nan-chao
Kingdom. They are now scattered all over Yiin-nan, but their main stronghold is
still Ta-li and the region of Yin-lung %%. They carry their loads by means of a
peculiar yoke which rests on their shoulders, a strap passes over the forehead.
When stopping to rest they use a,stick to prop the wooden yoke, and the left hand
rests in the head strap. Chu-ko Liang (A.D. 181-234) is said to haveinvented these
yokes during his conquest of Yiin-nan when he employed the Min-chia as carrie~s~
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Beyond, the country road is paved and slippery and passes through wheatfields with thousands of graves to the west up the hill-sides, that is the foothills or slopes of the Ts'ang Shan. Traffic is heavy on this road, especially in
the month of April when the annual fair is in progress. The hills are bare and
brown, the lower slopes, as already remarked, being covered with graves.
Here is also a thirteen-storey pagoda, the apex of which is in ruins.*"
Sails are visible on the lake and boats crossing the placid waters to the district of Tung-hai xi$&,East lake [the district is actually east of the lake].
Hundreds of people were on the road, the men all wearing low, broad-brimmed
hats covered with a sky-blue oil-cloth, and long streamers of the same color
knotted in front over the chest or hanging loose down to the knees. Straw-hat
sellers were to be seen; the hats are made from rushes, most of them plain,
others ornamented with gaudily colored straw, pink, blue, and yellow.
Fifteen li bring us to the temple of Kuan-yin Ssu
.)': (Goddess of
Mercy Temple)20(PLATE5). In front of it kitchens and restaurants were doing a roaring business, for it was a t the time of the fair when, in 1922, I made
my first visit to Ta-li, coming overland from Siam via Chieng-mai, Keng-tung,
Chiu-lung-chiang h$hyT, Ssu-mao ,'L!%, Ching-tung +tqi and Meng-hua
s j k . The village near the temple is called Yang-ho-p'u r%$llf;ll'j.
Tradition relates that when the soldiers of Han arrived a t the frontier, the
$<+
30 changed herself into an old woman and carried
Kuan-yin Ta-ssu
a large rock by means of a rope made of rice-straw. When she saw the soldiers
she spat a t them. The soldiers remarked that if the old women of the country
could perform such work what must be the strength of the young; and this
was sufficient to put fear into the camp. The Kuan-yin's rock is now in the
court of the temple in the center of a pool containing gold-fish, and with a
shrine over it. The old temple was destroyed during the Mohammedan Rebellion (1855-187~) but was rebuilt afterwards. Volumes could be written
cumference is over 300 li. There are three islands in the lake, the southern being called
Yu-chi tao E f i & (Jade table island), the central one Ch'ih-wen tao 3~ Lb, and the northern one Chin-so tao &@ & (Golden shuttle [weaver] island).
This pagoda is called I-T'a Ssu -#+ (Single pagoda). I t is also known as Hung-shen
and is situated south-west of the city of Ta-li. I t is over IOO feet in height an
Ssu 52
is said to have been built by A-yii Wang (King Aioka of India). This has also given the
IfX # (Pagoda of King ASoka). I t is hardly possipagoda the name of A-yu Wang t'a
-Q&
ble, however, that A'oka should have built it. The I-t'tcng chih of Chia-ch'ing
(Chinese Geography) records that it was built during the time of the Sui Emperor Wen Ti
?ti$ (581-604). The pagoda stands below the seventh peak of the Ts'ang-Shan range.
28 The real name of the temple, which is written on a board over the entrance, is Ta-shih An
9~5%
(Great rock Shrine). I t is also commonly called Kuan-yin-t'ang gll3tf-r and Shihli-t'ang -I- R&!f (Ten-li post-station), as the distance from Ta-li to this temple is commonly
reckoned as 10 li.
I t is not known when the temp1 was first built, but th? dates of its restora ion or rebuilding are extant. I t was first rebuilt in 1807; in the reign of Hsien-feng (1851-1861)
soldiers destroyed it by setting fire to it. I n the second year of Kuang-hsii (1876), the Ta-li
Governor, Yang Yu-k'o $8Z$+, rebuilt it. Yang was a native of the district of Li-chiang,
having been born in the salt-weU village of La-chi-ming 3194. His ancestors hailed from
Ching chou M #Iin Hu-nan ?dl $j .
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The word Ta-ssu stands here for the Sanskrit term M a h a t t v a (perfected Bodhisattva,
greater [mahd] than any being [satlva] except Buddhas).
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a b o u t the history of this region, which, however, does not come within the
scope of this work. It is my hope some time to w r i t e a history a n d geography
of the entire province, when this p a r t i c u l a r region will be fully t r e a t e d .
T h e city of Ta-li. - Fifteen li b r i n g u s to the city of Ta-li, elevation 7,000
feet.31 It is b u i l t o n the sloping plain b e t w e e n the T s ' a n g Shan I t a n g c a n d the

I n the days of Yu Kung fai '2P Ta-li was the land south of the division of Liang (Liang
Chou @ M). I n the Han dynasty, Wu Ti SiilS (140-87 B.c.) opened up the land of the
Hsi-nan-i ES9JB (South-western barbarians), and created the territory of I-chou Chiin.
I n the Later Han dynasty (25-220) Ta-li belonged to Yung-ch'ang Chun ik H$B. Under
the Minor Han (221-264) it belonged to Yiin-nan Chun Sbfl, i.e., the region of the
ancient Yun-nan hsien, south-east of Ta-li and Chao chou. I n the beginning of the Chin
(265) it remained unchanged. During the reign of Yung-chia ikX (307-312)
dynasty
it was divided and the district of Tung-ho-yang Chun % M P!III( was established. The Sung
Shu 5i?sstates that in the fifth year of Yung-chia of Chin (311) the Tz'u-shih @J & (Governor), Wang Sun 3 % of Ning chou O $14 (the modern Lin-an t%i G , south of K'un-ming),
divided Yung-ch'ang and Yun-nan and established the Chun of Tung-ho-yang to control
two prefectures, namely, Tung-ho-yang and Yeh-yii I!&#.
Under the Sung and Ch'i dynasties Ta-li remained unchanged. At the end of the Liang 94 dynasty (about 555-556) it fell
into the hands of the Man (savages). I n the fourth year of T'ang Wu-te 8%(621)) K'un-mi
sent an envoy and they submitted. I n the seventh year of T'ang Wu-te (624) the Emperor
caused the land of Yun-nan chou to be administered. (It was called Yun-nan chou when the
Meng family gained control over it. Another name for it was K'un-mi &l.)
The K'un-mi of the T'ang Shz~(History of the T'ang dynasty) is the K'un-ming E of
the Han dynasty, which lay west of the Ts'uan-man (Ts'uan or Lo-lo savages) ; it became
the land of Hsi-erh Ho E J 4M. I n the third year of Cheng-kuan R @ (629) it became
K'uang chou E H. After the period of T'ien-pao Re (756) it came under the control of
Nan-chao, and the Nan-chao Kingdom established its capital in this place; it was also called
the Western capital. Later it was changed to Chung-tu FPaB, or Central capital. I n the time
of Shih Chin Zs (Shih Ching-t'ang ;6#t&!fis here meant, the first Emperor of the Later
Chin
dynasty who ruled from 936-942, his reigning title being T'ien-fu Xfi) the Tuan
family possessed this land and called it Ta-li Kuo k W H . (The Ta-li Kuo existed from
937-1094.) I n the third year of Yuan Hsien Tsung, % % (1253) it was brought to submission. I n the sixth year (1256) were established the Shang _t: (Upper) and Hsia P (Lower)
Wan-hu fu E F Iff (Cities of ~o,ooofamilies). I n the seventh year of Chih-yuan E Z (r 270)
they became the Ta-li Lu kB#k (Circuit of Ta-li). I n the 15th year of Ming Hung-wu
(1382) it was again changed to Ta-li fu k BR,controlling four chou, three hsien, and one
Chang-kuan-ssu 42B 3.
So much for the history of Ta-li, which has been translated from the Tu-shih Fang-yiichi-yao, ch. I 17, pp. I a and ~ b .
The Hsii Yun-nun T'ung-chih kao ch. 24, fol. 6a, states that the Ta-li chJeng was near
the suburbs of T'ai-ho ch'eng, and was the Yang-chu-mieh ch'eng f
which in turn
was the Grand Ya-men of the Nan-chao Kingdom. The T'ang Shu Ti-li chih states that
it was twenty li from T'ai-ho ch'eng. I n the 14th year of T'ang Ta-li k E (779) I-mou-hsun
of the Nan-chao Kingdom built the Yang-chu-mieh ch'eng t!g HW ?I&. The Ta-li hsien chih
kao ch. 3, fol. 6a, however states that Yang-chu-mieh ch'eng is the present district city
(Ta-li) and that I-mou-hsiin during the reign of Cheng-yuan & 3 (about 794) robbed Hsich'uan E lll, suffering defeat he returned and being afraid, he built the tamped wall of
Yang-chu-mieh, fifteen li long and broad. He changed his residence to this place and changed
the name to Ta-li.
We further read that Yang-chu-mieh ch'eng was situated below the central peak of the
Ts'ang Shan and was the ancient Yeh-yii ch'eng. The Nan-chao Yeh shih ch. k fol. 1 2 ,
states that P'i-lo-ko built Yang-chu-mieh north of T'ai-ho ch'eng in the second year of
T'ien-pao (743). The Man-shu fol. 23, states that originally all the Ho-man M @ dwelt a t
TJai-ho ch'eng, Ta-li ch'eng k I M and Yang chu-mieh. I n the twenty-fifth year of K'aiyuan (737) Meng Kuei-i $3@% (P'i-lo-ko) drove out the Ho-man and took possession of
31

lake, and does not differ from other Chinese towns of this province. There are
two south gates but only single north, east and west gates. The second southern gate to Ta-li is the famous Wu-hua lou fi:+;@ (Tower of five glories) built
by Sheng-feng-yu )&.%@A,32 in the 10th year of T'ai-chung
(856). I n
it the sixteen princes of the Hsi-nan-i held a conference; when Hu-pi-lieh
(Kublai Khan) reached Ta-li he quartered some of his soldiers in it. The
Wu-hua lou was erected on the foundations of another structure, called \Vuhua t'ai X {{Cg
built
:, in ancient times. This old edifice was supposed to have
been very large. It was rebuilt in the third year of the period Chih-yiian .-EX
(1337).
The earthquake of 1925 had done much damage, even to the massive Wu-hua
lou, but nothing happened to the San-t'a xi&(Three pagodas), landmarks
of Ta-li. One leans considerably, like the tower of Pisa. From the larger central pagoda a gilded bronze Garuda, which the people called a duck, fell from
the top, together with a globe and rings of the same metal. Within the globe
was found a Chinese work printed during the Yiian dynasty and a small model
of the main pagoda. These were sent to the then governor T'ang 1,1jof Yiinnan, who is said to have distributed the Yiian classic leaf by leaf among his
friends.
The San-t'a are north of Ta-li below the 16th peak of the range; they were
(632) by order of the
erected in the sixth year of T'ang Cheng-kuan
Around the pagodas have
military official Wei ch'ih Ching-te E.j,!$@@.83
T'ai-ho ch'eng. Several months afterwards he captured Chu-mieh. From this it would seem
that Yang-chii-mieh or Chu-mieh as it is often written existed before P'i-lo-ko.
I n the 15th year of Ming Hung-wu (1382), Military Commander Chou, M built a brick
wall. The following year the wall was widened. It was rebuilt ten times, the last time in
the eighth year of Kuang-hsu (1882).
82 Feng-yu tried to imitate Chinese custom and did not use his father's name & as was the
custom with aborigines. He simply called himself Feng-yu, while on stones he had his name
engraved as Ch'uan Bb. He ruled as King of Nan-chao from 824 to 859. The Ta-li ju chih,
ch. 23, fol. 2 8 , states that the old Wu-hua lou does not exist. Its foundation, however, is
o
said to be in the center of the present city. I t covered an area five li square, was ~ o feet
high, and could hold 10,ooo people. When Kublai Khan attacked Ta-li, his soldiers dwelt to
the south of it. Ming soldiers completely destroyed it. There is still a gate-tower in the
centre of the city called Wu-hua lou; but the name is the only survival of the original structure.
33 These pagodas withstood a terrific earthquake in the ~ o t h or
, i-lmi 2 h,year of Ming
Cheng-te, in the fifth moon and 6th day (June 17th, 1515). The Yuan-nun T'ung-chih, ch.
95, p. 5a, states that all the walls and houses fell, and that the central pagoda was bent and
cracked like a split bamboo, but that after 10 days it became completely whole again.
The actual date of the building of the San-t'a Ssu cannot be iixed with certainty, as various Chinese works give different dates. The Chia-ch'ing I-l'ung-chih, ch. 478, fol. agb, gives
the reign of T'ang K'ai-yuan 3 (713-741). The Tu-shih Fang-yil chi-yao, ch. I 17, fol. gal
states that they were built in the sixth year of T'ang Cheng-kuan (632), and that a t the beginning of the reign of K'ai-yuan (713) they were rebuilt. The Hsu Yun-nan T'ung-chih ku,
ch. 66, fol. 25b, states that the Nan-chao King invited a T'ang Bf (Chinese) mason, by name
to build these t'a. Later they were destroyed but in the beginKung T'ao-hui-i 8
ning of the Yuan dynasty were rebuilt. I n the 9th year of Ming Cheng-te, the fifth moon
and 6th day (May zgth, 1514) there was an earthquake. In the Yun-nan T'ung-chih it gives
the 10th year, as mentioned previously, and as it gives the cycle of the year i-ha; 2 24 I
presume 1515 is correct; on page 4, however, it gives the 9th year. The pagodas were repaired in the eighth year of Kuang-hsii (1882) by a Buddhist priest.
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been built barracks for the regular troops stationed a t Ta-li. The San-t'a Ssu
Zf%+ (PLATE6) are also called Ts'ung-sheng Ssu i!-!$:+f'l and near them
a
is the grave of the P'ing-chang
(Minister of State) Tuan Kung
member of the ruling house of Tuan under the Yiian dynasty. He died in 1366.
As has already been remarked, Ta-li (the name is said to be of Tai or Siamese
origin, i.e., T'a-16 = lake)34 is of great historic interest, but does not come
within the scope of this work. An aviation ground has been laid out between
Ta-li and the lake.

$!$a,

Fourteenth stage. - From Ta-li to Teng-ch'uan DPlll 35 is a distance of g o li.
Elevaticn 7,100 feet.
The trail leads across sandy and rocky stream-beds, which descend from the
Ts'ang Shan Range, and over ditches and brooks. In the distance is a long,
narrow spur extending from the Ts'ang Shan towards the lake: this is the
Shang Kuan k&kJ (Upper Pass).
We pass a small hamlet which has escaped both earthquake and bandits,
and now follow close to the foot-hills as far as the village of Chou-ch'eng I,';]$&,
50 li from Ta-li. Many large Ficus stipulata trees, their trunks surrounded by
stone enclosures for people to rest their burdens on, are met with along the
road.
From the last village, which is a lunch-stop, it is 2 0 li to the village of Shangkuan (also called Dragon-head). The elevation is 7,100 feet. The poor, miserable hamlet is in absolute ruins, having been burnt and looted by the bandit
(Chang the Stammerer). A sordid scene unchief, Chang Chieh-pa $j$$,$E
folds as one enters the gates of this former stronghold. No inn was available,
not a single house intact, and a t the time of writing - 1934-nothing had
been reconstructed. The village of Sha-p'ing ?b#, only two li beyond, shared
the same fate as Shang-kuan, and the large schoolhouse, which once served me
as shelter, existed no more.
PROFESSOR
GEORGECOEDES,Director of the Ecole Francaise dJExtr$me-Orient, Hanoi,
in answer to an inquiry regarding the possible Siamese origin of the name Ta-li, writes:
"The Siamese word for 'lake' is da-lk, pronounced t'a-lkl but it is most probably a loan-word
from Khmer danlt! pronounced lonlk (Ton16 Sap, Cambodia's Great lake). The use of Cambodian loan-words is usually restricted to South Siam, and I do not think that da lk or t'a 1C
exists in any Northern T'ai dialect. The etymology of Ta-li from da lk appears to me as
extremely doubtful."
As to the origin of the name Ta-li, the Ta-li hsien-chih kao, ch. 3, fol. 5a-gb, states that
in the T'ang dynasty the Meng family absorbed the other five kingdoms, that is, they
united the Liu chao %ZE (Six kingdoms). I n the second year of the period Hsing-yiian
RZ,in the reign of T'ang Te Tsung (785) (this should read first year of the period Chengyiian & Z , as there was no second year of Hsing-yiian) the grand-child of KO-lo-feng,
I-mou-hsiin, called himself the Jih-tung Wang 1 2 (King of the Orient) and took as his
dynastic title T a Li AT&. I t was not until the second year of the period T'ien-fu XR of
Emperor Kao Tsu & litn of the Later Chin dynasty @ (937) that Tuan Ssu-p'ing ,EP
established the dynastic title T a Li k f g . The Li-chiang ju chih liieh, ch. 1, fol. rqb, and
the Nan-chao Yeh-shih, however, state that it was I-mou-hsiin who first established the
name Ta-li, or T a Li k a , as his dynastic title in the first year of Hsing-yiian R!7C (784).
T a Li Ail:&means "great decorum" or "great propriety," while T a Li k3Y! means "great
principle." As can be seen, there is therefore some discrepancy in establishing the date, etc.,
of the name T a Li k ~ ! .
3b

The ancient name of Teng-ch'uan was written T'eng-ch'uan S )II.

THE ROAD FROM TA-LI TO LI-CHIANG
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B e y o n d Sha-p'ing, at the end of the lake,u the trail climbs the rocky spur
among old graves, skirts the red hill-sides above the m a r s h y plain to the east,
thence through a lovely wood and o u t o n t o the eroded, red, rocky hills. High
r a n g e s enclose us on both sides. We descend to the walled town of Teng~ h ' u a n crossing
,~~
by a bridge over a small stream called the Ch'i S h u i & J c
which forms the moat of the city, a n d flows past the s o u t h gate. A long street
descends into this forlorn place, which d i p s northward. There are no inns for
caravans, but a large school-house, or former Confucian temple (Wen Miao
%I@), gave u s shelter. The temple, situated in spacious grounds, is i n fairly
good repair. An agricultural s t a t i o n and the y a m e n of the magistrate adjoin it.
The plain is very fertile a n d the wheat-fields were the best so f a r encountered.
Buckwheat is also grown.

Fifteenth stage. - From Teng-ch'uan to Niu-kai +fEj is a distance of go li.
Elevation 7 , ~ ofeet.
o
From the town we descend to the plain, where we met h u n d r e d s of M i n chia peasants carrying local produce to market, s u c h as cereals, rice, pears,
mats, reeds, wine in earthen jars, hides, vegetables, etc., and i n such q u a n t i t i e s
that I w a s astonished and wondered who would b u y all these things. It was
an endless procession, for it was market-day i n Teng-ch'uan. The trail leads
between fields and t h r o u g h a large marsh w i t h tall rushes growing in it which
are used in m a k i n g mats and the Ta-li hats.
36 At the north end, 15 li south of Teng-ch'uan near Sha-p'ing, there is a marshy pond
separate from the Ta-li Lake, though its waters drain into it. I t is called Shang Erh Ch'ih
k iq j& (Upper Erh Ch'ih).

37 I n the Han dynasty, Teng-ch'uan was in the territory of I-chou Chun, in the prefecture
of Yeh-yu @$$. I n the beginning of the T'ang dynasty it was the T'eng-pei chou 3s4L ,
dependent on Yao chou BkW, the seat of the Tu-tu all& (military governor). Afterwards
it became the T'eng-t'an chao b BRZR by conquest. I t was united with Nan-chao and the
latter established the l'an 1%of Teng-ch'uan a )I]. Afterwards it was changed to the city
%
%.
i
of Te-yiian or Te-yiian ch'eng l
I n the beginning of the Yuan dynasty there was established the Sub-military station of
1,000 families of Te-yuan.
I n the 11th year of Chih-yuan EZ (1274) the name was changed to Teng-ch'uan chou
S111 +ti, dependent on Ta-li. This name was retained in the Ming dynasty. To-day it is
called Teng-ch'uan hsien.
(1569) the T'u-chih-chou f4rQ ++i
(native prefect)
I n the third year of Lung-ch'ing
A PJ was done away with and a transferable official appointed, under whom were registered
or enrolled the families of 12 li (communes), and who controlled one hsien. (From Tu-shih
Fang-yii-chi-yao
k %$L? g , ch. 117, p. 8b.)
I n ancient days Teng-ch'uan had no wall. The first was built, of tamped earth, by magistrate Chou Wen-hua BJ 3t kk in the third year of Lung-ch'ing (1569).
Later it sank in the sand and water and the city was without a wall; it was not rebuilt
until the 14th year of Ts'ung-cheng (1641). I t had three gates - in the east, south, and
north respectively. I t was rebuilt several times, but in 1762 it was replaced by a brick wall
which was then three and seven-tenths li in circumference and had four gates.
The town is most peculiarly situated on a steep slope, with the Ch'i Shui BS 7k flowing
past the highest part of the town just outside the south gate, which has a small stone bridge
in front of it. This stream which encircles the city debouches into the Lo-shih Chiang Q E
to the north. One steps from the bridge down into the gate and on down the long, steep
street which leads through the town. I n summer Teng-ch'uan is said to be frequently inundated with flood water. A common saying is that the magistrate who built the wall was

Twenty li of level going, a f t e r passing the village called Yu-so
bring
us to another small hamlet at the foot of the e m b a n k m e n t of the canal88
which carries the waters of the Lang-k'ung Ho &%?ill
[here the s t r e a m is
called the Mi-chii Ho MEfiT] into the Ta-li Lake. This is the h a m l e t of
Chung-so t# f i where we cross a bridge 39 over the canal to the eastern e m b a n k ment. Elevation 7,000 feet. The slopes of the c a n a l b a n k s a r e wooded mainly
with Albizzia trees, R h u s , Zizyphus, etc., giving welcome shade to the traveler.
Here we met w i t h large salt caravans w i t h their dirty, g r e y , cylindrical blocks
of saltJ4Oalso many tribespeople c a r r y i n g l o a d s of firewood by means of yokes
around their necks. The yokes in t u r n are fastened to s t r a w b a n d s b o r n e over
the forehead (PLATES
7 and 8).
As the trail n e a r s the Lang-k'ung gorge, the s t r e a m is b o u n d e d o n l y o n the
east by the embankment, the mountains to the west f o r m i n g its other bank.
Here the path enters a deep ravine, b a r e of trees, except for some Opuntia
cacti which grow among the black boulders and line the trail or road - for
this part of the highway has been improved and graded, and can a l m o s t be
called a road. The old trail, which led purposelessly u p a n d down o v e r the
hill-side, had been abandoned since my first visit in the s p r i n g of 1922. H a l f way up the gorge we come to a bridge, elevation 7 , 2 2 5 feet, over the roaring
torrent known in a n c i e n t days as Hsi-erh Ho.~'O n the other side of the gorge
a trail leads to the hsien city of L a n g - k ' ~ n g formerly
,~~
known as Erh-yiian
.)IT%; from there it is IOO li north to Chien-ch'uan, a n d 45 li south to T e n g ch'uan.
executed with his entire family and relations by order of the Emperor, so that there remained no descendants.
a8 This canal is called by the Na-khi, Bu-ndo-lo-gko (Hind part of a pig). Lo-gko means
"inside."
39 This bridge is called Te-yiian ch'iao la
and was built by Wang Ran E M ,a native
of Teng-ch'uan, during the reign of Ming Ying Tsung, period T'ien-shun XmB (1457-146~).
40 The salt comes from the salt-well of ChJiao-hou ching E G A, situated on the east bank
of the Pai-shih Chiang ~36 E, which is really the Yang-pi R, the Chinese calling the
upper part of that river the Pai-shih Chiang. The Chinese military map of Yiin-nan, printed
in the seventh year of the Republic (1918)~gives three names for the river: the Kung Chiang
1U, Pai-shih Chiang $ 6 E, and Yang-pi Bj&. The strangest thing about this map,
however, is that the northern part of the Yang-pi, or Kung Chiang, flows into the Mekong
; central portion, or Pai-shih Chiang, flows west of
near a place called Hsiao-tien r J . 6 ~ the
the Ts'ang Shan; and the lower part, called the Yang-pi, according to the same map, flows
again into the Mekong, this time north of the town marked Yiin chou S$N!This error
has, however, been corrected in a later edition published in 1928. The Yang-pi has its
source a t the head of the valley, 50 li south of Shih-ku 6 3 ,flows by Chien-ch'uan $$J/II,
where it receives the outlet of the lake, and then straight south, and west of the Ts'ang
Shan range, into the Mekong. No large river enters the Mekong below Wei-hsi. I t is impossible to say what the Kung Chiang is, and where it enters the Mekong.
This river has its source 2 0 li north of Lang-k'ung in the mountain called Pa-ku Shan
14; it is the present-day Lang-k'ung River. Chinese geographies say that it flows east
of Ta-li and then joins the Yang-pi Ho. They consider Ta-li .Lake, into which the river
flows a t Teng-ch'uan, as a continuation of the river, and the Hsia-kuan Ho, the exit of the
Lake, as the same river.
42 During the Han dynasty Lang-k'ung belonged to the land of Yeh-yii (the present Ta-li
region).
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Our trail keeps to the east slope of the gorge and ascends to the end of the
ravine, or rather its beginning, on a narrowing plain. Here stood a village, but
nothing is left now except charred ruins, it having been burnt down by the
bandits. We emerge into a red, hilly country, and here the Lang-k'ung River
receives an affluent.
The trail follows the left bank of the stream along the foot-hills and by the
village called Hsiin-chien-ssu
4, thence across the gravelly stream-bed,
and continues on the right bank between roses and Pyracantha bushes. We
cross a gravelly plain to the base of a red hill, which we ascend to the top, a t
an elevation of 7,550 feet. Here, to the right of the trail, is a small but beautiWe now descend between pine-covered
ful lake called Kan-hai-tzu
hills to a plain on which is situated the hamlet of Ying-shan-p'u @ u l $tb, elevation 7,350 feet. To our right is a steep, rugged mountain mass cut up by
deep ravines or chutes. It is a sacred mountain called Fo-kuang-chai Shan
f$rlffjl;-BCI~
or simply Fo-kuang Shan; 43 half-way up the mountain is a cave
o
A temple, called Ling-kuang Ssu gj\I;$, is visible
said to hold ~ o , o o people.
on the slopes; the temple was built in the first year of Wan-li (1573) by the
village police chief Lii Meng-hsiung &Z $g.
From here we follow over the well-cultivated plain, wheat being the most
abundant crop, past the villages of Wen-pi-ts'un %%# and Ch'ang-ying
G$j, until we finally reach the hamlet of San-ying ZE (Three camps). It
is a long, narrow village with a peculiar gate in the center. Elevation 7,500
feet. On this stretch we met long processions of Min-chia women carrying
furniture, latticed Chinese doors and windows, baskets or huge stacks of straw
hats, and - these were in the majority - huge juniper coh-boards seven
feet long, four inches thick, and three feet wide. These came from Pai-mang
many stages to the north, where there are large forests of imShan 0 F.J],
mense junipers - Juniperus wallichiana. They are floated down the Yangtze
to Shih-ku and are thence carried to Teng-ch'uan and by boat on the lake to
Ta-li.
From San-ying it is five li to Niu-kai +(%
(Cattle-market).
A short distance beyond San-ying is a limestone hill called Huo-yao Shan
A 3 . l ~ (Fire medicine or powder mountain): it is about 300 feet high, with
a pagoda (wen-pi 2%)on the top. The rocks are full of holes and the entire
hill is honeycombed; it is the only limestone hill in the immediate neighborhood. At its foot are boiling hot springs, the water being crystal clear as it
boils and bubbles up (temperature 170' F.). Steam rises everywhere between
the rice-fields and the people wash their clothing in the boiling pools. I n
February, 1935, this peculiar mountain suddenly erupted. A severe earthquake preceded the eruption, the noise emanating from the mountain sound-

a&

43 I t is also called Fo-kuang-chai g and I-nii Kuan -&l (Pass of a woman). The latter
name has reference to a narrow slanting defle back of the mountain. I t was in this cave
that Chu-ko Liang, marquis of Wu 2,captured Meng-huo 28. Later in the hling dynasty
suppressed a rebellion of native chiefs who fled into this
in 1383, General Fu Yu-te
cave. At that time 13,000people in all were decapitated and 400,000 families of the native
tribes made their submission. I t was then that Li-chiang made its submission to the Ming,
and the Mo-so were pacified.

@&a

Also called Huo-yen Shan Jk% 1.4 (Flaming Mountain).

ing like thunder. Immediately after the earthquake flames burst forth from
the mountain, so that the heavens were reddened. This lasted nearly an hour,
after which no fire was visible. Later the people went to see the hill and found
that a large section of it had fallen in, covering up several of the hot springs
which flowed from its base. No one was injured.
Niu-kai is a village in ruins, thanks to the activities of the bandit chief
Chang Chieh-pa and his hordes; when I passed through in 1928 he had only
a few days before made his submission to the Yun-nan government. More
exactly: holding a Belgian missionary as hostage, whom he threatened to kill
should the governor of Yun-nan send further troops against him, hc brought
the governor to accept his own terms. Thus he was established as military ruler
of the entire district. He sat with 1,000of his bandits in the poor village which
he had all but burnt to the ground, and the impoverished peasants had to feed
the brutes who had ruined their homes. The village consists of about 600
families, and lies on the slopes of the foot-hills, a t an elevation of 7,500 feet. I t
belongs to the magistracy of Ho-ch'ing

a&.

Sixteenth stage. - From Niu-kai to Tien-wei fig J& is a distance of 70 li.
Elevation 7,800 feet.
From the village of Niu-kai the trail keeps to the foot-hills which encircle
the plain to the right. Somewhat beyond the village a path branches off a t
the end of the plain, into a deep valley which leads to Ho-ch'ing. This is the
shortest way to Li-chiang.
Our trail leads across the Niu-kai plain to a limestone mountain with smooth
cliffs on which inscriptions are still discernible dating back to K'ang-hsi
(1662-1722). The mountain is called Kuan-yin Shan YfJLg~l4"Goddess
l
of
Mercy Mountain), and so is the village a short distance beyond; a Buddhist
temple 46 nestles a t the foot of the cliff. In the south it joins on to the Tients'ang Shan. Half-way up the mountain is a cave called T'ai-chi tung d<#~&j/~i]
(Cave of the ultimate immaterial principle, i.e., of the Chinese cosmology). I n
the center of the cave is a pond called Chin-lung t'an &ifk$,7 (Golden dragon
pool) which is said to be very deep (the depth being unltnown).
A short distance beyond, a t a tiny temple, the trail ascends the red hills
covered with oaks, pines, Pinus Armandi and P. yunnanensis, Alnus, Castanopsis Delavayi, rhododendrons, roses, Berberis, etc., up over limestone mountains, through oak forest, to a pass with a few houses called Ch'ou-shui-ching
$$;rlu# (Stinking water-well). At this place many hold-ups and murders
were committed by the bandit hordes of Chang Chieh-pa. He strung up his
victims by the thumbs to branches of high trees, and tied rocks to their feet;
The name originated from a likeness of Kuan-yin cut into the rock of the mountain by
Ko-lo-feng l#j X]%R(King of Nan-chao, 748-778) of the Meng family. Other names for the
EUJ (Lotus
mountain are Fang-chang Shan k k I& (Abbot Mountain), Lien-hua Shan
Mountain) and Hsiang-yiin Shan r@% 14 (Auspicious cloud Mountain). I t is one of the
seventeen famous mountains of the Nan-chao Kingdom. (From the Ho clz'ing cl~ouchih,
ch. 4, fols. gb-6a).
d6

temple is called Miao-hsing An 49 47% (Hall of the practice of the Excellent or the
Unfathomable). A board bearing the above characters is over the temple gate. I t was presented by the Na-khi chief, Mu Hsing *%, in the 33rd year of K'ang-hsi (1694). Mu
Hsing was born in 1667 and died in 1720.
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lighting a fire beneath he left them to their fate. I t was always a dreaded pass
for caravans. At this summit are large groves of oaks (QUGIcus Dclavayi) ; the
elevation is 8,930 feet. The motor road passes below and to the west of it.
The trail here descends a little, only to climb again to 9,250 feet, and then
continues downward between round, low hills of yellowish-red clay, over a
shallow basin-like depression which in the rainy season becomes a pond.
This is called the Yeh-ya t'ang Jf Ygfi (Wild-duck pond). The trail goes
down between pines to the village of the same name, which we found entirely
in ruins, having been looted and fired by the brigands. The path leads steeply
into a circular, unproductive, gravelly basin of which only the terraced slopes
are cultivated. A big stream issues from the right, which in the summer is an
unfordable torrent. I t is here called the Sha-pa Ho fibig$l~l,
as it flows through
a sandy plain lined with old poplars and willows. I t is a treacherous river and
has carried away several bridges; lately a new one of stone has been constructed. At the other end of the little sandy plain is the hamlet of Yeh-chip'ing vgt~-'I;
(Pheasant flat). Elevation 8,500 feet.
- From this basin we climb over pine-covered hills on the top of which the
trail continues. A little westward and ahead is the mountain mass of Laochiin Shan ZEIJl or Mountain of Lao-chiin or Lao Tzu, the founder of
Taoism. Beyond this mountain is visible La-pa Shan +3E~.CII (La-ba Ngyu
in Na-khi), between 14,000 and 15,ooo feet in height. To the extreme left,
or south-west, is another high mountain which divides the Mekong from the
Yang-pi. I t is called Hsiieh-p'an Shan '44% ul (Snow-basin Mountain), but
more commonly Yen-lu Shan %i#t LI 1 (Salt-road Mountain), for salt is brought
over it from the salt-well of La-chi-rning N$ltu,B, west of Lan-p'ing
(Handel-Mazzetti on his map calls it the Ye-lu-schan).
The trail descends over a gravelly ridge winding along valley slopes with
a roaring stream to our left, down to the plain of Tien-wei; we cross the same
stream which we passed over a t Yeh-chi-p'ing and arrive at the village of
Tien-wei, after going through large groves of old oaks. Half of the village,
situated on the slopes of a hill across the plain, was destroyed. The distance
from Niu-kai to Yeh-chi-p'ing being 53 li, the latter is the regular lunch-stop.
The elevation of Tien-wei is 7,800 feet.

Seventeenth stage. - From Tien-wei to Chiu-ho ~ L M
is a distance of 60 li.
Elevation 8,150 feet.
The trail leads from Tien-wei past a temple downhill to the Chien-ch'uan
plain, leaving the Chien-ch'uan Lake (Chien Hu @Ji/+IJ),which is said to be
60 li square, to the east. We pass a new bridge, called Hai-hung ch'iao $i
(Lake rainbow bridge), over the Tien-wei Ho (the river makes here a semicircle like a rainbow), which is none other than the Yang-pi River, by the village of Shang-teng kg;a t its entrance opposite the bridge, there is a large,
now ruined, temple which is three li from Tien-wei. On the Chinese military
map the town of Tien-wei is south-east of the lake, though in reality the lake
is east of the town. The plain is intensively cultivated, while on the hill-sides
grow Catalpa Duclouxii.
From the trail one has the first good view of the Li-chiang snow-range (Yiilung Shan ~ $ U U I- Jade dragon Mountain), although it is already visible
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from Tien-wei. I n the distance can be seen the northern peak of the range,
separated by the Yangtze from the main range. This peak is called in Na-khi,
Ha-ba ndshEr nv-lv (the Ha-pa Shan 1% E UI of the Chinese), simply called
J mountain) on the Chinese military map.
Hsiieh-shan ' S ~(Snow
We follow the edge of the plain, skirting the foot-hills bctween fields of
wheat, beans and peas (only the northern part of the plain is cultivated with
rice), pass the hamlets of Han-teng 38 and Hsi-chuang ~Jlij/t:,a distance of
ten and a half li from Tien-wei; then Chu-chiian-ch'ang 5&HlJ,!,and from
there to Shui-chai 7kB. From this last village it is only a short distance to
the walled town of Chien-ch'uan f$I]/II. Here we met hundreds of Min-chia
peasants carrying heavy loads, some enormous earthen jars and pots, others
mats, firewood, and pigs in baskets. Very large pigs were slung on poles between two men, the pig securely tied in a mat.
About 2 0 li from Tien-wei begin the walls of Chien-ch'uan (Rapier stream).
This place is renowned for its carpenters, who are clever wood-carvers, and
makers of f ~ r n i t u r e . ~Chien-ch'uan
'
is a t an elevation of 7,750 feet. To the
west, on the grassy slopes of the foot-hills, are thousands of graves. Here is
the favorite camping place of the Tibetan caravans which come from the
north to Ta-li and beyond. Above the graves on the hill-side is a large Buddhist
temple called Ti-tsang Ssu
(Temple of the Bodhisattva Kshitigarbha,
Lord of the Earth).
The trail passes between irrigated wheat and rice-fields to the hamlets of
Pan-teng-ho #&%fill and Yung-p'an-ts'un &#+$$. We follow the left border
of the plain, which narrows towards the north, passing the villages T'aiChien-ch'uan is the ancient territory of the Man-i (savages). The Hsi-i (Western barbarians) called the town Lo-lu, for in their language lo-lu meant lake, and had reference to
the Chien Hu or Chien-ch'uan Lake near which the town is situated. I n the T'ang dynasty
(618-906) it was the I-tu Lo-lu ch'eng $&X@
1a. I-tu was one of the 10 original chien
(districts) of the Nan-chao Kingdom. (Chien is the Chinese transcription of the Tai word
kcng or xieng). The Lo-lu ch'eng is the present-day foundation of Wa-yao-ts'un X&##
(Tile kiln village). I t is 15 li south of Chien-ch'uan. The walls of the Lo-lu ch'eng were
built in the T'ang dynasty. I n the beginning of the reign of T'ang Cheng-yuan & 3 (about
786), Nan-chao fought Chien-ch'uan and captured the entire territory. Their chief changed
his residence to Chien-t'an %Illb2 and changed its name to Chien-ch'iang $I]%. The Nanchao Kingdom established the government of Chien-ch'uan. I n the Sung dynasty it was
changed to I-tu t'an #,'BWt and was also called Po chou
+N.
I n the beginning of the Yiian dynasty there was established the so P/i (Sub-military station) of the ~ , o o ofamilies of I-tu (I-tu ch'ien-hu so $&'Etf.Ffi).
I n the 11th year of Chih-yuan 33 (1274)' the name was changed to Chien-ch'uan hsien
& (Ho-ch'ing Cir(Magistracy of Chien-ch'uan) under the rule of the Ho-ch'ing Lu
cuit). The Chien-ch'uan chou chih, ch. 3, fol. 15b, states that the military and civil yamen
of the governor of the Circuit of Ho-ch'ing was established in the 8th year of Chih-yiian
was changed to Chien-ch'uan hsien dependent on the Circuit of
(1271) and the I-tu
I-10-ch'ing. I n the 17th year of Ming Hung-wu (1384) it was raised to a chou and the families
of 18 li !I! (communes) were registered there. I n ancient days Chien-ch'uan had no wall,
but during the reign of Hung-chih i2.B (1488-1505)' magistrate Li Wen +& built a
tamped earth wall. I n the 15th year of Ts'ung-cheng (1642) the wall was changed to a
brick one, 16 Chinese feet high, and 12 thick. The moat was eight feet wide and five deep.
During an earthquake in 1688 the wall fell, the towers toppled over the gates, and it was not
rebuilt until 1690; it was once more rebuilt in 1712 and again destroyed by an earthquake
in 1751. I n 1860 the Mohammedans flooded the town with water from Lake Chien and
many lengths of the south-eastern part of the wall collapsed. I t was finally rebuilt.
47
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p'ing-ts'un k+#.j.,
Liu-chia-teng @J% and Tien-hsin-ch'iao 6g ,L.#. The
village of Mei-tzu-shao &-FP~]
is not on the Chien-ch'uan plain but beyond
a narrow ravine, the slopes of which are covered with pines. Opposite the village, in a lovely pine forest, are numerous graves. This or the village of Kanmo-ho WL@@I is the regular lunch-stop for the day. Five li from this village will bring us to the end of the stage, the village of Chiu-ho hfil (Nine
but there are still the villages of Chiang-tung Zlf and Wen-mu-ho
-&$fl to be passed. Ere reaching Chiu-ho there is a beautiful isolated hill
with a lovely forest of oaks (Quercus semicarpijolia), and thence we travel
along the foot of a rocky hill entering the long valley which leads to Shih-ku
on the Yangtze. Chiu-ho is situated on a low spur a t an elevation of
8,150feet. I t is a miserable hamlet with a single dilapidated temple. Caravans
bound for Li-chiang usually prefer to go beyond it to the hamlet of Tu-wo
also called Tu-wu
on Chinese maps (Na-khi, Dtu-wiia).
We have now arrived a t the border of the Li-chiang district, to which the
village of Chiu-ho belongs. South of it is Chien-ch'uan territory.
Chiu-ho is called in Na-khi, Gkyi-wiia; and Kuan-shang W k,at the end of the valley
which extends north of Chiu-ho, is called C;kyi-wiia Ts'o-k'o.

CHAPTER I1

Eighteenth stage. - From Chiu-ho to Li-chiang E%2is a distance of 90 li.
Elevation, 8,200 feet.
From Chiu-ho we follow the plain, leaving to the left the large village of
Nan-su-mei j$j%&land five li further on coming to the village of Pei-su-mei
4t%#&,' the names meaning Northern and Southern Su-mei respectively.
Opposite the village and the temple is a small open-air theater where we used
to stop with our caravan on former journeys. In this region the walnut trees
were still leafless. This a t the end of April. The hills forming the western
valley wall are a brilliant red and covered with pines (Pinus yunnanensis).
Many villages are scattered along the foot-hills, some extending up their
slopes (see description of Chiu-ho li, p. 178). Small trails lead from this valley
to Lao-chiin Shan Z ~ I Jwhich
I , has always been a rendezvous for brigands.
From the village of Pei-su-mei, it is five li to the Na-khi hamlet of Tu-wo
(P'u-wu in Min-chia) where the Na-khi caravans prefer to put up for the night.
Both villages are situated a t the eastern side of the valley; here, also, the hills
are covered with pines and numerous walnuts; the latter, mostly cultivated,
can be found along the road, besides pears, peaches and plums.
The trail meanders over the gravelly valley floor past Wu-li-p'ai X!Jl-J@,
then P'o-chio f&ml (Foot of the hill) or Kuan-shang Eflk (Na-khi, Ts'o-k'o),
30 li from Chiu-ho. This is the last village in this valley, a t the head of which
is a beautiful, deep blue lake, the head-waters of the Yang-pi River. The lake
is called Bbu-t'u-nditr (Shrimp pond), in Na-khi. From here it is a drop of
2,000 feet to the Yangtze and a distance of about 50 li to Shih-ku. The valley
is inhabited mostly by Min-chia in the lower, and Na-khi in the upper part.
From the village of Kuan-shang the trail is paved, but is in a most terrible
condition, and the grade next to impossible. I t ascends from an elevation of
8,300 feet a t Kuan-shang, over the partly forested mountain called T'ieh-chia
Shan &%cII
which hems in the valley to the east, to the top of a pass a t
9,800 feet, and shortly to another pass IO,IOO feet above the sea. Here we have
emerged on a rather large, dry plateau, the trail leading between low, round,
wooded hills. The Na-khi come from their villages and cultivate the gentle
slopes of the hills, mostly with buckwheat and oats. On both sides of the trail
are large sink-holes from which the plateau derives its name, Lo-shui-tung
$%7]Y$J (Sinking water cave^).^ These holes, which are apparently of great
depth, remind one of volcanic blow-holes or small craters; but here all is lime-

' The village is called Ts'o-k'o-muan

in Na-khi (Lower Ts'o-k'o). Transcribed in Chinese
I t is also called Nan-kuan-chsn d Md /'ti.
characters it is written Ts'o-k'uei-mou I:: @
"The topography of this down country is very old and in striking contrast to the valley
which leads to the Yangtze and Shih-ku, and in which Kuan-shang is situated. The features
of the down, with its gentle, rounded hills and shallow valleys, were developed before the
formation of the Kuan-shang valley. The rocks exposed in the western part of the downs
belong to the Kaoliang Series. The latter consist of phyllites and chloritic schists, quartzites,
crystalline limestone, and limestone breccia. They belong to the Archeozoic or earliest era
of geological history." (GREGORY)
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stone, and the entire plateau is apparently hollow, as is the region of the lake
of La-shih-pa 11112%. The walls of the sink-holes are covered with oaks and
pines, the floors giving way in the center to funnel-like shafts.
The trail leads east over the undulating plain of yellow clay and extensive
limestone outcroppings, which remind one of the lava-flows of Hawaii, but are
grey in color. These outcroppings are taken possession of by deep pink R h dodendron racemosum bushes which, with a prostrate form of Quercus semicarpqolia, form regular carpets.
Straight ahead is the famous pyramidal mountain Wen-pi Shan 2 3 0 1
(Pencil Hill), called Sa-bpi zhEr nv-lv, or Sa-bpi a-nan Ngyu, in Na-khi, whose
slopes had suffered badly during the earthquake in 1925, when the whole
western face of the mountain slid down, forming a huge talus slope. The
mountain is renowned in Tibet. I t represents a mountain deity called Zhi-damung-po (gzhi-bdag-~mu~-~o

(See: Sun-pi-wai-lung p.
U

184).
Further the trail turns north-east over the same plateau (called in Na-khi,
La-bpiu-k'o), a t an elevation of 10,000 feet, and then descends to a little
shrine called the Shan-shen Miao fll ijirJiJ& (Shrine of the mountain spirit).
It continues on down to a lower plateau - again with sink-holes - the !eve1
places being under cultivation. From here the Li-chiang snow range is now
visible to the north.
The crops on this plateau are dependent wholly on rain, for it is entirely
waterless. The lowest part stands a t 9,400 feet, and the dusty trail seems endless, but descends a t last through pine forest to the plain of La-shi, in Chinese
La-shih-pa MlI 218 (also written $11 21%).
The caravan-stop is a t the hamlet
of Sa-bpi wiia-boa (also called Sa-mbi wiia-boa in the Dto-mba or Na-khi
priest books). Elevation 8,700 feet.
Beyond the village a wooden bridge leads over the La-lo-k'a stream, whence
the trail runs between the La-shi Khu (Lake of La-shi), and the mountains
and then north-east towards the pass over the spur which joins the southern
end of the Li-chiang snow range with Ma-an Shan .%ifguland Wen-pi Shan
%$$iUl.
The pass is called in Na-khi, La-shi gkaw-gku, is 8,750 feet above sea
level, and 2 0 li from La-shih-pa. From its foot it is eight li across the plain
to the town of Li-chiang.
As the region to the south of Li-chiang is inhabited mainly by the Min-chia
tribe it may not be out of place here to say a few words about these neighbors
of the Mo-so, or Na-khi.
THE MIN-CHIA
TRIBE (PLATES 7, 8)
The Min-chia R z , called La-bbu by the Na-khi and considered by them
as their second elder brother - the first being the Tibetan, whom they call
Gv-dzu - are known to the Chinese, especially in their literature, as Pai-jen
h (White people). In their own language they call themselves P'gr-tsu,
colloquially they speak of themselves as P'Er-nv-tsu. They are scattered
over much of Yun-nan and formed once the principal population of the ancient
Nan-chao Kingdom. Unlike the Na-khi they have no written language. They
are much intermingled with the tribes which live in the neighboring region of
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Ta-li. From thcir stronghold, which is the Ttl-li plain, thcy extend north to
Ho-ch'ing, one day sou t11 of Li-chiang, and thrncc sou t 11-west, whcre tlley
occupy exclusively the valley of the P'i C'hinng at:'I' 1: with its two towns, Y tinlung gjfi s in the south, and Lan-p'ing Nib]' in the north.
'l'he K'un-ming plain is to some thxtthntalso ptwplrhcl by hlin-chiu, anc1 the.
women arc easily recognized by the brilliant read troustBrsthey wear. 'l'hcy are
now a mixed race m d , as 'l'crrien dc Lucoupcric si~ys," thcir lu~lguugcbears
out the same tcstimonp." In his pnpcr on tlie prrb-Chi~lc.srb1angutigc.s he says,
"Chinesc, Mo-so, Lo-lo, ancl Tibctun wortls hiivc bibcan ucloptc~li~lsteuclof the
original vocables, but thc Morl charactt%rof the ln~rguagc.is still rc~cogliizilble
in many words, and the positions of the gcuilivc* i l ~ l t lof 111~';ulji*c-ti\~~
ilrc i l l
accordn~lcewith this indication." 'l'hc bli~l-chii~
ilrtbnot n-lutctl to the 'l'ibctoBurmnn stock to which the Rlo-so or Nn-khi bcblo~lg,but arc ukiu to the I'alaung, Wa, and othcbrs of thc R I O I I - K ~ I Iracch.
I I ~ ~ ~As I lli~v~h
not stritlictl th~hst.
pcoplc, 1 shall simply give. trnlisli~tionsof texts rcgarcli~lgthi~nlfronl ('hincsc~
works such ns the I'iit~-trclt~jl"ung-cliil~(GrciLt '1'opogral)lly o l Yiin-nan), ctc.
See : F~TZGERALI)
C. 1'. , 1'Ilc l'ozc~c~r
oj t;ivcr Glories, 194 I .
The l'ilrc-nun Ill'lrng-clrih, ch. 199, pp. 8b- ya, st nt cs : " l'iti-jcn iirst dwi~lled
a t Ta-li and I'ni-ngni-ch'ulzn ( 1 ti{ J I I . Accorclingly thcy betlong to the divisio~l
of the Pni-man fl@
of Chin-ch'ih
Bt [Chin-ch'ih ch'cb~lg \'&fJ@ is the
~xcsent-dayI'ao-shn~i 1%I II (Yung-ch'a~lg ~k \ ) in south-west Yiiii-na~lJ.
Bccausc thc custom of thc Pai-i jrj1k was to cover two of their front tccth with
gold, thcy werc called the Chin-ch'ih-~ILLI~
&\%IS? " (Gold-tcctll snvitgcs).
This custom still prevails in \?in-nan; cspcciiilly in thc. ciipitill, whcrc Chinest.
dentists arcNmore busily engaged covcring pc%rfcctlysound canints with gold
than in genui~lcdentistry.
"'l'o the west of Chin-ch'ih wcrc thr' T'u mnn :I:@
(Aboriginal snvngcs) to
whom bclongcd cight tribcs, tlzc Vllin-c'h'ill, l'ni-i, I"o, 0-ch'nng I@/ \ (Rfnrco
1'010's Vo-c.liang), 1"iao ,@ (cvidcntly thc natives of caster11l3ur1na arc meant),
the Hsich if#, C'hii-lo
and Pi-su JLjhv. 'l'hc Chin-ch'ih-man wcrc originally the Mnng-shih-man 'E&@.At the time when I-mou-hsiin fought all
thc savages, the Chin-ch'ih tribe were wcikcncd. Afterwards thcy i~lcrcasedand
f ourished. For that rcason thcrc was estnblishcd in the Chin-dl'ih tlnd othcr
[t ribal] lands 1111 AI~-~II-SSII
*&iR r iJ (Pncilication commissioner) . Af tcrwnrds
t Pai-jen clwcllctl in the territory of Ching-tung fu 1;t'1fi$f,J Yiin-II~II,
1,in-all
I!),('@,Ch'il-clling 1111 Dl!{, G't~i-hunllj./C, Ta-li, Ch'u-hsiung eilii,Yixo-an Uk*& ,
Y1111g-ch'nng, yullg-pci ~k;lI=
nnd Idi-chiang.

+
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I,ntit~idc,25" 49'; Lo~lgitutle90" 22'. According to tlie l<'nng-hsi dictionnry tllc c l ~ n r n ~ t e r
dI: is rend le'rr nnd nevcr p'i or pi. 'Thc people of Yilu-l~uigcnll tllcir rivcr l'i C'liinng, illso
oltc~i1"i Clii;lng. 'I'he churncter dt; used on tlie locnl ll~ilitnry 111tlpnnd in Y iln-nun genernlly
is tlicrclorc wrong; it shoultl bc .Ik,which nccording to tllc K'ang-lisi dic.tionary is prouounccd
pi or P'i, nnd is also giver] t ~ tlic
s
llnnie of n river. 'l'lic ('Iritl-c.lrlitr,qI-l'rocg c.lrilr, ch. 478, lol.
I lib, stutcs it is nlso culled L o - I ~ IChinng
L
8th A$ i1: and Slii~nCllinug llDI i~:,it has its sourcc
i l l 1,no-chiin Sh;lu.

' I'i-su

wcts one of t l ~ ceight i.lr'c.rc~ (cities) of tllc State of Yuug-ch'rlng, wliicll wc~sthe 1,iclii;tng tlistric-t tluring the I,ntcr l1u1i dynctsty, and is llot to be c o ~ i l i ~wit11
~ ~ ( tlic
l 1)rcsi1~it
Yung-ch'ung just ~nc~itioned.
1 ) u r i n ~the Nxn-chno Kingdom Lhc I'ui-nl:~n caplured Cl~ing.
tu~ig,uftcr it had been est~~blislied
by the Meng family as Yin-shcng I11 N :'k ICF.
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"l'he Yd-jen are also called hlin-chia-tzu (Sons [descendants]of the f a m i l i ~
of t hc people).
"They are a branch of the ancient I'ai Kuo (1 #. Anciently they were ermneoudy called P'o nnd afterwards the P'o and Pai were mnsided one tribe.
In point of fact, they have nothing in common.
"'l'hcy are distributed everywhere over YUn-nan. Their customs are not
very diff ere11t f ronl those of the Chinese.
"'l'hc Pai-jen are the dcsceatlants of Chang Lo-chin-ch'iu
of the
Pai Kuo. [He was tlle King of C'huen-!ling
who in the 23rd year of T'ang
Cheng-kuan ,'(H;IC (649) abdicated in favor of the hleng family. The city of
Chicli-ning is the present Mi-tu HOk, 30 li south of Hung-ngai, the former P J
Kuo or White king don^]. The Chao U, Yang #& and Tuan families L:$Lt
arc thcir dcascendant s.
"They belicve in Buddhism and sorcery."

as@

'l'hc l'im hsiuo-chi mjlbijl! (nricf History of Tien), fol. 59b, states: "'l'he
Pai-jcn are the scattered descendants of the ancient I'ai-Kuo. They arc now
distributed till over Y iin-nan. Colloquially they are known as Paiurh-tzu
r l, ! GI (-. 'l'r~dition rclatcs that they were the followers of Chuang Ch'iao fl\;a
who ca11lc to 1 . h - n a n from thc State of Ch'u
and later [ a b u t 2 8 0 B.c.]
established the Kingdom of 'l'ien, and made himself King of Ticn " (Yiln-nan).

PART I1
T H E HISTORY OF LI-CHIANG
CHAPTER I

The following brief historical account of the Li-chiang district has been
taken mainly from the Records of the prefecture of Li-chiang (Li-thiangju
chih liieh lii: fK$F i:.;U),which is dated the 15th day of the third moon of the
8th year of Ch'ien-lung of the Great Ch'ing dynasty j<Eit (April gth, 1 7 ~ ~ ) .
I t was written by the Li-chiang magistrate, Kuan ~siieh-hsiian
whose
literary name was Wei T'ing *$$. He was a native of An-fu % $i,\ in Chianghsi tI:iJLj (Kiangsi) and received the degree of Doctor in 1718. He took oflice
as magistrate of Li-chiang in the first year of Ch'ien-lung (1736). He was evidently still holding that office when he wrote the Records as he figures as the
last magistrate in that work. A preface was written to it by the Inspector, or
Hsun-ch'a
for the Western political Division or I-hsi Tao (&14'3),
Chu Feng-ying -kE$,
dated
%, the 1st day of the tenth moon of the 8th year
of Ch'ien-lung (November 16th, I 743). Another preface was written by Chang
Yun-sui iJIGfi=ll$. He was a Chinese Bordered Yellow Bannerman, and previous to becoming Viceroy of 'l'un-nan and Kuei-chou, he held manv minor
positions, such as magistrate of Ch'u-hsiung, and provincial treasurer of Kueichou. These are the first and only records ever written of Li-chiang, both before and after it came under complete Chinese jurisdiction in 1723. There
exist, as far as I am aware, only two copies of these records. One is in Lichiang, in the joint possession of two families, the other is in the Zi-ka-wei
(Shanghai) Catholic Mission Library (Shang-hai Hsu-chia-hui T'ien-chu
t'ang-ts'ang-shu lou _k:& #% E X =&lz$&;li
*$I).
Through the kindness of
the late Mr. Mu Shu %fl$, a descendant of the old Na-khi chiefs residing in
Li-chiang, I obtained the loan of the record in Li-chiang for the purpose of
having it copied. It is not in the Yun-nan Government Library, but the Peiping National Library and the Peiping Palace Library possess the second half
of the work in manuscript form.'
I n the general introduction we meet with these pompous opening sentences:
"The great enterprise of turning a frontier, barren and desolate, into a civilized
country within a short space of time, can never be accomplished by one or two

Fg$

The records I found in Li-chiang were in very bad condition, they were printed on very
thin paper and many characters had become illegible. I therefore had the Zi-ka-wei Lichiang records copied, through the kindness of the late Rev. P. C. Baumert, Librarian. In
the Department of Education in Li-chiang there is a manuscript copy of a Li-chiang hsien
chih which has never been printed, it dates from the 10th year of Kuang-hsil (1884). I
had it copied in 1941 but it was lost with the translations of over 700 Mo-so manuscripts,
Tibetan books and other rare mss., in the Arabian Sea due to enemy action in the spring
of 1944.
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subjects only of our Imperial Court. In order to accomplish this artluous task,
it is first necessary to appoint a reputable subject, well-experienced in g-verlling, as magistrate of the chief city, one who, through careful mariagcmerlt aIld
deep study, will educate the people and correct their custon~s.Only thell will
our excellent culture of hundreds and thousands of generations, find root in
that land, grow luxuriantly, and unfold its first brilliant flower."
I t is said of the writer of the record, Kuan Hsiieh-hsiian, that in his leisure
time he would call on old scholars of the neighborhood and try to collcct fronl
them all remaining manuscripts relating to the history of this district, also
maps, and literature about its mountains and rivers, biographies, etc. This
enabled him to write the first record of Li-chiang in two chiian $, an Upper
I: and a Lower 7;,each consisting of six chapters. 'I'he printing blocks of
these records were destroyed during the Mohammedan rebellion. It is very
strange that no magistrate since 1736 had the time or interest to keep these
records up to date, and issue a new edition, as Li-chiang is one of the most
interesting regions and certainly the most beautiful of the entire province.
Kuan Hsueh-hsiian says that Li-chiang had been part of the Chinese Empire since the days of the Yuan dynasty, and was a t the time he wrote ( 1 7 ~ ~ )
a safe rampart of the western frontier of 1-iin-nan. He tells us that the ofiicials
of the Yuan and Ming dynasties had adopted only a vague policy in ruling
the district and did nothing to mitigate the pain and misery of its people.
And, furthermore, "that it had been said that instead of naturalizing them
(the Na-khi) into Chinese, those Chinese oficials who governed them were
themselves naturalized by the Barbarians." The record further states that
"the people were employed by their magistrates to do transport work, open
the jungle, and become soldiers to fight the bloodiest battles and to sacrifice
their lives for the safety of our country. Not a single word of comfort and encouragement, nor any show of mercy or grace, had ever been delivered to these
people by past officials." Thus reads Kuan's indictment of the officials who
ruled Li-chiang. Kuan held his post under the Manchu regime, and therefore
it is easy to see why he enlarges on the benefits the people derived from the
Imperial Manchu rule, and why he says that they (the Na-khi) "are now of
one mind and of one voice." And this was said to have been due "to the great
influence, inspiration, benevolence and mercy exhibited by the Manchu
dynasty for 60 years." This was written 2 0 years after the Chinese had taken
over the administration of Li-chiang.
Their magistrate asks these questions: "Why did the Barbarians apply for
naturalization in 1723? Why did they not remain in their peaceful barbarian
state?" And he answers them with this phrase: " T h e y had been attracted by
the Imperial Benevolence a s animals are attracted by sweet grass." He closes his
preface by stating that "he dare not say that he established anything for
these people, but that the bright future and the hopes of Li-chiang will certainly depend upon future capable magistrates of superior quality."
The viceroy in his preface states that "prior to the nationalization of Lichiang, its native chieftains or local magistrates oppressed the people, they
were violent, cruel, greedy and lustful." I t is given as a fact that the chief
had the right and privilege to deflower any bride, who could only return to
her legal, newly-wed husband after having spent three days with the chief.
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It was this latter violence which the people could bear the least and which
caused them to apply for naturalization. The viceroy closes his preface by
saying that "he is pleased to see that the Imperial Rule has spread its influence even to this farthest and desolate land, whose people are living a quiet
life, and who lack nothing to satisfy their desires."
I t is doubtful, however, if the pious hopes expressed by Kuan Hsiieh-hsiian
have ever been fulfilled .

CHAPTER I1

The following pages are translations of the Yen-ko j
iY-5(Successive changes)
in the history of Li-chiang and the territory to which it belonged, according
to the Li-chiang fu chih liieh, Vol. 1,
ch. 3, fol. 12b.
Between 298 and 262 B.c., we briefly recall, Chuang Ch'iao, a general of
the State of Ch'u, invaded the region and established the Kingdom of Tien
(see pp. 5-6 for details of this period).
0
In the fifth year of Han Wu Ti and the period of Yiian-kuang Zz ( 1 ~ B.c.)
11 the
Emperor appointed Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju Sl $U ktl, the Chung-langchiang ~pfi];$tf(Lieutenant-General), and the Fu-shih Ell .Ifi (Assistant Commissioner) Wang Jan-yii 3?&*,and others to proceed with the Imperial
Insignia to the Hsi-i (Western barbarians). Thereupon the different rulers of
the Jan-mang f$.gk and Yeh-yii $$f& petitioned to become subjects of the
The regions to the north of Tso-tu 74B,on the western border of the State of Shu, comprised a t the time of the Han dynasty a certain number of tribes, governed by their great
chiefs. Among them the Jan-mang occupied first rank. Originally there were two tribes,
the Jan and the Mang. The Jan-mang changed their residence occasionally in search of
pasturage. They advanced up to the western frontier of the State of Shu. I n the sixth year
of Yiian-ting 3 @ of the Emperor Wu Ti (I 11 B.c.) their territories were united into a chiin
2$ (a territorial division), which received the name of Wen-shan & clj. - That is what the
Mou chou chih says in ch. I , fol. 7a.
The Wen-chih chi lueh &fi$C%, ch. I, fol. qb, says that in the Han dynasty their ter%!,I
subject to Shu Chun ai%.I n the Eastern Han
ritory was called Mien-ssu hsien $$is
it became the Mien-ssu tao 2,while in the Shu Han it became the Wen-shan Chun a a.
This is the territory of the present Mou hsien ZMi in the Min valley, six stages north of
Ch'eng-tu, on the north-west border of Ssu-ch'uan. The Wen Mountain, which has given
the name to the district, is north-west of Mou chou. On Chinese maps showing the domain
of the Fighting States the mountain is situated on the extreme north-western border of the
State of Shu, and south of the T'ao Ho gk M and the Min Shan d@ 14 in the present Thewu or The-wo
he-bu) country & fi (T'ieh-pu). I n the Great Geography of China it is
(Old Min Shan), which is
considered the Min Shan, but not the Ku Min Shan S
C
R
I
apparently the one in Kansu. The W e n chih chi lueh says that the Yu-kung 83 'IA Min-Shan
II@
1.4 leads to the Chiang
(Yangtze), and the Shih Chi str t E states that the Min Shan
is the Wen Shan i& I.4.
The Kan-su Min Shan is a distinct range for the most part composed of grey limestone
l and
only the eastern part is conglomerate. To the north of it flows the T'ao River $Jk E
to the south of it the Pai-shui Chiang $ ;rfc rT or Pai-lung Chiang $ 1a. Many lateral
valleys debouch into these rivers north and south respectively, their sources being among
the crags of the Min Shan. The valley of the Pai-shui Chiang is quite broad and fertile
especially in its central part. Thus the Min Shan is a distinct and separate range. Of course
the entire region is mountainous but the mountains are much lower both to the north and
to the south of the Min Shan; they are mere hills in comparison, especially those to the
north of it. I n the extreme eastern end the limestone extends across the Pai-shui Chiang
Valley and there the river flows in a narrow chasm. I t is here that the Min Shan connects
with the range to the south where two streams, the To-erh-ku Ho Q52Gfl and the Ahsia-ku Ho BiiZ @ %$@ join the Pai-shui Chiang coming from the south and having their
source in the range over which a pass called the Yang-pu Shan-k'ou 1!7ti 1.4u leads into Ssuch'uan; the pass is the border between Ran-su and Ssu-ch'uan. From here long valleys lead
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Chinese Imperial rule. In the first year of Yiian-feng Z)5 ( 1 1 B.c.),
~
Ssu-ma
Ch'ien ~ 1 O
% [born a b o u t 145 B.c., died between 86-74]' a Lang-chung JHI*
(Senior Secretary of a board), was commissioned to s u b j u g a t e Pa Shu
(SSU-ch'uan) in the west, and to seize the territory of C h i u n g q,
Tso 4~ and
K'un-ming K W1 ,3 n a m e l y the land of Li-chiang."
I n the second year of Yiian-feng %);f (109B.c.) the generals K u o Ch'ang
south as the Ta-shen kou ABP!% which debouches into the Hei Ho #, which has its source
south of the range flanking the Pai-shui Chiang to the south. Here all existing maps are
entirely incorrect both foreign and Chinese (see J. F. ROCK,The Land of the Tebbus in The
Geographical Journal (R. G . S. London) Vol. LXXXI, no. 2, 1933; p. 108-127, map on
p. 112). There follows a maze of mountains with valleys, the main being that of the Hei Ho
flowing south to where it is joined by the Pai Ho 13 m, the latter having several sources
all coming from the south or southeast and flowing north till they mingle with the Hei Ho
and then flow east past Nan-p'ing, to Wen hsien &P6k. I t is the range to the south of this
stream, extending from west to east, to the north of Sung-pan and Lung-an, now called
P'ing-wu +&,which is the Min Shan of Ssu-ch'uan or the Wen Shan of the ancients. A
pass known as the Kung-kang Ling 5 & leads over it and it is here that the Min Chiang
dtt V.g or Min River has its source. V. K. Ting on map 27 gives the Min Shan to the south
of the Pai-lung Chiang and for the actual Min Shan of Kan-su he gives the name Hsich'ing
Shan i!5 t:3i 1.4 ?, both are incorrect. The Hsi-ch'ing Shan of the Tribute of Yu or Yii-kung
is none other than the Tibetan Klu(i)-khra-bu-lag, pronounced Lu(i)-chhra-bu -lag which
in the Hsi-yii t'ung-wen chih
biI% z5 is transcribed Lo-chJa-p'u-la @&a.This mountain range which I visited and where the T'ao Ho, called in Tibetan Klu (Lu) Chhu, has
its source (whence the range derives its name Lui-of the Lu River), is to the west of the Min
Shan and is undoubtedly an extension of it, being also of limestone, but grassland separates
the two ranges.

* Yeh-yu is the present Ta-li and was 10 li north-east of T'ai-ho hsien k $u I. In ancient

days, during the Han dynasty, Yeh-yu must have comprised a larger area, for Ma Tuan-lin
speaks of the savages of Yeh-yu. The name Yeh-yu first appears during the period Yuanfeng in the second year of Han Wu Ti (109 B.c.). The Yeh-yii were a tribe, as were the Kuhui
who lived with them in the same territory. The land of the Ku-hui-i \lras to the
east of Teng-chuan HJll, whose territory adjoined Yeh-yii. In the 18th year of Chien-wuBiit (A.D. 42) of the Later Han dynasty the Yeh-yii savages rebelled and killed their chief
official.
Under Han Wu Ti, in the sixth year of Yuan-ting (1x1 B.c.) there were founded 15 hsien
(districts) in the Commandery of Yiieh-sui or Yueh-sui Chun U )&%. The first was Chiungtu qlB. This is the land south-east of the present district of Hsi-ch'ang B B in Ssuch'uan. Ting-tso # was the present Yen-yuan hsien P ilR a,also in Ssu-ch'uan. Ta-tso
a t that time was the land west of
k$ was to the north of Hui-li chou 4 B iti. Ku-fu
Li-chiang. - From the Yun-nun T'ung-chih, ch. 9, fol. gb. The Yen-yiian hsien clrih, ch. 2,
fol. 6a, says Ta-tso is supposed to be the present Mien-ning hsien dkS U. Actually it is the
Mu-li ik 8 and Kua-pieh A XI] of Yen-yuan.
Chiung 4 was east of Yueh-sui a g,in the present Hsi-ch'ang E 8 of Ssu-ch'uan, and
the district of Tso $ west of it, while K'un-ming I$, W was the territory west of I chou H,
the K'un-ming of to-day. Li-chiang a t that time belonged to Yueh-sui Chiin @ & l@ and
was called Ting-tso hsien 2 G 1%. The Tso were a nomad tribe and so were the Chiung, Jan
and Chiung-tu 41%. The Slrilr Clri !&E,
and Mang. They were also called Tso-tu
ch. 123, fol. 8b, relates that Han Wu Ti sent several embassies over four different routes to
the western regions of Shu a. Each of the embassies covered one to two thousand li of
territory. The northern embassy's route was closed by the Ti 8; and Tso
tribes, and the
southern embassy's route was closed by the Sui #j and K'un-ming I& M savages. In K'unming there existed neither a prince nor a chief, but they understood stealing and robbing,
and murdered messengers from the Court of Han a t every opportunity, so that no one
could pass.
3
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$bfl and Wei Kuang gi& were ordered to subjugate the Hsi-nan-i pLji$j%

6

who had not yet been humiliated and brought into subjection. At that time
the king of Tien
(Yiin-nan) returned to allegiance and was given a royal
seal. His land was made into the State of I chou G j b l b l I:li.
At first Emperor Wu Ti sent messengers to Tien to seek a way to the Shen-tu
Kuo (k&m (India -- the region of the basin of the Sindh Rivcr or Indus).
Ch'ang Ch'iang 'ZX-, King of Tienj6asked the messengers: "Which kingdom
is the greater, the kingdom of Han, or my kingdom?" When the messengers
returned and reported this question to the Son of Heaven, he was angered a t
the disloyal words, and caused a lake to be dug in the south-west of thc Imperial city of Ch'ang-an G s in the same shape as the lake of K'un-ming
(Yun-nan fu lake) for the purpose of carrying on maneuvers on the water. In
the meantime the kingdom of Tien was attacked and pacified, and the Chiin
of Yueh-sui ,@@:$I3 was established, to which the hsien of Ting-tso
(Li-chiang) belonged. A short time afterwards another envoy was sent, but
communications with K'un-ming were again interrupted.
During that time, Jen-kuo I<%,8 descendant of King Pai-fan & of T'ien-

'

z&B

'These two generals were sent to war with K'un-ming because the latter repeatedly obstructed the road to the envoys of Han. They decapitated several ten thousand and made
many prisoners, after which they left. I n spite of this, the Han envoys, which later were
again sent to K'un-ming, met with hostility in Yiin-nan, and no Han embassy ever managed
to pass through K'un-ming. - From the Shih E, ch. 123, fol. 12a.
There were three regional barbarian tribes: the Hsi-nan-i, Hsi-i, and Nan-i (South-western,
Western, and Southern barbarians respectively). There is a statement in the Tien-yiin
li-nien-chuan, ch. 2, fol. 8b, that the K'un-ming-i J% M;k; are the present-day Mo-so and
Li-su of Li-chiang, actually those outside of T'a-ch'eng Wt,La-p'u dl3 and other places
west of the Yangtze, on the road to Tibet from Yiin-nan, etc. The Chia-ch'ing I-l'ung-chih,
ch. 400, fol. ga, states that the Ting-tso hsien Zf$I2%of the Han dynasty was afterwards
captured by the Man-i. During the reign of Chou Wu Ti W RTE (561-578) there was established Ting-tso chen W. I n the second year of T'ang Wu-te 2 @ (619)) the district or
hsien of K'un-ming was established in the chen. The K'un-ming hsien chih, ch. I, fol. 2b
states that there were three K'un-ming. The Hun Shu says K'un-ming extended from
T'ung-shih @
filiInorth-east to Yeh-yii (Ta-li); this is the Sui #$ (Sui chou) K'un-ming and
4Yung-ping A+ (south-west of Ta-li). I n the second year
is the present Pao-shan s1.of T'ang Wu-te (619) Sui chou established a K'un-ming hsien which is the Ssu-ch'uan Yenyiian hsien of to-day. The third was one of three chou, viz.: Yin %, Tsung
Tun 3 H;
but which one is now not known. None of these three KJun-ming, however, is identical with
the present-day K'un-ming, the former Yiin-nan fu.
fb&,

As Wu Ti ruled from 14-87 B.c., Ch'ang Ch'iang must have been King of Tien during
that period. I n the Hsi-nan-i of the Ch'ien-Han Shu d t @ s , ch. 95, fol. gb, the name of
the King of Tien is given as Tang Ch'iang % 2. The sending of these messengers to India
via the Kingdom of Tien took place between the first and fourth year of Yiian-shou 383
(122-119 B.c.), for it states that after four years, that is, after 119 B.c., the road to K'unming E sA (Yiin-nan) was closed.

' Hsi-an fu on the Wei Shui .ifi;rk in the present province of Shensi.
As the King of Tien, Ch'ang Ch'iang, was entirely engrossed in the Buddhist religion and
cared nothing for affairs of state, the peasants made Jen-kuo King 01 Pai-ngai. Jen-kuo
was a descendant of Pai-fan Wang, whose name meant "white rice."
Jen-kuo now governed Pai-ngai (the present Hung-ngai $LS),and as both he and
Ch'ang Ch'iang contended for the kingdom, Han Wu Ti afterwards established Jen-kuo as
in his translation of the Nan-chao Yeh-shih, makes
ruler of Pai-tzu Kuo 12 TH. SA~NSON,
a mistake in translating the word l'ui as "to expel, chase"; t'ui in this instance means "to
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c h u K u o K % B (India), w a s elected by the masses as K i n g of Tien. He established his capital at the city of Pai-ngai a n d called his kingdom Pai-tzu Kuo.
T h u s the hereditary ofice of the C h u a n g Ch'iao df: Zfi family c a m e to a n end.
I n the I 2th year of the period Yung-p'ing /jc+ of H a n hZing Ti RJI aIj?- (A.D.
69), L i u - m a o #II@,
K i n g of Ai-1ao K u o fid~l:#,'
s u b m i t t e d to t h e Imperial
rule, a n d his k i n g d o m became the Chiin of Yung-ch'ang. T h e Yung-ch'ang
fu chih (Records of the prefecture of Yung-ch'ang), ch. 9, fol. ~ bstates
,
that
elect, to promote." He translates the passage C *;1E f$ *#r# &&?h , by Jen-kouo,
chassC par son peuple, sJCtait Ctabli B Pai-yai," while it should read, "Jen-kuo, elected by
his people, established himself a t Pai-ai."
The founder of the Ai-lao Kingdom was Chiu-lung A S . The State of Yungth'ang k B ,
now called Pao-shan hsien t% 1.4 l
,
between Ta-li and T'eng-yueh a@(the present T'engch'ung I@B ) was the ancient Ai-lao Kuo SzF:M. Its name was derived from Ai-lao Shan
$pP 14. This mountain is 2 0 li east of Yung-ch'ang fu (Pao-shan hsien), and it is also called
T'ien-ching Shan X#F 1.4. The Barbarian, Meng-ch'ieh-tu Sam, of the State of Ai-lao,
went fishing in lake Chiu-lung hP& (also called I-lo Ch'ih 8 1111) and was drowned.
His wife, Sha-i J $ f , who lived on the slopes of Ai-lao Shan, went to weep on the shore of
the lake. She was struck by a floating log, felt affected, and after ten months gave birth
to a son - and in all to ten sons.
Afterwards she conducted her ten sons to the shore of the lake. The log changed into a
dragon and said to her, "Where are my sons?" Nine of the ten sons were frightened and
ran away. The youngest remained, and the dragon licked its back. In the language of the
Ai-lo man (savages), chiu h meant "back" and lung E "to sit" or I' to keep one's seat."
I t is from this that the family name Chiu-lung h originated.
Another tradition relates that the woman Sha-i was hhing for herself when she was
struck by the log, etc.; and that a t the foot of Ai-lao Shan there lived another woman, by
the name of Nu-PO-hsi fit&&, who gave birth to ten daughters. These latter became the
wives of the Chiu family brothers. They established ten clans, as follows: Tung I,Hung %,
Tuan a,Shih 8$, Ho W , Wang X , Chang B, Yang #, Li
and Chao 8 . They multiplied, so that there were many grandchildren, and they all lived on the mountain of Chiulung h l 14. This mountain is seven li south-west of Yung-ch'ang; according to the Tach'ing I-t'ung-chih, it is west of Pao-shan hsien, 10 li outside the Lung-chliian men
(Dragon-spring gate).
The Pei-cheng-chih says Yuan-lung Z p& instead of Chiu-lung, apparently a misprint.
After the death of Chiu-lung, his direct descendants inherited the sovereignty from generation to generation. Later some of the brothers separated and established smaller States.
The subjects of these princes dwelled in valleys and ravines, protected by the mountains
and streams. They later separated into gg tribes, from whom originated the Nan-chao
(Kingdom).
To return to Meng-ch'ieh-tu O m W , who was also known as Meng-chu-tu 1X I : He
was the fifth son of Ti-meng-chu g E4 E. The latter, who had nine sons, was himself the
son of P'iao-chii-ti @=@, also known as A-yu Wang (Ahka the Sorrourless), sovereign of
the Indian kingdom of Magadha, and his wife Ch'ien-meng-k'uei k 5;4' a.
Ti-meng-chii, as related, had nine sons; the first was Meng-chu-fu-lo S HP#@ , who was
the ancestor of the Sixteen Kingdoms. The second, Meng-chu-lien 59 sf#,was ancestor of
the T'u-fan IR P (Tibetans); the third, Meng-chu-no S B, of the Han-jen $$ A (Chinese);
the fourth, Meng-chu-ch'ou $3xMi, of the Tung man rfi a (Eastern savages). The fifth
son, Meng-chu-tu $9 BE, had 1 2 sons: seven were saints, five were sages, and they were
the ancestors of the Meng family. The sixth son, Meng-chu-t'o $2 E & , was the ancestor
of the Shih-tzu Kuo f i F m (Lion Kingdom) - Simha or Simhala (Ceylon). The seventh,
Meng-chu-lin $3x&, was the ancestor of Chiao-chih Kuo B E El (the Hanoi region in
Tonkin) ; the eighth, Meng-chu-sung $2
of Jen-kuo El ruler of Pai-tzu Kuo TH ;
the ninth, Meng-chi-ch'u S pgj, of the Pai-i Q % (White barbarians), that is, the Tai
(Shan), who occupy the lower regions in southern Yun-nan, which begin a t from 4,000 feet
down.
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"in the Hsia, Shang and Chou dynasties it was the land of Jung chou &+Ill,
and that outside this south-west border was Ai-lao Kuo, originally called
An-lo Kuo z $ N l and in the language of the barbarians incorrectly called
Ai-lao." I t says further that it was spoken of as Shen-tu Kuo g,f,H. I t was
the kingdom west of Shu G, the present-day Pao-shan (Yung-ch'ang). [According to this, Pao-shan is identical with Shen-tu Kuo, always considered to
be a name for India, and especially for the region of the basin of the Indus].
The Chiu-lung family lived there, and had no intercourse with China.

Under the Hun dynasty. - I n the first year of the period Yiian-shou %*,'I:
of Han Wu Ti (122 B.c.),the land of the south-western barbarians was opened,
and the first connection was with Po-nan. The district of Pu-wei 4; 5Q:$+ was
then established under the Chiin of I chou S+lJ
lfli. I n the first year of Yungp'ing ?jzl;- of the Later Han Ming Ti ElJJ (A.D. 58) the different barbarians
revolted again. Thereupon the magistrate Chang Hsi
of I chou punished
and pacified them. There was then established the Chiin of Lan-ts'ang fm
and the two hsien of Po-nan f$ifzjlo and Ai-lao Gkj-:.l1 In the 12th year of
the same emperor (69), in the spring, Ai-lao submitted and their territory became the Chiin of Yung-ch'ang & g B'TS to which were ceded six additional
hsien from the western part of the Chiin of I chou al,H.l2 The above-mentioned six hsien were called: Pu-wei S;s, hi-t'ang
18, Pi-su JI: Kg, Yeh-yii,
Hsieh-lung qfi.$E and Yiin-nan.13 At that time Li-chiang belonged to Hsiehlung hsien qfi$k!H.
In the second year of the period Chien-ch'u
of Han Chang Ti st@
(A.D. 77)) Lui-lao @ j y ~ ,son of Liu-mao
(ancient King of the Ai-lao). rebelled. Lu-ch'eng [&&, leader of the K'un-ming-man
(K'un-ming
Po-nan was east of Yung-p'ing hsien d c + M . The latter was 170 li north-east of Paoshan (Yung-ch'ang), between the latter city and Ta-li. Ai-lao hsien was south-west of
Yung-ch'ang and was the ancient (Ngai) Ai-lao wang's kingdom. The Ta-ch'ing I-lung-chih
(Great Geography of the Chinese Empire) says it is east of Yung-ch'ang (Pao-shan hsien

'0-H

f+lbH).
l2 The Tien hsiao chi, fol. 15b, states: "I chou is the Ch'eng-tu of Ssu-ch'uan. Wu-hou
(Chu-ko Liang) said that I chou was very difficult to control. Han Wu Ti (in the 2nd year
of Yuan-feng, 109 B.c.) took the kingdom of Tien 1RXCQI,and established I-chou Chun;
this is the region between K'un-ming and Ta-li. The Hun chih A & states that I chou was
divided and Yung-ch'ang Chun was established but was still part of I chou. The I chou of
Tien (Yun-nan) was first, and the I chou of Shu (Ssu-ch'uan) was established later by Liu
9,
A.D. 186), who was its governor. (Liu
Yen @J ?% (about the 3rd year of Chung-p'ing
Yen was a native of Ching-ling % b! and lived on the mountains of Yang-ch'eng EHCII.
He later moved from Mien-chu hd +fin Ssu-ch'uan to Ch'eng-tu whence he governed I chou).
Later people only knew of the Ssu-ch'uan I chou, and did not know that the first or earlier
I chou existed in Yiin-nan."
'3 The first hsien, Pu-wei, is identical with the present-day Pao-shan hsien f% $! ! I
(Yungch'ang), and was north-west of Yung-ch'ang fu. I t ceased to exist in the Chin dynasty (A.D.
265). Sui-t'ang was situated in the present Yiin-lung hsien S1%,and so was Pi-su hsien.
The former was south of Yun-lung, and the latter was west of it. As regards Sui-t'ang,
D'HERVEYDE SAINT-DENYS
in his part translation of Ma Tuan-lin, Wen-hsien t'ung kao
& Uiil Ei, k 3 %, Ethnographic des peuples Plrangers b !a Chine meridionaux, p. I 7 6 , says,
"Territoire actuel de Li-kiang," which is wrong. Yeh-yii was south-east of the present
Ta-li fu. Hsieh-lung was the ancient Pao-shan B 14, the present La-pao $11 S! (Xa-khi,
La-bpu) north of Li-chiang within the Yangtze loop. Yun-nan hsien is IOO li south-east
of Feng-i PRW (Chao chou %3!HI) and is the Hsiang-yiin @g of to-day.
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savages), recruited many soldiers and with the combined forces of many other
in the Chiin of Yung-ch'ang, where
States attacked Lui-lao a t Po-nan f$~g
the latter was defeated and slain. The Emperor then conferred on Lu-ch'eng
(Marquis of the conthe honorary title of P'o-lu-p'ang-i hou @@.jljlg4$:
quered frontier districts).
The Yung-ch'ang j u chih (ed. 1785), ch. 5 , fol. rb, states: "In the first year
of the period Chien-ch'u (76) Lui-lao, King of the Ai-lao, killed the magistrate.
prefect of Yueh-sui
recruited 20,000 soldiers from
Wang Hsiin 5%-,
Yeh-yii (Ta-li) and Ai-lao. He attacked Po-nan and burnt all its houses. In
the following year (77) the various barbarians competed with one another in
attacking Lui-lao, who was there defeated and killed. In the Yiin-nun T'ungchih, ch. 31, fol. ga, it says that Lu-ch'eng assisted Wang Hsun's recruiting of
soldiers.

a%,

During the Three Kingdoms. - I n the third year of Shu Han Chien-hsing
&!%(225) Yung-k'ai gEm, leader of I chou, rebelled and, slaying the T'aishou k?F (prefect), submitted in person to the Imperial rule of the Kingdom
of Wu % (222-280), one of the Three Kingdoms Z M . On a southern expedition, Chu-ko Liang ZIS-g$gl4 crossed the Lu Shui @7]< l5 with his troops
from Yiieh-sui
marched to Pai-ngai, killed Yung-k'ai $lCt!&jand captured Meng-huo %@ .le
The followers of Meng-huo besieged Li-hui
a t K'un-ming. I n the
meantime Chu-ko Liang quartered his troops on the bank of the Nu Chiang
EtI. (Salween), on the border of Li-chiang district, and subjugated I chou,
Yung-ch'ang, Tsang-ko and Yueh-sui.17 I chou was then changed into Chien1- I
ning Chun !&$it jF:P ; the Commandery of Yiin-nan q?
-2
ld
IllS was also established,
and both Chien-ning and Yung-ch'ang were placed under its administrative
control.
,%&I

Born in 181, died 234; a native of Shan-tung. He returned from this southern expedition
to subdue the border tribes, even reaching Burma in January, 226, or the twelfth moon of
the 3rd year of Chien-hsing.
l6 The Lu Shui is the Ya-lung Chiang 9$111,
also known as Chin Chiang 4 E ; its ancient
name is Jo Shui E7k. The Tu-shih Fang-yii chih-yao, ch. 66, fol. 22a, states that Chu-ko
Liang crossed the Lu Shui in the fifth moon of the 3rd year of Chien-hsing (June-July, 225).
The fifth moon commenced in that year on June 24th.
l6 Yung-k'ai, the leader or chief of I chou (Yiin-nan), and his cunning servants, killed Wang
Ang E S , prefect of Chien-ning @%, and made his submission to the State of Wu Tt , one
of the Three Kingdoms; thereupon the King of Wu, Sun Ch'iian %&, nominated Yung-k'ai
prefect of Yung-ch'ang, but Chu-ko Liang, who was sent against the tribes of the south by
the Shu Han WR, killed Yung-k'ai. Meng-huo was a prince who had rebelled against the
State of Shu, and was in league with Yung-k'ai, hence Chu-ko Liang took him prisoner. It
was this Meng-huo who had been captured seven times and released seven times by Chu-ko
Liang. Overcome by the generosity of the latter, he led his wife, brother and relatives to
the Marquis's tent and submitted, saying: "I and my son and son's sons will remember
your grace, and will be loyal." Chu-ko Liang confirmed hleng and his family in their
princedom.
I-chou Chiin comprised parts of Yiin-nan and Ssu-ch'uan; Yung-ch'ang Chiin, the territory of the present Pao-shan hsien R
!t 144 ; Tsang-ko comprised parts of Kuei-chou R )H and
eastern Yiin-nan, such as Ch'ii-ching tl~8 , Lo-p'ing @
Lu-liang chou !% 2 HI and Chan-1
C ~ O US G H;Yiieh-sui, the region of the Chien-ch'ang valley @
in Ssu-ch'uan. Li-chiant3
belonged to the latter and was then called Ting-tso hsien # %Q.
14
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At that time Lung-yu-na $LUill.ll, dcsccntlant of the 15th generation of
Jen-kuo of the I'ai-tzu Kingclom 1'1 / - l s f l , was cmablcd to 1)acify anti settle his
people. Chu-ko Liang appointctl him as thcir chief, gavc him back his own
land, conferred on him the surname Chang 1;1<, and changctl the name of I1aitzu Kingdom to Chien-ning Kingdom a'$tl~!q.
A wallctl city was built and
called the Chien-ning ch'eng kk'+tf&,l8 and an iron pillar and stone monument were erected in memory of these military exploits.
During ihe jive pre-7"ang dynasties. -- I n the seventh year of the period
T'ai-shih &# of Chin Wu 'I'i Sklii? (271), there was established Ning chou
.'$t)l~l,1° to whose administrativc control was allotted a part of the district of
I chou which still existed and had its own administration.
I n the fifth year of T'ai-k'ang of the same emperor (284) Ning chou was
abolished and the district placed under I chou.
I n the second year of T'ai-an
of Emperor Hui Ti
(303) Ning
chou was re-established.
I n the second year of Yung-chia ,k $6 of Empcror Huai T i ll.&~iii;(308) I
chou was renamed Chin-ning pL;'$, which name was retained by the Sung %
(420-478)' Ch'i ~5(479-~oI), Liang @ (502-556) and Ch'en dynasties Illjie
(557-589).
I n the 15th year of K'ai-huang 11111 (595) of the Sui (Vj dynasty, there was
established the Tsung-kuan fu #,$!T<:Vf (Civil government of I chou), which
controlled Nan-ning chou i#j$Xfil from a distance without an oficial taking
up his residence in that place.
,&4ii?

!;J

Under the T'ang dynasty. - I n the seventh year of the period Wu-te -5\t$
of T'ang Kao Tsu 85 rii[[ (624)' the Emperor ordered Wei Jen-shou $:(_I 3 20
to investigate the affairs of Nan-ning chou. He led 500 soldiers to the Hsi-erh
Ho Fj.;/l(
t l l J 21 to take charge and govern. He established eight chou and sevcnChien-ning ch'eng is the present village of Mi-tu $14a, 30 li south of Hung-ngai, two and
a half stages south-east of Ta-li. I n Mi-tu there is a temple called T'ieh-chu Kung @4k$
(Iron-pillar Temple), in which an iron column is preserved to this day. The pillar was cast
by the Chien-ning King, Chang Lo-chin-ch'iu !lJ2 !R% sB. A second one (the first having
perished) was cast by Meng Shih-lung %! Yk E, who called it T'ien-tsun chu RQ$k (Celestial
venerable column).
I n the I-Ian dynasty it was the land oi I chou, and in the Minor Han it was the Hsing-ku
Chun RLi!iZ6, extending north-east of the Lake of K'un-ming (Yun-nan fu). Ning chou
during the Chin dynasty extended south of the Yiin-nan fu Lake and adjoined A-mi chou
PI %1HJ,the present K'ai-yuan Ufl a. Later, during the Ming dynasty, it belonged to Lin-an
fu Orda; %$f, the Chien-shui hsien 4l! 4 IH of to-day.
lo

According to the Chiu T'ang Shu (Old T'ang History), he was a native of Wan-nien A
of Yung chou J$1HJ.On account of his ability he was sent to examine the military governor
of Nan-ning chou; he administered the affairs of state from Yueh-sui. He was ordered once
a year to this district to encourage and comfort the people.
The Hsi-erh Ho has its source 50 li south-west 01 Ho-ch'ing, on the mountain Hei-ni-shao
Shan !# iEl1'1 I4. This mountain is densely forested and a favorite haunt of robbers. Tt
flows south-west and receives several affluents; thence flows south by Kuan-yin Shan M81.4
and is there called the Kuan-yin Ho, also the Mi-tz'u Ho R M . I t receives an affluent
irom Erh-vtian .I$irG callcd the Lang-k'ung 110 ii.! ?j.liil, which has its source in the Pa-ku
Shan #I4614. The main branch of the Hsi-erh 1-10 comes, however, irom the south-west of
110-ch'ing. I t flows into thc Erh Hai ili.ifji. (Ta-li Lake) a t Teng-ch'ilan @ 111. The dikes
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teen hsien. The Li-chiang Records state that he established seven chou and
fifteen hsien .
In the ~ 3 r dyear of the period Cheng-kuan
(649) Chang Lo-chin-ch'iu
$!#;1i
;Ji(see p. 9) abdicated in favor of the Meng family. The hleng family
were originally of the Ai-lao barbarians, whose king was called Chiu-lung kPk.
A man by name Hsi-nu-lo $10 & 8 ,descendant of Chiu-lung (he was a descendant of the 36th generation of Meng-chu-tu 2lriR, and Gfth of l'i-meng-chii
I~cgi15: [see p. 91 who ruled from 649-764) was one day ploughing fields in the
.** He had often been noticed by others as possessing
Wei Mountains a111
strange and lucky signs. Chang Lo-chin-ch'iu, descendant of the 17th generation of King Lung-yu-na j f L ~ l d lof the Pai-tzu Kuo J - 1 , abdicated
1' Mysterious King
in favor of Hsi-nu-lo, who was then created Ch'i Wang
and called his kingdom T a Meng -I;% (Great Meng Kingdom)."

+

The Nan-chao Yeh-shih states that Hsi-nu-lo called himself Ch'i-chia Wang
-$-$fi-5 (the Mysterious and admirable King).
At the close of the Pai Kuo El 14 (White Kingdom) there were six ch'ii-shuui
A111 (leaders), who called themselves Liu chao f i zfl (Six kings), chao meaning
king. They were all the descendants of Chiu-lung, founder of Ai-lao Kuo.
Hsi-nu-lo, who lived in Meng-shih ch'uan
J I I (the present Meng-hua, one
and a half stages south of Ta-li), called his realm the Meng-she chao $fi#.
The others were the Yiieh-hsi chao A%&,#
(Yiieh-hsi is the present Li-chiang
hsien); the Lang-k'ung chao tJ&@${j (Lang-ch'iung [but read k'ung in Yunnan], the present Erh-yuan, one and a half stages north of Ta-li) ; the Tengt'an chao Gl!U%i# (Teng-t'an, the present Teng-ch'uan hsien 4
1Jlls,
90 li
north of Ta-li) ; the Shih-lang chao fhfr;\;fl (the present [banks] of the Mi-tz'u
H o aK:(lll,the former Lang-k'ung in the district of Erh-yuan); and the
Meng-sui chao @$# zfl (the present Chien-ch'ang l&f\[Hsi-ch'ang lJqt\] in
Ssu-ch'uan and north of K'un-ming) .
Only the Meng-she chao Q+ ;a, which lay to the south of the other five
kingdoms, was therefore called the Nan-chao (Southern Kingdom).
I n the 26th year of the period K'ai-yiian I)ijX of T'ang Hsuan Tsung
(738)) Wang Yii E -%, the Chieh-tu-shih @i
@4& (Imperial commissioner) of
Chien-nan @~]p)j,"received bribes from P'i-lo-ko B#(N requesting that he
--

a&

&;z

through which the stream flows across the Teng-ch'uan plain were begun during the reign
oi Ming Cheng-t'ung (1436-1449). They burst ten times between 1691-1775.
The present-day Wei-pao Shan &j 14, situated
south of I-Isia-kuan 7;1).

22
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li south of Meng-hua @ ft: (one stage

The Ta-meng Kuo (Nan-chao Kingdom) existed from 649-902. There were 13 generations of rulers over a period of 255 years.
)I1 ; Chien-nan is correct. I t was the ancient
24 The Nan-chao Yeh-sltih says Chien-ch'uan
State 01 Shu and during the T'ang dynasty was called Chien-nan. l'he Chien-nan Chieh-tushih resided in Ch'eng-tu fu & fill;h: and controlled 39,000 troops and 2,ca\ralry. I n the
west he attacked the T'u-fan and in the south he governed the hian (savages).

23

2VP'i-lo-kowas the great-grandson of Hsi-nu-lo, founder of the Nan-chao Kingdom. He was
the son of Lo-shcng-yen
and was 31 years of age when he ascended the throne of
hleng-she chao in the 16th year oi K'ai-yiian (728). The N~M-chao
Yelr-shilr states that the
above mentioned event, that is, the combining of the five other kingdoms, or chao, took
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petition the Emperor on his behalf to permit the combining of the other five
chao with his into one kingdom. The Emperor sanctioned his petition. At
that time Po-ch'ung .fi@1,26
King of Yiieh-hsi chao kltiVr:{{ (Li-chiang), was
murdered by Chang Hsiin-ch'iu
a violent chieftain. The land of the
five kingdoms combined was then given to the Nan-chao Kingdom.
In the 14th year of the period Ta-li jifi of Emperor Tai Tsung ;;<(7ir9),
KO-lo-feng27 died and his grandson, I-mou-hsiin, succeeded to the throne.
He allied himself with the T'u-fan nf: % (Tibetans) and invaded China. The
the Shen-ts'e-tu chiang $rllf@.ICIS:l!f
(GenEmperor then sent Li Sheng
eral of divine strategy), to defeat him.
In the first year of the period Hsing-yiian
of Emperor T e Tsung @$-;
(784)' I-mou-hsun changed the name of his kingdom to ?'a-li Kuo Jc PI' 14 (this
is the first appearance of the name Ta-li ; see Note 34, p. 3 2 ) . He usurped the
(the five sacred mountains)
Imperial right to confer the titles of Wu-yo _Ti&'&
and Ssu-tu Eq_113g$(the four rivers of China) on his own five mountains and four
~ 1 1(which
rivers respectively. He thus conferred on the Tien-ts'ang Shan
extends from north to south, west of Ta-li and its lake), the title of Chung-yo
r{l&
(Central Yo) ; on the Chiang-yun-lu Shan ijf$g;i$ll I , a t the border of
(EastTung-ch'uan $ill1 in north-eastern Yiin-nan, the title of Tung-yo
ern Yo) ; on the Meng-lo Shan $2 % 111, better known as Wu-liang Shan $!k-k;i 111
on the borders of Yin-sheng-pu
the title of Nan-yo 1t.jii5:(Southern
Yo); on the Kao-li-kung Shan i;gJr;-~Sl,30 on the borders of Yung-ch'ang
9jfl and T'eng-yiieh )E@,the title of Hsi-yo PLji3 (Western Yo) ; on Yiiplace in the 18th year of K'ai-yuan (7.30 instead of 728). P'i-lo-ko then made himself King
of the Nan-chao (Nan-chao Wang i& E). The Tien-hsi under chapter Tien-ku
(Traditions), fol. 35a, states that a t the end of the K'ai-yuan period (about 741) P'i-lo-ko
pursued the Ho-man f f i l @ (River savages) and captured T'ai-ho ch'eng k +A ?&I (under Homan must be understood the dwellers along the shores of the Hsi-erh Ho or Ta-li Lake). He
bribed the Chien-nan Chieh-tu-shih, Wang Yu, to petition the Emperor on his behalf to
unite the Liu chao into one kingdom. The date given here does not agree with that of the
previously mentioned work.
26 Po-ch'ung was the founder of Yueh-hsi chao, which was also called Mo-so chao @i%%
, present Li-chiang. The Tien-yiin
(Mo-so Kingdom). He resided a t Sui chou ~ I M the
li-nien chuan, ch. 4, fol. 17b, states that the wife of Po-ch'ung was very beautiful and that
Chang Hsun-ch'iu had immoral intercourse with her. I t was on that account that he killed
her husband, Po-ch'ung. The Nan-chao King reported this to Wang Yu, who came to Yao
chou W L N (this was in the southernmost part of Chien-nan, adjoining the Nan-chao Kingdom). They succeeded by a ruse in getting Chnng Hsun-ch'iu to come to Yao chou, where
they killed him. The land of Mo-so chao was then given to Nan-chao.
27 KO-lo-feng was the son of P'i-lo-ko. He ascended the throne of Nan-chao a t the age of
36, in the seventh year of T'ien-pao R@ (748). I-mou-hsiin was 24 years of age when he
ascended the throne of Nan-chao in 778, one year prior to his grandfather's demise. He
transferred his capital to Shih-ch'eng & .?I (the latter is 40 li north of Ta-li and is the presentday Hsi-chou SBi, inhabited by Min-chia). I t was also known as Ta-li ch'eng k @&.
Li Sheng was a native of Lin-t'ao gk, Kan-su. He was 18 years of age when he joined
the army and six Chinese feet tall. He was fearless and courageous.
29 The present-day Ching-tung 2%
! on the T a Ho k PJ (Chung-ch'uan Ho 1P 111 H).
30 On the Chinese map it is called the Kao-li-kung Shan A
14 and also Mo-p'an Shan
&% Ur, and is 120 li east of T'eng-ch'ung. I t extends from north to south, west of the Salween River.
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lung Shan 3iEk111 (Jade dragon Mountain, or Li-chiang mow range), he mnferred the title of Pei-yo 4k$& (Northern Yo). On each of the five mountains
J@
he built a temple to the mountain-spirit, and a Sari-huang miao
(Temple to the three emperors - the Three primordial sovereigns: Fu Hsi
&%, Shen Nung ilbg and Huang Ti S43?).Sacrifices were offered to them
on the respective festivals of the four seasons (See also Part 111, Ch. 11, The
Jade dragon Mountain, etc., p. 187-191). On the four great rivers of Yiinnan, the Lan-ts'ang Chiang IM @.iT, (Mekong) , the Chin-sha Chiang j.LIi T.
(River of golden sand or Yangtze), the Hei-hui Chiang .? $,:,i:l:, better known
as Yang-pi Chiang i%$$.iI, which is a tributary of the Mekong and has its
source south-west of Li-chiang, and the Lu Chiang ;@:,i:I
(Salween), he bestowed the title of the Ssu Tu ELlLI:rfi (Four great rivers).
I n the ninth year of the period Cheng-yuan fi 7c (793) I-mou-hsiin sent
messengers to the Emperor applying for permission to make a surprise attack
on the T'u-fan DC;I$: in concert with Wei Kao
Thereupon he was appointed King of Yiin-nan by Imperial decree. In the 10th year (794) Wei Kao
employed I-mou-hsiin's troops to attack the Tibetans and thoroughly defeated
them. He cut the Iron Bridge, captured sixteen cities, and made prisoner
five Tibetan kings whom he presented as captives of war a t the Imperial
Court. (The T'ieh-ch'iao
Iron Bridge, is in the Chii-tien 1 i. fij area the
former Chii-chin chou g.)+I
in the Li-chiang district.)
Meanwhile the T'u-fan tried to enlist soldiers in the Nan-chao Kingdom.
I-mou-hsiin deceived them by saying he was weak and his army numbered few,
and so he could only send 5,000 soldiers to comply with their request. At the
same time he secretly led several ten thousand soldiers, following a t the heels
of the Tibetans. He routed them completely a t Shen-ch'uan $$)I1 32 (the territory of Li-chiang).
I n the 15th year of the Cheng-yiian period (799) Wei Kao and the Nanchao Kingdom again defeated the T'u-fan a t the Iron Bridge.
I n the second year of the period T'ai-ho A<$P (8281, Wang Tso-tien X @

c!

Wei Kao was a native of Wan-nien hsien E q I in the prefecture of Ching-chao (fu)
Wan-nien hsien was established in the fu of Ch'ang-an
(Hsi-an) in the 2nd year of Ming Ti of the northern Chou dynasty (AD. 558). He was born
in 745, and according to the Tzu-chih l'ung-chien, ch. 236, fol. 25a, he died in the eighth
(Septemmoon kuei-ch'ozr W 3 of the 1st year of Shun Tsung period Yung-cheng Bl%
ber 13th~805). 0. FRANKEin his Geschichle des Chin. Reich. 111: 397. says he died in 806,
in the year in which Shun Tsung started his reign. Now Shun Tsung ascended the throne
on the day ping-shcn j?i rfi , that is the 26th of the first moon of the year i-yir 2 Z!i (February
of the
28th, 805). He adopted Yung-cheng as his reign title on the day Itsin-ch'ou
eighth moon (September 1st) 805)~he abdicated the same month, and died on the day chiashen EP IP, of the first moon of the first year of Hsien Tsung 2i R (February I I th, 806).
Wei Kao ruled Ssu-ch'uan for 2 1 years and was constantly a t war with the Tibetans.

R % $f,the present Hsi-an in Shensi.

According to the Tzl-sltih Fang-yii chi-yao, ch. 117, fol. zza, the part north of Chu-chin
chou IZ#N
i (the present region of Chu-tien K a) of the Chin-sha Chiang (Yangtze) was
also called Shen-ch'uan t i 111. This name was only applied to that territory and stretch of
the river during the T'ang dynasty.
s3 Wang Tso-tien was a Chieh-tu-shih (Imperial commissioner) of Lung-tung Sm. This
latter place was north of Yao chou where there was an ancient walled town; during the Han
dynasty it was the district of Lung-tung %&@%.I t was inhabited by Man (savages).
I-mou-hsun pacified the region. Wang Tso-tien received many valuable gifts from the
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a minister of the Nan-chao Kingdom, plundered and invaded the three thou
cities, as Chiung rfi (west of Ch'eng-tu
in Ssu-ch'uan); Jung & (in the
Chien-nan @1J1+j
district of Ssu-ch'uan during the T'ang dynasty, and the
present-day I-pin
[Hsii chou &~ll+l]);and Sui $$$ (also in the ancient
Chien-nan district of Ssu-ch'uan, the present-day Yueh-sui
in the Chiench'ang e g valley).
He also plundered Ch'eng-tu and entered its territory.
In the fourth year of T'ai-ho (830), Li Te-yu *f;k!#
34 was appointed Hsich'uan Chieh-tu-shih PLil l 1 i$ .I& (Imperial commissioner) of Hsi-ch'uan.35
He constructed the city walls of Chang-i !k%8dt, Yii-wu ${!!I@$&
and Jo-yiian
which were considered important strategical points. He restored the
Chiung-lai Pass Il'ljM/&l(this pass is 80 li west of the hsien city of Jung-ching
in the district of Ya chou in Ssu-ch'uan; it was the dividing line between the Chiung rg and Tso @? tribes) which he returned to the control of Sui
chou %$1,1. He also governed the affairs of T'ai-teng 3%(the territory of
Li-chiang). Li-chiang belonged to the same territory but was, of course, not
identical with T'ai-teng hsien. The latter was in the district of Sui chou and
was part of the present day Mien-ning hsien z%!R, north of Ning-yiian fu
(Hsi-ch'ang Pi ) .
In the second year of the period T'ien-fu X a , of T'ang Chao Tsung fl&$
(902) Cheng Mai-ssu $$P#"i~iij,~~the Ch'ing-p'ing kuan %+" (Incorruptible
tranquilizing official), of the Nan-chao Kingdom, killed his master Shun-huachen @{k@ and, destroying the Meng family, usurped the throne and called his
kingdom the Ta-ch'ang-ho Kuo A
M (Great excelling peaceful Kingdom).
I n the first year of the period T'ien-ch'eng XI&of T'ang Ming Tsung HA
(926), Yang Kan-cheng &+&, the Chieh-tu-shih @El$ of Tung-ch'uan
$J11 ,37 killed Cheng Lung-t'an BI!&g,grandson of Cheng Mai-ssu, and

]&a5

a@

*.a,

Nan-chao King, Ch'uan-li-sheng B$U 8 , who even accorded him his own family name
Meng, and invested him with the title of T'ai-yung A S . This, in the language of the barbarians, meant T'ai-hsiung AX, (Great or beloved elder brother). This latter explanation
ch. 4, fol. 4ob. I n the same work
can be found in the Ticn-yiin li-nien chuan iRSE%@,
King of Nan-chao
it states, fol. 4oa, that Wang Tso-tien killed Ch'iian-lung-sheng %JJ
and elder brother of Ch'iian-li-sheng, who succeeded him on the throne. The former was
licentious and oppressed the people, and it was on account of his tyranny that his minister
killed him. In 819 he was disgraced by the king, but later pardoned for all his crimes. Nan-chao Yeh-shih, Vol. I, fol. 2ob.
Li Te-yu was a native of Chao-chun U a and for a time was governor of the modern
Ch'eng-tu, Ssu-ch'uan. He was also president of the Board of War, but later was impeached
and banished to Ai chou P $ti (Yai chou, in Kuang-tung), where he died (GILES).
36 The Hsi-ch'uan Chieh-tu-shih was also called the Chien-nan Hsi-ch'uan
% 111, etc. ;
he governed Ch'eng-tu fu, and many chou cities, as, for example, Jung chou, Chiung chou
41$ti, Sui chou 8 $H, Tieh chou 43 $ti (south of the Kan-su Min Shan 14 in the valley
of the Pai-shui Chiang Q *E, the present T'ieh-pu
country), and others.
36 He was first a minister of the Nan-chao Kingdom, and ascended the throne a t the age of
(Peaceful kingdom) and his
42. He ruled from 902 to 910. His reign title was An-kuo
capital Ta-li.
Shun-hua-chen was the last Nan-chao King of the Meng family. He ascended the throne
a t the age of 21, and ruled from 897 to 902.
37 The latter comprised parts of SSU-ch'uan and Yiin-nan; the present Hui-tse 4s (Tungch'uan) in north-east Yun-nan was the southern part of the Tung-ch'uan of the T'ang dynasty.
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made his I m p e r i a l attendant, Chao Shan-cheng W&, K i n g of N a n - c h a o .
He changed the dynastic title to Ta T'ien-hsing jiXR; i t w a s also called
Hsing-yuan K u o !R$JXM. The d y n a s t y lasted only o n e year.
In the t h i r d year of T'ien-ch'eng (928) Y a n g Kan-cheng deposed C h a o
Shan-cheng and made himself K i n g of Nan-chao, a n d called his d y n a s t y a n d
k i n g d o m Ta I-ning, or Ta I-ning K u o A%@M. T h i s dynastv lasted until
937. I n 929 he called his reign Hsing-sheng @% a n d later ~ a - k i kw.
n ~
Under the Later Chin dynasty. - In the first year of the period of T'ien-fu
x$fiof H o u C h i n Kao T s u g5.m (936), T u a n Ssu-p'ing E!2.F, the Chiehtu-shih of T'ung-hai %% (this prefecture is I SO li n o r t h of Lin-an f u u& Z $f ,
the present-day Chien-shui &7k of evil repute, a n d east-south-east of K'unming), commenced military operations to punish Y a n g Kan-cheng. I n the third
year (938), T u a n Ssu-p'ing 38 made himself King of Nan-chao a n d changed
the dynastic title to Ta-li j<ZJ!.
Under the Sung dynasty. - In the third y e a r of the period Ch'ien-te
of
offered
the S u n g Emperor T'ai Tsu k#i(965)) Wang Ch'uan-pin X*@
a map of Yun-nan to the E m p e r o r and requested his orders to conquer Yiinn a n , but in vain.
After W a n g Ch'uan-pin had s u b d u e d Shu (Ssu-ch'uan) he wished to use his
military prestige to conquer Y u n - n a n , therefore he again offered the map to
the Emperor. However, T'ai T s u , who well understood the source of the
trouble suffered by the T'ang dynasty, made a mark with his jade axe on the
I n the Tien-yun li-nien chuan, ch. 4, fol. 64a, it states that Tuan Ssu-p'ing punished Yang
Kan-cheng. The latter was defeated and made his way to Yung-ch'ang zk (between Ta-li
and T'eng-yiieh, four stages north-east of the latter) and committed suicide by strangulation.
I t further states that he was a tyrant, and oppressed the people, and was thus disliked by
Chinese and aborigines. I t was for this reason that Tuan Ssu-p'ing punished him. Yang
Kan-cheng sent his five younger brothers to attack Tuan, but they were unsuccessful.
Strange to say, the Nan-chao Yeh-shih, Vol. I, fol. 32b, records that Tuan Ssu-p'ing, after
he became king, forgave Yang Kan-cheng and that the latter became a Buddhist monk.
Tuan Ssu-ping ruled until 944. He was 44 years old when he made himself king. His reign
title was Wen-te 2% and his capital Ta-li fu. His posthumous title was T'ai-tsu sheng-shen
Wen-wu Huang-ti kiTin %P$ &S&e. The Ta-li dynasty had 14 rulers and lasted until
1094The ancestors of Tuan Ssu-p'ing, according to the Nan-chao History, were natives of
Wu-wei SE%,the region now forming the prefectural city of Liang chou 3 SN in northwest Kan-su. The Pei-cheng-chih says that his ancestors came from Kuang-wei E d ,southeast of Hsi-ning ES in Kan-su, which belooged to the Chiin of Wu-wei. [Wu-wei hsien is
only 60 li from the Mongolian border.] Since the revolution Liang chou has again been
changed to Wu-wei hsien.
For generations these ancestors were generals of the Meng family of the Nan-chao Kingdom. Tuan Ssu-p'ing was the sixth generation after Tuan Chien-wei F3fi I,who defeated
the troops of the T'ang dynasty in 754 near the Ta-li Lake and the Tien-ts'ang Mountains
8443fL4.
38

Wang Ch'iian-pin, according to the Sung Shih (Sung Dynastic History), ch. 255, fol. 13b,
was a native of T'ai-yiian hsien k EQ in Ping chou #tf i (T'ai-yiian, Shan-hsi 1-4i!liprovince). He was a military commander who conquered Shu 33 after which he intended to take
Yiin-nan. The Emperor admonished him saying: "The barbarians will obey us without the
use of soldiers and without conquering them."
39
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map, where the Ta-tu River jc'@$I 40 was shown, saying: "Beyond this point
the land is no longer my territory." Hence Yun-nan became detached from
the Chinese Empire and the Tuan family usurped the throne of Nan-chao for
300 years. During that time Li-chiang had been occupied by Ts'u-ts'u fi[kfl;,41
leader of the Mo-so-man (Na-khi). The chief who ruled about that time (gj5)
among the Mo-so is given as O-chun Mou-chu flkmrfi -!I..
Under the Yiian (Mongols). - In the fourth year of the period of Shun-yu
.Bi&of Sung Li Tsung %'I!% (1244), the Mongolian troops attacked Ling
a Ta-li fcfq! general,
Kuan 3 &j (Ling Pass) .42 I n the battle, Kao Ho
was killed. After the battle the Mongolian troops withdrew.
I n the 12th year of Shun-yu (1252)' the Mongols sent troops under Kublai
8 (Imperial younger brother), to
Khan (Hu-pi-lieh 2 , ~ 1 ; ! b Z!!),the T'ai Ti
attack Ta-li fcf'l! (13 stages west of K'un-ming). He led his troops from Lint'ao Itiifik 41 across T'u-fan
country to Li-chiang. As the Mongols respected the customs of the people wherever they went, the people turned to
allegiance in all sincerity. They then established the civil office of Ch'a-hanchang 8.9
<'71t?E-'45gin Li-chiang.
I n the eighth year of Chih-yuan X Z of Yuan Shih Tsu -Ik (Kublai Khan)
The Ta-tu Ho, with the Ya Ho Ht H , is an affluent of the Min River I@ K. Their confluence is a t Chia-ting Si in Ssu-ch'uan. The source of the Ta-tu Ho is to the north-west of
Li-fan t'ing ~ 8 inlthe Ch'iang % tribal lands of north-west Ssu-ch'uan. I t receives
affluents from the south-west, such as the Ta-chien-lu Stream. On foreign maps it appears
as the T'ung Ho 3 H.
I n the First Chronicle of the Mu family, the name Ts'u-ts'u appears as Muan-za Ts'u-ts'u.
Muan-za was the name of Ts'u-ts'u's father (see pp. 80-81). According to the First Mu
Chronicle, however, Ts'u-ts'u lived 12 generations before Ch'iu-yang ?Fk B who, between
674-675, became Governor of Li-chiang.
42 The Ling Pass is north-north-west of Ya chou in the prefecture of Lu-shan hsien I% 14%,
and 60 li distant from the hsien city. I n the Han dynasty it belonged to Yiieh-sui fi 3'to
which Li-chiang was subject.
43 Kao Ho was a general of the Nan-chao army under Hsiang-hsing #@, King of the Hou
Ta-li Kuo @kB.M (Nan-chao Kingdom) who ruled from 1238-1251. He sent Kao Ho to
fight the Mongols; in the battle the latter lost his life.
Tin-t'ao was in Kan-su, and identical with Ti-tao tk 3 which lately was renamed Lin-t'ao
$k 45 Ch'a-han-chang is the Chinese transcription of the Mongol Chagh'an jang and means
White Jang or Mo so. The first word Chagh'an is Mongol, the second Jang is Tibetan and
is their term for the Mo-so.
Kowalewski in his Diclionaire Mongol-Rzrsse-Fran~aisVol. 111: 2081a, under tsaghan states
that the word means white, and that it is also a mourning dress or a white dress, also a white
hemp sash or girdle. The Na-khi to this day still wear trousers and coats of white hemp,
also white girdles of the same material (homespun). I t may be that on account of their dress
the hlongols called them Chagh'an jang or White Jang. Pelliot suggests that the word Jang
is perhaps identical with the Chinese Ts'uan of which there were two tribes the White and
Black, the former lived to the west of Yiin-nan fu and were not classed as Lo-lo, the latter
lived in the region of Yiin-nan fu and to the east of it; these the Mongols called Kara jang
and were classed by the Chinese as Lo-lo. However both the Lo-lo and Mo-so (Na-khi) are
called Wu-man or Black barbarians by the Chinese.
The word jang is often pronounced jung and may have some relation to the Chinese Jung
A under which term the wild tribes of the west were understood. I n the Dicrionaire ~hibkluin-lalin-jrancai~par les Missiunaires Ca!holiques du Thibet, p. 3 51, it states that the hJangs,
or Jang as the word is pronounced, are a tribe living in the north-western part of the province
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(I 27 I) , the office of Ch'a-han-chang was changed into that of Li-chiang Hsiianwei-ssu % 'iT$!L! GI (Pacification Commissioner of Li-chiang).
In the 13th year of the same reign (I 276) the office was changed to the Chiinmin Tsung-kuan f u il;.fC-#$!gGf
(Military and civil government of Li-chiang
Lu - Li-chiang Circuit).
In the 22nd year of the same reign (1285) the magistracy of the fu-city was
abolished, and there was established the office of the Hsuan-fu-ssu '(i ,iJ(a
title given to chieftains of the Western Frontier), which controlled 1,000
Mo-so households (!@gT
F), and ruled over one fu-city, namely Pei-sheng
;IkJ# (the present-day Yung-sheng <KW, recently known as Yung-pei ;jAk
and four stages east of Li-chiang), and seven chou-cities, namely: Shun chou
lHl)~l~l
(east of Li-chiang and also known as Niu-t'an +A%); Lang-ch'ii &jix
(east of Li-chiang district between Yung-ning and Yung-sheng [Yung-pei]) ;
Yung-ning $KS,
the ancient name of which was Lou-t'ou t'an Sgfiflk (north
of Lang-ch'u and south of Mu-li $I$$, Hsi-k'ang, separated from the Li-chiang
district by the Yangtze); T'ung-an %% (east of Li-chiang city on the eastern
(west of Chienpart of the Li-chiang plain, now obsolete); Lan chou g]J{J
ch'uan 611J I I and east of the Mekong) ; Chu-chin fi.@ (north-west of Li-chiang,
on the Yangtze, north of Shih-ku 6% and near the present Chii-tien I<
but now obsolete) ; and Pao-shan %f01 (the present-day La-pao $lJB,within
the Yangtze loop, north of Li-chiang). Also one hsien-city, namely Lin-hsi
Rfi, west of the ancient Chu-chin chou, to which it belonged; west of Lin-hsi
was the land of the T'u-fan. Later the city belonged to Wei-hsi; it was 460
li west of Li-chiang and was set up in the 14th year of Chih-yuan 3% (I 277),
but is now obsolete.

a,

Under the Ming dynasty. - I n the autumn of the 14th year of Ming Hung-wu
(1381)' Fu Yu-te
marquis of Ying-ch'uan ZEiJII, was appointed by
the Emperor as Cheng-nan chiang-chiin jilij?#'$ (General of the Southern
Expedition) ; Lan Yii EZ,marquis of Yung-ch'ang & g , and Mu Ying $kg,
marquis of Hsi-p'ing
were both appointed as Fu-tsung-ping /iilJ#E!&
(Vice-Generals) to attack Yiin-nan.
I n the spring of the 15th year (1382)' Ta li was conquered, and the troops

a+,

of Yiin-nan, whose principal city is Sa-tham (Li-chiang). Their Chinese name is Mo-so and
they call themselves Nashi (Na-khi). Sa-tham is the Tibetan name of Li-chiang and is also
the name of a king with whom the famous Ge-sar fought battles. The former was the King
of Jang - written in Tibetan, Byang (The North). I t would seem that byang (read jang)
is in all probability the correct rendering and explanation of the word. (See p. 192).
Since this was penned I have learned from Mr. Rolf Stein who is occupied with the translating of Ge-sar legends, that he found in a manuscript of the Ge-sar saga the King Sa-tham
styled as "Byang Sa-tham rgyal-po," i.e. Sa-tham King of the North.
$H in An-hui %ai.Later they settled in
46 F U Yu-te's ancestors were natives of Su chou
Tang-shan f& 1.4 in Chiang-su E3% (Kiangsu). Assisted by Mu Ying, who was also a native
of An-hui and who in 1384 became governor of Yiin-nan, and Lan Yii, another An-hui man,
Fu Yu-te attacked Yiin-nan with 300,000 infantry and cavalry. He came by way oi Kueichou %+ti where the Miao Zi tribes made their submission. A great battle was fought a t
Ch'ii-ching Itll $f and on the Pai-shih Chiang 13 b E which flows to the north of Ch'iiching. All the barbarians of Tung-ch'uan JR )I1 and Wu-meng B2,the present Chao-t'ung
1,
submitted. Over 30,000 Wu-sa B#&,
tribespeople who lived in the west-north-west of
Kuei-chou and who had revolted, were decapitated. Wu-sa was a district adjoining Wumeng (Chao-t'ung) and its inhabitants belonged to the Mang tribe EI.
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of the victors passing by the different roads of Ho-ch'ing and Li-chiang, broke
through Shih-men Kuan 6PEJ(Stone gate Pass).47
I n the same year the magistracy of the fu-city of Li-chiang was established,
and as A-te kliJ$/- was the first to submit to the conquerors he was appointed
magistrate and was given the surname Mu 7 f Pei-sheng
~ ~ ~ fu &Bli.f,the
present-day Yung-sheng &l%
(Yung-pei), was demoted to a chou-city +I%!.
and Yung-ning, Lang-ch'ii .;~j$$, Lan chou and Shun chou llNI)bIJ were placed
under the fu city of Ho-ch'ing (south of Li-chiang, 80 li distant).
I n the 17th year (1384), Lan chou was again brought under the control of
Li-chiang fu; thus the latter controlled, in all, four chou-cities, the aforesaid
Lan chou, T'ung-an $ E,Chu -chin If U!,and Pao-shan f!f II I , also one magistracy or hsien city, namely Lin-hsi.
I n the g ~ s year
t
of Hung-wu (1398)' Li-chiang fu's name was changed to
(Military and civil government of LiLi-chiang Chiin-min fu EyD~6t;tf;f
chiang) .
Under the Ch'ing (Manchu) dynasty. - I n the 16th year of Shun-chih I
1
R
a
.
of the Ch'ing dynasty (1659)' the territory of Yun-nan was annexed to the
Chinese Empire. The magistracies of the four chou-cities of T'ung-an, Paoshan, Lan chou and Chu-chin were abolished. Only one hsien-city, namely
Lin-hsi, remained under the fu-city of Li-chiang.
A-chung-chu
I n the first year of Yung-cheng (I 723), A-chih-li IIrll *a3,
pl'l{$ E, Ho Jih-chia $n H -& and A-pao-t'a IllllB 4 9 of the Mo-so tribe of
Li-chiang city, went to the provincial capital and applied for the appointment
of Chinese officials. Kao Ch'i-cho g35.f+,Viceroy of Yun-nan, and Yang
Ming-shih & $?,,!Hi the Hsun-fu gt% (Provincial Governor), proposed to the
Emperor that a transferable fu-magistrate be established in Li-chiang, and
that the hereditary office of native fu-magistrate be demoted to that of T'u
T'ung-p'an
%?:I] (Native Sub-prefect).

a

Under the Republic. -To-day magistrates are still appointed by the Commissioner of the Interior, now called Min-cheng-t'ing RiFkaz; the office of native
sub-prefect still exists, but the present incumbent has neither voice nor power.
He controls a few peasants on the land which he still possesses, but his holdings are being gradually reduced. Only recently his former peasants in the
region of Nga-tz(u) became subject to the magistrate of Li-chiang and the
territory included in the sixth ch'u (sub-district) of Li-chiang. This sixth ch'u
comprises the northern part of the Yangtze loop, Nga-tz(u) being in Tungshall li .%LII .!I:
The Shih-men Kuan is a strategic pass on the Yangtze where the river narrows considerably, the trail following the river a t the foot of vertical cliffs. I t is only a short distance north
of Shih-ku 6 3 where the Yangtze makes a sharp bend, some 85 li to the west of Li-chiang.
(Sce Geographical description, p. 285.)
He was the seventh generation of the Na-khi chiefs of Li-chiang. His full name was A-chia
A-te keT PP PiiJg!;:, his official name being Mu Te *j!i (scc the Historical Genealogies of the
Na-khi Chiefs, pp. 99-101).
4 9 Their Na-khi (Mo-so) names were: Aw-dzhi-I&, Aw-ndo-zo and Aw-bpo-t'a. The Chinese
characters are the transcription of the Na-khi sounds. The name Ho Jih-chia is one of
Chinese adoption, and not a Na-khi name, save for the family name Ho, which every Nakhi peasant bore. The name A !$J belonged to the ruling family.
47

CHAPTER I11

Prior to the time of the San Tai Z f t ,the three ancient dynasties, Hsia H ,
Shang ~f'$jand Chou
(2205-256 B.c.), no references can be found about
Li-chiang. The Chun of Yiieh-sui
18, to which Li-chiang belonged, was
established in the reign of Han Wu Ti .igsa;if(r40-87 B.c.).
The Chun of Yueh-sui was also called Chiung-tso K'un-ming rFfiBtg,
and Li-chiang was in Ting-tso hsien
During the Chin 2;9 T'ang and
Sung dynasties (265-1278), its name was repeatedly changed, but '.its territory
remained occupied by the native chiefs. Although in the Yiian and Ming
dynasties (1260-1643) States and magistracies had been established there, and
prefects and civil officials sent to rule the territory, the real power remained
in the hands of the native chiefs; the Imperial rule was nominal only.
,
that in ancient times
The Li-chiang Records, Vol. A:, ch. 3, fol. ~ o b state
Li-chiang was the land of Huang-fu Eflkwhose frontier adjoined the territory
of the T'u-fan D_f: g.' In history it is spoken of as the land of Sui K'un-ming

z@H.

BgAn

I n the Han dynasty (206 B.c.-A.D. q ) , it belonged to both the States of
Yiieh-sui and I chou.
I n the Later Han dynasty (25-220), it belonged to the Chun of Yung-ch'ang.
I n the Shu Han (221-264) (established in Ssu-ch'uan), it belonged to the State
of Chien-ning %%.
In the Chin -3 dynasty (265-316), it belonged to Hsi-ning chou N%l)q.
I n the Sui dynasty (581-617), it belonged to Sui chou. In the beginning of
the T'ang dynasty (618), its name was changed from Ting-tso Zi$ to K'unming, subject to Sui chou. Later it became the land of the Yiieh-hsi chao
B f i z g (Kingdom of Yueh-hsi), (also called Mo-so chao and Hua-ma Kuo
&E, a).
During the reign of T'ang Cheng-yuan fifZ (785-804), Li-chiang was occupied by the Meng family (rulers of the Nan-chao Kingdom), and the office
of Li-shui Chieh-tu-shih @ 7k gp @ (Imperial Commissioner of Li-shui district) was established.
I n the Sung dynasty (960-1126), it was occupied by Ts'u-ts'u fiKfiE, leader
of the Mo-so-man whom the Tuan family could not control. (The Tuan family
ruled the Nan-chao Kingdom from 937-~094.) In the third year of Yuan
Hsien Tsung
?g (1253), when the Imperial troops crossed the Chin-sha
Chiang &&?I(River of Golden Sand, or Yangtze) to attack Ta-li, the Mo-so

' I n the second volume of

The Tribute of Yii, Yzi-kung hsia fi 8 T , ch. IV, pass. 2 2 , we
read: " Wu-pai li Huang-fu, san-pai li man, erh-pai li liu, X E 9!.3iMi, _=-fi
g.@, =Ti Y.B."
This, J. LEGGE
in his Tlte Clzinese Classics, Vol. 111, pt. I, p. 117,translates "Five hundred
li the nzost remole, constituted THEWILDDOMAIN.Three hundred li were occupied by the
tribes of the Man; two hundred li by criminals undergoing the greater banishment." The
500-li Huang-fu are the last of the domains. It was called Huang-fu with reference, we ma!.
suppose, to the rude character of the inhabitants, and the wild~lessof the country. It extended 500 li in every direction beyond the fourth domain.
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tribes, trusting in their defenses, refused to submit. I n the fourth year (125~))
howevcr, they were conquered, and the office of Ch'a-han-chang Kuan-min
kuan g??<i.pNdi<
(Civil governor of Ch'a-han-chang) was established for
them. In the eighth year of Chih-yuan 3 /i; ( I 27 I) the oflicc was changed to
that of Hsiian-wei-ssu 'I% !.$:ii]
(Pacification Commissioner). In the 13th year
(1276) the name of the district was changcd to Li-chiang Lu and a Chiin-nlin
tsung-kuan-fu jlCLt$,t,'iyj/-f (Military and civil governor's Yamen) was established. In the 22nd year (1285) the fu-magistracy was abolished and the ofice
of Hsuan-fu-ssu 'i${fi
r i ] was substituted for it, between the cities of T'ung-an
zz and Chu-chin I<at. I t controlled one fu-city, seven-chou cities, and
one-hsien city.
I n the 15th year of Ming Hung-wu (1382) the office was changed to Li-chiang
fu (prefecture of Li-chiang), and later was again changcd to Li-chiang Chunmin fu 'i 6i)iLCj/.f (Military and civil prefecture of Li-chiang). The control
of the various chou-cities was divided: four of them, Shun chou IIKijJj, Peisheng jb#$, Yung-ning and Lang-ch'u came under the fu-magistracy of Hoch'ing; while T'ung-an, Pao-shan, Lan chou and Chu-chin JXtE, and the
hsien-city of Lin-hsi became subject to Li-chiang.
In the Ch'ing dynasty (1644-1911) the fu-magistracy was retained, but the
four chou-cities were abolished and became merged in the magistracy of Lichiang.
I n the first year of Yung-cheng (1723), Li-chiang was brought under direct
control of the Yun-nan Pu-cheng-ssu 'Z::l+j411dkGJ
(Yiin-nan Provincial
treasurer).
NOTES ON THE HISTORY O F

LI-CHIANG

Vol. I , fols. 26b-27b, while giving much the same hisThe Tien-hsi
torical data as found in the Li-chiang fu chih Ziieh, the Yiin-nun T'ung-chih and
other geographical works by Chinese authors, yet contains certain statements
which are of more thanepassinginterest, and these I append here.
The Tien Commentary (Tien-hsi) states that Li-chiang was the southern
border of the State of Liang (Liang chou f@)H), one of the nine chou or great
divisions of the Empire instituted by Yu Kung 47 (2205 B.c.), which comprised Ssu-ch'uan, parts of Shensi, Kan-su and Hu-pei.
During the Later Han dynasty (25-220), Li-chiang belonged to the State
of Yung-ch'ang $K f:, and its ancient name was Pai-lang ti @i&(Land of
Pai-lang, or of the White Wolf). In the 17th year of Yung-p'ing $K+ (A.D. 74),
the King of Pai-lang composed a poem of three verses in which he extolled
the merits and virtues of the Han dynasty.
During the period Yung-p'ing AzFi (58-75)) Chu Fu 4: 43,Governor of I chou, proclaimed
the virtues of the Han, whereupon I'ai-lang Wang C'I I& E (King of the Pai-lang), whose
tribe, like the P'an-mu, Lou-po #f&iYjand T'ang-tsou Llf i&, dwelled west of Wen Shan ik 14,
came with over IOO others to pay tribute. They were considered barbarians from outside
the borders of the Mao-niu-i l$ 'I:% (Yak barbarians). The latter dwelled north-west of
Li-chou so @+lilfi
(Sub-military station of Li chou), which was in the magistracy of Ch'ing(Kingdom of the P'an-mu tribe)
ch'i hsien I!ig\\%
in Ssu-ch'uan. The P'an-mu Kuo 8"
was west of Mou chori 3 fli. The Pai-lang Kingdom comprised apparently the region of
Lama State, as well as the Wu-so Xffi territory (see p. 453). In
the present Mu-li
ancient days Yung-ning, north-east of Li-chiang, which was under the Mo-so chiefs of Li-

+
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The Tien-hsi, Vol. 4, fol. 3b, says that "when in the 17th year of Yungp'ing (A.D.74), the Psi-lang-i I'I Ui & (White wolf barbarians) came to pay
tribute, they composed a poem extolling the merit and virtues of the Han
dynasty. Governor Chu FU k
1
1
1
1
kof I chou translated it and offered it to the
Throne. Pai-lang was then the territory of present-dap Li-chiang."
The Tu-shih Fang-yii chi-yao, ch. 74, fol. 2gb, states: " For many generatiom
the Pai-lang, P'an-mu and other tribes were not under the control of the Empire, and therefore offered no tribute to the court of Han. Later, however,
these tribes, as well as others, came to report to the governor of I chou, and
said they would offer tribute. Afterwards all these countries were absorbed
by the Hsi-ch'iang iJLj2(Western Ch'iang) tribe."
The reason for the Pai-lang and other tribes submitting to the Later Han
dynasty, offerirg to pay tribute, and even composing three stanzas of a song
extolling the virtues of the dynasty, is to be found in Ma Tuan-lin's !!i$Su
statement: "The Governor of I chou was kind, and had a reputation of uprightness, and treated the Man justly."
The Circuit of Li-chiang H~i_r,#,of the Yiian dynasty, was the western
border of the Chun of Yiieh-sui
mI in the Han, Sui and T'ang dynasties.
To the north dwelled the Mo-so-man (Na-khi) in the Yueh-hsi chao &!!fis
(Kingdom of Yiieh-hsi) .
These two States were inhabited by Wu-man (Black savages). -Tim-hi,
Vol. I , fol. 27a.3
chiang, controlled also the territory of the present-day Mu-li, to within two stages south of
Li-t'ang. I t is this territory which according to Chinese geographers was known as Pai-lang
Kuo in the Later Han dynasty.
I t is interesting to note that the M;-so who belong to the Wu-man call themselves Na-lihi,
as the Lo-lo call themselves No-su, both of which terms would indicate "Black-People"; yet
black people in Na-khi is khi-nu, as the adjective follows the noun it qualifies. The word Na
is here a noun and not an adjective and must stand for the name of the tribe. In that sense
it is equivalent to the Chinese Wu man. They also speak of themselves as Na-zo or the Sons
of Na, while they call the Tibetans PI&-zo or the Sons of P'Br (the sons of the White). I n
my paper on the Na-khi Ha-zhi-p'i in B.E.F.E.-O., T. XXXVII: 1937, p. 48, n. 4, I have
suggested that the name Na-khi may be derived from their having been black tent dwellers
in contradistinction to their neighbors either the Hor, or the people of Ling of whom Ce-sar
was king, who are said to have lived in white tents. Ce-sar fought many battles with the
Mo-so King Sa-tham. See also p. 4 and note 6, pp. 180-81.
The word wu in Na-khi means a slave, and a derogatory term for a slave is wu-yi. This
is transcribed in Chinese as wu-i ST. In Na-khi y i means to be covered with sores, or
itch - to be unclean. The name of one of the ancestors of the Ch'iang tribes was Ch'iang
Wu-i Yiian-chien %;a<%
1.He had been captured and made a slave by the small feudal
State of Ch'in 3%(909-247 B.c.) during the reign of Duke Ch'in Li SrPS* (475-440 B.c.).
Because of this, the Ch'iang called him Wu-yi (Ku-chin I'u-shu chi-ch'eng i$
$ Dl
rbt ,
Chliang-pu %@, ch. 47, # I , fol. 5b). According to the Shih Chi, ch. 5, Iols. 16a-b, it states
that Tao Kung * f i , the father of Li-kung Kung N It*, died in the 14th year of his reign,
which would be equivalent to 478 B.C. The death of Li-kung Kung falls in the 34th year
s.J., in his Synchronistnes clrinois,
of his reign which would be our 444 B.C. M. TCHANG,
makes Tao Kung die in the 20th year of his reign (472) and Li-kung Kung in the 28th year
of his reign (444). The figures I have given are according to J. LECCE. A. TSCHEPE,s.J.,
in his Hisloire du Royaume de Ts'in gives the reigning dates of Tao Kung as 491-477 B.c.,
and Li-kung Kung as 476-443 B.C.
a

+

CHAPTER I V

Chung Chih-shun's Introduction to the First Chronicle. - The history of
Li-chiang is intimately connected with that of its ruling chiefs and therefore
a genealogical chronicle of the latter, full of historical information, much of
which is not found in print, is here given in translation from a Chinese manuscript dating from the year 1516, and still in the possession of the descendants
of the old Na-khi Kings or Chiefs, the Mu family of Li-chiang. The introduction
to the work, written by Chang Chih-shun I;&,$@,'
a native of Yung-ch'ang
and scholar of the degree of Doctor, consists mainly of eulogies of the Mu
family and especially of Mu Kung *?k, who was the eldest son of Mu Ting
7fZ native prefect of Li-chiang.
Mu Kung was the 14th generation counting from Yeh-yeh. He was born in
1494, took office in 1527, and died in 1553; he started the family chronicle, to
which Chang Chih-shun wrote a preface, on December 27th) 1516. That is the
first and complete genealogical chronicle, but it is not illustrated; we shall
presently speak of another.
Chang Chih-shun's literary name was Chin-chih $ 2 . The Yung-ch'ang
fu chih, ch. 42, fol. 3a, tells us that he was a native of the sub-district of ChinHe graduated as chin shih in the year 1484.
ch'ih (Chin-ch'ih ssu &B
Because he wrote two books, called Nan-yuan-chi j&Ld 4; and Nan-yuan
man-lu 3.ja *@@,he is known as Chang Nan-yiian. He died a t the age of 81.
In his introduction to the official chronicle of the Mu family, he states that
Mu Kung had a good friend by the name of Kao $5, a native of Ho-ch'ing,
who was the younger brother of an official who hailed from an old and honorable official family.3 They helped each other in securing all the ancient records
about the customs of their native place, and encouraged each other in literary
pursuits and in the building up of moral character.
The official record was completed up to the rule of Mu Ting *Z, father
of the author who, with his friend Kao, had compiled it by the year 1516, for

z,

1 Chang Chih-shun was magistrate of Yung-ch'ang, of which he was a native. His given
name was Nan-yiian i%
El; his official designation was Hu-pu Shih-lang p %#&I{ (Vicepresident of the Board of Revenue). He wrote four books: Man-121 E @; Hsu-lu @%;
Yung-ch'ang Erh-jang chi 7ic S Z S E ; and Ming-shih fir-chiao Jung-chuan
pM. $& %@.

=

I

As regards Chin-ch'ih (District of Golden teeth) the Yung-ch'ang Ju chih states that it was
not Yung-ch'ang. Chin-ch'ih was 2 , 0 0 0 li outside the borders of Yung-ch'ang. I t was the
Yin-sheng tien @ & fii~ of the ancient Meng-lo Shan $2 9~4
(this is the present-day Wuliang Shan % B 14, go li north of Ching-tung -B% and 10 stages south of Ta-li). The Kangmu #&
El Istates that it adjoined Pa-pai hsi-fu 11 43.4$ (the present-day Chieng-mai in northern Siam). I n the Yiian dynasty there was established Chin-ch'ih &@, and Pai-i am@;
all these circuits and Yung-ch'ang were then subject to the Ta-li circuit.
2

Members of the Kao family, originally natives of Ho-ch'ing, settled in Li-chiang, or rather
T'ung-an chou, during the reign of Mu Shen *&(1434-41). They became hereditary
native sub-magistrates of T'ung-an d %.
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the yung-ch'ang magistrate says in his preface that he had read it, and tbpt

it was compiled by Mu Kung personally.
The magistrate states t h a t - " ~ e learned that the first ancestor of M~ Kung
was Yeh-ku-nien Bi%46. That from the latter to the period of Shang-yiisn
k X of T'ang Kao Tsung i2; l;i (674)) there were six generations to his descendant Ch'iu-yang +kP%, who became Governor of San-tien (Li-&iang), or
the San-tien ?'sung-kuan 2 Cj $3'8.
"From Ch'iu-yang to his descendant Meng-wang &mix, who bore the official
title of Wu-hsiin Kung i$?hfi (Duke of military merit), there were four
@herations; from Meng-wang to Mu Kung there were 24 generations.
"Throughout these generations, many dynasties such as the T'ang, Wu-tai
-GfI', Sung, and Yiian, had succeeded each other, but the changes could
neither influence nor impede the growth of the Mu family in which some were
dukes, some marquises, others generals and commanders-in-chief."
The magistrate continues: "In the Ming dynasty, in the year when the
Imperial court sent its Pacification Commissioners to the frontier lands of
Yiin-nan, this family exhibited such hospitality and loyalty to them that His
Majesty the Emperor (in 1382) conferred on them the surname Mu, renewed
their official letters patent and ordered them to rule their people with hereditary
official authority. Mu Kung's grandfather, by name Mu T'ai j;&, laid
special stress on moral character, and for that reason had no concubines, and
thus set a good example to the later generations. He encouraged his people
to study, and abolished official corruption."
He defines the genealogical chronicle as, "A historical work, a complete narrative of their military achievements, official appointments, ranks, traditions, etc."
He then tells us of the Imperial policy in regard to outlying regions. "Owing
to bad communications and natural barriers, this land (Li-chiang) is separated
far from Imperial rule. Thus it is advisable to make the native leader of this
people their ruler. He is given an official seal by the Emperor and also the
hereditary right to control the land and its people. His political principles
would have to suit the customs of his people. Such privileges are not accorded
simply as a reward for merit acquired, but form part of a special policy of the
government applied to suit the circumstances of the people. This means that
their manners and customs are so different from ours, that the Emperor is
obliged to allow the native rulers to maintain their hereditary right."
He concludes his introductory remarks by saying: "Descendants can never
be dependent on their hereditary rights only, in order to keep their official
positions and rule their States and people. There must be something more
important than this. I therefore hope that Mu Kung, besides his honorable
attempt to write this official record for the enlightenment of his famil!., will
try to perform other and more significant works, and improve the people's lot,
so that the descendants of his family will thereby be enabled to multiply and
prosper for ever."
The abbreviated and illustrated or Second Chronicle.- I n the T'oung-pao,
1912: X I I I , p. 555, under the title Documents historiques el giographiques

relatifs d Li-kiang, Ed. Chavannes published a translation of a genealogical
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chronicle of the Mo-so (Na-khi) chiefs whose capital was at Li-chiang in western Yiin-nan. This chronicle, which is written in Chinese and illustrated with
the portraits of these chiefs, is in the possession of their descendants, who still
bear the family name, Mu. M. Jaques Bacot, during his two journeys to Lichiang in 1907 and 1909, saw this illustrated chronicle and had it copied. He
also employed a Na-khi artist, a relative of the Mu family, to copy the portraits accompanying the text. These copies of the portraits he publishecl in his
work Les Mo-So (Leide, 1913) and not photographs of the actual paintings
which accompany the manuscript. Bacot published 26 portraits, while the
genealogy when I saw it in 193I contained 30 portraits, representing 29 Na-khi
chiefs. The 28th generation was figured twice, representing Mu Han * t % in
his youth and then again later in life, his face showing pock-marks.
No text accompanies the four last portraits.
This chronicle commences with Yeh-yeh @%, as the first generation, who
arrived a t the Li-chiang snow range during the reign of Sung Hui Tsung &
' ;-;:
(1101-1125). At the end of the chronicle of the first generation, or Yeh-yeh's,
there is a sentence which states that besides this record there exists another,
carefully prepared and complete. Bacot, apparently unable to read Chinese,
was unaware of the existence of this second and more complete chronicle of
the Na-khi chiefs.
The same sentence is repeated a t the end of the biography of the second
generation, or Nien-pao A-tsung's df-l%plllZ.The introduction to the illuswho is better known by his
trated chronicle was written by Yang Shen #2*[@,
surname Sheng-an *%. He was banished to Yiin-nan in the year 1524. He
died of dissipation in the seventh moon of the 38th year of Chia-ching
(August 3rd-September st, 1559). The introduction, dated November gth,
1545, was not translated by Chavannes, but discussed in his paper. Bacot,
in his work Les Mo-so, reprinted Chavannes' discussion.

The complete or First Chronicle. -During my sojourn in Li-chiang in the
year 1931-1932, I repeatedly visited the Mu family a t their official residence
and was gladly shown the second chronicle of their illustrious ancestors, the
same chronicle which had been shown to Bacot. I photographed both the
text and the portraits (which are here reproduced), and further had the same
artist who made copies for Bacot to paint copies of the portraits in the original
size for me. This copy of the illustrated chronicle, carefully bound and certified
by the present Tu-t'ung-p'an, is now in the Library of Congress in Washington.
On closely examining the text I found, as previously mentioned, the sentences
regarding the existence of a more complete and detailed genealogical chronicle
of the Na-khi Kings. When questioned about it, the late Mu Shu %&I$, fourth
son of the late Na-khi chief, Mu Yin *E (style, Ch'un-t'ing $&$), who administered the affairs of the family and its estate, very willingly brought for my
inspection from the ancestral shrine, this earlier chronicle which antedates the
illustrated one by 29 years. He also kindly allowed me to have it copied.
The introduction to this chronicle by Chang Chih-shun has already been
given a t the beginning of this chapter. Chang also wrote the introduction to
the illustrated genealogical chronicle (Bacot's) and sent it on to Yang Shen,
who added a preface. In the illustrated chronicle his hao is wrongly given as
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Nan-kuo, an error copied by Chavannes; it is Nan-yiian, as erplained on
page 66.
Chang's introduction is dated the 11th year of Cheng-te j~t5,the 5th of
the twelfth moon (December 27, 1516).
Chavannes in his introduction states that Yang Shen ascribes the origin
of the Mu family to a much earlier date than does the chronicle copied by
Bacot. He further says that Yang believed that the Mu family could trace
their ancestors to a certain Ye-ku-nien who lived during the period Wu-te
2 +$ (618-626) of the T'ang dynasty, after which he enumerates 2 0 generations
to Mu T e $%t;., who was the first chief of Li-chiang to bear the family name
Mu.
Chavannes was surprised to find in Yang Shen's introduction the mention
of these 2 0 generations before Mu Te, and he further says, "Why do these 16
generations not figure in the chronicle?" In the one seen by Bacot, Mu Te
figures as the seventh generation, while the third generation corresponds to
the 18th in Yang Shen's list in the introduction.
This mystery of the 2 0 generations preceding hfu Te is now cleared up by
the appearance of the more complete non-illustrated chronicle, which from
now on I shall designate as the First Chronicle, and the abridged illustrated
one as the Second Chronicle.

The Na-khi manuscripts. -In the First Chronicle appear not only the 2 0
generations mentioned in Yang Shen's introduction, but also 15 earlier generations which are more or less legendary. These legendary ancestors and their
wives are fully described in several Na-khi manuscripts written in their pictographic script. The names of the male ancestors appear in a manuscript called
Ts'o-mb& ssaw, which is recited during the ceremony called Muan_-bpo(Worshipping of Heaven), performed in a place especially set aside for that purpose
and called by them Muan-bpo d'a. They also appear in another manuscript
called Wua-bpa-ts'u, chanted a t the Wua-bpa-ts'u ceremony. The names of
the female ancestors are given in a manuscript called K'wuo-shu of the Ssudsu (marriage ceremony).
The names of the early ancestors enumerated in Chinese in the chronicle
must have been copied from these Na-khi manuscripts. I have numerous
manuscripts of Ts'o-mbZr ssaw and Ts'o-mbb t'u and also others in which
these ancestors and their wives are enumerated, but the names of the females
are not always the same, and in each of the manuscripts they have a different
ancestor as their spouse. Some ancestors had apparently more than one wife,
as the names of other females appear as their wives, though not more than
one name a t a-time. I t is possible that each wife possessed more than one name.
The wife of 0 Gkaw-la, for instance, is always given as 0-yu-dtu-nun-mi,
instead of Gyi-ssu-mu:-lu as appears in the chronicle.
The present descendants of the Mu family of Li-chiang could not explain

' The former relates to the period preceding the flood, and is the story of creation in which

the egg, as in the ancient Bijn stories, plays a great part; the latter is the story of the flood
and the regeneration of the Na-khi race through their ancestor, Ts'o-dze-Uii-ghiigh, and his
wife, Ts'a-khii-bu-bu-mi. [See my article: "The Story of the Flood in the Literature of the
Mo-so (Na-khi) tribe" in Journal West China Border Research Society, Vol. VII (1g35),
64-80.]
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the meaning of the Chinese characters, especially of the introductory part of
the legendary ancestors, the Chinese text being unintelligible. Not until I
began translating with my Na-khi sorcerers the K'wuo-shou manuscript, and
that called Ts'o-mbk ssaw of the Muan-bpo ceremony, did I realize that the
particular Chinese text of the chronicle followed the Na-khi words and represented part of the story related in these books (manuscripts). In some instances the phonetic value of the Chinese characters render Na-khi words
only, and their ideographic value had to be discarded, while in others the
meaning of the character had to be read in Na-khi and the phonetic value rejected. The reason for this mixture of phonetic and translation rendering is the
phonetic paucity of Chinese. Where the sound complex of a word could not
be rendered it was translated. The story the Chinese text thus told was the
same as in the Muan-bpo book, Ts'o-mbk ssaw.
Stone-tablet in the Mu family cemetery at Si-li-wua. - At a place called
Si-li-wiia (Hsi-lin-wa iJLi+A;K),south-east of Li-chiang about 10 li distant,
there is a large pei, or stone-tablet, a t the end of a row of graves pointing east.
This is one of the burial grounds of the Mu family. The larger one is a t Tungkuan SlklJ,30 li from Li-chiang. There, certain chiefs are buried, beginning
who died on September 6th, 1725.
with the 24th generation, Mu Chung *$&,
All the predecessors of Mu Chung were cremated and their graves do not exist,
although the bones and ashes were supposed to have been interred near the
village of Boa-shi. On the stone-tablet, about six feet by three, which stands
a t Si-li-wiia among the graves of the minor members of the Mu family, there
is engraved an abridged copy of the First Chronicle. I t begins with the legendary ancestors and their origin and states: "Since nothing is known of Yeh-kunien, we respectfully call Ch'iu-yang $kr% our first ancestor."
Thus Ch'iu-yang appears also in the First Chronicle as the first ancestor
after Yeh-ku-nien. I n the center of the stone-tablet there is engraved in large
characters: "Yang-po-na fglfif)[l %t the foot of the exalted Yii-lung Shan.
The first ancestor of the Mu family [was] Ch'iu-yang; his true wife [was]
Mi-chun Hsi-shu $B%#$b2,.
I n the beginning of the T'ang dynasty, K'unming (which was then Li-chiang) became merged with Sui chou and during
Shang-yuan 17<,(674-67~)~
he became
the reign of T'ang Kao Tsung ?&
(Military Governor of San-tien
the San-tien Tsung-chiin-kuan ZQ$$!?fZ.;"?
district)." This same legend appears under Ch'iu-yang in the Chronicle, but
with the omission of the word
military.

fx,

"EVERIA
in his work, LafrontiZre sino-annamite, states in a footnote on p. IOI that "the
word pa-na according to a Chinese and Pa-yi vocabulary, signified residence or li .!I!." This
would coincide with the title of the Chronicle, the words po 113,pa A,or pan 4% being simply
the Chinese transcription of native words. The words pai H,pa i L , po Ri, pai Q , Po 11',
pai E are interchangeable phonetically and are used in transcribing the names of tribes and
places in Chinese. I t is possible that the word Po-na being of Shan or Min-chia fR R origin
stands for the name of the first anwas in usage among the Na-khi in the past. Yang
cestor; the foot of the Li-chiang snow range (Yii-lung Shan) was his residence. I n fact, an
ancient residence existed a t the foot of the snow range a short distance north of the last
village on the Li-chiang plain, called Nv-lv-k'ii. The place is now known as Kwui-d'a
(Kwui-d'a gko-lo) (see Geographical Part, p. 219).
On the stele it is written $. (exalted, great). I n the First Chronicle the character ling
(spiritual, divine) is used instead.
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While the First Chronicle counts Mou-pa. A-tsung *@PJ% as the second
generation, the inscription on the stone tablet counts Yang-yin-tu-ku
@
G
...'
On the stone-tablet the name of the first ancestor, Ch'iu-yang, is placed in
the center, the names of the even numbered generations to the left of it and
the uneven to the right.
22nd year, the first moon, 17th day
The tablet is dated Tao-kuang I%,
(February 26th, 1842).

The first generation of the Second Chronicle, namely Yeh-yeh, is omitted
entirely both in the First Chronicle and on the stone-tablet. The probable
reason was that Yeh-yeh was an outsider, a stranger from Mongolia, who was
said to have floated down the Chin River on a log. When he arrived a t Peilang-ts'ang ;It= & (in Na-khi, Ba-la-~S'O)~
a chief by the name of Hsien-t'ao
A-ku -I:& I%jlirlJ & of the village of Pai-sha Q fib (Boa-shi in N a - k l ~ i ) saw
, ~ that
his features were not those of an ordinary man and so he gave him his daughter
in marriage. There were five village chiefs who put Yeh-yeh a t their head.
At that time, a certain Nien-lo Nien-pao q-#$%-{X (it should read Mou qinstead of Nien Ze), who had given himself the title of General-in-Chief,
adopted the son of Yeh-yeh as his successor.
I n the First Chronicle it is stated that Mou-lo Mou-pao *$lf-.f% and
lo of the Later Ta-li {Bj.;H! Kingdom were called
Tuan Cheng-ho
Generals-in-Chief .
The First Chronicle is silent as regards Yeh-yeh, while the Second Chronicle
speaks of Yeh-yeh's son having been adopted by Mou-lo Mou-pao; the son
took the name of his adopted father and thus appears in the First Chronicle
as the second generation under the name Mou-pao A-tsung, and Nien-pao
A-tsung in the Second Chronicle.

Oral traditions of Li-chiang. - I t is strange indeed that the First Chronicle
ignores Yeh-yeh entirely and names Ch'iu-yang the first generation and Moupao A-tsung the second generation, although there are 14 generations between
them. As regards Yeh-yeh there are several traditions current in Li-chiang,
and these are probably nearer the truth than the more or less legendary figure
of the Second Chronicle.
I n the First Chronicle Yang-yin-tu-ku follows Ch'iu-yang, but Mu-pao A-tsung is nevertheless marked as second generation, although 14 other generations are intermediate.
This is the Bti-1%-tsEror Ba-1%-ts'oof the ~ a - k h i 'the
; village is situated in the district of
translates this "the Northern Lan-ts'ang or Rlekong," the
A-khi (A-hsi liiil S ) . CHAVANNES
Chinese characters, Pei-lang-ts'ang, being simply a phonetic rendering of the Na-khi name
of the village Ba-la-ts'o, in ancient days called Ba-la-tsh. BACOTin his book, LC Tibcl
rt%oltt, p. 306, makes the same mistake, for he says: "Le Fleuve Bleu n'a peut-Ctre pas toujours eu son cours actuel. L'histoire fabuleuse du premier roi Moso de Likiang laisserait
supposer qu'il communiquait autrefois avec le Mekong."
CHAVANNES
uses Pai-sha as part of the name of the chief. I t is a village situated half-way
between the Li-chiang snow range and Li-chiang proper. The Chinese Pai-sha is a phonetic
rendering of Boa-shi (Dead Hsi-fan) (see Geographical Part, p. 222).
l o Under Tuan Cheng-ho $$E$U,
Ho Yii $II# must be understood here, who was the son
of Tuan Cheng-shun $2jF.16. Ho was the second king of the Later Ta-li dynasty which
ruled the Nan-chao Kingdom. He ascended the throne in 1108, and ruled 39 years.
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The following stories about Yeh-yeh's origin are told in Li-chiang: When Hu-pi-lieh (Kublai Khan)ll marched with his troops through Yiin-nan
down the Yangtze to attack the Burmese, he encountcrec-lheavy snow in northwest Yiin-nan and was thus delayed for three months. He stayed with the
headman of a village who had a very beautiful daughter who always rcmaincd
a t home. He wanted her to become his wife and told her that when he had
fought and conquered the Burmese he would come back ancl claim her. A long
time elapsed, and the girl was still waiting for her lover to return. I n the meantime she had given birth to a son. As her lover did not return to claim her,
she tied her child to a piece of wood and sent it floating down the river (Yangtze), while she drowned herself.
Later Hu-pi-lieh returned and enquired about his love. He was then informed that she had drowned herself and that her son had been picked up
a t a place called Ba-la-tsEr (now Ba-la-ts'o). The village of Ba-la-ts'o is in the
district of A-khi (A-hsi I ~ l l l ' ~ ) . The meaning of the name is: Ba from Ba-tsi-zi
= man, la = come, t s k = to take something out of the water. As it was there
that the child was fished out of the water, the fact was commemorated by
giving the particular village nearby the above name; Pei-lang-ts'ang ;It=.i&B
is the Chinese transcription of the Na-khi name.
Thereupon, it is said, Hu-pi-lieh conferred on the child a hereditary title
and made him Prince of the Na-khi. He thus became the first ancestor of the
Na-khi Kings. This would also explain his Mongol origin. I n the Second
Chronicle nothing is said of Yeh-yeh's mother, only that his son was adopted
by Mou-lo Mou-pao, and that he himself came from Mongolia floating down
on a juniper log, and that when he reached a certain placc he was picked up,
the place being afterwards known as Ba-la-ts'o.
l1 MARCO
POLO,Travels of Marco Polo, Yule, Vol. 2, ch. 52, p. 101, describes the battles
fought by the Great Khan against the King of Mien &G. He mentions the Mohammedan
general and calls him Nescradin. He was the Commander-in-Chief of the capital of Karajang.
His name was Nazir-ed-din; his father was the first to introduce coffins into Yun-nan, and
also go-betweens a t betrothals. He caused reservoirs to be built against drought. He built
the first Wen Miao &I@ (Confucian Temple) in Yun-nan. His name was Sai-tien-ch'ih-shan% ,K! T (Sai-yin-o-te-ch'i @ S gij B, in Yiin-nan T'ung-chih kao), he was
ssu-ting
a native of Bokhara and died a t the age of 69, in the 16th year of Chih-yuan E53 (1279)
after having been in Yun-nan six years, where he was governor. His son, Nazir-ed-din, died
in the 29th year of Chih-yuan (1292) in Yun-nan, leaving 12 sons (Yilan Shih, ch. 125, fol.
I a-qa) .
TERRIEN
DE LACOUPERIE,
in his book, The Beginnings of Writing, p. 182, 5 268, states:
"Mo-so soldiers under the command of a Mohammedan general, Nazir-ed-din, aided the
Mongols in their attack against the Burmese in 1277."
Regarding the wars fought by Kublai Khan with the Burmese, the Mongol History (Yuan
Shih, ch. 210, fol. ~ a has
) the following to say: "Mien Kuo hrn is the land of the Hsinan-i (barbarians of the South-west). I n the eighth year of Chih-yuan (1271) the Hsuanwei-ssu Tu-yuan-shuai fu ghii El III TIF the Yamen of the Pacification Commissioner and
Commander-in-Chief of the capitals of Ta-li, Shan-shan (the present KJun-ming; Shan-shan
was established during the T'ang dynasty) and other circuits sent Ch'i-t'a-t'e-t'o-yin *%
e f t sand other envoys to Mien &hi (Burma) to proclaim an edict to their king that he
should become tributary to the Empire."
I n the 14th year (1277) in the tenth moon (November), Yun-nan fu sent the local Provincial Pacification Commissioner and Commander-in-Chief of the capital, Ni-ya-ssu-la-ting
IiZ 411ilgi42 Mi (Nazir-ed-din) to lead an army composed of Mongols, Ts'uan (Lo-lo), P'o
(Shan) and Mo-so (Na-khi) - over 3,440 men - to attack Mien.
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Another story relates how a Na-khi girl, by the name of N d a - l a - ~ u a - ~ s a ~ - r n i ,
had an illegitimate child which she tied to a piece of wood and threw into the
Yangtze. The boy was fished out of the river a t Ba-la-ts'o in the district of
A-khi and became the first ancestor of the Na-khi Kings.
Bacot in his work, p. I 18, relates another legend taken from a Na-khi manuscript. The village he mentions is not Bache, but Boa-shi, as previously explained. T o complete the biography I add herewith that part of the Second
Chronicle which deals with Yeh-yeh.
Yeh-yeh, the jirst anceslor according to the Second Chronicle. - The foundcr
and first ancestor of the Mu family listed in the Second Chronicle was called
Yeh-yeh fis (Plate 9). "He arrived a t the snow range during the reign of
(I 101-1 125). He was originally a Mongol from the
Sung Hui Tsung W;;i
Western Region. At first he arranged a niche in a rock cliff in the K'un-lun
Mountains Ii#lll and there delighted in the rules of the East and in the
Buddhist religion, and the entire day remained seated in deep meditation.
Suddenly there arose a Chiao-lung !l$t$k [dragon - a roaring torrent of water
and mud is supposed to be caused by a Chiao-lung] l2 accompanied by thunder
and rain; a t that moment he mounted a large fragrant tree (washed down with
the rocks and debris) and floated away into the Chin Chiang &$I (Yangtze).
He arrived a t Pei-lang-ts'ang. When the barbarians saw him from a distance
they marvelled, and called all their people together from afar to meet him.
He then mounted the river bank. At that time there was a certain Hsien-t'ao
A-ku from Pai-sha l3 who was the head or chief of the barbarians. He saw signs
of nobility on the face and in the bearing of Yeh-yeh; he also noticed his calmness and imperturbability [retiring attitude] and marvelled greatly in his
heart. Thereupon he gave him his daughter in marriage. The common people
rose to invite the stranger to select a place in their midst for worship. But it
was their intention that he should dwell apart. At that time there were five
village chiefs, one called Kan-lo-mu-tu -'f'##ll#'/Y, (see: p. 96), a second Tiench'i-hsiian I ~ i g za, third A-niang-hui lilll@f$ [this is a Chinese rendering
of the Na-khi-name, A-nyu-khii], a fourth La-wan $IJG,and a fifth Wa-chun
j&+9.14 A [-ku] intended to make Yeh-yeh their chief. At that time Nien-lo
The Dragon in China and Japan by Dr. M. W. De Visser in Vcrhandelingctr dcr Kon.
Akad. v. Wetensch. le Amsterdam N. R. Dee1 XIII, no. 2.
The Kiao lung @I pp. 76-79. De Visser states on page 79 that "The Kim belongs to
the same kind as the lung. Its shape resembles that of a snake and yet it has four legs and
a thin neck. Around its neck it has a white necklace. The big kiuo are several spans thick.
They are born from eggs. Their eyebrows are united (q)reason why they are called kioo
$2." I n the Shun Hai Ching, sect. Nan shan Ching G a&!!,ch. I, p. Ixa, it says that they
live in special mountain rivulets.
l2

Pai-sha 13J9 is the name of a li n! (commune), also of a village 2 0 li north of Li-chiang
which used to be the seat of the Na-khi Kings before they moved to Li-chiang. I n Na-khi
it is called Boa-shi (Dead Boa or Hsi-fan). BACOTcalls it Bache; it is thus not part of the
Pi &, but the village whence he hailed from.
name of the man Hsien-t'ao A-ku
l3

CHAVANNES
here uses the word yiin 5 as part of the name of the second and third chiefs,
and adds the word l'ZJ on to the name of the fifth, viz: Z $ &a Yun-tien-k'i-siuan, Z LT W4t$
Yun-a-niang-houei, $11 3 ~ La-wan,
i
X & W Wa-kiun-a, the original text reads: - iZ T R [M! e,
=z@&g, =zpq&J$~,
BZ$JJ$L,
X Z X E j , pJ73jJll!;:~#flZ#2S.
Thecharacter F4
refers to A-ku (Hsien-t'ao A-leu).
l4
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CHAPTER V

(Translatedfrom the Chinese with the aid of the Na-khi manzlscripls and sorcerers)
I. THE DESCENT O F MAN

The first two pages after the introduction deal with entirely legendary
ancestors who are mentioned in the Na-khi pictographic manuscripts used in
their various ceremonies. Those in which the names of the ancestors occur
belong to the Muan_-bpo(Worshipping Heaven) and to the Ssu dsu (Marriage)
ceremonies. One ancestor, Tsu-dgyu Dgyu-dze by name, who appears in the
genealogy, is, however, always missing in these manuscripts which jump immediately from Tsu-yu Tsu-dgyu to Dgyu-dze Dzi-dze.
I t was the custom to place the father's name in front of the son's, hence the
apparent double name.
The names of the wives of these legendary ancestors are not always the same
-with the exception of one or two, as in the case of the important, what
might be called post-flood ancestor, Tso-dze Llu-ghiigh, about whom there
exist a number of stories.
The title of the chronicle reads: Yii-lung shun ling-chio Yang Po-na ~ B U U J
EMP%{$$flB (The residence of Yang a t the divine foot of the Jade dragon
Mountain).
The sub-title reads: Mu-shih hsien tzu-sun ta-tsu huan-p'u 7f-c
jc
E s g (Official Chronicle of the great clan, worthy sons and grandsons of
the Mu family).
Now follow I I sentences of five characters each, which if translated literally
would make no sense. As already remarked, these are Na-khi sentences partly
translated into Chinese, while some of the characters must be read as phonetic
transcriptions of Na-khi words.
These sentences, although not in the same sequence, appear in the pictographic manuscript, Ts'o-mbei. ssaw, which literally means "To invite the
Ancestors." Ts'o stands for Ts'o-dze Llii-ghugh, but ts'o also means man,
mbei. the descent, and ssaw to invite, so the title can be translated as "Inviting the descendants or generations of Ts'o-dze Llu-ghugh." The book really
gives the descent of man. It is chanted when the Na-khi propitiate Heaven
in the first moon.
I t would appear that the Descent of man (Ts'o-mbei. ssaw), or the Creation
of man as it might also be called, was in ancient time recited by men in the
form of question and answer, during the propitiation of Heaven ceremony.
There are many such songs and some or them are impromptu. For example,
it is the custom on the eve of the funeral of an old man, for his relatives to
gather in the village square around a huge log fire, and there recite the deeds
of the deceased. The men form a circle holding hands much like children do
when a t play. The leader a t the beginning of the recitation takes a step for-

The inscription commemorates the nationalization in 1723 of the land of the Na-khi
hereditary prefect into a Chinese prefecture. The large characters were written by
Yang Pi, the first magistrate appointed. The limestone cliff is back of the village of
khiieh-am%-h'unat Glrwua-gyi-gkv-lu 'a-gko,at the foot of the Yii-lung Sban (Jade
dag~arrM~untah,ar Lkdhizglap maw rang@).

Mu Tseng was a devout Buddhist who welcomed the Karma-pa sect of Lamaism to
the Li-chiang district. The scroll illustrated here is beautifully painted in sombre
tones; it shows Mu Tseng with a rosary in his hands and above his head the image
of Amitabha. This large scroll is in the possession of the Mu family of Li-chiang.
Mu Tseng was an excellent calligraphist, besides being a poet and author.

B%S$fl?i*A When the guests are delighted at my discussions
of all unreality, the blossoms seem to smile;

EL I#! RIWlW While the monks are listening to any preaching
of the doot&eI the birds warble mntusiDg1y
outdde. The small l d mtp ~
bf#~
ki Tmw
~ 4-

fB#E WE++#

R The priest meditates in his bamboo hut whose
screen is half bathed in the moonlight;
& ~ & @ i # B i SWhen the cranes have gone to roost the various
lofts and towers alone relieve the somberness
of the pine tree glade.
The four characters to the left are Sheng-psi Tao-jen ((Buddhist).

Adjoining the Temple of P'u-Men, overlooking the Lake of K'un-ming, from the

wmt.

In the Shrine of Mao Yii and Yang Shen adjoining P'u-hsien Ssu, across the lake,
west af K'un-mjag,
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ward and then one backward, while all the rest in the ring will follow suit.
The leader then would chant a question which would be answered by someone in the ring blessed with a good voice. The song is apt to begin ~ & :
"Where did the wealthy Tibetan die?" The answer would be: "He died within
the earth house!" "What clothes will he be dressed in?" "In a p'u-lu [awllen]
garment he will be dressed !" - etc.
The sentences which here follow are undoubtedly those of a song once sung
in the Muag-bpi5 dLa,or place especially set aside for the propitiation of
Heaven, and during its performance. The actual word "Who" initiating the
question is omitted in these sentences. But we can readily see that each
sentence is divided into question and answer. The first sentence should therefore be translated thus: " Who laid man's egg?" " Heaven laid it!" Second
sentence : "Who hatched man's egg? " "Earth hatched it ! " Third sentence:
"What was the egg of Ts'o-za like? " " I t was like the conch-shell ! " - and so
forth.
First sentence. - The sentence in Chinese is as follows: $AXE& Ts'wku-t'ien-neng-ku. This translated literally would be: "Grass old heaven able
old," which, of course, would have no meaning. I t must be read in Na-khi:
Ts'o-gzl-muan nnu-gkv. It can readily be seen that the Chinese characters
Ts'ao-ku stand for Ts'o-gv, the third character t'ien (heaven) is a translation
of the Na-khi muan, which means heaven, there being no such sound as msM5
in Chinese. The character neng is the nearest approach to the Na-khi nnii,
and the last character ku is here read in Na-khi gkv. The literal translation
of the sentence is: "Man egg heaven it laid." This same sentence written in
pictographs appears in the book called Ts'o-mbk ssaw (Plate 10) thus:
The uppermost symbol represents the vault of
heaven (read muan), below it is the head of an
elephant (read ts'o), below the trunk of the
elephant the symbol gor for egg, and the last
conventional sign for head is read gkv. Abstract ideas cannot be written with pictographs,
therefore symbols representing concrete ideas are employed or borrowed,
which have the same tone value and sound complex as the abstract word
which is to be conveyed. The word nnii is not written. In Na-khi an elephant is called ts'o, and when the name of Ts'o-dze Llii-ghiigh is written,
either an elephant's head is used, or the figure of a man with an elephant's
head. On the top of the elephant head is however the Na-khi no-bu = pearl,
(Tibetan nor-bu), which would actually indicate that Ts'o-dze Llu-ghiigh is
meant as the father of the Na-khi race was also the father of the NBga or Serpent spirits who stole the pearl from the Lake Muag-llii-ndaw-gyi (Chu). See:
Note I, of p. 82. By stating that the egg whence man originated was laid by
Heaven, the Na-khi mean to indicate that man's fate was decreed by Heaven
and that he is thus identified with Heaven.
@ Ts'ao-jeng-ti-neng-fmg ; in Na-khi : Ts'oSecond sentence. - @i&
bbu-du-nnu-bbu. The second character feng is ill-selected. It should be #! fu,
which would be nearest to the Na-khi bbu and would also express the Na-khi
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meaning, which is "to hatch, to transform." Ts'o = man (egg is here omitted,
but man's egg is meant) [who] hatched man's [egg] - the earth hatched it.
The Chinese character ti = earth is the Na-khi du = earth; nnii is expressed again in Chinese by neng. In the manuscripts this sentence is written thus:
We have again the elephant for ts'o = man, below it an egg wrapped or covered and below it
again the land (du = the earth); the symbol to
the right is read bbu and represents a pot (borrowed for its phonetic value to express bbu = to
hatch, to incubate). I t is interesting to note the
selection of the character @
feng,
i a much more
common one than fu #, for the Na-khi bbu. Feng is read fung by the Yiin-nan
Chinese, but as the Na-khi are unable to pronounce a final consonant such as
n or ng, their rendering of feng would be fu.

#5 j!i Ts'ao-hsien-ku-fu-ku ; in Na-khi : Ts'o-zdThird sentence. - 8 $%&
gu-fu-gv. Literally translated it says: Ts'o-za, "egg conch-shell become," or
the egg of Ts'o-za was like the conch-shell (white).
The meaning of ts'o-za is somewhat obscure. Za is a spirit which controls all
births, of both man and animals. If people are desirous of children, the granting of long life, or increase in flocks, they have the ceremony called Za-ma
performed; ma, meaning to wish, to want, to be desirous of. Giv stands
again for egg, and fu in Na-khi is a conch-shell; the last gv means to become, to succeed, to be like. The phrase appears in the books very much
abbreviated thus:
Ts'o is written but not za, which nevertheless
is read, gv is the egg, and the last pictograph
is a conch-shell. Some books use more abbreviations than others. Na-khi priests memorize
these books, the symbols or pictures acting as
prompters only.
Fourth sentence. f;- Ku-fu-ku-lii-ku; in Na-khi: Gv-fu-gv-lv-gv.
The meaning is: "The conch-shell-like egg hot became," or, the egg which
was like the conch-shell became hot. The character lu 8 represents the
Na-khi word lv, hot; the last character fT is the Na-khi gv = to become, to
change into, to succeed, etc. It is represented thus (Plate I I) :
The first pictograph is read fu, the conch-shell; the
second upper is gv, the egg, which is read three
times, the last lv represent rocks. As hot is an abstract idea it cannot be written, therefore the symbol for rock, of the same phonetic value, is borrowed.
Fifth sentence. - &-85% 8 8 Ku-lu-ch'i-lu-ku; in Na-khi : Gv-lv-ssaw-lv-gv.
The literal translation is: "Egg hot breath hot succeeded," or from the hot
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egg came forth hot breath (vapor). The first two characters serve as phonetics
and so do the two last; the third character ch'i, meaning "vapor, breath,
steam," represents the Na-khi word ssaw. In the pictographic books it is
written thus:
The first upper symbol is read ssaw and represents breath, vapor; the symbol lv (rocks) is borrowed for lv = hot, and gu stands for egg, this last
character being read twice - once as gv = egg
and the second time as gu = to succeed, to become, to come forth.
Sixth sentence. - 53 E % -k Ch'i-lil-lu-lii-ku; in Na-khi : Ssaw-lv-ndsurlv-gv. The literal meaning is: "Vapor hot dew hot succeed [came forth]." or
from the hot vapor came forth hot dew. The first character is translated as
in the previous sentence, i.e. ssaw = vapor; the second lii for lv = hot; the third
character translates the Na-khi word ndshtr, which means dew; the fourth
stands again for the phonetic lv = hot; and ku for gu = to come forth, etc. In
pictographs it appears thus:
The first upper symbol is ssaw = vapor; the next
below is read ndshb, represented by a dewdrop; the
lowest character lv = rock stands for hot, and the
last gv = egg for "to succeed," the phonetic value
of " egg " being borrowed.
Seventh sentence. - % E
Lu-lii-liu-tien-ku; in Na-khi: Ndshb-lvch'wua-to-gv. Literally it means: "Dew hot six drops came forth," or from
the hot dew came forth six drops. In the Chinese sentence three characters,
the first, third and fourth, are translations of Na-khi words, while the second
and fifth are Chinese phonetic renderings. Lu = ndshei. = dew; lii = lv = hot;
liu = ch'wua = six; tien = t'o = a dot, a drop; and ku = gu = to come forth.
In the pictographic text it appears thus:
The first upper symbol represents a drop, the second, rock, again for hot; the next upper again a
drop represented by the dewdrop sign; below it
six dots for the number six; the last, egg = to come
forth, succeed, etc.
Eighth sentence. - -,?!rfi:& ?&7- I-tien-hai-niang-ling ; in Na-khi : Ddii-tokhu-nyu-ndzr. Literal meaning: "One drop lake inside," or one drop fell into
the sea (or lake). The first three characters represent translations from the
Na-khi, while the two last are Chinese phonetic renderings of Na-khi words.
Here again characters have been selected for Na-khi words simply for the
reason that to the Chinese ear they sound similar to nyu and rider of the Na-khi
who would read the character niang as nya, and the character ting as ti, being
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unable to pronounce final consonants; ling

=

ti coming closest to their word

ndb. I n pictographs it is written:
The meaning is here indicated by two symbols
only, the upper ndsht~,dewdrop, the lower bhil,
lake, sea.

fi Hai-shih-hai-hsien-ku ; in Na-khi : Khd-shiNinth sentence. &ii-za-gv. Literally: "Lake golden Khu-zii came forth," or from the golden
lake was born shu-za. Apparently the first human being was called shii-za.
I t is intimated that when one of the dewdrops fell into the lake it changed to
a golden color, and from that golden lake Khii-za, the first being was born.
The second, fourth and fifth characters, were selected for their phonetic value,
while the first and third were selected for their ideographic meaning. The
Na-khi word for gold, ha-shi (ha = gold, shi = yellow) has been rendered
by the character shih I n the pictographic symbols the sentence
is written :
The first upper symbol is read shi and represents a lump of gold from which bright rays
are emitted, the lower one is Phu = lake, and
the upper winged being is the spirit Za which
here is, however, a phonetic only, &hii = lake
being read twice, the second time as a phonetic. I t is part of the name of the first being Khii-za. Gv = egg stands here
for gv = to come forth, to succeed.
$IJ $&%
fT Hai-hsien-la-hsien-ku ; in Na-khi : Khii -zaTenth sentence. - $I@
la-za-p, which means literally : "From Khu-za La-za succeeded (was born). )'
The five characters stand for Na-khi phonetics. This is written in pictograpbs:
The first pictograph represents a tiger, read
la, and serves, like the next za, as a phonetic
only; the egg stands for gv, to come forth.
Khu-za is not written, as it appears in the
preceding rubric.
Eleventh sentence. - %lJ S X %& La-hsien-t'ien-hsien-ku ; in Na-khi, La-zamuan-za-p. Literal meaning: "La-za Muan-za came forth," or, La-za was
succeeded by Muan-za. All the characters, with the exception of the third one,
serve as phonetics only. T'ien = heaven is Chinese for the Na-khi muan =
heaven, and is given here although the word muan is part of the name Muan-za.
In the script it appears thus:
The first part of the phrase reads muan-zii,
the upper sign representing the vault of
heaven, muan. Below is the spirit Zd
taken here for the name only. The next,
two demons (ts'u in Na-khi) in a sitting
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position with feet nearly touching, is read ts'u-ts'u and means to kick, being
part of the name of the next generation: Muag-za Ts'u-ts'u. Ts'u-ts'u was
the son of Muan_-za,the father's name always preceding the son's.
From here on commences the genealogy, giving the names of the men. and
of the women they married. There follow now 1 2 families (generations) until
aw
we come to Ch'iu-yang +kIr&$,who became the San-tien Tsung-kuan €,a]
during the reign of Kao Tsung, Shang-yiian &<;; - k Z(674-675)
L a l :

2. THE TWELVE LEGENDARY GENERATIONS

First. - T'ien-hsien Ts'ung-ts'ung X s $ f @ ; Na-khi : Muan-zii Ts'u-ts'u.
The Na-khi word muan = heaven is translated into Chinese, while fs'u-ls'u is
rendered by the Chinese as ts'ung-ts'ung. This generation is included in the
previous, eleventh, rubric.
Muan-za Ts'u-ts'u's wife was the celestial woman, K'uei-tu-mu-shu
*,+$
; Na-khi : K'o-dtu-mug-ssu.

a@

Second. - Ts'ung-ts'ung Ts'ung-yang $i
3i? ; Na-khi : Ts'u-ts'u Ts'u-yii.
The first three characters serve as phonetics only, while the Na-khi yii =
sheep is translated by the fourth character, yang = sheep. It can be seen
that the father's name always precedes that of the son. In the pictographic
books the name is written:
The first two symbols represent demons
and are read ts'u-ts'u, the third is a sheep
and is read yii. One of the ts'u symbols is
read twice.
Ts'u-ts'u Ts'u-yu married the celestial Tang-ch'ing-ch'ing-shu
Nakhi : Dta-ts'a-ts'a-ssu .
Third. - Ts'ung-yang Ts'ung-chiao
written in pictographs thus:

$?i!j$$
;

a+@E ; Na-khi : Ts'u-yii Ts'u-dgyu ;
The first symbol is a demon (read
ts'u), the second a sheep (read yii),
the third again a demon (read ts'u),
and the fourth a donkey (read gkyii,
also pronounced dgyu) .

Ts'u-yu Tsu-dgyu married the celestial woman, Chi-li-chi-shu $ 2 $2:; ;
Na-khi: Ndzi-llii-ndzi ssu.
Fourth. -Ts'ung-chiao Chiao-hsien @ 2 3 7E ; Na-khi : Ts'u-dgyu Dgyudze. He married the celestial woman, A-chiin-ngai-shu C15 jfJ 2:-;1;
; Na-khi :
A-dzi-ssa-ssu.
The introduction of the character ngai (cliff) in the name of this woman is
of interest. The Na-khi ssa, the third syllable of her name, means a goral
(Naemorhedus griseus), called in Chinese ngai-yang -$'+$. (cliff sheep). The
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first character ngai has thus been used to indicate that the word is to be read
ssii. This is, of course, only intelligible to those Na-khi who understand
Chinese. These often write letters in the Na-khi language, but using Chinese
characters to transcribe their sound complexes, the method employed being
similar to that of transcribing these names.
This particular generation, Ts'u-dgyu Dgyu-dze, is strangely missing in
all Na-khi manuscripts dealing with their ancestors, and nowhere does the
name appear except in the genealogy, written in Chinese.

Fqth. - Chiao-hsien Pi-hsien 3 .bt=
manuscripts the name appears thus:

;Na-khi : Dgyu-dze Dzi-dze. In the

Kgyu (dgyu) is a donkey, z a a spirit,
d z i a jackal, the third symbol again
the winged spirit za. In the spoken
language a jackal is called p'a, but
in the literary language it is called
dzi. The symbol also stands for
L 1 man," or better, "people,"
that is, peasants not-of the descent of Ts'o,
which is "man" written with an elephant's head. I n most cases the word d z i
is employed for non-Na-khi people.
Chiao-hsien Pi-hsien married the celestial woman, K'uan-tu-mu-shu RsP
*%; Na-khi: K'wua-dtu-mbEr-ssu. Her name is written in the books thus:
The first symbol k'wua is a hoof; dtu is
the symbol for the numeral 1,000;mbk
is a yak; and the last symbol is read ssu
and represents a die.
Sixth. - Pi-hsien Ts'ao-hsien kI= $ ; Na-khi : Dzi-dze Ts'o-dze. All
these characters serve as phonetics only. Written in Na-khi thus:
The first part of the name is taken from
the previous rubric giving the name of his
father, the second half, his own name, is
represented by ts'o, a conventional elephant's head which when thus written
stands for Ts'o-dze Llii-ghiigh, whom the
Na-khi consider their foremost ancestor. On the top of the head is a no-bu
(pearl), to indicate the ancestry of Ts'o-dze Llii-ghiigh. He had a common
origin with the llii-mug (serpent spirits), which carry a pearl on
their heads - they had the same father, but different m0thers.l
The symbol is that of a llu-mu? (serpent spirit). Note the headdress representing a no-bu (pearl).

El
,,.a
,,a&-d . , , ,,<,

.
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I n a manuscript entitled K'o-ddu-gv-lir-ma belonging to the Ssu-gv
ceremony (propitiation of the serpents), we are told that the Llii-mu!!
(Naga) and the Na-khi had a common father, but that the mother of the Llii-mun was
called K'o-ddu-gv-ssu-ma and the mother of the Na-khi K'o-ddu-gv-lEr ma. The name of
the father is not given.
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The character za is here read dze.
Dzi-dze Ts'o-dze married the celestial woman, Wei-hui-lai-shu fi;+'$ -2; ;
Na-khi: Ghugh-khu-la-ssu. Her name appears in the manuscripts thus:
Ghiigh is an ox in Na-khi, bhii the teeth the symbol represents a mouth showing
the teeth; la is a rabbit, and ssu is a die.
Seventh. - Ts'ao-hsien Li-wei-wei $ 9
; Na-khi : Ts'o-dze L1i.ighiigh. The genealogy adds an additional wei = ghiigh. All characters serve
as phonetics only. The volume entitled Ts'o-mbb t'u (Origin of the Generation of Ts'o) deals entirely with this ancestor, his brothers, and the flood which
destroyed them because they practised incest; Ts'o-dze Llii-ghiigh, who abstained, alone surviving; then with his marriage to a celestial woman, and
finally with the story of his offspring, who became ill and could not be cured
until certain Na-khi books were secured from the goddess P'Er-ndzi-saw-ma.
This story is related in a book called Bpo-p'a gko-shu and is chanted a t many
ceremonies performed by the priests.*
Ts'o-dze Llu-ghugh's name is written thus:
The ring in front of the mouth represents the trunk of the elephant, the two lines near the eye the tusks, the hood on top of
the head the no-bu (pearl), to show, as already remarked, that
he and the serpent spirits, who always appear crowned by
pearls, had a common father.
Ts'o-dze Llu-ghiigh was married to the celestial woman,
Ch'ing-hui-p'u-p'u g@ f#j ; Na-khi : Ts'a-khii-bu-bu (mi). The characters
serve as phonetics only. I n manuscripts her name is not written out, but the
figure of a woman is sketched with the outlines of a leaf (read ts'a), and the
symbol for fire, representing three flames. The symbol for fire is read mi, but
in the third tone, mi = woman. The word mi is usually added
to names of females. In the genealogy it is omitted.
T o them were born three sons, who divided (later) into three
clans, and lived 1,700years.
Eighth. - Li-wei No-yii 5 fi#zT; Na-khi : Llii-ghiigh
Nog-6. The characters serve as phonetics only. This ancestor
is commonly referred to in the manuscripts as Ghiigh-hi5-nag. It is strange
that in spite of the Na-khi being unable to pronounce a definite final consonant, they will in certain cases add a final nasal, n, which I transcribe as an
underlined g according to usage. They will say for no $2,as in this instance,
nog instead of a clear no. Llii-ghiigh Non-6 married the woman (the word
$$&$
$&
i&
; Na-khi : Wu-mi-wu-dsu.
celestial is now omitted) W~-nii-~u-chung
The first and two last characters serve as phonetics, the second character nu =
(See "The Origin of the Tso-la boolts, or books of divination of the Na-khi or Mo-so tribe,"

J. F. ROCK,in Journ. West China Board. Res. Soc., Vol. VIII, 39-52 [1936].)
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woman is translated into Na-khi and reads mi = woman. They lived 1,500
years.
The wife's name is written thus in Na-khi: The
first upper symbol is read wzc = a slave, the second mi = fire, but read in the third tone = woman. The third is read dsu and represents a
bell, the fourth is a figure of a woman, to indicate that it represents a female name.
Ninth. - No-yii Nan-pan-p'u d;%i=ffijP1: ; Na-khi : Nog-6 Na-ba-p'o. All
five characters serve as phonetics.
In the books he is called Zo-ts'ii 0 and his wife is called T'o-k'8-ssa-lv. According to the genealogy he married the woman, Chi-nii-chi-t'a-la-lu &&$&
#$lJ&; Na-khi: Gyi-mi-gyi-t'a-la-lv. Her name appears thus in the books:
The first upper symbol is read gyi = water;
the lower t'a, representing a pagoda or
chhorten (mchhod-rten) ; the next is a tiger
and is read la; the last symbol lv represents
rocks. In the books this woman appears as
the wife of Ghiigh-ho Non (Llii-ghiigh
Nog-6 of the genealogy).
Tenth. - Pan-p'u Yii <# 93; Na-khi : BI-p'o 0. The characters serve as
phonetics only. The name appears in the manuscripts thus:
The first symbol is read Ba-p'o and represents a
bottle gourd, the second is read 6. It represents a
turquoise and stands also for the adjectives green
and blue.
Ba-p'6 0 married the woman, K'uan-tu-mu-lu
R #P* & ; Na-khi : K'wua-dtu-mbEr-lv. They lived
1,060 years. Her name appears in the books thus:
The first symbol is read k'wua and represents a
hoof; the second dtu represents the numeral I ,000.
The third is a yak, read mbei.; and the fourth is
read lv = rocks.
Eleventh. - Then follows Yii KO lai =fs@;
Na-khi: 0 Gkaw-la. His name
is written in Na-khi thus:
The first symbol is read 0 and represents a turquoise, hence also blue and green; the second
represents a man with his arms stretched upwards (read Gkaw-la). The origin of the meaning has been lost.
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He married the woman, Chi-nu-chi-ssu-mu-lu
Gyi-mi-gyi-ssu-mun-lv. Her name is written:
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a&$&,@,
a$!#.
; Na-khi :

The first symbol is read gyi and represents
water; the second ssu, the numeral three; the
third is read mu3 and represents the water
demon; the fourth, rocks (read lv).
0 Gkaw-la figures in many of the Na-khi
books, and the great funeral ceremony called
Khi-nu is based on him. One of his sons, Gkaw-la Ts'ii, the next generation,
figures in the book called Gkaw-la Ts'ii 6-sher, in which the story of his father
is related. The meaning of the title of the book is: "Gkaw-la Ts'ii soul calls,"
or, he calls the soul of his father, i.e., redeems it. PLATES
I and I1 accompanying the book Beginnings of Writing in Central and Eastern Asia, by T. de
Lacouperie (1894), represent the book Gkaw-la TS'U6-shZr. I t is the key-book
to the Khi nv funeral ceremony.
In several other Na-khi manuscipts 0 Gkaw-12 is recorded as married to
women bearing other names, as 0-yu-dtu-nun-mi and K'wua-dtu-mber-lv.
The latter is the wife of his father in the genealogy. He and his wife lived
I ,700 years.
Twevlh. - KO-lai Ch'iu 5;Ft ; Na-khi: Gkaw-li! Ts'ii. The characters
serve as phonetics only.
His name is never written, but represented by the symbol to the
left which always stands for Gkaw-la Ts'ii. The plume on the
top of the head is the symbol for ts'u or millet (Panicurn miliaceum) and is here used phonetically, indicating the name of
Gkaw-la Ts'u. He was married to Chi-nii-chi-chung +k-& &&;
Na-khi: Gyi-mi-gyi-dsu. To them were born four sons who
separated into four clans, the Ssu ( & Shu), Yu (2Yeh), Ma ( g Mai) and
Ho
Ho). They lived 1,090 years.
The Na-khi clan names just mentioned are written thus:
The first symbol is ssu and represents
a species of grass, the basic symbol is
ssu = a die, with the grass-like lines on
top it indicates that the grass ssu is
meant; the second is yu and represents wilted leaves; the third ho, ribs;
the fourth, ma, is the name of an unknown tree.
The name of Gkaw-la Ts'ii's wife is written:
The first symbol is read gyi = water; the
second mi = woman, again indicated by the
third symbol for fire, mi or three flames at
the foot of the figure; and the fourth, dsu =
a bell.
The Li-chiang fu chill liieh, Vol. I_, ch. 6 ,
fol. 60b, states that: "The clans Shu and Yeh %+ dwelled in the city. The
T'u-ssu f E] (native chief) Yeh-ku-nien t&$,ancestor of the Mu family
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*E,originated from the Yeh clan. The two other clans, Ma and Ho (Mai
E,Ho z),
dwelled outside on the mountains and in the Yangtze valley."
In a book belonging to the Nag-bbu, or No-bbu ceremony, thc four clans are
mentioned: "The Ma clan lived at Ma-ssa-t'a-wua-p'Er, the Ho at Ho-dsu-lvna-wha, the Ssu a t Ssu-bbue-lv-la-wha and the Yu at Llii-shwua-yu-gkaw-la."
The family name for the common people was Ho, then and now written $0.
This Chinese character was selected for the following rcasons: I t can be analysed into 7 R
When the radical p'ieh is placed on top of the character
mu 71r; representing the family name of the chiefs, it becomes ho X (grain);
and by adding k'ou Ll (mouth) it becomes ho $0, which the peasants explain
as feeding the mouths of the Mu family, hence the peasants of the Mu chiefs.
Many of the people now calling themselves Ho were originally outsiders who,
out of fear of the Na-khi chiefs, called themselves by this name to make believe that they were natives of Li-chiang, as they would otherwise have been
driven out or suppressed.
I t was during the Ming dynasty, in the 15th year of Hung-wu (1382), that
according to the Lithe Na-khi chiefs were given the family name Mu
chiang fu chih liieh, Vol. F, ch. 2, fol. 18b. The Mu family did not allow the
people who had charge of their affairs, and whose name was Mu by virtue of
belonging to their family, to retain that name. If they represented the third
generation they could use the name A Pll, the old family name of the Na-khi
chiefs. If they represented the fifth generation they were given the name Ho N .
Outsiders coming to Li-chiang to settle had to call themselves Ho $a, therefore
all the peasants were so named. After the country came under direct Chinese
rule and the native magistrates ceased to exist in 1723, the peasants could
readopt their old family names, and new settlers could keep their own names.
Ts'o-dze Llii-ghiigh and his wife Ts'a-khii-bu-bu-mi had three sons and,
according to Na-khi manuscripts, they weri collectively called Ghiigh-khii ssuzo-yi; the first-born became the ancestor of the Tibetans and lived a t La-sat'o-k'o-p'Er, his wife's name being P'Er-mi; the second was the Na-khi ancestor,
his wife's name being Wu-mi-wu-dsu. According to the genealogy he was called
Llu-ghiigh Nog-6 and figures as the Na-khi descendant of Ts'o-dze Lliighiigh. He dwelled a t Dzi-yu-lii-gv-6, that is, the "man born who dwelled in
the center." The third son was the ancestor of the La-bbu (the Chinese Minchia R%). His wife's name was Ssa-mi, and he dwelled a t Zhi-zaw-mag.
I n one of the Na-khi funeral songs, called Mug-ndz(&)-a-la-dzhu, occurs
the passage: "Bu-lv zhi-zaw-mag, La-bbu a-ssi mug," meaning, "At the tailend of the shepherd's trail the father of the La-bbu died." Now the La-bbu
are the Min-chia of the Ta-li plain and neighborhood. Zhi-zaw-maz = the
end of the road, that is, where the road from the Na-khi highlands ends and
that of the plain commences.

*.
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CHAPTER V I

After the name of KO-lai Ch'iu (Gkaw-la Ts'u of the Na-khi) there appears
the following statement in the genealogy:
FIRST GENERATION. - The first ancestor was Yeh-ku-nien
q-.He was
a Mo-so I $ I ! ~of the T'ang dynasty. Eleven generations previous to Yeh-kunien, during the Eastern Han (the land) was made the Yueh-sui chao jbl $a,
Yiieh-sui Kingdom - chao meaning king. Six generations after Yeh-ku-nien
it was changed to Tso-kuo chao EMSj and Ting-tso-hsien QnM (district
of Ting-tso; this included the land of the present-day Yen-yuan hsien
in Ssu-ch'uan). It was changed to K'un-ming BE!!and (the ruler) promoted
$+,'$_'& (Commander-in-Chief of K'unto K'un-ming Tsung-chun-kuan
ming). T o the ancestor Yeh-ku-nien in the time of T'ang Wu-te ( 6 1 8 6 2 6 ) and
to the descendant Ch'iu-yang %FJ$,l there were in all 17 generations.

ai&(%

2. TSO-KUO CHAO

Ch'iu-yang $klrj?i: I n the beginning of the T'ang dynasty K'un-ming was
merged with Sui chou # 4IJ. During the reign of Kao Tsung 8 $i, in the
period of Shang-yuan kZ (674-675)' he became the San-tien Tsung-kuan
Z@$6E(Governor of San-tien).* His wife's name was Mi-chun-hsi-shu

MBBH*

According to the introduction written by Yang Shen to the Second Chronicle, Yeh-ku-nien
was a military official during the reign of T'ang Wu-te, and Ch'iu-yang took office in the
period of Shang-yiian of T'ang Kao Tsung (674-675). His successor Yang-ku took ofice in
the period of T'ien-pao of T'ang Hsiian Tsung XR Z 53 (742-755).
I t is however stated in the Chronicle, more correctly in the introduction of Chang Chihshun, that counting from Yeh-ku-nien to Ch'iu-yang, there were six hereditary rulers. The
time which elapsed during these six rulers is only about 56 years. If the rulers represented
six generations then the time is certainly insufficient. The records do not appear to be
authentic; this seems to be confirmed by the statement on the memorial stone in the hlu
burial ground that nothing is known about Yeh-ku-nien.
I n the Yiian Shih X & (Mongol History), Yeh-ku-nien is mentioned as Yeh-kucha S Sf'+.
I t states that he conquered the territory east of Li-chiang at the foot of the snow range,
anciently called San-t'an I&and which was inhabited by the savages called P'u-hsieh Qf
The same statement occurs in the Li-chiang ju chih ldeh under the now obsolete name of
T'ung-an chou 3 P;N (which see), situated three li east of the present city of Li-chiang. Its
former name was San-t'an, the P'u-hsieh-man (here written if% dwelled there, and Yehku-nien of the Mo-so-man (Na-khi) conquered the territory. See: Addendum page 471.
The name San-t'an is apparently identical with the Tibetan name of Li-chiang, which is
Sa-tham (Na-khi, Sa-ddo). The latter is the name of the mountain god of the Yu-lung Shan
3 8Btl.1 (Li-chiang snow range), who is also the patron spirit of the Na-khi. San-tien was
east of T'ung-an chou. San-tien and San-t'an could not have been far apart and probably
the two places are identical.
As to the P'u-hsieh savages mentioned a t the beginning of the note the Yiln-nun T'mg-
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: a During the reign of Hsiian Tsung 2 :;-:
in the
Yang-yin Tu-ku
period of K'ai-yiian M Z (713-741, actually 730) the Liu chao ?;${ (Six
Kingdoms) were united into one which was called the Nan-chao Kingdom i+j${,
Yang-yin Tu-ku became the San-tien Tsung-kuan, and hence turned his
allegiance to the Nan-chao Kingdom.
I n the period of T'ien-pao RFf (742-755), Ko-lo-fcng M@N, King of
Nan-chao, rebelled against the Imperial rule of T'ang and invaded Sui thou
#+bl. Ku commanded the vanguard of the Nan-chao troops. On account of
district magistrate of Hsi-lu pLj$J of
his merit in capturing Cheng Hui
chih, ch. 199, fol. Ia, states that " Wu Wang S X [of the Chou MJ dynasty, 1122-1 116 E.c.]
held a great assembly a t Meng-chin Z [in the present-day Huai-ch'ing fu @ $lR fi, Honan], a t which men of Yung R , Shu 1,Ch'iang %, Mou 9,Wci H ,Lu df, P'eng & and PJu
were present Among these tribes were three from Tien iB (Yiin-nan), namely the Mou,
Wei and P'u. The P'u alone flourished." Later they became more and more numerous.
Meng-chin (the ford of Meng) was on the Yellow river in Ho-nan. (See "The Books of
Chou I,"
"The Great Declaration IS";
also "The Speech a t Mu
J. LEGCE,The
Chinese Classics, Vol. 111, Pt. 11, pp. 281, 301 respectively.) The names of the tribes here
enumerated are those of the Hsi-nan-i pa-kuo ming Fgi fk A B % , i.e., those of the eight
kingdoms of the rude tribes on the west and south.
West of the village or market-place of Boa-shi (Pai-sha-kai A J!bf)i of the Chinese), 2 0 li
north of Li-chiang, a t the foot of the southern spur of the snow range, there is a village called
'A-k'o (At the foot of the cliff). I t s Chinese name is Ngai-chio E IW,but it is now more often
spoken of as An-chueh S R. On the cliff behind this village, there is an inscription (approachable only with a ladder) in the shape of a seven-character poem, which states that there a t
the foot of the cliff was the dwelling of the sacred lords (of the Mu family *R) of San-tien.
This was the first settlement of the Na-khi Kings The stone platform where their houses
stood and the old pillars of a temple are still visible.
The place is called 'A-k'o d'a. The Mu family had 12 d'a (places of residence). There is
a song chanted by the old Na-khi peasants which tells of these d'a of their ancient chiefs.
(See: note 155, p. 148.) The Tai words po-na 1138 or pa-na
have apparently the same
meaning as the Na-khi word d'a. The headings to the First Chronicle, as well as to the inscription on the memorial stone in the Mu family burial-ground, where the foot of the divine
(exalted) Yu-lung Shan is mentioned as the po-na (residence) of Yang (Ch'iu-yang - Ch'iu
being his father's name, Yang his own), have apparently reference to this first dwelling of
the Na-khi chiefs a t 'A-k'o dial which is literally a t the foot of the snow range. Ch'iu-yang,
according to the Chronicle was the first ruler of San-tien, and it is very likely that 'A-k'o
d'a was his first place of residence.
There are two Chinese inscriptions and one in Tibetan on the cliff The oldest dates from
the 13th year of Ming Chia-ching: "Written by Mu Kao *%, after carefully bathing and
qualified to become hereditary chief of the 38th generation [he was on that date 19 years old],
in the Spring, the third moon and 12th day (April 24th) 1534)."
The first sentence tells of the origin of the Mu family in the following words: M u - J i h
yiian-yzian Yueh Hun lai R$?l @i
"The Mu family's origin is from Yueh [Sui] Han
dynasty." (The western part of Ssu-ch'uan during the Han dynasty comprised two Chiin,
I chou r)H and Yueh-sui S#j. I t was from the latter that the Mu family hailed according
to the inscription above mentioned.)
The second inscription, also in a seven-character poem, was written by the Na-khi chief
Mu Kung *fi of the 37th generation and is dated the 15th day of the first moon of the 15th
year of Chia-ching (February 16th) 1536). I t tells of the extensive forests on all sides, like
evening smoke settling over the landscape. These, alas, have now disappeared.
of the Second Chronicle of Yang ShenJs list.
This is the Yang-ku I&
Cheng Hui was a native of Hsiang chou
in the circuit of Ho-pei mdk, $3 (the presentday Ho-pei Province). He was a scholar, and the magistrate of Hsi-lu in Sui chou $&r)f(,
the present Hsi-ch'ang
fi in Ssu-ch'uan.
After his capture, Ko-lo-feng and his son, Feng-ch'ieh-i Rfln W , and his grandson, I-mouhsiin, treated him like a teacher - According to the Ta-li hsien chih kao, ch. 11, fol. 27b.
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the T'ang dynasty, he was promoted by the Nan-chm Kingdom to the poition of Tsung-tu Yuan-shuai &tf
(Viceroy and Cmeralissimo). His
wife was named A-shih A-hui FnJ nl%PJly[(in Na-khi, A+& A-kh").
Tu-ku La-chit %l~?$$JH:
In the 10th year of the period of T'ien-pao (751)
of T'ang, the Nan-chao Kingdom defeated the Imperial army a t the Hsi-erh
River I J L ~ ~ N Yun-nan,'
CI,
and invaded the office of the G
o
v
~ of ~
Yun-nan province. I t now began to proclaim itself the T a Meng Kuo j i $ ~
(Great Meng Kingdom). As Chu acquired much merit by joining the punitive
expeditions of the Nan-chao, it was approved that he succeed his father as
Viceroy and Generalissimo. His wife was named A-shih A-yao F l J ' + j ~ l h ~k.
]
La-chit P'u-meng @J U %%: In the first year of the period of Cheng-yiian

fi Z of T'ang T e Tsung es;2 (785)) there was newly established the ofice of

Chieh-tu shih E.I&(Imperial Commissioner), to which Meng was appointed
by the Emperor in the district of Li-shui @lk (the present Li-chiang). His
wife was named A-shih T'ieh-nu ISI~J%@&.
P'u-meng P'u-wang
He succeeded his father as Imperial commissioner of Li-shui. In the third year of the period of Cheng-yiian (787)'
I-mou-hsun ST-%-,
King of Nan-chao, submitted to the Imperial court, but
The Imperial court sussecretly still had connections with the T'u-fan
pected this and instructed Wang to put restrictions on them. Meanwhile, a
number of T'u-fan chiefs were enticed to attend a great banquet given by
UI @j
Wang in their honor in the temple called the Tien-ts'ang Shan-miao ?&fi
of Ta-li. When they were drunk, he killed them all.
I n the ninth year of the period Cheng-yuan of T'ang Te Tsung (793), Wang
guided the Imperial general Wei Kao $3 with borrowed Nan-chao troops
against the T'u-fan. The latter were then utterly defeated.
I n the 10th year (794) Wang broke down the iron bridge a t Shih-men Kuan
5 pEJB/iJ (Stone-gate Pass). I n the meantime, he captured 16 cities of the T'ufan Kingdom and made captive its five princes. On account of the military
merit achieved in this expedition, the Emperor conferred on him the honorary
(Duke of military merit). His wife was named
title of Wu-hsun Kung
A-shih Chieh-chieh-yu-lu-lu I5nJ Z @=f %k@jt.
This might be said to have been the most prosperous age of the Mu family.

ea.

'

ti The Hsi-erh Ho is the Ta-li Lake as well as the stream entering the lake in the north, and
so is the exit of the lake a t Hsia-kuan 7; R .
8 This is Tien-tslang Shan-shen Tz'u a f 1.4
(Shrine of the Spirit of the Tien-ts'ang
Range). I t is situated three li west of T'ai-ho hsien in Ta-li district. For a detailed account
of the decapitation of the Tibetan envoys see Nan-chao Yeh-shih %Elgf el Vol. I , ch. 3,
fol. 17b; also SADISON'S
translation, p. 52. I t was in the shrine of the Tien-ts'ang Shanshen (Tz'u) that I-mou-hsun swore allegiance to the T'ang empire.

'

Wei Kao was a general in the T'ang dynasty who lived between 745-805. He ruled SsuchIuan for 2 1 years and was constantly a t war with the Tibetans. He is said to have killed
480,000 of them in battle, also 1,500 generals, and beheaded slOOO prisoners. He was a
native of Ching-chao S % in Shensi: his literary name was Ch'eng-wu M S . The Ch'in-ling
chiu T'ang shu & B B E S , ch. 140' p. 3, states that he sent a judge by name ~ s ' u Tsoi
shih &%% to the Nan-chao Kingdom; he reached the Man Kuo B Y (country of the
savages) and its capital, Yang-chu-mieh ch'eng + n ! W h t I the present Ta-li A w . There
he met its king, I-mou-hsun, who begged him to cut off the T'u-fan.

~
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P'u-wang La-wan BX@J
%: He inherited his father's title of L)uke of
military merit; his wife was named A-shih Wei-yu-yti.lti-neng Ibll%$s
[f,@ (in Na-khi, A-shi Ghtigh-yu-6-lv-nnii).
La-wan Hsi-nei &lJ;'i;'pLj'l5:In the reign of Hsien Tsung SYjg, period
Yiian-ho ?C#a (806-820)~ the name of his kingdom was changed to Ytieh-hsi
@ ~ and
, he was appointed as its Chun-min 'l'sung-kuan 'IflLk&$,~(Military
and Civil governor). He succeeded his father as Duke of military merit. His
wife was named A-shih Han-nu l ~ l l J ' 4 ~ ~ - f X .
3. Y~EH-IISI
CIIAO

Ilsi-nei Hsi-k'o VLj'lhJVLj":
I n the reign of Wen Tsung g<g, period
T'ai-ho
(82 7-83 5 ) , the Nan-chao Kingdom rebelled against the Imperial
Thenceforward it
court, and invaded several districts in the State of Shu
had no more connection with the empire. K'o still maintained his throne as
King of the Yiieh-hsi chao and the title Chtin-min Tsung-kuan. His wife was
named A-shih P'u-mi P l J '4 #jm.
From now on, it became more and more difficult to control Hsi-nei Hsi-k'o
and he was therefore left to himself; the Nan-chao Kingdom merely tried to
keep him in restraint.

a.

Nsi-k'o La-t'u jjLj $11 -k: I n the fourth ycar of I Tsung #g',;<, period
Hsien-t'ung &~ (863)' on account of merit acquired by helping the Nanchao Kingdom to invade Chiao-chih 2 Yk (Tonkin, region of Hanoi), he was
appointed as Wu-hsiin Kung of the Yiieh-hsi Kingdom.
of T'ang Chao l'sung
I n the fourth year of the period Ch'ien-ning r%i'$,
ll{{',;I (897)' owing to the murder of the King of Nanfchao lo by a man named
Yang Tcng Y e , T'u was demoted to be Wu-hsiin Rou
(Marquis of
military mcrit) instead of duke.
I n the first ycar of the period Kuang-hua jtl;!k, of Chao Tsung IM ',;<(898),
when Shun-hua-cheng fi4kjk[, son of Lung-shun 15% @,I1 ascended the throne
of Nan-chao, T'u was again promoted to his original position of Duke of military mcrit. His wife was named A-shih KO-nii IrllJ %%&.
La-t'u 0-chiln Ail] kU ~ K :J I n the second year of the period T'ien fu X
' @,of
Chao Tsung (902), Cheng Mai-ssu f$fEil~'l~i]
l2 usurped the throne of Nan-

IIe is the ninth of Yang Shen's list and is there called Nung-k'o @ 6 s .
IIe is the 10th of Yang Shen's list, where he is called K'o-t'ung 4 M.
His@
I0'l'he King of Nan-chao who was murdered by Yang Teng was Lung-shun I!
usurped posthumous title was Hstian Wu Ti 1'1:R'ifi. I-Ie was the 12th Icing of the T a Meng
Kuo ('l'a Meng dynasty) of the Nan-chao Kingdom. Iie began his rule in 877 when he was
17 years olcl and changed the name of his kingdom to Ta-feng-min Kuo k N E a. IIe was
murdered in Ylin-nan fu alter ruling for 2 0 years.
l1 Shun-hua-cheng eft: 13 of Nan-chao asccnrlcd the thronc in 897 when he was 21 years
old. In the eleventh moon of 899 he killcd Yang 'l'eng, murderer of his father, and all his
family. I-Ic (lied in 902 leaving a little son cight months old. He was the last ruler of the
house of Meng #, there being 13 generations from the founder, Prince Hsi-nu-lo b & W .
l2 Cheng Mai-ssu was a cruel and ambitious man. IIe ltilled Shun-hua-cheng's son and
exterminated the Meng family and all its relatives. IIe was a Chinese, and formerly held
8
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chao, destroyed the Meng royal family and called his kingdom Ta-cblang-b
k+WUbdU (Great Ch'ang-ho Kingdom). Thenceforward Chiin had no
more connection with the Cheng family #R. He succeeded his father as
Duke of military merit. 15s wife was named A-shih Hsien-1u P J s s # and
gave birth to six sons, named Mou-chti $-JI,
Mou-tao 4; 11, Mou-ku $&,
Mou-tai $-q-,
Mou-lai q-4t and Mou-t'ung
Each of them became the
chief of a clan.
KUO

$a.

O-chiln Mou-chil R#jq-&&
: He succeeded his father as Duke of military
J&I 1 I .
merit. His wife was named A-shih Chii-chung IQlJ'$
Mou-cha Mou-hsi 4'4% fi: In the reign of Sung Cheng Tsung fi
998-~022) his oflicial title was changed to that of Wu-ying Hou %*@
Marquis of military heroism). His wife was named A-shih-chiao Pl S2.
4. MO-SO CHAO
Mou-hsi Mou-ts'o $PcjT-@: In the period of Chih-ho ZEm of Sung Jen
Tsung ST,;;' (1054-1055) he was made the supreme chief of the Mo-so chao
#% ${{. At that time, though the Tuan family $2 la was becoming very
powerful (at Ta-li), it was never able to bring Ts'o to submission. His wife
was named A-shih Y ti-li IillJ '3=f !I 1. .
Mou-ts'o Mou-lo $@ 2fi@! ! : In the period of Cheng-ho dk $11 of Sung Hui
Tsung f&% ( I I I 1-1 I 17), he succeeded his father as supreme chief. His wife
was named A-shih La-mu IillJ %#lJ11%.
Mou-lo Mou-pao q-%$-W: Together with Tuan Cheng-ho S Z M he
bore the title of General-in-Chief. His wife's name was A-shih-nil PJ'S*.

5. FROM THE SECOND TO SIXTH GENEBATION
SECOND GENERATION. - Mou-pao A-tsung q - I X PI~G:(PLATE
I 2) : At the
age of seven he could read Chinese characters without having been taught by
a teacher. When hc was full-grown, he understood the languages of the different tribes, and could read the Chinese classics written by the ancient
philosophers. He was therefore regarded by all his people as a man possessing
supernatural powers. I n addition to that, he first invented the characters of
his own tribal language.14

oflice in Ssu-ch'uan. On accouilt of his evil deeds, hc had to flee to Yiin-nan, and there found
employment. He secured much power under Shun-hua-cheng and became First Grand
Secretary. Aiter exterminating the Meng family (800 members), he made himself King
of Nan-chao a t the age of 42, in the second year of T'ien-fu in the twelfth moon (actually
January, 903). He died in September, 910,after having ruled eight years.
la The Tuan family founded the Ta-li Kingdom, which existed from 937 to 1 q 4 under 14
successive rulers.
l4 The Na-khi possess two types of writing, a pictographic and a syllabic (phonetic); the
latter consists of more or less simple characters which the dto-mba (priests) call Ggb-bit.
They resemble simple Chinese and also Lo-lo (No-su) characters, and were supposed to have
been inventcd by the disciples of Dto-rnba Shi-lo, the founder of Na-khi Shamanism (also
the founder of Bon, the ancient pre-Buddhistic religion of Tibet). Dto-mba Shi-lo's disciples were called Di-tz Gg6-ba. The first two syllables are of Chinese origin, viz: li-lsu
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Once he happened to go to the Yii-lung Shan and there saw a large stone
basin full of clear water. He drank of it and heard some birds singing in the
clouds. He thus came to understand the language of birds and beasts. ~ 1 1
his people were greatly surprised a t his wonderful talents, so that his fame
reached the ear of Tuan P!, King of Ta-li. The latter did not believe the
rumours about him, but sent messengers to him and invited him to his palace.
On his arrival, the king requested him earnestly to tell him the meaning of the
noise of some crows which were flying about a t that moment. Tsung said:
"The crows say, 'There is a dead horse lying a t the other side of this mountain. Let us go to eat it.'" In another moment two doves were cooing. The
king asked him to interpret their meaning. He replied: "One of them said,
'There is much ripe barley growing on that hill-side. Would you like to go and
feed on it?' The other replied, 'No, we cannot do so, because there are eagles
nesting on the branches of the cypress trees over there.'" The king actually
sent men to see whether there were really eagles, and they returned and confirmed that what Tsung had said was true. He tested him repeatedly, but he
made not a single mistake, and the king began to respect him and offered him
many gifts.
One day it happened that the king destroyed a swallow's nest under the
eaves of his palace, and taking the young swallows, put them secretly into one
of his sleeves. He pretended to enquire of Tsung why the parent swallows
were making so much noise around the eaves. He answered him saying:
'(The swallows are blaming you, and prophesying that the reign of your royal
house will soon draw to an end, and are inquiring why you do not try to build
up your character, instead of destroying their nest." On hearing this, the king
was displeased. Meanwhile, a certain book dropped from heaven into the sea,
out of which a dragon showed its head, presenting the book hanging from one
of its horns. Some men fetched the book and offered it to the king. Its contents were unintelligible to him. One of his subjects suggested that they should
ask the sage Tsung to explain it. Thus he was again welcomed to the palace,
and reading the book through, interpreted it as saying: "Some ten years later,
Mongol soldiers will come down to Ta-li, etc." After that prophecy, Hu-pi-lieh
(Kublai Khan), of the Yiian dynasty, led his troops in person to conquer
Ta-li, thus fulfilling the prophecy of the heavenly book.
While Tsung was still alive, the different clans of the Mo-so royal family
divided themselves into several small States, and competed with one another
for supreme power. Afterwards, however, they were all overcome by his
sincerity, fame and virtue, so much so that they united and paid homage to
him as their only king. Hence we see Heaven really had a definite purpose in
choosing this particular man to lay this foundation for their royal throne, and
to hand down blessings to the obedient and virtuous descendants of their
families, by first showing them his own faithfulness and benevolence.
(disciple) Q 3,gg6-ba (to rise to the dance). Very few dto-mba are able to read the Ggb-ba
script, while all can read the pictographs. The latter were invented considerably later than
the Ggbba script which, it is my belief, was brought by them from their home in the far
north, the grasslands of Tibet. Thus their written (syllabic) language has degenerated rather
than developed. The pictographic script was developed in their present home, for the symbols used represent birds, insects, wild animals and plants, indigenous to Li-chiang or northwest Yiin-nan in general.
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Later two more States, the Shan-shan Kingdom SlMbliJ and Wu-ssu-tsang
6; f!ly%:16 also acknowledged Tsung as their prophet and sage. Oh! this proves
why the lineage of the Mu family is enabled to maintain its everlasting existence, and again explains to us the old saying: "The princely man can found
and hand down an inheritance for hundreds and thousands of generations."
Tsung's wife was named A-shih-ch'iu FJS$k, and was the noble daughter
of the Hsien-t'ao family
F%&.I6 She gave birth to one son named Liang fi,
who succeeded to his father's throne.
THIRD GENERATION. - A-tsufZg A-Ziang prqgmfb (PLATE 13): AS the only
son of Tsung, he succeeded to his father's throne. In the first year of the reign
of Li Tsung fq! 52, period Pao-yu R jdi ( I 2s3), of the Southern Sung dynasty,
Emperor Hsien Tsung % % (1251-1259), of the Mongols, ordered his royal
brother named Hu-pi-lieh (Kublai), later Emperor Shih Tsu efliof China
(I 260-1 2jrg), to conquer Ta-li in person. Liang went to welcome the soldiers
On account of his kind hospitality
a t the mouth of the La-pa River 811 C 7T.17
and proper courtesy to them, Kublai conferred on Liang the honoranr title of
Ch'a-han-chang Kuan-min-kuan ?&Wg/;PJ$'$ (Civil Governor of ;he Ch'ahan-chang [White Jang]), gave him two suits of official uniforms, one oficial
hat made of yellow wool with a jade button embedded in gold plate on the top,
and two assistants, one to precede and one to follow him. He also received an
official girdle and pair of top-boots. These presents were sent to him by two
oflicial secretaries who walked in procession along the street in his honor.
16 Under Shan-shan Kuo, Yiin-nan must be understood, for Shan-shan fu was the name of
the capital (the present K'un-ming) during the rule of the Nan-chao King Ch'uan-feng-yu
Sb*lLi (824-859).
Wu-ssu-tsang was the Ming dynasty designation for the present Hsi-tsang E (Tibet),
whose capital i s Lha-sa.

Hsien-t'ao was the family name of a Mo-so chief of Pai-sha f3 t!b (the Na-Lhi Boa-hi),
who gave his daughter in marriage to Yeh-yeh (which see).

16

There are two La-pa Chiang k'ou (Mouth of the La-pa River), one only 80 li distant from
Li-chiang, and the other 7 stages from that city, a t Yung-ning. The one mentioned in the
Chronicle is at the foot of the spur on which Shih-ku FJBis situated and where the La-pa
Chiang debouches into the Yangtze, west of Li-chiang This river is called La-ba gyi in
Na-khi (Waters of La-ba) because the river has its source in La-ba Ngyu (Mt. La-ba), and
also because La-ba is the Na-khi name of Shih-ku. Besides being known as La-pa Chiang
$1 @ f1, the stream is also called Ch'ung-chiang Ho N t t Jsf (The river which rushes into the
Yangtze) by the Chinese. As the Chronicle states that Liang met the hlongol soldiers at
the mouth of the La-ba River, and not Kublai Khan himself, it must be taken for granted
that he went to the La-ba Stream which enters the Yangtze at Shih-ku, only one day's
journey from Li-chiang. To enter Li-chiang territory proper coming irom the Yen-tang
region, one must cross the La-ba Stream where it debouches into the Yangtze at Shih-ku,
and where an iron chain-bridge spans it. I t is by this route that Wu-lan-ha-ta led his army
corps. Thus it becomes fairly certain that Liang met Wu-lan-ha-ta and his soldiers a t
Shih-ku, and not Kublai Khan with his cavalry at Yung-ning, where is situated the other
La-ba Chiang k'ou. I t is not likely that Liang would go seven days from his own district to
meet a doubtful foe.
The other La-pa Chiang-k'ou (mouth of the river La-pa) passes at Yung-ning through
the meadow La-pa-ddii (Chinese, Jih-yueh ho fl $1 or Union of the Sun and hzloon) where
Kublai camped with his army (PLATE 212). I t has its source in a grassy, swampy plateau,
elevation 11,600 feet, to the south of Yung-ning k$. The stream, as with most waterl7
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Meanwhile, they took the city of Chii-chin chou F @$1~1 by s t o r m , a n d at
the walled village of Pan-kung-ho tfz%%jFflhe made prisoner t h e brigand
leader A-t'a-la mf;5f:#J. On a c c o u n t of this achievement, he w a s p r o m o t e d to
the position of Ch'a-han-chang Hsiian-wei-ssu
"!?Xa;:1:-"l'i iiJ (Pacification
Commissioner of the Ch'a-han-chang). He t h e n c a p t u r e d the village of Ta-ko
9 ~ a n6d also participated i n conquering Ta-li, where t h e y made the powerful
chief T u a n Hsing-chih Pr"@&%'
prisoner. I n r e w a r d for his splendid military
service, h e was again promoted by the Mongols to be Vice-Commander-inChief of the right w i n g of the a r m y of Wu-liang-ho-t'ai 7L 6thf;,the famous
M o n g o l Commander-in-Chief, and was given a battle-axe and a golden tigerhead shield. Later, Wu-liang-ho-t'ai r e t u r n e d to Ta-li to g u a r d that station,
courses in China, has several names. Its source is called A-ngu; where it enters the forested
valley it becomes the Bo-wu-tsu; still further north near the village of Mu-dri it becomes the
Bu-llu dji and as such passes through a narrow rocky defle and flows as the La-pa Ho
(La-pa dji) through the meadow where Kublai camped with his army. The exit of a stream
(mouth). The stream beyond the meadow is called
through a defile is spoken of as a k'ou
the Hli dji (Waters of Hli, the native name of Yung-ning), Hli du (Land of Hli), and (on
Chinese maps) the K'ai-chi Ho, from the village of K'ai-chi gF, past which the river flows
on to the Yung-ning plain. The stream receives many affluents and debouches into the
Wo-lo Ho W @ M (Ta-ch'ung Ho
M), which in turn flows into the Li-t'ang River
g# (see Geographical Part: Yung-ning).
I t is precisely a t the meadow of La-pa-ddii, where Kublai camped with his army, that the
Yung-ning chiefs will escort visitors, and that lamas starting out on a long journey will
camp, although only about two li from the Yung-ning monastery.
As to Kublai Khan's campaign and his march through Mo-so (Na-khi) land, the Yilan
Shih Z.& (Mongol History), printed in Chiang-su EP in the 13th year of T'ung-chih
( 1 8 7 ~ ch.
) ~ 4, p. ~ b states
,
that Hsien Tsung %bordered the attack on Yun-nan. On the
day f i Q of the seventh moon of the second year (August 30, 1252) the expedition went
westwards from Ma-ya RX. I n the eighth moon of the 3rd year (1253) the army was dispatched to camp a t Lin-t'ao &$.Elk (this is the present Ti-tao on the T'ao River gb M in west
Ran-su). The officers I-la-chu @EL% ( x B
Wang Chun-hou E Z IE and Wang
Chien EE were sent in advance to Ta-li (to make known the Imperial command), but they
were not successful. On the day Z W of the ninth moon (October 20th) 1253)) the army
camped a t T'a-la
(the Nan-chao Yeh-shih 1,fol. 44a, calls it T'e-la Z$!J),and thence
they separated, going by three different routes. Wu-lan-ha-ta l3
$33 ( XRe B ) , led
the army corps of the west, following the Yen-tang
road; Prince Ch'a-han-i-chao-erh
R
% f@ (+J Btk R $2) conducted the army of the east by way of the land of the Paiman B @ ; the Imperial brother led by the middle route. The Li-chiang Records state, Vol.
1,ch. 4, fol. 35b, that the ancient Yen-tang was outside the western border of Li-chiang
in uncontrolled territory. T'e-lieh & JO was within the land of the T'u-fan. The land of the
Pai-man is the present-day Yao-an fu $Ik f f $ f , which is north of Chen-nan
and seven
and a half stages west of K'un-ming on the Ta-li road.
Hu-pi-lieh's cavalry came by Yiieh-sui and crossed the Chin-sha Chiang (Yangtze) in the
Pei-sheng 4 k 1 district (to which Yung-ning belongs).
On the day Z E of the ninth moon (October 23rd) the Mongols arrived a t Man-t'o
ch'eng
W?&,where they left their baggage and chariots. On the day W 4. of the tenth
moon (October 24th)) they crossed the Ta-tu Ho A$&PI and marched over mountains and
through valleys for over 2,000 li, until they arrived on the Chin-sha Chiang. On inflated
skins and rafts they crossed to Mo-so (territory). The chief of the Man came to welcome
them and made his submission (their land was north of Ta-li, over 400 li distant). On the
and
day q 4 P of the eleventh moon (December 8th) 1253) Hu-pi-lieh sent I-la-chu @EE%
two other envoys to Ta-li. They were killed by Tuan Hsing-chih $3%@,the Nan-chao
in the
King. On the day T B (December 14th)) the army arrived a t Ta-kuo-chai a%l%
land of the Pai-man 13@, whose military chief came forth to submit. His nephew resisted,
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while Liang w e n t back to the Mo-so Kingdom to rule as its king. Again,
His Majesty the E m p e r o r presented him w i t h the following words of praise:
T'ien-mu-chg-chi
@fi
k (Increase of peace a n d happiness). After
w a r d s he took by s t o r m the T'ieh ch'iao
(Iron bridge) a n d H u a - m a K u o

IE!!;

In the period C h i h - y u a n J?i? Z of Yun Shih T s u tP ( I 264-1 294), the Emperor gave L i a n g a silver seal weighing 4 8 taels, which authorized his appointment to the office of T'i-t'iao chu-lu T'ung-chun-ssu
SZ'fi](FieldM a r s h a l in command of Armies of all routes). The territories under his con-

=a$&#&

t r o l w e r e n a m e d Yiieh-hsi C h u n @#'irm, Po-hsing f u
$~/.f,
ii Pei-sheng f u ;1k %I/.F, Lang-ch'ii c h o u t&

{Q RTff,Yung-ning f u
Jq, Lo-lo-ssu
&I&,

a

and they captured and killed him, but did not molest the people. On December 17th (1253)
they camped a t San-tien 3 $ (Li-chiang) (see pp. 391-393).
On December 18th the Pai-man brought presents. On the day pj of the twelfth moon
(January ~ n d 1254)
,
the army besieged the city of Ta-li.
The Pai-man mentioned here are in all probability the Mo-so, and Pai-man is a translation of the Mongol Cha-han-chang (White Jang), or, perhaps, the Pai-lan-man (White
Wolf savages), after whom the Li-chiang territory was once called. The Pai-man Ta-kuo
chai IT !N% was in Na-khi territory and is undoubtedly identical with the present-day Ta-ku
Q kt,a group of villages on a small plain on the Yangtze, two days north of Li-chiang. This
would also tally with the time it took the Mongol army to reach San-tien. They arrived at
Ta-kuo-chai on December q t h , and were camping a t San-tien on December 17th, allowing
from the 15th to the 17th to reach there. Certainly the Pai-man of Yao-an are not meant
here.
As to the place where Kublai Khan crossed the Yangtze, the Yiian Shih, ch. 61, fol. 7a,
has the following to say: "Pao-shan (La-pao) is east of the snow range (Yu-lung Shan); the
Li Chiang (Li River = Yangtze) comes from the west and encircles it on three sides (it is
within the Yangtze loop) like a girdle. I n ancient days the Mo-so-man dwelt there; the first
Mo-so came from Lou-t'ou
(Lu du = Yung-ning, which see), they had dwelt a t Paoshan for twenty generations (at the time of the Mongol invasion). When Shih Tsu I!!Rl was
engaged on his expedition against the Ta-li Kingdom, he crossed the Yangtze a t Pien-t'ou
$ a,and passed by Lo-pang @ 8 ; he arrived at the villages of Lo-ssu-wei @ 9 18 and
Ta-kuei k B . AU these places came under the sub-district of Pao-shan 8 14. The headmen of these four places submitted to Kublai Khan, who called their villages Cha-han-hulu-han S ?&, @ 9. I n the 14th year of [the period] Chih-yuan Z51; (I 277) the seven places
of Ta-kuei became the Pao-shan hsien W 1.4l!!%(magistracy of Pao-shan)."
The ancient Pao-shan, according to the Li-chiang Records, was 240 li east of the present
'city of Li-chiang (north-east is correct). I t was in the western part of the Chiin of Yiieh-sui
of the Han dynasty. I n the Latter Han it belonged to Yung-ch'ang ikB and in the T'ang
dynasty it was occupied by the Mo-so-man Be@. According to the map in the second
volume of the Li-chiang Records, ch. 2, fols. ab-sa, Pao-shan is within the Yangtze loop
and comprises the region between the present Feng-k'ou and La-bpu (La-pao I1R), colloquially called La-po in Na-khi. According to this, Kublai Khan crossed the Yangtze coming from Yung-ning a t the place where the Yangtze is still crossed, namely a t what is now
called Feng-k'o .f$4(see Geographical Part, p. 238). The name Lo-pang apparently represents the Na-khi La-bpu or La-po; Lo-ssu-wei is probably Lv-tso-lo; and the Pien-t'ou is
P'u-dyu, where one crosses from Yung-ning to Feng-k'o, another name for P'u-dyu being
Law-k'a-khi-llu. Ta-kuei was a small place where, during the T'ang dynasty, seven brothers
of the Mo-so man had settled.
l 8 According to the Li-chiang Records, Vol. T, ch. 6 , fol. 42b, Hua-ma Kuo, was the district
of Chu-chin chou, and it was there that Emperor Shih Tsu (Kublai) had his outposts.
I n Vol. 1,ch. 4, fol. 24b, the Li-chiang Records speak of a Hua-ma Shan ;tE L6 14. This
mountain is situated 350 li north-west of Li-chiang, on the south-eastern border of the
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Pai-lang B@, P'an-mu %+, I-liao
etc. As to Ho-ch'ing fu $$j@v.f,lo
i t had been brought under the control of his Mo-so Kingdom for many generations beginning with the T'ang dynasty, therefore it is not mentioned here.
Since the 11th year of the Chih-yuan period (1274) Liang had repeatedly
received Imperial mandates conferring on him various degrees of honor alld
the dragon-design medal. His Majesty the Emperor also conferred on him
the honorary title of Chin-tzu-kuang-lu ta-fu &#$%rji:it- k-& (Minister of the
Imperial court in the principal first official rank), and the additional honorary
title of T'ung-chiin-ssu M'$d (Field-Marshal), together with the right to use
the same ceremonies as the three chief commissioners of the whole province.
His wife was named A-shih Yu-hsien phl'$T%,
and was the daughter of
(perhaps a descendant of Kan-lo-mu-tu, see p. 73).
Kan-lo-mu-t'u -I1%
On her was conferred the honorary title of Kuo fu-jen rfl*A (Wife of the
official of the principal first rank). She gave birth to three sons, named Hu
Chieh aj and Nai fij. The eldest son, A-hu, succeeded to his father's throne.

m,

FOURTH GENERATION.
- A-liang A-hu FClRWhJI (PLATE14): AS the eldest
son of Liang, he succeeded his father as Vice-Commander-in-Chief In the
ninth year of Chih-yuan (1272) he was appointed as Ch'a-han-chang Kuanmin-kuan and assumed the hereditary office of Vice-Commander-in-Chief. In
the first year of the period Yiian-cheng Zti, of the reign of Ch'eng Tsung J&
(1295)' the Emperor conferred on him various degrees of honor and the distinguished dragon-design medal, together with the honorary titles of Chengfeng ta-fu Ei@j;;=kand Hu-chiin Hsiian-wei-ssu zg'11T.'$f:!-SJ(Pacification
Commissioner of military affairs). His wife was named A-shih La-mu P'riJg#I]
the daughter of Ho-hui Ho-mi $nf:+n$&
of the Hsien-t'ao family fcl%J

a,

ancient Chu-chin chou. On the cliff there is a rock of variegated co!ors in the shape of a
horse. Anciently the Mo-so Kingdom called itself Hua-ma Kuo from the piebald stone on
the cliff. I n the First Chronicle it is cilled t Hua-ma Kuo. The Nan-chao Yeh-shih, Vol.
k,fol. ~ b column
,
2 relates that Yueh-hsi chao was established by Po-ch'ung $2 k and was
also called Mo-so chao and Hua-ma Kuo. This was during the reign of T'ang Hsiian Tsung
2% (713-755). Po-ch'ung must have been the predecessor of Yang-yin Tu-ku pgPfi+$,
for the latter was the first San-tien Tsung-kuan
in the Six kingdoms (Liu chao
?iZG), and the six chao were only united after the murder of Po-ch'ung by the violent
chieftain Chang Hsun-ch'iu % S f ; this was in 738, the 26th year of T'ang K'ai-yuan M 2 .
There is still in existence a village called T'a-dza in Na-khi and T'a-ch'eng % in Chinese,
both meaning "pagoda city.'' This T'a-dza was the walled city (dza = a wall) of Hua-ma
Kuo.

~

lg Of the above-mentioned places, Yueh-hsi is Li-chiang; a t the end of the period of T'ang
T'ien-pao X B (755) it was captured by the Tibetans. Afterwards it belonged to Nan-chao.
D19ringthe Mongol dynasty (1277) it became Yen-ching % # (Salt-well) of Yen-yiian hsien
SBLm 1% in south-west Ssu-ch'uan. Po-hsing f u , also written #fiSiM and +B %fi,where the
Mo-so once dwelled, was the Ting-tso hsien i2 (+\% of the Han dynasty, governed by
Yueh-sui. Yung-ning is north-east of Li-chiang to the north-east of the Yangtze loop; Peisheng fu is the district and city of Yung-pei iicdk, now called Yung-sheng *BY$; Lang-ch'ii
chou is between Yung-sheng and Yung-ning, a territory still ruled by a Mo-so (Na-khi) chief.
Lo-lo-ssu was ruled by a military commissioner, and was in Chien-ch'ang E!$ B (Hsi-ch'ang)
in Ssu-ch'uan; the Pai-lang and P'an-mu were tribes who were later ruled by the Hsi-ch'iang
E % (Western Ch'iang), the Pai-lang belonging with their land to Li-chiang territory according to the Li-chialzg fzt chih liieh ,Val. T, ch. 5, fol. 69a; while the P'an-mu dwelled west of
Mou chou Z $ti in north-west Ssu-ch'uan. Ho-ch'ing is a commercial town 80 li south of Lichiang.
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(local chiefs of Pai-sha). O n her w a s conferred the honorary title of Chiin fu-jen
A. She gave b i r t h to o n e son, n a m e d A-lieh PJ2!l, who succeeded to his
father's throne. H i s second wife gave b i r t h to o n e son named A-chi fuls-.
FIFTH GENERATION. - A -hu A -2ieh
a] g,'! (PLATE I 5) : AS t h e elder son
of H u , he succeeded to his father's throne. In the 13th year of Y u a n S h u n
Ti b1fidfi7, period Chih-yiian ( 1 3 4 7 ) ~t~h e r e w a s established in his kingdom the
n e w office of Li-chiang L u Chun-min Tsung-kuan f u @~T%'jtL&##,Ert.f.
Under this a u t h o r i t y he controlled o n e fu-city called Pei-sheng ;Ik#; seven
chou cities called T'ung-an &'%,Chu-chin I<@, Pao-shan Xi11,21 L a n chou
1JbIj ,22 Yung-ning ~k'&, Lang-ch'u jiQ: $ a n d S h u n chou HmllJj ;= a n d o n e hsien
c i t y called Lin-hsi ,':#
I n the 15th y e a r of the same emperor (1349) (actually 8th y e a r of t h e period
Chih-cheng ZEE), he appointed his brother A-chi P47i as Chii-tien Chiinm i n k u a n min-kuan E&J'$H.~&&
a n d An-fu-ssu
EJ ((Governor of
military a n d civil affairs, a n d Chieftain of the frontier lands) of the place called

a

zj#

Chii-tien E .
O n Lieh the E m p e r o r conferred various degrees of honor, t h e dragon-design
medal, a n d the honorary titles of T'ai-chung ta-fu d<ll~
kk a n d Ch'ing ch'e
tu-yii Tsung-kuan-fu $!$@-#~&j-&%~~$f
(Governor of the fu-magistracy of the
s i x t h order of nobility). His wife w a s n a m e d A-shih Chang-meng-a-chia
m5$& 2 P ~ ~ J IdIa, u g h t e r of La-pa La-t'u +lJ $11 k. O n h e r w a s conferred the
honorary title of Chiin fu-jen. She gave birth to o n e son n a m e d A-chia
w h o succeeded to his father's throne.

PUTT,

The period Chih-yuan lasted only to 1340, but the succeeding period, Chih-cheng Pz,
of the same Emperor, has been ignored and Chih-yiian continued by the writer of the two
Chronicles.
20

Pao-shan was north-east of Li-chiang and north-east of the present Ming-yin-wu a
(Mba-yi-wiia in Na-khi); it is 240 li from Li-chiang and is the present La-pao. Jt is a district of many villages, among the mountains of the Yangtze loop and on the west bank of
the Yangtze, where a large village is situated called La-bpu 'a-k'o. The village of T'o-k'oshEr (Ch'ang-sung-p'ing i%&W in Chinese) belongs to the La-pao district - the Na-khi
name means "Long foot of the pine," because there is a large pine grove on a high hill; and
the Chinese name means "Long pine h t . " North of La-pao the Yangtze flows through a
terrific gorge, a tremendous rock defile called Gv-ho-gu. I n the rock of the cliff west of
it which forms the T'ai-tzu Kuan (q.v.), the Mu family is said to have carved the following
characters, $1 88 k 3. f @ # X La-pao t'ai-leu kuan shou-shen mo-lc t'ien = [On] the Lapao pass of the heir apparent, the raised hand may feel Heaven.

21

22 Lan chou is the present-day Lan-p'ing MW, west of Chien-ch'uan
of Li-chiang.

BJ111,

360 li south-west

Shun chou is 1 2 0 li west of Yung-sheng ikB and east of Li-chiang. During the Ming
dynasty it was a dependency of Ho-ch'ing. I t was called Niu-t'an I=
fi during the T'ang.
23

The obsolete Lin-hsi was north-west of the secondary prefecture of Chu-chin. The latter
was 300 li north-west of Li-chiang. On a map published during the hling dynasty in 1643
Lin-hsi is placed north of the T'ieh ch'iao (Iron bridge), which itself was 130 li north of
Chu-chin. Lin-hsi was a hsien-city 460 li from Li-chiang and was inhabited entirely by
Na-khi. I n the 15th year of Hung-wu %& (1382) Lin hsi was ruled by Li-chiang, and later
came under Wei-hsi IW Fi.

24
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After careful examination, we learn that when A-tsung A-liang became
Ch'a-han-chang Kuan-rnin-kuan, it was the fourth year of Yuan Hsien Tsung
(1254). I n the fourth year of the period Chung-t'ung I 11 of Emperor
ii$F
Shih Tsu (1263) he became Ch'a-han-chang Hsuan-wei-ssu. In the ninth year,
period Chih-yuan (I 272)' the Emperor conferred on him a silver seal, and apGJ Field Marshal in
pointed him T'i-t'iao chu-lu T'ung-chun-ssu @$kj ,ifiR$j$>F
command of All Routes of the Armies.
A-liang A-hu became Ch'a-han-chang, and succeeded his father as hereditary
Yuan-shuai 7C 61) (Vice-Commander-in-Chief), and in the 25th year of the
same reign ( I 288) he became Ch'a-han-chang Hsuan-fu-ssu E iF. S] (Chieftain
of the Ch'a-han-chang) .
I n the first year of Ch'eng Tsung I&%, period Ta-te ;lit$ (12~7)'the interior of China was in a disturbed condition. At that time Liang Wang @ 3,
a prince of the Yuan dynasty, became ruler of Shan-shan #8g$
l 4425 and divided
his territory with another ruler named Tuan Kuang Ek-%.26Prince Liang also
invaded two other States called Ch'ieh-hsi-t'ai Il_
fi3 and Yao-yiieh-ssu

&@L'.
During the reign of T'ai Ting Ti %;i'$ii;(1324-1328)) on account of bad
communications and natural barriers, we cannot secure much historical information about A-hu A-lieh. However, we know that in the eighth year of
Shun Ti IlMe, period Chih-yiian 3ZZ (1342)' he became Pacification commissioner of the Ch'a-han-chang.
From the ninth year of Shih Tsu %r[iH, period Chih-yuan (1272)' to the
13th year of Shun Ti llR$?, period Chih-yiian (1347)' were only 67 yearsj27
and there had ruled in China ten emperors of the Yiian dynasty, but during
that period the Mu family had only descended three generations.
The eighth year of Shun Ti I I N e , period Chih-yuan (1342)' was the second
year of the period Chih-cheng ZiE (1342). The 13th year of Chih-yuan
(1347) was the seventh year of Chih-cheng (1347) (see note 2 0 on p. 97).
With regard to the official ranks mentioned, according to the system of the
Yiian dynasty, Hsuan-wei-shih-ssu titi2 d (Pacification commissioner) was
equal to the secondary second rank. Hsiian-fu-ssu ZEFl [Chieftain of the
(Yun-nan) frontier tribes] and the Vice-Chieftain were each equal to the
principal third rank. An-fu-ssu % f@ 4 (Chieftain of the [Yun-nan] frontier
tribes - similar to the above-mentioned Hsuan-fu-ssu) was equal to the same
rank. Chu-lu Tsung-kuan-fu :#XB$3,gl{f (fu-governor of the various dis26

Liang Wang was King (Wang) of Yiin-nan; his full name was Pa-tsa-la-wa-erh-mi

E$J

X R B. He was the descendant of the fifth son of Kublai Khan, who was called Hu-koch'ih fi..$$s
and was King of Yiin-nan. Shan-shan 3~ is the present K'un-ming. The
first character for Shan is wrong and so is the one on page 93.
Tuan Kuang was ruler of western Yiin-nan. He was the ninth hereditary governor of
Ta-li fu. He took office in 1333 and divided his territory with Prince Liang in 1334. The
latter attacked him in 1335 a t Ting-hsi ling 2 E%. This is a high mountain pass between
Chao chou B9ti and Hung-ngai $$/I$ on the K'un-ming Ta-li road and was then called
K'un-mi Shan I&,M 1.4. Liang was defeated and afterwards bribed Tuan's cook who poisoned
his master in 1345.
The chronicle says 67 years had elapsed between the ninth year of Shih Tsu and the 13th
year of Shun Ti, but actually 75 years had elapsed between those two dates.
27
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tricts) was equal to the secondary third rank. The offices of Chih-chou
and Shang-chou 1
:444 (Magistrate of a chou-city) were each equal to the secondary fourth rank. The above references are given for clear understanding.
SIXTHGENERATLON. - A -1ieh A -chia I'fIjF$
P ~!!!
(PLATE16) : He was also
named Yuan Te Z$$and, as the eldest son of Lieh, succeeded to his father's
throne. I n the zznd year of Shun Ti (Chih-yuan) (1356) (actually the 16th
year of Chih-cheng), the fu-magistracy was abolished, and the office of Hsiianfu-ssu was established in its stead. I t was later changed into the office of the
magistracy of T'ung-an chou. The Emperor conferred on him various degrees
of honor, the dragon-design medal, the honorary title of Ch'ao-ch'ing ta-fu
(Minister of the Imperial audience, and the
Ch'i-tu-yu $Jj 3 3
seventh order of nobility), and appointed him as Chief magistrate of the choucity, with the addition of the principal third rank. His wife was named A-shihyuan B G Z H (also, Chu-mu &B).She was the daughter of A-tu Pam!,
Yu-ch'eng &% (Junior deputy) of the Mongol family Hu-i-p'u-tu lfflGJ$j#i!
of Chien-ch'uan $11 111.28 On her was conferred the honorary title of Kung-jen
ASA. She gave birth to four sons, named A-te Pq$+,A-chu pa(&,A-ya Pol T
and A-chien WE.His second wife gave birth to three sons, named A-ts'ung
PiiJjz,A-tai F6JT-and A-ch'ang p@Jg. The eldest son, A-te, succeeded to his
father's throne.
[The graves of the different ancestors of the 21 generations mentioned above
are all located on the Yu-lung Shan &sfll(Jade dragon Mountain). Twice
a year, in the winter and summer, the Mu family still offers sacrifices to them,
in accordance with traditional custom. As to the graves of the different ancestors of the following seven generations, it built temples to them, and still
regularly offers sacrifices to them.]

3%$a5E$

pitl&!- (PLATEI 7) : He was the
SEVENTH GENERATION. - A-chia A-te
he was
magistrate of the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu Te +%]-,
also named Tzu-jan B % and Heng-chung #kg,*,. He was the eldest son of
Chia. I n the last reign of the Yuan dynasty, he became Chih-chou
(Magistrate) of the chou-city of T'ung-an and later he was promoted to the
position of Li-chiang Hsiian-fu-ssu fu-shih
71E1%3EIJP (Vice-Chief tain
of the district of Li-chiang).
I n the I 5 th year of Ming Hung-wu (1382) the Celestial army (Chinese army)
came t o the southern part of China, and conquered Ta-li and many other cities.
T e was the first to lead his troops to swear allegiance to Fu Yu-te #!$Et5,
Commander-in-Chief of the Southern expedition, Ying-kuo Kung 5fiN&
!
(Duke of Ying-kuo), and T'ai-tzu T'ai-shih k T - k t @(Grand preceptor to the
Heir Apparent). Fu and other military leaders made a report to the Emperor
on behalf of Te. His Majesty was so pleased that he conferred on him the surname Mu
and ordered him to work together with Fu a t headquarters, waiting for suitable appointments.
28 Chien-ch'uan $Irl Ill is a walled city between Ta-li and Li-chiang. It is 210 1. from Ta-li.

*,
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I append here the Imperial decree of Hung-wu conferring on A-te the surname Mu, according to the Huang-dfing En-lun-lu:
"Through the protection of Cod, the manifestation of the supernatural
forces of the seas and mountains, and the many virtues of my ancestors, fifteen
years have peacefully elapsed since my accession to the Throne, and almost all
lands of the world have come within the Imperial map. But the different
barbarians of the South-west, deceived by Liang Wang 29 of Yiin-nan, and relying upon the altitude of their native place and the remoteness of their land
from my throne, disobeyed my Imperial orders and instructions. For this
reason I especially ordered Fu Yu-te, Commander-in-Chief of the Southern
punitive expedition i l l r+j#$'S,and marquis of Ying-ch'uan $fi )II ; Lan Yii
ES-,
Assistant Commander-in-Chief all R$'lb?, and marquis of Yung-ch'ang
& A fg; and Mu Ying *&,marquis of Hsi-p'ing, to lead 300,000 mail-clad
soldiers - the cavalry and infantry advancing all together - to punish them
for insubordination. No sooner did the Imperial army reach their land than
the chief criminals were captured. As you, A-te, Native official of Li-chiang,
were the first to lead his followers to submit as an example to the barbarians,
your loyalty to me was clearly established.
"Moreover I appreciate your learning as expressed in the memorial submitted by you through your envoy some time ago. Thus I confer upon you the
surname Mu, and order you to listen to General Fu in so far as he may propose to give you an official position, and to lead you in the accomplishing of
meritorious acts in the future, so that you may gain glory for yourself.
"Be careful enough not to forget what I have said, forever.
"In the 15th year of Hung-wu (1382)."
In the 16th year of the same period (1383), Fu instructed Mu T e to reestablish Li-chiang as a fu-city, and appointed him as its magistrate. In the
second moon of the same year (March, 1383), he joined the army of the Southern expedition, and helped the Commander-in-Chief to conquer the village of
Fu-kuang-chai @;;I;;%
30 where the Junior prefect P'u Yen-tu
appointed by the Yiian dynasty, burned himself to death.
In the third moon (April, 1383). the great chief Pu-chieh b $) of the Hsifan tribes
intended to lead his troops to capture the region of Pai31 in the district of Li-chiang. Te ordered his eldest son,
lang-ts'ang Q
A-ch'u ~ $ J J to
, lead his own troops against them, and force them to retreat.
I n the eighth moon (September), T e attacked Pei-sheng fu ;IkEli.f and made
captive its native chief, the usurping P'ing-chang
(Controller), Kao

%a,%,

The Liang Wang @ E was a descendant of the fifth son of Hu-pi-lieh (Kublai Khan),
Ps-tsa-la-wa-erh-mi
Mf #dl E M 8.The Yuan emperors bestowed on him the title King
Liang of Yiin-nan. When he was pursued by the Ming forces he fled to Chin-ning chou
t HJ to the village of Hu-na-chai &,M where he burnt his Imperial robes and drove
his wife and children into the Lake of Yun-nan (Tien Ch'ih illilk) to die. Liang himself then
jumped into the lake. After the prince's death, the senior and junior deputies T a Ti 2EW
and Lu Erh &R hanged themselves.
2P

111 or
30 Fu-kuang-chai is 30 li north of Teng-ch'uan
hsien A H $! 3 \!%,the present-day Erh-yuan $f iR.

20

li east of Ta-li Lang-k'ung (ch'iung)

Pai-lang-ts'ang is the Na-khi Ba-la-ts'o in the district of A-khi (A-hsi R%f)under Lichiang (vide origin of Yeh-yeh, p. 71, note 8; p. 72).
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Sheng-hsiin W Y I , descendant of Kao Ta-hui W k.41."Later K.o Shaghsiin was killed by the I k (Lo-lo), who offered his head to Te. Pei-&eng fu
was thereafter changed into four chou-cities. Again, by joining the army of
the Commander-in-Chief, His Excellency Fu, Duke of Ying-kuo, and under
the service of Commander Tung B fiM, Te succeeded in capturing Shih-men
Kuan 45 BY (Stone-gate Pass), T'ieh-ch'iao ch'eng S ~ $ ((Ion
I & bridge city),
and many other places. His military exploits on this expedition were made
known to the Emperor by a special report. In the ninth moon (SeptemberOctober) Te was summoned to the Imperial court to an audience with the
Emperor, and to pay tribute. Emperor T'ai Tsu k f l (Hung-wu) was so
pleased with his military services that he conferred on him Imperial letters
(Hereditav
patent, appointing him as hereditary T'u-kuan chih-fu
native magistrate) of the fu-magistracy of Li-chiang, and giving him the
honorary title of Chung-shun ta-fu 111@ ji*, with orders to safely defend
Shih-men Kuan, and to resist the advance of the Fan-ta #& (Nomads). A
complete set of official uniforms, made of coloured satin and embroidered with
golden flowers, was given him; also a gglden-flowered belt with four Chinese
characters, Ch'eng Hsin Pao Suo ii@,Cb&H (Loyalty to the Nation), engraved on the central badge, six silver ingots, and a silver medal designed
with the character Ling
and weighing 2 0 taels.
) , ordered his son, A-ch'u, to
In the I 7th year of the same period ( 1 ~ 8 ~Te
attack and capture the Tao-k'ou T ] (Knife
~
brigands). He was so victorious in this expedition that the Emperor rewarded him with many silver ingots.
In the 19th year (1386), A-nu-ts'ung mfir(f@, native magistrate of the choucity of Chu-chin E@,rebelled against the Imperial rule by attacking Stonegaie Pass and other villages. Te and A-ch'u led their troops to join the expedition of Lu Chung-heng 1;.& 141 8 , Marquis of Chi-an *@@, and succeeded in capturing the villages of Stone-gate Pass, as well as the place called
Meng-ku-ho Ssfr#a. A-nu-ts'ung then fled with his men to the Hsi-fan. In
the twelfth moon of the same year (December, 1386January, r387), the
brigand leader returned to Chu-chin chou. In the 20th year of the same period
(1387), he was captured alive, and was brought a prisoner to the headquarters
of Commander-in-Chief Fu and there executed.
Te was born in the fourth year of the reign of Yiian \Vu Tsung 3$-: (Chih-ta
sji)( I ~ I I )and
, died on the 6th day of the tenth moon of the 23rd year of
Ming Hung-wu (November ~ r t h ,1390). His wife was named A-shih-she
m s fik, daughter of Ho Lueh-ko $0 ff Sf (the Second Chronicle gives the
name Ho Liieh-k'o V), Chao-mo R $I (Commissary of records) of an-pits'un ,JE,#;J-. On her was conferred the honorary title of Kung-jen 4%A. She
gave birth to three sons, named Ch'u a, K'uei Rf and Ssu 3:.His second
wife, A-shih-mi mza,gave birth to one son, named Ch'i &. His eldest son,
A-ch'u, succeeded to his throne.
EIGHTH GENERATION.
- A -te A -ch'u Ir[ilGI.PI@ (PLATEI 8) : Native magistrate of the fu-city. His cfficial name was Mu Ch'u $a, and he was also
named Ch'i-yuan q$X and Shih-ch'un Us. As the eldest son of Te, he sue-

Kao Ta-hui was governor of the commandery Shan-chii $
Ei which was the later Peisheng and the present Yung-sheng MS.
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ceeded to his father's throne. Before his accession to the throne, in the 16th
year of Ming Hung-wu (1383), on account of his merit in defeating Chief Puchieh I.&I] of the Hsi-fan, Commander-in-Chief Fu, Duke of Ying-kuo, proposed to the emperor to appoint him as Assistant-leader of 1,000 men. I11 the
second tenth moon (November-December) of the 17th year of the same period
( 1 ~ 8 ~the
) , proposal was approved by the Imperial Board of Civil Office, which
issued a dispatch bearing the character Chung :t,,No. 3, appointing him as
Assistant-leader of 1,000 men, together with the additional duty of Leader of
IOO families, as a test. I n the eleventh moon (December, 1384-January, 1385)
he entered on his duties.
I n the twelfth moon (January, 1385), the native magistrate of Pao-shan
chou ~ I dblJI Ibecame recalcitrant. Ch'u went with General Li of Ta-li military
station, and settled the trouble by means of skilful strategem, capturing many
stockaded villages in the mountains of that district, and restoring the people
to their peaceful pursuits. Later in the same year, La-mi-ju-chi
411z;,
the native magistrate, again occupied the mountain districts, starting a new
rebellion. Ch'u led his troops thither to attack them and the aforesaid districts
were again recovered. The captives taken and the brigands killed in that fight
numbered more than 20. In the 20th year of the same period (1387), Yang-nu
@&, native magistrate of the chou-city of Chien-ch'uan $11111, and others
were guilty of misdeeds. Ch'u hastened there with government troops to punish
them, and made them all prisoners. In the eighth moon (September-October)
of the same year, the usurping Commander-in-Chief, Pao-chu IX-k 33 of Chiench'uan, was also guilty of misdeeds. Ch'u proceeded with the Military governor
Cheng Hsiang $$l;$f of Ta-li military station, succeeded in capturing Pao-chu,
and then put him to death.
In the third moon of the 21st year of Hung-wu (April, 1388), Ch'u led his
native troops to join the army of the Commander-in-Chief Mu Chao-ching
Ying .& R # $ E ~Prince
, ~ ~ of Ch'ien-ning ;%I$Z X and Marquis of Hsi-p'ing
fi+E, and attacked the two cities of Ching-tung
3Qnd Ting-pien
hsien Z2%.36
He then captured these two cities, killed the powerful leaders
of the Po-i savages {h%QT3' took and executed many prisoners, such as Tao
Ssu-lang TJJ%P&, etc.
) , received an official dispatch bearIn the 24th year of Hung-wu ( I ~ ~ ICh'u
ing the character Ting %, No. 504, from the office of the Military governor
I n the Yun-nun T'zmg-chih the name is written Chu-pao
Yuan-shuai X tlp.

*M. He usurped

the rank of

This is the Mu Ying who was given the posthumous title of King of Ch'ien-ning and the
a ppellation of Chao-ching I% $3 (Glorious and peaceful). As the titles given were retroactive
they are used here as if he bore them while alive.
Ching-tung is a town on the Black River the upper part of which is known as the Chungch'uan Ho (q.zt.), 10 stages south of Hsia-kuan and Ta-li, in south central Yun-nan.

35

Ting-pien hsien is south of Meng-hua $3it: and is the present Nan-chien %iM. I t is si tuated at the confluence of the Meng-hua and Nan-chien Streams, the Meng-hua Ho g it: 36f
being the Red River. Nan-chien is really situated on the north bank of the Nan-chien Ho.
I n the T'ang dynasty it was the land of the P'u-lo-man #% @.
36

37

The Pa-i, Shan or Tai, who inhabit southern Yiin-nan, are meant here.
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of the Right army $iw#f, informing him that his hereditary right h.d becn
confirmed and duly approved by the Emperor. On the 18th day of the Mth
moon (June 20th) he assumed his official position, succeeding his father. In the
eleventh moon (November-December), he went to the Imperial cnpitpl to pay
tribute to the Emperor and to apply for Imperial letters patent. In the second
moon of the 25th year of the same period (February 23rd-hlarch 23rd, 1392)~
he was given Imperial letters patent bearing the character Chia fp, No. 697,
which conferred on him the honorary title of Chung-shun ta-fu and the hereditary right of the native fu-magistracy. He was then rewarded by the Emperor with many rich gifts and sent back in honor.
I n the ninth moon (September 17th-October 16th) of the same year, by
serving under the Military governor Feng Ch'eng E,%, he captured Yungning chou $K# 344 38 and took by storm Pai-chiao 0 2 and other villages
He then forced the brigands to
adjacent to the border of Lang-ch'ii 5g.40
retreat, captured their leader, Pu-pa-ju-chia b 114n q,and forced the headman
La-t'a #]i#of the village of Shui-chai 7kB to submit with his people. In the
of the La-ma family
26th year of the same period (1393)) Chia-ha-la
$11 ,F; a;,41 native magistrate of the Salt-well Sub-military station of Tso-so 2; J;li
in Ssu-ch'uan, conspired to start a rebellion. Ch'u and the Military Governor
H o Fu #iJ$6,42Marquis of Ning-yuan S S E ,were both in reserve to help the
government troops. I n the first moon of the 27th year of the same period
(February, 1394)) the rebel Chia-ha-la of Tso-so invaded the two cities of
Pei-sheng and Lang-ch'u. Ch'u helped Mu Ch'un
Marquis of Hsip'ing fi+@
and Duke of Hui-hsiang a%&,
by leading his troops thither,
and recovered these two cities. They then established the Lan-ts'ang military
as Yung-ning is the present semi-independent magistracy north-east of Li-chiang and the
Yangtze.
99 Pai-chiao is the present Pai-chiao pa B em, or Pai-chio pa 13Pjtff, which adjoins Yungning territory.

Lang-ch'u chou is south of Yung-ning and west of the Wo-lo Ho (River) about half-way
between Yung-ning and Yung-sheng (Yung-pei kit). I t is the Ning-lang 8 S of to-day;
see Chap. VII, p. 429.

40

La is the family name of the present ruling T'u-ssu & 3 (chief) of the Tso-so 2z f9i country
east of Yung-ning in Ssu-ch'uan. The La family is of the Mo-so tribe but most of its subjects
are Lo-lo. Tso-so land is separated from Yung-ning territory partly by the Yung-ning Lake,
known to the Na-khi as La-t'a aii.The main village of Tso-so, where the chief's yamen is
La-t'a was a native of Tso-so territory and
situated, is called To-shi (To-she-chai B 8%).
its headman. He had a son called La-ma-fei G# who paid tribute, whereupon he was
given the title of Fu-ch'ien-hu Ellf-F (Assistant chiliarch). According to the dlittg-Shih
Chia-ha-la's territory was Po-hsing
the present Yen-yuan hsien; he was the native
chief of the Mo-so tung or cave (dwelling) Mo-so. (See also Part VI, Ch. 11. 6, Tso-so,
page 463.)
Ho Fu was a native of Feng-yang jlB in An-hui. He came, together with Fu Yu-te, to
attack Yun-nan.

"

a He was the son of Mu Ying who died in the 25th year of Hung-wu, the sixth moon and

ting-mao T 9p day (July 7th' 1392). MU Ch'un %% inherited the rank of Chen-shou a+
(Guardian) of Yun-nan. (Chen-shou was the title of a Tartar General). He ruled the Chm
(Principality) for seven years and died a t the age of 36.
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station
for the purposes of defence. I n the same year, Ch'u joined
the military expedition of the Military governor Ch'ii Neng I/:. ffE, and SUCceeded in pacifying the rebels. Later he transported military provisions to
the Salt-well military station.44 I n the eleventh moon (December) of the same
year, Pa-t'a-kan Af#-F, Ho-t'ou k g f i (Fire-headman)4%f 1,an chou @j~ J J ,
became recalcitrant and unruly. Ch'u led his own troops to fight him; he captured and killed more than IOO brigands, and restored the tribes to their peaceful pursuits.
I n the ninth moon of the 30th year of Hung-wu (September nznd-October
20th) 1397), Ch'u went with General Li of Ta-li military station to attack KOshih -$.fS,46 A-nao-wa 1511J~ls&X,
and a few other villages. They captured the
rebel bandits and made the pretending P'ing-chang iF.7:11, Chia-ha-la, prisoner.
In the eleventh moon (November-December), there was newly established
the Government of military and civil affairs of Li-chiang, to which an official
seal, character I PA, No. 87, was issued by the Imperial court. This government was intended by the Imperial order to safeguard the village of Yangt'ang-chen &;tlB$-@, to check the advance of the Hsi-fan, to arrange all things
to fit the circumstances, and to embody all matters in one unit, in order that
national prestige might be enhanced. I n the ninth moon of the 3 1st year of the
same period (October, 1398)' Ch'u helped the Commander-in-Chief Mu Ch'un
.$fi
General
#$,
of punitive expeditions, Marquis of Hsi-p'ing fi+@
and Duke
of Hui-hsiang &&&, to attack the Po-i & . They besieged the city of Luch'uan @/I1,47 and made the brigand leader Tao-kan-meng JJ $'i?Z
prisoner [a
who had rebelled and ousted
native chief of Lu-ch'uan and P'ing-mien -+@i
Ssu-liin-fa !JJ,{b@,
the Hsiian-wei-shih of Lu-ch'uan. His territory was in
P'iao-t'an
(name for the eastern part of Burma)]. When he returned from
this expedition, he was given many silver ingots and other rich gifts by the
provincial authorities. I n the 35th year of the same period (1402)-* he sent his
eldest son, A-t'u I"*,
to the Imperial capital to pav tribute to the Emperor,
who gave him also many silver ingots and sent him back honored.
I n the second year of Ming Yung-lo (1404) Ch'u led his troops to Chii-chin

" Yen-ching wei

!@dl:% (Salt-well military station) corresponds to the sub-prefecture of
Yen-yiian B$$i,which in turn is dependent on the prefecture of Hsi-ch'ang (Ning-yuan)
in Ssu-ch'uan.
45 A Ho-l'ou is a small village official, lower than a headman. The name ho-t'ou, which actually means a scullion, has also reference to his entertaining any official who may come to
the village.
The name of the village is Ko-shih, not Tsin-ko-che as CHAVANNES
gives the name in the
translation of the Second Chronicle. The word Isin (chin 3%) here means to advance (they
advanced on Ko-shih and A-nao-wa, the Na-khi A-na-wiia). These villages are in Tso-so
and Mu-li
territories respectively.
47 Lu-ch'uan is the present-day Lung-ch'uan m)lJ, 140 li south-west of T'eng-yueh fBzE,
the present T'eng-ch'ung LB. I t is called Mong-wan in Shan, and is situated on the Namwan River; in Chinese its name is Nan-wan Ho $6 IV. According to the Ta-ch'ing I-l'ungchih, ch. 498, fol. zb, Lung-ch'uan belonged to Burma during the Wan-li period of the Ming
dynasty (1573-1619)) and later reverted to China. The Pai-man f3 @ (Pa-i or Shan) dwell
there.
This should read the fourth year of Chien-wen & & of Hui Ti 3% (1402)) for T'ai Tsu
(Hung-wu) died on the 24 of June, 1398.

*
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chou JZ
@
' 3J1 and relieved A-chi IillJ &, native magistrate of that city, from the
siege of the Hsi -fan brigands, whose chief, A-niang-yiin Ibll 3,was forced to
retreat with his men. Many other officials and people who had been taken
captive by these brigands were thus released. In the fourth moon of the third
year of the same period (May, 1405), he ordered his brother, A-ssu lrul !i:,19to
accompany the Imperial messenger and Eunuch Yang Lin $k E1'9 R H@,together with the pacified Hsi-fan representatives, to the Imperial capital to pay
tribute to the Emperor. In the tenth moon (October-November) he himself
prepared presents consisting of horses and native products, and went with some
of his subordinates to the capital to pay tribute. His Majesty gave him many
silver ingots and sent him back much honored. In the fifth moon of the fourth
year of the same period (May-June, 1406), he received a dispatch from Commander-in-Chief Mu 'Lt;, instructing him to accompany Chu Ch'eng XF? the
Chih-hui-shih )gf$id! of the Chen-fu-ssu $-@tgp;] of Chin i wei $& lcm (the
military station of Chin-i) to the land of the Hsi-fan, to establish two An-fu-ssu
-E.l& riJ (Pacification officers) in the tao
of Yang-t'ang-chen #%$&, the
Chang-kuan-ssu 4Z 51 of La-ho-ch'ang #I fiJl$,and the Chang-kuan-ssu of
Ni-na for the purpose of urging the I-fan (Wild tribes) to go and pay tribute
to the Imperial court, news of which was reported to the Emperor on Ch'u's
behalf. He was then given Imperial dispatches instructing him to safeguard
the land. The Emperor also conferred upon him a golden shield with an inscription of four characters, Clz'eng IIsin Pao Kuo 3fi4t.b&W (Loyalty to the
Nation), in reward for his military exploits in Chu-chin b:@, Lin-hsi Efi,
Mao-niu-chai % 'I--%, Pao-shan chou 'BIJ I d+I, Lan chou @jaIi.I, the Lang-ts'ang
Chiang &@rT(Mekong), etc.
I n the fifth year of Ming Yung-lo (1407) His Majesty conferred on Ch'u the
honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu 1 1 1 A* (Minister of the principal fourth
rank) and the hereditary right of the native fu-magistracy, by an Imperial
No. 76, and CItia 111, No. 809. In the tenth
order, containing dispatches: I
moon (November) of the same year, Ch'u ordered his eldest son, A-t'u, to
search for a golden shield in the household of A-chi I;llJ?i,a native official and
An-fu-ssu, appointed by the Yuan dynasty, and forward it directly to the Yunnan Provincial Treasurer.
In the fifth moon of the eighth year of the same period (June, I ~ I O )he, went
himself to Pao-shan chou Tf 111 1145, and to the villages of Pai-ti (1 kg 5' and
Yiian-shih-wa Z%& and many other places, and succeeded in persuading
the village headman, A-yung-mu 11~1'5;; # , to furnish a number of laborers each
year to serve the government, commencing from that year. He then sent men
to pay tribute to the Imperial court ; the Emperor gave him an Imperial receipt,
and sent them back with many gifts and highly honored. In the fourth moon
of the 10th year of the same period (May- June, I ~2),I he prepared tribute consisting of horses and many native products, and requested his official secretary,

a

"

s,

He was Ch'u's second younger brother and was called Mu Sheng * E .
'O Ni-na is the Na-khi Nyi-na and the Tibetan Ni-nag - the district of Wei-hsi iWt Pi, northwest of Li-chiang and east of the Mekong.
6l The Chinese Pai-ti is the Na-khi district of BbEr-ddBr west of the Yangtze loop; BACOT'S
Be-djri should read Mbe-ddii, "Village large," or large village; one of the eight villages of
Bbgr-ddgr is meant. (See: p. 262.)
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A-t'a Wf&, to offer them to the Emperor, who conierred on Ch'u's father,
A-te pJ/!j.,the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu, on his mother the honorary
title of T'ai-kung-jen *&A, and on his wife the horlorary title of Kung-jen,
by the respective Imperial orders. Chia T, No. 997; Chia Il1, No. 998; and
Chia tll, No. 999. When these orders were delivered to their oficial residence,
they all expressed their hearty thanks, kneeling down in the direction of the
Imperial throne.
Meanwhile, on account of his military merit gained by helping Mu Ch'un in
his expedition to settle the affairs of the cities of Ching-tung <;tj,i, Yungning %$!Z and Lang-ch'u
etc., and by helping the Military governor Ho
Ch'ii
in his expedition to attack the Salt-well military station of Ssuch'uan, and to capture the rebels La-ma-jen-tsu $11
$11 and Chia-ha-la
alive, after taking the villages of KO-shih and A-nao-wa, the Emperor issued
him a decree I L , No. I 19, promoting him one rank higher, and conferring on
him a golden girdle with the four characters, Ch'eng Hsin Pao Kuo II'I,~',L\%lfl
(Loyalty to the Nation), together with many other gifts listed in detail in the
book of the Hereditary rights of the Mu family [the Ruang-Mivzg En-lun-lu].
I n the 14th year of the same period (1416), after he had been promoted in rank
by the Emperor's special grace, he was permitted to retire, and transferred his
official seal to his heir, Mu T'u *&, to preserve the hereditary right.
Ch'u was born in the fifth year of Yuan Chih-cheng ZiE (1345) and died
in the twelfth moon of the first year of Ming Hung-hsi (January, 1426). His
wife was named A-shih A-mu-'hsiang lW3lq*$ll
(her official name was
A-shih-sa PIS##),daughter of A-mu IW* (Mu-hsien *.11l~), who was native
leader of 1,000 households of T'ung-an chou. On her was conferred the honorary title of Kung-jen. She gave birth to seven sons, named T'u
Niang
Chi
Chia %, Chiin &, Hsing
and Hui $T.
His second wife was named A-shih-lo RSE,daughter of the Chang-kuanssu of La-ho-ch'ang jiIJmlL$. She gave birth to one son, named Mu jil. His
third wife was named A-shih-li PJZZ. She gave birth to one son, named
Pao @. His fourth wife was named A-shih-yang I'FJZT. She gave birth to
15 and H F %-.
~
two sons, named Tu 4
His eldest son, A t'u Pq*, succeeded to his father's throne.
) , Emperor conferred on Ch'u,
In the fifth year of Ming Cheng t'ung ( I ~ ~ othe
on account of the military merit of his grandson, two more posthumous honorby the Imperial order, Wu ,:J No. 767,
ary titles of T'ai-chung ta-fu 111
and on his wife, A-shih-sa, the posthumous honorary title of Shu-jen i!LfA by
the Imperial order, Wu f i , No. 768.

i'a,

a,

*,

a,

NINTH GENERATION. - A-ch'u A-t'u. ~ I $ )[@Jib
J (PLATE19) : His oficial name
(Yii-min EL-\).As
was Mu T'u $3: ; he was also named Yang-min &
the eldest son of Ch'u, he succeeded to his father's throne. In the 17th year
of Yung-lo (1419) he prepared gifts consisting of horses and native products,
and went to the Imperial capital to pay tribute. He lodged a t the Board of
Civil Office. In the tenth moon (October-November) of the same year, the
aforesaid Board applied for him to the Emperor, who sanctioned his hereditary
right in due time, and presented him with many silver ingots and satin garments and sent him back highly honored. He also received Imperial letters
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patent Wen %, No. 5708, whereupon he assumed his official duties in the first
moon (January I 5th-February 13th) of the 18th year of the same period (1420).
I n the following year (1421), His Majesty, yielding to popular opinion, conferred on him Imperial letters patent, stating that thereafter he was only to
be ordered to proclaim the Imperial will, but not to be transferred on any oct
of the same period (1423), he ordered his official
casion. In the ~ 1 s year
secretary, Mu Mi A<$@, and the sergeant Yang Chung-li # & { $ ~and many
others to pay tribute a t the Imperial court for the purpose of applying for
(new) letters patent. He was then given the honorary title of Chung-shun ta-fu
and the hereditary right of the fu-magistracy by the Imperial patent Ping '6,
No. 115. On his wife, A-hu l~Jf&,
was conferred the honorary title of Kung-jen
by the Imperial patent Ping fi, No. I 16.
In the third year of Ming Hsuan-te (1428), owing to the frequent inroads by
A-k'uei-chang I~~lB5.ka t Shih-men Kuan (Stone-gate Pass), T'u led his men
to attack and capture him. The country was then taken, and many new roads
and ferries were built by him to facilitate communications. In the first moon
(January ~1st-February 19th) of the eighth year of the same period (1433),
he assembled his troops, and in the second moon (February 20th-March 20th)
captured the village of Liieh-shao EN, which then acknowledged its allegiance. Again, in the third moon (March 21st-April 19th)) the Yung-ning
Fan brigands
carried off magistrate A-jih FRIEl of Pao-shan chou f l M
~.
T'u led his troops himself, and recovered him from the hands of the brigands
through many stratagems.
T'u was born in the 24th year of Yiian Shun Ti I m . ~(Chih-cheng 3E)
(1364), and died on the 24th day of the fourth moon in the 8th year of Ming
Hsiian-te (May 13th) 1433). His wife was named A-shih-fu PJZfii(her official
daughter of Kao Chung {dl, native magisname was Kao Shih-hu 6
trate of the fu-city of Ho-ch'ing
On her was conferred the honorary
title of Kung-jen. She gave birth to seven sons, named Ti id!, Chung {$, I %,
Chu E and Hui @. His eldest son, A-ti, succeeded to his
Ch'ang g , Shu
father's throne.
) , account of the military merit of
I n the fifth year of Cheng-t'ung ( I ~ ~ oon
his son A-ti, the Emperor conferred on T'u the posthumous honorary title of
T'ai-chung ta-fu, and on his wife the posthumous honorary title of Shu-jen by
Imperial order Wu f i , No. 769 and W u E, No. 770, respectively.
While T'u was still living, he published a proclamation to the district of
Pai-&a li D 8 ~ 2forbidding
,
the officials to graze their cattle on the people's
crops. Once cattle belonging to officials were eating the peasants' crops. Those
who witnessed this wondered why the officials did not remove their cattle. T'u
learned of this, and immediately ordered the buffaloes or cows to be killed and
offered as a solemn sacrifice in the Pei -yo Temple &-$,&iii$ ~ I U ] (see Sa-ddo or
Pei-yo). The whole of the beef was divided among the people for food. Thus
all his subjects were made obedient to his laws and regulations. Henceforth,
it became their custom every year to make contributions to the Pai-yo Temple
out of the sales of their cattle, for the purpose of offering regularly a similar
sacrifice.

Es),

Ho-ch'ing, a commercial town 80 li south of Li-chiang, formerly belonged to the Li-chiang
district under the rule of the Na-khi chiefs. Its inhabitants are mostly La-bbu (Min-chis
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TENTH GENERATION.
- A-t'u A -ti I ~ ~ J I:J I;IIJ~L~!(PLATE20j : His ofiicial name
was Mu Shcn A;$!. He was also named Sheng-jung 71-3 and 'l'a-lin /:&.
As the eldest son of T'u, he succcetletl to his fathcr's throne. In the ninth year
of Ming Hsuan-te (1434) his hereditary right was recommendccl and conlirmed
by the Imperial decree Wen &, No. 153, issued by the Board of ('ivil Oflice.
On the 13th dav of the seventh moon of the same vcar (August I 7th) 1434)~he
assumed his official duties. In the third year of Cheng-tkng (1438)) he Icd his
troops with Commander-in-Chief Mu Chung 'h!k, (Mu Ching-shcng . $ + l , ~ ~ , ~ ) , ~
Prince of Ting-yuan $&il:,
to settle the trouble a t Lu-ch'uan $QJII caused
by Burmese brigands. During the expetlition, the armies from the various
sections of the country were anything but brave, and many tlcsertecl, cxccpt
the Li-chiang troops who proved their valor by first venturing across the river
and then burning seven of the enemy's camps, capturing one leader alive, and
chopping off 16 heads. They captured two elephants, and decapitated 24
prisoners in another lot. Ti was thereupon rewarded by the Imperial court with
a silver bowl, a flower-design shield, many pieces of silk and satin, etc.
In the fourth year of Hsiian-tc (14~9),he again joined the government
troops and decapitated 2 0 of the enemy. This time he was similarly rewarded,
and, in addition, Mu Chung, Prince of Ting-yuan of the Yun-nan and Kueichou government, gave him a farmstead in the village of Sha-ch'iao
In the fifth moon of the fifth year of the same period (June, 1440), on account of his merit gained by conquering Lu-ch'uan, the General historiogMarquis of Ching-yuan 31!{&@,
rapher Wang Chung-i kung-i E!~,&'~/I>]!$$,~~
made a report on his behalf to the Emperor, who then rewarded him with
several picccs of colored satin and many other gifts.
In the ninth moon (October 26th-November 25th), he prepared gifts consisting of horses and native products, and requested some of his servants to
offer them as tribute to the Imperial court for the purpose of applying for an
Imperial patent. After certain investigations were made by the Board about
his merit, the Emperor granted his request, and gave him the letters patent
Wu
No. 771, conferring on him the honorary titles of T'ai-chung ta-fu,
Tzu-chih-shao-yin f l - f i 'J/'?F (Assistant junior intendant of a circuit), and
~ d@fi&
(Counsellor to
Yun-nan Pu-cheng-shih-ssu Ts'an-cheng 2.if-j71iI C ld!
the Yiin-nan provincial treasurer). His ancestors, two generations before him,
received various posthumous honors from the Emperor. He assumed his official
duties in the capital of Yun-nan. Although he had returned to his native place,

a,

EZ)tribespeople, only a few Na-khi being among its population. I t is not 350 li southeast of Li-chiang as CIIAVANNES
states without giving his source of information.
b3 The title Chung-ching ,'ii.G.t was a posthumous one. After returning with his troops from
Lu-ch'uan to Ch'u-hsiung he died in 1439. Of the Mu tli family, 16 generations ruled in
Yun-nan, the first one being Mu Ying %?&. They were military governors of Yiin-nan and
ruled that province like a feudal fief.

Sha-ch'iao is eight stages from K'un-ming on the Ta-li road, and a distance of 575 li from
the provincial capital.
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IHis name was Wang I E and his appellation Shang-te fr'tlfi!. H e was a native of Shu-ILI
diltP; in Pao-ting iu, Chih-li. H e was of tall stature and imposing appearance. H e died a t
the age of 83. The title Chung-i
was a posthumous one.

The Hsiang or Commune of Pai-sha, looking south--st from the trail to Hgr-l&-&v. Iara left, the village of Digkv or Yii-lung-ts'un; the building embowered in the grove of t.8 trees to the right of v h g e is the P&yo Mb.
See Plate 61.

(Courtesy

Nut. Ceoqr. Soc.)

h sewn from a ridge near Dra-go-tse, elevati~n15,350 f t. Approximately 21,000 ft.-

in hdl&t,

-

s a # t m * w
Photographed from Bayu Camp with front lens removed, elevation 15,800 ft. The
deeply eroded cliff is porphyry and is not part of the main peak, a deep gorge
separates the mountain from the cliff. It is the highest of the three peaks and
probably 21,500 feet in height.

(Courtesy Nut. Csogr. Soc.)

PLATE60. - MINYAGANGKAR,
THE MINYASNOW PEAK
The highest peak of the Minya Gangkar Snow range, altitude 24,900 feet. Photographed from a ridge overlooking Bii Chhu Lung-pa east of Yii-lung-shih from an
elevation of 16,500 feet.

The central figure is Sa-ddo (Pei-yo) ; to his left sits his wife Gkyi-chi-nddr-dto,
his concubine Gkyi-cbi-nWr-mug When prayers are offered to
h d f h thair aeimee WIBahv mentioned. He,Bimsdf, is addressed gs P'u-la Sa-ddo

and to his
-

-

,

mt

_
..

t
-,am-t-d-*

.

.

The Guru Karma-pa who visited Li-chiang. After a painting from the Yii-feng Ssu
(Jade-peak Lamasery) at the foot of the Yii-lung Shan.
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his official seat was reserved in the office of the Ytin-nan provincial treasurer.
On his wife, A-shih-li I ~ I Q Ill., was conferred by separate Imperial letters
patent, W u JR, No. 772, the honorary title of Shu-jen.
I n the same year, the ofice of Governor of Ytin-nan was first established,
j* (Imperial grand
and was filled by the Yiin-nan Tu-yu-shih 'sl+j.ltll@fl&
censor) 'I'ing who wrote an inscription for him in praise of his past merit and to
encourage him in future service. In the sixth year of the same period (IMI),
he led his troops to assist Commander-in-Chief Wang Chung-i kung-i, Marquis
of Ching-ytian, on his expedition against Lu-ch'uan. Ti gained considerable
merit by taking 16 prisoners, capturing one ele hant, and attacking Ssu-jen-fa
!A\ 41: $f,6e headman of the village of Cha (chai 4lll
He was born in the 34th year of Hung-wu (1401);' and died in the twelfth
moon of the 6th year of the reign of Ming Cheng-t'ung (January I zth-February roth, 1442). His wife was named A-shih-li PI'S !l!
and
, was the daughter
Hstin-chien
& (Sub-district deputy magistrate) of M u-pm
of A-su I~l~lf6,
/lzfx.b8 On her was conferred the honorary title of Shu-jen. She gave birth
to three sons, named Hsi 97,Na
and T'a #. His second wife, A-shih-neng
Ih~j5$=, gave birth to one son, named Jih # . His third wife gave birth to one
son, named A-nti I*l$r.
A-hsi succeeded his father.

7

s.

a

ELEVENTH GENERATION.- A -ti A-hsi pdj& FuJW (PLATE2 I) : His oficial
name was Mu Ch'in
He was also named Wei-kao
and Chiin-ch'iao
As
the
eldest
son
of
Ti,
he
succeeded
to
his
father's
throne. In the
I@%.
seventh year of Cheng-t'ung (1442) his hereditary right was recornmended and
confirmed, and he received oficial letters patent issued by the Imperial court
through the office of the Yii11-nan Viceroy h$!i"f Wang E, Grand historiographer of the Board of military affairs and Ta-li ssu-ch'ing jcP\!, ?i'.WIV, Director of the Grand Court of Revision. On the 10th day of the third moon of
,
Hsi assumcd his oficial duties. In the wcthe same year (April ~ o t h 1442),
ond year of Ching-t'ai ( I ~ s I ) when
,
the Hsi-fan brigands i1q.B invaded Chiichin chou fi l V j J J ,he personally led his troops against them. On this expedition he dccapitated 42 brigands and took 26 prisoners.
In the sixth moon of the 3rd year of the same period (June 17th-July 16th,
1452), LO Wen-k'ai jg 2 !Ill, hereditary magistrate of the chou-magistracy of
Lan chou, was murdered by brigands. Hsi was instructed by the government
to devise plans to capture them. He succeeded in taking ten of them prisoner,
including their leader Lo-hao #[ 47,
A-yung-t'a I ~ ~ J leader
J ~ ~ of, another group of brigands, led ovcr 300 men
to plunder the people. Hsi took his own troops to attack them and captured
18 brigands, including their leader Ho-cha &1j4.,; a t another time he took 12
prisoners. I n the sixth year (1455)~Pao-shan chou, Pai-ti, and a few other

$a.

11fk'&

Ssu-jen-fawas the native chief of Lu-ch'uan who had revolted. After the attack on Luch'uan, he escaped. Cha-chai was his stockaded village.
13' This should read the third year of Chien-wen ( I ~ o I )
as, Nung-wu's reign ended with his

31st year.
Mu-pao li is a commune consisting of several villages about 20 li south-west of Li-chiang.
The lending village is Muan-shwua-wha.
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places were looted by the Fan brigands under the command of their leader Taojih-pu-t'a TJ tl f& and his son A-su Fl~li&. Hsi personally led his troops and
made four prisoners, killing eight other brigands. Thus A-su surrendered, and
Hsi arranged to find him and his men a place to live in. In the second year of
chief of the Hsi-fan brigands,
T'ien-shun (1458)' Yen-chung-chang @i$&,
cruelly plundered some of the frontier districts, whither Hsi sent his troops to
pursue them. Five brigands were killed, and four were made prisoners. In the
fourth year (1~60)'A-su again occupied Pao-shan chou with his men. H,' sent
his troops thither and killed 2 3 of his remaining followers. In the same year,
Hsi sent men to pay tribute to the Emperor, and in the following year, the
latter conferred on him the honorary title of T'ai-chung ta-fu and the hereditary
right of the fu-magistracy, by Imperial letters patent Hsin 4,;' No. 23. On his
wife, Kao-shih-shan & Rg,was conferred the honorary title of Shu-jen.
I n the sixth year of T'ien-shun (1462)' he conquered the villages of La-pao
,59 Lu-p'u-wa-chai
$$ X
Shu-lo f3.R ,60 Ni-lo j& and Chan-p'u-wa
& +$&. I n the eighth year (1464)' he conquered the villages of Shu-lo fd#j!,
La-lo #ilJE, Ai-na-wa S g X , Li-feng !I!@Chien-neng-wa
,
H E X and
Mei-shih-wa &%Z.
I n the fourth year of Ch'eng-hua (1468)' he conquered the villages of Ni-na
{&#,61
Mu-lai-ko *$?&, Tang-wa g%, Pen-tu-wa $#IS & and Ai-tien
I n the sixth year (1470)) he conquered the villages of Ni-na, Wei-hsi,
Chii-chia-wa & ~ J ,&
U , Hsiang-pi-wa ILI I EK~, La-mu-wa
Hsia-chieh
811
and La-ho-ch'ang #lJ
I n the 18th year (1482), he conquered the
villages of Chao-k'o g
! q,Ch'i-tsung f&$2,62 La-p'u $IJ
Chiin-li-ch'ang
EJgig, Ch'i-li-ch'ii-ting ~ Y Z ~ Tetc., I n the 19th year (1483)' he con-

s,

*

Fa,

+iJfs.

s-,63

69 La-pao is identical with the ancient Pao-shan, three stages north of Li-chiang. Lu-p'uwa-chai (stockaded village of Lu-p'u-wa), is the Na-khi (Lv) Lu-pPBr-wlia to the north of
La-bpu mbu, a peak overlooking the Yangtze (wlticlz see). IVGa is a Na-khi term for a group
of houses or hamlet, the Chinese wa E is its phonetic equivalent.
c0 Shu-lo is the name of a region and village which the Hsi-fan call Shen-dzong; it is in Mu-li
territory, in south-west Ssu-ch'uan (now Hsi-k'ang). An iron chain bridge once spanned the
Shu Gyi (Iron River) a t that particular spot; the name Shen-dzong means "iron bridge" in
WARDcalls it Shu-lo Ho [Slilr-lo
Hsi-fan. The river is called Zho Chhu in Hsi-fan (KINGDON
is Na-khi for "iron valley" and ho is the Chinese for river] and HANDEL-~~AZZETTI,
Dou
tschu). This latter is a misnomer, he apparently confounds it with the Tong Chhu, an affluent
(Rlt. Jambyang [hJamof the Zho Chhu which has its source in the Kung-ka-ling T3 fl&
dbyangs]) peaks. The Zho Chhu has its source a t Na-wu (called Nabu by MAJORDAVIES),
10 days to the north of Shen-dzong, and not in the Kung-ka-ling peaks, as heretofore believed.
The valley of the central Zho Chhu is inhabited by a tribe called the Shu-khirj (Iron
people), named after the river; they speak a mixture of Na-lihi and Tibetan, but their
language is understood neither by the Na-lihi nor the Hsi-fan. They are said to be descendants of soldiers placed there as guards by the Na-khi chiefs - like the inhabitants of the
village of 0-yii on the same river further south, who, however, still speak pure Na-khi.
The lower stretch of the Zho Chhu is inhabited by a related tribe called the ZhEr-khin see my article on the Zhh-khig tribe in hfo~ti~lne~tta
Serico, Vol. 111, 1938; pp. 171-188.
61 Ni-na is the Na-khi Nyi-na, or the Chinese prefectural city of Wei-hsi. The other names
apparently are those of villages in Nyi-na (Wei-hsi) district.
62-63 Ch'i-tsung and La-p'u are two villages, called in Na-khi Gyi-dzu and La-p'o; the former
is situated on the west bank of the Yangtze at the confluence of the La-p'u Ho, which has
its source north of the Li-ti-p'ing - the Yangtze-Mekong divide. La-p'o is situated on the
south bank of the stream, about 2 0 li from ChJi-tsung.
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quered the villages of Chung-tien !&&J and Tsao-wa Y L In the 20th year
(1484), the villages of Chung-tien and Tsan-lo
surrendered of their own
accord.
Hsi was born in the fourth year of Hsiian-te, cY-yu
( 1 4 2 ~ )and
~ died
on the 24th day of the eighth moon in the 21st year of Xling Ch'eng-hua
(October 2nd, 1485). His wife was named A-shih-shun BuJZW, and her
official name was Kuan-yin-shan U #>%,daughter of magistrate h I;:; of
Ho-ch'ing. On her was conferred the honorary title of Shu-jm. She gave birth
His second wife, Kuanto four sons, named Ya y', Ti IYJ, Chu ff: and Pao
yin-fu-cheng #Jl
ii.filIS, daughter of the Kao family, gave birth to two sons,
named Tz'u ji and Su f&. His third wife, A-shih-niang I;uJ%fi, daughter of
the Sub-district deputy magistrate of hlu-pao d\lX, gave birth to five sons,
T'a
and Chien JC. His fourth wife, A-shihnamed Chi &', Sha Y+,Lu
kuei CruJ'g44, daughter of the Yang family +&1T of Shun-t'ang lllI\#, gave
birth to two sons, named Lo #$ and Ti WJ. In all he had 13 sons. His eldest
son, A-ya, succeeded him.

zpj

e.

~

Fy FmJ q: (PLATE2 2) : His official
name was Mu T'ai *&. He was also named Pen-an
and Kai-sheng
.hS. As the eldest son of Mu Ch'in, he succeeded to his father's throne. In
t
of Ch'eng-hua (1485) A-chia-nan-pa F q f i n ~ j 1 1 , leader of the
the ~ 1 s year
Fan brigands, invaded Pai-tien fl
and many other villages, whither Ya
personally led his troops in pursuit; he decapitated five brigands and defeated
the rest. In the 22nd year of the same period (1486), his hereditary right was
recommended and confirmed. In the same year he conquered the village of
Chii-kung B e in Shu-lo.
I n the 23rd year (1487), the brigands returned with stronger forces. Ya
rearranged his troops, and terrible fighting took place in the mountains near
the mouth of the Ha-pa Chiang 1% CfC (Ha-pa River).& He decapitated
fifteen of the brigands, and took six prisoners. Taking advantage of his victory,
he pursued them to the village of K'o-tsung qg,,
where they intendcd to offer
resistance, but he again defeated them and decapitated 7 2 , holding 18 prisoners
for trial. Afterwards, the brigands, who hid in the village of Wu-1-a ,";-YL,
scattered out of fear, and those who had been captured by the brigands, were
all again restored to their daily pursuits. The two chief oflicials of Yiin-nan,
the Provincial Treasurer and the Brigadier-General, gave him many rolls of
satin and a flower-design shield as a reward for his meritorious achievements
on that expedition.
In the same year, Ya conquered the village of Yii-yang 5-g in Shu-lo,
TWELFTH GENERATION. - A -hiA -ya

&s

64 Pai-tien is a small town or village south-west of Wei-hsi on the west bank of the hlekong,
but situated along the foot-hills. The crest of the range, which here forms the divide between the Mekong and Salween, is, on British maps, the Yiin-nan and Burma border, but
on the Chinese military map of 1928 the border not only includes the Salween \alley but
also the Ch'iu Chiang b U (eastern branch of the Irrawadi), the latter is correct.

This river descends from Ha-pa Shan (Na-khi, Ha-ba ndshsr-nv-lv) in Chung-tien * a
territory, and flows through the land of a native chief who bears the title of Pa-tsung *a.
His territory is called in Na-khi, Ha-ba and in Chinese Ha-pa. The stream flows through
a broad valley past several villages into the Yangtze, but near its confluence is condned in
a deep rocky gorge.
66
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while the village of Pieh-tien Ell@ surrendered of its own accord. In the 24th
year (1488) (actually first year of Hung-chih) he included the latter village in
Shu-lo territory.
I n the second year of Hung-chih (1489), Ya conquered the village of Chia-jih
~ J U# in Chao-k'o ,$q, and captured the lower part of Shih-t'ou-k'an ;fi
@ij&
in the same district. In the third year (rqgo), A-chia-nan-li Im'lfin 1S.j 3:, leader
of the Fan brigands, ruthlessly plundered many villages of the district of Chiichin Etj!, whither Ya personally led his troops, attacking him three times.
He took 89 prisoners, while many brigands drowned themselves in the river.
He then conquered the villages of Pa-lo L ${(, and Ngai-(Yen-)wa i?&
in
Ni-na (Wei-hsi district). In the fourth year ( ~ q g r )he
, conquered the villages
of T'o-san fi-iijC and Ch'ii-yu 1&3 of Chung-tien as well as Chiin-chi-yu Ej &

-

A.

In the first year of Hung-chih (1488)' Ya had received official letters patent
Ch'ou 3,
No. 888, issued by the Board of Civil Office, and on the 2nd day of
the second first moon of the same year (February 14th, 1488), he assumed his
official duties. I n the N t h year (1492), he conquered the villages of K'ungli-yii $33 in Chung-tien, while Chien-sha-ko 5Lfib& and the village of
T'o-ch'i-lo EJkBin Shu-lo surrendered of their own accord. In the sixth
year (1493)' he conquered the village of Sheng-hou-yii &@Z in Chung-tien.
I n the same year, Chii-te g j z - , leader of the Hsi fan brigands, caused trouble
in the neighborhood of the village of Lang-o II@66 of the city of Pei-sheng
chou jt:% by secretly conspiring against the government with the wild Fan
9
f
p
abrigands, whose abode was on the borders of Ssu-ch'uan. Ya was instructed by the three chief officials of Yiin-nan to lead in person his troops to
settle that affair. On his arrival, he devised many plans, and a t last succeeded
in enticing 35 of the Hsi-fan brigands and Kan-t'ieh
their leader, to
come out of their retreat. He thereupon took them prisoner, and a t the same
time sent his troops to pursue the rest. Later, three of the above-mentioned
prisoners committed murder, and they were compelled to pay an indemnity in
accordance with the usual custom. The money thus obtained was used to pay
the plundered soldiers and people. Ya then took hand-prints of the aforesaid
Fan brigands, and had them carved on wooden blocks for preservation in his
office. This case was reported to the two chief officials, the Yiin-nan Provincial
Treasurer and Brigadier-General; the Imperial Eunuchs gave him many presents of colored satin, a flower-design shield, and many silver ingots. A special
official was ordered to send all these things, and he received them. Meanwhile, the Commander-in-Chief, Mu Tsung .&32,67 General of the Southern
expedition $ilI~+j
#$IF,Imperial tutor, Duke of Ch'ien-kuo TfiM & and Duke
of Wu-hsi ${%&., reported on his behalf to the Emperor, who then gave him
all the land pertaining to the village of Sha-Ian $J;[$]$J-, near the city of Peisheng chou (the present Yung-sheng). Henceforth that village was to be called
by the new name of Feng-ti-chuang $ifis
(Feng-ti farm), and was to be

+&,

Lang-o is south-east of Yung-pei *At: (Yung-sheng), near a little lake called Ts'ao Hai
(Grass Lake) ; it is directly west of the small town Jen-li 4Z 9, which is situated on the
west bank of a small stream called I-ch'a Ho & B PJ which flows into the Yangtze.
He was the son of Mu Pin
the grandson of Mu Sheng, and the great-grandson of
Mu Ying
who all had governed Yiin-nan.
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handed down to his descendants for ever. In the same year, Ya urnquered the
following villages of Chung-tien : Ch'ieh-tsan
Hsi-li-=h8ii 514 q +&, Tatang f;g and Hsiang-ko +&.
j
I n the ninth year (1496); he conquered the village of Nien-yii q-zof Chungtien, and established the village of Ai-na-wa. In the 10th year (r491), he prepared gifts consisting of horses and native products, and sent men to pay
tribute to the Imperial court, for the purpose of applying for Lrnperial letters
patent. The Emperor gave him many silver ingots together with many other
gifts, and conferred on him the honorary title of T'ai-chung ta-fu and the
hereditary right of the fu-magistracy, and on his wife, A-shih-kuei REf4, the
No. 18.
honorary title of Shu-jen by Imperial decree Yin
h (1498), Ya conquered the villages of Wa-jih-wa X El % of
I n the I ~ t year
Chung-tien, and Hsi-li-wa @j% &, and La-chia-wa $1
of Shu-lo. I n the
12th year (1499), he conquered Chung-tien, and established the villages of
S x . In the same year, he
Ta-nien-yu-wa %q-3Z%, and Hsiang-ko-wa
conquered the villages of Feng-lu-wa $@$$%of Ni-na, Ku-p'u-wa
F:.li of
tl GJ, Mu-jo-tien *Efiii, Chla-sanShu-lo, Pu-wa b Z, P'ing-k'ou-tien
yen-wa $US%$-%
and Mu-feng-wa
In the 13th year ( I ~ o o )he
, conof
quered the villages of Mi-la-yen-wa jg#ljgX and Ch'ii-na-wa
, conquered the villages of Li-yao-ko
%
Shu-lo. In the 14th year ( I ~ o I )he
of Ni-na, and Yu-la %$I]. In the same year, the brigands of Shu-lo surrendered
of their own accord. I n the 15th year (1502), he conquered the villages of Huich'u f$f& of Chung-tien, La-hung-wa $I]#L&,Shou-li-wa %*X, and T'op'u-wa E +%
:
of Ni-na.
Ya was born on the 15th day of the sixth moon of the 6th year of Ching-t'ai
(July 29th, 1455), and died on the 21st day of the eleventh moon of the I 5th
year of Hung-chih (December noth, 1502). His wife was named A-shih-chiian
I l u J S % , and her official name was A-shih Shan-kuei pbJ'iS$:fi.
She was the
daughter of magistrate A VaJ of the chou-city of Teng-ch'uan 5$ J 1 1 .6e On her
was conferred the honorary title of Shu-jen. She gave birth to four sons,
named A-ch'iu Iq*,, A-chung rq$fi,A-yii lFj=and A-lien FsrJS.The eldest
son, A-ch'iu, succeeded to his father's throne.
For reference, it is said that Mai Tsung @g,one of the ancestors of the Mu
family, once accepted an invitation of the King of Ta-li. On his way home, he
felt that he had lost his spiritual power. He then went to the Yii-lung Shan,
intending to drink some of the spiritual water out of the stone basin (see p. 92),
but searching everywhere, he could not find it. For a moment he happened
to take a rest under a rock. He unconsciously planted his bamboo staff into
the ground. Suddenly he found that the earth was becoming softer and softer,
while the bamboo staff had grown 11 joints taller than it had been before. In
a little while branches and leaves sprouted luxuriantly. He then began to
understand and said: "I have not yet lost my spiritual power, but I must have
committed a sin. Eleven generations later, I shall be reborn to accomplish my
destinies." A few days afterwards he died.
Counting from the time of Mou-pao A-tsung T-@Iffa
(Mai Tsung) to A-hsi
A-ya (Pen-an) exactly eleven generations have passed. Ya was born a genius.
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Teng-ch'uan is one stage north of Ta-li, a distance of go li.
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Without being taught by anybody, he could read the pictographs of the Nakhi language invented by his ancestor Mai Tsung. In addition, he did much
to cause our Mu family to prosper by following the virtuous examples of his
ancestors. Ya was probably Mai Tsung reborn, and the prophecy made by
Tsung in his life was perhaps true. I think this is what Buddha said about "the
theory of cause and effect," and about "the theory of transmigration of a man's
three lives."
THIRTEENTH GENERATION.
- A-ya A-ch'iu IFHIY' Pul$k (PLATE 23) : HiS
official name was Mu Ting it;2. He was also named Ching-chih i!$/ll. As
the eldest son of Mu T'ai *A&, he succeeded to his father's throne. In the
16th year of Hung-chih (1503) his hereditary right was recommended and confirmed. I n the 17th year (1504), he received his Official letters patent, Ch'ou
-33,
No. I 107, issued by the Board of Civil Office, and in the fifth moon and the
13th day of the same year (June 24th, 1504), he took up the duties of his office.
I n the third year of Cheng-te (I 508), hc conquered the villages of Ts'ungchung 4% {$ and T'ien-lung
of Ni-na. I n the fourth year (1509), he conand other places. I n the fifth year ( I ~ I O )he
,
quered Ni-na, A-te-chiu B"4-&;!
sent horses and native products to pay tribute to the Imperial court, for the
purpose of applying for Imperial letters patent. His Majesty conferred on him
the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu [the Huang-Ming En-lun-lu says
Chang-shun ta-fu] and the hereditary right of the fu-magistracy, and on his
deceased wife, Kao-shih-hsiang SkB, the honorary posthumous title of
Kung-jen, and on his second wife, Kao-shih 8 E,also the honorary title of
Kung-jen by Imperial decree, Chih ?I1,No. 908.
1 n t h e same year, the village of T'ao-mu
H surrendered of its own accord.
Iii: and Ta-hsiangI n the*seventh year (I 51 2), the villages of Ping-so-li
tien Jz *@ turned to his allegiance. I n the eighth year (1513), he conquered
of Shu-lo; in
the villages of Na-ku #a&, Ya-lieh-wa -3 Z& and Lu-mi @$#I
; in the
the ninth year (1514), those of Pan-lo-wa #E% and Shih-wa #=Z
10th year (ISIS), the villages of Chieh-lo
and Mei-shih-wa &%Z,
while the villages of Kuang-shih j't;% and Pan-tien fPQ surrendered of their
own accord. I n the I I t h year (1516), he conquered the village of Kan-na-wa
T B [ J Z of Chung-tien, and gained a victory over the villages of Li-yu 3& and
Tao-tsai TJ 2 . I n the 12th year (1517), he conquered the villages of Koniang %4f.! and La-hung-wa $11 $I% of Ni-na, also Ch'ang-an E % of Shu-lo,
and in the 14th year (I 5 19), the village of A-t'ao ts'un PbTl%j$;I'of Ni-na. In
the 15th year (1520), he conquered the villages of K'uei-tien #$@I and Kanp'u-wa =F%Zof Chung-tien, and in the 16th year (1521), the villages of
of Yung-ning and Hsiang-ko-wa 6 %$-%
of Shu-lo.
Ma-wa h$&Z
I n the first year of Chia-ching (1522), he conquered and rebuilt the villages
of Wa-t'o
and Chu-ko-wa T@J Zof Shu-lo, and also Mu-feng-wa *@&
of Yung-ning. I n the second year (1523), he again conquered the village of
Ma-wa of Yung-ning. I n the fourth year (1525), he conquered the villages of
and Mu-sheng *% of Shu-lo. On acT'ao-so p%J'$ of Ni-na, Yeh-yin
count of his relieving the siege of the neighbouring district of Yung-ning, the
Brigadier-General and the Viceroy of Yiin-nan conjointly inscribed a scroll for
him in memory of his remarkable deeds, and presented him with a flower-
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design shield. I n the same year, he conquered the following villages of Ni-na:
Ch'ien-pao X f X , Wu-ts'un A$.].
La-chia
,
$11 $11, and Shih-ts'un 9;+j.. In the
fifth year ( I 526), he conquered the upper part of the village of Lo-na-ts'un
))II&.1' of Chao-k'o, and the lower part of the village of Li-hsi 2 lJtj,sQ
also
the village of Pi-lu-ko
of Ni-na, and the village of Na-sheng #a% of
Yen-ching a#.70
Ch'iu was born on the 23rd day of the twelfth moon of the I 2th year of
Ch'eng-hua (January 7th, 1477), and died on the 2nd day of the eighth moon
of the 5th year of Chia-ching (September 8th, 1526).
His wife, A-shih-hsiang lisrl'3%, was a daughter of the Kao family &It, her
father being-magistrate of Pei-sheng chou. Her official name was Kao-shih
Yen-shou- miao-hsiang & JI.Z2 4'h;i3:. On her was conferred the honorary
title of Kung-jen. She gave birth to three sons, named A-kung PI*, A-shan
IJqlll and A-tsung [ q f $ . His second wife was named A-shih-ching I;uJ04 #, and
her official name was Rao-shih Yen-shou F2j R a g . . On her was conferred the
same honorary title as that of his first wife. She gave birth to four sons, named
A-mu IJV&,A-chu IqE, A-chi Iq$k and A-ts'ung I;uJ@. His eldest son,
A-kung, succeeded to the throne.

x{[

FOURTEENTH GENERATION. - A-ch'iu A-kung RjFkPJ* (PLATE24) : Maghe was
istrate of the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu Kung
also named Shu-ch'ing ,3!?4f!P, Hsiieh-shan 3 01 and Wan-sung ,$!;@. As the
eldest son of Mu Ting, he succeeded to his father's throne.
I n the sixth year of Chia-ching (1527), his hereditary right was recommended and confirmed. I n the same year, he conquered and rebuilt the villages
of Pi-lu-ko &\@-&
of Ni-na, Na-sheng fl[lb of Yen-ching, T'ao-so W*, Hsiyuan fiR and Ch'ien-tien XQ. In the same year, two men, named An %?
of Hsiin Z$72and Feng l@, , rebelled, and in the seventh year (1528), they invaded the province, and even besieged the provincial capital. Kung gained

The village of Li-hsi, now written a%,is west of Wei-hsi in the valley of the Salween.
70 Yen-ching is the present Yen-yuan l B in Ssu-ch'uan, under whose jurisdiction are the
Wu-so ~ 6 and
8 the Mu-li King.
It was Mu Kung who, as a young man, before he became the native magistrate of Lichiang, compiled this and the Illustrated Chronicle with the help of his friend Kao. He
also wrote a collection of poems entitled Hszieh-shaft Shih-chi S 1.4 %?5,
(Collection of Poems
by Hsiieh-shan, which was Mu Kung's given name). One hundred and fourteen of his poems
were printed in a small volume called Hsiieh-shan Shih-hsziart t I.4 3# 2 (Selections of Pee-m
by Hsueh-shan). A preface was written to these poems by Yang Shen #M, dated Chia-ching
Ei. a, the 6th month, 24th day (July 18th, 1549). The Li-chiang Records state that Yang
Shen chose 114 of the poems and called them a "Selection of Poems" by Hsiieh-shan.
72 The names of the two rebels were An-ch'iian %& and Feng Ch'ao-wen A l e. The
former was a native of Hsun-tien SF$, north-east of K'un-ming, in the prefecture of Ch'iiching @I $3, and the latter of Wu-ting i$B, north of K'un-ming. In both places they held
positions as hereditary native oflicials (t'u-ssu *El). The two joined forces and attacked
Yun-nan fu (K'un-ming), burning the north-east gate. They took Sung-ming % M, Yang-lin
%& and Ma-lung chou & I N .
The Ma-lung chou chih R$f% +H&, ch. 2, fol. 24b-25a, states that in the 7th year of Chiaching (1528) the Wu-ting and Hsun-tien T'u-ch'iu
(Native chiefs) rebelled. At first
the Jen-te fu ~ I @ R(Native officials) An-yang GW and An-nai
continuously rebelled,
whereupon a transferable officialwas placed a t Hsiin-tien. When the fu-magistrate collected
the annual taxes in grain, he undressed and beat the wife and son of An-ch'iian and im-
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great merit by sending his troops to relieve this siege. The Commander-inGeneral of the
Chief, Mu Ming-ching-kung Chao-hsiin $k &$/$*
Southern punitive expedition, and Imperial tutor, reported on his behalf to
the Emperor to have his exploits registered for reward.
In the eighth year (1529), Kung conquered and rebuilt the villages of Taof Yung-ning. In the ninth year (1530)~through
hai -/;% 7%nd Hai-lo
application and recommendations made to the Emperor on his behalf by Wu
Wen-ting fli -22,
Imperial censor of the Board of Military Ofice, and by the
chief officialsof Yiin-nan, he received his official letters patent, C'h'ou -a,
No.
1056, issued by the Board of Civil Ofice. In the fourth moon of the same year
(April 27th-May 26th, 1530)' he assumed his ofticia1 duties. In the same year,
J Chiian-na &
!
of Chao-k'o,
he conquered the villages of Tang-ho ~ { Q and
In the 10th year (153 I), he conand tke village of Chia-kuang-ting ~Ju~L-I-.
quered and rebuilt the villages of Tang-tsung 'BE;, T'ien-sheng XEs,
of Shu-lo.
Hsiao-chai llh9gef and Kuang-shih-chai %
In the 13th year (1534)~lie selected gifts consisting of horses and native
products, and sent them by envoys to pay tribute to the Imperial court, for
the purpose of applying for Imperial letters patent. In the 15th year (1536),
His Majesty conferred on him the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu and the
hereditary right of magistrate of the fu-magistracy by oficial letters patent,
I S, No. 278. An Imperial scroll was also given him, bearing the four Chinese
characters, Chi Nirlg Pien Ching &ilS,i&%i
(Concord and tranquility of my
frontier). He also received many pieces of colored satin and silver ingots. On
his wife, Feng-shih-mu JE&kR%,
was conferred the posthun~oushonorary title
of Kung-jen, and on his second wife, Feng-shih-shao E&lX${, the same honorary title.
In the 14th year (1535)~he conquered the villages of Nien-ko -(I:% and
Nien-nao {I~~IRof Chung-tien, while the village of Chia-kuang-ch'u-pa jJn%
El!! surrendered of its own accord. In the 15th year (1536)~he conquered
and rebuilt the villages of T'ien-chu X$t.: of Ni-na, T'ieh-chu &t;l;l:
and
Hsianp-\.a
of Shu-lo, and pacified the villages of T'ien-pao 'XfX, Chin-

$4m,7S

prisoned them. Thereupon An-ch'ilnn united with the Wu-ting barbarian (nr<lrr) Feng
Ch'ao-wen and rebelled. They then killed 13 ofticids of Hsiin-tien and Wu-ting; 2 0 , 0 0 0
soldiers joined them and they burnt and looted the city (clt'mg M ) . The city Jen-te (fu) \\*as
established under the Yuan dynasty as Jen-ti \Van-hu-fu hh ,?4F FR,but was later changed
to Jen-te fu. The old city wall is 5 li east of the Hsiin-tieu hsien of to-day. Under the Ming
dynasty it was changed to Hsiin-tien Chiin-min f11
'IV LC f i (hlilitnry and civil magistrncv of Hsiin-tien). I t is now governed by Hsiin-tien hsien. The Srrrrg-rrri~rsclrird-clrih
S WR;&, ch. 3, fol. I I ~ I Zsays
~ , that in the 6th year of Chia-ching (1527) All-ch'ila11
rebelled. He was killed by Governor Fu Hsi aP TY of Yun-nnn. His men were defented and
went to Sung-ming, which they captured. They killed two majors, \Vang Sheng Efi arid
T'ang Kung %a.For further reference, see.: ED. OIAVANNES
"'l'rois i ~ l s ~ r i p t i orelevkes
~ls
par hi. Charria" (11-Notice sur les cl~elsaborighes du district de W o u - t i ~ y2% in T'ortrrgPtlo Val. 7, 1906, pp. 681-689), where the rebellion is described in detail.
73 3111C11ao-hsiin was his proper name. The title of Duke of hling-ching wns conferred on
him posthumously. He was the son of K'un SA who nt the age of 14 became Duke of Ch'ie~ikuo *MI Kuei-d~ouprovince. He died a t the age of 40.
7' This must rcfcr to the villnges around t l ~ e
lake of Yung-ning, called La-t'a Khii in Na-khi.
Half of the lake is in Yiin-nan and half in Ssu-ch'uan. \'arious villages are grouped along
the shores ol the lake mid the foot of the encircling mountains.
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chu &# and Li-t'o It! )E. In the 16th year (1537). he c o n q u e d the vill.ge of
Kao-sheng fi B of Chung-tien. 111the 19th year (I 540)) Annam *&,#jrebelled
against the Imperial rule. Kung assembled his troops, preparing for active
1mpe"d
service with the government forces. He was instructed by M W
censor of the Board of military oflice, to remain in reserve for the time being,
but to select beforehand certain roads for troop movement, and to await m e
bilization. Meanwhile, His Majesty rewarded him with a silver wine-cup,
weighing 10 taels, to be handed down to his descendants as a priceless treasure.
In the 24th year (1545), he conquered the villages of Hsiang-shui 7fc and
Sheng-hsin I N ,also T'ien-pao XfX. In the 26th year (1547)' he conquered
the villages of Hsiang-shui and Sheng-pao Ils! #. In the 27th year (1548)' he
conquered T'ien-kao X& village and Ch'ang-sheng SB of Ni-na. He then
ordered his eldest son, A-mu PJ*, to lead his troops to capture hlao-ch'ii-ko
Z fik% and to subdue the villages of Kung-ts'u @& m," Tang-lai
and
Lu-ku *&. In the 28th year (1549)) he ordered A-mu to lead his troops to
subdue the villages of Kan-t'ao -I'M and KO-pan-pa 3ffqE of Chung-tien.
In the ~ 2 n dyear (1553)~he himself conquered and rebuilt the village of 'r'iensheng K & of Chung-tien.
Kung was born on the 10th day of the seventh moon of the 7th year of Hungchih (August 10th' 1494)) and died on the 10th day of the ninth moon of the
32nd year of Chia-ching (October 16th' 1553). His first wife, A-shih-meng
FUJ%!*,
was the daughter of magistrate Feng BR of the fu-magistracy of Wuting 2$,la and her ofticial name was Feng-shih-mu &El*. On her was conferred the honorary title of Kung-jen. She gave birth to one son, named A-mu
)%IN, who succeeded to the throne. His second wife was named A-shih-yii
PJS*, and her official name was Feng-shih-shao H1C;Gi. She gave birth to
two sons, named A-chia filllffl and A-t'ui
respectively. In the 40th year
of Chia-ching (1561), on account of his son's merit, His Majesty conferred on
him the posthumous honorary title of Ya-clung ta-fu i 5 l l l j;k and on his
wife, Feng-shih-mu %LC;@, the posthumous honorary title of Shu-jen.
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FIFTEENTH GENERATION. - A-ktrng A-mu 1;b]$\Fl~J 1-1 (PLATE25) : Magistrate
of the fu-magistracy. His ofticid name was hlu Kao 7(;&.70 He was also
named Shou-kuei q l ' k , Tuan-feng
and Chiu-chiang k?T.
76 Ma0 Po-wen %ftls
was minister of \orand in 1539 hended the troops who were to
punish Annam. He was a native of Chi-shui & #c of Chiary-hsi ir:B ( E a r y i ) .
m Mao-ch'il-ko belonged to the district of Lin-hsi IIPI i!§.
is tlie way it is written in the inscription on the stone-drum of Shih-ku
77 Kung-tsu
;ti@,
for the translation of \vIiich see p. 2S3.
'13 Wu-ting is a town three stages north of K'un-n~ing. Both his wives were daughters of
whose native name was I-lu *a.IIe was the second hereditary
Feng Chao-ming DA$l
native prefect baring the name Feng. Tlie family name of llis ancestors was originally
A Pl ; this was changed to Feng in I ~ S by
S Imperial order. His first ancestor was A-erh PI R8
who was given the chieftainship of the Lo-wu tribe a # # by the Nan-chao Gug Tuan
Chih-hsing fit $
during Sung Hsiao Tsung
53, period Shun-lisi t$!% ( I I 74-1 189).
- From the H'ic-litrg clrorc clrilr ch. 3, fol. 49a.
I t was Mu Kao who in 1548 won the victory over the Tibetans which is described on the
stone-drum a t Shill-ku, engraved in October, 1561.SGCpages 181-185.
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As the eldest son he succccdctl to his iathcbrJsthrone. I n the 33rtl ycar of
Chia-ching ( 1 5 5 ~ his
) ~ hcrctlitctry right was rcc.ommcnclc(l and confirmc(1. In
the same ycar he conqucrctl ant1 rc1)uilt the villages of '1"ic.n-chich
ancl
Huang-chin-ch'iao &&M of Ni-nit. In t k 34th ycar ( I SSS), t hc: ap~)lication
rccommcnding him as the legal succcssor to his father's throne of the iumagistracy of military and civil affairs of 1,i-chiang was tluly srtnctioncd by the
Emperor. In the same year, he conqucrecl ant1 rebuilt the villagcbs of Na-shui
jk and T'ien-chang K1';i:of Shu-lo, while the villagc. of 1,i-ko it: "CF surrcnclcrcci of its own accord.
In the 35th year (1556)) A-mu reccivc(1 his ollicial letters patent, ( ' h i
No. 4046, issued by the ]hard of C:ivil Office. On the 9th tlay of the scconcl
moon of the samc ycar (March 1 9 t h ~I 556) he assumcd his official clutics. In
the 38th year (1550)~n i ~ m u o brigan(ls,
~~s
Iccl by a man namch(l Ku-p'u 4fi.iilf,
in <'hung-ticn. On the rcceipt of an
besicgcd the village of lcao-slicng $5;
urgcnt message, A-mil ortlcrctl his cltler son, A-tu ~~IIJ#I(, to load his troops to
raise the sicgc. His son killcd many brigands ant1 gained a grcat victory.
On the 9th tlay of the sixth moon of the , ~ g t hycar (July nnd, 1560), he instructed capable subortlinatcs to prchparc a budget for wagcs of workmen required for certain large constructions. On account of this service, the Department of works of the Yun-nan Viccroy conferrctl on him the third rank of civil
official, and applicrl on his behalf to the Iloard of Civil Oflice for its confirmation ant1 for Imperial letters patcnt. In accorclance with the usual custom, he
selected horscs and native products, and sent them by envoys as tribute to
the Imperial court. 'l'o assist him the three chief oflicials of Yun-nan gave
him 10 men's rations out of the provincial granary, and 10 transport horses
for the journey to the Imperial capital. On the 8th day of the eighth moon of
the 40th year (September 1 6 t h ~1561)) he himself applied to the Board of Civil
Ofice for the confirmation of his third rank of civil oficial and for Imperial
letters patcnt.
The Empcror then conferrecl on him the honorary title of Ya-chung ta-fu,
together with the following commendatory words, "You havc been loyal to
your nation; you have honored your parents by cutting off flesh from your own
arm, to be used as medicine in curing their illncss; you have civilized the
frontier lands; you have shown your power by safely defending your State
against the Pei-fan ;Ikfi (tribes of the north). Speaking of the fame of your
virtue, you are perfect both in loyalty ancl in filial piety. As to your reputation
for knowledge, you are well-learneel both in literature and in military science.
Now We havc the pleasure to confer on you specially the third rank of a civil
oflicial, and allow your official tlcgree to be classed in the samc order as those
of Our nine ministers, and your hereditary right of nobility to he preserved in
your Ch'iao-mu %/1< for ever and ever." On his wife, Tso-shih-shu J , : l t . % J j ,
was conferred the honorary title of Shu-jcn. The above-mentioned titles were
all conferrer1 by the Imperial patcnt Ilsin, d,;, No. 877. Again, His Majcsty
gave him four characters, Ch'iao Mu Shih C'hia B j i Ill:@
(The ancient,

,z;,

u0 f i i;7tlll: %, of these lour characters the first two are from the Shih Ching e$$g (nook of
poetry), Rook I , 9th ode, stanza I , ii)j$f%+- "In the south there are stately trees."
These characters were selected as the family name of the Li-chiang chiels is Mu ilc (tree)
and because they lived in the south of the Empire.
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honorable and exalted Mu family), and permitted him to erect an arch in front
of his house with these four Chinese characters carved on it.
According lo the Il2bang-Ming En-liin-lu, fols. 22a-h, in transmitting the
ofticia1 appointments and gifts, the Imperor in his decree wrote as follows:
" Succe~tlingunder )Ieaven's decree to the throne, We command as follows :
"So far as We know Our Icmpire, according to the Imperial system is just
like a family. For this reason those near and those from afar are treated alike
regarcling the appointment of oflicials and the hestowing of titles. This i n
to broaden the principle of tranquility throughout Our Empire and to
the law of encouragement.
" Mu Kao, hereditary native prefect of the military and civil ~jrcfectureof
IAi-chiangand Ya-chung ta-fu of the third rank, if you examine your ancestry,
will recall that your forebears were promoted to be prefects. They accoml~lishedmany nleritorious acts, and as Imperial subjects, from generation to
generation, all respectfully performed the duty of defending the Imperial
borcler. By your merit you can make your family as glorious as bcforc., devoting yourself with sincerity to the State. . . . 'I'he people on the Imperial
border were influenced by your instructions, and the northern barbarians were
repressed by your acknowledged power. Speaking about your fame based on
your virtue, We believe you to be both loyal and filial. Praising you for your
ability, We appreciate that you are versed both in letters and in military
affairs.
"Thus We confer upon you an Imperial patent by which you will be promoted to the third ofIicial rank, and occupy a scat among the nine ministers,
so as to show Our esteem for you. We hope that you will exert yourself to keep
the peace of Our State. Defend your native place, and comfort and instruct
your people. Reverently receive the Imperial bounty sanctioned with Our
Imperial seal, and keep your ancient family noble forever. Be revercnt!"
The Emperor again commands as follows:
"According to the State law of recompensing one for merit, if a title is conferred on a husband, a favor must be extended to his wife. This to emphasize
the principle of the five human relationships (f&f;;T) and to strengthen the law
of inheritance.
"Tso-shih, wife of Mu Kao . . . , you were endowed with virtue and came
from a family of rank and position. As you are diligent in helping your husband, you obtained a reputation of lofty virtue. We especially confer upon you
the title of Shu-jen by an Imperial patent. Receive this silken [Imperial]
bounty and glorify your sex forever!
"Given in the 40th year of Chia-ching (1561), Rsin 12, No. 877."
The Emperor also presented him with three pieces of colored satin and 600
silver ingots, he also sent back 10 men's rations taken from the proincia1
granary and the 10 transport horses given him by the three chief officials of
Yiin-nan. All these things arrived safely a t the fu-magistracy. On the 7th
clay of the eighth moon of the same year (September 15th 1561)) when the
gifts were delivered to him a t his office, he expressed his sincere thanks for the
grace of the Emperor by kneeling in a northerly direction towards the imperial
throne. The complete list, in detail, of the rest of the Imperial gifts may now
be found in the book of Hereditary Rights.
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In the 43rd year (1564), he ordered his son, A-tu, to relieve the village of
Sheng-pao Bfx and, by sending his troops still farther, he also conquered the
villages of Chin-chia-la & ~ J U #lland Ch'iu-kuang $k% of the district of Shu-lo.
In the 4 t h year (1565), he conquered the villages of Ts'o-ko hX ?%and Li-ya-ti
3I@ !
:of Ni-na. In the fifth moon of the and year of Lung-ch'ing I;$ I.2 (May
27th-June 26th, 1568), he ordered A-tu to settle the affairs of the rebel Ku-p'u
by attacking him in his retreat in the villages of Pa-t'o E+E and Ko-li
&YL. This his son carried out successfully.
Mu was born on the 22nd day of the first moon of the 10th year of Cheng-te
(February sth, 1515), and died on the 11th day of the eleventh moon of the
2nd year of Lung-ch'ing (November 29th, I 568). His wife, A-shih-mao Iq'sz,
was the daughter of magistrate Tso f;, of the fu-magistracy of Meng-hua
fk ~ i . f , ~and
l
her official name was Tso-shih-shu 2
; kt>&. On her was conferred the honorary title of Shu-jen. She gave birth to two sons, A-tu and
A-ch'un m$$of which the elder succeeded to the throne.

BQs

SIXTEENTH GENERATION. - A -mu-A-lu W Iq$fi (PLATE26) : Magistrate
of the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu Tung +$[,and he was also
named Chen-yang r$$, Wen-yen Z& and Yii-hua g??{j. As the elder son
of Mu Kao *&, he succeeded to his father's throne. In the third year of
Lung-ch'ing
(1569), his hereditary right was recommended and confirmed. In the same year, he ordered all the people of his different districts to
help him kill the brigand leader Ku-p'u fly%, whose followers were then
thoroughly defeated and dispersed. In the fourth year (1570), he sent his
of ~
Ni-na, where he was victorious. In
troops to the village of Ts'ai-tien 2 4 ~
the same year, he received his official letters patent Chi $2,No. 32, issued by
the Board of Civil Office. On the 18th day of the twelfth moon of the same
year (January 13th, 1571), he assumed his official duties, and then conquered
and rebuilt the village of T'ien-hsi X g of Ni-na. In the sixth year (1572),
Hsiang-tao $11 TJ ,82 leader of the Tibetan tribes of the village of Li-kan-mao
%lJTS
of Ni-na, knelt before him and repented his former crimes.
I n the second year of Wan-li (1574), Tu selected horses and native products, and sent them by envoys as tribute to the Imperial court, to express
his thanks to the Emperor for his grace, and to apply for Imperial letters patent.
In the same year, he rebuilt the villages of Hsiang-shui B7k and Lei-sheng
In the third year (1575), His Majesty conferred on him the honorary
the posthutitle of Chung-hsien ta-fu and on his wife, Kao-shih-hsien &E@H~,
mous honorary title of Kung-jen, also on his second wife, Meng-shih-fu &.E g ,
the same honorary title, by the Imperial patent Chih 57, No. 104. The Emperor also gave him four Chinese characters, Hsi Pei Fan Li fi;lt: %$@(Screen

z#%.

&%a

Her ancestor was a certain Tso-ch'ing-lo
who was native associate magistrate
of the fu-magistracy of Shun-ning IEi % in the Yiian dynasty. His descendant Tso-ho fi: 8
became the Huo-t'ou A GI of nine tribes and the interpreter of Shun-ning chief in the Ming
dynasty. He was made a chou-magistrate of Meng-hua 52 ft: in the 3rd year of Yung-lo
(1405) because he persuaded a rebel by name Kao Ta-hui X k ?& to submit. The office then
became hereditary - Meng-hua fu chih $2ft:fi&,
ch. 4, fol. 19a.
CHAVANNES
gives the name as Hsiang-tao Hu-mu a n Afl iR . The words Hu-mu (Eye of
the barbarians) refer to his being the leader of the Tibetans of the village of Li kan-mao of
the district of Nyi-na (Ni-na). This epithet occurs on the stone-drum inscription a t Shih-ku.

"
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of my north-western frontier), and permitted him to build an arch for his house
bearing these four characters. He also presented him with three pieces of
colored satin, and 600 silver ingots, and paid his men travelling e v n s e s equal
to the salary of two men, provisions for 12 men, and four horses for their
journey home. On the 21st day of the tenth moon of the same year (November
22nd, 1575)~when the gifts had been delivered a t his office, he expressed his
thanks to the Emperor by kneeling in a northerly direction towards the Imperial throne.
In the same year, he in person led his troops against the village of La-ch'iukuang #~]+,jk,and ordered his eldest son, A-sheng PI@,to advance on the
villages of Na-ch'i-yin M1 R S and Ni-pao f&fX, where they gained a great
victory, beheading over 400 brigands and taking over 300 prisoners. In the
fifth year (1577)~the Fan brigands invaded the border of the village of Maach'ii-ko %{&& 83 in the Ni-na district, whither he ordered A-sheng to attack
them with his troops. The brigands were prepared to resist him, in that they
already had mustered several ten thousand men who occupied as their headquarters the villages of A-hsi PTfi and Chi-chii-ngai (yen) $&g at the
mouth of the Tao-na-ting-ssu River TI ~ < - ! J J , ~ .
At first A-sheng's army lost the battle, and was forced to retreat from its
defensive line. Thus, the brigands became bolder and stronger. A-sheng then
ordered his troops to be courageous and divided them into four camps. Meanwhile, they proved their valor by assaulting the two villages of strategic importance, and capturing or killing over 1,000brigands. All the hidden retreats
of the enemy were a t last taken. No sooner did his troops advance on Niang-ti
Kuo-tsung 2,Ts'ao-na-mu g#$B, Ch'un-kan 5& ?, T'ao-ch'i-wei
j%jxE,A-hsi-ni Nfilg and Wang-liieh-shao 3 Dfj, than all these desolate
places surrendered of their own accord. In the seventh year (1579), Tu estaband Feng-yang @)a.
lished the villages of Hsiang-shui &7]u, Sheng-lieh HZ!!
T u was born on the 26th day of the ninth moon of the 13th year, chia-wu
V F , of Chia-ching (November st, 1534)~and died on the 18th day of the
eleventh moon of the 7th year, chi-mao 24P, of Wan-li (December 6th, 1579).
His wife, A-shih-lu Kg$-,was the daughter of magistrate Kao $3 of the
magistracy of Pei-sheng thou,* and her ogcial name was Kao-shih-bsien

am,

83 Mao-ch'ii-ko was in the district of Lin-hsi, and the latter belonged to Ni-na (Nj4-na), the
present Wei-hsi.

Her first ancestor was Kao Pin-hsiang A g # ; he was the first native magistrate of Peisheng (Pei-sheng T'u-chih-chou i k b &% fli) during the Yuan dynasty. Owing to meritorious services, Yiin-nan officials bestowed on him the title of Chung-shun ta-fu Rl k'k. He
died in the 13th year of Ming Hung-wu (1~80). Her father was Kao Te A%, the ninth
hereditary native magistrate of Pei-sheng. I-Ie took office in the 33rd year of Chia-ching
(1554) - Yzmg-pei T'ing chih, ch. 3, fols. ggb and 34b.
The first native official (magistrate) of Shun-ning, which is 320 li south-south-west of
Ta-li, was Meng-hung % H. He was the descendant of Meng-yu &Hi who was chief of
the P'u man i&i.(P'u savages), the P'u iR of ancient times; see note 95. The latter inhabit
and neighboring regions. They came
besides Shun-ning, Ching-tung B R, P'u-erh
under Chinese rule during the Mongol dynasty. When Meng-yu submitted to the ~ h i n e s e
empire in the time of the Mongol dynasty (in the first year of the period T'ien-li of Emperor
Ming Tsung, 1329) his name was officially changed to Meng % (Fierce and brave). - See
also Shun-ningfu chih, ed. 1725, ch. 5, fol. 268. Meng-hung was authorized to rule in the
15th year of Hung-wu (1382). Later his people stopped paying taxes, quarrelled and killed

+
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ERm. On her was conferred the honorary title of Fu-jen. She gave birth
l ~ , ll~J)& and A-hsien Pcll"k;. His
to three sons, named A-sheng l ~ ~ A-ch'eng
second wife, A-shih-hui I Q R f l , was the daughter of magistrate Meng && of
the fu-magistracy of Shun-ning Illfi3,and her official name was Meng-shih-f u
Tu's eldest son, A-sheng lr~ll%,succeeded to the throne.

g&s.

SEVENTEENTH GENERATION. - A-tu A -sheng IW&lil~l% (PLATE27) : Magistrate of the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu Wang ;Ifit]:. He was
also named Wan-ch'un ,$l;$$,
Yii-lung 3i@and K'un-kang l r ~ f i . 8 5As the
eldest son of Mu Tung, he succeeded to his father's throne. In the eighth year
of Wan Li (1580), his hereditary right of fu-magistrate was duly recommended
and confirmed. In the ninth year (I 581), he received his official letters patent
No. 58, issued by the Board of Civil Office. On the 21st day of the
Chi -3,
third moon of the same year (April 23rd, 1581), he assumed his official duties.
In the same year, he established the villages of Li-hsi-ko 2"?. 6 and T'ien-ling
SF-;% of Chao-k'o. In the 10th year (1582), the soldiers of the Wu-so 5l;li
of the Yung-ning 7%@ district burned and destroyed 2 7 small villages of
Shu-lo. In the first moon of the same year, he personally led his troops to the
attack and forced them to retreat to the interior of Yung-ning. In the eighth
moon of the same year, he again led his main troops, and divided them into
several battalions, to advance by different routes. On his arrival a t the village
of Tao-li J J j Z of Shu-lo, the headman of Tso-so A i l 8 assembled many soldiers
to lay siege to his military headquarters. He victoriously raised that siege and
defeated them completely. With his triumphant troops, he again attacked and
and Chia-wa f i K
~.
conquered the villages of Hsiang-shui &7k, P'u-la
In the 11th year (1583), on account of the rebellion of the Hsi-k'ou pLj;g,
western robbers, he supplied the government with 1,000 taels of silver for the
soldiers' pay. In the same year, he personally led his troops to invade Yungning and conquered the villages of A-lo l(RTd% and Icuang-li j L e , where he
captured magistrate A-hsiung Bqkfk 87 of the fu-magistracy, together with his
followers, but did not kill them. In the 12th year (1584), the remaining followers of A-hsiung joined the brigands of the five So (Wu-so) districts, and again
besieged the village of Hsiang-shui and also Kuang-shih j';;@. Sheng personally raised the siege, and defeated them completely. He then conquered the
village of Hsiang-shui-wa B7kZ and established the village of T'ien-yu XG.
In the same year, a punitive expedition was carried on against Burma #mi,
and this time he supplied the government troops with 2,000 taels of silver. In
the 13th year (1585), he selected horses and native products, and sent envoys
to pay tribute to the Imperial court to thank the Emperor for his grace, and to

one another. I n consequence, a Ta-li military official attacked and conquered them, after
which a transferable official was installed.
85

I n the Second Chronicle it is written Shen-kang OtP

m.

86 The Wu-so S F ! , who were once under Yung-ning, are the five districts ruled by Na-khi
T'u-ssu, or Chiefs, belonging now to south-west Ssu-ch'uan (see Wu-so).

A-hsiung was of the eighth generation of the A Biil family of the Yung-ning T'u-ssu
zk8 & M '7; he took ofice in the second year of Wan-li (1574)~succeeding his brother A-ying
PJE. He died in 1586. (See Genealogy of the Yung-ning chiefs, p. 367.)

87
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apply for Imperial letters patent. His Majesty gave him three valuable gifts,
and sent his men back with an official reply.
I n the 14th year (1586)' he established the village of Hsiang-chu ~ i t k ,
After that, he marched with his men to La-t'a )I)#," and captured all the
land of the villages of Hsiang-shui, Chi-mai &R, Lo-hsiang #&!#Iand Changming-~uankt])]
L$<. I n the 15th year (1587), he captured and killed the
brigand leaders A-chuan l ; l ~ J % and La-mao-chia $11 1111 of the Tw-so 8 q i s trict. In the 16th year (1588)' he conquered and rebuilt the villages of Pu-wa
and Pao-chih R 2 . In the same year, the Hsi-fan tribes of La-t'a conspired with the people of Wu-so to besiege the village of Hsiang-chu. Immediately he led his troops to raise the siege, and gained a great victory over
the enemy. In the same year governor Hsiao j# of Yiin-nan joined three other
chief officials of this province, to submit a report on his behalf to the Emperor,
who then conferred on him the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu, and on his
wife, Lo-shih-ning $EE@,the honorary title of Kung-jen by the Imperial
patent Jen 11, No. 931. In the second moon of the 17th year (March 16thApril ~ q t h 1589)'
,
when the Imperial dispatch was delivered a t his office, he
expressed his thanks to the Emperor by kneeling in a northerly direction
towards the Imperial throne.
I n the same year, he rebuilt the village of Chiin-lu-wa E J R of~the district
of Chao-k'o. I n the 19th year (1591), he rebuilt the iron-chain bridge of the
village of San-pa-ting-ch'ii fE l - B of Ni-na.goIn the 20th year (1592), he
built the wall of the village of Chao-ts'ang BE 5 of the Ni-na district. In thc
21st year (1593), he rebuilt the villages of Hsiang-shui and P'u-pao
In
the 22nd year (1594)' he rebuilt the walls of the tillages of Pa-t'o E E and
Pu-hsi
# I n the same year, Bulmese brigands plundered the cities of
whither he led his troops to relieve the people, forcing
Yung T'eng &J$$,91
the brigands to retreat. I n the 23rd year (15~5)'he rebuilt the villages of
Tsung-che $3- and Yin-chu $J$$4 of the Ni-na district. In the fourth year
of Ch'ung-cheng $y:+fi (1631), on account of his grandson's military merit, the
Emperor conferred on him the posthumous honorary title of T'ung-feng ta-fu
:&$A*, together with the additional honorary title of Pu-cheng shi h 47ik
(Provincial Govcrnor, see note 96), and on his wife, Lo-shih $@LC, the posthumous honorary title of Fu-jen. [The Huang-Ming En-liin-lu, fol. 40a, states
that the Emperor gave him, in addition, the posthumous title of Junior
treasurer in the Kuang-hsi provincial treasury.]
Sheng was born on the 1st day of the ninth moon of the 30th year of Chiaching (September goth, I 55 I) and died on the 13th day of the fifth moon of the
La-t'a $1 fh is the Na-khi name of the Tso-so district, from the T'u-ssu's family name,
which is La #1.
89 I n the 15th year of Yung-lo, the headman of Tso-so was called La-ma-fei PW S k . The
name in the Chronicle is written #I, but it should be @I.
There is no iron rope or chain-bridge in the Wei-hsi district to-day, unless the district to
the south between Lan-p'ing and Yun-lung was included in Ni-na in those days. There are
several iron chain-bridges over the Pi Chiang J k U , marked Lo-ma Ho on MAJOR
DAVIES'
map.
and T'eng-yueh @-a
in south-western Yiin-nan are here
The towns of Yung-ch'ang
meant.

*
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24th year of Wan-li (June 8th) 1596). His wife, A-shih-neng I ~ I S ' & ~ was
,
the
daughter of magistrate Lo @ 92 of the magistracy of Lan chou, and her official
name was Lo-shih-ning %LC%. She gave birth to three sons, named A-chai
ms, A-hsi prrle and A-hsiang Ifrrlir~F.The eldest, A-chai, succeeded to the
throne.
According to the Huang-Ming En-lsn-lu, fol. 35b, the Emperor in his Imperial patent Jen
No. 554, states as follows:
"As you, Mu Wang, aimed at pacifying the rebellion, you unfortunately lost
your life on the battle-field. Your great fidelity to Us cannot be obliterated
from Our memory. You are indeed a pattern of manly honor. For this reason
We give you an Imperial patent by which you receive the title of Chung-shun
ta-fu and Junior counsellor to the provincial governor of Yiin-nan."
All this is not mentioned in the Genealogical Chronicles. I t would appear,
according to the Emperor's opening sentences, that Mu Wang lost his life on
the battle-field while suppressing a rebellion.

c,

EIGHTEENTH GENERATION. - A -sheng A -chai NBPrrl%(PLATE
28) : Magistrate of the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu Ch'ing *%. He was
As the
also named Ch'ang-sheng E&, Ch'iao-yo BGi- and Sung-ho #Z\@.
eldest son of Mu Wang, he succeeded to his father's throne. Before his heredi93
tary right was confirmed, in the 20th year of Wan-li (1592)' the Li-su +J
tribes of Yiin-lung chou
plundered some government salt from the
office of the Salt magistrate of Wu-ching 3i# (Five Salt-wells). He received
a dispatch, issued by Commander-in-Chief Mu Ch'ang-tsu .& iiii,94Ch'ienkuo Wu-ching kung .EMilti'rT?fi,General of the Southern punitive expedition,
and Imperial tutor, with the joint signatures of two other chief officials of
Yiin-nan, instructing him to settle this trouble. He personally led his troops
thither and, defeating the enemy, he decapitated 83 of the brigands. Thus, he
was honorably rewarded with a flower-design shield and many other gifts.

zJ$k.)JJ

92 The first native official of Lan chou was called Lo-k'o #2 5 ,and was a native of Lan chou.
I n the Mongol dynasty he was made a Wan-hu W F (chief of ~o,ooofamilies). During the
reign of Hung-wu (1368-13~8) he made his siibmission with all his people. On account of
military merit he was made a T'u chih-chou
!Hi (native sub-prefect). One of his successors, by name Lo-ts'ai @;P,in company with Mu Ch'u *;k] (8th generation), attacked
the Po-i I ~?&
I [chief] Tao-ch'ien-meng n f-& and during this campaign he acquired merit.
who ruled in the capacity of a T'u-she
The office then became hereditary until Lo-ts'an a*&,
&$: (native resident) but his hereditary right was not recognized - Yiin-nun T'U~ZR-chih,
ch. 143, p. 6a.

The Li-su R,or 13&, are aborigines who inhabit the south-westernpart of the province
of Yun-nan, especially the region around Yiin-lung. They do not form any particular agglomeration in Yun-nan, but are distributed over the entire province, some Li-su villages
occurring even in Yung-ning territory, north-east of Li-chiang. Yun-lung is a prefectural
city situated on the Pi Chiang .iR also called the Lo-ma Ho I $Il and is north-east of
T'eng-yueh (T'eng-ch'ung Dm). I n the Li-chiang prefecture they dwell at the entrance to
the Yangtze gorge of the Yu-lung Shan (Jade dragon Mountain), on the steep cliffs of
O3

c,

'A-ts'ag-gko. Near them, at La-mum-dze, dwells another tribe called the Chung-chia 4rlr
2%. They came originally from Kuang-hsi (Kwangsi).
e4 Mu Ch'ang-tsu was military governor of Yiin-nan and hereditary Duke of Kuei-chou
(Ch'ien-kuo). He was the son of Ch'ao Pi 88R , who was dismissed from office in the sixth
year of Lung-ch'ing (1572) on account of misconduct.
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In the 24th year (1596)) Chai's hereditary right was recommended and confirmed. He then assumed his official duties. In the 25th year ( I 5 g ) when the
towns of Ta-hou chou ARM
and Shun-ning Rhql rebelled, he assisted by
supplying 4,000 taels of silver for soldiers' pay.
In the 34th year (1606)) on account of the military merit of his son, the Emperor conferred on him the posthumous honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu,
the posthumous honorary title of
and on his wife, Lo-shih-ch'un $$Es,
T'ai-kung-jcn by Imperial patent, I %, No. 284. In the seventh year of T'iench'i (1627)~the Emperor gave permission to his son to build for his mother,
Lo-shih, an arch in honor of her chastity. In the fourth year of Ts'ung-cheng
( I ~ ~ on
I ) account
,
of the military merit of his son, the Emperor again conferred
on him a posthumous honorary official degree - that of the second rank and
with the additional honorarv title
honorary title of T'ung-feng ta-fu % sj\%,
of Pu-cheng shih 4irFktJ.! (Provincial ('overnor)," and on his wife, LO-shih, the
posthumous honorary title of Fu-jen, by the Imperial patent, Jen I:.,No. 4.
[It is related of Mu Ch'ing that he was tired of life and committed suicide on
the Li-chiang snow range].
According to the Huang-Ming En-liin-lu, fols. 27a-b, in transmitting the
decree giving Mu Ch'ing his posthumous rank the Emperor wrote as follows:
"Mu Ch'ing, you are the father of Mu Tseng, Native prefect of the military
and civil prefecture of Li-chiang. On account of your son's merit, I confer upon
you the posthumous titles of Chung-hsien ta-fu and Native prefect of the
military and civil prefecture of Li-chiang. Though you could not keep your
body alive, yet you had a good son. You became more renowned because you
lost your life. Your spirit may seek to receive this. Receive this blessing and
exert your strength in the nether world."
Chai was born on the 8th day of the eighth moon of the 3rd year of Lungch'ing (September 18th' 1569), and died on the 15th day of the tenth moon of
the 25th year of Wan-li (November 23rd, I 597). His wife, A-shih-chia P
aS 30,
was the daughter of magistrate Lo
of the chou-magistracy of Lan thou, and
her official name was Lo-shih-ch'un. She gave birth to one son, named Ssu i?,
who succeeded to the throne.

m,

GENERATION.
- A-chai A - s s ~[rirls[riili?(PLATE29): Magistrate of the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu Tseng %%. He was
also named Ch'ang-ch'ing W4!3P1 Hua-yo 3fis and Sheng-pai
(pronounced Sen-pe in Yiin-nan). As the only son of Mu Chai *$,he SUCceeded to his father's throne. In the 26th year of Wan-li (1598)~his hereditary
right was recommended and confirmed.
In the same year, the brigand leader A-chang-la-mao Wk011 Z,of the
NINETEENTH

The ancient Ta-hou chou was 150 li south-east of Shun-ning. I n olden days it was the
land of the Man-i @ % (Barbarians). Their chief was called Meng-YUSi and belonged
to the P'u-man t i ' @ tribe. They submitted during the reign of Chung-t'ung 'P
(12601263) of the Mongol dynasty.
In the 25th year of Wan-li (1597) the name was changed to Yiin chou S H ;to-day it is
called Yiin hsien SQ.
O6

Under the Ming dynasty a Pu-cheng shih was a governor of a province, but now the title
refers to a provincial treasurer.
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village of Hsiang-shui 97 rebelled. He led a punitive expedition against him,
and defeated him thoroughly. In the 27th year (1599)~hc attacked the rebels
of the villages of Hsiang-shui and Hao-yao $TI-%-, where he gained a great
victory. I n the 28th year (1600)~he submitted a report to the Emperor, who
duly sanctioned his hereditary right, and presented him with his official letters
patent Chi ,3;,No. 10, issued by the Board of Civil Ofice. On the 10th day
of the seventh moon of the same year (August 18th, 1600)~he assumed his
official duties. He captured the brigand leader Pi-li
a t the village of
T'ao-tien PZlJ@ in the district of Chung-tien. In the 29th year ( I ~ o I )he
, fell
upon the rebels of the villages of Hsiang-shui, P'u-wa
and Hao-yao,
where he attained a great victory. He then sent troops to the village of TsJaitien 25) of the district of Ni-na, where he won a great victory. In the same
year, he fought the rebels of the village of Shu-lo (west of Mu-li
&), and
was victorious on that expedition. Again, he charged the rebels of the allied
villages of Hsiang-shui, Tso-so and Hao-tien hFfnJ, where he captured and
killed the disobedient resident, Hsi-yuan-chu ?Lj It.
In the third moon of the 30th year (April 22nd-May 2oth, 1602), he won
a great victory a t the village of Shun-ta JlISif.;. He carefully examined the
merits and demerits of his men on that expedition, and varied their pay accordingly. The Emperor also rewarded him with 2 0 taels of silver. He then
fought the rebels of the villages of Hsiang-shui and Hao-tien a t the mouth of
the Tang-ting River 7-71, where he was again victorious. In the 31st year
(1603)~he repaired the Yung-chen bridge f ~ $ f i Mof the Ni-na salt-well {&flil
B#.98In the same year, Ssu killed the brigand leader P-li
in the village
of Shu-lo. In the 33rd year (1605), in the district of Hsiang-shui, he decapitated the brigand leader A-chang-la-mao on the bank of the Pa-hu River
IJ&bl1Y!

*

P&bD%

EbBZ.
In the 34th year (1606), in accordance with the usual official regulations, he
sent his envoys to the Imperial court to apply for Imperial letters patent. The
Emperor then favoured him with a reply through the medium of the Board of
Civil Office. In the sixth moon (July 5th-August 3rd) of the same year, the
aforesaid Board issued him Imperial letters patent, conferring on his father,
Mu Ch'ing, the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu, with the additional title
of magistrate of the fu-magistracy, and on his mother, Lo-shih-ch'un $@LC%,
the honorary title of T'ai-kung-jen. Again, the Board conferred on him the
same honorary title as that of his father, and on his wife, Lu-shih-fan t&E$&,
the honorary title of Kung-jen, by the Imperial patent I 33, No. 283. In the
second moon of the 35th year (February 26th-March 27th, 1607), he expressed
97 This was in the present-day Tso-so territory east of Yung-ning, and in south-west Ssuch'uan.
Under the Nan-chao Kingdom, the Yen-yuan hsien !B$~IR of to-day was called
Hsiang-ch'eng chun #Hm, the first part of the name of the village being apparently derived from that district, t o which Hsiang-shui belonged.
98 The river on which the city of Ni-na is situated is called the Yung-ch'iin Ho i k s m (River
of eternal spring). The salt-well here mentioned as belonging to the Ni-na (Wei-hsi) district,
can only be the La-chi-ming $I! %!% salt-well which, however, is not in the Wei-hsi district,
at the present time. La-chi-ming is west of Lan-p'ing MfrF, which once belonged to Lichiang.
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his thanks to the Emperor by kneeling in a northerly direction towards the
Imperial throne.
1n the 37th year (1609), he led his troops in person to the villages of KanP'U-wa 7 ' 9 % and Pa-t'o ElE of the Chung-tien district, where the brigand
leader Ku-p'u illis with his followers knelt before him. In the 40th year
(1612), he ordered his troops to assault the village of Ts'ai-tien ;P $ of the Nina district, over which he gained a great victory. In the 41st year (1613)1he
fought against the brigands of the village of Pa-t'o of the Chao-k'o district,
where he was victorious. In the 43rd year (1615)) he seized three Ta-tzu %+
( ~ a r t a r s )and
, sent them directly, together with the heads of the brigands and
some captured military weapons, to the three chief officials of Yiin-nan, to be
registered for merit. In the 44th year (1616)~he conquered the village of Lu7of Shu-lo. In the 45th year (1617), he again ordered his troops
pa-ting
to attack the village of Pa-t'o, where he was victorious. In the 46th year
(1618)~he prepared gifts consisting of horses and native products, and sent
them by envoys as tribute to the Imperial court, for the purpose of celebrating
the birthday of the Emperor, who presented him and his wife with many
pieces of fine hemp, silk, colored satin, gauze, socks and boots, and authorized
him by a special Imperial decree to defend the frontier lands. He received all
these things in good condition.
I n the same year, as the city of Liao-yang alj+in Feng-t'ien $X was
greatly alarmed [on account of Manchus?], he transported directly to the
Board of revenue ~ o , o o otaels of silver for the soldiers' pay. The fund was
transferred on his behalf to the Board of war for the registration of merit.
His Majesty ordered the matter to be carefully printed in a special record,
and published as a good example to all the officials in the whole country. At
the same time the Board of Civil Office sent him a reply, conferring on him an
Imperial official dress of the third rank, and a reward of silver coins worth 30
taels. I n the 47th year (1619)) he instructed the five divisions of the village of
Pa-t'o to supply a certain number of laborers for government work. In the
48th year ( 1 6 2 0 ) , ~he
~ sent 1,200 taels of silver to the Imperial capital to buy
cavalry horses for the Imperial military service. His Majesty presented him
with two Chinese characters, Chung I ,%,% (Loyalty and ~ighteousness)
(PLATE30). I n the same year, by using persuasion, he brought Jih-yin-a-chiin
El ElWB of Hsiang-shui into submission.
I n the same year, when Emperor Kuang Tsung of the Ming dynasty changed
the year-title to T'ai-ch'ang & g , Kao Shih-ch'ang &-Wasucceeded his halfbrother Kao Shih-mou &Eg in the magistracy of Pei-sheng chou, but their
conspired to usurp that same magisofficial secretary, named Kao Lan 25
tracy for himself. Ssu was instructed to settle the affair. Thereupon he led his
troops to that city and took prisoner the chief culprit Kao Lan and many of
his followers. For that service, he was rewarded with a flower-design medal

m,

99 Shen Tsung (Wan-li) died on the 21st day of the seventh moon in the 48th year of his
reign (August 18th) 1620). His son Kuang Tsung, who ascended the throne in the same
year, adopting the reign title T'ai-ch'ang % E l died after having reigned for less than sis
weeks, on the 1st day of the ninth moon (September 26th) 1620). He was followed by his
son Hsi Tsung %%, who, in the ninth moon of the same year, ascended the throne, adopting
the reign title of T'ien-ch'i. The latter, however, commenced in 1621.
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and many other valuable gifts. I n the second year of T'ien-ch'i (1622)' the
tribal chief She % loo of Ssu-ch'uan rebelled against the Imperial rule; Ssu
transported a large sum of money to pay the government solcliers for his
suppression.
Thus, the governor oi Yun-nan rewarded him with a gilt flower-design silver
medal and many pieces of colored salin. His Majesty again presented him
with a suit of official dress of the third rank, 30 taels of silver, and two (rolls)
of hemp and silk. In the same year, Ssu sent envoys to the Imperial capital
to offer ten suggestions to the Emperor, and to contribute 1,000 taels of silver
to be used on behalf of those who had either sacrificed thcir lives in the war
or had been remarkable for thcir loyalty or filial piety. ?'he Imperial court
prais~rlhim as a loyal official. 'l'he Board of Civil Office wrote him a reply, informing him that His Majcsty had promoted him to the position of Yiin-nan
Pu-cheng shih-ssu Yu-ts'an-cheng '2
l1.j/lillk.I!b 1i1di@dk (Junior counsellor
to the Yun-nan provincial governor). On the 14th day of the third moon of
the ,3rd year (April 13th. 1623)' he respectfully accepted the appointment. In
the fourth year (1624)' he resigned from oflicial life.
In the fifth year (1625)' he contributed to the government, 1,000 taels of
silver ior soldiers' rations and transported this fund to the provincial trca,curer
of Yun-nan. At the same time he sent men to the Imperial capital to apply
for Imperial letters patent. ?'he Emperor thcn conicrred on him the honorary
title of T'ai-chung ta-fu -A111/;-A, with the atlditional title of Junior counsellor
to the Yun-nan provincial treasurer, and on his wife, Lu-shih ~jlglt,the honorary title of Shu-jcn, by the Imperial patent Jen 1:, No. 555. On his parents
and grandparents were conferred various posthumous honorary titlcs by two
other special Imperial decrees. On the 9th day of the fourth moon of the 6th
year (May 4th' 1626)' he expressed his thanks for the Emperor's grace by
kneeling in a northerly direction towards the Imperial throne. In the same
year, he providcd many laborers for the government corvce, and taking advantage of this, he applied to the Empcror for an honor to he conferred on his
mother for her marital iidelity. In the seventh year (1627)) His Majcsty permitted him to build an arch in memory of her chastity. In the first ycar of
of Yiin-nan made a report on his beCh'ung-cheng (1628)' Governor Min 121101
half to the Empcror for the purpose of recommending ancl praising his past deeds.
In the same ycar, he was instructed to lead his troops to the city of Yiinlung1102where he took prisoner 13 brigand Icaders. He thcn iorwardctl to the
This tribal chief's name was She Ch'ung-ming %!:+ 1111, he was hereditary Hsiian-fu-shih
Yung-ning, Ssu-ch'uan, and belongetl to the Lo-lo tribe lpfl4iil. The She family
first submittetl to Chinese rule during the reign of Hung-wu (1368-1.398). Ch'ung-ming was
only distantly connected with the She family. Yung-ning (not to he confused with the
Yung-ning of north-west Yun-nan) belonged previously to Kuei-chou and forms now the
sub-prefectural city of I-Isti-yung f i dc in Ssu-ch'uan. (Latitude 28" 08'' longitude 105" 18'.
I'LAYPAIR).
-From the Ming Shih, ch. 249, fol. Ia; and Ssu-ch'uan T'ung-chih, ch. 98,
fol. 2b, and ch. 2, fol. 24b.
lo' The governor's name was Min Meng-te w455 13. IIe ruled over Yun-nan and Kuei-chou.
lm Yun-lung is situated on the banks of the Pi Chiang ikl;a (latitude 25" 54', longitude
99" 36'. I'LAYIMIR.
MAJORDAVIES
gives latitude 25" so', longitude 99" sof.) It is mainly
~nhabitedby the Min-chia E 8 tribe.
loo
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Yiin-nan government many military weapons which he had captured. In the
third year (1630)~he rebuilt the village of San-pa-ting-ch'~3 j-{k of Ni-np
district and the bridges of Ch'ing-lung iqfifi and Wei-yuan &$,I"
and also
helped the Imperial capital and Kuei-chou province with considerable funds to
pay the soldiers, and transported the money directly to the Board. Thus the
Yun-nan Viceroy Chu 3k lo' made a report on his behalf to the Ernperor, who
~ r o m o t e dhim to the position of Junior treasurer of the Kuang-hsi provincial
treasury in the fifth moon of the 4th year of Ch'ung-cheng (May grst-June
28th, 1631)~and conferred on him the additional honorary titles of T'ungfeng ta-fu, and Junior treasurer of the Kuang-hsi provincial treasury, and on
his wife, Lu-shih, the honorary title of Fu-jen, by the Imperial patent Jen
No. 4. On his parents and grandparents were conferred various posthumous
honors by two other special Imperial decrees. On the 4th day of the fourth
moon of the 5th year (May aznd, I 632), he expressed his thanks for the grace
of the Emperor by kneeling in a northerly direction towards the Imperial
throne. In the seventh year (1634) the local scholars of the city of Ho-ch'ing
invited him to attend a great feast.
In the 10th year (1637)~he recovered the village of Yang-li TL of Chao-k'o
district. He sent many laborers to work on the Imperial tombs, and transported
a contribution of 500 taels of silver to the Imperial court. In the eighth moon
of the 13th year of Ch'ung-cheng (September 16th-October 1 4 t h ~1640)~the
Board of Civil OGcc wrote him a reply, informing him that the Emperor had
promoted him to the position of Senior treasurer of the Ssu-ch'uan provincial
treasury, and had permitted him to build an arch in the Yiin-nan provincial
capital in honor of his loyal deeds, as an example and in order to give encouragement to other tribal chiefs of all other provinces. His Majesty then presented
h dclivcrcd
him again with flower-design silks, a sheep and ~ i n c , ~ ~ + h i cwere
with the Imperial dispatches to the ofice of the Yiin-nan provincial treasurer,
which ordered messengers to take the presents to him, whereupon he rcverently received them.
I n the same year, Ssu rebuilt the village of Na-ya !? of the Ni-na salt-well.
I n the I 5th year (I 642), the Fan-i &lk (Hsi-fan and Lo-lo) tribes of Lang-ch'ii
f ' $,loo Tang-wa ,$ lo' and Chih-ticn g;fl fa , and the Li-su, tribes of the

el

'Oa Ch'ing-lung is a small town south of Ching-tung, and is near the Black River, (Pa-pien
H o or Pa-pien Chiang @BE);Wei-ytian (latitude 23" 3of, longitude 100' 45') is a town
north-west of P'u-erh, situated on the west bank of the Pa-ching 140 C -8. H, which flows
into the Mekong. Wei-yuan is now called Ching-ku 84$. I t is near a salt-well called Hsiangyen ching 35Cl! 31: (Fragrant Salt-well).

The Viceroy's name was Chu Hsieh-yiian ? k @ - i C . He was a native of Shan-yin 111 B in
Che-chiang .ifi (Chekiang), and received a doctor's degree in 1584. His first appointment
was as judge of the administrative court of Ta-li - Ming Shih, ch. 249, fol. Ia.

lo'

lo6

I n ancient days it was the custom to give a present of a sheep and a jar of wine.

Lan-ch'ti is the territory of a Na-khi T'u-ssu south of Yung-ning and north of Yung-pei;
the latter town is iour stages east of Li-chiang.

'On

lo' Probably the Tong-wa Tibetans arc meant, who live north of Chung-tien. The Tong-wa
to this day still make raids on Chung-tien and on the territory to the south of it. In 1933
they came in large numbers and held Chung-tien for some time, as a base from which to rob
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four mountains of Pi-shuo
surrendered of their own accord. In the 16th
year (1643), Li Yung-chen *~K@-,'O~leader of IOO households of the choucity of Chien-ch'uan $1])11 ,looand his brothers started a riot and murdered the
magistrate of that city. Ssu was instructed to settle this affair, and succeeded
in making them all prisoners and sending them to the office of the Yiin-nan
viceroy. In the 17th year (1644),11° he contributed labor towards government
works, and supported the Imperial court in Nanking with large sums of money
to be used for the urgent need of paying the soldiers. His Majesty then conferred on him the honorary title of T'ai-p'u-ssu cheng-ch'ing k#-:!j:jEJf!y
(Director of the Court of the Imperial Stud).
In the first year of Hung-kuang (1645),ll1 he was ordered to attack the city
of Lang-ch'ii, whither he led his troops and settled the trouble caused by its
obstinate rebels. In the same year, he was instructed by an Imperial messenger
(Yiin-nan) soldiers. Meanwhile, on account of his merit in
to recruit Tien
supplying funds for the pay of soldiers, the Imperial censor Ch'en 1% sent some
officials to present him with satin, embroidered with golden flowers and woven
with four-clawed dragons, which he accepted with great respect. I n the fourth
,
the Board of
moon of the 2nd year of Lung-wu (May 15th-June ~ n t h 1646),
Civil Office informed him that the Emperor had sanctioned his promotion to
the rank of T'ai-p'u-ssu cheng-ch'ing, and had given him a special note, sending greetings to his whole family.
Ssu was born on the 17th day of the eighth moon of the 15th year of Wan-li
,
and died on the 1st day of the eighth moon of the and
(September ~ g t h 1587))
year of Lung-wu (September 9th) 1646). His wife, A-shih-yii Pi1ST, was the
daughter of magistrate Lu-hua-kao i(113'kZk of Ning chou 3fiX1191,1'2 and her
&

b

q

a

the neighboring districts. I n 1942 over 5,000 Tibetans came and held Chung-tien for a
considerable time, till they were driven off by being bombed by Yun-nan military planes.
The Yun-nan T'ung-chih, ch. 142, fol. 34b, and the Tien-hsia-chiin-kuo-li-ping-shu,
ch.
109, fol. 21b, both give the name as Yang Yung-chen
instead of Li
Yung-chen.
log The city of Chien-ch'uan is two days south of Li-chiang. Latitude 26" 29', longitude
99' 54'. (PLAYFAIR).
108
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This should read the fist year of the Ch'ing Emperor shun-chih II$ i3 (1644)
family remained loyal to the very last to the House of Ming.

]lo

The Mu

111 According to the Tien-yun li-nien chuan, ch. 10, fols. ga-b, Fu Wang JE
E (Prince Fu)
assumed the reigning title of Hung-kuang % in Chiang-nan ?I$ (An-hui and Chiang-su
[Kiangsu]) in the second year of Shun-chih Zn -%, in which year he died. He was followed by
&. i
Prince TJang J% E,who ruled in Fu-chien B (Fukien) as Lung-wu @
l I 2 Lu-hua-kao was the native magistrate (T'u-ssu & El) of Ning chou. His ancestor, P'uchieh %%@,
during the Mongol dynasty was Hsuan-wei-ssu S I 3 (Pacification Commissioner) of Tien-t'ing 61U,which was five li north-east of T'ung-hai hsien ZBi@l%, which in
turn was I 50 li north-east of Lin-an fu 52 $f. I n the Ming dynasty there appears a certain
Lung-sheng %%, who with the opening of Yun-nan a t the beginning of the Ming dynasty
(1368) acquired merit and was given the family name Lu #%; he was appointed native submagistrate of Ning chou in the 15th year of Hung-wu (1382). Ning chou was a secondary
prefecture north of Lin-an fu, to which it belonged. The name Ning chou dates from the
13th year of Chih-yuan E-X (Kublai Khan) (1276). At the end of the period of T'ien-pao
(about 755)) Ning chou was captured by the Man [Savages], when it was called LangkJuang BU!&,though the tribes called it Han-lung b% in their language. Ning chou is the
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officialname was Lu-shih-fan #&JX%. On her was conferred the honorary title
of Fu-jen. His second wife, the virtuous lady A-shih-hui
#, gave birth
to his eldest son, named A-ch'un liul=i$,who succeeded to his father's throne.
His third wife, the virtuous lady A-shih-ko
or A-shih-jung PIS Ja,
gave birth to three sons, named A-hsien Pa%, A-pao WR,and A-jen Re.

mf

mlr,

TWENTIETH GENERATION. -A-ssu A-ch'un W=$
Fa$'$ (PLATE : Magistrate of the fu-magi~tracy."~His official name was Mu I
He was also
named K'un-lun E% and T'ai-mei 6 =%. As the eldest son of Mu Tseng, he
succeeded to his father's throne. Since his childhood, he had possessed a wonderful intellect. He was a man full of love and respect, and had great courage
and wisdom. His father Tseng loved him greatly. In the fourth year of T'iench'i (1624), when his father retired to Chih Shan 2 0 1 114 to rest and care for
his health, his hereditary right was recommended and confirmed.
Every morning, just when the cock began to crow, he would first comb his
hair and wash his face, and would then wait quietly at the door of his father's
bedroom to pay his respects. Deferentially he would request his father to
advise him in the solving of important problems. He would then beg leave to
take his breakfast, and would afterwards carry his father's advice into effect.
In the sixth moon of the 9th year of Ch'ung-cheng (July 3rd-July 31st inclusive, 1 6 ~ 6 the
) Pi-li &\1!2 115 Fan-man assembled many brigands, and plundered

*s,.

present-day Li hsien SIB, the name being revived from the T'ang dynasty (eighth year of
Cheng-kuan 13& [634]) when it was called Li chou S N .
The T1.ung-hai hsien chih, ch. 3, fol. 14a, says that the ruins of the city of Tien-t'ing of the
Han dynasty are north of the city of T'ung-hai. The Meng family established there a Tu-tu
fu $BBRCF. The Tuan family established the office of Chieh-tu-shih and changed the name
of the city to Hsiu-sban chiin % 14 and then to T'ung-hai chiin a %$$. During the Yiian
dynasty a Hsiian-wei-ssu was established.
113 As already remarked on p. 66, Chang Chih-shun says the Genealogical Chronide was cornpiled by Mu Kung before he succeeded to his father, Mu Ting *%, and was finished by
1516. I t will be noted that up to Mu Tseng (Mu Sheng-pai) inclusive, the number of the
generation is always given, Mu Tseng being the 19th. Beginning with A-ch'un (Mu I), the
number of the generation is omitted. I t would appear that up to the end of the 19th generation the Chronicle was considered complete, for a colophon now to be found at the end
of the Chronicle which has been extended to include the 24th generation, is dated 1648 and
1650; this colophon must first have been placed at the end of the 19th generation (Xiu Tseng,
who died in 1646). The compilation of the Chronicle experienced an interruption through
the imprisonment of Mu I by Wu San-kuei. The greater part was compiled by Mu Kung,
and after him must have been kept up by his son and grandsons, etc. There is no additional
colophon to tell us who compiled the rest of the Chronicle.

114 Chih Shan is on the southern spur of the Yii-lung Shan, west of the village of Pai-sha B @,
Boa-shi (see Geographical Part p. 184).

Pi-li is apparently identical with the Tibetan tribe Pi-lieh &>E.Hsii Hung-tsu t&* a,
who in his travels came to Li-chiang in 1639, states in his work Hsia-k'o-yu-chi B d B E!,
1929 ed., Shanghai, ch. 12, fols. zob-z~a, that the Pi-lieh and Hu-ku #lBSE Tibetans established themselves on the northern border of Li-chiang in the year clria-hsii f?l;fi (1634).
Previously the aboriginal tribe Ying-ch'iian # R (hired ruflians), who, subject to the Pilieh tribe, was guilty of crimes against the prince of the Pi-lieh, fled and established itself
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ruthlessly the frontier of Yun-nan province. Ch'un was instructed by his father
to lead his main troops to attack them, and crossing the river (Yangtze), went
with his men in a northerly direction. Hearing of his arrival with troops a t
P'u-wa Ex,Pi-li dispersed with his followers to far-away desert places without engaging in fight. Thus Ch'un gained a great victory, and the affair was
settled.
In the 10th year of Ch'ung-cheng (1637), Ch'un carefully prepared gifts of
horses and native products and, in accordance with the usual custom, sent
envoys to pay tribute to the Imperial court, for the purpose of applying for
Imperial letters patent.
In the city of Lang-ch'u a t that time, there lived a man by the name of
A Y'ung-nien IN+N~I.,
who failed to secure the position of chou-magistrate of
the city, and in revenge murdered his rival, Fen-ju s411.
So Ch'un was instructed by both the viceroy and the governor of Yiin-nan to lead in person
his troops in order to punish the usurper, who was then utterly defeated. In
the meantime, some of his followers offered his head to Ch'un, and in this way
he settled the whole affair without much difficulty. His merit resulting from
this expedition was afterwards reported to the Emperor, who ordered that
thereafter the city of Lang-ch'ii 116 be annexed to the territory of Li-chiang.
In the 12th year of Ch'ung-cheng (1639)~the Emperor conferred on Ch'un
the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu, with the additional title of Junior
counsellor to the TTiin-nan provincial governor, and, according to the usual
custom, presented him with rolls of hemp and silk and many silver ingots.
On his father, Mu Tseng, was conferred the additional honorary title of the
Ssu-ch'uan Senior provincial treasurer. He himself was permitted to build an
arch in the provincial capital in honor of his deeds and engrave thereon the four
,
Sincerity, Loyalty, Upcharacters, I Tu Chung Cheng aB$,e,_E'i(Progress,
rightness) .
Meanwhile, on account of the urgent need of money for military purposes, he
contributed to the Imperial court for soldiers' rations all the funds collected
for the building of the arch. In the 16th year of Ch'ung-cheng (1643), the Yunnan Civil Governor, Wu Chao-yuan -5&dBZ,117
made a repcrt on his behalf to
the Emperor, describing all his past deeds and his character of loyalty, obedion the Li-chiang frontier where it committed many piracies, etc. I n 1635 the chief of Lichiang sent his soldiers to oust the brigands, but they mere defeated.
The territory of the Pi-lieh tribe was said to have been two months' journey north of
Li-chiang. This explains the statement in the Chronicle that they dispersed to far-away
Documents Historiques et
desert places without engaging in battle. (See also CHAVANNES,
geographiques in T'oung-pao Vol. X I I I , p. 630; and in BACOTLes Mo-so p. 192). Hsu's
statement and the one in the Chronicle do not coincide and it is quite probable that Hsii's account is the correct one - the hlu family being too proud to acknowledge defeat. Yet, it
is stated (page 126) that Mu Tseng killed the brigand leader Pi-li [whose followers apparently
adopted his name for their tribe] in Shu-lo in 1603.
Lang-ch'u is ruled by a T'u-ssu whose name is A W. His territory is now under the
magistracy of Yung-sheng.

"6
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He was a native of P'u-t'ien
H in Fu-chien it3
(Fukien) and held the degree of
Chitt-shih 33
He was first Hsiin-fu 3 g!t (Governor) of Yun-nan a t the end of the reign
of Ch'ung-cheng (1643). Later he became Governor General. - Yzin-ttal.c T'ung-chih, ch.
120, fols. 18a-b.
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ence, ~ u r i t yand honesty. The Board of Civil Office sent the pvernor a reply,
informing him that the Emperor had granted that Mu I should inherit his
father's honorary titles of Director of the Court of the Imperid stud pod
Junior provincial treasurer, as an example, and to give encouragement to the
chiefs of all the other frontier districts. In the 17th year of Ch'ung-cheng
( 1 6 ~ the
~ Emperor
) ~ ~ ~promoted
~
his father, Mu Tseng, to the rank of Senior
~rovincialtreasurer, together with the additional honorary title of Minister of
the Imperial droves, and permitted him to erect an arch in honor of his deeds
with the following four characters, W d Lieh Chiu Ch'ing !+-$I)
(Ranked
among My nine ministers) displayed on it Unfortunately, in the year ling-hi
7 3 (16~7),during the rebellion of the Liu-k'ou
(Roving bandits)11@
this
arch and all the gold, silver, official documents and Imperial letters patent
given to this family by the different emperors of past dynasties, and by many
of the inhabitants of the region, were either burned or plundered, only the lives
of the people being spared. However, after the cloudy days had passed, the
bright sun appeared again.
In the 16th year of Shun-chih (1659) of the Ch'ing dynasty, the Emperor
sent his great Imperial army to Yiin-nan to exterminate these wild brigands.
After they had been utterly defeated, the poor people living in this district
again began to enjoy life. When the Imperial army reached Yiin-nan, hlu I
was the first to submit to the Imperial order, and petitioned the Imperial generals about the miserable condition of his people. On the 29th day of the
eleventh moon of the 17th year of Shun-chih (December 3oth, 1660)~the Board
of Civil Office issued him an official dispatch and an official seal, appointing
him magistrate of the fu-magistracy of Li-chiang. He went with all the representatives of his people some distance beyond his city to receive the abovementioned dispatch and seal, showing great deference to the Emperor by
burning incense and prostrating a hundred times before the Imperial envoys.

1x3

Huai Tsung (Ch'ung-cheng) committed suicide on Wan-sui Shan BS& 14 at dawn on the
19th day of the third moon of the 17th year of his reign (April ngth, 1644). So the orders for
the promotions of Mu I must have been issued either the latter part of the 16th year, or
the very beginning of the 17th year - more probably the 16th year - the letters patent
reaching Li-chiang during the 17th year.
The Liu-k'ou (Roving bandits) were the hordes of the bandit chiefs Li Tsuch'eng 4i I
and Chang Hsien-chung @$k,$!,.
The former was the famous rebel who captured Peking
when the last of the Ming Emperors hanged himself on U'an-sui Shan. He was a native of
Mi-chih % 8; in Shensi (see GILES,Biographical Dicliomary No. I 226).
Li's followers overran the country. In the year ting-hi T S (1647) a bandit chief by
name Sha Ting-chou 19%A, a native chief of Annam, with his men came for the second
time to attack Ch'u-hsiung $14 (seven stages west of K'un-ming). When he heard that
the Roving Bandits had reached Tien
(Yun-nan), he turned back; this was in the first
moon of the 4th year of Shun-chih (1647). I n the fourth moon of the same year (hias 5thJune 2nd) Sun K'o-wang I% srl 2, another leader of the Roving Bandits, and his awciates
entered Yun-nan. He came via I-liang '12 b and took the capital, Yun-nan fu. He minted
T a Shun klr[Ei money [Ta Shun was the dynastic title of the rebel Li Tzu-ch'eng who had
made himself emperor and called his reign Yung-ch'ang Ac JcEI]. I t was Sun K'o-ivang who
changed the name of the province and capital city from Y~in-nansheng Si9l?bi to Yunhsing sheng Z@!%,
and Yiin-nan fu to K'un-ming fu B rWn, and R'un-mi y hsien W rfla
to K'un-hai hsien &*I#.
(For further reference, see Ticn-yurt li-nien chwn, ch. 10, fol..
2-20.)
See also E. HAUER,Li TzB-Ch'tng und Chang Hsien-Chung in: Asia hlajor, Vol. 1,
pp. 436-498; and Vol. 3, pp. 267-287.
'ID
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Immediately after that, he assumed his official duties. Obeying the gracious Imperial order, he succeeded his father as magistrate of the city, and ruled his
people well. He was considered the founder of the State of Li-chiang of the
present Ch'ing dynasty.
In course of time, the rebel Wu (Wu San-kuei %Z&)120 came to Yiin-nan,
and revolted against the Imperial rule by conspiring with the T'u-fan
As the district of Li-chiang was strongly defended and justly ruled by Mu I,
the latter incurred the wrath of the prince, who hated him thoroughly. In the
sixth year ling-wei -J-*
of K'ang-hsi (1667), Wu unexpectedly ordered Ch'un
to enlist 1,000 native soldiers, to enter his (Wu's) service, but Ch'un refused to
obey the command. Seizing this as pretext, Wu searched his official residence
and took away a golden seal by which the successive Emperors of the Yiian
dynasty had authorized his family to rule and defend this frontier land. Also a
silver seal, issued to his family by the three chief officials of this province he
confiscated. In the following year (1668), Wu ceded to the T'u-fan, for the
purpose of reconciling them, five large districts lying beyond the valley of
the Li Chiang (Yangtze), called Chao-k'o, Ni-na Hsiang-lo, Shu-lo and Chungtien,121which originally had been under the rule of the Mu family. Moreover,
Wu charged Mu I with the responsibility of making good the lost taxes. In the
of Yiin-nan submitted a
eighth year of K'ang-hsi (1669), Governor Li
Concerning the history of Wu San-kuei, see: HAENICH,
Bruchstucke aus der Geschichte
Chinas, in the T'oung Pao, Vol. 14 (1913), pp. 1-129. See also GILES,B.D. NO. 2342.
Wu San-kuei was a native of Liao-tung, and a t the end of the Ming dynasty was engaged
as military commander resisting the advance of the Manchus. He ruled over Yun-nan and
Ssu-ch'uan, where he was semi-independent. I n 1674 he threw off his allegiance and incited
other feudatory princes to rebellion.
According to the Pei-cheng-chih, ch. 20, fol. 41b, Wu San-kuei died of dysentery and
choking on the 17th day of the eighth moon in the 17th year of K'ang-hsi (October 2nd'
1678). This happened a t Heng chou %+ti in Hu-nan. I n the 16th year (1677) he gave La-p'u
#J% in north-western Yun-nan to the Mongols to win their support. His reign title was
took the title of Emperor and called
Chao-wu % S t . His grandson, Wu shih-fan %i&3&,
his reign Hung-hua # I t . The Tien-yiin li-nien chuan, ch. 11, fol. 6a, states that Wu Sankuei died in the tenth moon (November 14th-December 13th inclusive). His body was
brought back to Yiin-nan by Hu Kuo-chu QB%,his general, and deposited in the An-fu
yiian g$ lSl (a garden also called Yeh-yuan !3 a), which was outside the north wall of
Yiin-nan fu, according to the K'un-ming hsien chih, ch. 9, fol. ga. The Yiin-nun T'ung-chih
states that the Yeh-yuan was built by Wu San-kuei. I t is also said that his body was thrown
a, the presentday Ming Hu Elm, which is the lake visible
into the Yang-tsung Hai
from the railroad south of K'un-ming (Yiin-nan fu) after descending from the K'un-rning
plain.
"l Chao-k'o (.9fi W or R N) is supposed to have been a district east of Wei-hsi. Ni-na (Nakhi, Nyi-na) is Wei-hsi.
Hsiang-lo is the Hsi-fan Hsien-lo, a small village situated in Mu-li territory in a valley
a high range in the
among limestone mountains to the east of Mt. Ki-bo ski-hbo(%
120

q),
I+
Ya-lung watershed between Yiin-nan and Mu-li ~si'-k'ang.A pass leads over

Yangtze this range called Hi-lo-ra rag and it is to the north of this pass that Hsiang-lo is situated.
Shu-lo is in the valley of the Zho Chhu (Shu Gyi). On the Chinese maps it is written
So-lo Ss ifi and the river is called Wu-liang Ho EMiif.I t is the Shen-dzong of the Hsi-fan
in Mu-li territory, south-west Hsi-k'ang. I n this valley can still be seen the watch-towers,
or blockhouses, erected by the Na-khi chiefs. (For Chung-tien, see pp. 248-252.)
u2 The governor's name was Li T'ien-yu ?$ XB ; he was a native of Shun-t'ien !
I$ X (Peking).
He became Governor of Yiin-nan in 1668, and was an honest and upright official. Wu San-
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recon-u-nendation on his behalf to the Emperor, who released bm from the
burden of that taxation.
During all this time, many native chiefs of Yiin-nan, great and small, vied
with one another to obtain favours from Wu, by accepting his illegal appointments and quickly changing their official letters patent. Mu I alone st&
firm and kept aloof, without wavering in the slightest. Nru searched him repeatedly and severely for his official documents, but he refused to deliver them
up to him and intentionally made excuses. His main purpose was to bequeath
them to his descendants, in order to manifest his loyalty and righteousness to
the Imperial court. Thus the rebel Wu hated him the more, and secretly ordered
him to conspire with the T'u-fan. He, however, defended his own territory and
remained firm in his contention.
Now the only way left for Wu was to compel him to resign from his position,
and to appoint Mu Ching $k3, his eldest son and legal heir, to the fu-magistracy of Li-chiang and to attend to the affairs of this district. At last he accused Mu I of secretly conspiring with the T'u-fan to cause trouble. By thus
falsely accusing him, he had him arrested and sent to Yiin-nan fu, where he
remained imprisoned for seven years, and nearly died. Fortunately, our
August Emperor finally realized the incomparable loyalty of this native subject, who had suffered so much so far away from the Imperial court, and had
him released from imprisonment, and reinstated in his original hereditary position. He maintained his magistracy up to the 12th year of K'ang-hsi (1673),
when Wu started another rebellion, and intentionally brought much harm upon
the Mu family by again presenting the T'u-fan kingdom with that territory
belonging to Mu I called Ch'i-tsung and La-p'u, situated within the valley
of the Li Chiang, and by charging Mu I with the burden of making good
the loss in taxes. It was in the 33rd year of K'ang-hsi (1694) that Viceroy Fan
YE 123 of Yiin-nan and Kuei-chou proposed to the Emperor to have him excused
from this heavy burden of taxation.
Although all of Ch'un's past heroic deeds, and the merits he had acquired
in his life, never had been rewarded or recorded by the Imperial court, none
of his descendants ever forgot them. They orally passed on his praises, as if
they had been engraved on a stone monument for posterity. He lived to over
80 years. His children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren lived together
with him under the same roof, in all four generations. His happiness was thus
not comparable to that of the common people. He was born on the ~ ~ day
t h
of the fifth moon of the 36th year of Wan-li (June 26th, 1608), and died on the
last day of the first moon of the 31st year of K'ang-hsi (March 17th, 1692)His wife, Lu-shih-kuan r&EZE,was the daughter of an official family of the
fu-magistracy of Wu-ting aZ.lZ4On her was conferred the posthumous
kuei memorialized the throne to deport people of Tien (Yun-nan) to other places, but Governor T'ien-yii opposed him and the people were left in peace.
'23 The viceroy's name was Fan Ch'eng-hsun s#k
He was a Han-chiin SS, that is, a
descendant of a native of North China who had joined the Manchu invaders against the
Ming. He was also a Bannerman of the first rank of the Bordered yellow banner (Hsianghuang ch'i
He became Viceroy of Yiin-nan and Kuei-chou in 1686.
lU There was no such family a t Wu-ting holding the position of native magistrate. The
hereditary native magistracy of Wu-ting belonged to the Feng 5. family. The office of

m.
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honorary title of Shu-jen of the second rank. She gave birth to two sons,
named Mu-ching *;lii and Mu-yu +&"$.
His second wife, Lu-shih-jui ,figEfIit,
was a daughter of the same official family from the same fu-magistracy as his
first wife. On her was conferred the same honorary title. She gave birth to
two sons, named Mu-chan *kfii. and Mu-hsi $#$.
TWENTY-FIRST GENERATION. - A -chlun A -su Iilll-@ljlll 1
6 : 125 Magistrate of
the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu-Ching $3{f, and he was also
named Hsiao-ts'ang Its f i and Wen-ming % W I . As the eldest son of Ch'un, he
succeeded to his father's throne.
Since childhood, his character had been one of modesty and simplicity. He
was very fond of studying the ancient Chinese classics and poetries. Every
day he buried himself among the hundreds and thousands of volumes of old
books kept in his library, where he would sit for hours to meditate and appreciate their contents. He read all the old books and manuscripts bequeathed
to him by his father and his ancestors, and had them all carved (on wooden
blocks) and printed as records, or arranged into literary essays, in order that
they be handed down as valuable legacies to his children and later generations.
Whenever he heard of famous scholars or sages, he would call on them a t their
residence, and hold agreeable conversations with them. He never failed to
treat them with deference, inviting them to be his teachers, and showering

T'u-ssu of Wu-ting was abolished in the 35th year of Wan-li (1607). Neither was there a
Chinese official by the name of Lu who held the post of magistrate of Wu-ting. No such
name occurs in the Yiin-nun T'ung-chih or Wzr-ling chou chih.
MU Ching in this Chronicle is given as the 21st generation, while in the Second Chronicle
his younger brother Mu Yu *I% (see PLATE32), also called Chiin-chang R ; @ , and with the
surname Chih-an i%is listed as the 21st generation.
Mu Ching became hereditary T'u-ssu on the 12th of April, 1669, or rather he assumed
the position only, for he died on the 16th of August, 1671, before the Imperial letters patent
arrived. The Second Chronicle states that he died in the 11th year of K'ang-hsi (1672).
I presume the First Chronicle to be correct, for it gives the month and day.
I n the Second Chronicle Mu Ching is entirely omitted and his younger brother, Mu Yu,
is named as the successor to Mu I, who in the meantime had been in prison in Yun-nan fu.
This younger son is listed as the 21st generation; he was born on the 15th day of the first
moon in the 1st year of Ts'ung-cheng (February 14th~1628) between the hours of 11 P.M.
and I A.M., and died on the 15th day of the seventh moon of the 43rd year of K'ang-hsi
(August 15th~1704) between the hours of 9 and 11 P.M. CHAVANNES
gives 1688.
The Second Chronicle states that in the 19th year of K'ang-hsi (1680) Mu Yu became ill
and turned the affairs of office over to his son Mu Yao *%, who was the nephew of Mu
Ching
although his grandfather Mu I was still alive. Yet we read further on that, on
the 23rd day of the tenth moon of the 27th year of K'ang-hsi (November 15th) 1688)) his
son was given an Imperial dispatch which conferred on his father the posthumous title of
Chung-hsien ta-fu. There is certainly an error in this date for this would make his son apply
to the Emperor for a posthumous title for his father sixteen years before the latter's death.
The dates should either be transposed or the following explanation adopted: The First
Chronicle does not give the date of Mu Yu's death, but simply states that the Emperor conferred on him the title of Chung-hsien ta-fu on the same date as given in the Second Chronicle. I t seems very probable that the title was bestowed on him before his death and on the
date given, i.e., 1688, or eight years after his retirement. The error is then in the Second
Chronicle in the statement that the title was conferred posthumously. The other alternative
would be to transpose the dates. CHAVANNES,
who does not mention these discrepancies,
merely takes the earlier date as that of his death, although on that date the Emperor bestowed on him the title of Chung-hsien ta-fu (see also p. 141, second paragraph).
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upon them his richest gifts. He was, indeed, a man of high literary attainment
and with a heart a t ease. Later on he devoted himself whole-heartedly to the
study of Buddhism, and understood thoroughly the most difficult allusions.
In the later years of his life, he studied many Tibetan Buddhist classics,
from which he acquired a clear understanding and spiritual inspiration. In the
third moon of the 8th year of K'ang-hsi (April 1st-2gth, 1669)) the Yiin-nan
~rovincialtreasurer sent him an official dispatch enclosing his official letters
patent issued by the Board of Civil Office. On the 12th day of the third moon
of the same year (April 12th, 1669), he assumed his official duties. Whenever
he met his tribespeople, he would advise them to build up their character, and
practice loyalty and filial piety, and encouraged them to follow the examples
given in the ancient classics. He was always kind-hearted and merciful to
everybody, and never punished his people severely by means of whips. He
hated those who liked to talk about cruel and unlawful punishment.
He was not fortunate enough to have an heir, therefore he adopted his
as his own son and legal heir. On the 2nd day of the
nephew Mu Yao
seventh moon of the 10th year of K'ang-hsi (August 6th, 1671)~he died unexpectedly before the Imperial letters patent arrived. He was born on the 29th
,
His
day of the eleventh moon of the 7th year of T'ien-chi (January ~ t h 1628).
was the daughter of the native magistrate of Chingwife, T'ao-shih-i l%dE1lh,
tung Bjz.126

*e

TWENTY-SECOND
GENERATION. - A-su A-wei
(&[;ill 3 (PLATE33) : hlagistrate of the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu Yao $%. He was also
He was the eldest son of Mu Yu
named Chung-sung lfrlgand Hua-yo
*#$, who was the younger brother of Mu Ching $$?I. As he was adopted by
his uncle Mu Ching as his legal heir, he succeeded to his uncle's throne. He was
gifted with loyalty and filial piety and was very resolute and wise. Immediately after the death of his adopted father and in accordance with the latter's
will, his official secretaries and the tribespeople wished that he should succeed
him. But he wept bitterly in mourning dress, saying to his people: "Loyal
subjects must be found in the household of obedient sons. Our family has bequeathed to its children the teachings of loyalty and filial piety as valuable
legacies for many generations. Is it right for a son to enjoy a life of wealth and
honor, and leave his father to suffer poverty and humiliation? If I could carry
out my own wish, I should first make my father ruler of this kingdom,12' and
During Mu Ying's %% incumbency (he was appointed Governor of Yiin-nan in 1384)~
T'ao-o PfilfO was the first Ching-tung native magistrate. His father was a certain A-chih-lu
Pl R B , who lived during the Mongol dynasty, and controlled several districts among which
Wei-yiian kdi 32 was one. His name was A-t'ao-o pj B$ffO, which was changed to T'ao in the
17th year of Hung-wu (1384). T'ao-shih-i's father was probably T'ao-hsi m a , who became native magistrate of Ching-tung in the 11th year of Ch'ung-cheng (1638). - From
Ching-lung hsien chih kao, ch. 5 , fols. 49a-soa.
lZ7 AS already mentioned, in the Second Chronicle Mu Yu is figured as the successor to Mu I
instead of Mu Ching, who is given in the First Chronicle. The latter cannot very well be
considered to have been native magistrate of Li-chiang, as he died before he had received
his appointment, although he was the legal heir. He selected his younger brother's son to
succeed him. The latter, however, refused to assume the position while his father was still
alive. As his father was actually appointed, he rightly takes the place of his elder brother
Mu Ching in the later Chronicle.
Iz6
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then myself." All the tribespeople shouted with joy, praising and obeying
him.
I n the meantime, he explained in detail why his father, as the brother of his
adopted father, should succeed to his position as magistrate of this district,
and how he himself would enter into a bond with his father to help carry on the
important responsibility of managing the affairs of his peoplc. He sent the
same explanation in the form of a petition to the Irun-nan Viceroy Li, who
forwarded his proposal to the Emperor and duly obtained for him an Imperial
reply, which praised his most filial action, and permitted his father to inherit
this magistracy, and to enjoy this official honor for six years. After a certain
period his father resigned from official life. Mu Yao then assumed his father's
position as his legal heir, but in doing so he still expressed considerable sorrow
both in manner and in words, and acted as if he were unwilling to do so.
At that time, the rebel Wu occupied the capital of Yiin-nan as his most important strategical post, but Mu Yao remained loyal to the Imperial rule, and
never obeyed his command. I n addition to this, he secretly investigated Wu's
followers, and sent information privately by his headman to Yung-lueh Chiangchun Chao % 1% ;($tg
lj'j (the Brave and conquering general Chao)
in Ssuch'uan province, and in all sincerity volunteered to help his army. Chao sent
him a secret reply containing words of praise and encouragement. At the same
time, Mu Yao sent the same information to Wang X, General in defense of the
military station of Chien-ch'ang &E ; lZ9 he then quickly assembled many of
his tribesmen a t the Ch'iu-t'ang Pass E%M,l3O and there built stone barricades to check the advance of the enemy.
On the 25th day of the seventh moon of the 19th year of K'ang-hsi (August
~ g t h ,1680), Brigadier-general Wang #,$!@ I4f 5 and Vice Brigadier-general
Wang @81J#,$! ~ f f under the Yung-lueh general, both instructed him to enlist
quickly 2 , 0 0 0 native soldiers to be ready for the march against the enemy.
I n case he should experience difficulty in transporting the soldiers' provisions
from other parts of Yiin-nan a t a distance of 1,000 li, he had to find other
means of providing the Imperial army with provisions so that the expedition
should be successful. The generals promised him that, after it was settled,
they would report his merit to the Emperor, and request that the cost of the

x,

Chao Liang-tung $9 ~ 3 4 %was a native of Ning-hsia @%I,
Kan-su. He was Commanderin-Chief (T'i-tu Be)of Ning-hsia in 1676. I n the year 1680 Wu San-kuei's followers took
Ssu-ch'uan, and it was at that time that he was sent with an army to destroy the rebels.
His title was "The Brave and Conquering General." He was appointed viceroy of Yun-nan
and Kuei-chou on February 27th) 1680, on account of the'merit he had acquired in capturing
Ch'eng-tu - Yiln-nan T'ung-chilz, ch. 135, fols. 34b-35a.
It was while en route from Shan-hsi to Yun-nan that he was met by Mu Yao's messenger
in Ssu-ch'uan. He died in 1697. The Ning-hsia fu chih, ch. 13, fols. 25a-27a1 has a great
deal to say about this general.
12Thien-ch'angis a long, fertile valley in Ssu-ch'uan, north of K'un-ming. Its capital is
Hsi-ch'ang E B, the former Ning-yiian fu.
130 The Ch'iu-t'ang Kuan, according to the Li-chiangju chih liieh, Vol. k,ch. 4, fol. 26b, is
2 5 li south of Li-chiang. It is the entrance to Li-chiang. In front of it are two mountains,
one on each side, and the road passing through the center is very difficult to negotiate. A
guard-station on the pass was once repaired by the native magistrate, who inscribed on it four
characters: Pao-I T'ien-Hsi # X X E (Protect the West).
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rice, which he had advanced to them, be twice repaid, and they would also see

that all his heroic deeds were carefully recorded. Again, the Yung-liieh general
and Yiin-nan Viceroy Chao sent him a secret note saying that his former report
had been duly received, and that his loyalty and righteousness had been
acknowledged.
On the 26th day of the second eighth moon (October 18th~1680) of the same
year, the viceroy again instructed him to gather his troops secretly from far
and near, and employ them either as guides, or in preparing boats, soldiers'
rations and fodder, and promised that his merit in being the vanguard of this
expedition would be reported in detail to the Emperor. His Majesty would be
requested to show him additional grace and reward him abundantly. Later,
the viceroy wrote to Mu Yao again saying he had heard that hlu Yao had
rendered good service to the great Imperial army under difficult circumstances,
on its arrival in Yun-nan to recover its capital from the enemy. He also told
him that he was aware of his brave and fearless fighting en route to Yun-nan
fu, and how sincerely he had volunteered his services to the headquarters of the
Imperial army. He informed him that the Emperor had ordered the Ku-shanpei-tzu
111WZ.,l3l Chang T'ai $4%, the Ting-yiian p'ing-k'ou ta chiangchiin %~4i--BA:I$'~
(Great general of the far Southern punitive expedition), to reward him justly according to his own discretion; also that the viceroy himself was rewarding him in advance.
On the 28th day of the fourth moon of the 20th year of K'ang-hsi (June
15th, 1681), the viceroy reported to the Emperor on his behalf, who then gave
him an additional official seal and official letters patent, ordering him to manage
all his military affairs properly and to defend the frontier to the best of his
ability. On the 23rd day of the fifth moon of the 20th year of K'ang-hsi (July
8th, 1681)~he again received an Imperial order through the service of the Kushan-pei-tzu, Chang T'ai, informing him that the Emperor had greatly appreciated his loyalty, righteousness and patriotism to the nation, in devoting
his efforts to the mustering of his troops for purposes of defense; and that now
Provincial
he (the Great general) had specially instructed General Hsi b'grffi,
Commander-in-Chief Sang &!32!f %, and the volunteer general MTang Hui
g 3&4$~3@,
together with a certain Pai Lin-sheng b @&, to lead the most
powerful Imperial troops, both Manchu and Chinese, to the city of Ch'uand against the rebel
Mu Yao was instructed to do all
hsiung $-&mi
Ku-shan-pei-tzu is the Manchu Ku-sai Bei-tzu (Ku-sai signifying Banw) and designates
an Imperial prince of the fourth order. Chang T'ai led his great army to Yiin-nan. His
soldiers a t that time were quartered in the Kuei-hua Temple @ t:
hleanxvhile, the robbers decided to hold out against the Imperial forces, and to await the arrival of their own
reinforcements from the west. The robber chief, Kuo Chuang-t'u $lJllI:lFd ((whose wife was
the daughter of Wu San-kuei's grandson, Wu Shih-fan 9%-ll-'~i%),ho\vever, did not listen to
this advice and made a sortie with his troops and attacked Chang T'ai. All the Imperial
forces under the various generals and the viceroy Chao Liang-tung attacked them in return.
The elephants in the regiment of the robbers suddenly stampeded and drove their army into
the Chin-chih Ho & f m. (This stream is also called Chin-leng Ho &@ $!Iclf. According to
the Yun-nun ju chilz it is 10 li east of Yiin-nan fu.) Only 27 soldiers of the robber Kuo
Chuang-t'u escaped and entered the city - Yzht-nun T'zatg-cltilfi, ch. 104, fol. 2.2.

lS1

+.

The rebel general Ma Pao SR (robber) had fled from the eastern part of Yiin-nan (Hsiintien W Q ) to Ch'u-hsiung, whither the officers Hsi Fu 2kiiZi and Sang KO #ifollowed
#
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in his power to levy his own troops, in order to prcpare for the defcnsc of his
territory. In case the rebel Wu and his brigand followers should flee to his
district, he should help the Imperial army to check them, and co-opcrate with
it in order to destroy the brigands. The merit he would thercby acquire would
again be greatly rewarded by thc Imperial court. ?'hereupon, Mu Yao recruited more then ~o'oootribesmen, and organized them into a defensive corps
and awaited the approach of the brigands. l'herc happencd to escape a t that
time to his post a t Li-chiang, over ~ o , o o obrigands led by seven rebel generals,
among whom was Hu Kuo-chu / i ) ] ~ $ - 1 : , l 3 h h ointended to stcal a march
across the river for the purpose of conspiring with the T'u-fan to rise against the
government.
Mu Yao secrctly ordered some men to pretend to be native guides to show
the rebcls the road to Tibet, but a t the same time instructed the wild Li-su
tribe to hide in ambush in all the wild places west of the Lan-ts'ang River
(Mekong). He personally lcd his troops of over ~ o ~ o otribal
o
soldiers, following the brigands step by step; he succeeded in capturing ancl killing many of
them with their horses, whose corpses were strewn along the highway. Whcn
he had pursued them beyond the river, the enemy had scarcely half of their
number left, and those remaining tried to escape as best they could. Their
only road lay either up steep cliffs and over the unsurmountable peaks which
surrounded them, or along the large river blocking them in front. Those who
tried to escape by climbing up creepers which grew on the cliffs were all killed
by thc Li-su. At last, the brigand leader I-Iu Kuo-chu with his confederates
was in great despair, and he committed suicide. Mu Yao secured much ammunition and many military weapons, also two dead elephants. He made a
detailed report about this expedition to the Great General [Ku-shan-pei-tzu]
Chang T'ai. Thereupon His Excellency the Sui-yuan general and Viceroy
Ts'ai ,~i~J$jf;_#Q!j73[5
/%B,lSb
and His Excellency the Yun-nan Governor Yin
them and engaged them in battle a t Lu-ho f : (60 li west of Ch'u-hsiung and seven stages
west of K'un-ming).
The following notes may be of interest regarding the persons mentioned here:
Ma Pao was a native of Shensi and from the beginning a rebel leader. He submitted to
Wu San-kuei in 1659 and became his most loyal follower. I n the 15th year of K'ang-hsi
(1676) he fought the Imperial troops and relieved Ch'ang-sha. After the death of Wu Sankuei he passed through Kuei-chou en route to Ssu-ch'uan where he tried to stop the advance
of the Imperial troops. I n 1681 when Yun-nan fu was besieged, he was defeated by General
Hsi Fu and forced to surrender. I n the autumn of the same year he was executed.
Sang KO (Sangge) was a Manchurian Bannerman belonging to the Plain White banner.
He was in the vanguard on the march to Yun-nan via south Hu-nan. I n 1681 he was recalled to Peking. He died in 1699. (See HAENISCH,
op. cit.)
133 This is Wu San-kuei's grandson, Wu Shih-fan.
Hu Kuo-chu was a general under Wu San-kuei. He was first defeated by Chao Liangtung in the Chien-ch'ang valley. Hu Kuo-chu was later sent to Ssu-ch'uan with other generals to try and persuade that province to join again the cause oi the rebels. I n this they
succeeded and captured various districts. Hu Kuo-chu's troops dispersed after the fall of
Hsii chou in Ssu-ch'uan, and he himself fled to Li-chiang where he hid in the high mountains
(Yu-lung Shan). Later, on December 19th' 1681, Hsi Fu found him in Yiin-lung chou 4 1N
(south-west of Ta-li on the Pi Chiang), where he was surrounded. To avoid capture he committed suicide by strangulation.
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His name was Ts'ai Yu-jung

%f&z.
He was a Han-chiin and a Bordered white flag

View from near the edge of Sa-ba lo-gkv gorge looking west. The dark patches in
the foreground are Rkodod~ndronprostratum growing on the scree. Between the
main peak and the rugged limestone mass beyond the scree lies the 4,500feet deep
gorge Sa-ba lo-gkv. Photographed from an elevation of 15,500 feet.
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In the foreground Rkododeudron Trailhnrim trees with Abhs Fowsstii. The
forested spur on the othw $de of t&e meadow is Ghiigh-b6 lo and the m b in tbs
UtBa@!&@&i&-3i191.

g3mlLlh g&f8m &5,.--
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.Vat. Geogr. Soc.)

PLATE70. -THEGORGE
SA-BALO-GKV
The gorge which has no outlet was once glacier-filled; it is now waterless except in
its upper part. Forest of spruce and Rhododendron which give way to firs higher
up fill the gorge. The glacier in the upper right descends from the highest peak,
Shan-tzu-tou, its snout is now at the extreme head of the gorge. Photographed from
La-zo-gko-dshwuh elevation 12,300 feet, and 300 feet above the floor of the gorge.
The leafless trees in the foreground are larches (Larix Potaninii).

(Courtesy Not. Geogr. Soc.3

The glacier which once filled Sa-ba is fed by the avalanches of ice and snow
Shan-tzu-tou visible in the picture. In the summer waterfalls tumble QWZ~ZC*==
limestone cliffs which form the head of Sa-ba or Sa-ba lo-gkv.
d
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(Coutesy Net. Geop. Sac.)

PLATE75. -A NA-KHIFARMER
FROM

THE

VILLAGE
OF Nv-LV-~'6

1 & # N * L P ~ *
He wears a felt hat a ~ l dsheepskip jacket. The men play nursemaid, while the women -_
pwf~rrnmoit of Ehs work, except plough'i,

- -

(Courtesy

Nut. Ccopr. Soc.)

h U B c t r ~ 3 m
View from Dza-dza mbu (Dshi-ho gyi-ts'i) across northern end of Li-chiang plain '
and west to Shan-tzu-tou. The Sa-ba gorge is beyond the diagonal spur. Pine b@zs~=
on plain; ecrub oak and limestone in foreground, Where the lowest snow field seems__
---to join ther apur is Lawzo-gko-dshwuh.
-
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?*,la6 both affixed their signatures in a proposal to the Emperor that his hereditary right be confirmed.
In the fourth moon of the 23rd year of K'ang-hi (May I 5 t h - J ~I ~
2th,
~
1 6 8 ~ )in
, accordance with instructions given by the Yiin-nan (JovcmorWang
I:,"' the ProvinciLll treasurer sent Mu Yao an oficia] (]ispatch issue. by the
Board of Civil Ofice, conferring on him the hereditary
of the fu-rnagistracy of Li-chiang. In the fourth moon of the 23rd year of K9ang-hsi( v . s . ) , he
accepted his hereditary position. 111the same moon, on account of rheumatism,
from
he could no longer look aiter the affairs of his people, and offered to
oficial life.
According to established custom, Mu Hsing $R, his eldest son and legal
heir, inherited his position. On the 23rd day of the tenth moon of the 27th
year of K'ang-hsi (November zgth, 1688),'~~
the Emperor conferred on his
father, Mu Yu, the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu, together with the
hereditary right of magistrate of the fu-magistracy of Li-chiang, and on his
mother, Lo-shih-ch'ing , # f l C 1 , , daughter of a native family of Lan chou,lag
was conferred the honorary title of Kung-jen by special Imperial patent. Mu
Yao's mother gave birth to five sons, named Yao @, Sheng #$, 'I'uan $2,
Huang ?& and Chung :k,. His father's second wife also gave birth to five sons,
named Ch'cng )&, Wen !I@,
Kuang %, Cheng fi and Man
Mu Yao received once more Imperial letters patent for himself, which conferred on him the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu, together with the
hereditary right of native magistrate of the fu-magistracy of Li-chiang. He
was born on the 6th day of the sixth moon of the 4th year of Shun-chih (July
7th, 1647), and died on the 28th day of the eighth moon of the 47th year of
K'ang-hsi (October I I th, I 708). His wife, A-shih-chia pld.lX j~n, was the
daughter of the native magistrate of the chou-magistracy of Yao-an & ' l ~ ? . l ' ~

bannerman. In the 9th year of K'ang-hsi (1670) he became viceroy of Ssu-ch'uan, Hu-nan
and Hu-pe. One year later a separate viceroy was appointed for Ssu-ch'uan and 'Ts'ai remained viceroy for Hu-nan and Ilu-pe only. In the arst year (1682) he became viceroy of
Yiln-nan and Kuei-chou. Together with his son Lin I$ he was sent into exile for crimes committed, and died there in 1699 - Yun-nun T'ung-chih, ch. 135, 101s. 35a-b.
lS0 His name was Yin P'i P m. He was still governor of Yiln-nan in 1681, when Wang
Chi-wen was his provincial treasurer.
18' His name was Wang Chi-wen 3 m k ; he succeeded Yin P'i as governor of Yiin-nan. He
was a Chinese Bordered yellow bannerman; in 1674 he became Provincial treasurer of Yilnnan, and Governor of Yiin-nan in 1681. He was appointed Viceroy in 1691. He died in
1703la8See p. 136, Note 125.
%, a native of Lan chou. He was the leader
laOThe first ancestor of this family was Lo-k'o
of IO,OW families during the Mongol dynasty. In the reign of Hung-wu (1368-1398) he led
all his people to submission. On account of merit acquired during military exploits he was
made native sub-magistrate. Lan chou, the present Lan-p'ing, is 360 li south-west of Lichiang. During the Mongol dynasty it was in the Circuit of Li-chiang. Under the Ming
dynasty, in the 15th year of Hung-wu (1382), it belonged to Ho-chningand afterwards a k i n
to Li-chiang. Lo-ts'an m# was the last native sub-magistrate. His successors were merely
called Hsi-t'u-she ##*I!? (Hereditary local residents) - Li-chiangju clrih likh, Vol. 1,ch.
6, fol. 61a.
140 The first ancestor of the Kao family mentioned in Chinese records is a certain Kao Ming-
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On her was conferred the honorary title of Kung-jen of the fourth principal
rank. Her official name was Kao-shih-ning i%firc$. She gave birth to four
sons, named Kuei f!i,I4lHsing R, Hung J~L
and Chung $6. His second wife,
Li-shih *&, gave birth to four sons, named Chih
Ch'iian
Ting 2 and
Hui ,%.
Although Mu Yao's merits were not properly rewarded or recorded by the
Imperial court, yet his fame reached the four corners of the nation. He had
proved himself both loyal and righteous to his country. When he was dying,
he called his eldest son to his bedside, and handed him a large parcel containing his official seals, dispatches, and diplomas given him by the different emperors, and instructed him to keep them as valuable legacies for his children
and those of later generations.

a,

+,

GENERATION. - A-we; A-hui I~uS%l~uf#"142 (PLATE 34):
TWENTY-THIRD
Magistrate of the fu-magistracy. His official name was Mu Hsing *R. He
was also named Wei-hsin @$fi and Hsiieh-ch'eng sJ&.
He was the second
son of Wei (Mu Yao), and succeeded to his father's throne. He was mentally
well-endowed, very widely read and had carefully studied all the ancient
classics. When full-grown, he understood thoroughly how to manage political
affairs. A very sociable man, he attracted numerous friends from all directions. He often strengthened his friendships bv widely circulating his poems
and specimens of his calligraphy, which he presented to famous scholars and
ministers of high rank, who were his contemporaries. The lriin-nan - Kueichou Governor-general, Chiang fi+$$11 ;kIJ'&#& saw his poems and calligraphy and was much surprised a t his wonderful skill.
When Chiang had leisure, he used to request Mu Hsing to write poems and
scrolls for him, in return for which he presented him with many gifts For
these Hui also repaid him with presents. Thus their friendship became truly
intimate and lasting. On the 6th day of the fifth moon of the 31st year of
KJang-hsi (June aoth, 1692)) the Yiin-nan and Kuei-chou Viceroy, Fan $$!@
Z&$+ISPZ TEJ144sent him an official dispatch, enclosing a diploma, issued on

ch'ing W E!! fit. The seventh generation after him was a certain Kao T'ai-hsiang
(Hsing-chi b@),
King of Nan-chao, to stop the troops of Kublai
who was sent by Tuan
Khan and prevent them from crossing into the Nan-chao Kingdom. Being unable to do this,
he fled to his native home at Yao-an. He was captured by the Mongols and decapitated in
front of the Wu-hua IOU X%#, the main south gate of Ta-li.
Yao-an is a sub-prefecture under Ch'u-hsiung 32%' and is north of Chen-nan (chou)
I%, now a hsien. The latter is six and a half stages from K'un-ming on the Ta-li road.
141

Kuei died in early manhood before marriage.
His Chinese name is a transcription of his Na-khi name, Aw-wiia Aw-khu.

was a Governor General Chiang Chen-hsi #$ RB, who ruled in Yun-nan in I 71 7,
but his name does not appear in the Yiin-nnn TJung-chih. The Tien-yiin li-nien chuan, ch.
1 1 , fol. 34b, states that Governor General Chiang Chen-hsi suppressed a rebellion among
the Wu-ting chiefs in 1718. According to the Chung-kuo Jen-ming ta tz'u-lien @ Cr&l A % A
@&, p. 1540,he was a K'ang-hsi Chin-shih and Governor General of Yiin-nan - Kuei-chou.
He was sent to Tibet to comfort and feast the (victorious) troops, but he died of illness
within a hundred li of the Tibetan border.
143 There

a;

The viceroy's name was Fan Ch'eng-hsun
he was a Chinese Bordered yellow
bannerman, and became viceroy of Yiin-nan and Kuei-chou in 1686. I t was he who brought
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the 4th day of the fifth n~oonof the same year (June 18th, 1692) by the Board
of Civil Office, ordering him to succeed to his father's position.
the
moon, he assumed his official position. Since he had no legal heir, he adopted
the son of his younger brother Mu Hung * l x , named Mu ChPung+<!::,as
his own son. He held his position for 28 years; under his rule all his people
enjoyed happiness and contentment and proved most obedient to his will. His
excellent reputation had spread everywhere.
lU
In the 45th year of K'ang-hsi (1706)~a tribe called the Lu-man
started a rebellion. Viceroy Chiang secretly instructed the military stations
of Ho-ch'ing and Li-chiang to investigate this matter. As it was not safe for
the Chinese to travel into those tribal lands, the viceroy again ordered Mu
Hsing to select capable natives of his own land and to send them to Ni-t'ang
v$$$jand Pa-t'ang I!!.% (Ba-thang) to investigate carefully the real conditions of the rebelling tribes. Furthermore, those men should return quickly to
render a true report to the military stations of Ho-ch'ing and Li-chiang. In
this mission, Mu Hsing proved himself not only careful and moderate, but
also most patriotic in defending the frontier territory of our empire. In the
same year, he contributed some money for the building of the Confucian temple
in our city, and did not begrudge ~ , o o oounces of silver for opening public
schools and engaging teachers.
In the 59th year of K'ang-hsi (1720), the Imperial army launched a punitive
expedition against Tibet by way of Yiin-nan. Mu Hsing showed his unusual
loyalty, righteousness and patriotism to our nation by making a careful report to the government and offering voluntarily 2 , 0 0 0 of his native soldiers to
be enlisted against Tibet. I n the eighth moon af the 59th year of K'ang-hsi
(September and-October 1st inclusive, 17ao), he received an official dispatch
from the two chief officials of Yiin-nan, the viceroy and the governor, sanctioning his application to keep 1,000 of his native soldiers as a reserve force, and
to enlist 1,000 more for immediate service. He was also appointed by them as
Superintendent of military affairs, to lead personally 500 native soldiers, with
two second captains and two lieutenants under his own command, to serve
as builders of military stations and bridges along the road, defenders of the
important ferries, spies and guides to show the way, and carriers of military
provisions. An additional dispatch by the above-mentioned officials was given
to his son and legal heir, Mu Ch'ung, who was appointed major to accompany
this expedition, and ordered to be in charge of 500 native veteran soldiers,
with two second captains and two lieutenants under his command. He was
to serve under His Excellency, the Commander-in-Chief and Imperial mes146 as vanguard of the front lines, and as builder of
senger wu gzfi,af&
out the first Ch'ing edition of Yun-nun T'ung-chih (Topography of Yiin-nan). He died in
1714 - Yiin-nun T'ung-chih, ch. 135, fol. 35b.
146 The term Lu-man is derived from Lu it# the last character in the name of the town Tachien-lu #J%l
(now K'ang-ting El%%) on the Tibetan border, capital of Hsi-k'ang. The
and Pa-t'ang e!#
term comprised the Tibetans living between Ta-chien-lu, Li-t'ang
(now Li-hua sft:and Pa-an I3 in Hsi-k'ang a R) in the Tibetan Marches.
His name was Wu KO 17i .% (Uge). He led, in company with the Assistant Commanderin-Chief Wu Na-ha SeM ~ 21,000
,
Manchu soldiers, while the regiments of Li-chiang, Hoch'ing and Yung-pei were headed by Major-general Chao K'un
(who later became gov-
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roads along the mountain passes, and of bridges over the streams. 'I'hc abovementioned dispatches were duly approved by the aforesaid oflicials.
I n the meantime, Mu Hsing transported military provisions from the different military stations to the battle fronts. Arrived a t La-pJu, he rearranged
their system of transport. At La-p'u, therc was a headman namctl l'a-sung
who had suppressed their ollicial tlispatchcs, and prevcntetl their
soldiers' rations from being forwarded, whereby they found it diflicult to advance any further. Mu Hsing's native soltlicrs therefore killctl him and recovered many of the dispatches. 'l'hc reasor1 why the Imperial soltlicrs, both
Manchu and Chinese, suffered from want of rations in l'ibct, was entirely due
to Pa-sung, who had stopped the transport of supplies. On his arrival a t
A-tun-tzu I~lllql:I., Mu Hsing learned that I'a-sung had bcen one of the most
intimate subordinates of Nicn d l - , Viceroy of S ~ u - c h ' u a n . ' ~ ~
While Mu Hsing was trembling with fear, he rcccived a secret dispatch from
the Yiin-fian and Kuei-chou Viceroy Chiang, in which was enclosed a c o ~ ~ y
of a false report written by the Ssu-ch'uan viceroy to the Yiin-nan viceroy full
of accusations against him. Thus he was very much frightened, and became
so ill that he could neither eat nor drink. At last his health declined, so that
he died on the 9th day of the eleventh moon of the 59th year of K'ang-hsi
(December 8th, 1720)) after he had bcen carried home in the tenth moon
(October ~1st-November29th inclusive) of the same year.
As mentioned above, his son, Mu Ch'ung, accornpanicd the army of the
Commander-in-Chief and Imperial messenger Wu on his expedition, and
served under him as vanguard in thc front lines He suffered considerably
from exposure on snow-covered mountains, ant1 endured heavy frost. 'Thus
he contracted rheumatism which later developed into a serious case of dropsy.
On the 30th day of the second moon of the 61st year of K'ang-hsi (April 15th)
1722) he died, after returning home from this expedition, in spite of treatment

c&\,

ernor of Yiin-nan and Kuei-chou). Ma Hui-po A6fil1'1led 1,500 Green banner troops plus
5 0 0 1,i-chiang Mo-so soldiers. They were to cross the Yangtze and unite with the Ssu-ch'uan
(Tibet) - Tirn-yiin li-nien cl~uan,ch. 11, fol. 37a.
troops on their march on ?'sang
See also E. ~IAENISCII,
"Bruchstucke aus der Geschichte Chinas," T'oung Pao, 1911, Vo1.
12, pp. 1~)?-235,375-424. On p. 402, HAENISCIItranslates from the Tung-huic-lu %
&,
ch. 29, wh~chI render here from the German: General Uge lelt Yun-nan on the 12th day of
the second moon of the 59th year of K'ang-hsi (March zoth, 1720). Uge reports: "As I
received a communication from Mu Hsing, native Prefect of Li-chiang fu, asking my permission to accompariy me, and a t the same time placing his contingents a t my disposal, I
selected 500 men from his native troops, which I placed under the command of the sons of
Mu Hsing and ordered them to join the campaign of our army."
His name was Nien Keng-yao dI-S24. The Ssu-ch'uan T'ung-chih states, ch. 103, fol. zb,
that he became viceroy of Ssu-ch'uan in the 60th year of K'ang-hsi (1721) (see HAENISCH,
op. cil., p. 404). He was opposed to the placing of Pa-t'ang and Li-t'ang under the native
magistrate of Li-chiang and memorialized the throne to have these two places remain under
with troops
the rule of Ssu-ch'uan. Me sent a subordinate general, Yo Chung-ch'i -/& '~IJF,
to Li-t'ang, who was to join the Yiin-nan troops on the march to Lha-sa. This general was
one of the most renowned. He rushed ahead without waiting for the great army, and with
his small detachment captured Lha-sa. I t is due to him that the entire military operation,
from the advance march from Pa-t'ang to the capture of Lha-sa, took only four months
(May 19th-September 20th) 1720). See also CHAVANNES,
T'ourtg Pao, Vol. XIII, 1912,
P. 634.
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by the most skilful doctors. Thus both father and son sacrificed their lives for
the sake of our nation.
Although the merit they had acquired was not properly recognized or rewarded by the Imperial court, yet it has been remembered and praised by our
people until the present time. l'hcre is an o'd say:ng that so far as loyalty is
concerned, an oficial should bend his body and exhaust his energy in the scrvice of the State, and only death shall put a stop to it. Both fathcr and son
were worthy to receive this praise. Mu Hsing was born on the 13th day of the
third moon of the 6th year of K'ang-hsi (April sth, 1667), and died on the 9th
day of the eleventh moon of the 59th year of the same period (December 8th,
1720). In the 42nd year of K'ang-hsi (1703), when Mu Hsing was still alive,
he respectfully received, by the grace of the Emperor, Imperial letters patent
conferring on him the honorary title of Chung-hsien ta-fu together with the
hereditary right of the fu-magistracy of Li-chiang, and on his wife, Lu-shihlung IOkLClik, daughter of the official Lu )i$ family of the city of Wu-ting 35.2,
the honorary title of Kung-jen. As he had no son, he adopted his nephew,
Lieutenant-colonel Mu Ch'ung, as his legal heir. The latter's wife, Kao Shihch'eng-yu &$LTlni]:-ii,daughter of the Kao family, native chiefs of Ho-ch'ing
fa;&, also had no son.
- A-hui A -chu IinJPI! ~ I 41J
(PLATE35) :
TWENTY-FOURTHGENERATION.
Hereditary native Magistrate of the fu-magistracy. His official name was
Mu Chung 4; @$;he was also named Yun-lin
and Yung-mou ;j ji.
He was the iourth son of Mu Yao, and succeeded to his brother's throne.
Since his childhood, he had been very simple, gentle and quict in mind. He
never was obstinate or disobedient. He was, therefore, much respected and
liked by his people both inside and outside his household. At the age of six,
Kao Ying-ying 8%@n5(L,I4@ native sub-magistrate of the chou-magistracy of
Yao-an #kZ,heard of his pure and gentle character, and invited him to his
yamen for the purpose of giving him a perfect education. Kao saw that he was
never fond of wasting his time by indulging in games. He consented to give
him his daughter in marriage, and treated him as if he were his own son. After
some years, Mu Chung begged leave to return home to attend the Imperial
examination, but Kao was so fond of him that he could not bear being separated from him. Mu Chung then married Kao's daughter in his father-in-law's
yamen.
I n the 59th year of K'ang-hsi (1720)) the Imperial court sent a punitive expedition against Tibet and his elder brother and his nephew both lost their
lives in battle. His country had no one to look after the affairs of its people;
their official secretaries, thereiore, invited Mu Chung to return to his own
country, and made him administrator of all its military and civil affairs. In
controlling the affairs of his fu-magistracy, he never neglected to follow the
example of the best teaching of his ancestors. He had a very pleasant dis-

!z#;

He is called Aw-khii Aw-dzu in Na-lthi, of which the Chinese is a phonetic transcription.
From the time of the Ming dynasty the members of his family have been hereditary subprefects of Yao-an. He revised the Chi-tsu Shun-chih (Records of the famous Chi-tsu Shan
E 14 [north-east of Ta-li]), and co-operated in writing the famous work called Tim-ksi
140

Ma.
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position and was therefore liked by his tribespeople. Because he was the
younger brother of Mu Hsing born of the same parents, and was the uncle of
Mu Ch'ung *tf-! of the same blood, therefore in the 61st year of KJang-hsi
( 1 7 2 2 ) ) after his brother and his nephew had died of illness, all his people
joined to append their signatures to a reconimendatioxi on his behalf to the
Yiin-nan - Kuei-chou \lceroy Chang
i'i.??jSIZ1% .Ib0He was thereupon appointed to look after the &airs of the fu-magistracy of Li-chiang. The viceroy
sent him a short note saying that, as soon as his family record was submitted to
the governor as evidence, his hereditary right would be duly recommerided and
confirmed by oficial letters patent.
After having been in ofice for a little over 40 days, there unexpectedly appeared a man by the name of A-chih-li F114H1*,I5' of the same hlu family. He,
with some others, perceiving the bad state of affairs in this fu-magistracv
caused by the deaths of Mu Hsing and his [adopted] son [actually his nephew]
Mu Ch'ung, and seeing also that the official seal was securely packed, quickly
seized the opportunity a t once to accuse the latc RIu Hsing to the governor.
They unearthed old complaints and brought them forward anew. There were
certain headmen who, during Mu Hsing's rule, had been organized by a few
leaders of this district, and these men pretended to perform public services for
the people. They called themselves the LVu hu lir,g and Shill-ssu piao j- [&]E
(Five tigers and Fourteen tiger stripes or Tiger-cats) Party.lh2
These leaders, during the absence of Riu Ch'ung -&<!I and his father (actually uncle) Riu Hsing, while on service with the military expedition, tried in
every possible way to rob tlie people of thcir wealth in the rlanle of the Rlu
family, and, under the disguise of reformers, satisfied their selfish ends. Although there was little truth in the accusations which they brought, the Viceroy
and Governor Kao #.@f$EBIbs did not wait to examine carefully these false
160 His name was Chang Wen-huan 33 X * .
He was a native of Shensi and held the military
degree of doctor. Although he is here called the Yun-nan - Kwei-chou Governor (Q B) he
was actually Viceroy since 1720.
"1 Aw-dzhi-1Pr is the Na-khi name of the person who accused Mu Chung a t the Yun-nan
viceroy's yamen in Yun-nan fu. He lived in the village of Boa-shi mbe-lil (central village of
called hlu
dePai-sha li), a little south of Pai-sha-kai; the hamlet consists of peclsa~,?nts
scendants of Aw-dzhi-1Pr. I n the Li-chinng frr clrilr liich, 1'01.
ch. 3, fol. 17a, it states that
in the first year of Yung-cheng (1723)) the native A-chih-li, with Aw-ndo-zo (A-chung-chii
W f l x), Ho Ji-chia
El S, and Aw-bpu-t'a (A-pao-t'a IWMI a),went to Yun-nan fu to
accuse Mu Chung and implored and begged the Viceroy Kao Ch'i-cho $4 &I$, and the Governor of the province, Yang hIing-shill 8 IQ, to nationalize Li-chiang, and establish a Liukuan chih-fu il~$9Eil$f (transferable prefect) and reduce the native prefect to a native
syndic or advocate.
IbP
The piao is also a mythical animal (called Gku in Na-khi) which is supposed to be able
to overcome a tiger.
lb9
His name was Kao Ch'i-cho fi &{$. He became viceroy in the 61st year of K'ang-hsi
(1722). He was a Chinese Bordered yellow bannerman. The Yiirr-?tart T'urtg-cltilr, ch. 139,
lols. 7b-8a, states that in tlle first year of Yung-cheng (1723) he lnemorialized the tllrorle
that the bad system of hereditary 'T'u-ssu should be abolished. His reason was that several
headmen or chiefs (four in number) had gathered around them many followers and had robbed Yuan-chiang. Three hundred and t\venty-six native village h a d m e n also had rebelled,
and he sent soldiers to suppress them. 'l'he Chung-tien La-ma, also the Tibetan headmen,
led 3,500 families to submission. During the incumbency of Kao as Viceroy, the Governor
of Yun-nan was Yang RIing-shih f i b .@t
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l e a d e n of t h e people, b u t , in the first year of Yung-cheng (1723)~ w d d e n l y
made a report to the Emperor, saying that h l u Hsing had been very c o w t o u s
a n d cruel during his official life, a n d that even now his people were still accusing him.
He also reported that M u Chung's +BPr reputation had suffered badly in
his native place. Consequently t h e district should be nationalized, a n d the
title of i t s ruler, formerly T ' u chih-fu *%M.f
(Native magistrate of t h e fumagistracy) should be changed into Liu chih-fu 431 rC.f transferable prefect.
Further, that t h e title Liu t'ung-pan
(Naturalized sub- refect)
should now be changed to T'u t'ung-pan f i&N(Native
This
report was d u l y registered and confirmed b y t h e Emperor, and t h e district became nationalized o n t h e 2 7 t h d a y of t h e fourth moon of t h e same year ( M a y
31st, 1723).
After M u Chung's return from Yao-an t o Li-chiang h e was busy d a y and
night with military affairs without interruption. Since Mu Chung had assumed his official duties only for about 40 days, how could it suddenly be said
t h a t his reputation w a s b a d ? I t is quite plain t h a t h e was unjustly accused
b y his people. Finally i t became known that ITiceroy Kao of Yiin-nan a n d
Kuei-chou h a d been for a long time an intimate friend of Nien Keng-yao
4' @ Viceroy of Ssu-ch'uan. O n receiving t h e accusation made by A-chih-li
against M u Hsing and h l u C h u n g $&, Kao planned secretly t o t a k e revenge
for t h e murder of Pa-sung E&\,who was t h e most favorite subordinate of
Nien Keng-yao. A t t h a t time, when t h e members of t h e h i u family learned
that their district w a s t o b e reorganized, all tried their best t o seize official
positions, a n d acquire some power for themselves. h l u C h u n g was t h u s left
alone, his influence vanished and h e could do nothing. He lived patiently
without showing t h e slightest anger. I n t h e same year, a new magistrate
named Yang & 15' w a s appointed t o rule t h e district of Li-chiang. O n his
lM His full name was Yang Pi 46M (this character is also mad P'ieh), and he was a Hanchiin Cheng-huang-ch'i s@
(Chinese Plain yellow bannerman) of the literary degree C l t h - s h t g B!k (the lowest degree to be obtained by purchase throughout the Empire). In the first year of Yung-cheng he was appointed Commissioner, or Collector, of
revenue of the province of Hu-nan. Afterwards in the same year he became the first magistrate of Li-chiang. A memorial stone bearing the name of Yang Pi, whom it honors, stands
outside the last village adjoining Li-chiang on the road leading \vest and to the small air
field.
On the eastern slopes of the Li-chiang snow range, back of the village of Nv-lv-k'ii (Hsiiehsung-ts'un t##)and immediately behind the present Lung-wang hliao (Dragon king
Terrple) of that village (it is the last village on the western branch of the plain, at the foot
of the snow range), there is a limestone n7al.l or cliff called Gkwua-gyi-gkv-lu 'a-gko. ( ~ w M gyi-gkckr (lit., control water inside), a place where issues a beautiful spring which was controlled by a headman; 'a-gko cliff amongst. On this diff is engraved the name of the first
magistrate, Yang Pi, who assumed the position of Li-chiang magistrate in 1723. 'I'he cliff
is called in Chinese, I'ii Cllrc Clr'ing T'im Xtt. P K (Jade-pillar which upholds [bears] the
sky); this may have been intended as a metaphor for "a statesman who upholds the country." The words X S t . s K are engraved in the center of the diff in huge characters (1) 149
and PLATE
36). TOthe left side of the main inscription are the characters R IF. V
a 1111
9 @+&&8
11s : "In the second year of Yung-cheng chia-ch'tn (1724)~in the spring, the
prefect oi Li [chia~lg],Yang Pi of Hsi~ng-p'ing[Hsiaq-p'ing hsien was in Feng-t'ien f u
or Mukden] wrote this [central] inscription." At the base of the cliff are the chard
' and Golden Stream). Reference is here
acters Yil Pi Clrirr Clr'uclrr X & Q Jll (Jade M
made to the snow range (Jade dragon Mountain), which rises like an enormous wall above
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arrival a t this place, not only did he not investigate the robberies committed
by "The Five tigers and the Fourteen piao party," but he appointed tliose
evil-doers as secretaries of the six sub-bureaux in his yamen and as H ~ i a n g - ~ ~
j&+?
(village headmen).
By using these men as his tools, Yang tried to search out all the possible
mistakes made by the Mu family. At last they discovered a case. At the period
when Mu Wei-hsin (Mu Hsing) was busily occupied with his allotted military
duty, he could not find time to collect the land and grain taxes from the choucity of Chien-ch'uan and send the revenue to the Provincial treasurer. He
thus neglected the collecting of taxes for four years. Mu Chung $$ti was
therefore instructed to go to Chien-ch'uan to clear up the account. In the
meantime, the magistrate of that chou-city was secretly instructed by the new
magistrate of Li-chiang to confine him privately. The judge P'an Ch'ao-ssu
(shih) .;4R#j+, whom he employed to look after his judicial affairs, was also
arrested and imprisoned. His secretary was forced by means of severe tortures
to hand over the official documents which Pa-sung had suppressed with orders
to burn them all. His family was then carefully searched and compelled to
deliver all the deeds and evidences of their ancestors' landed property. All
official documents and dispatches concerning their past generations were
ordered to be burned. Happily, his wife, Kao, was a well-educated woman,
and could read and write Chinese very well, so that she secretly hid in a strong,
safe place, all their Imperial letters patent, and the various medals and proofs
given to them by the different emperors, in honor of past merits acquired by
their ancestors in the service of the Imperial court.
As the rest of the documents and accounts of this district were burned,
nothing could be discovered regarding the quantity of rice and the amount of
money kept for public purposes, and stolen by the above-mentioned evil
leaders of the people, and appropriated to their own use. I n addition, the
searchers never credited and put into account that quantity of military rice
which had become mildewed and rotten in the barns.
They made a report to the viceroy, who instructed Mu Chung to deliver the
exact and entire amount of official property, the public rice and money, without taking into consideration the damage that had been done in the past.
Again, the governor instructed the new magistrate to make him pay the
balance of over 10,ooo taels of silver, which was due from Mu Hsing and his
(adopted) son Mu Ch'ung
to the Provincial treasurer during their official
tenure. The new magistrate, taking as an excuse this shortage of payment
owed by the Mu family to the government, confiscated Mu Chung's *$@
private lands and the buildings thereon which were bequeathed to him by his
ancestors. These amounted in all to 12 residences.155
the Chin-ch'uan (Golden Stream - the Yangtze or Chin-sha Chiang, i.e., River of golden
sand).
To the right of these characters, engraved in a horizontal line, come the small characters.
Yung-cheng ping-wu hsia jih B X 13 @ : "On a summer day in the year ping-wu of Yungcheng [17261," Ch'eng-chiilz Nieh J u i l'i shu %ZI(
E& : "This theme was written by the
assistant prefect Nieh Jui." The name of this person is not to be found in the Yun-nun

+

T'ung chih.
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These residences (d'a in Na-khi) were distributed over the Li-chiang plain. The furthest
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The confiscated houses were used as quarters for the soldiers and offices for
the new magistrate, and for other public purposes. With regard to Mu C h ~ n g ' ~
ancestral landed property, the searchers divided it into two classes. First that
which had already been sold or mortgaged to other people by his ancestors,
with official deeds or proofs, and second that which had not been sold. From
the first they tried to get additional payment, while the second was all confiscated by the government. His servants, house-stewartls, and private
secretaries were all discharged and forced to return to their native villages, to
make their living by raising live-stock. The grazing lands were rented out, in
order to obtain money to be used in the district for public purposes.
The investigators again questioned and interrogated his wife, Kao-shih-shou
&E 8 ,and tried to make her hand over all their heirlooms of precious objects
and valuable trinkets, but she replied that she had been in Li-chiang only for a
short time, and had never seen a single precious thing bequeathed to them by
the ancestors of the Mu family What she now posscsscd had all been given to
her by her parents a t her marriage. She again said that those things kept by
Wei-hsin Kung
(Lord Wei-hsin) (Mu Hsing) were all taken away by
his wife, Ho-shih, while the legacies preserved by Lord Shih-ch'iao -IIl:a/1\
(Mu Ch'ung $<!->)were all given to his wife Kao-shih i:;I;Lt (Kao-ch'eng-yii
-5).
The searchers thought that what she said was true, and found no
means to deprive her of her possessions. They gradually stopped their misdoings and felt satisfied with what they had obtained. They then falsified the
ancestral records of the Mu family, and invented a t their pleasure many false
reports, which they sent to the governor. They only gave back to Kao-shih
the book containing copies of all the oficial seals of the ancestors of the Mu
family, and directed her and her husband to keep it for themselves for ever.
During this time Mu Chung was still detained in Chien-ch'uan. As soon as
he learned that all his property had been confiscated by the government, he
stamped his feet and beat his breast in great anxiety. From that time on, he
could not eat a t all, and gradually became seriously ill with vomiting. He was

$fall?:

north was Kwui-d'a, a t the foot of the snow range to the north of the village of Nv-lv-k'o
(Hsueh-sung-ts'un 3%H).The twelve ld'a or 3Ts'a-2nyi-1d'awere as follows: 2Gg6-ldgyii2hoa-1tkhi ld'a was the residence of the Na-khi ruler in Li-chiang proper; the upper or
2Gg6 ld'a 3Aw-21vld'a was situated a t Pai-sha Q ?b or Boa-shi; the lower or 2Miiii_n ld'a
3Ssu-2ch8rld'a was back of the present Ministry of Education; 2Law-3shi l d t ~ - ~ n gld'a;
v
2Mbu-1tkhyeld'a was situated below the Mu family temple a t Ssi-li-wiia; 2Wiia-2naq ld'a
a t Ssi-li proper; 3Sh~ua-2wha-~ds
ld'a near the village of Shu-ho R
! M to the north-west;
2Mha_n-1bbu-2gg6
Id'a, 2Miian_-lbbu-31uld'a and 2Miian_-1bbu-1mii5qld'a (these three apparently count as one), they are the upper, central and lower "Can-lbbu
ld'a and are
situated on the eastern slopes of Sa-bpi zhEr nv-lv or Wen-pi Shan near the lamasery
2Milan_-1bbu-1na(see pp. 176 and 185) hence the name. 1'A-2k10ld'a the first and oldest
residence of the Mu family, see page 88; 2 K ~ld'a
~ situated
i
by the village of 2Nv-21v-k10,
also known as 2Kwua 'd'a Th'wua-2ts'o ld'a where the stags danced; 3T'aw-lbpo ld'a or T a w 2bbu ld'a because there they performed the ceremony of 3T'aw-1bpijand last 3Lu-3khu3 ~ i i a 2 ~ t i ld'a
a situated near a small lake called Xu-"hu or Central lake, the Chinese Chung-hai
rll
to the east of this artificial lake is the small airfield which is lower than the lake and
therefore useless because it is swampy. Near it is an artificial hill about 50 feet high, more
like a pyramid in outline, this is called lS~aw-~ngaw-~wiia
it is 6 li distant from the village
of 3Lu-3khu;there is also a circular temple called 3 L u - 3 k h u - 3 ~ h a - 2 ~3h~ai, i a - 2 ~ meaning
ha
round. On ls~aw-~ngaw-~wiia
the Na-khi chiefs caused beacon fires to be lighted when they
wished to call the people together. (See also p. 156, note 8, and p. 219.)
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sometimes dizzy and fainted without uttering a word; day after day he lay in
his bed in a dying condition. In the seventh moon of the 3rd year of Yungcheng !1725), he was carried to his house in his native place, and died three
days after he had reached home.
His tenure of office as native magistrate of the fu-magistracy of this district,
and T'ung-p'an gtl!ll(Sub-prefect) lasted altogether for two years only. During that time he had trouble within and without, and suffered so much that he
was in tears all day, and held his head with his hands till he went to his grave.
But the trouble had not been caused by Mu Chung himself. Whether he was
right or wrong in his conduct is left to the judgment of his posterity, in fair
conscience. He was born on the 17th day of the seventh moon of the 26th year
of K'ang-hsi (August 24th, 1687), and died on the 30th day of the seventh
moon of the 3rd year of Yung-cheng (September 6th, 1725). On the 3rd day of
the ninth moon of the 13th year of Yung-cheng (October 18th, 1735), by a
special Imperial decree of grace, the Emperor conferred on him the posthumous
honorary title of Ch'eng-te-lang jjktsfla, and on his wife the posthumous
honorary title of An-jen 2 A. She was named Kao-shih-shou -5fig, and
was the daughter of sub-magistrate Kao %f; L S h , of the chou-magistracy of
Yao-an & k g . She gave birth to one son, named officially Mu Te $*$. His
second wife, A-shih 1411.R, gave birth to two sons, named Mu Ming .1.B)l and
Mu Chia $6.

*

*

*

This closes the detailed account of the First Chronicle.
I t is followed by the entire family tree of the Mu family beginning with Mu
T e $;it+, who lived from 1311 to 1390, and ending with Mu T e $f$ who was
the last of the native prefects of Li-chiang. This is followed by a colophon the
translation of which is a t the end of the following chapter, the family tree for
lack of space being omitted here.

FROM THE SECOND
CHRONICLE
CONTINUED

In order that the records of the Mu family be as complete as possible, the
data missing in the First Chronicle are here supplied from the Second, though
already partly translated and published in French by Edouard Chavannes.
TWENTY-FIFTH TO THIRTY-THIRD GENERATION

(PLATE37) : His literary name
TWENTY-FIFTH
GENERATION. - MU T e
was Fang-sheng %)& and his given name Nien-tsu' %$I. He was the son of
Yiin-lin
(Mu Chung *$&). When the latter assumed his position, there
appeared Aw-dzhi-lEr who lodged false accusations against him. This man
succeeded in having the native magistracy abolished and Mu Chung's property
confiscated by the government. All the property and gifts accumulated by
their ancestors through many generations vanished completely. Mu Chung
had no longer any home, and 40 days or so after having assumed the position
of T'ung-p'an, in which he had been neither confirmed nor appointed, he died.
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At that time Fang-shaw was nine years old. In his home many had d i d , and
he mourned bitterly.
He became hereditary T'ung-p'an at the age of nine, but his existenct
precarious, his house like a11 empty jar, and he was p r mld desolate. Yet
he pmspenxl and was apt and clever. Hen\vn firr\=ehinl courage and understanding. He met Wan Hsien-yen ,9tH#,'* a ('kin-sbib
I: of the city d
Shih-p'ing zib#,13r
who became his tutor and instructor. He studied the
classics culd readily grasped their meaning. His mothrr, Kao-shih, s h o n d him
all the ancient documents, oncvstral papers uld W s which she had secretly
p r e s e n d . He borrowed money and h t t c m l tlre condition of his home, s w u d
clothing and sufticient fwd. He mnsecratrd all his efforts to wtrie\r his family
after the reverses which had stricken it. 1Yht.n he was pmwn u p m d had pined
both in murage a i d in knowlrdge. he submit trul ot1ic.ia.I n81u)rtsto thr diAewnt
high pmvincial aut horities, ptitirnling them to Ilclp ~\ntrliora
tc his txmiition.
He m8nt sel~raltimes to the pn,\-indd capital, anti thus wctaritd hirlrsrlf and
nearly exhausted his cmeKv. But he wus not aimid of ditficu1tic.s m d dangvrs,
to cwnte m fa\.omble in~pwssionat otticid heudq~lsrtcrs.
and tried his
The \ic-t.roy in\.itc~ihim to an auriienc-ce mtd gnulttxi him the nati\z\ otbcial
farm and rice rent, in the form of 150 In~pc\ritdpiculs of rice, uld onicnul him
to visit [call upon] the Huwnu of gnuwry [at thr four sc~nsonslfour times a
year to tHkr delilVry. After that he had r\nougIl f~wtifor his ~nortlingand ei\-rning med. He then obt~intultnses in grain f n n thCfarms of Yung-14, t'hBit\e
t'oau 4@&11,
and La-po +l]e,
~ l l ddid not lose his c1ftit-e t~nciintl\~t~ntx~.
IIe
trusted the pmfouncl grace of the vicemy, and obtt~inculfronl the glorious Imperial murt abundant help. Aftemmis he subscribt~itowm!s the building
ul
to show his luytilt y.
of a Yil-yin lou 5 jt.#,IJS whew he\ p m t ~ ~ t e hinlself
Hc repaim1 his residence and
the old nnwstd hall to expn8sshis
filinl picty. He sold the w p p r ute~tsilsof his lultxstors R I I ~pwt8the p n ~ ~ d s
to the studt.nts, mtd dc\frayt~itheir exp~lsesto pnmotc l i t c m t t ~ ~All
. pmised
his nlsral qunlitirs m d profound instruction. r'ftcr his death thc Inqwrial
(;o\.ernn~cnt bcsto\vcuI on hi111 the title of Hemiit nry assistant s \ ~ b - p w f t of
~t
Li-chiang -tft-f&M<l:r{fi&T~J.He liv-I to the agv of 04. Htx was born in the
5 7 r d yew of K'ang-hsi, the 4th day of the fourth 111wn (hlay 17th. I 714)~at the
hiur of noon. He died in the 4nnd year of ChBirn-bnp,thc 7th day of thc sixth
moon (July xrth, 1777) at the hour of cb'm
(7-43 A.M.). His wife \vw KaolU
Wan Msien-!TI\ \\.as R native of Shih- 'ing who k a m e n t.Ain~hibin the 60th year of
K'R hsi (I 711). In the s*iuld year of \ U I ~ V ~ C I (I~ 724) he mlnc b Lichia~y. In the
fourt \-ear of Ch'icn-ltuy! (I~JO),on anwunt of his spccid cxt'clle~~~e
( C h i t$ \I,
i . ~ . dc,
serving of special merit) he \\as appointed to thc n ~ . ~ s t n \ of
r yI'hity-)-e~lr @ tlf in Ssu-rlr'urn.
Shih-p'i~lgis
a magistracy in the district of Chicrr-shui (Lin-nn IPII'P), south d
K'un-ming.
IM
'l'herc is r Yil-yin lou (to\tqler)in I i c h i a ~ y .It stands to the lclt of the 'l"\~ng-p'anyallle11.
This ptrticular tower was built in the w4gn of \\'an-li ( I 5;j-lbro) by hIu 'I'srn~(10th galemtion) of the hiu fanlily. - ti-c-kisn,~iu (-kiblilrb, Yd. -k, ch. p, 101. $&. l:a~~&eng
mui\wi fwnr the throne an Imperial tabkt 011 which \ve.rc inst*ritmi(car\ni) the I a chnmcten, T'im l'm C'kib C'b'ib XHN R,U,riun~Il'ci t'k'i 1.i 4 a iR a, c'ki,~I'n I'ioc l l ~ IF
i b?
an,which may he tmnslittd: I'losc to the Imlwrid iatr (ttn intimatc adviser of thc Emreror, as
H I I ~the
as a foot of eight a11rl h: foot of ten inches); ~l~rtgnifitvnt b\rqt~tif\~l;
b a t h o r a in the wert of Tien (Tun-nan).

T-
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&-shun-ping *ilt llI f,and sbc was the aim of i;.o Hou-te C @, rutin
sub-pnfcct d Yao-an." She x u g'wn the pmthumout ti* of An-@. TO
him RTR born two sons. the m r d was d l e d Nu Hsiu &*, md bt inhcritd
his father's p d t i ~ His
. titst-bonr was Nu K'un +k)l, who died of illnes at
o
f
m,
while
at
schcd.
the
Of some of the ~mlnininggencmticrns only their names arc known, d othtm
their namcs, dates of hirth, and death.
T~~~Y-SIXT
ERATI
H
TI OH. -- Nu Hdu
(mAm 38): His LitNeither his drtc of hirth nor death is given.
name was Chen-ya bft

*s

~.

T~~~Y-EXCE
C ~ ETUHT I O N .

name was Ying-yiln I*$.

- hf u Hur $$a (Purs 40) : His lit-

Ching & # (Purs 41): His literary
and his given nune Shu-tung @#@.
THIRTIETH TION ON. - MUYin 4.;IGI$' punt 41): His literary name was
Ch'un-t 'ing *&. Hc was born in the >wr.jm-WSrJtof T'uq-chih (rut).
He d i d in the eighth year of the Republic ( 1 9 1 ~ ) .
THIRTY-FIRST G ~ W T I O N . - N U Piao $ : His literary n a r c was
Chien-i
and his given n m c Po-fur in*. He aas born in the >TU
chia-sh 111 @ of Kuang-hsii (xw),and died in the 17th ~trr
of the Republic
(1928).
T~KIRTY-SEWND GENERATION.- N u Ch'iung
(PIATRa): His literary
title is P'ei-ming MWl and his given name Shao-fan )Iq
He mlrs born in the:
year ~ O Y - JY
S 41
~ of Kuq-hsil, the smmd nmon and and day ((March 4th,
I@), at the hour of mua
(5-7 A.M.). He is the present T'u t'ung-p'm
i&Ml (Native &stcurt sub-pfwt), but without anr power whetsac\.er.
THIRTY-THIRD G ~ ~ \ T I ~ N
NU
. Sung-k'uei
dso written 8 ¶&:
He was born in the 18th year of the Republic, tenth moon, 7th day (November 7th, 1929),at the hour of s h (3-5 P.M.).
TWENTY-NINTH

GPCNEMTION.-MU

name was Ching-yang

am,

*a

+
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CHAPTER VII

COLOPHON TO THE FLRST CHRONICLE

I n examining the Nan-chao Yeh-shih ISJ ,:{( Yf & (Romance of the Nan-chao
Kingdom) we learn that a t the beginning, when Li-chiang first belonged to
Pai Kuo a (White Kingdom), it possessed no dctinite name.
The ancestors of the Mu family originally lived in Tso Kuo
14 (?'so
Kingdom); in the Chou lICj (1122-255 B.c.) and Ch'in 6 (255-206 LC.) dynasties there are no records about this family. Beginning with the Han ig (z06
B.c.-A.D. 221) and Chin
(265-420) dynasties, down to the T'ang ),tf (618907), the family existed for many gencrations.
The Yueh-hsi chao rllS#7,${ (Yueh-hsi Kingdom) was originally one of the
Liu chao (Six Kingdoms).
At the close of the Sung dynasty, there livcd in the Mu family il. man by the
name of Mai-tsung @ $,* who was very wise and lived to a ripe old age. He
was endowed by Heaven with special intellect. There are narratives of him
in the records. As to his ability and virtue, he was superior to the rest of the
people and was therefore honored by them all. Unfortunately, a t that time
there was not much cultural development among these people, and although
this man possessed a virtuous character and had nccon~plishedmuch, nothing
has been recorded about him. He begot Liang &; Liung begot Wu X ; Wu
begot Liang ,%; Liang begot Chia 111 ; Chia begot T e I!+.
I n the Yiian dynasty, this family enjoyed peace, and its deeds filled many
shining pages in its history. When the Ming dynasty was founded (1368) and
the first Emperor selected Chin-ling
(Nanking) as Imperial capital, Chia
of the Mu family knew immediately thnt the divine order of the succession of
the Imperial throne had been established. Hc therefore sent his son with a
number of envoys to Nanking to offer a map of their native land.

a

The Tso-tu Kuo was the ancient Hsi-i Tso-ti1 Kuo E ,XI fihn W (Tso-tu Kingdom of the
western barbarians). Han W11 Ti incorporated that territory in his empire and established
the district of Tso-ti1 (Tso-tu hsien q81).I11 the sixth year of the period Yuan-ting d JAl
(111 B.c.) it became the Cli'en-li Chiin 8i QfliS. During tlie Sui dynasty it was called Hanyiian S &I, which is 30 li south of the present-dtiy Cli'ing-ch'i BU i,governed by Yn-an ~ K !&I ?
(Ya chou 91t; N) in Ssu-ch'i~nn. To-ciay it is again called Iran-yiinn hsien.
Ma Tunn-lin is more precise in liis Ll'tw-hsiutr l'rcng-b'clo, ch. 339, fol. sb, for lie states that
during the Hnn dynnsty there were about 10 principalities north-east of Yiiell-sui t4 M, of
which the'rso-tu was tlie most powerful. He amplifies this by saying " tlie'l'so-tu of llsi W."
Hsi wns east of T'ien-ch'ilan cliou K + +ti, the present-day T'icu-cli'ilan hsien, west of
Yn-an. Although in other works he is quoted verbatim, the charncter IIsi l& is omitted. In
n note it states thnt Hsi was made a hsien (district) during the Nan dynasty, belonging to
Shu Chiln a I#.
a Tlie Li-chiang Records state thnt Mni-tsung was ~tninn from west of the borders of China
and that he cnn~eto Li-chiang a t the end of the reign of Sung Li Tsung N'sf: (1235-1253).
The natives elected him as their chief. His son niet Kublni Khan's army in the first year of
Pao-yu R ritli of Sung Li 'Tsung (I 253).
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In the 15th year of the Ming dynasty (1382)' Te acknowledpd his dlegimm
to the Imperial rule, and T'ai 'l'su, the tirst Ming Emperor, admiring his action,
conferred on his family the surname Mu 4, and, by separate lettert patent,
granted him the hereditary right of magistrate of the fu-magistracy of Lichiang. l'e then conquered the T'ieh-ch'iao
(Iron bridp), guarded the
Shih-men 4il"j (Stone-gate Pass), and was given by the Emperor an otticial
robc, a iru 9,( t a b l ~ t )anti
, ~ tl golden belt.
'l'e bcgot a so11 by the name of Ch'u -fU. The latter joined the Meng-chien
43ll& (the present Meng-hua hsien) Southern expedition, and succeeded in
capturing the city of Lu-ch'uan (in the south), and opened Yung-ning / k ~ #(in
the north). Hc conquered Yen-ching $BL'ttZ,' a salt-well in the east. and thus
gained considcrable military merit. l'he k:mperor gave him a gold medal and
a gold belt, and granted him the power to rule over the territory of the Jung
jk tribe (on the frontier).
Ch'u begot T'u t:, to whom the Emperor in a special order, granted his
family the title of hereditary prefect to rule its native land. He authorized it
only to proclaim the Imperial will to the people, who could not be conscripted
for other places.
T'u begot Shen
who gained great military merit by joining the punitive
expedition of Secretary of State, Wang Chi
who attackcd the citv of
Lu-ch'uan XJlland was then promoted by Imperial order to the honorary
position of Ts'an-cheng s d k (State adviser). On his ancestors, male and
female, the Empcror conierred various posthumous honorary titles. 'l'he merit
of this family was also madc ~llanifestby the Yiin-nan governor l'ing 1
Shen bcgot Ch'in $2; Ch'in begot T'ai &. They all bore the honorary title
of T'ai-chung ta-fu, conferred on them by the Emperor. T'ai was a man of
wonderful ability and thoroughly understood the science of divination according to the diagrams (I C'hittg, the Book of Changes), and Chinese philosophy. He was both martial and keen on literature. Thus he brought great
glory and prosperity to his family.

@&a

a,

s The hu was R tablet made either of bamboo, jade or ivory, and was held before the breast
at audiences of the Emperor (GUS, Clrinesc &liotlrlry No. 4961).

' The present-day Yen-yUan hsien Pa I
in Ssu-ch'uan.
6 The Jung are considered the wild tribes of the west. There are many different clans, or
rather, tribes, of Jung, among which the Na-klii were reckoned. The Hsi-jung (Western
Jung) dwelled in north-western h n - s u and extended into the State of Shu (Ssu-ch'uan)
where they inhabited the district of YUeh-sui #Ij and the ancient Ch'en-li f t in Tso-tu
B
iCI
in Sasu-ch'uan).
Kuo (the present-day Han-yilan hsien S
The Hsi-i of the Tso-tu Kingdom are apparently identical with the Hsi-jung of Ch'en-li,
for the territory is one and the s m e .

Wang Chi later become viceroy of Yiln-nan. He was a native of Shu-lu *I in Pao-ting
fu, FIo-pei. His literary name was Sliang-te f:,r a. In the sixth year of Ming Cheng-t'ung
(1441)) the Hsilan-wei-shih SRfd! of Lu-ch'uan, by name Ssu-jen-fa ,F,
rebelled.
Wang Chi was unable to suppress him a t first. He attacked Lu-ch'uan three times, and only
then routed the robbers and destroyed their stronghold - Yiln-man T'ung-clrilr, ch. 120,
f0l. I3il.

' His name was Ting Hsilan TI#and he was a native of Shang-yilan

k Z in Chiang-su
(Kiangsu). He also fought Lu-ch'uan, after which he was promoted to a Senior vice-presidency of the censorate.
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T'ai begot Ting 2,who helped his neighbouring districts by restoring peace;
his merit was great, but he did not bring it to notice.
Ting begot Mu Kung &&, whose old age was spent a t the foot of the
Hsiieh-shan 'gCII (Snow mountain). There he buried himself among his
books, in order to understand thoroughly the ancient literary allusions. He
and a man named Chang G, who lived on the Yii Shan fl,111 near the city
of Yung-ch'ang & g , and a third man named Tso 22,living on the Huang
Shan X 111 of Meng-hua $$!It, were known a t that time as the Three famous
mountain scholars. The T'ai-shih k @(Imperial historiographer), by the
name of Yang Yung-hsiu &#11&,9 and many other scholars were his most
intimate literary friends.
His literary works were made known to the later generations, and his
scholarly fame was respected throughout our kingdom. His military merit,
achieved for the Imperial court, was so great that His Majesty the Emperor
personally wrote for him [an inscription of] four Chinese characters, Chi Ning
Pien Ching $$kii@fj$ (Peaceful defender of My frontier-land), and in addition
the Emperor gave him many other rich gifts. He devoted much time to the
compiling of two copies of his ancestral record, describing all the honorary
titles and glorious deeds of his family, beginning from his first ancestor down
to his son. He built an ancestral temple in honor and for the worship of his
ancestors. These were two of the chief things he accomplished to express his
filial piety. For his family record, Chang Chih-shun rfEiL:.B, president of one
of the six Imperial boards and native of Yung-ch'ang and Yang Shen i(;zd[a,
Imperial historiographer and native of (Hsin-tu) Ch'eng-tu Ilfi;&[$, each wrote
a preface.
Mu Kung begot Mu Kao
who was also named Shou-kuei %-:I.
From childhood, he was clever in strategy. At 31 years of age he extirpated
the rebels and conquered the village of Hsiang-lo Bjz. Later, he gained a
great victory over the village of Mao-ch'ii Sf&,and completely defeated the
T'u-fan %if$. Then again he conquered Kan-t'ao TB5J,and established
some villages a t Wei-yiian r&&. His father, Mu Kung, was so pleased with
his heroic deeds that he took out the gold medals and gold belt, and many
other objects given to his ancestors by the different Emperors of the successive dynasties, and handed them to him, saying: "Follow the examples of your
ancestors, and be loyal to your nation."
When his father became a widower, Mu Kao selected a beautiful girl, and
offered her to him as a concubine. His father was well pleased and on excellent terms with him. In this we find the cause of the good luck which attended
him. On account of curing his father of his illness with flesh cut from his own

*a,

The Li-chiang snow mountain is meant. At the foot of the range on its eastern slopes,
north of the village of Nv-lv-k'o, is a large grove of spruce trees, the remains of a large forest
which in the time of Mu Kung covered the region. There stood a residence, one of the 12
homes possessed by the Mu family. The place was and is still known as Kwui-d'a. To-day
a small temple with statues of Buddha stands beneath the spruces. The temple dates back
to the Ming dynasty. The temple has lately been dismantled, the beautiful murals dating
back to the Ming dynasty destroyed and the building converted into a forestry station.
He is better known as Yang Shen #BE. I t was he who wrote an introduction to the
Chronicle of the Mu family. He had been banished for life to Yung-ch'ang in south-west
Yiin-nan. (See page 162.)

Dreored in armor made of pigskin bladee, lacquered red, wearing a helmat of iron
ragmentr, Hli-]shin and Hel-fan warriora, danced at Nga-ba prior to their attacking
Limchlang Ja the 3 a h century,

Looking up the Pai-shui stream, the Gyi- '&r,of the Na-khi, from an ancient rtone
bridge, elev8tion ro,ooo feet, Sprucee, w lowc and thododendleonr line the atbed, The r~okymaw on &a left L Nmba BY-1v; &a U#m mbw*m&&--- - - ---
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The Chien-t'ai Ho has its source in the glaciers of Mt. Gyi-n.&Nv-lv and the 'A-ts'ap
gko R~nse;ita greyishewhite waters debouch into the Yangtze near Ta-ku,
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limb, his glory became known to the world. The Emperor conferred on him
the honorary title of Ya-chung ta-fu of the third rank, and the same p s t h u mous honor was also conferred on his ancestors. Again, tlic Emperor scnt him
a message containing the following words of praise: "As to your fame and
~ i r t u eyou
, have been both iilial and loyal; with regard to your popularity and
ability, you have been perfect, both in literary works and in military achievements." In the winter of ling-muo - J - ~ I I(1567)~when he rcccived the sad
news of the death of the l S m p c r ~ r ,he
' ~ lamented so much that he was unable
to rise from his bed. In the iollowing ycar he resigned from official life.
Mu Kao begot Mu 'rung I< q,i, who was also named Chen-~langi:; 1%. In
the 38th, year of Chia-ching (1559)' Tung was ordered by his father to attack
whereupon he defeated thcm completely. In the years
the Fan brigands 8',&,
Ping-yin fi iii (1566) and mou-ch'en ~li;)k
(1568)' he repcatcdly gained grcat
military merit. 14s father gave him also many Imperial gifts, bequeathed to
) ~ Tung crossed
them by their ancestors. In the third year of Wan-li ( 1 ~ 7 5 Mu
the river Ta-ch'ung . ) ' f P l l l1 (in ?'so-so :/,:lili territory) to attack the Fan
brigands of Ta-tu -l;?JX. The Empcror then permitted him to build an arch
in his native place with the following characters carved on it: IIsi Pei Fan Li
v~j;lkYfiliijE (My Northwestern barrier). He usually tried to investigate the
condition of the farmers, and helped their husbandry with money. In his
leisure hours, his parlour was full of guests and friends. He would be deeply
interested in writing poetry and would indulge in drinking wine with all of
his guests. In the year mou-yin ~li;'~i{(1578) he lamented so much over the
death of his mother that he died in the year chi-mao 2 4P (1579).
Mu Tung begot Mu Wang ;lillli, who was also named Wan-ch'un :j!?$ and
Yii-lung 3FjfL. I n the fifth year of Wan-li (1577)~Wang became the legal heir
of his father. He was impetuous and terrible in his actions, and succeeclcd in
completely defeating the Fan brigands. At the time when he assumed his
oficial duties, the Wu-so jilifi l2 secretly conspired against him. He quickly
discovered their evil plans and destroyed thcm a t once. After that, he became the more experienced and hardened in military service, wherefore he was
able in his later life to conquer more territory. He was presented with an Imperial credential containing the follow ng words of admiration: Cltung KUO
IIeng Yilan ,'&,Iq,KJ:tG, "Your loyalty to your nation has been as strong as
everlasting battlements."
Mu Wang begot Mu Ch'ing $j!j, who was also named Ch'ang-shcng G 4:
and Ch'iao-yo
16. Ch'ing was well versed in the Six Chinese Classics, and
was very skilful in calligraphy, which he wrote on paper with the strokes of
each character resembling the shape of "old pine-trees and ancient cranes."
IIence the poetic name given him was Sung-ho &f@ (Pine-tree and the crane).
Empcror Shih Tsung (Chia-ching) died on January ~ 3 r d )r 67 (the 14th day of the
twelfth moon of the 45th ycar of his reign) on returning from t e Western Park to the
Palace, in his 60th year.
lo The

f

Ta-ch'ung 130 is the Wo-lo Ho in the Tso-so country of south-west Ssu-ch'uan; a branch
of it is the outlet of the Yung-ning Lake. It flows into the Li-t'ang River which in turn
flows into the Ya-lung. On the Chinese map of YUn-nan the Li-t'ang River does not exist
and the l'a-ch'ung 1-30 flows into the Ya-lung.
The Five So f j (T'u-ssu), in south-west Ssu-ch'uan, whiclr see.
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Immediately after he had assumed his official duties, he contributed considerable funds for military purposes. He was, however, very pessimistic and,
travelling on the white clouds, he became an immortal, and his spirit is still
known to exist.13
Mu Ch'ing begot Mu Tseng $W , who was also named Ch'ang-ch'ing -E
j)fl,
I-hsin afi and Hua-yo ~ I ' G $ ~ . At the age of 11, he lost his father, and became
the legal heir. In Wan-li chi-hai ;%;M
C!
(I 599), he supplied food to the
cities of Yung T'eng &K.l4 In the year keng-tzu &-f- ( I ~ o o )he
, helped the
city of Po chou
l5 in its difficulties.
In the year jen-yin fZ;i( (1602), he submitted a report to the Emperor about
the affairs of West China and was commended by His Majesty. In the year
ping-wu pij+ (1606)) he received an Imperial patent by which the Emperor
conferred on his ancestors various posthumous degrees of honor. In the year
i-mao L4P (1615), his capture of the Three Tartar leaders (San-ta-k'uei
$$@J) and the Ssu-ma ii]].!!~
(prefect), was recorded as worthy of merit, In
the year mou-wu JXF (1618)) he went to pay tribute to the Imperial court for
the purpose of celebrating the peaceful and blessed 46th anniversary of the
reign of His Majesty the Emperor Shen Tsung, who gave him many valuable
gifts, and conferred on his wife the honorary title of Kung-jen. Again, he opened
up new land, and contributed the products therefrom for soldiers' rations required in Liao (Feng-t'ien). For this reason he was especially promoted to the
position of an official of the third rank. In the year keng-yin (this should read
keng-shen f i EP) (1620) he offered money to the Emperor to buy horses, whereupon His Majesty praised him with the two characters, Chung I !&,% (Loyalty
and Righteousness). He then was ordered to exterminate Kao-lan $3$)Q,I6 the
rebel of Pei-sheng dk %. He was then presented with a gold belt. In the period
period T'ien-ch'i jen-hsii X ~#-Z-fi (1622)~the tribal chief She +) of Shu (Ssuch'uan) revolted and Mu Tseng contributed funds towards his suppression.
Hence he was given the additional honorary official title of the third rank, as
well as a suit of official dress of the same rank.
He then applied to the Emperor for permission to retire from official life.
He addressed to the Emperor a memorial containing ten suggestions in connection with awards; the memorial was composed in such a way that it might
have been written by any great official of the Imperial court. Meanwhile, he
requested the Emperor to allow him to offer sacrifice to the two great heroes,
%+It1

l3

Tradition relates that he went up the Li-chiang snow range to a peak called Ho-sag yi-gkv,

a prominent limestone crag covered with scree, whence he never returned. Apparently he
committed suicide. I t is very common for the Na-khi to commit suicide on the snow range,
especially lovers. Such couples committing suicide together are said in the Na-khi language
to have committed Yu-vu.(See my article, "The Romance of K'a-ma-gyu-mi-gkyi" in
BEFE-O T. XXXIX: 1939, pp. 1-155.)
l4

Yung-ch'ang and T'eng-yiieh in south-west Yiin-nan.

l6

Po chou is the present Tsun-i hsien

in Kuei-chou province.

Kao-lan refused to recognize the authority of Kao Shih-ch'ang $ilk B , the new chief of
Pei-sheng, who had succeeded his half-brother Kao Shih-mou X$Wi@f, and rebelled; Mu
Tseng took him prisoner and executed him. Kao-lan was a nephew of Kao Shih-mou who
died in 1620.
l6
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Chang Ch'uan 4i: 3 and Ho T'ing-k'uei 6IC @,I7 and also contributed funds
to relieve the families of the generals and soldiers who had been killed on the
battlefields.
The Emperor praised him with the two characters of Chung Chin
(Loyal and Patriotic), and promoted his official position to Ts'an-fan Qa
(Administrator of the frontier lands). In the year 1624 he bequeathed his
official position to his eldest son. In the year i-ch'ou L% (1625) he again contributed to the court additional funds for the pay of soldiers, and received then
letters patent in honor of his grandparents. In 1627 he supplied many laborers
to work on Imperial graves, and applied accordingly for an Imperial banner in
honor of his mother's chastity. The Tu-yu +fI\@I1(Imperial censor) Min la
also sent a recommendation to the Emperor on his behalf. In the year keng-w
~fiq:(1630) he remitted considerable funds to assist in the military expenditure of Kuei-chou, and transported money for the pay of soldiers to the Ta-ssunung fc ri]
(Minister in charge of the Board of agriculture).
(1631) His Majesty promoted him to the honorary
In the year hsin-wei
position of Yu-fang-po 4; ;/ 11'1 (Junior provincial treasurer), and the same
honor was also conferred posthumously on his ancestors for three generations
was destroyed by
back. As the district school in the city of Ho-ch'ing
fire, he contributed money to rebuild it. In the year jen-slten qi (1632) the
work of building this school was completed. In the year ling-ch'ou -1- ft. (1637)
he supplied many laborers to work on Imperial graves, for which he was
specially decorated by the Emperor. In the year keng-ck'en JkE (1640) he
(Senior provincial treasurer). The
was appointed as Tso-fang-po 1,:7; if]
Emperor issued an edict praising him with the following four characters: I Tu
Chung Cheng E$ ,%, j,i (Progressive, Faithful, Loyal and Upright), and gave
him permission to build an arch in the capital city of this province, in memory
of his deeds. But instead he saved the expenses required in building this arch
and, in the year 1644, contributed the money to the court for soldiers' rations.
)'~
the throne in Nanking, he
When the Emperor Hung-kuang ( 1 6 ~ ~ascended
conferred on him the honorary title of T'ai-p'u-ch'ing jcf%4f!~(Imperial grand
steward). I n the year i-yu 1fi (16~5)both father and son, as well as other
members of the Mu family, contributed funds for the pay of soldiers. Ch'en
I%, the Imperial messenger, sent a report to the Emperor on his behalf,
whereupon the latter bestowed on both father and son various pieces of satin

r$
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Chang Ch'uan @
! & (this is the way the name is written in the Mitzg Shik) and Ho 'r'ingk'uei are listed in that history under the characters Chuttg I ,ES. Mu Tseng also received
these two characters, but he is not listed, probably because he was considered a barbarian.
Chang Ch'uan received the degree of doctor in 1604. He fought in Yun-nan under Fu
Yu-te, especially a t Yung-ning *$,
Ch'u-ching @J &$,and P'u-ting 37% in Kuei-chou, to
suppress the aborigines. He was given the title of Marquis of Yung-ting i k P . Ho T'ingk'uei was a native of the military station of Wei-yuan EJi 32 in Shan-hsi (Shansi). He received
the degree of doctor in 1601. He became a fu-magistrate in Ho-nan. He and another ofticial,
by name Yuan Ying-t'ai B@B, who would not obey him, lost the city of Liao-yang i B I
(Feng-t'ien) to the Manchu army who attacked it. He took his seal and with his two wives
jumped into a well; with him died six male and female servants (Ming Skilr, ch. 291, fols.
4a and b).
l7

!iL YE was a descendant of the last of the Ming Emperors who, when the
Manchus established themselves in Peking, fled to Nanking where he set up his court.

l8 Hung-kuang
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embroidered with Mahoraga and golden flowers (for ceremonial robes worn by
mandarins).
Mu Tseng was born to be loyal, filial, benevolent and righteous. IIe honored
his mother, named Lo ,ff, and his wife's relatives, and respected worthy people.
I n his leisure hours, he was always seen with a book in his hand, reading. He
was the author of various books, which were made known by the commendations
of many scholars. Again, he applied to the Imperial court for the Fa-pao tkjt
(Treasures of the Law [Dharmaratna]) to pray for peace for the frontier He
printed many Tibetan Buddhist books and used them to teach the tribespeople. He built a temple on Chi-tsu Shan FIli % CII ,IB and a bridge a t Lu-feng

t&:;!

.20

Mu Tseng was both liberal and magnanimous and helped to build the road
which led to Ssu-ch'uan. All his deeds of benevolence may be read in detail
from the Family Record, whose preface has been written by Yang Yung-hsiu
#jlfl$%,the Imperial historiographer. The legal heirs of the Mu family have
succeeded one another as the rulers of this district for 2 7 generations, and
their family has descended for 32 generations to the present Mu Yao. Mu
Tseng had no brothers. His mother selected a virtuous wife for him, who gave
birth to four sons.
Mu I *,#,
his eldest son, succeeded to his father's official position and was
also named T'ai-mei 3%and K'un-lun 3163%. I n the beginning of the period
l8 This is the famous sacred Buddhist Chi-tsu Shan
1.4 (Chicken-foot Mountain),
which is also called Chiu-ch'u Shan h btl 14 and is 40 li west of Pin-ch'uan hsien R JljQ,
adjoining the borders of T'ai-ho hsien and Teng-ch'uan hsien. I t s summit resembles a lotus
flower. Its name was derived from a sacred Buddhist mountain of India, the "Chicken-foot
Mountain" (Kukkuta-pBda-giri), which is seven miles south-east of Gaya and known as the
abode of MahakaSyapa @ m B g S ,a disciple of Buddha and a native of Magadha. He
is said to come a t various intervals to dwell on Chi-tsu Shan, and in 1931 it was proclaimed
he had taken up his residence on that mountain. Consequently, all the Tibetans of the
neighbourhood, and the Na-khi from Yung-ning, flocked there on pilgrimage. At the foot
of Ch'a-p'ing Shan ffi
(a part of Chi-tsu Shan) is a temple dedicated to Ksiyapa and
containing his image, which was placed therein during the reign of T'ang T'ien-pao X4t
(742-755) The temple is called Chia-yeh Tien L % E? (KBs'yapa Hall) and also Chia-sha
Tien, 9 @Pi (Temple of the Buddhist priest's garment). Kgiyapa was one of the main disciples of Buddha, but according to another conception a forerunner of Gautama; he is said
to lie undecayed in Mt. Kukkuta-pBda near Gaya. When Maitreya the coming Buddha will
leave his palace he will betake himself to that mountain, will open it in a mysterious manner, and will there receive from K ~ i y a p aBuddha's robe. Thereupon miraculous fire will
consume the undecayed body of KBiyapa so that neither bones nor ashes will remain.
(Grunwedel.)
Mu Tseng also built the Hsi-t'an Ssu %@ %, which stands on the Man-yueh Shan %I R fl
(Mountain of the full moon), in the year ling-ssu T e of Wan-li (1617). I n 1624 the Emperor gave him the Tibetan Classics and bestowed on his temple the name of Hsi-t'an shan
I n 1629 he built the Fa-yun KO % S M , and in it placed the Classics. In
Ssu $4@fi$i+.
1631 his son Mu I added to it and embellished the temple so much that it was looked upon
as the finest on the mountain. (The gate to the temple and the ko or pavilion were rebuilt
by Mu Yao *%.)
Again during the reign of Wan-li (1573-1619)' M U Tseng built the Hua-yen KO %@M,
in a temple of the same name, and placed the Tibetan Classics in the pavilion. In 1597 the
pavilion was destroyed by fire - Chi-lsu Shan chih, K'ang-hsi edition, g ~ s year,
t
eighth
moon (September 11th-October 9th' 1692)~ch. 4, fols. 4b-5b.

This bridge is called Ch'i-ming ch'iao @ W s and is situated 15 li south of Lu-feng; it was
built by Mu Tseng in the period of T'ien-ch'i (1621-1627).
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of T'ien-ch'i 'XI,'$, in the year chia-lzu rp -f- ( 1 6 2 ~ )he assumed his official
duties. Whenever he had to deal with political questions, he did not venture
to settle them alone without going to his father for advice. After the year
i-ch'ou Z -a(1625), when his father was getting on in years, he did his best
to serve him according to the principle of filial piety. He carefully compiled
the genealogy of his family, to manifest to its members the glory of their ancestors. This record is indeed the fruit of loyalty and filial piety and is the
crystallization of the thought of its distinguished members. Its accomplishment
is due to a long-sustained effort. I am now requested to write a postscript in
continuation of the main record written by the Imperial historiographer Yang.
As I am quite an ignorant man, I feel unworthy to accept this honor. Nevertheless, as I am now in the service of this family, and know very well that its
members have been loyal and obedient subjects of the Imperial throne of the
Great Ming dynasty, and because their heroic deeds of glory can easily be
described in detail from what I have seen and heard, I should do my best to
further this work, and dare not refuse to perform this duty. Although Lichiang is a small, barren, and desolate land, yet its sovereignty has been kept
in the hands of the Mu family wiihout interruption from the Sung (960-1278)
to the present Ming dynasty (1~08-1644). IS it not because the ancestors of
this family have been under the protection of Heaven?
"To the above record a colophon was written by Chu Kuei-lin *RZ#,21
Shang-tung provincial treasurer, descendant of the Prince of Lu (Shan-t ung)
and defender of the frontier, on an auspicious day of the third moon of the
spring season of the year mou-lzu fi+ of T'ien Wang -XE: (March 24thApril agrd, 1648).
" Corrected by Liang Chih-chieh @ 2*,22
native of' the city of Ho-ch'ing
& and a scholar of the second degree in retirement, in the winter cf the
(1650)."
year keng-yin

,@is

NOTE ON MU TSENG

The most outstanding and most progressive of the native prefects of Lichiang was undoubtedly Mu Tseng *%, who was and is best known in Na-khi
as Muag-ssa-ba (Mu Sheng-pai *&B). He was always spoken of, however,
as Mu T'ien-wang $XE. (Celestial king Mu). He was born in 1587, took
office in 1598, and died in 1646. He was a devout Buddhist, and welcomed the
Karma-pa lamas, a branch of the Kar-gyu-pa sect, who later established
lamaseries in the Li-chiang district. He himself was initiated in the Buddhist
monkhood, as a painting, of him as a monk with rosary testifies; it is now in the
21 Owing to the remoteness of Li-chiang and the lack of communication, the people of that
distant region were not aware of the change of dynasty which had taken place four years
previously to the date of the colophon.
Believing that the Ming dynasty, of which they had been loyal subjects, was still in power,
but not knowing what Emperor had ascended the Imperial throne, the writer dated his
colophon Ta Ming T'ien Wang sui mou-lzu (In the year mou-lzu [1648] of the Celestial King
of the Great Ming dynasty).
22 He became a K'o $t (scholar of the second degree) in 1633.
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possession of his descendants, the present Mu family of Li-chiang. I t is a large
scroll, beautifully painted in somber tones, and his figure is crowned by an
image in gold of Amitabha (PLATE
44). A biography of him, written on scrolls,
tells that although the Mu family had long been convertetl to Buddhism, it was
Mu Sheng-pai who had acquired the highest spiritual achievement in the
Mahayiina doctrine.
On Chi-tsu Shan gtJ2111,situated north-east of the Ta-li Lake in a range
of mountains, he erected in 1615 a pavilion called the Ts'ang-ching KO #&#if I#]
in the temple Hua-yen Ssu ,:iL+& S':, in which he deposited a set of the Buddhist
Tripitaka. In 1617 he built a copper temple called Hsi-t'an Ssu %,fi4-,5-, and
erected in its interior a hall called Wan-shou Tien $'l,
(Hall of Ten thousand ages). I n 1628 he solicited the Chinese court for a set of the Tripitaka for
the purpose of depositing it in that hall. In recognition of this service the
monks of the Hsi-t'an Ssu consecrated a chapel to Mu Sheng-pai, which is
known as the Chapel of Prefect Mu 4-k':j'r111j.
In the lamasery of Fu-kuo Ssu ~iTtilfl<i:
(Chieh-t'o-lin j'li{lk$A:;in Na-khi,
Khyu-t'o-llu) situated on Chih Shan 2111,
on the southern spur of the Yiilung Shan, and west of the village of Boa-shi, the Chinese Pai-sha-kai (1 fikjkf,
is a small shrine with a statue of Mu Sheng-pai in a sitting posture.
He was a poet and an author, and was considered an excellent calligraphist.
Unfortunately the printing blocks of his books, with many other objects of
value, were destroyed during the Mohammedan rebellion. The Mu family
was able to save by hiding in caves only the most precious and valued objects,
such as certain books written by him, and a few scrolls which testify to his
ability as a calligraphist. Two of these scrolls are reproduced here (PLATES4546). They are signed Tseng
and Sheng-pai Tao-jen !1;:Ll Z A (Sheng-pai
the Buddhist, seeking after bodhi, or enlightenment respectively). The two
scrolls are not complimentary but represent two individual couplets. The
scrolls read :

,,:;w

T'an K'ung K'o Hsi Hua Hun Hsiao $&?$!$$$$jE-$-%
Shuo F a Seng Wen Niao Luan T'i
8 ?&ff$ N],(A $Lntfi
Seng Tsai Chu Fang P a n Lien Yueh {@$E,'r/rbiHo Ch'i Sung Ching Man Lou T'ai fi&pkj$

.

FJ

fl$$$43

THE SHRINE O F THE HISTORIOGRAPHER YANG SHEN

Yang Yung-hsiu +$j 111@, better known as Yang Shen and Sheng-an yt-2&,
was a great friend of the Mu family. He helped them with thcir family records
and wrote an introduction to the Second Illustrated Chronicle.
Yang Shen was born in 1488 and was the son of Yang T'ing-ho $j$E$fl,a
minister of Statc. His native place was Hsin-tu j'fiffli in the prefecture of
capital of Ssu-ch'uan. At the age of 24 he was already a ChuCheng-tu ~kfili,
jen 9111;A(Provincial graduate Bachelor of Arts), the second literary degree.
(I 5 I I ) he was first in the palace examination,
I n the 6th year of Cheng-te
and became historiographer in the Han-lin. He died a t the age of 72, in the
seventh moon of the 38th year of Chia-ching (August, 1559) after he had lived
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the last few years of his life dissipating and drinking. He had written over one
hundred different collections of essays, and was considered the first poet of
his time. During the reign of Hsi Tsung, period of T'ien-ch'i (1621-16~7)~he
was canonized as Wen Hsien SC%. Mu Kung and Mu Kao, the 14th and 15th
generations of Na-khi chiefs, were his contemporaries and literary friends, and
at the request of Mu Kao, the compiler of the Mu Chronicles, he wrote an introduction to the Second Chronicle.

Beautifully situated a t the foot of the western hills which hem in the plain
and lake of K'un-ming, is the Temple of P'u-hsien (Ssu) E-R !$." Adjoining
it to the south, with a separate entrance, facing east over the lovely lake is the
47). The shrine is in good repair
shrine of Mao Uii % 3-and Yang Shen (PLATE
and on the altar between ancestral tablets there sits enthroned a figure with a
very human and jovial expression, representing Yang Shen (PLATE48), SO different from the stiff and severe-looking deified emperors one encounters in
Chinese temples. Walled-in in the enclosure of the court are several memorial
stones giving the history of the shrine and also something of the life of Yang
Shen himself, as well as of his father Yang T'ing-ho, and of his friend Mao
Yii,24a native of K'un-ming and high official of Nan-ching (Nanking).
Over the entrance to the shrine is the following inscription: AIao E'ang erh
hung tz'u %$&X!&rfid (Shrine of the two Lords Mao and Yang). In the center
of the court is a very old Cycad (Cycas revolula), and to the right and somewhat
below it is a stone bearing the two characters EIai-chuang jlf&G (Villa by the
~ e a ) . ~ T shrine
h e has been built apparently a t the same spot where Yang Shen
The Temple of P'u-hsien is situated west of the city of K'un-ming in the li $! of Kao-yao
The actual date of its first construction seems to be
unknown, as the records state it was rebuilt during the Ming dynasty, the 1st year of Chenghua (1465), and completed in the winter of 1466. I t is located at the foot of Pi-chi Shan
fb a1.4 (Jade-fowl Mountain), a northern spur of Lo-han Shan @I4, more commonly
known as Hsi Shan E 111. The Pi-chi Shan faces the Chin-ma Shan 4 1.4 (Golden horse
Mountain) in the east. I t is the Temple of P'u-hsien or Samanta Bhadra, who rides an
elephant, and whose seat of worship is on Mt. 0-mei in Ssu-ch'uan.
2a

We (pronounced ch'iao in Ytin-nan).

Mao Yii received the degree of doctor in 1505. He was chosen to be Chi-shih-hung &?dF IP
(Junior metropolitan censor) of the Li-k'o S! IF) (Section of personnel) of Nanking. He had
a villa a t the foot of Pi-chi Shan. He was among those who remonstrated with the Emperor
a t the cast gate of the palace, whereupon he was imprisoned together with Yang Shen and
unfortunately barnbooed to death. His ancestral tablet reposes with that of Yang Shen
(PLATE49) on the altar of the shrine. He left ten volumes of memorials addressed to the
Emperor.

24

At the base of the small stone bearing the two large characters Hai-clrzrang a brief note
is engraved which reads as follows:
"Records state that Hai-chuang is below Kao-yao Shan. Yang Shen sojourned there.
He built the Pi-yao, a beautiful dwelling where he used to rest. Time has flown quickly and
many generations have passed, and nothing has remained [of the villa]. The natives of the
land themselves had practically no knowledge of the name Hai-chuang. Therefore this
stone-tablet has been erected so that the same may not be forgotten.
W, in the
"Written by hou-hsiieh (your pupil) Lin Sung &&, also Ch'ien Mu-ling
year chi-mao Z!Ju of the period Chia-ch'ing,
- in the autumn in the seventh moon (August
st to September ~ g t h 1819).
,
Lin Sung, whose literary name was Yii-t'ien iE a, was a native of K'un-ming; during
26
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had built himself a villa and where he carried on his literary activities whenever he resided in Yun-nan fu. Yun-nan became enriched by Yang Shen's involuntary residence, for he wrote many essays on this province, one of the best
known being his Nan-chao Yeh-shih 'rc.-jz{(!I!f&
(Romance of the Nan .chao
Kingdom). The preface to the latter work is dated: "The autumn, the eighth
moon, of the 29th year of Chia-ching" (September I ~th-October roth, 1 ~ ~ 0 ) .
We let the records found engraved on the memorial stoncs within the court,
and here translated for the first time, speak lor themselves:
Historical Record of the Shrine of Yang Shen
"Emperor Shih Tsung, in the first year of his reign [the first year of the
period Chia-ching %ikl!i, 15221 wanted to confer an honorary title on Prince
Hsing Hsien
[father of Shih Tsung], but the ministers a t the court were
of the opinion that this should not be done. More than IOO officials remonstrated tearfully with the Emperor a t the Tso-shun men fi'.JllSIBCJ,
of the palace.
As a result of this demonstration which angered the Emperol,, more than 90
of the remonstrators were bambooed, among whom was Lord Fan $$, a native
of Shen-yang @[I&: (Mukden). [This was Fan Tsung
the great-grandfather of Fan Ch'eng-hsun who became viceroy of Yun-nan in 1686, and who
rebuilt the Yang Shen shrine; his interest and feeling for Yang Shen were
heightened because his great-grandfather was bambooed to death a t the same
time as Yang Shen received his bambooing, from which he, however, recov(Yun-nan) and Lord Yang Chieh-fu
ered]. Lord Mao Z of Tien-nan g..i$j
&
,! #*and his son Yang Shen-an, natives of Hsin-tu, were also bambooed.
At that time Yang Shen-an, being the first successful Chin-shih d: [graduate
of the doctors' degree] served as historiographer, while his father occupied an
important position a t the court. A11 died under the bamboo except father and
son natives of Hsin-tu. It was because Heaven wanted to preserve loyal and
reproving persons.
"First Yang Shen was charged with the duty of guarding the Chinese frontier
a t Yen-men MBEJ,and Wen-chung Kung X,'t,k (the posthumous title of
Yang Chieh-fu, his father) was dismissed from office. Yen-men [in Shansi] was
a t that time a barren and desolate land and would have made Lord Yang exceedingly poor. The Emperor, however, still bore a grudge against him and
exiled him to Yung-ch'ang * g instead of to Yen-men. Oh, how severe the
punishment was !
"As Lord Yang, a son of good family, was thoroughly versed in the books of
Cheng Shu .zi).xand K'ao-t'ing f2$$,26 it is clear to us that he could not be

a$$!

the reign of Tao-kuang he became a Sui-kung %A (3rd rank certificate from middle school).
Ch'ien Mu-ling was also a native of K'un-ming, and became a Chii-jen (Provincial graduate)
in nzou-wu ft of the period Chia-ch'ing (1798); he died a t 54 years of age.

+

Cheng Shu or Ch'eng I R 7.IRA (1033-1107) was a native of Lo-yang in Ho-nan. He was
tutor of the Emperor Che Tsung ;fliS. He had many enemies a t the court; in 1097 he was
sent to take up a post in Ssu-ch'uan and was later recalled to be reinstated in the Imperial
academy. I n 1103 he was again in trouble and finally retired. I n 1241 his tablet was admitted to the Confucian temple. - From GILES,B. D., NO. 280.
K'ao-t'ing or Chu Hsi 4:
(I 130-1 200) was a native of Fukien and received the doctor's
degree a t the age of 19. He was accused of sedition, of magic, breaches of loyalty and filial
26
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honored with high official rank. Moreover, the previously mentioned incident
was a matter which concerned the conventions of the State. Hence there would
be nothing of importance for the historiographer to examine in a thousand
autumns [years] to come. At the risk of his life he fought for right, even disregarding the relationship of father and son.
"He then entered the barbarian world like a vagrant and homeless man.
He improved the savage customs and taught those wearing mallet-shaped hairknots and dressed in colored clothes, to understand the respect due the Emperor and elders. The reason why Heaven decreed he should not die under the
bamboo was in order that the people on the deserted and remote border might
express their gratitude for his kindness.
"When Lord Yang was first exiled to Yung-ch'ang many people felt concern for him. Yet he peacefully discussed Chinese philosophy with barbarian
He discussed with them
boys of the Mien
(Burma) and the P'o tribes
the peculiarities of the various mountains and the seas in every corner. Sornetimes, while wearing a double hair-lock and flowers, arrayed in a crimson gown
and with a powdered face, he would talk about Tao 3 (the Way) and poetry
with his pupils. This simply means that he gave thought to the 'orchid of the
Hsiang RllM' and the 'iris of the Li i$;'r;E.' 27 He wanted to follow the example of Ch'ii Yiian; 28 until now people have spoken of this as an interesting
story.
"At the death of Wen-chung Kung (his father) Yang Shen received the
Emperor's permission to return home to attend to his duties connected with
the burial of his father. Later on, because he had earned the displeasure of a
certain high official, he was ordered to return to Yiin-nan. As a result he died
a sad death.
"Alas! When literary men are in trouble, it is very difficult for them to pay

9.

piety, of seducing nuns, etc. At first these attacks were unsuccessful, but at length he was
deprived of all honors and of his official posts. He was later partly reinstated, but was too
old to re-enter o5cial life. He revised Ssu-ma Kuang's history, which under the title of
T'ung-chien kan-mu P M €lbecame the standard history of China. He was called K'aot'ing after the place where he resided. K'ao-t'ing was south-west of Chien-yang hsien II
in Fu-chien (Fukien).

a

'7

The Hsiang is a large tributary of the Yangtze; it flows through Hu-nan. The Li is also

a river of Hu-nan, being an affluent of the Tung-t'ing Lake. The allusion is to be found in
the poem Li-sao il#% (Falling into trouble) written by Ch'u Yuan a, or Ch'u P'ing M BI.

Ch'ii Yuan was a native of Ying a in the ancient State of Ch'u (Hu-pei). He was born
in 332 B.C. and died in 2 9 5 . He is famous throughout China as the type of a loyal minister.
He enjoyed the full confidence of his sovereign until impeached through the intrigues of
rivals. I t was then he composed the famous poem Li-sao, which is an allegorical description
of his search after a prince who will listen to good counsels in government. After he had
sunk still deeper in disfavor, and being tired of life, he went to the bank of the Mi-lo River.
There he met a fisherman who accosted him saying: "Are you not his Excellency the Minister? What has brought you to this pass?" "The world," replied Ch'u Yuan, "is foul,
and I alone am clean. There they are all drunk, while I alone am sober. So I am dismissed."
"Ah!" said the fisherman, "the true sage does not quarrel with his environment, but adapts
himself to it. If, as you say, the world is foul, why not leap into the tide and make it clean?
If all men are drunk, why not drink with them and teach them to avoid excess?" The fisherman rowed away and Ch'ii Yiian clasped a big rock and plunged into the waters of the Mi-lo
El a.- From GLLES,B. D., NO. 503.
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heed to their own fame and fidelity. Although Yang Shen was both clever and
wise, he was unable to hold his position as historiographer.
"Confucianism was poorly developed in the barbarian arid deserted borderland. As soon as Yang Shen took upon himself the responsibility of educating
the people, the literary men of Yun-nan began to esteem politeness and righteousness. They offered sacrifice to Lord Yang a t Pi-yao ?,IU and established a Shu-yuan ;IjPZ (College) there in his memory, in order that the spirit
of Lord Yang may roam a t the foot of Pi-chi Shan $)%E:III
(Jade-fowl Mountain)30and not vanish into the void in the Liu chao <<,:({ [the six kingdoms
which comprised Nan-chao ~ $${I,
j like vapor or creepers in the wild fields.
"Is it not true that Heaven spared him and decreed for him to lay the
foundation of Confucianism [in Yiin-nan] for hundreds and thousands of years
to come?
"From the year chia-yin
(1674) onward the rebellious Fan [Wu Sankuei !$$- 64 rebelled that year against the Ch'ing dynasty] savages had recklessly outraged all rules of propriety. The borderland was ravaged by wolves
[troops or savages] and fire. Mountains, rivers, grass and trees, temples and
pagodas in Yiin-nan were destroyed. Even the place where the spirit of Yang
Shen lived was overgrown with filbert trees, weeds, thorn-bushes, and ravaged
by wild fire and will-o'-the-wisp.
"Long after the suppression of the rebellion the Chih-fu ;lid
Lord Fan 3l
of Shen-yang f&l(Z (Mukden) was ordered to take charge of the South-west.
He visited all the mountains, rivers, famous places, mysterious regions and
relics of Yiin-nan. While passing by the ruins of Pi-yao and making inquiries
a t the gravestone of the Mao family =kt, he saw the grave of Yang Shen 32
among the ruined and fallen walls. As he stood there meditating sorrowfully
on Lord Yang's loyalty, simplicity, intelligence and fidelity, he could not help
recalling the time when Lord Yang knelt on the ground a t the Tso-shun palace
gate.
"Thereupon Lord Fan engaged workmen and collected material for the construction of a hall. H e bought a portrait of Yang Shen on which he inscribed

"

a

The word Pi refers to Pi-chi Shan, the Jade-fowl Mountain famous in Yun-nan history,
and the word Yao, pronounced ch'iao in Yiin-nan, refers to the village Kao ch'iao BUB, near
which the temple and ancestral hall is situated a t the foot of Pi-chi Shan.

2°

30 The Pi-chi Shan and its counterpart, the Chin-ma Shan (Gold horse Mountain), are
famous in Yun-nan. The range from the village of Kao-yao (ch'iao) to the Lo-han Shan
@ B 14, commonly called Hsi Shan .p!j I4 (Western hills), is known as Pi-chi Ta-shan d %
A 1.4 (Great Pi-chi Mountain). There is also a Kao-yao Shan & U% 1-4 which is to the right
of I'i-chi Shan and actually a part of it. The shrine of Yang Shen, according to the Yiinnun T'ung-chilz, ch. 12, fol. Ioa, is a t the foot of Kao-yao Shan.

3l Fan Ch'eng-hsun 8% Egb was a Chinese Yellow-bordered bannerman. I n the 25th year
of K'ang-hsi (1686) he became viceroy of Yun-nan - Kuei-chou. He left Yiin-nan in 1704
to take up a higher post a t the court. He died in 1714.
32 Yang Shen is, however, not buried in Yiin-nan. His body was taken back to his native
place Hsin-tu in Ssu-ch'uan. According to the Chia-chJingI-l'ung-chih, ch. 385, fol. 18b,
his grave is to the right of that of his grandfather Yang Ch'un %st;,
one li west of the city
(West Pass), where his father is also buried. The
of Hsin-tu, outside the Hsi Kuan
burial-ground is several li in circumference. See also the Hsin-tu hsien chih, ed. 1926, ch. I,
fol. gb.
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a eulogy, and to which he offered sacrifices in the hall. Because of this, the
people as well as retired scholars again revered Lord Yangls influence and
reputation; they also appreciated Lord Fan's filial piety, loyalty to the State
and the encouragement he gave to scholars. The people dwelling in the faroff and deserted border region thus learned to know the meaning of paying
respect to former worthies.
"They ~articularlyrejoiced that on account of Lord Yang's exertions the
defense of the State became as strong as a wall of metal and moats filled with
scalding liquid. How admirably Lord Fan had acted!
"I have been in charge of the Salt Tax for three years without being properly qualified, and have often followed Lord Fan's advice. Having perceived
that the filial heart of Lord Fan was worthy of imitation, how could I not rejoicingly take the responsibility of writing on his behalf the biography of Lord
Yang ?
'"Thereupon I , Lords Hsu SF, Yuan 71; and Nieh chang
[chiefs of the
court], bought a property of 300 acres, the produce of which is to be devoted
to sacrifices to Lord Yang.
"Written by Wang Chao X% ,33 native of Wan-p'ing % zT;- [a district in
Ho-pei!, in the period K'ang-hsi, the year keng-zuu ET,Chung-tung
IrllE, the and day (December and, 169o)."
The T'ai-shih Tz'u &$iJ,
Shrine of the Historiographer
(According to the Old Yun-nan T'ung-chih)
"The shrine is situated a t Kao-yao-ts'un &@$j;j',
west of the city of Yiinnan fu, and is dedicated to Yang Shen, Historiographer of the Ming dynasty.
Pu-cheng-shih 81i&t$ (Provincial
I t was built by Liu Chih-lung .$'r]2@,
G ~ v e r n o r ) during
, ~ ~ the Wan li period (1573-1619). Later on it was rebuilt
and then fell again into disrepair. In the 28th year of K'ang hsi (1689) it was
rebuilt by the viceroy Fan Ch'eng-hsiin, who also bought some fields the produce of which was to be devoted to sacrifices to Yang Shen.
Selections jrom "A Historical Account of the Pi-yao College by Viceroy
Fan Ch'eng-hsun "
"During Lord Yang's exile in Yiin-nan he had lived here and there: in Ponan tdfi, Lan-chin
Ts'ang-erh 3 fJf and Chin-pi
He had many

m.a,

&e.35

He took charge of the Yiin-nan Salt Tax in the 20th year of K'ang-hsi (1681). He was a
Yin-sheng @ 4~ (Honorary Licentiate).
33

"Liu Chih-lung was a native of Fu-shun
Ssu-ch'uan. He held the degree of doctor.

X M , a district city

in Hsii-chou fu $?tSHR in

36 Po-nan must refer to Po-nan Shan, a mountain between Yung-p'ing ik7P and the Mekong,
on the highway to Yung-ch'ang to which place Yang Shen had been exiled. The pass over
this mountain is 8,150 feet above sea level. From there the trail leads to the village of Shayang i!b B and down to the Mekong where an iron chain-bridge spans it. This is apparently
the place called Lan-chin, the ancient ford on the Mekong. On the slopes of Po-nan Shan
a t an elevation of 7,500 feet, 18 li from Sha-yang, there stands a temple called Yung-kuo
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different lodgings. Wherever he stayed he led and encouraged young people.
Thus the scholars of Yiin-nan all tried to follow his example. Even after his
death they continued to admire him and offered sacrifices to him a t the foot
of Pi-chi Shan, where Yang Shen had built a house for himself to carry on his
literary activities. As time went on, the hall fell into neglect, although it had
been repaired many times.
"After I took up my residence in this land, I inquired about the remains of
Chai-hsien $@f~l] 36 and mourned the ruins of Hai-chuang &
:
the villa by the
sea. Seeing that they had almost vanished, I became quite sad. Thus I ordered
Lord Yang's shrine to be rebuilt on the right side of P'u-hsien Ssu. . . . After
it had been completed I wrote of it as follows:

!r,

Ssu 73CM+. I n that temple, situated in a large grove of wild chestnuts (Caslonopsis), on
the lonely slopes, far away from any human habitation, I spent a very peaceful night from
October and to the morning of October 3rd) 1922. Here in the court of the temple grew a
large magnoliaceous tree which proved to be a new species: Michelia lanceolala Wilson.
The temple dates from the Ming dynasty, as an old bell cast during that dynasty, and
hanging in the vestibule of the temple, testifies. Two large stone-tablets stand to the left
of it. On the main tablet is inscribed the same story which occurs in the Li-chiang fu chih
liieh, ch. T, fol. 69a, about the song "Singing while crossing the Mekong" (Tzt Lan-lsJangko
it is said that in the time of Han Ming Ti (58-75)
I@&%). I n the Shui-thing chu
a road was opened over the Po-nan Shan to where the Mekong could be forded. Travellers
thought it difficult and thus sang the following: "The virtue of the Han dynasty was so farreaching that for the benefit of others a road was opened to the wild regions over the Po-nan
Shan via Lan-chin to where the Mekong could be forded."
The memorial stone further states that the mountain is also called Chin-lang & ifi, and
that another but wrongly applied name is Ting-tang Shan p f a8 LO. This name also appears
in the Yzin-nan T'ung-chih, edit. 1894, ch. 98, fol. 9a. There it relates that the temple used
to be situated on the summit of that mountain, and that it was built by the Buddhist priest
Shu Ch'ang S'R. I n the 36th year of K'ang-hsi (1697) the magistrate Ch'eng I 42 re.
moved the temple to a terrace on the slopes of the same mountain. Yang Shen himself
according to the memorial stone, confirms that the name Ting-tang Shan is incorrect. At
the end of the Ming dynasty, we learn from the same stone, that Prince Chin B E (Sun
K'o-wang 343 9) and Li Ting-kuo + B R (an adopted son of the robber Chang Hsienchung B#k,~,)
fought Manchu troops on this mountain. I n the reign of Ming Yung-li
Bi)cj@(1647) Chin Wang inscribed four characters on a wooden tablet: Ning Hsi Ch'an
Ssu $ i!!ifi5
"Buddhist temple of the peaceful West."
The Yun-nun T'ung-chih, ch. 24, fol. 25a, states: "According to the old Yiin-nun T'ungchih the mountain is situated 45 li west of Yung-p'ing hsien k + l . I t is also called Chinlang tien &.& &, and is commonly misnamed Ting-tang Shan T % 14. I t is 2 0 li high and
has many steep slopes and cliffs. I t serves as an important passage to the Western Frontier.
The hsien of Po-nan was named after it during the Han dynasty. I t is the present Yung-.if$
says: " I t is the mountain over which Han
p'ing hsien. The Ming I-t'ung chih
Wu Ti [I~o-87 B.c.] opened a road. The P'u man i$i @ (P'u savages) go in and out of their
land by way of this mountain. I n ancient days the Nan-chao Kingdom sent a general on a
punitive expedition against Burma. His soldiers sent back gold and other treasures over this
mountain where they were met by robbers. After the death of the general a temple was
built called the Chin-lang-tien shan-shen Tz'u 41'5!&
Uril$ liiq. At the foot of its northern
slope is a spring which is the source of the Hua-chJiao Ho IEGFJ (Flower bridge River)."
The Tien-lueh r'W@ says: "On the mountain is an iron column." Lan-chin refers to the
ford on the Mekong previously mentioned, while Ts'ang-erh refers to the Ts'ang Shan west
of Ta-li, and the Erh Hai or Ta-li Lake. Chin is the first word in the name of the Golden
horse Mountain, Chin-ma Shan, to the east of K'un-ming, and Pi is the first word in the
Pi-chi Shan (Jade-fowl Mountain) a t the foot of which Yang Shen had built himself a house.
86 Chai-hsien means to be banished to earth from heaven; this has reference to Yang Shen's
banishment from the Imperial court to the savage regions of south-western Yiin-nan.
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College was originally the name given by Lord Yang to the villa
of the Mao family. The villa exists no more. But as the mountain has not
changed its color, and the place has not changed its name, I give the name of
the former villa to the shrine, thereby commemorating the fidelity of Lord
Mao.' "
Quoted from the inscription on a large memorial stone walled-in in the south
enclosure of the court of the shrine. The beginning of the text is somewhat
hidden by the wall, and the stone is cracked in three places. The same text
can, however, be found in the Yun-nun T'ung-cltih, ch. 88, fols. 27b-28b.

PART I11
T H E GEOGRAPHY OF LI-CHIANG
CHAPTER I

The ancient boundaries. - According to the Tien-hsi, ch. 1, fols. 25b-26a (of
I S O ~ )Li-chiang
,
is north-west of the capital of Yiin-nan (PLATE
50). In the
east it borders on the district of Yung-pei (the present Yung-sheng), a distance
of 400 li; in the west, on the territory of the Nu-i ,%% (Lu-tzu), a tribe inhabiting the valley of the Salween or Nu Chiang E.1 (ilft?I),a distance of
670 li; south, to the border of Ta-li fu and Lang-k'ung hsien ?&$-%, 240 li;
north, to Chung-tien, a distance of 45 li; south-west to Yiin-lung sgk, 619 li;
north-west to Wei-hsi &@Lj, 450 li.
From Li-chiang to the capital of Yun-nan is a distance of 1,240 li. The
width of the Li-chiang district from east to west is 670 li, and from south to
north 310 li.
According to the Li-chiang fu chih liieh, ch. A:, fol. 8a, the ancient boundaries
of the Li-chiang district were as follows: "In the east it bordered on the territory of Yung-pei fu, a distance of 130 l i ; in the west on the land of the Nu-i, a
distance of 640 li; in the south on the prefecture of Ho-ch'ing (fu), 45 li distant;
in the north on the district of Chung-tien, 55 li distant. In the south-east also,
on Ho-ch'ing fu, but 135 li distant; south west on the prefecture of Ta-li (fu)
and Yiin-lung chou, a distance of 630 li; north-east on the territory of Yungning, governed by Yung-pei, a distance of 450 li; in the north-west on UTei-hsi,
governed by Ho-ch'ing, a distance of 457 li. The width of the Li-chiang district from east to west was 770 li, and its length from south to north IOO li."
This was the extent of the Li-chiang territory in the eighth year of Ch'ienlung (1743). The present extent of the district is considerably less. In the east
the Yangtze is the border to the iron chain-bridge a t Ching-li # 3 (Dsi-li in
Na-khi). The present border extends south to Ch'i-ho
south-west to
Chiu-ho f t : f l , west and north-west again to the Yangtze and including Lu-tien
@ @ ; north to Ch'iao-t'ou egji,and north-east to Shang (Upper) Feng-k'o
k&#&q,
on the Yangtze, which forms here the border between Li-chiang and
Yung-ning.
The ancient city of Li-chiang. - "In ancient days, Li-chiang was known as
the native prefectural city and possessed no wall.
"In the first year of Yung-cheng (1723) a tamped earth wall was erected a t
the request of the Yun-nan viceroy. The foundation was constructed of rock
and the top was covered with tiles. I t was four li in circumference, ten Chinese
feet high, and had four gates with gate-towers. A small west gate was also
built. I n the 16th year of Ch'ien-lung (1751) there was an earthquake which
Also written Tzu-li RS.
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causcd the wall to collapse, whcrcupon magistrate Fan Hao-jcn % h ( { 1 repaired or rebuilt it. In the 58th year (1793) it fcll again, but this time an order
) I'rowas rcccived not to rcbuilcl it. I n thc 12th year ol ll'ung-chih ( 1 8 7 ~thc
vincial (;ovcrnor, Ch'cn Yii-ying Y;LftjBE &, petitioned for permission to construct a brick wall. The cast gate was called 1Isiang-jih I ~ I 1J1 (Facing the
sun), thc south gate, Ying-en iQ,kl,; thc west gatc, l;u-yiian Jjli&; the north
gatc, Kung-chi 81;-)11fi
(Saluting the polar star). ?'he small wcst gate was called
Yin-yii f&:l-l:. [Swallowing thc Jadc (dragon m o u ~ ~ t a i ngate]."
)
To-day no wall remains save a small section cast and north of the yamen,
in the north-cast corner of thc town, ant1 cvcn that is in ruins.
THE PRESENT PREFECTURE AND TOWN OF

LI-CHIANG

The presenl boundaries. - 'l'he prcfecturc of Li-chiang lics between two large
rivers; the Yangtze (Chin-sha Chiang Ji;l $kt 1:) and the Mckong, (Lan-tsJang
Chiang tl$Jfitl:, also written Lang-ts'ang Chiang ?fiB.il:; this lattcr name is
more commonly used in Li-chiang). The prclccture is divided into six ch'ii 1;):,
(sub-districts) and 234 li !I1. (now called hsiang $el\). (A li 11'. is a group of
villages situated usually around a largcr central one aftcr which the li is named.
I t might be termcd a commune or a borough.) l'hc first ch'u comprises the li
Ta-ycn ?i41ff, Pai-ma FA!.!; and 'l'ung-yiian ],i~i; Ill.; thc second, Pai-sha LI ?b,
Shu-ho (pronounccd Ssu in Li-chiang) A< taS, La-sha 411 $k, La-shih $11 and
Mu-pao I i f X ; the third, La-pJiaoklJf$i with its two divisions of Shang I-. and
Hsia I;,Nan-shan jf.j 1 1 I , Ch'i-ho -LIllJ, Wu-lich -X?!I and 'l'ung-ni-lo jhi&${[;
the fourth, Shih-ku f i d k , A-hsi Ib1J I:.', Hsiang-ko
and Chiu-ho ;Itllll; the
fifth, Chu-ticn _ T i $ i ~ , Lu-tien ~ ( ~ C Iand
J Ch'iao-l'ou mai; thc sixth, Ta-chii
jc II., La-pao *l]'fl,Tung-shan ?./I111Il!. ; and the half-li Tung-hsiang-ko ]I*lJi.].
The present Li-chiang prcfecture is bordered on the east by the prcfecture of
Yung-sheng (Yung-pei); north-east by the Mu-li T'u-ssu $-g-k I;] of Hsik'ang and the adjoining Yung-ning; south by the prcfccture of Ho-chJing;
south-west by the prefecture of Chien-ch'uan; wcst by the two prefectures of
Lan-p'ing and Wei-hsi; north by the prefecture of Chung-tien.
The distances of thc prcscnt prcfecture to its borders, reckoned from the
prefectural city of Li-chiang, are as follows: to the Yung-shcng border a t
Ching-li or Tzu-li-chiang & 111. .iI:, whcrc exists the only bridgc ovcr the Yangtze
130 li; south to Ho-ch'ing 80 li; wcst to Lan-p'ing 250 li; to thc border of Weihsi 450 l i ; north to the border of Chung-ticn 60 li.
The distance from Li-chiang to IOun-ming, capital of thc province, is 1,240
li, in 18 stages. Since thc constructiori of a motor road to Ta-li, Li-chiang can
be reached 'n cight days (1938). A motor road to Li-chiang is also under construction (1939). It was not complctcd in 1944 when I last lcft Li-chiang.
The town of Li-chiang. - Li-chiang (beautiful river) (PLATE
50) is known
as Yi-gv to thc Na-khi of outlying districts such as La-bpu and the villages on
thc banks of the Yangtzc. The Na-khi of the Li-chiang plain, howcvcr, always
speak of the town as Ngu-ba. Onc meaning of the word ngu is a vcry large box,
and bii mcans to do, to makc. ?'hc sizc of thc town is thus compared to a very
large box, and bu mcans that everything is obtainablc thcrcin. Another mean-
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(Courtesy Nut. Geogr. SOG.)

Forest of evergreen and deciduous trees covers the mountain slope between Hei-shui
and Ta-ku at an elevation of ~o,oooto 10,700 feet. The trees are mainly Pinw yiinm e w i s , Pinus Armandi, Quercus semicarpifolia, Tsuga yiinnanensis, Acer, Sorbus,
etc. The undergrowth is formed by Rhododendron decorum and Rhod. rubiginosum,
Lanicera and Rodgersia pinnuta (lower left). The lichen Usnea longissima festoons
the trees.
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Beyond the gorge is the district of La-pao where Kublai Khan first fought the Mo-so
(Na-khi) December, 1253. He was opposed by them at a pass called Hsiieh-shanmen Kuan, west (right) of the Gv-ho-gu gorge. The triangular peak beyond the
gorge (center) is La-bpu mbu.
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ing of ngu is to carry, as a load on the back, and ba would refer to business,
thus ngu-bd would mean to carry a load to be sold, as on the Li-chiang market
(PLATESI), and this seems to be the better explanation of the two.
The actual Yi-gv, however, the name which is applied to-day to Li-chiang,
is a very small village situated in a little valley back of the larger village called
Gyi-wha, the Chinese Ch'ing-ch'i-ts'un E@$f.
Here water-springs issue over
quite an area and these flow south, but not through the town of Li-chiang. These
springs are called in Na-khi, Ssi or Ssa-mi gyi (Pomegranate water). The
111
spring which issues a t the foot of the eastern slopes of the Hsiang Shan B
(Elephant Mountain), and which forms the pond in the temple grounds of the
Lung-wang Miao $kXm, is called Ngu-lu gyi by the Na-khi.
I t is possible that the very 6rst Na-khi settlement in this region was where
the tiny hamlet of Yi-gv is now situated, for the Na-khi are also called Yi-gv
khi (People of Yi-gv). The name Yi-gv was probably only later applied to their
capital, the Chinese Li-chiang. The name Li-shui )$Ej 7k (Beautiful waters) was
first given to the district during the T'ang dynasty when it had been conquered
by the Meng shih g k (Meng family) in 794. Li Shui was also the name of the
Yangtze, which further bore the name of Shen Ch'uan #i+
JII. The name of
Li-chiang does not appear until the Mongol dynasty in 1271. This name has
been retained to the present day for the district, as well as for the town. The
Li-chiang district numbers 28,375 families or a total of 132,582 inhabitants.
Of these 68,216 are male and 64,366 female, and, according to the census of
1931, of the total population only 5,340 men and 170 women were literate.
The town is situated in latitude 27" IO', according to Major Davies; in
latitude 26" 52', and longitude 100" 27', according to Playfair. The Army
Map Service Gazetteer of Chinese Place Names based on V. K. Ting Atlas gives
longitude 100" IS', latitude 26" 51'. Its altitude is 8,200 feet. I t is situated a t
the foot, that is, a t the southernmost point, of the long limestone range of
Hsiang Shan. The range extends north and divides the Li-chiang plain in half,
the western part extending towards Nga-ba, an ancient lake bottom from
which it is separated by a spur called Dza-dza mbu.
THJ3 COldMUNXS OF LI-CHIANG

Pai-sha li. -The villages situated on the western part of the plain belong
to Pai-sha li, that is, south of and including the village to the west, Hsi-wents'un fi2 +j-, and Tung-wen-ts'un 5 2H on the east. They are called in
Na-khi, Mbe-mag nyi-ma-gv and Mbe-mag nyi-ma-t'u respectively. Paisha, the Na-khi Boa-shi, is the largest village of Pai-sha lL3 (PLATE52.)
Shu-ho li. - The villages south of Pai-sha li, as far as the road which leads
over Huang Shan ?Jifl~(Yellow Mountain) - the Gkaw-gku of the Na-khi belong to Shu-ho li %$IF,
of which Shu-ho, the Shwua-wiia of the Na-khi,
is the largest village. The lamasery of P'u-chi Ssu En&-* belongs to this li;
a When the word is used by itself, it is read gu, but in conjunction with other words in a
sentence, or in a name as here, Ngu-ba, it is pronounced ngu instead of gu.

Since this was written the Communes are called Hsiang %.
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the place is called in Na-khi, P'u-ts'u-wha, after the village known in Chinese
as P'u-ch'i-wa-ts'un $$ -t=X +f .
Ta-yen li. - The town of Li-chiang itself is in the li of Ta-yen 9c@f1E. The
villages to the east of Hsiang Shan belong to the same li, but not further
north than the village of A-fu PI*.
Tung-shun li. - To the north of A-fu the villages belong to Tung-shan li
(Eastern mountain li), the last village of that li being Lv-na-wiia (Black rock
hamlet), the Chinese Lu-nan-wa fbt I&&. Other villages of the same li are
Hung-shui-t'ang dt~k#$f,
Wu-t'u % f _ in the east where there are hot springs,
Pen-ch'i-ch'eng
(the Mbue-tkhi-dza of the Na-khi; mbue-tkhi is the
name of an evergreen oak, Quercus semicarpifolia var. glabra, with dark-green,
glabrous leaves, and dza is a walled town hence the Chinese ch'eng 8&,city),
and Lu-tsui-lo % F & g .
La-ting &-I- is on the west bank of the Yangtze and
the farthest east in Tung-shan li. North-west of it, situated on the slopes of a
spur, is the hamlet of Jo-shui-t'ang ?!ilk#&, in the valley of the stream formed
by the Pai Shui 6 7k and Hei Shui % lk. West, in a small valley among
mountain spurs, is the village of Wu-t'u-t 'ieh-ch'ang $& afi.
,

Wu-lieh li. - South of Tung shan li is the Wu lieh li -5
g!! 12, the Na-khi
Ghugh-la. This joins Ta-yen li on the west, Tung-hsiang-ko li on the east, and
Tung-yuan li SZZ on the south. One of its principal villages is Nda-zaw,
which is situated in a valley or ravine in the mounthe Chinese Ta-jan ;);Tt&,
tains. The climate is very cold and the village is poor. Nda-zaw is renowned
for the many cases of suicide among its inhabitants, due mostly to illicit sexual
intercourse, which usually ends in the suicide of both parties. The village is
quite a distance from the town of Li-chiang and it takes a good part of the day
for the peasants to reach the market. They return, men and women, during the
night to their village, arriving usually a t dawn. Bbue-na-k'o, the Tui-nao k'o
$j)Jg% of the Chinese, another large village in this li, is situated on a terrace
high above the Yangtze gorge. In the western part of the li are situated the
hamlets of K'ai-wen-ts'un Rj 2$fand Yang-chia-teng &j%B ;these two villages are inhabited by La-bbu (Min-chia) tribespeople, the original inhabitants
of the Nan-chao Kingdom.
Tung-hsiang-ko li. - East of Wu-lieh li is the Tung-hsiang-ko li. This extends south to the iron chain-bridge of Tzu-li-chiang, to the middle of the
Yangtze on its eastern border. Its two largest villages, situated in the Yangtze
valley, are Yii-mai-ti 3Z ?-&ilkand Tseng-ming @ BJ] .
Tung-yuan li. - This li lies south of Wu-lieh li and forms a long wedge, the
narrowest part being in the east where it comes to a point a t the Tzu-li-chiang
2 on the west.
bridge. The broad part of the wedge adjoins Pai-ma li
The important villages of that li are, in the extreme east, Yang-chien-shui
In the westand, in the central part, En (Ngai)-lieh-ts'un ,~,~!:,'!$lf.
em part, on a hill, is a Buddhist temple called Chin-shan Ssu & -+!!; also the
and Hsi-lin-wa jlLj+$-&, the Na-khi Ssi-li-wiia.
villages Te-wei-ts'un
In the center of the latter village is the ancestral temple of the Mu family. A
stream which has its source in the snow mountain and gathers all the various
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streams which flow south over the Li-chiang plain, flows through Tung-yiian
li and is there called the Ch'ing-ch'i-yii Ho f $ g $ 3 i n l . A stone bridge crosses
it on the extreme west border of the li, where it adjoins Pai-ma li. 1he bridge
and was built bv the Mu family during
is called the Tung-yiian ch'iao
the Ming dynasty. A mountain extends from north to south along the western
part of the li, from which the above-mentioned stream flows; it is called She
Shan
(Snake Mountain).

s;rl;&

Pai-ma li. -To the west of Tung-yuan li and immediately south of Lichiang, is the li of Pai-ma. This is called in Na-khi, Wua-gkan-ts'an. The
most important village is Chung-i-ts'un &,%$+ (Na-khi, Muag-k'u, or the
Lower or Southern gate). Other villages are San-chia-ts'un Z%$rj-,the Nakhi ZhEr-hgr-ndz(Etr)-dzu (Where the green willow is born, or grows - on account of a large old willow tree which once grew there); the hamlet Chihsiang-ts'un &i#H, is divided into an upper Ir. and a lower F, the upper
being called Gg6-boa-ts'an and the lower Mbe-lu (actually central one); then
Ch'ing-yun-ts'un &%$I.,
called Wua-gkan-ts'an, whence the li derives its
Na-khi name.
Tung-ni-lo li. - On the extreme east of Tung-yiian li, extending south along
the Yangtze, is the li of Tung-ni-lo %{$&%, of which the largest village is
Tung-ni-lo. The southern border of this li adjoins that of the Ho-ch'ing district .
Wu-lieh li $$.!! g adjoins Tung-ni-lo li on the east and extends south of Tung-yuan li; it is a continuation of the Wu-lieh li to the north
of Tung-yuan li. It does not extend, however, to the Ho-ch'ing border but
comes to a sharp point half the length of the eastern border of the li of Tungni-lo. The villages which belong here are Wu-lieh, in the north-western corner,
(the Da-wiia of the Na-khi), in the west central part.
and Ta-wa-ts'un

gzj+

Hsia La-p'iao li. - East of the southern Wu-lieh li is the li of Hsia La-p'iao
T*I] tzg. It extends from north to south to the Ho-ch'ing border. Its important villages are, in the west central part, T'ao-li-ts'un p&$$ jM., and in the
central part the village of Chung-chi 5 , called in Na-hki Chu-mi. In the
f@, the Na-khi Muaneast central part is the village of Mei-tzu-tseng
dsu-dza; to the south of the latter are the villages of Ta-le $T :$)J (the Na-khi
Nda-la), San-yuan-ts'un ZZH, and Ssu-na-ku a#&. The southernmost
village is Mu-chien

*=.

Ch'i-ho li. - The li of Ch'i-ho -t=N.q(Seven rivers) is south of Tung-yiian
li and extends east to Hsia La-p'iao. It is divided by the stream called Yangkung Chiang S j k . 1 , which flows into the Yangtze south-east of Ho-ch'ing,
the La-bbu du of the Na-khi, encircling the Sung-kuei
mountains to the
south.
One of the streams which form the Yang-kung River is the Yu Ho or Jade
Stream, the Ngu-lu gyi of the Na-khi, which has its source in the springs a t
the foot of the Hsiang Shan where the Lung-wang Miao stands. At Shuangshih ch'iao
the stream divides into three branches. One flows from
Pai-ma li to La-p'iao, one through Pa-ho ~ l f(al village south of Li-chiang),

' Shuang-shih ch'iao

[Double (arch) stone bridge] is two li north-west of Li-chiang.
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and one through the center of Li-chiang (PLATE
53); all unite in Tung-yiian
and join the Ch'ing-ch'i-yu Ho. Flowing south, the latter river enters the Hoch'ing district and forms the Yang-kung Chiang. (The Li-chiang fu chih liieh
writes fg1f C and Ti ii !E instead of X;IL;2 .) A bridge called the Lo-ma
ch'iao Yi)l ,%R(the Li-chiang fu chih liieh writes Lan-ma ch'iao #&\Mi%) spans
it in the central part of the li on the main road between Li-chiang and Hoch'ing. In the western half of Ch'i-ho li are the hamlets of Shang Ch'i-ho 1:
t f ~ (Upper
q
Ch'i-ho) and Hsia Ch'i-ho :1 L-:Illl(Lower Ch'i-ho), the Na-khi
Mbu-kv. In the southern part is the hamlet of Li-shou E-g. In the eastern
part of Ch'i-ho li, that is, the region east of the Yang-kung Chiang, are the
following important villages: in the northern part, A-shih-ts'un Ihl%$j-, southwest of it Wa-k'uan-tu &3&59,the Na-khi Wua-k'o-ndu (Tile kiln). Southand Mei-ch'i-chia
west of the latter are the hamlets of T'ai-p'ing-ts'un
&.aTfl,
and to the east of it is the village of Mu-kuan-ts'un & ' ~ j ; J .south;
west of the last named is the village of Mien-ch'ang-chia ~fiJ&
T , and south of
the latter again is the village of Mei-so-chia 4fil;li q,while east lies the large
village of Ch'i-ku-ts'un gG&J',almost on the border of Ho-ch'ing.

*++)

Shang La-p'iao li. -To the west of Ch'i-ho li is the li of Shang La-p'iao
& @ j g (Upper La-p'iao), which is south of Pai-ma li. The most important
villages are Ch'ieh-k'o-tu EEJB[i, in Nakhi Ts'a-k'o-ndu (Salt-hole there), in
the southernmost part of the li, with the hamlet of Chung-ho-ts'un rl-' $a $1 to
the east or south-east of it. I n the northern part of the li, south of the borders
of Pai-ma li, are the villages of Hsia-tien-wa
and Shang-chi-ts'un

kZ&f.
Mu-pao li. - To the west of Shang La-p'iao li is the li of Mu-pao (Mu-pao
The north-westernmost village is Wen-feng-ts'un Z&&J, in
1 )
Na-khi Miiag-bbu; more centrally located are Mu-pao +lX and, south of it,
Chung-ts'un
$+ (Central village). Ta-ts'un
(Large village) is on the
eastern border and south of it the hamlet of Ta-lu B&,the Na-khi Nda-lv.

+

La-sha-li. - To the north of Mu-pao li is the li of La-sha $11 fib3-,of which
the important villages are Ch'ang-shui E7k, the Na-khi Ghugh-k'o, in the
south, and to the north-east of it the village of Shang-i-ts'un $!j%&j.;the
lamasery of Wen-feng Ssu %%3:, called Mhag bbu-na in Na-khi, belongs to
this li, so do the villages Mei-tzu-ts'un .f&$-j;.f-and Tz'u-man 32 $, the Na-khi
Tsi-man. On the western border, on the mountain slopes, is the hamlet of
At the extreme south-western end on the Li-chiang
Lao-ch'eng-ts'un
plain is situated the lake Sa-bpi Khii the Chinese Hsi-pi Hai jJq$:& or Shengpi Hai &%:&; the mountain to the south of it is called Wan-sung Shan
FX$~~CII,
on its lower slope is situated the temple of Cheng-chueh Ssu iE5.3.

-zl&

Nan-shan li. - The longest of all the li is Nan-shan li j$j1.11FE (Southern
mountain li) . It extends south of and encircles La-sha li, Mu-pao li, and Shang
La-p'iao in part, and reaches also to the borders of Ch'i-ho. I t is a very mountainous li with little level ground. A road leads over these mountains from Hoch'ing to Shih-ku 6%on the Yangtze. The villages are mostly situated along
this highway. From north to south they are: T'ieh-kan-shu
which is,

@&aa$,
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however, on the plain and in the north central part of the li and east of the
road; along the road are Hua-i IEA, Chi-tzu $kg-, Shan-shen-p'o 111
Pen-shu 4 ); and the southernmost, Kuo-mei-ku
%&.
Hsiang-ko li. -To the north of this Li is Hsiang-ko li sH q. There are
two li of th's name. This is the western one, the eastern being along the banks
of the Yangtze where the iron chain-bridge a t Tzu-li-chiang forms the border.
This western Hsiang-ko li extends north to the banks of the Yangtze, and
joins the li of A-hsi Iirll Ez. The latter extends north, and comprises the Yangtze
valley west of the Li-chiang snow range. The northernmost village situated
along the highway to Shih-ku is Sha-pa PBm, and to the east of it is Lengshui-kou Y,?7kW&,which is on the border of A-hsi and Hsiang-ko li. T o the
west of it is Ching-k'ou-t'ang $$ R * . Others to the south and not in the
Yangtze valley are Hsiung-ku hfE 8 (the Na-khi Khyu-gkv), Lu-wa Ex and
Chu-pi f'''f&. The region to the north of the cross-roads (one running from
Ho-ch'ing to Shih-ku, and the other from Chien-ch'uan to Li-chiang) on the
top of the plateau, commonly called Lo-shui-tung j&7lc.i14, is still the li of
Hsiang-ko, which also extends south of these cross-roads to the borders of
Chien-ch'uan. The southernmost village is T'ang-lang-pa U@@j
(Praying
mantis meadow). Other villages in the southern part are Lu-pi-shan f+1-1=1l1,
T'ien-hung X$I, Mu-hai-p'ing $+:he,
and Tien.wei 4 i Jt
~ (not to be confused with the Tien-wei of the prefecture of Chien-ch'uan).
La-shih li. -To the east of the northern part of Hsiang-ko li is the li of
La-shih jfZIJJ&T,comprising a small area adjoining the Huang Shan in the
east, which mountain separates it from the Li-chiang plain.
111
At'],
West of the pass over the Huang Shan, beyond Huang-shan shao 3
is the village An-lo-ts'un g%j:J-.
To the north of An-lo-ts'un is the hamlet
of Chi-hsiang (ch'iang)-ts'un j%j+#?,and to the north of the latter is the
To the east of the lamasery, on the western
lamasery of Chi-yiin Ssu
foot-hills of the limestone range which forms the southernmost spur of the snow
range, and which separates La-shih li from Shu-ho li, is the hamlet of Ta-yiits'un #Tfi .M'. I n the western part of the li is the hamlet of Chi-lo-ts'un &%!k t
and north-east of it Yu-lo-ts'un b%#$&;]'.

+?z%.

A-hsi li. - The villages in the Yangtze valley which form the li of A-hsi have
already been described in the journey from the snow range west to the Yangtze
gorges and BbEr-ddEr. This comprises all the li from the bend of the Yangtze
eastwards, to Tzu-li-chiang where the iron chain-bridge spans the river. (See
page 253.)
There remain now only the two northernmost li within the loop, which are
@-7.
separated by the highway which leads to Shang-feng-k'o kLa-pao li $lJRq.-This is the eastern one. I t extends south as far as
Hung-men-tu $IF9 B, thence north to Chiang-wa-tu uZwIE(also called
Chiang-wai 7 1#), and Shang-feng-k'o I: f$ q.
Ta-chii li JcH 2.- This, the western li is large, exceedingly mountainous
and densely forested; the most important village is Ta-ku $T$& (Na-khi,
Nda-gv), on the terrace above the Yangtze and within the loop.
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The snow range does not apparently belong to any separate li. The A-hsi ]i
eastern border line extends along the summit peaks of the range to the village
of Jo-shui-t'ang ?47k?$f, a t the mouth (entrance) of the Yangtze gorge, where
it cuts through the snow range. Beyond the last mentioned village on the
right bank of the river, the territory belongs to the li of Ta-chii. Although on
the right bank of the river there are only cliffs thousands of feet high, where it
is impossible to obtain a foothold, still less room for a hut, house, or village,
the prefectural map of Li-chiang gives several names which designate certain
rocks or parts of the cliff. They are located in Ta-chii li and read from south
7k (Azure dragon water), Ta-ngaito north as follows: Ch'ing-lung-shui
fang f c 2 (Great cliff dwelling), Hei-feng-t'ang ;!(Black wind em-lI (Golden cupboard), and Chi-kuan-liang
bankment), Chin-kuei-tzu & #
(Cock's-comb ridge). This last is a t the exit of the gorge. From Tac h ~ which
,
is identical with Ta-ku, a trail leads along the Yangtze, but quite
a distance from the actual river bank, on the western slopes of the main range
which fills the loop.
North-east of T a ku (Nda-gv), is the village of Lao-pen-ts'un g & + j - (Lambe), further north Sheng-se-lo $-E#.(Sa-sa-lo), and finally Chu-ku #.&
(Tsu-gkv). From the main central trail which leads to Mba-yi-wiia (Ming- inwu ~l?,+$-&), a trail leads to Nda-gv, and here we encounter the villages of
Pu-ku-tsu 47 E (Bbu-gkv-dsu) and P'ei-tan f$ I.fi (P'a-da).

x-

az@

Chiu-ho li. -To the west of Hsiang-ko li is Chiu-ho li (Nine stream li) of
which the principal village is Chiu-ho-kai Itt$Ji6. The southernmost is Huilung-chia aE&
q , directly north of Chien-ch'uan. At the foot of the mountains
which hem in the Chiu-ho valley on the west, are many villages of which the
most important are, omitting the southernmost hamlet already mentioned:
Ch'ing-chiang-chia 2.T T , Lung-ying-chia $k !@ y , Chi-lai-chia &-@ q ,
A-ch'a-chia IN E Y , Tien-t'ou-chia Gj
and Li-tzu-yiian *$m.
The
border of Chiu-ho li passes through the top of the mountain range of which Laochiin Shan ~ ~ c I some
I , distance to the west, is the highest peak. The villages
situated to the west of that range, and still belonging to Chiu-ho li, are, from
in the south-western corner of the li,
south to north, Sung-p'ing-pa &"+i@
Wei-nan-hsiang r%f#j@fi, Ta-ngai-ts'un ;f'T SkJ, Jo-shui-t'ang, Shih-hung-shan
$1
II 1 , Ma-p'ing-pa $!,
t:E, Ta-p'iao-ts'un A$ &f and Leng-shui-kou. On
the main highway coming from Chien-ch'uan, to the south of Chiu-ho-kai, is
the hamlet of Kao-meng-ho G ai:$J.T o the north is Kuan-shang-ts'un flfl kM,
and the last hamlet is Chiu-ho-kuan ~ L : $ J E ~(Chiu-ho pass).

+

Shih-ku li. - T o the west of Chiu-ho li is Shih-ku li 5% b, of which Shihku, the Na-khi La-ba or La-ba wiia-gkv, south of the bend of the Yangtze, is
the most important village. The south-western part of the li terminates a t the
border of Ch'iao-t'ou li BGfill!, which adjoins the high mountain known as
Lao-chiin Shan Z 11I in the west, the Li-chiang - Lan-p'ing hsien bljT!E
border passing through its summit.
The Shih-ku li consists of a long valley watered by the La-ba gyi, (Ch'ungchiang Ho @7FEIKJ),with the Wang-chiang Shan Y ~i-6111 forming its southeastern border. An affluent actually has its source in Lao-chiin Shan and flows
along the western slopes of Wang-chiang Shan, while the main stream has its

source in La-ba Ngyu (Mt. La-ba) to the west of Shih-ku: and forms the main
valley of Shih-ku li. The villages on the south bank of the stream are, from
west to east, T'ao-hua-ts'un #kXf.1.,Shih-t'ou-ts'un ~ E J I + ~A-na-wa
~,
IkI$ll&,
Chu-wu-ts'un TI-;ai 4-j' Ch'ou-chung- ts'un 3 1.1-1$4.' and Chu-yuan-ts'un fi
&-]. a little west of Shih-ku. On. the northern bank of the stream, from east
to west, are the hamlets of Kao-ku-ts'un & f ; &j and Ta-chu-kou
among the mountains is the hamlet of Shih-chih H!; 2 ; thence again on the
valley floor and the foot of the hills, Cheng-hsiung-ku
Pai-ting-ts'un
Q 7-+!, Pan-p'iao-ts'un &2 $.t, Lo-lo-chai 4!#4!4!% and Lo-kuo-ching

)T-x&;
a#$f.

Ch'iao-t'ou li and Lu-tien. - Ch'iao-t'ou li consists also of a valley watered
by a stream called the Ch'iao-t'ou Ho @$ZfliuT, but it is much more sparsely
populated. The south-western corner of this li converges with Lao-chun Shan,
and is bordered on the west by Lu-tien li ;'il. 6j'I!.
In this li Lu-tien (Na-khi Lu-du) is the largest village. Directly south of
Lu-tien, near the Ch'iao-t'ou li border, is the hamlet of Ta-mi-ch'u
$<R(Pounding rice pestle). It was also called the Ta-mi-ch'u $1% j& (Place of
the pounding of the rice), for all the peasants of the region used to come to
pound their rice there. In Na-khi it is called Nda-muan-ch'u. (Sce p. 300).
Chu-tien li. - To the north and east of Lu-tien li and Ch'iao-t'ou li is Chutien li F.@Lg.,the largest village of which is Chu-tien on the Yangtze. The
northernmost hamlet is T'a-dza, (T'a-ch'eng ffik&), and the northern border
of the li is T'a-ch'eng Kuan i#l&Efl (T'a-ch'eng Pass) (PLATE155). Opposite
T'a-ch'eng is a small ferry which plies east to the Chung-tien territory east of
the Yangtze, and is known as T'a-ch'eng tu i&$& @. To the west of Chu-tien
li is the territory of the prefectural city of Wei-hsi.
Most of the villages, as may be surmised, owing to the very mountainous
nature of the country, are in the Yangtze valley, and these villages have
already been mentioned in their proper place.

In the twenty-second year of the period Chih-yiian (1285)' the Chiin rnin
Tsung-kuan fu, or the Yamen of the military and civil Governor of the Circuit
of Li-chiang was abolished, and in its stead there was established the office of
Hsuan-fu-ssu, or Pacification Commissioner. The latter according to the Lichiang fu chih lueh Vol. k,
ch. 4, fol. 34b, resided a t La-pa-ts'un $IJlli. this
is the present Shih-ku, then under the control of Chu-chin chou F< iS~Jfl.
Afterwards it was transferred to the east of the ancient T'ung-an chou in the
territory called San-tien %@I.
The Hsiian-fu-ssu controlled the fu-magistracy
of Pei-sheng ;IkB; also seven chou, viz., Lang-ch'u ?fig,
Yung-ning
Shun chou J ~ l f i j b l J , T'ung-an
Pao-shan ~ c I ILan
, chou Bj~J1l.land Chuchin ES&;the hsien of Lin-hsi P.Kjfcj, the present Wei-hsi, was also in his
dominion.
At the time of Kublai Khan's arrival (in 1253 or the beginning of 1254), in
the territory known as Li-chiang, the town of Li-chiang did probably not exist,
was established in the 13th year of Kublai
but the Circuit of Li-chiang E~T3fi
Khan's reign as Emperor of China (1276). Apparently the nearest place of
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any size to what is now Li-chiang was T'ung-an, for the Yun-nun l"ung-chih
says that in ancient days there stood only the native yamen or palace, without
a wall. In 1659 T'ung-an chou was abolished and absorbed by Li-chiang.
Li-chiang still meant only the magistracy of Li-chiang, for it says in the
Li-chiang fu chih lueh that the Circuit of Li-chiang was changed to a magistracy
in the 15th year of Hung-wu (1382). However a district is always named after
its largest town. As to when the actual town of Li-chiang came into being,
the records keep strangely silent.
The first wall began to be built in 1723. Li-chiang has now no wall and a
remnant of it only exists to-day around the ruined yamen.
The Li-chiang fu chih lueh, Vol. _[I, ch. 4, fols. 34b-3~a, states that T7ungan chou, now no longer existing, was three li east of Li-chiang f ~ Its
. ancient
~
(P'u-hsieh savages) dwelled
name was San-t'an. The P'u hsieh man .R.i/#$@
there. They were followed by the Mo-so-man, Ye-ku-nien, who conquered it
by force. I n the Han dynasty (206 B.c.-A.D. 24) it was the land of Ting-tso
hsien ZY'M, subordinate to Yueh-sui Chun
!XI. I n the T'ang dynasty
(618-906) the name Ting-tso was changed to K'un-ming JkU)], subordinate to
Sui chou ##
I t was raised later to K'un-ming Chun %El!] 3; (military district of K'un-ming). After the reign of T'ien-pao X'ff (about 756) it became
the Yiieh-hsi Mo-so chao @ ~ g % z g (Mo-so Kingdom of Yiieh-hsi). In the
third year of Hsien Tsung
(1253) of the Yuan dynasty, it submitted to
(1263)' Mai-liang (a
the Empire. In the fourth year of Chung-t'ung ~ll,E
Na-khi chief called A-liang IjlS& in the Mu Chronicle) was made civil governor
of San-t'an ZUgEE'[$. I n the 14th year of Chih-yuan (1277) T'ung-an chou
was established under the Circuit of Li-chiang. During the Ming dynasty
there were no changes. I n the Ch'ing dynasty it was reduced and merged with
Li-chiang fu.
The Tu-shih Fang-yii chi-yao, ch. 117, fol. ~ g b has
,
the following to say
about T'ung-an chou :
"It is now to the east and near the suburb of the governing fu-city [Lichiang]. I n ancient days it was in the land of Tso Kuo
and its name
was San-t'an. The Man (Savages) called it Yang-ch'ii-t'ou Rig@ [this name
I have found in no other work relating to this district]. I n the Han dynasty
it became the land of Ting-tso hsien ZTKg, subordinate to the commandery
of Yueh-sui. I n the T'ang dynasty Ting-tso was altered to K'un-ming, belonging to Sui chou. I t was raised to K'un-ming Chiin and became the land
of R'un-ming. After the reign of T'ien-pao, about 756, it was conquered by
the Yiieh-hsi Mo-so chao. Afterwards it was absorbed by Nan-chao. In the
Sung dynasty (960-1252) the P'u-hsieh man dwelled there. [Apparently in
,lbH.

E. Chavannes in his "Documents historiques et g6ographiques relatifs 2 Li-kiang" in
Pao and in Bacot "Les Mo-so"p. 164 states that according to the Yuun Shih the

T'oung

administrative seat of T'ung-an chou is east of (the) Li-chiang a t the foot of the snow mountain. This is correct as far as the statement goes; I believe however that the river Li Chiang
(Yangtze) is not meant but the town of Li-chiang. As T'ung-an chou was within the loop
of the Yangtze, it could be called either west or east of the Yangtze. The Li-chiang records
are quite explicit and state that T'ung-an chou was three li east of the town (Li-chiang), and
the map accompanying these records shows it there. Therefore the river Li Chiang could not
have been meant. The Yangtze, either west or east, is more than seventy li from Li-chiang.
These were two tribes, the P'u and Hsieh.

AU

the different works I have consulted mention

ancient days it was the land of the P'u-hsieh tribes, who were defeated by the
Mo-so Ye-ku-nien during the reign of T'ang Wu-te $ti; 618626.1 They were
ruled by the Mo-so chiefs until the Sung dynasty when the P'u-hsieh again
gained the upper hand."
[This will explain the gap in the Chronicle of the Na-khi kings who during
the period between 1101-1 IPS, start again with the stranger from M o n the various P'u tribes, but there is no P'u-hsieh tribe. The Hsieh supposedly were a different
clan, who dwelt together with the P'u in the land which now comprises Li-chiang and were
the original inhabitants of the country. Chinese records speak of two tribes as residing in
the Li-chiang district, viz., the Mo-so (hsieh) erh-chung man
Q . Are we to understand that the Mo are the Mo-so and the Hsieh the tribe formerly associated uith the P'u?
Both are spoken of in Chinese works as the Mo-man &
and I
Hsieh-man ia I.
1 propose here a conjecture which may serve as a basis for further investigation.
I have held the opinion that the Mo-so (Mo-hsieh) and the Na-khi are identical, that the
former is their Chinese name and the latter their own tribal name. After much thought and
research on my part this assertion I have come to doubt for the following reasons:
First the Chinese chronicles never mention the name Na or Na-hsieh, but they state
that there were two tribes, the Mo and the Hsieh, the character used is pronounced "so"
when it refers to the tribe, according to the K'ang-hsi Dictionary. They also mention the P'u
and Hsieh who were the aborigines of the district of Li-chiang. However, nowhere are the
Hsieh separately mentioned and I have come to believe that the Chinese word hsieh is
merely a transcription of the Mo-so word " Khi" which sounds like hsi, but the initial is
actually a palatal German "ch." Khi in Mo-so (or Na-khi) means "man" (not man = male).
Therefore they would have been spoken of as the P'u-khi and the Mo-khi, the people of the
P'u and the Mo (tribes).
As to the Na-khi the people of the Na tribe, they were a branch of the Ch'iang and migrated south from their home in northeastern Tibet. They settled among the P'u and hlo.
The P'u were driven into the hills and the Mo and Na occupied or kept to the plains and
valleys.
The Na were apparently not numerous but they had a religious literature and the name
Na = black was perhaps given them by the Mo-so because they were darker skinned than
the aborigines of the Li-chiang territory. They adopted the Mo-so language and were gradually absorbed by the Mo-so. Yet the religious cult of the immigrants, the Bon Shamanism
plus their own demonolatry, was adopted as the religion of the people of the Mo-so (hsieh)
tribe by their chiefs. I t is di5cult to trace the original culture of the Mo-so, it was probably
the same as that of the Lo-lo their neighbors, who with them are classed as Wu-?ran =
Black barbarians by the Chinese.
There are two types of writing in vogue in Li-chiang, a syllabic phonetic type, very similar
to that of the Lo-lo script, and a pictographic. The former, of which little is known nowadays, may have been the script of the Mo-so, while the pictographic script was that invented by the Na-khi, both being read in Mo-so with an admixture of Na-khi. The language
now spoken in Yung-ning may be the aboriginal Mo-so tongue, yet they have no written
language. I t is also possible that the syllabic type of writing was brought by the Na-khi and
was discarded later in favor of the pictographic much easier to remember than the syllabic.
Certain primitive ceremonies as the propitiation of Heaven or Muan-bpo, a t the performance of which neither books or priests are needed, show that there is more than one
tribe involved. Yet there exist ancient Na-khi manuscripts pertaining to the Muan-bpij
cult; the texts reveal that the ceremony is akin to that performed by the Ch'iang and therefore is of Na-khi and not Mo-so origin. A modified Muan-bpo was later adopted by all the
different tribes or dans and this would explain the discontinuance of the use of priests and
books, for the former only can read. All the people bearing the family name Ho, which is
considered a genuine Na-khi name, perform their Muan-bpo a t a different time than the
families bearing the Chinese-sounding family names of Chao, Yang, Wang, etc. I t is here
that we may learn who is Mo-so and who is Na-khi. However all the non Chinese people of
the Li-chiang district, irrespective of family name, call themselves Na-khi, while the name
Mo-so is resented.

golia called Yeh-ych as the first generation of their line (scr Cheptcr VI, pp.
71, 73). The kings were callcd 'La-ch'iu-chang -kflfi (Grcnt chic*fsof the
tribe) .]
"Afterwards the Mo-so cmnqllcrctl that territory. In tllc \)c\gi~\lli~lp
of the
Mongol dvnwsty ( I 253) a civil oficiul was chstnblishctl to p \ v c \ r l l $4111- t 'an. 111
the 14th <mr of Cllih-yiior (1177) thut name was rhnngtvl to 'l"ullg-u~lchoo.
I t wrnail;ni unult cml during t he. hling dynasty. 'I'hr ast ivr sub-magistmcy
('l"u-chou), contmlling the fanIilicbsof 13 li, \vt\s in c k : ~ r ~oft n sub-pntfcu.t of
the Kao f~inlily." 'I'hc furnily wclrca origiually nativcs of 110 c-lr'ilrg. );no
Ch'ing l ~ ~ l lwho
f , was the sou of Kno Ssu 11% IIU, n native8 of Iio cll'ing, \vns
sub-n~agistrutcbof 'l"~ng-IUI
t-11011 during t llet rebig11of the. Nn khi c1lie.f hlu Sllcll
4.h ( r j , q l -1.4~1).Ilc had nl;rrricvi tllv dnuglltcr of hlu S1lc.11,, who
survivc\ci
,.
him by 5.4 ycnrs. Iris son, l i t 1 0 1.11 fix*#, bcbc.:\nlrb Ilcrcbtlitnry 1 un): rill subpn.fec.t. '1'11~sit nppcnrs that t lirst \\ll\c.c i l l t heb1.i-c-llin~lg
(listrict was Snnt'an, whic.11 during tllc w i ~ nof Kl11,l:ri K ~ I ; II,c\ct~mc
I~
the. 'l"u~lg.nrlchou. 'l'h~
latter plncc must hnvc hrcn Ilct:\r tllc st~burl,sof wlr:\t is to-tllry l.i-c*llic\~\fi.
Appanhn t ly 1.i-clrinng gww up slo\vl!,, uld \vc\s 1\11 \~~linll\ort
ant pll\c'c\ t ~ n t i lit
absorbccl '1"ung-rur.
I ~ c b

CHAPTER 11

ACCORDING 'IW THE U - C H I A N C

CU CHlH LVEH

N'u-lick Shun !&~JIIJ
(the Na-khi ChUgh-I1 Ngyu) is I li cast of the city.
On this nlountlri~ris a tc~r~plc
called N i q - n i a n g hliro Y M,whem buren
wonlcn cxme to pray for clrildren. A l a w tigum of Niang-niulp sung-tau
jc. (hlatmn who brinp childntn) is rxliibit~ithere, on which the nmcn
thmw stonrs. l'hc p d d e s Nimrg-niang is then usually d m s d with new
dot lrcs by the worsl~iplrcvx. l'hc place is only frequcntd by Nr-khi wnmcn
still oblc to bear drildn*n.
t
bounds the district of Li-chiang on the
Tung sku^ @II( ( E ~ s hlountain)
emt , oo li f m ~ nt hc city. l'hc two mountains (Tun8 and Wu-lich Shan) stand
sidc by sitic, with r\ wddlc Brt ween them, and appear as if bowing to the city.
Son-ttri S h a ~' f.fll( ,* d m known as 1.i-clliang An Sllan ?&\I1 (Table
Mo\~ntnin)and Nntl Shan )$~III
(Snutll hlountain). is situatcui I li south of
the city. Ncar it is the llntnlct of Ida-ts'il-wila. It is wry beautiful and haa
thrw l,mn~int\ntp~&ksof ~iitlcwn
t Ircight s.
Skilr-lmc S k a ~#ill P'.III(1.ion hiountain) also has thc name I I u ~ n j Shan
i
&Ill
(Jrcllow Mout\tnin), and in Na-khi it is called U'un-gkv-mbu. It lies one li
w s t of Li-chi at^ an(! is the pmpcrty of thc hiit fanlily. A~rcicntcyprews
grow scat tcml over tllc hill which is about IOO fwt in height a~rcl8,300 feet
s l o w scxnIc\.rl. Fmnl its st~n~nrit
R bcrutiful vicw cull be had o w r Li-chiong
ant1 tllc north-wstcr~lpart of tllc 1,i-chimg plHin and snow ran@ (I'IATES SO
and 54). .A\ mad passing o w r it leads to Chung-ticn and Wri-hsi. The
formcr ynmrn of the Na-khi cllicfs lics at its foot, facing east.
Ncnr the top of Shill-ttu Shan, but on tllr wcstrrll slope, there is a temple
callrti 1%-tc t'an $tj$fIfl,Sbuilt during thc mipn of C'hao Tsung Ihv$$t of the
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this mnyv belongs also i n isolated, wry ehnr 3, triangular peat, known to the Na-khi
to r ~~JO-WI, (Tibetan
Dto-mn hgyu; it is thus n a m d on n m u n t o its rcsc~~blancr
fir-wu). 'I'his is nn ofiring to the pds by the Dto-mhr as ~vcllas Lamas in the rhap o/
a pyrnmid of LmrIey-Roar dough a ~ x with
d butter. 'IKis mountain stands to the northeast of 1.i-chian8 and is H ~ X ~ I I S ~ ~ C \ I Olandmnrk.
IIE
Near it is the \pillaqc ol Gv-dtu and them
furr tlrc mcruntain is cbfte~rsl~olie~r
of ns Gv-dtu LMo-ma Ngyu, but 1s also known ns Tung&fin llto-nlcr Nwu.
Sa~r-t'tri('l'lr~rctwrnc~s)is the IIIIIIC for the thwe in of stan of the Cheat Hcer, md it
is ~bostil~lc
tlrnt tllc ~ m k arrc
s TIIIIPC! alter tlrcse strn, trough I'11i dso I ~ ~ C Aeminent,
I~S
exalted.
a l'hc \~oni
I'cm (nltnr) is rqui\-ulctrt to the Na-khi &I#,
RS in M~trn4lr;r(re (nlter or ,lace in
\~lric,lr l l c w w r is lrnljitirtd).'I'lre \\.onla l"11-tc a~ \111t10\1btedlythe sunre as the Nw- hi P'udtu, tllc Irttnlc n clan \~l\it.lr lwrfortnr the propitiation of llcr\\v~r
at r dilferent time f l u l r r
that of tllc other Na-klri cln~ls;,1lamc4y,on the 5th day ol tlrc tint moon. ?'he Chinese 1"u-te
t'ra is thus thc wnrc ns tlrr I\'&\-khi1"u-dtu d'n (nlter of tlre 1"u-dtu). Tlrc #bow martionmi

I
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T'ang dynasty (889- 904). Annually in the iirst moon the peasants of the
sub-districts of Ta-ycn li, Pai-ma li, La-sha li i ~ l l t lILL-I)'~~LO
li rcbl)ilirc(l to that
temple to worship the spirits of the moulltaills, rivibrs, cbarth u i ~ grain.
l

IIsiang Shun %ill (Elephant Mouotain), cnlle(l in No-khi, (iyi-wbu Ngyu,
namctl after thc villagc of Gyi-wila situntc~tlto thc north ol thc I , L I I I ~ - W ~
Miao ~j-k-l'lb(llragon king 'l'cn~plc), is thrcc li north ol thc city, rilld rescmblcs u reclining clcphant. l t is thc~rcforCalso callccl thc llsiat~g-niichtlSllan
?&IIlC 1 1 1 (Sleeping elephant Mountain) ; thc city is sit tlat(v1 a t its sout]l(brn
point. 'l'licrc arc scvernl spriligs cilllccl Hsinng cli'iian f& (I'lcl)l~ant springs)
a t its foot which arc tho source of tho Y ii Iio Ii.t111'(Jiitlc St rciim) 'l'llc Ngu-lu
gyi of the Na-khi; thcsc springs are iivc li rlortli-wcast of 1.i-chiang iintl i~rc'illso
the source of the Yang-kung t'hii~l~g I:?1: of Il'o-cll'i~ig.
C'hih Shun 2 II I is callctl in Na-khi, Iihyu-t'o-llii Ngyit, from the monastery
Khyu-t'o-Ill1 which is situatccl on its slopc (1'1.~~111:
64). Its ilncicallt tlnmc wi~s
Chich-t'o-lin
I]Q&. 'I'his mountitill is to tllc south ol t 1 1 i b stlow rallgchn11t1is
part of its sotlther11 spur. 0 1 1 01
~ its s1111111litsis call~~tl
'I'ztl-kni-fibril: !&a!$,
nntl anothcbr ('hao-yiing-kang i:d:j 1811,while n ccrtaill clilT has the nnmc of
Shill-tzu ngni l l i
(Tion clilT). 'l'llc casii-st approacll to t hc mountain is
from Pni-slla ( I ~ O ~ L - S
south-wcst
~I~),
of which it is sitt~ittccl. Tt lies I)c~twc~c~l
the
villagc of Shu-ho J# ill1 ancl I'ai-slli~ant1 ntljoins thc moutltiiitl on wllic.11 Ilr~ilngshnn shno & 1 I ( Ill1! is locittccl. At its foot ncst lcs the. ll;t~lll~t
of A-cI~~~~ig-wfia,
111 tlic possession oi thc M u family is a work 011 this mountail1 callc~tl( '/rill-shan
y#n- kua-chi II I 2: jtj G , writtc~lin I 628 by thc most Iitnlous ol all the Nn-khi
chicfs, Mu Shcb~ig-~)i~i
411:f I . A copy oI this work is in my library.
Among thc ninzc of hills which compost ('hi11 Sllatl is the laniitscry 1'ukuo Ssr~ikliPIQJ !1:,4 which posscsscs :in ;il)l)ot's rcccl)tion hall. '1'0 t110 I(1ft of
thc lanir~scryis n spring ci~llccl15-111 ch'iian 1'1 1fi Tfi (Whitc tlccbr spring) and
n ~)ondcitllctl llan-yiii*11 1 r r 1 jktl J J IN] (Submcrgc~tl moon pond), :ilso :I clifl
cnllctl 1'c.i-toil 11giii -Il: :l-lil (Z)ipl)er clil'C) i ~ t l t l a hill callcd 'I'a~i-fc.11g-lum
J
( 1 1 1 iI ) . '1'0 thc. right tllcrc is it nlou~ltnilirim callccl 'l'an-hsiawu J'J*ic'iJf~(lictl cloutl cml)iinltmcllt), a llill citI1eb(IYii-yin-fclig lil:ll If.: (Jntle
s I ) ,i t i I
I
i
I
(
0 ) . 111 Il'Ollt 0f the IiLtnas~ry
ihcrch is n noun t ai 11 callctl 'l's'ui-po Sliatl A:[I II I (Crccw cypress Mountain).
1\11 this is ib~lgravctlon a mchmorinl stone, written 1)y thc 110-ch'ilig magistrate,
('hang 1Isiic~h-mor~
(1; $! fi.II
$
#
a
(

:z

A4u-lso-.sl1.1~
Slrcln I!: '/r:.Q~l I is 30 li south oi 1,i-cliiitng. 'l'llc Nn-khi pasture
their cittllc o n this mountni~l.
. ~ c ~ n - f i i - z t ~ ~.Y~IOVZ
z i - l ~ ~Ill1v1<r!
~ ~4+ .$[ 1 1 1 is the ~:LITIOIISWch11-1)iSIlii11 &eFlI 1 , tt
trirtngi~lnrpeak 15 li wenstol T,i-chiring. Tt is thc SB-l)l)izhEr nv-lv of tllc Na-

-

--

-

1"il-te O I I I ~1111s1)ee11nbn~ido~ied
ns a pl:~ccof worshil,, ns car11 vill:lgc 11:~sits own tl'it. It is
~'ossil~lc
that tlie members of the I"u-tltu &in are the tlcsccntlnnts of the origini~li~rIi:lbitnntu
of the region, nnmcly tllc l"u tribe, who ntlol)tctl tlic Na-lilii ctrslo~iiof ~,rol,ili;ilingIIa~vcn.
'l'he rianic was give11to the lalnnscry 1)v tlic Ming 1S1iil)crorl lsi 'I'sulig (1621 1627).
'l'liis ~nc~iiorinl
stone is built illto the wnll i~limctlia~cly
I)c)lontl llic ~ i i o i ~cl~trnncc
i
to the
temple. 1 1 is ti;itetl tlic s c v c ~ ~ lyear
l l ol Ming 'l"icn-cll'i (1627) nlitl givcs tlic n;ilnc of evcry
hill, clia ant1 grotto.

'
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khi. 'I'hc mountain is well known to the Tibetans, who call it Zhi-dag mug-po
written gzhi-bdag-smug-po [in Na-khi Shi-zhi muan-bbu]; (in the Tibetan
classic of the moulltain god Ilra-lha [dgra-lha] the mountain is callcd Jang-ri9
w
mug-po [Ijang-ri-smug-1)oZI;'<'#~*U1, i.r., the purple mountain of Jang

-

4

Mo-so); another Na-khi name for it is Sg-bpi a-na Ngyu. On this mountain
grows u bnmboo from which the Na-khi (used to) cut thcir arrows. On its slopes
there was once a tcmplc callcd Ling-shou Ssu #k ' ,;J.' C ,IJ. : , built by the Mu family
during the Ming dynasty. In the fourth year of Ch'ien-lung (1739), a lama,
known as the Ssu-pao la-ma I~~1'fl~41Jmjli,
came with a retinue to pay his rcspccts
to the prefect of Li-chiang, callcd Kuan I-Istich-hsiian $;:q\'ii. IEc induced him
to subscribe funds and to have the priest, Ming ('hii I1)] 11, and others solicit
lamascry, or Wen-feng
funds for the building of the Wen-fcng Yiian
Wan as it is called in Yiin-nan, situated on the slopcs of the mountain.
Mcng-hsi Slzan
$$IIIis 50 li north-wcst of Li-chiang; a t its foot was the
A-khi (A-hsi Ill~l guard-house a t thc A-khi ferry across the Yangtzc. The
mountain is terri~cctlant1 is several tell li long, resembling a screen.
A-nu. S h a ~ lh~llflllll
t
a is 2 7 0 li north of Li-chiang, on the southern border of
the uncicnt Pao-shan cho11 111 +lJ. 'l'his is the still more ancient Hsieh-lung
!(II];'k, so known duril~gthc Han dynnsty (206 11.c.--A.I).
24), and in the present
district of La-pilo 4lj'fl (La-bpu). 0 1 1 this mountain was an ancient stockndcd
village callcd A-na-ho l!l~llJll.f.'11.
Lao-chiltz Shan - E ~ { . I I ~is 2 5 0 li south-west of Li-chiang and rises high into
the clouds; its height is 14,100 fect. I t is north-wcst of the town of Chiench'uan, and is reckoncd as the fathcr of all the mountains of Yiln-nan. A
powerful spring issues from it. I t is bclicvcd that Lao-tzu 2-fonce prepared
the magic drug of immortality on this mountain - hcncc the name.
Wang-chiang Shan $# 'il:lll is 80 li south-west of Li-chiang. ?'he Shih-ku
f i $ k Ch'ung-chiang 1-10 {fl~fK$lj flows between Lao-chtin Shan and Wangchiang Shan, the latter being south of Sllih-ku.
Vrhcre is a s o a rnountnin, or rntlier spur, west of the villnge of Dtl-gkv (at the head of the
Li-cliiuiig plnin), which is rnllcd 'A-na-gkv.
7 This niountniii is ~ l s o
cnlled Lo-rhtln Shnn Bfi~
111 and 1,s-chlln Shnn Ilnl KJ 1.4. The Yilnntln TJtnr,q-rlrilr,rll. 22, fol. gb, quotcs llicse ns synonvms for Lao-chiln Shan. I t also states
thnt Lo-rhUn Slian MJ!J111 is 2 0 li north-wcst of the old 1,an c1io11district. Its aricie~itname
is Ln-ko11 Shan $l] k I 4 . 'l'hc second character is allpirently n misprint nnd shoultl bc clriln
@!j. Five dccp ponds arc on its summit, :inti the riat~vespiisti~retheir yak 011 thc molliitnin,
llciirc it is nlso cnllctl Mu-iiiu Shny (SC'I-IIJ. I t lies 250 li so~~tli-west
ol I,i-cliiiing. On 1,110clitiii Slii111is iL lilrg-clr'iltr~r J# (~nystcrio~ls
s1,ring) ; 11s the \vnter flows dowli the mountain
it is cmllcd L~io-rlitlnIlo 25 II P'Z, nnothrr name for it being Shill-lai Chinng 2iRiE. From
tlic enstern slopes issucs tlic sourcc of tlie Chien Hu @jliV) (Cliien-cli'uan 1,:ike) - this beiiig rncrcly n tril~utaryol tlic Ynng-pi Chinng. l'he Ytlgt-?rnrt T'itng-clrih states that both
wntcrs flow illto tlic C'liicn-c11'uan Laltc. This is, of coursc, not so for thcy flow into the
Ynng-pi, nrld the Cllicri-cli'iiun Lalte has nn outlet illto the Ynng-pi south of Chien-ch'uan.
I t is nlso written CIli'uiig Cliiang 1111 if. l'he stretch from wlicre it flows west to cast is
cnlled 1,n-pa 110 $,YEiRI (Ln-ba gyi in Nu-klli), a s one branch of it hns its sourcc ill the
La-bn Ngyii (La-ba-glto Mountains), cullcd in Cliillesc La-pa Shan t&EI.4, wcst of Shih-ku.
In Nn-klii thc mountili~~
is callcd La-ba Ngyu lifter tlie village of La-La, tlie Chinese Shih-ku.
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Hsileh-p'an Shan S#-CII
(Snow basin Mountain) is situated 2 0 0 li southwest of Li-chiang, and 10 li west from the ancient Lan chou. I t has 1 2 separate
peaks, and snow remains throughout the four seasons [there are, however, no
glaciers on the mountain, which is 14,000 feet in height].
The Hsiieh-p'an Shan is now better known as the Yen-lu Shan @ Y ~ I I(Salt
I
road Mountain), as all the salt from the La-chi-ming @J%$$0,!2, wells is brought
over this mountain to Chien-ch'uan, etc. On the latest Yun-nan military map,
published in 1928, the Hsueh-p'an Shan extends east of Lan-p'ing BjkF for
about 1 2 0 li, about 50 li north of Lan-p'ing and 70 li south; making a curve.
I n the same range is a mountain marked Fu-yuan Shan JKR 11 I , extending
somewhat north-east. I believe that this mountain is identical with the peaks
known as Yen-lu Shan, and is the central part of the Hsueh-plan Shan.
How accurate Chinese geographical accounts are as to distances can be
judged from the following statement found in the Li-chiang fu chih liieh, Vol.
k,ch. 4, fol. 24b: "The Hsueh-p'an Shan is 2& li south-west of the city of
Li-chiang, and 10 li west of the ancient Lan chou [present Lan-p'ing]"; On
p. 35a, it states that "the ancient Lan chou is 360 li south-west of the city of
Li-chiang." We have here a difference of 160 li; furthermore the Hsiieh-p'an
Shan is not west, but east of Lan-p'ing. By stating it is 10 li distant from Lan
chou, one would expect a definite mountain and not a range about 1 2 0 li long.
There is a high mountain mass just about 2 0 li east of Lan-p'ing, and that is
the Yen-lu Shan (Handel-Mazzetti's Ye-lu-schan); I crossed that mountain
three times and know whereof I speak.
About the Fu-yuan Shan the same source states that it is 250 li west of Lichiang, yet this mountain is in the center of the Hsueh-p'an Shan. Again, the
Yun-nun T'ung-chih says that the Yen-lu Shan is south of the Hsueh-p'an
Shan and reaches to the border of Yun-lung. On its southern slopes rises the
Ta-lang Ho fifiljN, which flows south-west into the Pi Chiang .Il.t;??. [This
is the river which flows past Yun-lung and is marked as the Lo-ma Ho on
Major Davies' map.]
Fu-yuan Shan $E:@[l/ (Lucky spring Mountain) is 250 li west of Li-chiang
and a t the north border of Lan-p'ing. The mountain extends south-east over
50 li.
Hua-ma Shan X,%LIJ
(Piebald horse Mountain) is 350 li north-west of Lichiang and near the south-east border of the ancient Chu-chin chou E)@+lj,
the present Chu-tien. On one'of the cliffs is a rock resembling a piebald horse,
whence the name. I n ancient days the people of the Mo-so chao called their
after that mountain. (See History of Licountry the Hua-ma Kuo
Hun-sou Shan $J$BlJl

is 500 li west of Li-chiang and close to the Shu-miao
the ancient Chu-chin chou. I t is a spur or
branch of the Lao-chun Shan. .On its summit are three lakes, each five mou
wide, or a little less than an English acre, and of unknown depth. [This mountain is south of present-day Lu-tien &@.I

+$jI,j.iRguard-house, north-west of

Feng-lo Ta-shun El,E;lz~l~
is over 700 li west of Li-chiang; i t forms the western valley wall of the Mekong or Lan-ts'ang Chiang Im&??, and extends to

JADE DRAGON MOUNTAIN OR

Pao-shan all! (Yung-ch'ang
E$. and the Mekong.

YU-LUNG
SHAN
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ha),forming the divide between the Nu-tzu

KO-loShan ?$:;&lll
is 420 li west of Li-chiang and forms the eastern valley
wall of the Mekong, west of the present Lan-p'ing. I t is composed of two
parallel mountains, each with three distinct peaks overlooking the Mekong.
Nu-kuan Shan ?$?H~llis go li west of the Li-chiang district. From its
slopes rises the T'ung-tien Ho i6 @ inl. [The T'ung-tien Ho is the southernmost branch of the Yang-kung Chiang @ 1
?I.
I]
t flows past T'ung-tien, and
[This place is south of Shu-miao
debouches into the Mekong at Sha-tien IJ/.
&f &,: which is the Li-chiang - Wei-hsi border.]

a.

Shih-ho Shan t-%PUr is 2 0 li north-west of Li-chiang. At its foot is a village
called Shih-ho-ts'un +$a fils. [This is in the sub-district of Shu-ho; Na-khi:
Shwua-wha.]

La-pa Shan (Na-khi: La-ba Ngyu) is 160 li west-north-west of Li-chiang.
It is also called Feng-shui-ling %7k$ii. The Shih-ku Stream (Na-khi: Pa-tzu
gyi, or La-ba pa-tzu gyi) has its source on the eastern slopes and flows at Shihku into the Yangtze. Handel-Mazzetti calls this mountain ('Lo-tue schan."
This is a mistake and his informer evidently had Lao-chiin Shan in mind,
which is also called Lo-chiin Shan.

This beautiful mountain range, consisting of three main peaks, extends
from north to south; in its northern part it is cut through by the Yangtze,
which separates the third peak (Ha-ba ndshitr nv-lv) from the two southern
peaks. The gorge which divides the range is known as 'A-ts'ag gko and is
described elsewhere (pp. 256-282) .I0
The southernmost is the highest peak and dominates the Li-chiang plain.
It is known as Shan-tzu-tou ZT-P., for its fluted face, the outspread snow
ridges below the summit resemble an opened fan held upright. Shan-tzu-tou
is 19,800 feet high.
The second peak, but not the second highest of the mountain mass of which
it is a part, is commonly called Gyi-n?tlo-gkv (H.-M., Dyinaloko) which really
means '(Inside the black water valley." I t may be better described as Gyi-nB
nv-lv (Black water snow peak); [the literal translation of nv-lv is silver rocks,
by which the Na-khi denote a snow peak.] This peak differs greatly from the
highest one of the range, and is somewhat further east than Shan-tzu-tou, and
not west as on. Handel-Mazzetti's map.
West, and parallel to the broad mountain mass of Gyi-n?t nv-lv, but connected a t the very top by a spur from which a deep valley extends north, is a
The Nu-tzu (Lu-tzu 14),
are a tribe inhabiting the upper Salween in Yiin-nan territory,
hence the Salween - Mekong divide is meant.
lo The

Yii-lung Shan is also called Sung Hsiieh-shan PSZ 1.4 (Lofty Snow mountain), and

Fa Hsiieh-ling iZ Z$a (Peerless Snow peak).
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range of ice-crowned peaks exactly like those of Shan-tzu-tou. The last of
these peaks a t the head of the valley is higher than Gyi-nB nv-lv, hitherto considered the second highest peak of the Jade-dragon mountain. I t is of about
the same height as Shan-tzu-tou. This parallel range is often spoken of by the
Na-khi as 'A-ts'ag-gko nv-lv (Snow peaks of 'A-ts'ag-gko), and I have
adopted the name for the ice-crowned peaks, the southernmost of which is the
second highest, with Gyi-nB nv-lv third, and Ha-ba ndshEr nv-lv fourth of the
Li-chiang snow range.
There are many snow peaks in the extreme north-west of Yiin-nan, some of
which are higher than the Li-chiang range and like the latter they also extend
from north to south. Directly north of Li-chiang, in the new province of
Hsi-k'ang fi@,
is a large snow range called Gangs-dkar Rigs-gsum-mgon-po
(pronounced Gangkar risum gompo), (PLATE55), also known as the Gangkarling (Gangs-dkar-gling) snow range (Kung-ka-ling Hsueh-Shan F{@ 34%fll
in Chinese). (PLATES55, 56, 57, 58, 59). I t is composed of three isolated
peaks which rise from a high plateau and form a triangle," but they extend
from west to east, and are directly north of the Yangtze loop. The river Zho
Chhu (Iron River; Wu-liang Ho $gE'(iiS of the Chinese) flows a t the foot of
the range and debouches into the Yangtze a t the apex of the loop (PLATE105).
The entire Gangkar-ling range and the Zho Chhu were once under the rule of
the Na-khi chiefs, in particular during the Wan-li period of the Ming dynasty
(I 573-1 6 19). There are extensive Na-khi villages, collectively called 0-yu,
the inhabitants of which are descendants of the Na-khi soldiers who once
guarded the region.
There is one other range not marked on any map, and that is Mu-ti Gangkar
(Mu-ti Gangs-dkar)12 which lies east of the Ya-lung rfig@ in Hsi-k'ang. I t is
about 19,000 feet in height and glacier-crowned; the western face of the mountain is in Mu-li
(Mi-li in Hsi-fan, Ma-li in Na-khi) territory; it also extends from north to south, with the Ya-lung flowing a t its foot, in a gorge
11,500 feet deep, and 1,300 feet higher than the Yangtze.
Still farther north is the Mi-nyag Gangs-dkar l3 (Minya Konka as I baptized
it) (PLATE60). It is north-east of the Mu-ti Gangkar range and south-west of
Ta-chien-lu +T%)@, in Hsi-k'ang. Although Na-khi are supposed to live near
Ta-chien-lu, in all my travels in that region I have not come across any of
their villages. The farthest north are those on the Tibetan side north of Yarkha-lo and in Mu-li territory near the Yun-nan border. These will be described in their respective places.
The Li-chiang Records state that besides being called the Yu-lung Shan,
the Li-chiang snow range is also called Hsueh-ling %+$ and is covered with
eternal snow, visible for a hundred li or more. Half-way up the mountain is
said to be a pond, but the only pond known to me on this snow range is at the
foot of the last and southernmost crag, called Hua-la-bpu (H-M., Onlupe).

+s

4

.-

The three peaksare named after the Lamaist trimurti Rigs-gsum mgon-po ? ~ N ' T + ! w ' A o I ~ ' ~
(The Three Lords), defenders of Lamaism, i.e., Chenrezig (Spyan-ras-gzigs),Jambyang
(Hjam-dbyangs) and Chhana-dorje (Phyag-na-rdo-rje).

l1

The Zho Chhu or Wu-liang Ho enters the Yangtze at the apex of the loop. Li-chiang,
Yung-ning and Chung-tien territories meet here.

ch'iao (Golden dragon brid e) rpanr the Yangtcs at Tzu-li-chion ,
Ths villa s r ovs th8 brid s ir cslllod C in-lung-ch'iao-taka or Gkwk'u-ndu n
NaakhZ, he mount~im~
on t 0 other aide of the rivrsa ara In Illunprheng (Yungq$%r-T-trrritory,
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Photographed from near 'A-gko-gyi-k'o looking west to the Chung-tien side of the
river, with the village of La-zhtr-lo in center of picture. Pines cover the valley
slopes. Elevation 6,600 feet.

Photographed from near the hamlet of. Ggb-lo elevation 6,070 feet, looking east
towards Yu-lo (upper extreme left). The Yii-lung Shan with Shan-tzu-tou in the
distance.

The river flows placidly at the foot df stupendous limestone el
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This pond, which only exists in the summer, is called Tsu-k'aw-khii; when it is
full it descends as a waterfall over a vertical cliff several hundred feet high, the
water having cut a terrific, narrow channel in the rock. This waterfall is
called 'A-nggii-t'ag (Floor of the split cliff).
The name Yu-lung Shan was first mentioned by Pauthier in L'Uttiverse
(Chine) in 1837,'~and appears on the Chinese maps and in Chinese geographies
as well as in the Li-chiang Records. The following appears in the I'u-shih
Fang-yii chih-yao, ch. 113, fols. 15a-16b.
"The Yii-lung Shan is situated 2 0 li north-west of the military and civil
prefecture of Li-chiang. I t is also known as Sung hsueh-shan ~$*';L;~II
(Lofty
silow mountain) and commonly as Hsueh-shan. The entire range cxte~ldsfor
about loo li, and about ten high peaks rise to the skies. I t looks down on the
Li Shui IlC/lu (Beautiful River) [Yangtze]. The snow which accumulatcs
during the summer never melts. Its cliffs rise to the height of 10,000 jen ffl
[one jen = 8 feet]. If one looks a t it from beyond ~ , o o oli, it seems as near
as the distance between a foot of eight and a foot of ten inches. I t is connected
with the mountains of Sung chou &\+\I of Ssu-ch'uan." l6
The Meng family g
1X
. (of the Nan-chao Kingdom) bestowed the name of
Pei-yo Akfk (North sacred Mountain) upon it, and also called it Hsiieh-ling
# I % X!-1- 1'11.

During the reign of T'ang Te Tsung, period Cheng-yiian (785-804) Wei
Kao agreed with Yun-nan to attack jointly the T'u-fan (Tibetans) and drove
them beyond Yun-ling 363, that is beyond the Hsiieh-ling (Li-chiang snow
range).
0 )
one of the
In the beginning of the Yiian Chih-shun ZS111f(i 1 ~ ~period,
rulers of Yun-nan, T'u-chien Eg,loand others rebelled against the Mongol
On p. 7 of his work a list is given of all the snow mountains of China, which is headed by
Yun-nan. The fifth mountain mentioned is the Li-chiang snow range, and he states: "Siui?
chan (montagne de neige) ou Yu-loung-chan, 26" 33'-970. Cette montagne colossale est
visible 5 une distance trss-considCrable; elle est couronnke par plusieurs glaciers C1evi.s."
l4

lb
This is the present day Sung-pan hsien aitlf.1
in the extreme north-west of Ssu-ch'uan,
I t is, of course, not connected with the mountains of that district, unless one considers all
mountains to be so connected.

The Ticn-yUn li-nien chuugz, ch. 5, fols. 55a-57a, states: "History relates that T'u-chien
and the Wan-hu 24 Fi (Rulers of 10,ooo families) Po-hu ~I!&
IJ
and
. A-ho PI ft rebelled and
attacked Chung-ch'ing Lu $ B %%,
(the circuit of Chung-ch'ing = Yun-nan fu), and killed
the secretary of the judicial commissioner, whereupon he called himself King of Yiin-nan.
This happened in the third moon of the 1st year of the period Chih-shun of Yuan Wen
Tsung X i; R: ." The Hsin Yuan Slrilc k 7i;a , ch. 22, fol. ~ asays
, that T'u-chien rebelled
in the first moon of the spring ling-ssu T E of the 1st year of the period Chih-shun (January
24th, 1330) ; he made himself King of Yun-nan in the second moon clriu-wu 91 4t. (March 2nd,
1330). Po-hu became the Ch'eng-hsiang
(Assistant minister) and A-ho beca~ilethe
P'ing-chang +$i: (Minister of State). I n the fifth moon the Yun-nan Hsuan-wei-shih G!H E,
Lu-yii $2 [he was the native oficial of Wu-meng $3 %i,t!the present Chao-t'ung hsien Ug V&
in north-east Yiin-nan], rebelled and joined T'u-chien.
"History further relates that Lu-yii acquired merit by killing T'u-chien. He thereupon
was made Hsing-sheng ts'an-chih-cheng ssu $78S M imc-q.
"The Lo-lo and all the savages who had joined T'u-chien started rebellions everywhere
and the P'ing-chang T'ieh-mu-erh Pu-hua hli *5L! TIE [grandson of Kublai] met his death.
l6
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dynasty, and the Ssu-ch'uan army was ordered to punish them. In the defiles
of the Hsueh-shan they defeated the army of the Lo-lo-ssu ${k$/t!Si.17 AccordI-mou-hsun proclaimed himself Jih-tung Wang
ing to the Tien-chih ,
El g . 2 (King of the Orient) in the fourth year of T'ang Chong-yiian (788) and
under pretext bestowed titles on five mountains, and four rivers. The caster,,
one, or Tung-yo, is called Chiang-yun-lu Sung-wai Lung Shan f I:?: & #j\+
!I1 and is situated 280 li north-east of the chou (dcpartment) of Lu-ch'iian
@gtliJjJbI*I
in the prefecture of Wu-ting Z\$li.l-, adjoining the border of 'rungch'uan fu J I I Ji-f,Ssu-ch'uan (now Hui-tse f'f! in Yun-nan) ; it is also crtllcd
Wu-meng Shan ,!'.> Il I , Yun-lung Shan 'Zi5t1l I and Chiang-yiin-lu Shan
tIr,.p.1'.
.
I .
The northern part of this range overlooks the Yangtze. Its
twelve great steep peaks, extend for more than 70 li. I n the twentieth year
of T'ang Cheng-kuan (546) the military governor of Sui chou #!J J+l, Liu Poying g~j{l'l%-,
said that the various Man beyond Sung, i.e., Sung-wail only
temporarily submitted and later revolted again. He petitioned the government to attack them in order to open the road to Hsi-erh Ho iJLj.jJ[$11 (Ta-li
Lake) and India. This he was permitted to do. The following year the government sent Liang Chien-fang
l j to mobilize the army of the I 2 chou
of Shu (Ssu-ch'uan) and punish the various Man of Sung-wai. Over ~oo,ooo
barbarians were killed and captured. Thereupon the various Man, severely
frightened, dispersed to live in the valleys of the mountains. An envoy was
then sent to Hsi-erh Ho, who, by proclamation, ordered the native leaders to
submit. The chief Meng-yu '&$j of Sung-wai was also ordered to pay tribute
to the T'ang dynasty.

xi
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Afterwards T'u-chien's younger brother Pi-la-tu-mi-shih a.#$;R1I %'A and his whole family
drowned themselves in the Lake (Yun-nan fu Lake). Two more of his younger brothers
and his three sons were captured and executed while Lu-yii fled and all the rest were pacified."
l7 The Lo-lo-ssu were the aborigines ruled by a native chief who lived one li east of Chiench'ang 4&
the present Hsi-ch'ang
in Ssu-ch'uan. The T'u-i k'ao *# says that
during the period Yuan Chih-cheng (1341-1367) there was established the Hsiian-wei-ssu
Tu-yuan-shuai-fu d M El 8s R 00 $f of the Lo-lo, the Meng-ch'ing St t and of other places.
They and their chief dispersed and lived to the west of the Ta-tu Ho k $& tlP1J6Z. The grandson
b by name, submitted with all his people
of the Lo-lo-ssu Hsiian-wei-ssu, An-p'u-pu Sj'$
in the fourth year of Hung-wu (1371). He was given the title of T'u-chi-hui-shih *)ttl@@
and ordered to administer the affairs of the military station of Chien-ch'ang (wei). He was,
however, given neither letters patent nor a seal. He controlled territory 15 horse-stages in
A , Lo-lo 1!#19, Pai-i ~7$, Hsi-fan BC,Mo-so
extent and ruled nine tribes, viz. : P'o-jen
j&&, Lu-lu %$I#, Mongols, Mohammedans and Yii-jen f i A. The Lo-lo were the most
refractory and all these tribes scattered to the mountain valleys. The territory extended for
more than ~ , o o lio each way; north to the Ta-tu Ho, south to the Yangtze, east to Wu-meng
the present Yen-yiian hsien g&L%i\Bii. The grand(Chao-t'ung), and west to Yen-ching
son six generations after him died without issue and the tribes all rebelled. The stronger
lorded it over the weaker, and feuds caused constant murder, until all was quiet again after
a long lapse of time.
l8 The Tung-ch'uanju chih, ch. 4, fol. ga, states that the mountain is 2 0 0 li south-west of the
city of Tung-ch'uan, and is also called Yun-lung Shan %% I:. From Hsun-tien b$ and
Ch'e-hu IQi&Ja branch extends 300 li as far as San-chiang-k'ou =iX A . Much snow remains on the mountain, hence it is called snow mountain. I t is also called Wu-lung Shan
I:.This name appeared first in the western Han dynasty. I n the T'ang dynasty it
was called Chiang-yun-lu Shan. Now it is known as Wu-lung-hsueh-shan 5% 3 cll. I t
is very steep and imposing, its 12 peaks extending through the clouds. On its summit is
a lake called Hui-niao Hu a 41#5 i&J.
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The South mountain, or Nan-yo lb.j#, is called Meng-lo Shan @#!ill and
is situated 80 li north of the prefectural city of Ching-tung -j$s~{.f.
I t is also
known as Wu-liang Shan 3%b'l-111. The West mountain, or Hsi-yo, is the Kaoli-kung Shan 8 3 g 3 k 1 l 1 ,and the North mountain, or Pei-yo, is the Yii-lung
Shan. The Central mountain, or Chung-yo, is the Tien-ts'ang Shan FdjfiUl
west of Ta-li. Although the east and south mountains are not very important,
yet they are quite the largest in their respective districts.
'I'he Li-chiang ju chih liieh confirms that in the middle of the reign of Chengyuan (794) Wei Kao made an agreement with the Nan-chao Kingdom to attack the T'u-fan and drove them from the Hsueh-ling, i.e., snow mountain.
The army of the Lo-lo-ssu was defeated a t the snow mountain by the troops
of Ssu-ch'uan a t the beginning of the period Chih-shun (1330) of the Yuan
dynasty. This snow mountain is none other than that of Li-chiang. A branch
of it extends south, and this is the Ts'ui-wei Shan S & I I I . Still further lies
the Sleeping elephant Mountain or Hsiang-mien Shan !#tM111 a t the foot of
which the Lung-wang Miao is situated. This branch ends a t Yu-ho-ts'un
ji fij&j..

3. THE MOUNTAIN

GOD AND THE TEMPLE OF SA-DDO

Nearly every snow peak in Tibet has a name, it is usually that of a spirit or
deity belonging to the protective type which deity is often believed to dwell
within the peak. The Li-chiang snow range does not seem to have any other
but Chinese names, which would indicate and confirm the belief that the Nakhi were immigrants in that region. The many Na-khi names which the various alpine meadows, forests, etc., on the slopes of the snow range bear, were
given by Na-khi shepherds who were obliged to move their flocks of sheep
from one little meadow to another. The shepherds are mostly children, directed
by their parents as where to pasture their flocks, and this necessitates names
for these places. But proper Na-khi names in the true sense of the word for
the range or individual peaks do not exist.
The name of the highest peak is a Chinese one, though it is true that it is
also called in Na-khi, Boa-shi nv-lv. Nv-lv means silver rock, hence snow
mountain, and Boa-shi is the Na-khi name for the market-place Pai-sha-kai
situated between Li-chiang and the last village, Nv-lv-k'o, on the northwestern branch of the plain, at the foot of the range. But the name is only a
few hundred years old and relates to an episode when the Boa (Hsi-fan ijq#),
from the north, invaded Na-khi territory and were killed (shi = dead) there
by the Na-khi.
However, the Li-chiang snow range does represent a spirit or deity, and the
deity in this case is not a local one, but one which had its origin in the far north,
the grass-lands of Eastern Tibet whence the Na-khi migrated south during the
latter part of the Han dynasty. Thus the name of Sa-ddo, the Tibetan Satham, was brought by the Na-khi to Li-chiang and applied in all probability
first to the Li-chiang snow range, or rather the spirit of Sa-ddo was made the
mountain god and protector of the Na-khi settlers. Only later as the town of
Li-chiang came into being was the name Sa-tham extended to it.lg We see
lo It must be stated, however, that according to SIR CHARLES
BELLand his Lhasa informant,
Ge-sar is said to have lived during the reign of the Tibetan King To-to-ri nyen-tsen in the

thus that thc spirit of Sa-dtlo (Sa-thurn) is a strungcr in 1.i-chiang, u co-immigrant , of the Na-k hi.
'l'hc fiimous C;c-sar epic t rlls of t he: bat tlcs fought by (;eb-nar nguinst sn.
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may also be possible that the ('hincsc ('h'iang
a formcnrlv large tribe of
wllicli the Nu-khi are a branch, arc iclcntical with the Jatig df the 'l'ilKt.ns.
l'liut Sa-tbam is looked upon as a warrior spirit by tllc Na-khi can be gained
froni the texts founcl tbngruvetl on stonrs in his ti-mplc at thC fcmt of the Licliiung snow range, of which trunslutiorls arc 11cl.c givcn.
I (lo not agrcc with hltldam Altbxuntlra Ilavid Nccl that Sa-tham once
rul(vl over tlic plnce which to-cluy bcurs his Iiamr, but that, as dready remurkvd, the story of Su-thum was brought by tlic Na-khi to Li-chiang and his
name givcn to t hr town aftchrwurds. 'l'llihIrgcnd ri*latchsthat his spirit dcsccnded
from the land of Gya aw clii (the (;yu-dr of the 'l'ibc*talis). 'I'hat is as much M
to say that tlic Nu-khi brought thr nanlt. of Sa-&lo, of thcir Icgends, with
thcm to tlicbir ncw honlr.
North of thc villrlgc of ])ti-gkv (Ytk-lutig-ts'un lltj{!(,J) thcrc is situatc*d a t
tllc foot of tlic snow rangc H tclrnl)lcdcclicatccl to thc god or sj~iritof thr- rung@,
Sa-cldo (1'1.~~1.~
6 I ) . ' 1 ' 1 ~ t chnll)lc,which wlis const ructcd during t hc '1"ung
dytiast y (618 913), uc.tuc~llyby tlic Nuti-c-huo King I-mou-hsun I)t-twccn 784
and 785, is kliown us the 1'c.i-yo hliilo lkt,blb (('l'cml~lc
of thc* North sacrcci
Mountain). 'l'raclition rclatcs thut thcrc wcBrct h r c ~brotlirrs, who cumc8 origiriully fro111 tlic rcgioli of Gyi-uw-(lii, tllc ('liilic~sc~
('hiu-k'uati-ti ~ J I Ia l & . l l
'l'lic spirit of Sn-ddo, tllc youngchst,c i ~ l l (Sn-tllanl
~l
by tllc 'l'ibrtuns who know
Li-cliiung only by that numc, wus said to havr livid o n thr- wcstcrn slolw-sof
t IIV rtltig(b,uniong tlw clilTs ant1 crags of Gko-20-10. I Iis cldcst brot lirr, Awwila-whu (A-wu-whu) clwc~llcdin a cavinrrlso on the w c ~ t ~ ~slopc,
r t i now kriown
as 'l"ai-tzu tung .A f(i(iCiJ. Ilis srcond brotlirr wc~scallcd 1.n-gk!.i-In-khu and
clwr~llcdon 11 bll~.(.limountui~ic.allccl Nu-tlgyu-whu in ],it-shih-pa 4lj
to
thc wcst of 1,i-chiulig (sce ('linptcr V1, 7, on '1"ni-tzu tung). Of t h history
~
or
lcgcwtls of liis two brothcrs nothing is appnrc~ntlyknown, for I coul(l lititl no
nlc~ltiotlof thc~rnin Cllitlosc rcc.ortls, utld wllrit II~LS~ C C I Irrblntcd of thr~111;rl,ovi*
I hnvc rcccivc.d from old Nn-khi pibasants by word of mouth.
'I'lic Na-khi Sn-tldo is a tlatiotinl licro on whom cmpcrors Ilavib conferred titles.
l'he I'ci-yo 'I'cmplc ma~~rrscripf.
-- I n the Pei-yo 'l'rml,lc is prcscrvcd a manuscript which tt.119 of tllc Icgcntls of Sn-(](lo,which I t r a ~ l s l n there
~ in full. 'I'lle
lcgcncls nrc followcd by numerous prrrycrs to tllc spirit of SR-cldoand Ia\idutory
exprcssions. IIc is called the crcntor of the univcrsc, thc dcfcndcr of pcace,
prolcctor against cnlnmitirs such as lircs, lloocls, plngucs and wars. IIc is
culogizcd by sayitlg that his powcr is as high as l<cavctl, his light shirlcs like
lightning, his mouth spits iirc, and his appcarancc is as white as snow. His

La,

Tlrc S~rprrlr~rnrc~rr
I,@ of,/(;rstrrof Litrg (IQJJ), p. a ~ ofootnote
,
I . 'I'hc placw she lnentions
arc actunlly in Yiln-no11 nnd not situnted nortli of the present Chinese province of
Ytln~inn.

'0

5'.

Tliis is tlie Tilatan rQya-sic
I t mn~l)riscrthe centrnl lmrt of 13astcr11Tiht. 'I'llc limi t o[
~ Illis c o ~ ~ ~ i[ tI r~ yC~ivrliws lkoad bund of 60 nlilcs from north to south, stretching cnstward Isom E;rrst Naucliliuklu~,i n lotigiti~rlcol0 40', to llle wrvtcrn confines of the prinriplity
of Clilni ~ n d o(('lilit~b-nitlo),c.irc,cz loligit udc gOO a s ' 15. 11.v fnr t llc nir~jor portion of t hc people
within tl~c1.cgio111)rolcns tlic lllilr crrcd. 'I'lic (iyrr-din tril~csnrc nlso cullcd Khyung-po-pa,
niainly I)rn~uscon(*01 tlicir tlritica is thc liliyilri (c;aru3a). I n thc N[t-klii religion the
Corudn plays nn in~l>ol*lont
rolc, hc is cnllcd by 1 ielil 'I"kl1y11,or l ) t u - ~ ~ ' EKllyu-tlkhyu,
r
tlint is, " llir Kl1g11 t'lrl~~.u
us \vliitc 118 11 CUI~CI~."
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appetite is such that he can consume three animals daily. Many years ago a
fire laid waste the temple of Sa-ddo and the clay figure (PLATE62) representing
Sa-ddo was damaged. Embedded in the clay figure was found a manuscript,
only parts of which were decipherable; these were copied and kept by the
caretaker of the temple. Excerpts of this manuscript were printed in the Lichiang fu chih lireh (1743) Vol. F , ch. 6, fol. 46b. I t represents part of the
legend and historical notes entitled:
INTRODUCTORY NOTE T O T H E ESrl'EEMED PRAYERS OF T H E
GREAT SACRED SNOWY STONE O F T H E PEI-YO TEMPLE, ON
WHICH WAS CONFERRED BY IMPERIAL DECREE THE HONORARY T I T L E O F T I N G K V O A N-PA N G C H I N G T I 2
$li$t~ic
(AUSPICIOUS GOD O F NATIONAL PEACE)

mz

"In the reign of the Emperor Tai Tsung .It and the period Ta-li
(766-779) of the T'ang dynasty, I-mou-hsiin, appointed by Imperial order king
of the Nan-chao Kingdom, conferred on thee the most respectful title of
Ta-sheng Pei-yo ling-kuo an-pang-ching-ti -I<-%;lk q',
$15 :;+ (Great
sacred Pei-yo, auspicious god of national peace).22 Originally, thy spirit descended to us from the land of Chia-k'uan-li ~ J H 1.h.2Y Thy body was covered with white armour; thy head wore a white helmet; thy hand held a white
spear; beneath thy feet thou didst ride a white horse. Thou camest from the
north-west direction. On arrival a t the border of our district, thy bchavior
was quite unusual. At that time there lived a king, to whom thou didst say,
'You should offer sacrifice to me, and you will then be greatly benefited by it.
However, every day I require a sacrifice of three animals.'
"That king did as he was bidden, but no benefit came to him. His wife
privately murmured, saying, 'Since this man came to our kingdom, all our
cattle are being consumed. Now we see nothing good has happened to us.
What profit have we obtained by offering sacrifice to him?' Meanwhile, the
god appeared to the king, and said, 'Your family worships me, and I intended
that half the kings of the whole world should reverence you as their king. Why
have you murmured, and said that all your cattle were going to be consumed?
Now I am going back to Yii-lung Shan. All the cattle and the paper money
you have offered to me, will be returned to you with honor.' After so saying,
he disappeared like a whirlwind. All the animals and paper money, which the
king had offered to him, were returned in their original condition, and were

a;c

22

I n the Li-chiang Records, Vol. T, ch. 6, fol. 46b, it states that when Emperor Shih Tsu

Ik KBi of the Mongol dynasty (Hu-pi-lieh &, !.8 g!!, or Kublai Khan) attacked Ta-li coming

from Li-chiang, he conferred on the white rock which represents the god or spirit Sa-ddo
.R .;ti.
the name of Hsueh-shih Pei-yo an-pang-ching-li 3 f i At: ifl Z Jl!
23 Chia-k'uan-ti is the Chinese transcription of the Na-khi name, Gya-aw-dii. A literal
translation of the name means "water collect land," the word gya really standing for gyi,
water. The character $11 is read by the Na-khi, gya or gyu, and is always used in transcribing such syllables in Na-khi names. The character k'uan has been selected not for its phonetic value, but for its meaning, of vast, spacious, truly descriptive of the region. The
DAS(Journey to Lhasa and CenTibetans call it the Gya-de, according to SARATCHANDRA
tral Tibel, p. 2 0 5 ) , which extends from the high road of Nagchhukha to Hsi-ning E% in
Kan-su. (See note 21, page 193.)
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even multiplied tenfold. All the people were much surprised a t this, and none
of them could explain its meaning. Thenceforth that kingdom became weaker
day by day. Its people then began to understand that the stranger was a god,
and they realized that their repentance came too late.
"In the meantime, the same stranger appeared in a dream to hlai-tsung
and said, ' Mai-tsung, Mai-tsung, my name is San-to 2 $ [Sa-ddo,
Sa-tham]. I was originally the spirit of the northern regions. I come from
the land of Chia-k'uan-ti for the purpose of helping you in your battles. You
are an upright southerner and have expressed your sincere desire to benefit
your kingdom. Whenever you go to battle, I shall come to help you. Don't
be double-minded.' After saying these words, he changed himself into a white
musk-deer, and was gone like a whirlwind.
"Thenceforth, every time that Mai-tsung was on the battlefield, there appeared suddenly a man, of stalwart demeanor, who was dressed in white
armour, wore a white helmet, held a white spear in his hand, and, mounted on
a white horse, rushed furiously in the front line of battle. When the fighting
was crowned with victory, there would come a whirlwind, and a great rainstorm, casting so deep a shadow over the whole land that nothing could be
seen. Later on, the same man would occasionally appear in the magistrate's
yamen, and secretly assist Mai-tsung
"Again, a t certain times there appeared and disappeared a white muskdeer in the valleys of the Yu-lung Shan. When Mai-tsung went hunting, he
saw it, and would let his hunting dogs fly after it. They would chase it till the
midday meal, when it would disappear, and nothing more would be seen of it.
This happened repeatedly. The musk-deer could be neither caught or trapped,
nor could its track be discovered. However, one day his hounds stopped and
surrounded a white stone, which surprised all the people very much, and they
wondered. They then lifted this white stone on to their backs, but it was as
light as paper. However, half-way down the mountain, they put it on the
ground, and rested a little while. Afterwards, they found that it suddenly had
become as heavy as 1,000catties, and they could not move it a t all. Meanwhile, they took some rice and garlic out of their travelling-bags, and offered
it as a sacrifice to the stone, and prayed saying, 'Here is not the right place
for a spirit to stay. We wish your weight would become light again.' I t then
actually became as light as before. Once more they carried it on their backs
to the place where the present temple has been built, and there it again became
so heavy that nobody could lift it.
"After the temple was completed, the Mu family became very prosperous;
their territory became very extensive; all tribes turned in allegiance to them;
all people were content with their lot. So numerous were the sacrifices to this
rock that there was no moment when offerings were not being made. During
the time when Kublai Khan, the Emperor Shih Tsu t!!rfii of the Yuan dynasty,
personally led his troops to conquer Ta-li, the spirit of this white rock often
came to help him in battle, therefore he conferred on it by an Imperial order
the honorary title of Ta-sheng hsiieh-shih Pei-yo ting-kuo an-pang-cliing-ti A 2

?&$z

364kqBZ M Z$l5-j;td$?.

Mai-tsung is identical with Mou-pao A-tsung, second of the Na-khi chiefs, who ruled in
Li-chiang during the reign of the Emperor Li Tsung Uflh (1225-1264).

24
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The Pei-yo Temple. -The Pei-yo Temple is of Chinese architecture, with
nothing to distinguish it from other temples. Over the main entrance are four
large wooden tablets with the following characters engraved on them: En pPu
San-to ,%, $l,XZ $ = Gracious all-pervading San-to (Sa-ddo). The characters
were written by the Na-khi calligrapher Huang Ch'i-hsi A#J)Fa a native of
Pai-sha-kai. The building is in bad repair, and often Tibetan families live in
its spacious but ruined courts. In the main court is a huge bronze incenseburner (presented by the Mu family in the Ming Wan-li period (157~-161~),
in which worshippers burn pieces of juniper wood as offerings to Sa-ddo. 1 h e
main figure in the central shrine, behind a screen, is a sitting statue of Sa-ddo
with a black beard, very much like some of the Chinese gods; the two female
62).
figures represent: on his left his wife, on his right his corlcubine (PLATE
Over the central shrine are two pien-lien
or horizontal inscriptions tablet.
The upper one reads: Yu-hsien fu-te @ iylliltj;;! (Show favor to the worthy and
aid the virtuous). The lower one bears only two characters Hsueh-liang 5 &
(Bright as snow). To the left of the central altar on which Sa-ddo sits enthroned stands a square, box-like shrine, black with age and soot. In it is the
figure of a hunter, Aw-bpu gkaw-dti by name. His aspect is that of a fierce
dog charging, upright, but with body bent forward and wearing a spiked helmet. Tradition relates that it was he who carried from the mountain the white
stone, on which the figure of Sa-ddo now sits.
After bad dreams people will come before Aw-bpu gkaw-dti's shrine and,
prostrating themselves, beseech him not to send such dreams - although a
good look a t the figure in the black shrine is enough in itself to cause them, so
fierce and ferocious is its expression. He is said to have been Mai-tsung's
hunter. He was a native of Du-gkv mbe-gkyi, a small Na-khi hamlet to the
south-west of Dii-gkv, a t the foot of the southern spur of the snow range. His
descendants used to take care of the temple until recently, when they were
barred by the Mu family, who listened to slander spread by bad elements of
Du-gkv village.
I n the two lateral buildings flanking the outer court, embedded in the
crumbling walls, are two marble stones, one dating back to 1535 and inscribed
by the Na-khi chief Mu Kung (1494-1553)) the other to 1748, giving an account of the miraculous deeds and apparition of Sa-ddo.
The firsf memorial stone. - This stone (dated I 535) reads as follows :
"Record of rebuilding temple of Pei-yo, the North sacred Mountain.
"The North sacred Mountain is another name for the Jade-dragon, the snow
mountain. This majestic snow mountain is a great spectacle to the whole of
Yun-nan. Its spirit or vapor is godly. When the vapor is clear, the spirit
manifests itself supernaturally. When the spirit is miraculous, the people become heroic. Now our Mu family has hereditarily guarded Li-chiang. Is this
not due to the endowment of the sacred mountain and the nourishment of the
spirit? Oh! Glorious is the sacred mountain! I t is covered with snow
throughout the four seasons and stands like a piece of jade 10,ooo jen ;!;.ifl
high. Is this not a spectacle for the whole of Yun-nan to look a t ?
of Tai Tsung jL'$ of the great
"In the 14th year of the period Ta-li
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T'ang dynasty (779). I-mou-hsun '' removed to the town of Yang-chien-chii
*@ fi 26 and changed the name of the year to Shang-yiian. I t was not until
the latter part of the Ming dynasty that the name of Pei-yo (North sacred
Mountain) was bestowed on the Jade-dragon. He is prayed to under the
name of 'Auspicious god spirit of Yo.'
"Therefore a temple was built a t the foot of the mountain. When the
chiefs, oflicials, and peasants humbly worshipped in the temple, the god was
always efficacious and answered every prayer. The temple stood majestically,
its hall high and deep, in a dense forest, striking awe in everybody who beheld
it. All people made obeisance to the god. In the year i-wei 2% of Chiaching of the Ming dynasty (1535), our prefect Mu Kung, having perceived a
supernatural vision, engaged workmen to rebuild the temple, making everything look as new. This was only achieved through the devoted sincerety of
our Prince.
"Oh! sacred god! Bless our people, defend our territory and protect the
descendants of the Mu family for hundreds of thousands of years, so that they
may continue to worship thee just as we do in the present day."
"Written on an Auspicious Day in the Spring,
By the Prefect Mu Kung "
The second memorial stone. -This stone, dating from 1748, is entitled:
Tablet recording the dedication of sacrificial fields of the Pei-yo Temple:
"The snow mountain stands straight through the clouds. [Clothed] with
perpetual snow, it is the most wonderful view in Yun-nan. I t is well known
that this mountain has been miraculous. Since the name Pei-yo was conferred upon it by the Yiian dynasty, the border region has been glorified by the
presence of another Heng Shan +@III [the author means the North sacred
mountain of Shansi]. I n the Ming dynasty the Mu family was appointed by
the Throne as hereditary lords of the land, to guard this territory and to be
responsible for the offering of sacrifices in the temple in recognition of military
exploits. I t is traceable from tradition that the power of the god was often
relied upon in the defense and development of the territory. The present
I-mou-hsiin the sixth ruler of the Nan-chao Kingdom, ascended the throne a t the age of
24 in the 13th year of Ta-li (778) and the following year changed the title of his reign to
Chien-lung H 1 and afterwards to Shang-yuan k %. The inscription states that this happened in the 14th year of Tai Tsung; now the 14th year of Ta-li commenced on January
zznd, 779, and did not end until February rzth, 780; so it is possible, as no definite date is
given, that it could have been in the beginning of 780. His capital was the present Ta-li.

e6

This is synonymous with Yang-chu-mieh *=@ and Yang-chien, which is the present
Ta-li.
L7 I t was the custom, even to the present time, for the ruling T'u-ssu (chief) of the Na-khi
to come to the Pei-yo Temple on the 8th day of the second moon to worship Sa-ddo. I n
olden days when the Na-khi chiefs were the native prefects of Li-chiang, and they came to
the temple to worship, none of the peasants were allowed to remain in the neighborhood,
still less in the temple. I t is believed that Sa-ddo was born in the sheep year, and so on a
sheep day in the second moon the Na-khi peasants flock to the temple by the thousand.
Much wine is drunk and many brawls ensue, as gambling takes place on that day.
P6

He was born in 1494, began his rule in 1527 and died in 1553.
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Emperor made the frontier region a c u l t u r e d place, and changed the tribespeople to a c u l t u r e d race. J u s t a n d u p r i g h t officials followed o n e another.
A city wall and offices were built, f a r m i n g and p l a n t i n g of mulberry trees were
encouraged. If rain impeded work, or a d r o u g h t b r o u g h t h a r d s h i p o n t h e
farmers, the god was a l w a y s beneficent whenever p r a y e r s were offered. A
rule was therefore made to sacrifice to h i m in the s p r i n g a n d a u t u m n i n token
of the people's i n d e b t e d n e s s to the deity.
"I am a mediocre a n d rustic native. In the reign of K'ang-hsi, in t h e winter
of chi-hai Z-$(1719)' I w a s u n d e r o r d e r s of Governor C h i a n g & to lead t h e
n a t i v e troops and follow the v a n g u a r d of Lieutenant-general W u Y u n g flidt
to Chung-tien to ascertain the condition of the road. I n the year of keng-tzu
By-( 1 7 2 0 ) ~ I was promoted to second c a p t a i n . I led more t h a n 500 native
soldiers to follow Lieutenant-general W u W u
i n the western campaign
a n d approached Lo-lung-tsung ?fii$&%.
T h e n a n Imperial decree w a s received to the effect that the i n s u r g e n t s be pacified a l o n g the highway between
Ch'a-wa-kang %& 29 and K u n g - p u 1f i ; that roads be b u i l t a n d that food
supplies be escorted. Upon the r e t u r n of the troops I had a boat-bridge m a d e
at the M u - l u *4$ ferry.
" I n the s p r i n g of ckia-ch'en
( I 724) of the reign of Yung-cheng, I was
i n s t r u c t e d by governor Kao & to lead the native troops to co-operate with
.i&.30 whence
C o m m a n d e r Ho Ik;b in a d v a n c i n g westward as far as Chia-lang
w e were o r d e r e d to proceed to Ch'a-wa-peng I @ @ fjrj [and] Ta-pa-shu #T C
to deal w i t h the rebels. After the rebel chieftain Chia-sung-weng ~ J I $I2: $$ a n d
his followers were executed, I moved back to Ch'a-mu-tao e*X.31 I n t h e
(1725), I was promoted garrison commander
a u t u m n of the year i-ssu Z

a-%

e

Lo-lung-tsung if$ P(R)R (in Tibetan Lho Dzong $ 2 or
~Lho-rong Dzong gfq&)is the
farthest west that Ho Kuo-chu, our tribal captain, penetrated with his Na-khi troops. I t is
on the main highway to Lha-sa from Chha-mdo (Ch'ang-tu B B ) and west and south of the
Salween (the Salween flows here east and then south). Ch'a-wa-kang is to the east of Lolung-tsung 730 li distant. From A-tun-tzu in the extreme north-west of Yiin-nan to Ch'awa-kang is a distance of 1,188 li.
The territory of Kung-pu is south-east of Chiang-ta E S, the present T'ai-chao AM. I t
is under the control of a T'u-ssu (chief) and is west of the old Tibet - Hsi-k'ang border, and
north of the Ya-ru-tsang-po (Ya-ru-gtsang-po), the Chinese Ya-lu-tsang-pu Chiang Jl(if3
e9;fi a,which becomes the Brahmaputra.
The Mu-lu ferry our captain mentions is identical with the Mu-lung *flL of the maps.
I t is on the left bank of the O-i River 373 m, the Ui Chhu (written Dbui Chhu) of the
Tibetans, a tributary of the Salween in the south-easternmost province of Tibet, Tsha-warong ;
:
a .
30 The IIsi-(sang T'ung-lan E
B, fols. 117b-I ~ g a gives
,
the stages from A-tun-tzu to
Ch'a-wa-kang: A-tun-tzu to Mereshii (Mei-li-shu %!!iM), 160 li; thence to Chia-lang,
230 li; thence to Pi-t'u a%, 1 2 0 li, and to Ch'a-wa-kang, 678 li, a total of 1,188 li. One
road leads from Chung-tien, Yiin-nan, to Tibet via Peng-tzu-lan, Ch'a-wa-peng and Lolung-tsung.
31 Ch'a-mu-tao is identical with Ch'a-mu-to @*&, or Ch'ang-tu
[its ancient names
were K'o-mu @ * and K'ang El, the Tibetan Chhab-mdo (Confluence of [two] waters).
I t is situated in the triangle formed by the two branches of the Mekong; the eastern branch
and the western branch Ang-ch'u Ho 5 %PJ, the word ho
is called Tsa-ch'u Ho &%Nil,
(stream) is superfluous, for the word ch'u is equivalent to chhu, the Tibetan for river. They
are the Dza Chhu and Ngom Chhu of the Tibetans, the former being the real Mekong and
the latter a tributary. South of the confluence, in Yiin-nan, the river is called La Chhu.
29
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and had charge of the regular troops. I had hardly withdram the t m p s when
the governor's order again came in ping-w fiq (1726) that I lead troops to
follow Brigadier-general Nan & in taking up the garrison post a t Ch'a-mutao. We did not return until the summer of the year chi-)y( EJL (1729).
"In the autumn of the year keng-hsu && (1730)' Governor Ngo [0]3
started a campaign to extirpate the insurgent Lo 4% [Lo-lo] of Wu-tung ,es
[Wu-meng (Chao-t'ung) and Tung-ch'uan are meant], and I was again ordered
to coijperate with Commander Chang % a t Tung-ch'uan and to recapture
Ch'iao-chia 6'3.32
We pursued the rebels to the Niu-lan Chiang
where we built a bridge and crossed a t night. We reached Wu-meng ,($@
and Lu-tien 35
and captured the rebel chief Weng Chii-tsu gE$ and
others. After that our troops were stationed a t Tung-ch'uan until the spring
of hsin-hai +g (1731)' when we returned.
"During the autumn of the yearjen-tsu
(1732), Governor Kao ordered
me to lead the native troops to follow Brigadier-general Yang # to proceed
to Hsin-p'ing %-T36 to capture fortresses. We searched the mountains and
fought the rebels a t Man-kan-pa .1Paf-Q; 37 and defeated them. In the winter
I was again ordered to mobilize troops to coijperate with Major Ha I* in marching down to Ssu-mao !$,% and Pu-erh
We advanced to Chiu-lungchiang k5-Il.i-L39 and attacked Meng-lieh &kX!! 40 and La-tsung RE@. We
a t last captured the lairs of the robbers. I t was not until the autumn of the
next year that we returned in triumph.
"Now, incompetent as I am, I have been frequently cited for military exploits in the South-west. These could not have been accomplished had it not
been for the prestige of the country and the bravery of the tribal troops. When
we slept during snowy nights, using our spears for pillows. or when we attacked fortresses on a malarial river, the god was said to have appeared a t our

+mrI,a

+$,,a

e.iN.38

Tung-ch'uan is in eastern Yiin-nan and Ch'iao-chia in the Tung-ch'uan district, is situated
on the east bank of the Yangtze which here forms the border between Yun-nan and Taliang Shan kfl1.4,
the independent Lo-lo country in Ssu-ch'uan.
32

33 The Niu-lan Chiang forms the border between the Tung-ch'uan and Chao-t'ung magistracies in eastern Yun-nan. The river has its source near Yang-lin H& and flows into the
Yangtze near Hsiao-niu-lan + I .
Wu-meng is the present Chao-t'ung. It was thus called in the T'ang dynasty (618-906)
and was inhabited by Man or Lo-lo tribespeople. In the Ming dynasty it was called Wumeng fu and belonged to Ssu-ch'uan. It became Yun-nan territory in the fifth year of Yungcheng (1727) and became known as Chao-t'ung in the ninth year (1731).
" Lu-tien is south-west of Chao-t'ung, near a small lake called Ma-ch'ang Hai
36 Hsin-p'ing is directly north of Yuan-chiang ZU, south-west of K'un-ming.
Man-kan-pa, also called Man-kan, is north-west of Hsin-p'ing between two spurs of the
Ch'e-ts'ung Mountains @+$I.IJ.
Ssu-mao and Pu-erh are two stages apart in the southern part of Yiin-nan.
39 Chiu-lung-chiang is equivalent to Ch'e-li O ,
!B inhabited by Tai or Shan people on the
Mekong in the Hsip-song-pa-na near the Burmese border.
Meng-lieh is on the Mekong, but in Burmese territory and north of Meng (Muang) Hsing
in French Laos.
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critical moments, in the form of white horses, and sometimes to have assisted
us with supernatural banners and soldiers. There werc countless occasiolls
when the god manifested his miraculous power. When we fought the rebels
close to their lairs a t La-tsung, they tried to assail our camps a t night. They
said themselves that they were prevented from approaching our camps by a
a god with a long beard and round eyes, leading ferocious beasts around the
camps.
"There were many Chinese as well as tribal so!diers in our ranks who also
saw the miracle. They unanimously realize that it was the appearance of the
god of the sacred mountain. I am further convinced that what I had heard
was not inaccurate after all.
"When the heavenly soldiers saved our people from floods and drought,
there was already established the practice of regular worship in the temple.
I myself have been sheltered on numerous occasions, so how can I forget the
kindness of the god? I therefore dedicate to him two fields adjacent to the
bordering on K'ai-mai
temple. The fields are situated in Shan-jen-li 111 A
42 on the east, the field of Ho Ts'e-pao $Pfl#'fl
[Ho-mbi5-bo is the Nakhi name] on the south, and to the rear of the field of Ho Pao-shan $ f l ? f ~ I ~on
the north-west. Every year the amount of 0.034 silver taels shall be paid to
the priest H o Ti-chu $Pifi f# [this is a transcription of the Na-khi name,
Ho-ddii-dzu] of the temple. The fields shall be cultivated and the proceeds
therefrom shall be spent in keeping lamps (lighted) in the temple. I n this way
the illustrious virtue of the god may be perpetuated with the snow mountain.
"Written on an auspicious day in the spring in the 13th year of mou-ch'en fi
in the reign of Ch'ien-lung of the Great Ch'ing dynasty (17~8)."
"Reverently written by H o Kuo-CHU $am$$, of the Prefecture of
Li-chiang, second captain of the tribal troops, promoted one rank for
meritorious military services and with two Records of Merit."
This translation shows how far the Na-khi troops were sent under their
officers to fight, not only in the snow mountains of Tibet, but also in the malarial regions of Burma, and in the eastern and southern-most parts of Yiinnan.

" The words Shan-jen-li are a transcription of the Na-khi name, Ssaw-zhi-llu.
42

This is a transcription of the Na-khi words, K'a map

=

the tail-end of the ravine.

CHAPTER I11

I.

THE KARMA-PA SECT AND ITS HIERARCHS

The Karma-pa, a sub-sect of the Kargyu-pa, founded about the middle of
the twelfth century, look upon rDo-rje hChhang as their supreme deity. He
is regarded as a reflex of Buddha himself. He is the metamorphosis of Indra
and is called Vajradhara in Sanskrit. Directly inspired by rDo-rje hChhang
was Ti-lo-pa (Tai-lo-pa), who had Na-ro-pa as disciple. Thence followed
Mar-pa, who was the teacher of the famous Mi-la (Mi-la-ras-pa, pronounced
Mi-la-re-pa), the Cotton-clad. Mar-pa was born in 1010 (Bacot in La Vie de
Marpa, p. 2, n. I , gives 993 as the year of his birth and 1081 as that of his death) ;
Mi-la-re-pa was born in 1038 and died in 1122.
His disciple was Dwags-po. This latter's disciple was Dus-gsum mKhyen-pa
who became the actual founder of the Karma-pa sect. He was born in I 109
and died in I 192.
There have been 15 incarnations, including the present one, of Dus-gsum
mKhyen-pa (pronounced Dii-sum khyen-pa).
Dus-gsum mKhyen-pa's disciple was hGro-mgon Ras-chhen; the latter's
disciple was spun-brag-pa.
The first incarnation but second head of the Karma-pa sect was Karma-pazhi (1203-1282) ; he was invited by Kublai Khan to China. His disciple was
mKhas-grub U-rgyan-pa (the abbot writes A-rgyan-pa.)
The second incarnation was Rang-byung rDo-rje (1283-1338) ; he was the
third head of the Karma-pa Church. He was invited to Peking by the Emperor Tohan Timur, Shun Ti 11R.8, or Hui Tsung % % (1333-1367). The
third incarnation was Rol-pai rDo-rje (1339-1382); he was the fourth head;
the fifth head (fourth incarnation) was De-bzhin-gshegs-pa (1383-1415); in
the abbot's list he is called De-bzhin-shes-pa; he was invited to China by the
the sixth head was
Ming Emperor Ch'eng Tsu f i I$H (Yung-lo 1~0~-1424);
mTshong-wa Don-ldan ; the seventh head Chhos-grags-r Gya-mtsho ; the eighth
Rang-byung mTsho-skyes; the ninth Mi-bskyod rDo-rje; the tenth Chhos
dbyings rDo-rje; the eleventh Ye-shes rDo-rje; the twelfth Byang-chhub rDorje; the thirteenth bDun-hdul rDo-rje; the fourteenth Theg-mchhog rDo-rje
and the fifteenth mKhah-khyab rDo-rje.
The sixteenth head but fifteenth incarnation of Dii-sum Khyen-pa was
found nearly a decade ago. His name is Rod-pas rDo-rje pronounced ROpe-dor-je.
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Herewith is the succession tree of the Karma-pa hierarchs, including rq incarnations as given to me by the abbot of the Yti-feng Ssu
Karma-pa
Lamasery of Li-chiangS2

2The list must be read from left to right; all names not occurring among those of the sixlecn hierarchs are those of their disciples. l'he final syllablc Iri is not part of the name, but
represents the genitive.
Chhos-kyi-hbyung-gnas, he was the Guru Karma-pa who camc to 1,i-chiang; see p.
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2. TWO FAMOUS CURU

'

In the Wei-hsi Wen-chien lu NLIJL~IMJL& we are told that, "There are 13
different sccts of the Red Lama Church ('Hung-chiao la-ma ~T.BP@JI$#]
and
that of thesc only one is to be found in Wei-hsi,= namely, the KO-ma M,!!;
(Karma-pa) sect. This latter sect has five heads, or chief lamas, who are
known as the Wu-pao li'R (Five treasures). They are reborn in Tibetan
territory through successive transmigrations; in all more than ten generations
~
are thus called Huo-fu
now have appcarcd without danger of e x t i n c t i ~ n .l'hey
flrjfd(; (Living Ijuddhas)." 'l'here are in Wci-hsi five monasteries composed of
800 Red sect lamas, who adhere to the rules of the KO-ma Ssu-pao la-ma &
,!; IJLIITP#IJ~$
(Lama of the four treasures of the Karma-pa sect). We read
further that "the adherents of the Karma-pa sect are mainly Mo-so. Among
them strifc bccomcs daily more common, as the Yellow lamas oppress them
considerably. . . ." During the Ming dynasty it was the Red lamas who oppressed the Yel10w.~
La-ma Shun-chih-shih. - In thc same work we read (fol. rqb) about Shanchih-shih i(;i$~~;:i@
lama, who was a Kao ti-tzu dl;
Y: ((Exalted disciple or
Sthavira) of thc Karma-pa Ssu-pao lama. His previous births and incarnations, howcvcr, are not known. He was born in the year chi mao 2411 of
the Ch'ien-lung period (1759) in the village of Liu-ts'un 7;'A.J. in the family of
ncfore his birth the wife
the Mo-so interpreter, Wang Yung-shan 1 , .
of Wang Yung-shan dreamed that the brightness of the sun illuminated her
chest, the warmth so pcnetrating that she could not be awakened. Afterwards Shan-chih-shih was born. His appearance was remarkably beautiful
and had no rcscmblance to a Mo-so. When hc sat down on thc ground he
crossed his legs Buddha-fashion; he could also speak, and he said to his mother,
"The ancicnt homeland of your son is cold, but it produces apricots, raisins
and p'u-lu [the red woolen cloth woven by the Tibetans]. I cannot offer you
anything now to mark this rebirth which I owe to you, my mother, but after
a few years I shall be ablc to make you rich." His mother undcrstood nothing
of the reign of Ch'ien-lung (1767),
of this discourse. In the year ling hai the Ssu-pao lama ordered a number of lamas to take with them gold, silver,
horses and mulcs to the value of 700 (02.) of gold, and travel to the home of
Wang Y ung-shan.

1-x

' The Wci-hsi Wen-chien lu is to be found in the

Yan-nan Pci-cheng chih 3E d #B !R l of
which it forms the 18th chapter. The part concerning the lama sects occurring in Yiin-nan
is to be found also in the YUn-nun T'unl-chih, ch. 204, Nan-man chih @di and Chung.ien 4in A , 6, fols. 13a-19a.

' This lama sect has also settled in Li-chiang and other parts of western YUn-nan.
This was written about 1769, as the author, YU Ch'ing-yuan 4t @ a, resided at that time
in the yamen of Wei-hsi during his elder brother's incumbency as ruler of that district.

'

In one of a set of six Chinese illustrated tribal albums in my library there is one plate
rcpresenting the Hsi-tsang Ta-pao with the following statement: "In l'ibet there are the
'l'a-pao, Erh-pao and San-pao who are Huo-fu (Living Buddhas). Out-side 'l'ibet are the
Ssu- and Wu-pao lamas."
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When Shan-chih-shih saw them coming for the purpose of paying their respects to him he was overjoyed. 'l'hc ancient utensils which had served him
in his previous existence he selcctecl from among other objects absolutely
identical and with which they haci been mixetl. When thc Mo-so peasants of
the village of Liu-ts'un bccame aware of this they all camc, hat in hand, to
pay him reverence. Shan-chih-shih, sitting cross-leggcd, Buddha-fashion,
placed his hands on thc heads of those who came to worship him. I-Ic understood and conformed to all thc rules. His lather, Wang Yung-shan, accompanied him on his journey to Tibet. At every stage of the routc, although he
had never passed that way previously, Shan-chih-shih always could describe
in advance the aspects of the mountains and rivers.
Shan-chih-shih is not the personal name of this lama, but translatcd into
Chinese it signifies the degree of his personal nature, namely: Perfect knowledge.
Guru Chhos-kyi hByung-gnus. - Much vcnerated by thc Li-chiang Karma-pa
lamas is a certain Giiru of the Karma-pa sect who, four gcncrations back,
63). T o this day places are still pointed out where
came to Li-chiang (PLATE
he rested during his journey, and in a cave in Yung-ning territory (see p. 396)
his staff is still shown wedged in the rocks of the ceiling. His Tibetan appellation is Chhos-kyi hByung-pas.8 There wcre three incarnations of this
saint, and they are known by the following names: Pad-ma Nyin-byed,O
Pad-ma Kun-bzang l o and Pad-ma clWang-chhen.ll The latter is still alive
and resides in the lamasery called dPal-po gling l2 in Dcge sDe-dge),13 the
Chinese Te-ko .%I$ &.
3.

THE FIVE

KARMA-PA

LAMASERIES AND SMALLER TEMPLES

I t may be said that the Na-khi are unreligious rather than irreligious, yet
a t the same time they are exceedingly superstitious. While this is not the
place to cntcr into a discussion regarding their ancient religion, the preBuddhistic Shamanism, which has survived among them in all its ancient
purity, yet it must be remarked in connection with the history of the Karma-pa
sect in Li-chiang, that the Na-khi are adherents of none of the various religious
sects which have tried to obtain a foothold in Li chiang, and this is also true
for the Christian religion. Religion is with them a matter of outward behavior or "face," rather than an inward conviction. At marriages, where in
former days native priests (sorcerers) officiated, to-day mostly Taoist ceremonies take their place. At funerals, lamas of the Karma-pa sect, as well as
Chinese Buddhist priests, are ernploycd. Thc ancient funeral ceremonies
which were very elaborate are now seldom performed by the Na-khi of
Li-chiang, but are still in vogue in the outlying districts, such as La-pa0
411]'ff, ant1 elsewhere in the Yangtzc valley where Na-khi exclusively are settled.
are adherents
Some of the Na-khi clans, like the Lii-khi of Yung-ning ;j%,
of the Gelug-pa (Yellow reformed lama sect), while those of the Tso-so territory in Ssu-ch'uan arc adherents of a now much degenerated Biin lamaism.

THE FIVE

KARMA-I'A

LAMASERIES AND SMALLER TEMPI-ES
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Among the Yung-ning Lii-khi, a very ancient form of Bijn Shamanism, called
by them Nda-pa, is still practiced. l'he priests wear similar head-dresses to
those worn by the Dto-mba of Li-chiang, but, unlike the latter, they have no
literature and all their prayers, etc., arc chanted from memory. (PLATE
222).
l'he ancient religion of the Li-chiang Na-khi, and that of the Lii-khi or Hlikhin Nda pa of Yung-ning, will be treated in separate publications. We are
here only concerned with Karma-pa lamaism, a late introduction into Lichiang. Excepting the Na-khi who have become lamas, and live in the few
lamaseries in the district, there are few if any followers among the lay population. I t may be said that in Li-chiang they are in a decadent statc and the
number of lamas is constantly decreasing. In the Wei-hsi district are both
sects, the Red Karma-pa, and the Yellow Gelug-pa (dge-lugs-pa) ; the former
preponderates. In the Te-ch'in %$$A (A-tun-tzu I:uJ$k I-) and Pen-tzu-Ian
g~-(-l&]
lamaseries, the lamas who are adherents of the Yellow sect are nearly
all l'ibctans. I t is in the Iicd or Karma-pa lamaseries of the Wci-hsi and Lichiang districts that Na-khi lamas predominate.
In the Li-chiang district proper there are five Karma-pa lamaseries. In
order of importance they are:
I. Chi~h-t'o-linIrl$
Ik+# (Monastery of Emancipation). - This lamasery is
called in Tibetan, 'Og-min-rnam gling l4 (pronounced 0-min-nam-ling), Dur(1621-1627) the name of
ing the reign of the Ming Emperor Hsi Tsung
Fu-kuo Ssu ,fiil\H!$ was bestowed on it by Emperor Hsi ?'sung himself. The
actual date of its founding is not known as it was once destroyed by fire and
all records were burnt with it. I t was said to have been rebuilt in the 12th
year of T'ung-chih (1873) and that 53 years had elapsed between the fire and
the rebuilding of the monastery.
Chieh-t'o-lin was originally founded by the 9th incarnation of Dii-sumkhycn-pa (Dus-gsum mKhyen-pa) whose name was Chhos-dbyings rDo-rje.15
Dii-sum-khyen-pa himself, the founder of the Karma-pa sect, was born in
1109, ordained in 1124, and dicd in I 192.
Before the founding of the lamasery, the land on which it was built was the
execution ground during the rule of the Mu chiefs; later a small Chinese
Buddhist temple was built on the former execution ground. The Na-khi
name of the place was Bbue-na-k'o, written in Chinese Pei-na-k'o jfqd!.
Other names are Nao-tu-lin JJ$\$'1'3 $$ and Wu-mei-nao-tu-lin 3-a
the latter is the Chinese transcription of the Tibetan name. The monastery
is beautifully situated on Chih Shan 2~11,called in Na-khi, Khyu-t'o-llii
Ngyu (PLATE64).
l6
In the Ming dynasty the Ssu-pao LIB lama came from the Ta-pao

R{z

Shortly after Kublai Khan ascended the throne, he invited the very scholarly and wise
nephew and successor of Saskya Pagdita the famous hPags-pa-bLo-gros-rgyal-mtshan
(born in 1234) to China. H e wished to discuss with him the form of government of Tibet
and also the conversion of the Mongols to the Lama Buddhist church. He thereupon appointed him as head of the entire clergy and bestowed on him the titles of King of the Law
in the three realms, venerable Lama and Ta-pao fa-wang k3b!iL 1;-E = King of the great
and precious law (Mahiiratna-dharma-riija). He is usually known in Chinese literature as
lG
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for the protection of the country and the people. They recommended that
silver to the value of over 700 ounces of gold should be collected for the purpose. The Buddhist priest Li Hsiang listened and obeyed and went to all parts
of the country collecting funds. Several years afterwards the foundations were
laid. Magistrate Yuan Chan-ch'eng then gave the temple the name oi Chihyiin Ssu.
Another memorial stone in the lamasery refers to the fields belonging to the
said temple. I t also states that the King of the Law of the Four Treasures Ly
3; gave 2 0 0 taels of :ilver to buv these fields. (They are mainly situated
in the Yangtze valley between Shih-ku and Chu-tien.)
3. Wen-feng Ssu ?L$-.v. -Also called Wen-feng yuan PL. Its Tibetan
name is gSang-sngags-dgah-tshal gling 21 (Lamasery of Secret religious instruction and garden of happiness), pronounced Sang-nga-ga-tshe-ling. This lamasery is situated ten li south-west of Li-chiang a t the foot of Wen-pi Shan gglll,
called in Na-khi, Sa-bpi zhEr nv-lv. In ancient days a temple called Lingshou Ssu BS$=;fi. stood on the site, but later fell into ruins. In the eleventh
year of Yung-cheng (I 733), the Tibetan lama Ka-li-pu GEj 2 417built a hut in
that place. I n the fourth year of Ch'ien-lung (1739) the Ssu-pao la-ma 1141
l!$
of
]I
the
$,
Karma-pa sect came to Li-chiang to prostrate himself before
magistrate Kuan Hsueh-hsuan @&G,22
and to ask him for funds and to
allow the priest Ming Chu DJ]& to solicit contributions from all over the country for the building of the lamasery.
The Yun-nun T'zrng-chih states that the lamasery was rebuilt in the seventh
year of Kuang-hsu (1881).
There is a cave on Wen-pi Shan called Ling tung %$J (Spiritual cave). I t
is related that the Karma-pa lamas crossed the Chin-sha Chiang (Yangtze)
three times in search of a beautiful place before they found the Ling tung,
which they pronounced to be one of the 24 Ling tung of the Nan Chan-pu chou
f@sl5gJ(Southern Jambudvipa) or Southern Continent of the Universe situated south of Mount Meru - as the inhabited world is referred to by Buddhists.
a&

4. P'u-chi Ssu +$.&+
(Lamasery of Universal aid). - Its Tibetan name is
Thiir-pai-lam-hdzin gling 23 (Lamasery of the Keeper of the road to salvation),
pronounced ThRr-pai-lam-dzin ling.
Needless to say it also belongs to the Karma-pa sect and is located 13 li
west of Li-chiang near the village of P'u-ch'i-wa g-kz,called in Na-khi, P'uts'u-wtia, and a short distance south-west of the larger village of Shu-ho, in
Na-khi Shwua-wiia.
This, and the monastery of Chieh-t'o-lin, were destroyed by soldiers during
the Mohammedan rebellion, with the exception of the large gate to the latter
monastery.

He was a native of An-fu G ii- in Chiang-hsi. He became chin-ssu (Metropolitan graduate) in the year 1718, and in the first year of Ch'ien-lung (1736) was appointed magistrate
of Li-chiang.

22
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The head lama of P'u-chi Ssu belonged to the Ho family 8 1 l C of P'u-chi
village ;'P.i~ff$.l-. His name was Lo $#. He was middle-aged when he became
a lama. His nephew, also a lama, by name Tien &, was greatly revcrcnced
by thc Ssu-pao lama of the Karma-pa sect. He was told that in his previous
existence he was a Lo-han ,#;% (Arhat), and that if it pleased him he should
build the lamasery on the mountain, behind the village of P'u-chi. Xlany
mendicant priests became his disciples. He died a t the age of 80. After three
years, the Ssu-pao lama said he would be reborn in the same family. Later
lamas enquired and found the child. When he was six years old they brought
him to P'u-chi Ssu. At the age of tcn he was taken to Tibet to study the
Tibetan classics while the priests looked carefully after him. IVhen hc had
finished his studies he returned to P'u-chi Ssu and became its abbot.
Although no exact date of the building of P'u-chi Lamasery is recorded it
must have been during the reign of Ch'ien-lung. Both the priest Lo and his
nephew Tien studied a t Fu-kuo Ssu in the beginning of Ch'ien-lung. Lo was
asked by mendicant priests of the Ssu-pao lama to become head of thc Fu-kuo
Ssu, but this he refused and said he would build his own lamasery. This he
built on the mountains of La-shi. This seems to contradict the records of
Chih-yiin Ssu, where it states that it was built by the priest Li Hsiang and
others, unless he is included under "and others." In the P'u-chi Ssu rccords
it states definitely that Lo $ l j - ~ \ I ~ ~ & j < ~ ; I : & ~ f l!2+ #"complcted
~'~.
on Lashih mountain the large Buddhist monastery which is now Chih-yiin Ssu." I t
is possible that Li Hsiang was the first to collect funds, but that he was only
enabled to lay the foundations, and that later in the Ch'ien-lung period it was
completed by Lo.
P'u chi Ssu, as stated, must have been built after the eighth year of Ch'ien~
liieh,
lung, as it is the only lamasery not mentioned in the Li-chiang j z chih
which was published in the eighth year of Ch'ien-lung (1743).
5. Yii-jeng Ssu 3Z&$
(Jade peak Lamasery). - Its Tibetan name is
bKra-shis -chhos-hphel gling,2"ronounced Tra-shi-chho-phe ling.
I t is situated on the eastern slopes of the Li-chiang snow range to the west
of the village of Yu-lung-ts'un s$L4;.]. (Du-gkv) and the temple of Sa-ddo
(Sa-tham). I t was built during the Ming dynasty, probably during the Wan-li
period (1573-1619). NO memorial stones are extant in the temple grounds and
the lamasery shelters now only seven or eight priests. I t has an incarnation,
or Huo-fu, who is now in Tibet, but they have no money to bring him back.
Most of the lamas were addicted to opium and they are nearly all on the last
rung of the ladder.
Yu-feng Ssu is really beautifully situated on the slopes of the snow range,
embedded in a forest of old Pinus Armandi trees (Yun-nan white pines). A
lovely little pond, encircled by huge trees, is in front of the main entrance to
the temple. The latter itself is in a most dilapidated condition. I t is the home
of rats, whose excrements lie inches deep in the building and on the scats,
testifying that the lamas very rarely occupy them in praying as the rules require. I n the upper story of the main temple, dangerous to visit on account
of the decayed condition of the floor and ceiling, is a small library, the books
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wrapped in dusty silks, a picture of neglect. I t is, in fact, the most forlorn
and forsaken lamasery I know of.
An-lo Chi-hsiang lin Z#?i$lM. -This lamasery, which is unknown to
me, is called in Tibetan bKra-shis-spro-bde gling 2G pronounced Tra-shi-tro-<le
ling (Monastery spreading happiness and bliss). As the Chinese name indicates, it is supposedly located near the villagcs of An-lo and Chi-hsiang in the
li of La-shih Aljj&.
The smaller temples. - I n addition to these five largcr lamaseries, there are
several smallcr temples under the Karma-pa sect which are of intcrest. The
most important ones are hcre briefly discussed. The various Chinese tcmpIes
found in the Li-chiang district are omitted.
T o the east of the market town of Roa-shi (Pai-sha-kai), there are two
Lama tcmples, one on the eastern outskirts of I'ai-sha-kai propcr, and one
some distancc north-east of it. The nearer one is called I'ai-sha Ta-pao-chi
Kung f 1 fibI;'fl$~'i':$ (Temple of the collection of the great treasure of Paisha). The Ta-pao-chi has undoubtedly reference to the collection of thc
49 sutras known as Mah~ratnakiifa,arranged by Bodhiruci, a ~ r a m a ~ a
(ascetic) who came to China and Lo-yang in particular in A.D. 508. I t is
known to the Na-khi as Roa-shi D t a ma-lo, and is also called Hu-fa T'ang
zg f1;-1;:? (Hall of Dharmapiila) and Hu-fa ch'ich-lan !~JII~;:
(Hu-fa monastery),
the monastery or temple of the Defender of the faithsz0 Beautiful murals
decorate the walls of the temple, they were cxccutcd during the Ming dynasty
by the same artist who painted the murals of Hsiieh-sung An now destroyed,
see pp. 156, n. 8; 219.
According to the Yun-nun T'ung-chih, the temple was built during the Ming
dynasty. A tablct states that the Na-khi chief Mu Wang hnri built it. Mu
Wang was born in 1551, became hereditary rulcr of Li-chiang in 1580 and
died in 1596. I t must have been built between 1580 and 1596, as the tablet
bears his title as magistrate $III{.~.
I n the tcmple, now decaycd and dilapidated, but still inhabited by two
Karma-pa lamas who hail from the lamasery of Chich-t'o-lin, is a shrine containing a figure of Mahiikiila (mGon-po nag-po 4

7 &, < d \ n ] w
. ~,or the Black

y

Lord), one of the defenders of the faith. His sanctuary is closed the entire year,
except on the 20th clay of thc first moon when the box-like shrine is opened, and
a livc chickcn is thrown in, which is said to die instantly. All the peasants from
the Li-chiang plain as well as some from the Yangtze valley a t A-hsi ~ ( I J 4J' come
to worship on that day.
Further to the north-east of Pai-sha are two temples closc together, one
called the Chin-kang Tien &IY116B (Hall of thc Diamond sutra) and the other
thc Ta-ting KO -/<$(H(Hall of Great abstract meditation). Both were rebuilt by thc famous Na-khi chief Mu Tscng during the Ming dynasty. Mu
Tseng ruled between 1598 and 1646, and the rebuilding of these two temples
26 4 3 ' ; l ~s4' 2~
3 7
T h e D h a r m a p ~ l aare demon-generals who execute the will of the tutelaries, or demonkings. l'hcy are hideous and fierce-looking and each commands a horde of demons. I n this
case the Lord-demon Mahiiliala is meant.
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falls within that period. The temples, according to memorial stones found in
them, existed in ancient times, that is, before 1587, which is the year of Mu
Tseng's birth. l'he record states that they were rebuilt by Mu l'seng but not
finished a t that time. They were later finished by Mu Pen-li
and 32
others.
4.

ANCIENT

NA-KHI ALTARS

At Pai-sha-kai there is said to be an altar or tY;i [muan-bpii d'a 27 in Na-khi],
callcd Hsien-t'ao t'an $7; Ffd ffi, built during the T'ang dynasty. The name
of the altar is derived from a Na-khi chicf called Hsien-t'ao A-ku ~ $ : ~ ! I ~ ~ u J ~ ; ;
he lived during the time of Yeh-yeh, who is considered the first ancestor of
the Mu chiefs. I t was Hsien-t'ao A-ku, chief of the natives of the village of
Boa-shi (Pai-sha), who recognized in Yeh-yeh signs of nobility. This happened during the reign of the Emperor Hui l'sung ?"&;< (1101-1125). Although the t a n (altar) bears the name of Hsien-t'ao A-ku it could hardly have
been built by him, for the records state that it was built in the T'ang dynasty
and Hsien-t'ao A-ku lived in the Sung dynasty.28
Another altar a t Pai-sha-kai is the Yiieh-chun t'an I-]EJjfi, which was built
during thc reign of T'ang Chao Tsung 2: (90~-904). The name of the altar
most likely refers to one of five village chiefs whose name was Wa-chiin Af/-l,
and Yileh ).I is perhaps a misprint for wa A. He lived during the Sung
dynasty, a t the same time as Hsien-t'ao A-ku. In the first moon the native
officials used to lead their clansmen to this altar (in all probability also a
muan-bpo d'a) to worship the spirits of the mountains, rivers, earth and grain
(PLATE65).
Behind the village of Shu-ho &i/rlJ, a t the foot of the cliff, and overlooking
15 li west of Li-chiang,
a pond is the small altar called Tzu-che t'an --(-?sfpi
built in the 46th year of Ming Wan-li (1618). I n the third and seventh moon
of each year the peasants of Shu-ho li # $ I I ~ tj!. repair to that temple to worship
$rll (Ten Protectors).
the spirits of the Shih Pao +I!&
Outside of the former east gate of Li-chiang there is an altar called Hsiennung t'an E f!fpj. I t was built in the fifth year of Yung-cheng (1727) by the
Chinese magistrate Yuan Chan-ch'eng %D$J&.
Another is called She-chi
t'an @:4%fP/ (Altar of the spirits of the land and grain) and was built in the
fifth year of Ch'ien-lung (17~0). These are Chinese altars and not Na-khi
muaz-bpo d'a.

"

A muon_-bpod'a is a place where the Na-khi propitiate Heaven in the first moon of every
year.

It is, of course, possible that Hsien-t'ao was the clan name. Every Na-khi clan has its
own muan-bpo d'a wherein they propitiate Heaven in the first moon, and so it is very likely
that it mas built by the ancestors of Hsien-t'ao A-ku during the T'ang dynasty.
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CHAPTER I V

I . THE SOUTHERN END OF THE SNOW RANGE

The entire Yii-lung Shan is of limestone, but in the extreme southern en(]
this stone is partly superimposed by volcanic r0ck.l The range
encloses the Li-chiang plain to the west and joins Wen-pi Shan (Sa-bpi zhtr
nv-lv) by a low spur over which a pass called Gkaw-gku leads to the Yangtze,
via La-shih-pa. Here are situated the hamlets of Tsi-mag (Tz'u-man
La-ssaw-dzhi, P'u-ts'ii-wiia (in Chinese, P'u-ch'i-wa ?-F-t-/i), Shwua-wGa
(the Chinese Shu-ho, but pronounced Ssu-ho in Li-chiang).
The li of Boa-shi (Pai-sha li), with its largest village called Pai-sha-kai,
comprises many villages, such as Mbe-mag (of which there is an east and a
west village), Llu-ma-ndaw-ts'afi (PLATE66), Mbe-lu, Khu-ndu, 'A-k'ii (first
residence of the Na-khi kings), Dzhi-mag, Dzhi-lo, Gyi-ts'a-ndso and Dzhigkv-gg6. These places are on the main road from Li-chiang to the snow
range; west of the road, and a t the foot of the long spur which extends south
from the snowy crags, are other hamlets, such as Ndz(Er)-gkag-ndz(Er)-k'o,
Mbe-gkv, K'a-ma-gyi-k'u and Mbe-gkyi; east of the latter village is a marshy
meadow called 0-ggii-ddii on which the Na-khi of the neighboring villages herd
their live-stock. On this southern spur, also, are situated three lamaseries
belonging to the Karma-pa sect.2 Then comes the village of Du-gkv (Yulung-ts'un) with its temple to Ssa-ddo, the spirit of the Li-chiang snow range.
North of Du-gkv, a t the very foot of the snow range, is the last Na-khi hamlet, called Nv-lv-k'o (Foot of the [Silver rocks] snow range), or Hsueh-sungts'un :!:f;gbt.This is the highest village on the Li-chiang plain and has an
elevation of 9,400 feet. Foreign travelers mention it usually as Ngu-lu-ko.

:x-iI$),

The upper part of the snow peak consists of massive unioliated limestone. Large blocks
of crespitose reef coral (Thecosmilia cf. jeneslrala Reuss) occur in the southern end of the
Hsiang Shan [Gyi-wha Ngyu of the Na-khi]. This coral is of the triassic age. While the
Li-chiang plain is alluvial, the southern part of the Yu-lung Shan consists of basalts resting
on Minchia limestone. Boulders in the Sa-ba moraine [which see] contain a Devonian coral
(Idioslroma). The presence of fragments of a coral belonging to Stromatomorpha indicates
that the massive limestone also belongs to the triassic age. The western slopes of the low
spur which connects with Wen-pi Shan and over which the pass Gkaw-gku leads, are of
basalt; the southern side of this pass is a volcanic neck composed of limburgite tuff and agglomerate. These rocks rest on Minchia limestone. The limburgite is supposedly kainozoic
in age (GREGORY).
PROF.GREGORYadopted the name Minchia Series for rocks which cover an extensive
area in north-western Yun-nan, after the tribe in whose territory it is widely developed.
The characteristic feature of the Minchia Series is the association of a dark gray to bluish
limestone with white calcite veins along a network of cracks, with black shales, purple, red
and green sandstones and grits. These rocks are often associated with various porphyries
and coarse porphyritic basalts and diabase. The series is unfossiliferous and the limestone
has been largely recrystallized. The only fossil from the Minchia Series is a Devonian
LJnci~tulus(GREGORY).This rock forms the main building material (foundations) in Lichiang.
See Ch. I11 Lamaseries, and Buddhist temples of Li-chiang.
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Between Dii-gkv and Nv-lv-k'o is a meadow called Mba-ma. Here a large
spring called Boa-shi gko-gyi issues from the mountain-side under a grove of
century-old maples (Acer cappadocicum sinicunt), where Na-khi sorcerers perform Pa-ma, a ceremony for the propitiation of the Llii-mun (Serpent spirits).
The spur behind Dii-gkv is called A-na-lo. The spur north-west of the yiifeng Ssu lamasery is called Hir-lEr-mag (End whence the wind is called). A
trail leads across this spur to the western slopes of the snow range and the
Yangtze valley, described separately.
For every crag and spur, pond and meadow of this beautiful snow range the
Na-khi have names, which shows that they must have occupied this region
ior many hundreds of years. Every nook of the mountain has its name and
story connected with it, yet they have no name for the entire range, nor real
Na-khi names for the highest peaks.
The southernmost and first limestone crag of the snow range, overlooking
the village of Nv-lv-k'o, is called Hua-1%-bpu(H-M., Onlupe) ; west of the crag
is an alpine meadow called Gko-20-10. At the foot of and south of the crag,
is a deep ravine, Dzhi-k'o-lo, which is crossed by a trail to H5r-lEr-gkv, a pass
over which the wind howls in fury during the winter and spring months. 'l'o
the north of the valley is a cliff resembling a stairway or ladder, and hence
known to the Na-khi as 'A-la-gyi (Cliif stairway). Beyond is a waterfall
which has its source on Hua-la-bpu and flows over a gravelly slope called
Shou-mbyu-lo.
Below and east of Shou-mbyu-lo is a small lake or pond called Ts'u-k'aw,
supplying a waterfall which flows over a steep cliff, with a deep, narrow cleft,
called 'A-nggu-t'ag . Ad joining Hua-la-bpu, north of the Ts'u-k'aw Lake, is
a very steep, hanging alpine meadow called 'A-la-dte, which merges into fantastic crags forming the backbone of the mountain. From this meadow extends abruptly a deep, impassable valley with a stream called Lo-ma-lo. This
valley can only be entered from the plain below. T o the north of 'A-la-dte is
a ravine which joins Lo-ma-lo. This is called 'A-la-dte-k'u-k'o; it can be
crossed only in two places, but no animal larger than a goat can pass. Below
'A-la-dte and north-east is a steep meadow with tall luscious grass and marvellous flowers. A large, dark limestone boulder, which once upon a time had fallen from the heights above, stands guard in this meadow, which is called Ladtu-gkaw. Above it, passing through a rock gate, one can reach the immense
screes sloping from the moss-covered crags above. There are two of these
screes, a black one called Nv-lv-na, or Na-dshwu;, and a white one called
Nv-lv-p'Er. North of Nv-lv-na is a small waterfall, frozen in the winter, but
descending in the summer to an alpine meadow called Gko-zo-mbu, where
leeches abound. The source of this waterfall is a flat terrace called Rhi-t'ag k ~ I. t ~passes first over a basin-like meadow called Ndv-lo (H-h,l., hldwolo;
Poison valley), on account of the abundance of aconite (Aconitum oolzrbile)
growing there, and then into a small ravine in a meadow known as A-niizt'khu-k'o (Sharp bill of the cliff).
T o the east of Ndv-lo is an Abies- or fir-crowned hill, with a small meadow
called MbEtr-hoa-lo dzii-gkv (Yak pen on top of the hill). Adjoining Nv-lv-na,
This name is part Chinese and part Na-khi, the first two words being the Chinese Irsi-l'oi
@ & (theater, stage).
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but separated by a black limestone spur, the ground is composed of gravel
and resembles small terraced fields. These are called Khi-llii-p'u-dshwuh
([Terraced] rice-field partition). This is the depression at the foot of
and Nv-lv-p'er. Here in the gravel and scree grows the peculiar composite
resembling a shako, Saussurea laniccps H-M., formerly mistaken for the Himalayan species S. g o s ~ i ~ p l u n(PLATE
a
67).
The lovely alpine meadow of Gko-20-mbo, commonl~known as Ma-huang
pa-tzu !k%L@l$i-F
in Chinese (Leech meadow) on account of the leeches which
abound there in the summer, is surrounded by beautiful iir trees (Abies Forrestii) with dark greenish-black needles, silvery beneath. These exude a
delicious fragrance of balsam. Here grow also wonderful rhododendrons and
primulas, and in the summer the meadow is often one mass of Slrobilunlks
sersicolor, with bluish-purple flowers. Above the meadow and the encircling
forest to the north-west is a hanging meadow with a mass of linlcstone rocks
t
a trail leads
hidden in the grass. Crossing the little stream of A - n h ~ -'khii-k'ii,
first to a spot called Zhwua-ma-shi-gkv, with a spring, and thence to the steep,
rocky slopes of P'gr-dshwui-k'u-k'o (Gate to the white barrier).
Opposite, to the east, is Ho-sac yi-gkv, a high, limestone crag 15,500feet in
height, with long scree and talus slopes, A Buddhist priest once spent a night
on the top, hence the narile, Where the priest slept (110-slrang $11 f i : ~ , priest).
The name is half Chinese and half Na-khi. Beyond P'Gr-dshwui-k'u-k'ii is
another lovely meadow, 14,500feet in elevation, known as P'Er-dshwui. In
the month of July it is covered with the most beautiful alpine fowers and
prostrate rhododendrons (Rhododctrdron $vosimfum) with large salver-shapcd,
wine-colored blossoms. From here one can ascend still higher to 17,000 feet
and look down upon H o - s a ~yi-gkv; the region is called P'Er-dshwuh-gkv-lu.
The tremendous gorge of Sa-ba lo-gkv (H-&I.,Lo-kii) which extends to
the very foot of the vertical limestone wall beneath Shan-tzu-tou, stops one's
progress (PLATE68). On the edge of the gorge, which is 4.500 feet deep, lie
masses of loose boulders; one passes over a pile of rock, split by the action of
ice into thousands of fragments. and then over a talus slope, the last stretch
of which leads to the brink of the overhanging crags composed of loose, flat
limestone slabs. The edge appears crenellated, due to dislodged boulders which
found their way to the depths below. Avalanches of rock and ice from the
hanging glacier below Shan-tzu-tou descend continuously into the gorge, and
the resulting roar reverberates like distant thunder from the abyss below.
Huge boulders are precariously balanced on the edge of the gorge and the
lightest touch dislodges them. Here at 17,000feet is the limit of vegetation.
At this height we find the beautiful turquoise-blue-flowerered crucifer Solmslatcbachin p~clchtrrinlagrowing between limestone rocks, while on the screes and
among loose rock occur shako-like species of Saussureas (S.lu?ticcps,S.lrrtconra),
their fowers buried in a conical mass of cotton which rises from ro~ettcsof
prostrate leaves.
Halfway up the mountain mass of Ho-sag yi-gkv is a belt of fir forest called
Nv-lv boa-gkii (Belt of the snow range), and to its north a broad talus slope
descends steeply into a valley or, rather, ravine called Zhwua-k'o 10 (Gorge
where the horse was killcd). On this long talus slope is a broad strip of black
fir forest growing for some distance down into the ravke. The latter leads

SA-BA GORGE OR SA-BA L O - G W
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steeply out onto a scree slope adjoining the foot of a limestone bluff called
Ggb-gko 'a-k'o, at the edge of the gorge Sa-ba lo-gkv. The lower part of the
ravine debouches, at the foot of Ho-m- yi-gkv, into a meadow called bran_dzu-gkv.
Man_-dzu-gkvmeadow (PLATE69) is very beautiful and contains a spring
beneath a large boulder. It merges, in its lower part, into a gorge called Bu-mf
lo, which in turn opens into the Li-chiang plain. The meadow stream flows by
the village of Ssaw-ssu-k'a (Wen-hua-ts'un % 9!&t)and is known as the Ssawssu gyi (Waters of Ssaw-ssu). The word ssaw is now often pronounced ssan.
Over the northern spur, which hems in Mag-dzu-gkv, a trail leads through
beautiful iir and spruce forest with rhododendron undergrowth; a meadow
extends the length of the first terrace of the spur. This
spot, from
which a lovely view unfolds, is known to the Na-khi as Ghugh-bo lo (Cattlepen valley). From liere we ascend through forest of fir and spruce with several
species of tall rhododendron trees (Klwdodmdrm rubiginosum predominating)
as undergrowth to a spring which issues from the hill-side along the trail
known as Vu-zi gyi-k'o-k'o (Bird spring). Arrived on the top of the spur, the
trail crosses the head of a valley called Gkaw-chPr-k'o lo whence one can reach
three meadows: the highest is called Gg6-gko (Top one); then comcs Lii-gko
(Central one), above the head of the valley; while the third, across the valley,
is called hluan-gko (Lower one).
These three meadows, as well as the region in the immediate neighborhood,
are collectively called Llii-ghugh-gko. From Muan_-gko the trail crosses a
succession of little meadows surrounded by low, forested spurs, and continues
east to the edge of the deep gorge Sa-ba lo-gkv, which extends to the foot of
the highest peak of the snow range. These little meadows, as well as the
larch- and tir-forested spur overlooking the gorge, are called La-zo-gko-dshwuh
(Homes of the baby tigers).
The elevation of La-zo-gko-dshwuh is 12,300 feet, while the floor of the gorge
immediately below is 1 2 , 0 0 0 feet above sea level. From this vantage point a
wonderful view is obtained of the deep gorge and of the Li-chiang snow peak
at its head (PLATE70).

At about the center of the Li-chiang snow range, that is, in the part south
of the lrangtze gorge ('A-ts'an-gko), are two long, deep canyons, a western
one called Gyi-p'Er k'a, which extends from the foot of Shan-tzu-tou into the
Yangtze valley; w ~ dan eastern one called Sa-ba in its lower. and Sa-ba lo-gkv
in its upper part, which extends exactly opposite towards the Li-chiang plain.
The eastern gorge, once glacier-Idled has no outlet, as it terminates in a moraine.
There is a difference of 2,650 feet in the height of the floors of these two gorges
a t their head.
The,Sa-ba moraine and the head of the gorge Sa-ba lo-gkv is easily approached from north of the village of Nv-lv-k'o at the foot of the snow range,
but it may be remarked that a steep trail descends from the meadow La-zogko-dshwuii,to the upper half of the gorge. The best approach to the lower part
and the beginning of the gorge called Sa-ba, is over the north-eastern foothills.
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Past the little artificial pond called in Chincse Yu-hu lii:.: (Jade jug), to
which the Na-khi add the word &h4 or lake (Yii-hu K ~ u ) we
, ~ colne to a
meadow called Ui-ndu-tsii-gko, alongside a little, shallow gully; to the left, or
west, debouches a small ravine called Gka-gkv, the waters of which ilow illto
the Yu-hu (Khii). 'I'he trail ascends 'A-ma-nun a scrub-covcretl slope with
pine forest on both sides.
A high limestone mountain, called Zhwua-dzo-gkv, covered with scrub oak
(()~LCYCZLS
senticarpijolia) rises to the lelt (wcst) ; the trail follows at its foot irlto
the Bu-ma lo ravine. In the winter the ravine is dry, but below, whcre the
trail crosses it, is a steep drop and there it is filled with trees; a broad stream
gushes forth from beneath the rocks a t all seasons. 'I'his strear11 disappears
and reappears several times on its way to the village of Ssaw-ssu-k'a to the
south-east of Nv-lv-k'o.
After crossing the Bu-ma lo and a short slope, we arrive in a depression with
pines and scrub oak, bounded on the east by a limestone spur; here are two
small lakes, or rather, ponds, one to the left of the trail and one below the
trail, somewhat north, with graves near the banks. This lattcr pond called
Bpa Khu (Frog Lake), ovcrflows during the rainy season, into the Bu-ma lo.
From here the trail skirts the scrub-covered slopes, with a forested ravine to
the east called Gyi-mbu-kgv. This ravine has two sources, one in Sa-ba and
the other north-west on the mountain slope called Ba-ndEr gko, in a small
meadow, but water is to be fdund only in the ravine below the trail. We
climb the rocky slopes over a rough, white, stony trail; cross a dry, white
stream-bed which has its source in Ba-ndEr gko, and ascend among pines and
spruces along a gully called Sa-ba lv-t'khyc-aw, where there is a great amount
of loose white gravel and rock. Thence we strike the southern end of the
moraine and a little meadow called Sa-ba dii-man, and later come to the large
moraine and a beautiful meadow without a single rock, the soil being pure
marl, resembling a cement floor. This meadow, surrounded by lateral moraines
which are now pine-covered, extends north-east and is called Sa-ba du-la-lo
(PLATE72). A glacier once covered it from the head of the gorge south
towards Nv-lv-k'6 and also north-eastward. The glacier has retreatcd now to
the head of the valley, where it is fed by the hanging glacier immediately below the summit of Shan-tzu-tou (PLATE73).
The entrance to the main gorge of Sa-ba beyond the grassy expanse is
guarded to the north by an enormous limestone mountain, about 16,000 feet
in height, called Ch'wua-lo-gku (Where the stags cross). On its eastern face
is a depression once filled by a glacier. Immediately behind it is a still higher
limestone crag which I called Sa-ba nv-lv and which, with Ch'wua-lo-gku,
forms part of the northern wall of Sa-ba lo-gkv. From the base of Ch'wua-logku a trail leads through dense spruce forest along the foot of the snow range
to the glacier stream and valley called Pai-shui IR (White water), and Gyip'Er lo-gltv in Na-khi. This latter region is described in detail under 4. Nga-ba
Depression.

' I t is believed

that a jade jug is buried in the pond, hence the name. The real Na-khi
name, however, is l3i-ndu Khii (Forest Lake). There are no trees now in the immediate
neighborhood, but extensive lorests covered this region several hundred years ago; a remnant
of spruce iorest still exists around the village temple a little to the south of the pond.
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The floor of the valley is 12,000 feet above the sea, the entire southcrn
length being occupied by forest, first pine, then spruce, and, near the head of
the gorge, fir (Abies I:orreslii) and larch (Larix Polanittii). In the center is a
broad stream-bed which narrows in its upper part owing to extensive avalanches of rock and huge boulders from the vertical northern wall of the gorge.
Its rocks are pure limestone, of a dazzling white; except in its uppcr part, it
carries no water - - the stream disappears underground about halfway down
the gorge. The uppcr part of the gorge which is called Sa-ba lo-gkv (At
the head of the gorge Sa-ba -- lo, gorge, valley, gkzr. inside) is blocked by a
gravel-covered glacier which extends from north to south, the stream-bed winding around it a t a sharp angle. A waterfall descends into a basin of ice and
disappears underground. Here Sa-ba lo-gkv is 13,250 feet above sea level.
From its north-western corner the limestone wall rises in a series of tiers 6,coo
feet above the valley floor, bearing masses of ice, fed by the hanging glacier
immediately below the main peak into which it culminates (PLATE73). At
the foot of this wall grows the gorgeous larkspur Delphini~tmlikiangense, associated with the blue-flowered Adenophora coelesiis.
3. THE NORTHERN EDGE OF THE LI-CHIANG P L A I N
The north-western part of the Li-chiang plain is bordered on the east by a
fairly high limestone range which is a continuation of Hsiang Shan %UI
(Elephant Mountain), the Na-khi Gyi-wiia Ngyu. I t is furrowed by several
ravines or steep valleys which debouch west into the Li-chiang plain. At the
foot of this range, which extends parallel to the Yii-lung Shan, there are situated
several Na-khi hamlets. The southernmost, and immediately north of the
Li-chiang Lung-wang Miao (Dragon-king Temple), is the hamlct of Gyi-wiia
where there are many springs known as Gyi-wiia gyi-t'u-gkv. Ten li or more
beyond to the north is the large hamlet of Gko-lo. subject to the larger village
of Tung-wen-ts'un $.-%&$, the south-eastern end of Pai-sha. Beyond is Lama-llu, consisting of about eight families. I t belongs to the larger hamlet west
which in turn belongs to Pai-sha li.
of it called in Chinese Mu-tu-ts'un +./'$lij:b]*,
Then comes the hamlet of Dto-k'o, with a few families only and subject to
Mu-tu-ts'un. Beyond Dto-k'ij used to be a small settlement, now abandoned,
called A-yu-ngyu-k'ij (At the foot of monkey mountain). This was the last
village on the eastern margin of the plain a t the foot of the limestone range.
The central part of the plain between these villages and Pai-sha is cither
occupied by fields or uncultivated areas. The large stretch of perfectly level
ground called Wiia-dtv k'o-du is uncultivated. Wzia-dtv is the name of the
person who owned it, and k'o-dii means any uncultivated area. I t would form
one of the finest aviation fields possible, as it is about two miles long, over half
a mile wide and as smooth as a billiard table.6 I t is only ten miles from Lichiang.
Immediately to the north of Wiia-dtv k'o-du is the last hamlet in the central
part of the plain, called Ssaw-ssu-k'a, named after the stream Ssaw-ssu which
I t was on this field that our plane, the "K'un-ming," landed in 10.36 on the historic first
flight around the snow range. I t has served as an airfield during world war 11, and a weather
station was established there but is now (19461 abandoned.
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flows along its eastern margin - k'a being a ravine. The Chinese name of the
hamlet is Wen-hua-ts'un %+$.I-. Formerly it was knovGn as San-chja-tsJun
Z'2 &f,as originally only three families lived there. 1'0-day there are eighteen.
The most northerly village on this part of the plain, si'tuated at the actual
foot of the snow range a t an elevation of 9,400 feet, is Nv-lv-k'ii, consisting of
about roo families (PLATES74, 75, 76).
South of Wha-dtv k'o-du, on the main road to Li-chiang and east of Psisha, is the hamlet T'a-bbu-d'a, called in Chinese l"ai-p1ing-ts'un j<q-+,j..
T'a-bbu-d'a was originally one of the 12 d'a (residences) owned by the Mu
family. I t was the place where they worshipped their ancestors; when performed in the sixth moon, the service was known as T'a-bpo. To the east of
T'a-bbu-d'a is a small hamlet of seven or eight families called Nda-la-k'o-dyu,
also belonging to Mu-tu-ts'un.
Another larger village consisting of over IOO fan~ilies,called N ~ i - m i i - t ' u - t ~ ' ~ ~
in Na-khi, and in Chinese, Hsiang-yang-ts'un T;IJ I&&J.
(Facing the sun village),
is north-east of Pai-sha.
Rice cannot be cultivated on this northern part of the Li-chiang plain, as
the soil is too stony and there is not enough water to irrigate the fields, furthermore the altitude is too great. The Na-khi plant wheat, maize, potatoes,
barley, oats, beans and peas, also the rape-turnip Brassica rapa depressa which
they call ngyu (the man-ching g$"jf
the Chinese). The tuber itself is called
'a-k'o. Opium was also grown for Chinese consumption. South of and in the
actual neighborhood of Li-chiang, opium was grown in the spring, and rice
during the rainy season.
Gv-bo, in Chinese, Chiu-tzu-hai AT-:& (Nine lakes) is a district lying east
of the long limestone spur which hems in this part of the plain. I t has been
settled only recently. Peasants from the village of Pai-sha-kai have started
homesteads and planted fields. Previous to the settling of the Na-khi, a few
Li-su and Lo-lo had built their poor huts there and carried on cultivation.
The Chinese name is derived from the several circular basins which are filled
with water all the year round.
The range in which is situated Gv-bo, better known as Gv-bo la-zhEr gko [the
name appears also in Na-khi literature, and has reference to the tigers which
once roamed in its forests and meadows: la = tiger, zhk = sound, noise, gko =
alpine meadow], is composed of old limestone. The sharp rocks projecting
through the mass of scrub oak (Quercus semicarpifolia), give it a peculiar aspect. The highest point of this range is the triangular peak Lv-zhEr-dsu (H-M.,
Lajatso), approximately 12,000 feet in height. The best approach is from the
village of Nv-lv-k'o or Ssaw-ssu-k'a, whence the ascent can be accomplished
in about three hours. From its summit one obtains a glorious view of the entire Yii-lung Shan, that is, the part south of the Yangtze gorge. The northern
end of the Li-chiang plain is covered with low pines and oaks (PLATES77, 78),
especially scrub oak; many herbaceous plants with beautiful flowers form
lovely carpets in the summer months, and enliven the otherwise grey, stony
waste.
Immediately east of the village of Nv-lv-k'o is a low, circular mound, looking for all the world like an extinct volcanic cone. I t is known to the Na-khi
as La-lo-dtb-gkv, including a small ravine to the north of it. On the top of this
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hill, in its crater-like depression, the Na-khi of the village of Nv-lv-kPijin
ancient days used to cremate their dead and bury their ashes. The first burial
rl la chinoise took place from the village of Shu-ho f i i u l (in Li-chiang pronounced Ssu-ho) in 1723, when the mother of one Ho Tsung-shun $ll.(:;tllJn,
headman of Shu-ho, was placed in a coffin and interred. To-day cremations
still take place but only of women who have died in child-birth, or within roo
days after. They are no longer cremated on the top of the hill, however, but
in the little ravine a t its foot.
North of the hill is the little artificial pond called Yu-hu &hu (see p. 2 16)
constructed by one of the early Na-khi kings, and in it is a small islet with a
solitary tree. I t was here that a Na-khi king exposed his sister in a cage, as
related in the history of Nga-ba (see p. 221).
A neat village temple (now dismantled and changed into a forestry station)
surrounded by a grove of Picea likiangensis trees is west of the pond. These
spruces are the remnant of once extensive forests which here covered the plain.
The temple contains an image of Buddha in Tibetan style, in the BhGmisparLa
mudra = Earth-touching or Witness attitude. A marble slab in its court, now
broken and merely giving certain rules of conduct, bears the date hling Myan-li
36th year (1608) ; it may however have been built earlier. The temple is known
as Nv-lv kwui-d'a to the Na-khi, and as Hsiieh-sung An '& i%
& to the
Chinese. I t was one of the I 2 d'a (see: note I 55, p. 148) of the Na-khi chiefs,
in which a certain specified part of each year was spent. The great chief Mu
Sheng-pai kept here a herd of deer (Cervus albirostris) in captivity at Nv-lv
kwu8-d'a; a place a little below the temple is still known as Ch'wua-k'o-lo
(Garden of the stags), the pond Yii-hu Khii serving them as drinking pool.
The inner walls of the little temple were once covered with beautiful frescoes,
of which only a small portion remains (now totally destroyed). In the third
year of the Republic, when anti-religious feelings ran riot, the ancient statue
of Buddha was carried up the snow range and hidden in a cave to save it from
destruction. I t again sits peacefully on its throne erected centuries ago, while
the old quinces still bloom in the little court as of yore.6
Beyond the village of Nv-lv-k'o the region is wild in the extreme, lonely
forests alternating with stretches of meadows, rocky wastes, pine-covered
spurs, and deep ravines. Every hill, spur and cliff has its Na-khi name, some
of which figure in their ancient manuscripts.
To the north of Yii-hu Khii is a grassy knoll with graves, a t its foot a marshy
meadow drains into the pond. This hill is called Wua-nk mbu-dt8 - Wua-nh
being the name of an ancient Na-khi, and mbu-dl6 meaning hill. From the hill
a trail leads down to the stream called Ssaw-ssu gyi, also Ssaw-ssu gyi-na gyi,
crossed by a small stone bridge. Beyond the little bridge the trail loses itself
over a stony waste called Na-d8-k'o, also Lv-na-k'o (Place with the black
rocks) which merges into a lovely pine forest known as T'o-dshwua-mbu. The
trail, again distinct, leads on to a stream called Bpo-lii k'a, also Gyi-p'Er gyi;
its source gushes forth from beneath a layer of rocks on the eastern slopes of the
snow range a t a spot called Gyi-mbu-gkv. Crossing it, we reach open country,

' The statue of Buddha had been removed when the temple was taken over by the forestry

department and placed elsewhere in the village. Thus one of the old landmarks has ceased
to exist.
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while the ravine to our left is filled with hazel-nuts, spirza, viburnums, etc.
We then come to the main gulch of Bpii-lii k'a (gyi) now dry, as the water has
been diverted.
We next reach very rocky ground, the entire region having been once a lake
bottom. 'I'he protruding limestone is of the weirdest shape and sharp as razor
blades. Small scrub-oak bushes with spiny leaves fill the gaps hetween the
rocks, making walking rather disagreeable. This region is called La-bpa-dtolo-gkb (Place of the small oak bushes). From here a trail leads to the foot of
the limestone range of Dza-dza mbu, which hems in the eastern margin of the
plain. T o the south of this mountain between spurs extends a magnificent
meadow larger than Nga-ba, called 'I's'a-ts'a dii, which adjoins Gv-bij in the
north. Beyond La-bpa-dto-lo-gkd the plain becomes still rockier and is here
called 'A-man-ndv (Broken tail [end] of the rocks), meaning that beyond
'A-mag-ndv, along the main highway, the sharp rocks cease.
From 'A-man-ndv the trail descends into a dry, rocky ravine called 'A-lo
(Cliff valley), with steep sides of limestone. The rocks are covered with
Selaginella involvens, which in the dry season roll up into balls, and sprcad out
into beautiful dark green rosettes during the rains. To the west of 'A-lo,
among the low, rocky hills, is a cave, the home of many bats.
In a limestone cliff a little to the north of 'A-lo are peculiar miniature caves
which play an interesting role in the religious life of the Na-khi. The place is
known as Nv-gkyi-k'o-ndv. In these caves the Na-khi deposit pine twigs
carved to represent human beings, the needles left on to represent hair. These
twigs, called nv, represent the body of a departed spirit. They are deposited
during the great funerary ceremony called Khi-nv, a sort of All Souls' Day rite
performed during the eleventh moon. I hope to describe the ceremony in a
work on the religioh of the Na-khi, giving the translation of the hundred odd
books chanted during its performance.
From Nv-gkyi-k'o-ndv we finally emerge onto a stony meadow. The rocks
of white limestone seen from the distance give the meadow the appearance
of being covered with snow. A rocky ravine extends here into the foot-hills
of the snow range, the entire region, lonely in the extreme, being known as
ZhEr-pJEr-gyi-tsi. On the eastern margin of this plain, near where it joins
Dza-dza mbu, is a small spring - hence the place is commonly used as a lunchstop by Tibetan caravans en roule to Li-chiang. The northern end is closed
by a ridge which projects from the foot-hills of the snow range and forms thc
southern margin of Nga-ba. From ZhEr-p'Er-byi-tsi the trail ascends a pinecovered spur and leads over undulating country covered with open pine forest,
along a deep, tree-filled gorge to the east - a regular riff or fault, known as
SI-bpi lo-ma (great Cinnamon gorge). The gorge has its source to the north
in a basin-like depression called MbEr-d-gko-ho, and ends miles below on the
eastern margin of the Li-chiang plain a t a spot called Mhu-lo-mBn. The place
where the trail to Gv-hij crosses it is called Ssi-dzi-lo-k'o.
We now descend to MbEr-6-gko-ho, a small, circular basin, its slopes wooded
with spruces. A little spring issues from beneath the spruces on its western
slopes. It is a lonely, spooky place, shut in and weird in the extreme. Its
northern outlet is through a narrow defile with a cave in the cliffs to the west.
The Na-khi themselves believe that the place is haunted by ghosts and will
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of over 4,000 feet to the Yangtze, Rhododendrons and pines cling to the vertieal
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As seen from a spur called Wa-'a mbu in the Ha-ba district, elevation
The peak is 18,700 feet in height.
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hardly ever be persuaded to spend the night there. They are even afraid to
cross that place alone by day. When escorting the spirits of their ancestors
north, to their ancestral homes where the cranes lay their eggs, in the distant
grass-lands of the KO-ko Nor, they believe that if their souls once pass M ber-bgko-ho all is well. The cave and narrow ravine which leads north out of
MbEr-6-gko-ho is called Ds'i-p'a 'a-k'o (Goat-face cliff cave). Beyond the
cave was in ancient days a huge forest; the place is still known as MbEr-6bi-ma (Vast forest of MbEr-6). The trail, lined by pines and spruces, now
merges into a white, rocky road, full of clinker-like limestone; this is called
Nga-ba lv-t'khye-6 (Narrowing stony throat of Nga-ba). A short distance
beyond we emerge onto the southern end of Nga-ba, covered with pines and
spruces.
4.

NGA-BA DEPRESSION

Nga-ba is a large basin-like depression a t the foot of the eastern slopes of
the snow range a t an elevation of 10,5oo feet. I t extends from the northern
slopes of the Sa-ba moraine to the edge of Pai-shui Q 7k or Gyi-p'Etr k'a (not
to be mistaken for the Gyi-p'Er k'a of the western slopes) (PLATE79).
Nga-ba, once the bed of an ice lake, is now usually drv, except in summers
of unusual rain when the greater part becomes a beautiful blue sheet of water
in which the snow range is reflected (PLATE80). Nga-ba is over two miles in
length and bounded on the east by forested limestone hills, the trees being
mainly pines. T o the west of the basin are great forests of pines (Pinvs
yiinnanensis) which merge into dense forests of spruces, Picea likiangcnsis of
large size predominating. These in turn give way to forests of larches (Larix
Potatzinii), with undergrowth of Arundinaria, or cane-brake, a small slender
bamboo, rhododendrons, etc. Above the larches are patches of Abies Forresfii,
easily distinguished by their dark foliage.
The region of pine forests is known as Nga-ba t'o-k'o ( t o , pine tree, k'o,
land, ground); the slopes forested with spruce and larch are called Llii-na-bigkv (Where the forests of the black spruces are) these forests furnish the Nakhi with timber used in the construction of their houses. The pine and larch
logs are transported on very primitive two-wheeled contrivances (PLATE81).
It was on this meadow that the Hli-khig 7 and Hsi-fan warriors of Yungning camped with their chiefs ready to attack Li-chiang. Tradition relates
that the sister of one of the Na-khi chiefs,s who was given in marriage to the
chief of the Hli-khig tribe, instigated the attack, suggesting the day of Ch'ingming BDJ when all the male Na-khi would be away visiting the graves to
The Hli-khin (people of Hli, or Hli dii, or Yung-ning) are a branch of the Na-khi speaking
a Na-khi dialect (see section on Yung-ning).
It was Mu Ting who gave one of his four sisters, the eldest, called Mu Shih-hsien iic& 'k,
to the Yung-ning chief, A-ch'o mi$, in marriage. In the chronicle it relates that Mu Ting
conquered Yung-ning between 1521-1523, and this would coincide with the Yung-ning
Chronicle, in which it is stated that the chief A-ch'o came to pourer in the 20th year of
Ch'eng-hua (1484), succeeding his elder brother. The name Boa-slti, however, dates back
to the Sung dynasty (see Chapter 111, 4)) and therefore the incident here related must have
happened much earlier.
Ch'ing-ming falls either in the second or third moon, oftener in the third moon, usually
about April 5th. On that day the people visit the graves and make food offerings to their
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worship their dead. The Hli-khig and Hsi-fan people came down from the
north and camped a t Nga-ba, which the Hli-khin people call Gha-ba du. A
great mounted host had assembled on this huge meadow and before the attack staged a war dance, dressed in armor (PLATE82) and bearing swords,
lances, cross-bows and poisoned arrows. Below Nga-ba, on the northern end
of the plain, is 'A-lo, or 'A-mapndv, the plain covered with razor-sharp limestone outcroppings resembling a rough lava flow (see p. 2 2 0 ) . Their charge, at
'A-lo was delayed by the sharp rocks which cut the feet of their horses, laming
them. The delay lost them the battle, for when they arrived twenty li north
of Li-chiang they were met by the Na-khi chief's army and annihilated, every
Hsi-fan being decapitated. The place is known to this day as Boa-shi (Dead
Boa, or Hsi-fan) and the scene of the decapitation is called Lv-wiia-k'o (Place
where the rocks are piled up). For every decapitated head a stone was thrown
on the spot, till a considerable pile accumulated; the tumulus still exists. Another Lv-wiia-k'o lies one li south of the village of Ssaw-ssu-k'a (Wen-huats'un) and is also known as Khii-wha-k'o (khu = lake), referring to the immense pool of blood of the executed.
The Na-khi chief then brought his traitorous sister to Li-chiang. On the
artificial islet of Yii-hu Khu, or Bi-ndu Khii, he imprisoned her in a cage, feeding her with dry barley flour, but giving her no water whatever: surrounded
by water she died of thirst. So much for historic events in Nga-ba.
Several spurs with intervening meadows separate Nga-ba from the northern
end of the north-western part of the Li-chiang plain. The first peak, a massive limestone mountain, which flanks the southern end of Nga-ba on the west,
is the same which guards the entrance to Sa-balo-gkv, namely Ch'wua-lo-gku;
i t once bore a glacier on its eastern face. Behind the latter is a still higher
mountain mass which I have named Sa-ba nv-lv (PLATE79). At its foot in
the spruce forest issues a spring and a streamlet which disappears underground
on its way down the hill-side. The spring is called Gyi-k'aw-k'ii of Llu-na-bigkv.
The trail, which leads through the forest on the middle slopes of the mountain, passes a small meadow called Bpu-gkaw-k'o-mag below a small valley
and spring known as Bpii-gkaw-gkv-k'wuk. Between the main peak and the
nameless mountain mass is a ravine densely forested with fir a t its apex; the
ravine and meadow-with luscious grass where the shepherds herd their flocks
of sheep, are called O-hgr ba (Turquoise meadow), while the spur separating it
on the north from Pai-shui bears the name O-h&rmbu-gkv (Turquoise spur)
and overlooks the glacier valley Pai-shui.
On the eastern mountain slopes of Nga-ba there is a meadow called Nga-ba
tsi-ma gko, east of the trail leading to the hamlets of Nga-tz inhabited by
The latter are immigrants from Kuei-chou.
Na-khi as well as Miao-tzu
From the northern end of Nga-ba a trail leads through forest, after crossing a
ravine which issues from the mountains to the east of Nga-ba and is called
Nga-ba lua-hba-k'o. There Tibetans often camp and herd their yak, selling
the butter in the Li-chiang market.

7s-(-.

dead. The Na-khi buried the ashes of their cremated dead, and placed a stone before the
circular mound.
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Emerging from the pine forest we come to an obo lo (skein' in Na-khi) at the
head of the trail which leads into Pai-shui. The first part of the trail takes us
to a small meadow and depression called Hoa-gkyi loll1 surrounded by P i t a
likiangensis, and thence down to the stream-bed, spanned by a stone-bridge;
elevation 9,970 feet. The stream-bed is lined with spruces, willows and rhododendrons. On the 'northern bank, and somewhat above it, is a beautiful
meadow surrounded by spruce forest which, next to Nda-za gko, is one of the
finest camping places in this region. It is known as Gyi-p'Er k'a-k'o, elevation ro.ooo feet.
The Pai-shui (White water) has its source in the hanging glacier overlooking
Nga-ba, and it is rightly so called, for it is of a bluish-white, intensified bv the
white limestone rocks over which it flows. I t is a beautiful stream with tall
spruces lining its bank (PLATE83) as if planted there, and for background the
grand peaks of Jade-dragon Mountain crowned with eternal snow. Words
fail to describe the beauty of the scene. Here is Nature still undisturbed; here
roam bears, deer, leopard, stags and pheasants, in the majestic forest and over
meadows starred with myriads of flowers.
Two lateral streams join Pai-shui near its head, the Pai-shui itself is fed by
the glacier which spreads out like a fan over the rocks polished by the ice. Here
at the head of the stream-bed the elevation is 11,- feet and the mountain
wall rises abruptly, the slopes to the left and right being forested with larches,
while above them somber firs cling to the steep declivities, their dark green
foliage contrasting sharply with the light-grey limestone scree.
On the spur which separates Pai-shui from the parallel-flowing Hei-shui 2! 7)(
(Black water), called Gyi-ni lo-gkv, rising in the third highest peak, Gyi-ni
nv-lv, is situated one of the finest meadows on the entire range. I t is called
Nda-za gko, elevation 10,700 feet (PLATE84). There are two approaches to
this loveliest of all the meadows, hidden in dense forest on this lateral spur
which appears too narrow to harbor such an extensive place.
One approach is by the Pai-shui valley, the trail ascending the northern
valley wall; the second is up the broad slope of the pine-covered spur which
separates Pai-shui from Hei-shui. The steep trail leads a t right angles from
the main road into the pine forest, the dividing spur being known as Gyi-p'Er
mbu in Na khi and Shan-shen-miao Cl
in Chinese, for oncc upon a time
a shrine dedicated to the mountain spirits existed here. Once over the steep
slope'the trail crosses a rocky flat covered with pines and low, shrubby oak
(Quercus semicarpijolia), to a narrow meadow called Nda-za gko dii-man,
flanked on the north by a spur with a bluff known as Ting-hsiang 31'{@gkv;
the last word is Na-khi and meaning "there," while the Chinese characters
refer to the shape of the bluff, which resembles a nail.
From this little meadow it is only a short distance to the magnificent one
of Nda-za gko. To the south the spur enclosing it is covered with forest composed of spruces roo to 150 feet tall and firs, with undergrowth of cane-brake.
l o Obo is a Tibetan-Mongol word and denotes a cairn, a pyramidal pile of rocks on a pass.
The Tibetans call it la-rdsus (pronounced la-dse).
fl The Hoa-gkyi is an herb (Oxyria sinensis) with reddish stems and white flowers, the leaves
of which are cooked and fed to pigs.
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From the top of the sharp spur a wonderful view is to be had of Pai-shui.
West the meadow extends almost to the foot of the wall of Gyi-nii nv-lv, and
is surrounded by the same type of forest, carpeted with deep moss. The
sources of the Hei-shui (Gyi-nB lo-gkv), separate the meadow from the massive
walls of the mountain. The latter can be reached by following the forested
spur to thc south of the meadow.
Only in the summer time is there running water on the meadow, but a little
distance to the north is a spring called Gyi-dti-la-hag l2 (the name embracing
not only the spring but also the meadow and immediate surroundings), which
furnishes water in the winter. Seen from this meadow, Gyi-nii nv-lv is one
huge limestone mass declining to the north (PLATE85) ; in the spring when the
snows melt, or after heavy rains, waterfalls descend its steep slopes, here and
there sparingly covered with firs and junipers.
From Nda-za gko it is possible to reach the northern slopes of this mountain,
by descending into the valley parallel to its base and following it to Yu-k'o-lo
a t the foot of the cliff. The waters from the two ravines a t the left and right
of its base join and flow east as the Hei-shui; collectively they are called
Gyi-nB lo-gkv, and the entire region Gyi-nB gv-ssu gko. Two other ravines,
descending from the eastern face of the mountain proper, join the main Heishui Stream. The first, or southern one, is dry and is called Bpu-k'a-k'u (Dry
embankment), the second, north of it, carries water and is called Gyi-shi k'a
(Yellow water valley). These have to be crossed if one wishes to reach the
foot of the mountain a t Yu-k'o-lo (PLATE86).
5.

THE

GYI-NAMOUNTAIN,

OR

GYI-NANV-LV (PLATES85, 86! 87)

Gyi-nB nv-lv, commonly spoken of as Gyi-nB lo-gkv, is the third highest
mountain mass of the Li-chiang snow range. Unlike the Shan-tzu-tou range,
it is a long, broad mountain with a gradual ascent from north to south, and
perfectly flat on the top, in the shape of a long hand, the upper part of which
is occupied by a broad glacier hemmed in by low limestone ramparts. The
eastern side is composed of a solid limestone wall, almost vertical from its
base a t 10,5oo feet to the summit, 19,356 feet above sea level. Between Shantzu-tou and Gyi-n& nv-lv l3 is a lower. but nameless, mountain mass, isolated
from both by once-glacier-filled ravines. The rocky mass which I here baptize
Nga-ba nv-lv (Silver rocks or Snow mountain of Nga-ba) is visible on plates
80 and 83.
The western flank of Gyi-nB nv-lv is covered with loose limestone and is less
steep than the eastern, but with sharp limestone ridges protruding from the
l2 The name Gyi-dtl-la-han refers to two springs, one on the actual meadow of Nda-za gko,
the second on the other side of a low spur to the north of it. Gyi is water, dld-la is a double
bag, with two openings similar to a saddle-bag, such as the Na-khi use, and 1 1 a ~is the
method of carrying such a bag, slung over the shoulder - here the spur between the two
springs is meant.

While any snow range is called nv-lo,the literal meaning is "silver rock," nv = silver,
= rock. However, there are other high, steep mountains, not crowned with eternal
snow, which are also designated as ~tv-lv,as for example, Sa-bpi zhEr nv-lv. The word zlzB
has two meanings - one is steep, vertical, and the other is the ringing in the ears a t high
altitudes. Both meanings may be applicable, but the former is probably the correct one.
l3

Iv

screes. Its slopes drop into a valley which has its head near and west of the
summit of Gyi-nb nv-lv. The other wall of the valley is formed by a spur,
culminating in ten separate limestone crags which extend parallel to Gyi-nA
nv-lv proper. The three first are worthy of the name peak, for each has a
glacier which descends into the valley. The southernmost of this row of peaks,
known collectively as 'A-ts'ag-gko nv-lv, is the second highest of the range, being slightly higher than Gyi-nB nv-lv - probably 19,500 feet - and a close
rival of Shan-tzu-tou. I t is directly opposite and west of the summit of Gyi-nA
nv-lv and joined to it by a sharp limestone crest, to the north of which lies a
glacier. This glacier forms the head of the valley, sending down a greyish
((PLATE88), into the Yangtze west of
stream, called the Chien-t'ai Ho
Ta-ku. Although the peak is higher than Gyi-ni nv-lv, it is not an outstanding one and is only visible from the north or from the slopes of the former.
As the three southernmost and highest peaks of the 'A-ts'a~l-gko nv-lv
Range which forms the eastern wall of the Yangtze gorge, were nameless, I
have given each an appropriate Na-khi name, in memory of the three most
renowned Na-khi chiefs. As the most noteworthy was A-ssu, or hlu Tseng, the
first of these three peaks I thus baptize A-ssu nv-lv; the second, after A-ku,
or Mu Kung, A-ku nv-lv; and the third after A-mbu or Mu Rao, A-mbu
nv-lv l4 (PLATE89).
The entire spur of 'A-ts'ag-gko nv-lv has the character of Shan-tzu-tou
mountain and is in fact a continuation of it (PLATE90). Gyi-ni nv-lv, parallel
to 'A-ts'an-gko is a quite different, bulky mountain mass, pushed further east,
as it were from the main backbone of the range. Were it not for the sharp
limestone crest which connects it to the first peak of the 'A-ts1a!-gko Range
Gyi-nB nv-lv would really be a separate mountain mass.
The best approach to the foot of Gyi-ni nv-lv, whence it is possible to ascend the mountain, is by following the trail north from Pai-shui - the same
trail which leads up into the Yangtze loop. Thus from Pai-shui we climb
through beautiful forest of spruces and pines to a spur called Gyi-p'Er mbu, a t
10,400 feet elevation, the divide between the Pai-shui and the Hei-shui. Over
this ridge called Shan-shen-miao in Chinese, a steep trail leads to the alpine
meadow of Nda-za gko. We descend into the Hei-shui, quite a disappointment in comparison to the beautiful Pai-shui. Ere reaching the Hei-shui, to
the left of the trail, halfway down the slope, is a spring surrounded by pines
and oaks. This spring and the immediate neighborhood, where good camping
places can be found, is called Gyi-nb zhwua-ts'u.
The muddy trail descends now to the narrow stream of the Hei-shui which
is here spanned by a wooden bridge, elevation 9,600 feet, or 400 feet lower than
the Pai-shui. Aftcr crossing the bridge the trail ascends steeply to where used
to be a Chinese hut, which served as an inn for travelers, a miserable affair a t
best. No one lives there now and the slopes, which were once cultivated, lie
fallow and abandoned owing to the robbers who make this region unsafe.
These robbers are mostly Chinese, but Lo-lo and Lii-khi (Yung-ning people)
also, are not averse t o highway robbery when opportunity offers. From the

"

Should these Na-khi names prove difficult to be pronounced, their Chinese equivalents
may be adopted thus: Mu-tseng Shan *4$1.4, Mu-kung Shan * * I I J ,
and Mu-kao Shan
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ruins of former habitations we enter open pine forests and emerge a t a lovely
meadow surrounded by large Tsuga yiinnanensis, or hemlock trees. This
meadow, a rather marshy one, is called Gyi-nii o-nda-ma (Marshy meadow of
Gyi-nk), elevation 10,550 feet.
With the entire snow range in full view, we ascend through pine forest to
the top of the northern spur of Gyi-nii lo-gkv valley, called Cyi-n2 mbu-gkv,
to an elevation of 11,000 feet. From this vantage point one of the finest views
of the snow range is revealed. The main trail descends the spur through virgin
forest consisting of spruces, hemlocks, firs, oaks, birches, sorbus, willows, and
rhododendrons, with undergrowth of cane-brake.
Instead of following the main trail, we turn west through pine forest, later
entering lovely spruce and hemlock forest, with tall Rhododendron rubiginosum
trees bearing purple to lavender flowers, and finally emerge on the broad spur,
a huge meadow of the richest green, bordered by forest. Thousands of flowers
wave their heads in this luscious, green meadow called Gv-ssu-gko dii-man
(PLATE
g ~ )over
,
which our trail continues overlooking the valleys of ~ai-shui
and Hei-shui, and the ancient lake-bed of Nga-ba. The entire country to the
south lies before us like an open book. To the north of the spur is a valley,
very deep in its lower part where it joins the Hei-shui. The region north of the
valley is called collectively Gko-ndza-gkv, as lush, rich meadows are interspersed with forest of fir and oak: ndza meaning spotted, gko, alpine meadow,
gkv, the region. Of this region the Na-khi have the saying, Gko-ndza ts'a-ho-p'a,
lv-ma ts'a-ho-hwua, hwua-gku-muag-dto-dto, or, " On the 18 faces of Gko-ndza,
the 18 assembled shepherds cannot see one another's huts." Numbers of
shepherds may herd their sheep on the many separate meadows, without one
being aware of the others' presence.
One feels lost in this vast place, which joins the broad, massive base of Gyink nv-lv. Myriads of flowers dot the green turf, on which Tibetans have established their yak encampments. Where the meadow joins the limestone
mountain it is called Gv-ssu gko. Elevation 12,500 feet. This entire region
was once covered with dense forests of fir (Abies) and junipers of immense size,
the haunt of tigers and leopards, as well as deer and stags. Several decades
ago someone set fire to the forest, which burned for months and reached the
borders of Nga-ba, crossing even the deep gorge of the Pai-shui. Since then
tigers have vanished from this region.
Crossing Gv-ssu gko to the head of the gulch Yu-k'o-lo, which becomes the
Hei-shui a t the base of the mountain, the trail ascends steeply through beautiful forest to a plateau with pure stands of fir forest, thence out on to a burntover area with the charred remains of the forest, partly standing and partly
littering the steep slopes, which make climbing difficult. The almost vertical
slope, covered in its upper part with stunted firs and prostrate rhododendrons,
joins the limestone wall of Gyi-nil nv-lv a t 13,500 feet. Instead of skirting the
broad base, made difficult on account of the soft snow which lies here often
50 feet deep, we climb hand over foot up the grey limestone wall, thence across
snowfields, from one spur to another, until an elevation of 15,500 feet is
reached. The sharp, limestone rocks stand upright as the leaves of a book.
Here a panorama of real grandeur unfolds itself. To the north one can see
plainly in this clear atmosphere the three Gangkar ling peaks in Hsi-k'ang,

rising to over 2 0 , 0 0 0 feet into an azure sky, while Ha-ba ndshEr nv-lv rears its
snowy head high over the crags and pinnacles forming the last of the spur to
the west, at the foot of which the Yangtze roars some 10,ooo feet or more below, ever carving a deeper and deeper gorge. Range upon range is visible, as
well as the Yangtze in its trench a t Ta-ku after it emerges from the gorge between Ha-ba ndshEr nv-lv and the crags of 'A-ts'ag-gko.
From 15,500 feet on, the grade is gentle and the going is good. We continue
on the top of the wide spur leading to the broad peak, over thousands of tiny,
loose, sharp limestone rocks. The entire surface of the hard limestone has
been split into myriads of fragments by the action of the ice. The wall of rock
which forms the eastern part of the gorge is cleaved several feet deep into a
forest of columns as if the entire surface had been chopped up with a giant's
axe. From the summit down to 17,000 feet the broad spur is buried beneath a
massive glacier, the ice lying in folds like the train of a wedding garment
(PLATE
87). The rocks here change in shape, resembling angular sticks several
feet in length, and only about two inches in width. They lie about parallel to
each other, having been split by the action of severe frosts and ice. Quartz is
not uncommon here, also iron-bearing rock and pure white marble. The ascent to the summit of this mountain can easily be accomplished, one needs only
follow the western outer edge or rampart which hems in the glacier, and which
is usually free of snow. The only obstacles are the terrific gales which blow
over these mountains, whirling the snow in huge columns like smoke into the
air. If one wishes to ascend Gyi-n& nv-lv, camp should be pitched in the
gorge west of it, on a broad shelf or terrace, suitable for a camp, a little below
16,000 feet. At 14,500 feet and even higher we found Lema Lerwa major on
the rocky, barren waste and also several snow chickens, Tetragallus tibelirnus
henrici, neither hitherto recorded from Yiin-nan.

Ta-ku and the many small villages belonging to it are collectively called
Ta-chii li j c g F.. Ta-ku itself is situated on a fan-shaped plain mainly composed of conglomerate. To the west the plain is bordered by the Gyi-ni nv-lv
The Yangtze emerges here from the terrific
and the Chien-t'ai Ho $l$3:$J.
gorge which it has cut for itself through the Li-chiang snow range, and flows
east for a short distance through the conglomerate plain and then north a t the
foot of a mighty range - the Dzu-k'u nv-lv as it is called by the Na-khi of
Ha-ba and BbEr-dditr. The plain through which the Yangtze flows, 600 feet
below the main village of Ta-ku, drops in terraces towards the river. It is entirely inhabited by Na-khi, except for a few Chinese settlers. The climate is
warm enough for two crops to mature in one year. Wheat, panicled millet
(shu g),
cotton, rice and maize are grown. Out of the millet stalks they make
sugar known as Sha-t'ang $@&. Cannabis sativa, the ma f i (hemp plant)
which the Na-khi call ssaw, is much cultivated, especially the female plant
which gives better fibre and which they call ssaw-ma.
Ta-ku is 140 li north of Li-chiang. To €he west of the village is a large
spring called Lung-ch'iian gE (Dragon spring) ; in the days of a native official,
its water was conveyed in irrigation ditches to the higher fields. Near the
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main village, or to thc east of it, arc tlie ha~lilctsof Ida-nibc and Zaw-muan.
From l'a-ku we go south across an arid, uncultivatc~clstretch, tlie ground
appearing to be hard, ccmentcd limcstonc, which sou~lclshollow w1ii.n ritlilll:
ovcr it. 'l'he plain from l'a-ku village to thc foot of thc liills is six li across.
The village of I"&-da (Cliinesc, 1"ei-tan j.fi Yii) is tlic last on the southcnl cdgc
of the plain a t the foot of thc hills. From 1"ii-(In wc ascca~idtlie hill-side ovcr a
steep and more or less indistinct trail through n xc~rophyticvc.gctatio11 of
Osfeornelcs Schzucritccze, Ijcrbcris, Wik~tro~rnia,
ctc., up to an elevation of
8,500 fcct where tlic trail cntcrs piric forcst. I t thcn skirts ritvi~ics,1)ast a
lovely mcadow in thc pine forcst with a spring, which alforcls all c~xcc~llc~it
lunch-stop as well as camping pli~cc.
Skirting anothcr ravine we cmcrgc on the top of a spur witli a dry pond, in
dcnsc pilie forcst a t an clcvation of 9,250 feet. l,ooki~lg bctwe~rithe t r t ~
down ovcr the ?'a-ku pl;tin, we spy to the west on a terrace tlic hamlet Gka-dz2
amidst p e n licl(1s. IIighcr wc itsccnd, where we mcchtwitli individui~llitr~lics,
with h'hododendron ltcliolcpis, oaks and pincs, all forniirig a son~bcrforest
through which the trail zigzags. Willding around ravincs we c~itcra broad,
dcnscly forcstcci valley from the hcad of which cxtentl scvcri~lrou~idcdtcrraces. Over these thc trail lcads in and out, to nsccnd a cc~itralspur from an
elcvatiori of ro,ooo fcct, forcstcd with hcnilocks (2'szlga yiirc?lclfccnsis), l'ivrtls
Armnncti with h'hodoctrndron rlthigifcos~rncand cane-brake as unclcrgrowth
(PLATIS
9 2 ) . Soon S I ) ~ L I C C S takc tlic place of himlocks, with golden oaks
((llcerc-lrs sr)nic-c~rp~olicz),
itlid we cnlcrgc nt it beautiful mcadow, clcvation
10,700 fcct, surroundcd by lovely spruce forcst. From here an unrivalled vista
opens to the travclcr. 'I'hc peaks of thc 1,i-chiarig snow raligc tower high abovc
us, cold ancl wintry, wrappcd in ice and snow.
'l'o the north i l l Chung-ticn 1 1 1 511 loom the mountains of Gkii-dii, and northcast Wun-ha Slia~iof Yung-ning beyond the Yangtzc. 'l'his rcgio~iwith its
numcrous meadows, c~ncliisolated and surrountlcd by spruces and lirs, is called
Gko-lldzit-gkv.
From thcsc mcadows, some of which rcsemblcd a ploughcd field rummagcd
by wild boars, we descend through forcst to the maill trail which lcads northcast to M ba-yi-whn.

The Ya~lgtzeKivcr after cutting its way through the snow range in a northcastCrli tlircbct ion turns northwarcls a t 'I'a-ku headed oii by the limestolle range
of 1)zu-ku nv-lv which merges into La-pao Shan. h a - t i - y i nv-lv is an extension of thc range and is the highest part of the backbone in the north. At
Shang Feng-k'o the river turns due south. Deep and long gorges extend cast
into the Yangtze as the central mountain mass is closer to the western bend
of thc loop than thc eastcrn.
The tcrritory north of Li-chiang in the Yangtze loop is quite narrow in comparison to thc great trianglc which the river cncloscs. 'I'hc southern and eastern part of the triangle is inhabitc(1 by Na-khi, but the northern part is exclusivcly occupied by 'l'ibctans. 130th banks of the river to the west of the
trianglc up to Ch'i-tsung are l~owcvcrpeopled by Na-khi.
The Li-chiang snow range occupies the wcster~iand central part of thc loop;
it is here pierced by the Yangtze which bulges considerably into the land and
is then forced north by the range mcntioncd previously.
Thc land within the loop from Li-chiang to Shang Feng-k'o is six stages
long and cxcccdingly rnountui~lous. With the exccption of the Li-chiang plain
which cxtcnds to the foot of the snow range, there is no level land within thc
loop, save scattcrcd alpine meadows, the longest of which is Nga-ba. As one
travels ovcr the high mountains, mostly densely forested, one gains occasional
glimpses of the Yangtze on both sides, especially in the northern part of the
loop on thc road to Sllang Feng-k'o I: f#irJ (Upper Fcng-k'o). On thc trail
to Feng-k'o {#'IJJ, however, one is forced to travel for about half a day along
the barren, rocky slopes of thc castern part of the loop. Coming from Shang
Feng-k'o, a t the apex of the loop, the trail leads ovcr thk central mountain mass,
leaving the Yangtzc on both sides, without entering either valley.
I t is possible to reach Ta-ku ;).I3' from the central mountain spurs within
the loop, by a narrow trail from two different places, one being Mba-yi-wha
(Place whcrc there is sugar) callcd Ming-yin-wu I!O
in Chinese, and the
other T'o-k'ii-shgr, callcd in Chinese Ch'ang-sung-p'ing g3:kkl: (Long pine
flat). The trail is negotiable to pedestrians only.
Thc only large settlements within this territory and north of the Li-chiang
plain are a t La-bpu (Chinese, La-pao $iIJ'fl), Fu-k'o (Chinese, Feng-k'o), and
Nda-gv (Chinese, Ta-ku). The remaining villages are scattcrcd and consist
of a few familics only.
I . FROM EIEI-SIIUI TO LA-PA0 LI

We have followed the main trail from Nga-ba as far as Gyi-nh mbu-gkv,
where a small path leads to the heights of Gyi-nB nv-lv, and shall continue
north from thc bluff overlooking the Hei-shui.
Leaving the pine forest behind, the trail descends from Gyi-nh mbu-gkv into
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virgin forest of a mixed type consisting of giant spruces, hemlocks (Tsuga
yunnanensis), oaks (Quercus semicarpifblia), willows, red birches, Sorbus and
rhododendrons, with undergrowth of Ribes and a species of Arundinaria, or
cane-brake. A brook crosses the trail which in the winter is a sheet of ice and
difficult to negotiate. The elevation is 10,700 feet. The spot is called M U ~ - ~ ' P
(Winnowing tray). This streamlet joins the Miierj-ts'a-dto, a brook crossing
the trail further north; together they flow near Nga-tz into the united Heishui and Pai-shui which is known as Nga-tz gyi-t'a (Water below Nga-tz). We
continue to descend through beautiful forest of similar composition, but with
additional species such as Acer, Prunus, etc., cross another brook called Munp'a-gko and follow the mountain slope, till we emerge from the mixed forest
onto a pine-covered slope whence the confluence of the Pai-shui and Hei-shui
is visible. Opposite the mouth of the Nga-tz River, where it debouches into
the Yangtze, is a large mountain which Handel-Mazzetti calls Man-tou schan,'
height 10,300 feet. Near by on the west bank of the Yangtze is situated the
hamlet of Dshi-ho gyi-ts'a (Red earth ferry), called in Chinese Hung-men-k'ou
fjk PFJ n . Here rules a small chief by name Yang Hsiu-lin
Neither the Yangtze nor the village are visible, as both are hidden in the
terrific chasm of the river nearly IOO li distant. The Chinese map places the
village opposite the district of La-pao and on the east bank of the Yangtze,
a long days journey too far north.
Once more we enter mixed spruce forest, which the Na-khi here call Wuassi-bi-ssu-dshwua: the meaning of the first part of the name has been lost, but
b i is forest and ssu-dshwua means three partitions. Pine forest alternates again
with spruce forest and a trail leads north-west over Gko-ndza-gkv to Ta-ku,
on the Yangtze. Where the trail branches to the left up the spur to Ta-ku
the place is known as M~en-ts'a-dtoafter the brook somewhat to the south.
Elevation 10,800 feet.
We continue on the main trail, skirting a depression to the east, and ascend
the spur K'o-shitr-hwoa to an elevation of 11,100 feet. Here is a small, sloping meadow, an agreeable midday halting-place, with water in the ravine below; the place is called Llu-bpu gko, and is surrounded by forest of oaks,
spruces and rhododendrons.
Ascending further through forest we strike a broad, gravelly trail, almost
worthy of the name of road, and descend over the steep mountain slopes, here
covered with larches, pines, oaks and rhododendrons. To the west is a broad
depression which separates us from the Gyi-nB nv-lv range of which one enjoys
a magnificent view. A-nB Ngyu, a rock dome 15,600 feet in height, is visible
north of IIa-ba ndshitr nv-lv; it is the fifth highest peak of the Li-chiang snow
range, but situated across river in the Chung-tien district and divides the
BbEr-dditr Na-khi from the Chung-tien Tibetans. To our left is the broad
ravine which leads to the plain of Ta-ku on the Yangtze; from here the river
is also visible, flowing north in its deep trench. To our right is a gravelly limestone spur a t the foot of which our trail descends, among pines and bushes of
the blue-flowered Rhododendron cuneatum. Still descending, we turn east
through tall pine forest into the former Lo-lo settlement of Ghugh-t'o.
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Yung-pa' chi-li t'ing ckih records no mountain by that name.
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The finest stand of pine forest in this part of Yiin-nan was once here. Trees
a hundred feet tall, with perfectly straight boles stood here until the Lo-10s
came from Ta-liang Shan ;I; .i;li;CIi to settle. Clan feuds had forced them to
wander and they came to this wild region. They cleared most of the forests
and, cutting down the magnificent hard yellow pines set fire to them as they
lay on the ground. Of the smaller twigs and branches they would make oblong piles, cover them with sod, and then burn them; the ashes they ploughed
under. This method of agriculture is mentioned in Chinese records about
Lo-lo, as ploughing (cultivating) with fire. TPey made a desert of the land
and the smoke clouds of the burning forests enshrouded the landscape (PLATE
93).
Water is scarce, there being only one small water-hole which is dry in winter,
while in a small ravine near by a little brook furnished the only regular water
supply for the entire community. From here the women carried the water in
wooden buckets to their homes. As they depended entirely on rain for irrigation, they grew mainly potatoes, oats and buckwheat. The potatoes they ate
baked in live coals. For over ten years they lived here, cultivating the dry
lands, until, on account of almost daily robberies they were forced in 1931 to
leave Ghugh-t'o. As the area is easily controlled on account of its being surrounded by the Yangtze on all sides, they could never return. Some went to
BbEr-ddEr, some to Yung-ning, the Li-chiang soldiers standing by on the
banks of the Yangtze until the last Lo-lo had left with wife, child, sheep and
pig. Thus they went east and north of the river with their few belongings to
94,95). In their abandoned fields, young
find new places to devastate (PLATES
pines have sprouted again.
From Ghugh-t'o, the trail descends into a dry valley and pine forest. Ghiight'o like Lo-shui-tung $&7k.iM, possesses funnel-shaped sink-holes, the narrow
part being lined with limestone; they are, however, not so numerous. Ere
reaching the hamlet of Mba-yi-da one passes a large, forested, limestone
mountain called T'khi-t'khi 'a-lv-k'o (To shake off fear at the foot of the cliff)
to the east of the trail. I t is said that formerly tigers inhabited this region
(leopards are still to be found) and people were afraid when they reached that
spot.
Diagonally across the hill is a much lower mound, its slopes covered with
pines; on its top a mud fort was erected, that is, a simple encircling low, mud
wall. This fortification, called La-bpu Wua-ssa, was constructed during the
Mohammedan rebellion in 1856, when the Moslems were being slaughtered by
the Chinese a t Ta-li and elsewhere. As the Chinese officials had fled from Lichiang, a La-bpu (La-pao) Na-khi headman, by name Wua-ssa, had made himself magistrate and Fu-kuan; he liberated all the prisoners in the jails and
slaughtered many Moslems. He forced Li-chiang merchants and well-to-do
people, who had lent money to La-bpu peasants a t exorbitant rates of interest,
to take the place of cattle before a plough, and carry heavy loads. \!%en they
were unable to perform such work he addressed them thus: "As you are unable to do the work of a cow ploughing the fields, or to carry a load, you had
better drink new milk," and thereupon had them beheaded. By the drinking
of new milk he intimated that they had better be killed, to be reborn as babies.
Many who had left their old masters, whom they maligned in order to in-
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prostrate others still erect, tragic witnesses of the oncc magnificent forest, covering now wastc lur~cl. lierih,at an clcvation of 10,700 fcet, parrots (Psittacula
1)c~rhicirlu)Ily in flocks from grovc to grovc, chattering noisily.
Wc dcsccatld through pine forest to n small mc*atlow,and emerge at thc foot
of rl hugc, vertical limc~stonc~
clifl into a circular basin, in which arc scveral
hnmlcts collcctivc*ly callcd '1"o-k'ii-shEr, or ('h'ang-sung-p'ing I4ti\fti in
('llil~csch (11-M ., ,1,siisopicb).* North of the lust hemlet , situatcd on a spur, is a
snlilll hill with tall pitlcbtribes, wllc-ncc t hc place takes its name: 'l'he flat of the
long 1)inc. O n thc to]) of thc hill is a lovcly spring ancl an cxcc*llcnt camping
placih. 'l'ht. district is ktlown as La-bpi1 (La-11ao li in ('hinl-sc), and compriscns
not only thc small villagc~iof '1"o-k'ii-shEr, on the spur t ~ u also
t
the many vil1agi.s in the tlcc.1, valley which llcrc caxtc.nds cast into the Yangtzc, and those on
t l ~ cwcst chrrl 1)nnk of the Yarrgt zch I)ropcr.
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['l'hc 1,ric.C statcmcnt in this work regarcling I'ilo-sha~l cl~oumakcs gross
orror, when it stiitcs thnt i t is cast of 1,i-chii~ng;this is, of coursib,wrong, for
24s li cast woul(1 bib in l'ung-shcrlg (Yurlg-pi), cast of thc Ynngtzc. 'I'hc
nilmo l'iio-shiill chou still occi~rson thc 1,i-c-l~iilng(list r i d nlnp nnd is to t hc
north of 'A-k'o (('llini~sc*,Ngai-k'o ;': 111) on thc wihst I)i\nk of thc Yangtzc.
Tt frirthcr siiys that it is 1\30 li soutll to 110-ch'ing iu $J,jl.&lff.'I'his is also
incorl-cct , Tor 110-ch'ing is 80 li s o ~ ~of
t hI,i-chiiltlg nnd thc latter pliicc is 245 li
sou t I1 or I'iio-~lliillclloll.]
'I'hc rc>giorlwhich coml~riscst hc prcscb~lt -clay Lii-bpu rlllel knowil (luring t hc
reign (11 ('llih-yiiiitl (K111)1i1i l<.lli111)( I 2 79) ils I ' L ~ O - S ~~ 1I 1~0~~ I1wits
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and historic trail leads to the famous T'ai-tzu Kuan A-f-FgM, also known as
Hsiieh-shan-men Kuan 2- !I I PE3 BM. I t is the pass of the Heir-apparent, that is
Kublai Khan (Hu-pi-lieh) who led his army over it when en route to attack
the Nan-chao Kingdom in 1253 A.D. For years I had been searching for that
pass, but nobody seemed to know where it was located. I n the early summer
of 1942 I left Li-chiang for Yung-ning
to avoid falling into the hands of
the Japanese, who were then rumoured to have taken Ta-li. I t was only then
that I came on to the newly opened trail to the Yangtze.
From Nda-nyu-yi-t'ii the trail leads east across a small ravine and then ascends a densely forested spur, virgin forest, moss-carpeted, and undisturbed.
From this forest we reach a ravine with vertical 'imestone walls and following
down the little stream in a northerly direction we climb again through dense
forest and then up a cliff, the trail ascending in many short, sharp zig-zag turns
to the foot of a limestone wall. A gap in the wall forms the famous historic
pass, the T'ai-tzu Kuan.
The man responsible for the reopening and rebuilding of this ancient trail,
shorter by over one day than the old trail, was the late Ho Chih-ming $rl,L;g
a Na-khi and native of Aw-khi (A-hsi llqjLt<:).
The work was commenced in
1940, and the trail finished early in 1942. He died a t Feng-k'o from poisoning, having taken an overdose of medicine the day prior to my arrival a t
Feng-k'o in 1942. He furnished most of the funds for its construction; a certain
Chia-wa M, a native of Law-k'a-khi-llii (Pu-chi0 I.nlll) in Yung-ning territory also contributed funds towards the reopening of that historic trail.
From the pass the trail leads zigzag down a long spur to the village of Yangliu-p'ing ;I;z#p~P
and then follows north high up on the slopes of the mountain
which forms the western valley wall of the Yangtze. This trail leads in and
out narrow ravines which debouch into the Yangtze, high above a lower trail
which I followed in 1931 to the villages of Lo-k'o and Gkyi-da-gko when exploring the deep Yangtze gorge north of La-bpu (La-pao) (see p. 240, n. 7,
also PI. 104). Near the mouth of Lv-ts'o-lo canyon it rejoins the lower trail and
leads to the Na-khi hamlet and bridge of Lv-ts'o-lo.
The old trail winds through majestic forest, up a steep spur to an elevation
of 11,400 feet, leaving a deep ravine to the left filled with magnificent trees.
Ascending the spur which joins the main western mountain mass, we reach the
skeletons of once stately forest trees, now reduced to ashes by careless hunters.
Many times I have passed this stretch, and during ten years I have not observed a single young tree taking the place of the charred boles IOO feet or
more in height. Leaving the valley to our left we enter a majestic grove of
giant spruces and hemlocks, their trunks swathed in moss which also forms a
carpet in this forest. Clear, running water is everywhere and a nicer lunchstop it would be difficult to find.
This forest extends into a ravine with walls of limestone to the west and
low, rounded hills to our right or east, gradually emerging a t an open pass
13,000 feet above sea level. Gorgeous rhododendrons (Rhododendron rubiginoszlm) brightened the otherwise somber colors of the oaks and spruces,
while primulas and peonies dotted the lush meadows. Not a human soul dwells
here. T o the west high limestone crags and screes of grey rock merge into a
decp blue sky, while to the east h e behold the chasm in which the restless

Yangtze hurries on its long journey to the sea. The forest changes now, for
the somber spruce and oak give place to larches clothed in the fresh green of
their spring foliage, framing a lovely meadow called Ngv-khii gko (Nine pools).
Lavender rhododendron bushes (Rhododendron hippopheoides) grow in the
marshy part of the meadow, while large pink-flowered ones, h d o d e n d r m
adenogynum, Rhododendron sigillalum, and Rhododendron orthocladurn, frame
the rich green sward, full of primulas, anemones and lady's slippers, a t an
elevation of 12,600 feet. This fairy spot is situated a t the foot of a mighty
limestone range called La-bpu Ngyu or La-pao Shan.6
La-bpu Ngyu forms the backbone of the mountain mass which fills the
Yangtze loop; it joins Hua-ti-yi nv-lv to the north. It is called Ha-ba su-p'e-zu
by the people of BbEr-ddEr and is north-east of the mouth of Ha-ba lo. I
could not discover whether that name is known to the people of La-bpu. Its
height is approximately 16,000 feet and it is Handel-Mazzetti's Hsuetschou
schan.
From Ngv-khii gko we descend a deep ravine filled with larches and stately
oaks, opening out towards the Yangtze with steep grey limestone bluffs on
either side. Ascending again to 12,500 feet we follow the rocky, open slopes
of La-bpu Ngyu, covered with a mass of Rhododendron racemosum, a low bush
growing among the sharp rocks, with here and there an oak and a pine-tree,
also prostrate junipers (Juniperus squamala). Higher up on the crags and
scree grow black firs mixed with larches. We climb to 12,750 feet over a very
rocky stretch to where the trail divides. The upper one leads to the very tip
of the Yangtze loop a t Shang Feng-k'o, also called San-chiang-k'ou 5 D
on account of three streams debouching there into the Yangtze; the lower trail
leads to Feng-k'o, we shall follow it to the Yangtze. A short distance beyond
where the trails divide we descend into hemlock forest with cane-brake and
tall rhododendron trees as undergrowth; skirting a deep ravine densely forested
we emerge into open pine forest a t 1 2 , 0 0 0 feet elevation. Many of the trees
in the ravine had been burned years ago, and, as on the southern slopes of Labpu Ngyu, no young trees have as yet appeared. The trail descends a pinecovered spur separating the canyon of Lv-ts'o lo from a ravine to the west,
once inhabited by Lo-lo from Ta-liang Shan.
The spur broadens into a large bluff with steep slopes, which we negotiate
over a zigzag trail. I t is called Hua-bi-gkv, elevation 11,675 feet, and is
mainly sandstone. Here under pine-trees grows a lovely rhododendron, a
low, compact shrub with small tubular, pink, flowers arranged in a globose
head (Rhododendron radinum). From Hua-bi-gkv on clear days it is possible
to see the snow peaks of Gangkar-ling some 10 to I 2 days' journey to the north.
To our left (west) is the mighty limestone mountain Hua-ti-yi nv-lv, over
This is the mountain baptized Mount Bonvalot by G. COURTELLEMONT
(Voyage au Yunlrcm,
1904:227). He named two peaks of the Hua-ti-yi nv-lv range, the southern one Mount
Bonvalot, and the northern higher one, Pic Koua-ly Malou. His Koua-ly may be a misprint for Koua-ti, which is the Na-khi Hua-ti, and his Malou is undoubtedly the Na-khi
nv-tv which means snow range. The Na-khi speak rather indistinctly and it is only after long
practice that one learns to differentiate their difficult sound complexes. He marks a village
on his map (p. Z Z ~ to
) , the north-west of his peak, on the east bank of the Yangtze; this village he calls Koua-tien. I t is the Na-khi village of Hua-ti-yi (Chinese, Hua-t1ing-i IEU X ) ,
after which the mountain is named or vice versa.
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16,000 feet in height; three small valleys descend from it and unite beyond
our spur to form with the stream from Ngv-khu-gko, the Lv-ts'o lo canyon
debouching east into the Yangtze.
Descending the spur of Hua-bi-gkv over a zigzag trail, we enter the canyon
of Lv-ts'o lo. The trail is rocky to a degree and seems endless; the stream-bed
is dry in stretches, the water appearing and disappearing underground until
we come to an old temple once dedicated to the Lung Wang fik f (Dragon
King) a t 7,500 feet elevation, where a clear spring gushes forth from beneath
the path. Here is situated one of the few Na-khi hamlets in this valley. The
people are very poor, for the terraces on which they grow their maize are
rocky and few in number. The new trail coming from T'ai-tzu Kuan joins
here the old Lv-ts'o lo caravan route. Crossing the stream we ascend the
narrow trail and follow along the opposite walls of the canyon to a bluff,
8,100 feet elevation, overlooking the Yangtze, which flows here at 4,900 feet
above sea level. Opposite the mouth of Lv-ts'o lo canyon, over the river in
Yung-ning territory, debouches the Ba-cha-dji-ki canyon from Wua-ha Mountain, 16,000 feet in height, a high limestone range which forms the eastern wall
of the Yangtze valley.
From the bluff the trail descends over the open scrub covered rocky slope,
through the scattered hamlet of Feng-k'o (H-M., Fong kou). I t leads through
hamlets and fields and is the most exasperating in this part of Yun-nan. The
fields are terraced and supported by rock walls, encroaching on the path so
as not to sacrifice an inch of soil, thus reducing it to a mere strip resembling
a ditch. In addition all the rocks of the fields are thrown on the trail, which
also serves as an irrigation ditch. Nature has taken possession of the rock
walls in the form of rose-bushes and other shrubbery, which are, of course,
never cut nor even trimmed, and thus hide the narrow track. The Na-khi
caravans, brushing constantly against the bushes, keep the trail more or less
open, but, nevertheless, one's garments suffer considerably from the thorns
of the roses, unless one rides a tall horse. The traffic is the steam-roller.
Senselessly the trail leads up and down past every hut. Even should such a
shanty be situated on the top of a hill, the path must climb up to it, only to
descend again to the level whence it started.
Ere reaching the banks of the Yangtze, the trail descends into a valley in
which most of the scattered hamlets of Feng-k'o are situated, a stream is
crossed over a stone-bridge, and a short distance beyond we descend over arid,
red, gravelly slopes, bearing a typical xerophytic vegetation such as Pistacia
weinmannifolia, Dalbergia, Osteomeles Schwerinae, Dodonaea viscosa, legumes,
Twminalia micans, Phyllanthus emblica, Sapindus Delavayi, etc. Most of the
water in this arid waste is brackish. Close to the river bank, on a small terrace, a few houses form the hamlet called Ndzu-dii (H-M., Tsatue).
Near a pyramidal rocky hill which juts into the Yangtze, forming a little
bay to the south, is the river ferry. I t is here that Kublai Khan must have
crossed with his army. There are other ferries to the south below La-bpu, but
there he could not have crossed as it is recorded that he met the Mo-so first
a t the T'ai-tzu Kuan k+/#j
(see pp. 97, 236). The ferry-boat, a leaky affair,
holds five mules and a few loads, besides two or three passengers. The current
is swift and in the summer crossing is very dangerous owing to a large oblong

rock which is then submerged. The ferrymen are ZhEr-khig, a clan of tbe Nakhi (PLATE101), but the man in charge of the ferry is a Chinese who buys his
position from the Li-chiang magistrate. He hires the rowers and charges a
certain amount, as 10 to 2 0 cents silver per animal, and a nickel per man. Of
this a certain amount must be given to the yamen a t Li-chiang. The magistrate has the right to remove him and can give the position to any one who is
willing to pay more for it. Thus he is never certain, although he has purchased the position, how long he may remain in it. The natives of Yung-ning
pay half of what the Li-chiang people pay, and the Yung-ning chief also
secures a portion of the ferry money. Often the ferry renter is unable to keep
the position on account of losses, for the magistrate must receive a certain
amount per annum; if there is little traffic on account of robbers, the income
is next to nothing- yet the magistrate must have his due. The boat is
nearly always built by the renter, who must also keep up repairs; that these
are hardly ever made is indicated by the leaky condition of the boat. Infrequently the magistrate contributes something towards the building of the
boat - a crude affair a t best (PLATE102).

The Yangtze between Lv-ts'o lo (Lu-tzu-lou @%@) and La-bpu is approachable only by Lv-ts'o lo. One must, if coming from Feng-k'o, ascend the
Lv-ts'o lo gorge to the bridge over the stream, as below, where the gorge debouches into the Yangtze, it is impassable, forming a deep, winding canyon
with vertical walls. A narrow trail leads for ten li along the southern flanks of
Lv-ts'o lo gorge to a bluff over the Yangtze, whence a full view can be had of
the rock gate known as Gv-ho-gu (the Ngv-khu gko of the Li-chiang Na-khi),
which separates La-bpu from Lv-ts'o lo. Through this the Yangtze flows again
south into the heart of Yun-nan to within two stages of Ta-li Lake, 78 li as the
crow flies. The western flank of the Yangtze valley, south of Lv-ts'o lo, slope
more gently and are partly cultivated. The eastern bank in Yung-ning territory is precipitous, culminating in the bulky limestone mass of the Wua-ha
Mountain (Ta-yao Shan
U l ) , a southern extension of which forms the
Dzoag-p'u peaks; its precipitous slopes are cut up into steep and deep ravines,
like those of Ba-cha-dji-ki and Nda-shi (these are Hli-khig, or Yung-ning,
names).
Looking down-stream from across river above Law-k'a-khi-llii (H-M., Lakalo), in Yung-ning, the western face of the gorge appears as one continuous,
massive rock wall, though it is formed by two projecting spurs: the first is
narrower and separated by a deep ravine with vertical walls, the second is a
broad rock wall washed by the Yangtze (PLATE103). Through the rock gate
is visible the La-bpu peak (La-bpu mbu) already described. The gorge is the
dividing line between La-pao and Feng-k'o districts. The scenery is aweinspiring and really magnificent, yet less impressive than the gorge of 'A-ts'aggko.
Between the mouth of the Lv-ts'o lo and the Gv-ho-gu gorge, in Li-chiang
territory, are situated two Na-khi hamlets, the lower one is called Lo-k'o, the
upper one, Gkyi-da-gko. The women of these villages dress like their sisters
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in Yung-ning; they wear pleated skirts and immense dark blue, cotton cloth
turbans. Beyond the last village the valley walls are steep and forested with
pine (Pinus yiinnanensis). Across the spur west of Gv-ho-gu gorge is a pass
known to the Chinese as Hsiieh-shan-men Kuan :S 11 1 F9 Bfl (the Snow Mountain
Gate Pass), and also by the name of T'ai-tzu Kuan (Pass of the heir apparent).?
On the cliffs of the T'ai-tzu Kuan north of La-bpu, a member of the Mu
family engraved ten Chinese characters which. tradition relates, an Imperial
heir apparent had visited. On the Chinese map it is given as being along the
main trail north of Pao-shan, written !%CII, which is not correct, for La-bpu
(La-pao $1
was the ancient Pao-shan
111.
Between Lo-k'o and Gkyi-da-gko there is a deep ravine which the trail
skirts; back of the latter village the trail ascends to the top of the first lateral
spur which forms the western wall of Gv-ho-gu, elevation 8,000 feet. Between
this spur and a much higher one to the south, is a terrific ravine called Gko-ma;
its walls are vertical and it is here that the Na-khi mine saltpetre. Dense
forests of oaks, pines and junipers fill the ravine (PLATE104). The trail leading from T'ai-tzu Kuan to where it joins the old trail through the Lv-ts'o lo
gorge, follows the lower one but high above it and the villages mentioned.
Opposite Lv-ts'o lo in the ravine of Ba-cha-dji-ki is the Hli-khi~village of
Mi-ndu-wiia, situated on a terrace; the second, smaller ravine to the south is
called Nda-shi, after the lone village in the valley.
The region on the Yung-ning side between Law-k'a-khi-llii and Nda-shi
is known a's Ts'o-lo-wu. Here, half-way up the slopes of the mountain, which
is crowned by the limestone crags of Wua-ha (H-M., Alo), used to be a small
. pond has been drained
lake, called in Chinese Tang-tsung Ch'ih g $ . i ~This
for many years, but it is still marked very prominently, and much too large,
on the Chinese military map of 1928.

s)

Shang Feng-k'o (Upper Feng-k'o) is a t the extremity of the Yangtze loop.
It can be reached by two different trails, one which leads from Feng-k'o along
the banks of the Yangtze, and the other over the mountains along the central
spur or backbone which fills the Yangtze loop. We will follow the latter trail
from Shang Feng-k'o proper to where it strikes the lower or Feng-k'o path.
There are several ferries over the Yangtze on the eastern stretch of the loop;
' The Li-chiang records state that "The Hsueh-shan-men Kuan is 260 li from Li-chiang, and
the pass is north-east of the ancient Pao-shan chou. During the T'ang dynasty, it was the
border between the T'u-fan and the Mo-so. It is as of Heaven created, a dangerous precipice. The younger brother of the Emperor of the Yuan dynasty, namely Hu-pi-lieh, when
on his way to attack Ta-li, coming from the T'u-fan country, fought the Mo-so a t this pass;
hence the pass is known to this day as T'ai-tzu Kuan (Pass of the heir apparent)." From
this I am convinced that Hu-pi-lieh (Kublai Khan) crossed the Yangtze at P'u-dgyu in
Yung-ning territory to the present Feng-k'o; in order to reach T'ai-tzu Kuan, or the Hsuehshan-men Kuan, the Yangtze must be crossed at Feng-k'o. The pass was the border between the T'u-fan and the Mo-so, the latter lived south of the pass where he attacked them;
the first Mo-so settlement coming from T'u-fan country was Pao-shan, the present La-pao.
As it is stated that after having crossed the Yangtze, Kublai passed through various villages
which now comprise La-pao (La-bpu),he could not have crossed but at Feng-k'o and passing
first through Hsueh-shan-men Kuan entered La-pao. The Tien-hsi gives an older name
for this pass, viz., Yueh-mieh-ken Kuan BBfitI4EWB.

the most important is a t Feng-k'o, the next important one a t Chiang-wai
further south, and the third at, or near T'o-la-tsu. A fourth ferry, which
serves the Chung-tien and Gangkar-ling country, and the people of 0-yii on
the Zho Chhu or Shu gyi in Mu-li (Mi-li) country, is at the very apex of the
loop, a t Shang Feng-k'o. There are several other ferries, that is, improvised
rafts, made of inflated goatskins. Unless goods are to be transported they are
rarely used; people who merely decide to cross, usually tie their scanty clothing
around their head, fasten a goatskin in front of themselves, inflate it, jump in
the river and swim across. I have known of Na-khi swimmers, from the
southern border of Yung-ning called north to Yung-ning lamasery by their
chiefs, to return home by simply tying a goatskin or two around their bodies,
inflating them, jumping into the river, and allowing themselves to be carried
by the current through rapids and narrows till they reached their hamlets,
in preference to walking back over a long rocky trail. This entails, of course,
an expert knowledge of the river, otherwise one would be dashed to pieces
against the rocks.
The Yangtze is called Gi-dji by the Yung-ning people, and Ha-yi-bi, or
La-lEr Ha-yi-bi, or simply Yi-bi (River), by the Li-chiang Na-khi.
The largest tributary of the Yangtze in this region is the Zho Chhu (Hsifan), or Shu gyi (Na-khi), the Chinese Wu-liang Ho &g:fiT;its lower part is
in Yiin-nan, in the territory of Yung-ning. North of Yu-mi the Zho Chhu is
in Mu-li territory (Land of the Yellow Lamas), up to the cantilever bridge
(elevation 8,820 feet) a t the village of Wua-shi which forms the border between the Gangkar-ling Bun-dzi-bese clan g and Mu-li. Handel-Mazzetti calls
the river Dou-chu, which is incorrect; there is a Tong Chhu [sTong-chhu] l o
which is an affluent of the Zho Chhu, it derives its name from the district of the
Tonyi-bese Tibetan clan through whose territory it flows, south-west of the
Gangkar-ling mountain system. The Zho Chhu does not have its source in
the Gangkar-ling mountains, as Kingdon Ward surmised, but near Na-wu,
1 1 days' journey north of Mu-li.
Major Davies gives the source of a river a t Na-bu (Na-wu) which he believed to flow into the Li-t'ang River. This is nothing else than the source of
the Zho Chhu, which however flows into the Yangtze a t Shang Feng-k'o
(PLATE105). It receives a very important affluent, the Gang-kha Chhu
(Gangs-kha chhu), from the glaciers of the northern slopes of Mount Chhanadorje of the Gangkar-ling peaks. South of the Gang-kha Chhu it receives
three affluents worth mentioning, namely the Tong Chhu, Lo-nda, and Chwua8

q+

The Gang-kha-ling (Gangs-kha-glingq c ~ . p , $orz Gangs-dkar-gling qcq.ylraS territory
is ruled by a chief who used to be subject to the T'u-ssu of Li-t'ang #$$*El. His name is
Tshe-rab-dpon2.qq.5yVa;(pronounced Tshe-rab-pon). Since the Li-t'ang T'u-ssu has been abolished the clans are under nobody's jurisdiction and are outlaws or a law unto themselves.
Tshe-rab-pon has under him three sub-chiefs,each one controlling a clan. They are known as
Rim-hbal-sras ;zqqqqla
(pronounced Rim-bese),hBum-rdzi-hbal-srars9y&qqqYq(Bundzi-bese) and tong-chhen-hbal-sras p k q qswy a (Tong-chhen, better known as Tonyibese).
10

-

qq.5
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dzu. The latter has its source in a mountain called Dza-bo rag (raE in Hsi-fan
is a pass) which forms the Hsi-k'ang - Yun-nan, that is, Mu-li - Chungtien, border. Kingdon Ward calls the river the Shu-lo (a Na-khi name), but
this is the name of the valley: shu = iron, lo = valley; the river is called Shu gyi
(Iron water). Iron is mined in large quantities, especially near 0-yii, where
the best iron ore in the Zho Chhu valley is obtained.
The little hamlet of Shang Feng-k'o is situated directly opposite the mouth
of the Zho Chhu (Shu gyi) and consists of a few houses only. The place or
region is also called San-chiang-k'ou (Mouths of three rivers) ; the three streams
which debouch into the Yangtze near the apex of the loop, are the Zho Chhu
from the north, the Lue-dzu from the east, and the Ha-lo from the south or
within the loop.
I n former days there was a ferry where the Zho Chhu debouches into the
Yangtze, but now it plies a little north of the mouth of Lue-dzu valley.
Opposite Lue-dzu, a valley called Law-k'an debouches from the Li-chiang
side. It is here that a trail leads up into the hills to the central spur.
From the banks of the Yangtze the trail ascends the grass-covered slopes up
the valley of Law-k'ag past several hamlets where maize and millet is cultivated, and thence to a pine-covered spur a t an elevation of 10,100 feet. The
trees are mainly yellow pine and oaks (Quercus semicarpifolia). The ridges
are dry and gravelly; in one place the rocks are volcanic. The trail now joins
the main broad spur, the backbone of the mountain mass in the loop. Here
the Yangtze can be seen to both sides. In the west the river makes two sharp
bends (PLATE106) ere reaching Shang Feng-k'o. Beyond, a grey scree mountain rises into the turquoise-blue sky: it is part of the Gku-du range, also
known to the Na-khi as Gku-dii gkii-tsu-tsu. To the east, seen from 9,500
feet elevation, the Yangtze makes a sharp bend between Feng-k'o and Lue-dzu
valley (PLATE107). Further south the gorges to the west become visible, the
river entering terrific canyons.
Our trail continues on the top of the broad central spur through beautiful
pine forest; I consider this the best trail to Yung-ning as one avoids the long
hot journey up the dry Yangtze valley. The heat in the Yangtze valley is at
all seasons intense, especially in the spring. There are lovely meadows surrounded by wonderful forest, and excellent camping places, the elevation being
~ o , o o ofeet. Here clear brooks flow from the foot of a high mountain overlooking the river. Oak and pine forests cover the spur. The trail skirts many deep
ravines, but leads steadily up, along the foot of grey limestone cliffs, to the
west. At. 10,900 feet there used to be a Lo-lo settlement now forsaken, and
the destroyed forests can again claim their own. At 11,400 feet the forest is
still composed of pines, but with undergrowth consisting mostly of birches, a
rather unusual plant association; a t 12,000 feet the trail enters forest composed
of larches, spruces, oaks, and birches, with scattered pines, hugging a limestone wall a t the head of deep valleys which debouch east into the Yangtze.
The scenery is superb, the autumn coloring magnificent, the birches yellow,
the sorbus trees crimson, and the maples orange-red. The path leads from
one spur to another and their intervening valleys, over gently sloping ground
forested with spruces and carpeted with soft moss, and an undergrowth of tall,
large-leaved rhododendron trees, Lonicera (honeysuckle), Ribes, and cane-
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brake. The somber spruces contrasted sharply with the gay-colored foliage of
the deciduous trees which were then in autumn garb. The trail emerges from
this beautiful virgin forest into a clearing a t the foot of the mighty limestone
crags of Hua-ti-yi nv-lv above the Lv-ts'o lo gorge. East of the Yangtze
looms high the massive limestone mountain Wua-ha. Water being scarce
further on, this proved an excellent camping place at 1 2 , 2 0 0 feet elevation, for
a small stream issues from some rocky bluffs below the clearing. From Shang
Feng-k'o to this camp is two full stages.
Further on the entire forest has been burned by the wretched Lo-lo, the
enemy of every tree; where once stood vast tracts of spruce and birch is now a
black waste. The trail leads along the edge of a spur overlooking the Yangtze
valley, till a t 13,000 feet we enter pure larch forest which covers the steep
slopes to the very foot of the towering limestone crags. Not a single house,
hut, or human being is met with on this stretch after leaving the hamlet of
Law-k'ag. Continuing on the top of the spur a t the foot of cliffs and in forests
of spruce and larch for 15 li, we come to the gravelly trail which joins the one
leading down into the Yangtze valley to Feng-k'o, or Lower Feng-k'o as it is
also called.
6. FROM MING-YIN-wu (MBA-YI-WUA)
TO TKE CHIANG-WAI FERRY
From Ming-yin-wu 4eES a trail leads east to the Yangtze and thence to
a ferry a t Chiang-wai on to Yung-ning via the Tsui-yi valley (called Ts'wue-yi
by the Li-chiang Na-khi); it is by far the shortest trail. From Ming-yin-wu
a zigzag path leads into the Dto-bpo lo valley; the upper part is covered with
pine forest, in the valley itself there are large groves of oaks and Castanopsis
Delavayi, an evergreen wild chestnut-like tree, a t an elevation of 9,200 feet.
Dto-bpo lo is a smaller and comparatively shallow branch of the very deep
and large valley, or rather gorge, called Gyi-t'khi lo, except where it debouches into it. It is undoubtedly the ancient Tang-po-lo B-Eg of the
T'ang dynasty Mo-so-man, and was one of seven districts belonging to Paoshan, the present La-bpu (Chinese La-pao: see La-bpu district, p. 233). The
hamlets of Dto-po lo are situated in the center of the broad valley floor; some
are a t its head.
I n the Gyi-t'khi lo gorge the hamlets are perched like swallows' nests on the
steep valley slopes; their narrow fields are terraced strips, some of them not
wider than two or three feet, with a sheer drop of IOO feet or more beneath.
The trail which descends this long valley to its narrow mouth, is dangerous
indeed, on account of its extreme narrowness and its proximity to the vertical
walls of the deep chasm which it skirts. At about 7,000 feet elevation we meet
the peculiar conifer Ketteleria Davidiana with pale green needles and erect,
persistent, straw-colored cones. Old trees branch like deciduous trees rather
than like a conifer. It is peculiar to the hot, dry canyons.
The trail descends zigzag to the poor hamlet of Bu-dv-dzi-man, a scattered
affair, the houses situated on the hill-tops, while the fields are along the river
bank. Fairly good oranges are here cultivated. From the village we again
ascend a spur to a bluff a t 6,800 feet elevation, overlooking the Yangtze
(PLATEI O ~ )and
, six li from the village. The journey in this arid valley of the
Yangtze proves usually hot, unless the sky is overcast. The trail is indescrib-
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ably rocky and leads up and down between boulders and rock walls which hem
in the wretched fields of the first Na-khi hamlet we strike, here called P'a-lo, consisting of six families. Ere reaching Y'a-lo the trail nego iatcs a lateral ravine,
climbing up and down; it resembles more the rocky bed of a stream than a path.
Opposite P'a-lo, in Yung-ning territory, is a tiny hamlet bcaring likewise the
name of P'a-lo, though the name of Tse-mi is also given it. I t is inhabited by
Li-su $@%(also written f i g $ ) ; several clans of this tribe have settled in
Yung-ning in the more arid and undesirable regions.
At P'a-lo the trail divides: The upper fork leads to the hamlet of T'o-la-tsu,
which consists of five familks, and is the most forlorn-looking place imaginable.
The main occupation of the people is gold washing, and the whole hill-side is
honeycombed with tunnels. The lower trail leads down to near the river along
a conglomerate cliff, everywhere pitted with gold diggers' tunnels, to below
T'o-la-tsu, where a ferry plies to the Yung-ning side of the river. If we follow
the upper trail we skirt two narrow ravines, the rocks being mostly sandstone.
I n this arid gorge I obscrved the following vegetation: Ziziphus bushes,
Barleria cristata, Dodonaeu viscosa, Vitex, Rumex, and Opuntia monacantha.
This latter cactus is exceedingly common, and has almost taken possession of
the gorge. The most common grass, which gives the hill-sides a bronze to
copper-colored appearance, is IIeleropogon conlortus. Several legumes grow
with Osteomeles Schwerinae, of which the only second species known in the
genus occurs on the dry and arid lava flows of Hawaii, and elsewhere in the
Pacific. Debregeasia edulis, Broussonetia papyrifera, Pteris longifolia, Selaginella involvens - the latter forming rosettes on the clifls - Escholtzia polystachys, Sida, Phyllanthus emblica, Tcrnzircalicz micans, and Amphicome arguta
form the main vegetation, with here and there a Dalbergia yunnanensis tree,
the creeping Ficus foveolata, Berberis, Astragalus, Solanum verbascifolium and
Excoecaria acerifoliu .
Opposite T'o-la-tsu in Yung-ning territory, a valley called Ku-dju debbuches
into the Yangtze which makes a sharp bend a t the mouth of Tsui-yi (PLATE
109).
The Na-khi hamlet of Chiang-wai *E.Y)(or Chiang-wa 'Ern)called in Nakhi Da-dii-gku, is situated on a terrace opposite the little village of Bu-yi-gkv
perched on a bluff above the mouth of Tsui-yi, elevation 5,900feet. A leaky
ferry plies here across the Yangtze between the two hamlets.
The region of Chiang-wai is a veritable sea of rock and Heteropogon contortus
grass. While the forested mountains within this great Yangtze loop are wonderful, the arid gorges of the eastern branch of the loop are miserable and dreary.
North of Chiang-wai (Da-dii-gltu) the Yangtze flows through another rock
gate similar to the one between Lv-ts'o lo and La-bpu, but smaller.
The huge boulders, fallen from the heights above, have been utilized by
some of the poorer peasants to save building an extra rock wall for their houses.
The houses are loosely constructed from the rocks which lie about. The entire terrace beyond Chiang-wai, to the mouth of the rock gate, is full of vertical
holes of considerable depth; here gold digging operations have been carried on
by the natives in the most primitive manner. I n the early spring and winter
this region is enshrouded in dust which makes travelling anything but pleasant.
Corn or maize is the main crop.
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vegetation is decidedly xerophytic, and the same plants occur as enumerated
on the Mba-yi-wCa - Chiang-wai stretch.
The distance from Tui-nao-k'o to Tzu-li-chiang bridge, the border of the
districts of Li-chiang and Yung-sheng (Yung-pei), is 30 li.
Situated on a terrace, a short distance above the bridge, is the hamlet of
Chin-lung-ch'iao 4 iiL+&+J; it has two Na-khi names: Gku-k'u-ndu and ~ k
k'u-k'o (PLATEI 10). TOthe west of it, separated by fields and a stream called
Sa gyi the Chinese Hsi-chi Ho #$Zi~l,
is another Na-khi village known as
Nun-dza-llu-k'o (Nun dza = sprouted Mung bean, llii = field, k'o = inside)
~ h i n e s eFan-tou-ti &Gill!. Owing to the large volume of water carried by
the Sa gyi in the summer and autumn, a log and chain-bridge has been built;
it is called Sa-gyi ndso in Na-khi and Hsiao-ho ch'iao /IblaS& in Chinese.
The village of Ching-li-chiang # 2 ~ l k j or
. Tzu-li-chiang H- 94 .c%&Jt;l., the Nakhi 'A-gkv-dzhi (Chicken egg market), is east of the Yangtze only a very few
li distant, in Yung-sheng ,kB (Yung-pei +j&) territory.
(Golden dragon bridge) is the only bridge
The Chin-lung ch'iao &E+$
which spans the Yangtze in its entire course. According to the E'ung-pei t i n g
chih ch. I , fol. 46a-b, this bridge is 150 li from Yung-pei. The Na-khi name of
the bridge is Dsi-li shu-8r ndso (Dsi-li iron rope-bridge). Er in Na-khi means
rope, and slzu-ei. means an iron chain, for they apparently never had a special
name for chain. In the I'iin-nun T'ung-clzih ch. 50, fol. a7a-b, the bridge is
called Tzu-li t'ieh-so ch'iao H-5!a4&#$$.The ancient name of the place
where it spans the river was Ching-li tu # Y! &k or the Ching-li ford. The
bridge was built in the second year of Kuang-hsu (1876) by Chiang Tsung-han
#&4;':-;'
, literary name Ping-t'ang H z , a native of Ho-ch'ing and T'i-tu @ &
(Major-general) of Kuei-chou (PLATE
I I I). I t replaced a ferry consisting of
two dug-out canoes, lashed together, which functioned during the winter and
spring. In the autumn, when the waters were high and the current swift, a
rope-bridge was used.
A memorial stone a t the bridge-head relates that Chiang Tsung-han used to
be afraid crossing the single rope-bridge when bound for Yung-pei. The crossing on the rope was an exceedingly difficult affair. He tells of being tied up
like a pig and swung across. Owing to the sagging of the rope one remained
suspended over the middle of the river, and natives guarding the rope had to
pull one across. Chiang vowed that he would build an iron chain bridge to
facilitate traffic. Tzu-li-chiang is a very important and strategic point, as it
is on the highway from China to Tibet, and from Ssu-ch'uan and Yung-pei to
western Yiin-nan. According to the Memorial stone the building of the bridge
was commenced in November of the year ping-tzu fi+ of the Kuang-hsii
period (1876) and completed in February of the year keng-ch'en R E (1880).
The local story however says that Chiang Tsung-han, eloping with a girl
reached the ferry and wished to cross the river. The ferrymen, however,
having been warned of the elopement, refused to take them over. Chiang
then swore that, should he ever become wealthy, he would build a bridge
across the river and reduce the ferry owners to poverty. He kept his vow, and
the bridge was built.
It measures 280 Chinese feet (328.3 English feet) in length, and is nine
Chinese feet wide. I t rests on 18 chains, which are anchored to boulders
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buried in the ground. Over the chains is a roadway of boards, and over these
again, in the center, is another set of boards. The bridge sways considerably
when crossed by a string of loaded mules.
the, bridge was practically cut
In 1929, by order of General Lu Han B I ~
to prevent the rebel, Hu Jo-yii Ms.@,from crossing it. One chain was
actually cut through and the boards were removed. The structure collapsed
completely, except for two chains, on February sth, 1935. I t has been repaired and opened for traffic on January 4th, 1938.

CHAPTEII VI

The district of Chung-tien, situated north of the Yallgtze loop, forms an
inverted pyramid, thc apex being its southernmost point, the broad base of
the pyramid adjoining the new province ol Hsi-k'ang the iormcr ('h'Llan-picn
)I1&, or frontier of Ssu-ch'uan, commonly known as the 'l'ibetan Marchcs.
Chung-tien is callctl Ndzu-dii in Na-khi, and in 'l'ibetan rGyal-thang.
Only thc southern half of the region is inhabited by Na-khi, as the district
of BbEr-ddlSr, which adjoins the Yangtze on the east and the mountairl range
of A-nil Ngyu (A-nil-ngv, An-nan-ku 1#.j-,$,also known as I'ei-ti Shan ;II:1~111)
t o the north; beyond are Tibetans only.
The district of Chung-tien is dividcd diagonally from north-west to southeast by a strcam known to the Chincsc as the Chung-chiang Ho I 1 r *iI:~!I[.7'hcy
call the upper part the Shih-to-kang Ho fij\& 1it1Jilll, while the Na-khi call the
entire stream the Yu-ndo gyi. I t is however bcttcr known as thc Chung-ticn
Ho r l l CJJ~IIJ. I t debouches into the Yangtze above thc 'A-ts'ay-gko gorge.
I t s source is to the north of IJci-ti Shan (A-nA Ngyu). 'I'hc lake of Chungtien is callcd Ts'ao Hai
by the Chincsc and Nda-bpa Yhu in Na-khi; the
Tibetans call it Na-pa Tsho.
The scat of the magistracy is Chung-ticn, whcnce the district dcrivcs its
name. Chung-tien is situated a t an elevation of I 1,500 icet on a largc grassy
plain too cold to grow anything but whcat, and is inhabited by about 2 0 0
families, mostly a mixture of Chincsc, Mo-so and 'I'ibctan. Its geographic
position according to Major Davics is latitude 27" 50' and longitude 99" 45'.
T o the north of Chung-ticn dwell the notorious robbcr tribe, the 'I'ong-wa
(sTong-wa), the Chincsc Tung-wang j,i[ll'.
'l'hc IIsu Yun-nan 2"z~ng-chih-kao,Vol. I 2 , cli. 9, fols. I ~b ant1 12a, statcs
that during thc Han dynasty ('hung-tivn was in the 11sicn ol Sui-chiu $44,
subject to Uiich-sui ('hiin ,k!i#,j Ill\. Sui-chi11 was west of Uung-ning, and
is the prcscnt Chullg-ticn. Unclcr thc Shu IIan (221-264) it bclongcd to
Yiin-nan ('hiin 'J;I#.J Ill!. I n thc Sui dynasty (590 617) it was the Mi chou
controllctl by thc Tu-tu l u fill /'fl(.f (Yamcn of the military governor) of
Jung chou .~kll*l*l
(this is thc prcscnt-day I-pin $T'i<(IIsii chou /iJ(4JlI) of SSUch'uan). I n thc T'ang (618--906) it was also known as M i chou. Untlcr the
Mongols (1280 1367) it bclongcd to the circuit ol Li-chiang. I n the Ming tlynasty (1~68-1643) it was in the prclccturc of 1,i-chiang. I n the Ch'ing it
remainctl unaltcrcd. Wu San-kuei -X - k l i rcbellc(l and gavc the land of
Chung-ticn to the Dalai Lama of Lhn-sa.l I n thc filth ycar of Yung-chcng
(1727) it came undcr the control of Ho-ch'ing. A Chou-p'an .1.#'I'lI(District
judge) from the chou of Chirn-ch'uan (a magistracy between l'a-li and Lichiang) resided t h e r ~ . I n the 21st ycar of Ch'icn-lung (1756) a change was
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made and a sub-prefect was sent, subject to Li-chiang fu. To-day it is a
separate magistracy known as Chung-tien hsicn.
'l'he same work, Vol. 18, ch. 25, fols. gb to 6a, states that Chung-tien in
ancient days had no wall, but in the eighth year of Yung-cheng (1730) an
earth wall was built, two li in circumference, with four gates. I t was rebuilt
in thc 24th year of Ch'ien-lung (1759) by the sub-prefect Hai Mi-na fl& %#.
?'he Chung-tien district is 360 li broad and 546 li long, that is, from north
to south. I t is 1,455 li from K'un-ming. East to the Li-chiang border is a
distance of 230 li and west to the Wci-hsi # & I J border
~
130 li. South to the
Li-chiang border 284 li and north to the Li-t'ang T'u ssu -&#hi: r i J bordcr in
Iisi-k'ang 280 li. This is reckoned from the town of Chung-tien. South-east
to the borders of the Li-chiang territory is 150 li, north-east to the Li-t'ang
border 1 2 0 li. South-west to the Wei-hsi border 140 li, and north-west to the
Wci-hsi district bordcr 2 1 0 li.
There are two towns in the district, the larger being the prefectural city
called Ta-chung-tien j;111Ci].
South 80 li is the territory of Hsiao-chungtien 11. II~@J.
lighty-five li north of the city of Chung-tien is the village of KO-tsa MU(]
and 2 0 0 li west of the city is the village of Ni-hsi il6jJLj. I t is also stated that
the land is high and mountains are numerous; frost and snow dcsccnd early,
the winds arc biting and cold; the soil is hard, and the five grains cannot be
grown. The peasants are poor and the land unfertile; the lamas are of great
importance and arc the real rulers of the country.
A large lamasery is situated at the foot of Fo-p'ing Shan I& b( 111 (Buddha
screen Mountain) 10 li north of the city. I t belongs to the Yellow lama sect
and is called Kuei-hua Ssu I!t1:.4k ?$ (Lamasery of the transformation). I n
1901 there were 1,226 lamas living in the monastery. Other lamaseries are:
!j: and Ta-pao Ssu -/;% !I-. 'The
Pai-chi Ssu Ilgt !j:, Ch'eng-cn Ssu jfk 13%
iirst belongs to the Yellow sect and is located near the city on the top of Chu
Shan +.111, the second is more than 2 0 li east of the city and belongs to the
Red sect, it has over thirty lamas. The third is 30 li south of the city and
pertains to the Yellow sect.
I t is extraordinary that nothing is to be found in the Chincse records which
relates to the district of BbEr-ddEr (Pei-ti ;Il=lfi) and its marvellous limestone
terrace, BbEr-p'h-dtEr.
I presume that owing to the difficulty travelers experience in reaching certain parts of the district, dificulties which are mainly physical, it has been
neglected by the Chinese and therefore next to nothing is to be found in their
records.
Few are the travelers who have visited the remote parts of Chung-tien territory and those more diflicult of access, as, for example, BbEr-ddEr, which has
been reached only by the Dutch missionary Kok, James Bacot, Handel-Mazzetti and the present writer. Handel-Mazzetti doubts that Bacot traversed thc
entire Yangtze gorge which cuts the Li-chiang snow range, but thinks that he
probably penetrated it as far as Pen-ti-wan, to which place one can use pack
mules. I t is certainly strange that in his book, LE TIBET REVOLTE, Bacot is
silent about the narrowest part of the gorge. known as the Hu-t'iao-chiang.
and the villages beyond, inhabited not by Mo-so but by Chincse from Ssu-

ch'uan, who had been settled there for more than 60 years. They, like the
Mo-so who dwell in this gorge, do not live, as he says, in "caves B demi enfoncCes dans le sol," but in houses built of stone. His map on plate 6 gives
the trail as below the villages, while actually it passes above them and not
along the river but a t times 4,000 feet above it. The great Ta-shen-kou gorge,
which the trail ascends and its eastern wall which it climbs in many zigzags,
is not marked. According to him the trail leads only a short distance above
the river. This is an impossibility. No one could walk along the Hu-t'iaochiang or cross the Ta-shen-kou gorge without ascending it.
From Ta-ku, as well as from across the river, one can look up the tremendous gorge, and from the village of No-yu near the entrance one can look
down it and obtain an idea of its grandeur, though not to the extent as if one
actually travels through it. The quickest way to reach BbEr-ddEr is by crossing the Yangtze a t Ta-ku. Bacot gives us pictures of the inflated goatskin
rafts by which he crossed, but not a single picture of the great gorge itself or
of the renowned Hu-t'iao-chiang, nor of the villages in the gorge, as previously
remarked.
As the northern part of the Chung-tien district is inhabited mainly by
Tibetans no detailed description is here given, but the southern territory inhabited purely by Na-khi is dealt with in the following pages.
I. THE

NA-KHIDISTRICTS

OF HA-BA AND

BBGR-DDER
(THECHINESE HA-PA

@ [Il, AND PEI-TI

dk ffi)

The districts of Ha-ba and BbEr-ddEr are situated in the south-eastern part
of the Chung-tien triangle and rest on the Yangtze loop in the east; on the
Ha-ba ndshEr nv-lv peak of the Yii-lung Shan in the south; the Ta-ra mountain in the west and Pei-ti Shan (A-ni Ngyu Range) to the north. The massive limestone range of Gkii-du also lies within the triangle.
The most primitive type of Na-khi, undisturbed since they first settled
many centuries ago, dwell in this region. Here they follow their old religious
customs, which is a mixture of Shamanism and the pre-Buddhistic Bon religion
of Tibet. There are neither lamas nor lama temples as in the Li-chiang district, nor are there any Chinese temples, for no Chinese live here.
An interesting feature is the total absence of graves in BbEr-ddEr, for here
the Na-khi still follow their ancient custom of cremating their dead. They
take no medicines of any kind, but rely solely on their sorcerers to exorcize
the demons of disease. They also practise in all its purity the ancient ceremony of Muan-bpo (Propitiation of Heaven). The district contains one of the
finest muag-bpo d'a, or sites for the Muag-bpo ceremony, situated in a beautiful grove of old oaks.
Their territory is most difficult of access and this has kept them isolated and
unspoiled. They have not come in contact with the Chinese, but, unfortunately, they are exposed in the north to Tibetan bandit invasion, and several
times their villages have been reduced to ashes and their cattle driven off.
Being unarmed, they themselves fled into the hills to save their lives.
They are under the Chinese magistrate of Chung-tien, a town in a purely
Tibetan district, but that official, when there happens to be one, usually flies

post-haste on news reaching the town that the Tong-wa Tibetans, who live in
Hsi-k'ang i ~ L j L k to the north of Chung-tien, are on the war-path. These
people not only loot in and around Chung-tien, BbEr-ddEr, etc., but they often
cross the Yangtze and invade Li-chiang territory, as in 1922, when they burned
the town of Ta-ku, and killed many people, shooting the girls, who had climbed
trees to avoid falling into their hands, like pigeons off the branches. When I
visited Ta-ku shortly afterwards I found the town in a terrible state; many
girls had broken limbs which had ulcerated and were beyond hope. In 1933
the Tibetans came again, but satisfied themselves by occupying Chung-tien
for a considerable time, whence they undertook raiding expeditions in various
directions.
The present native ruler of BbEr-ddEr is of the rank of Pa-tsung E#,
(Sergeant), and besides Bbitr-ddPr rules also over his own district called Ha-ba
(Ha-pa), to the south. His family name is Yang #8. His Mohammedan ancestors came originally from Shan-hsi province. They lived in Ta-li, but escaped during the Mohammedan rebellion in 1856 and fled to Chung-tien. He
again is under the immediate control of the Ch'ien-tsung ?#, (Chiliarch,
Lieutenant) of Ch'iao-t'ou %5fi, also of the name of Yang, though they are
not related. Both positions are hereditary. The latter is directly under the
magistrate of Chung-tien, who is usually an absentee. Yang Pa-tsung of
Ha-pa is a half-breed, his mother being a Tibetan woman and his father a
Chinese Mohammedan. The latter was killed by Tibetan bandits in a raid
which they were making into his territory. Unfortunately, the present ruler,
who is addicted to opium, lacks all the qualities necessary to control such a
district, and one can but pity the poor peasants who have to look to such an
individual for help in time of stress. I t is impossible for a magistrate to remain
or keep order, unless he has a large force of regular troops to rely on for protection. The few militia soldiers, with antiquated, rusty rifles, and bullets which
often do not fit the barrel, are no protection against the wild hordes of Tong-wa
Tibetans, who are usually well armed.
Strange as it may seem, these Tibetan bandits were often armed by Chinese
generals, residing in Ning-yiian fu, Ssu-ch'uan, under whose nominal jurisdiction they come. The generals, being interested mainly in money, sold their
old rifles to the highest bidders, in this case the Tibetans and Lo-lo on the
Yiin-nan border. I n 1931 when I was in Yung-ning, the good Tsung-kuan
who, unfortunately for his country, has passed on to the Great Beyond, complained to me bitterly about the sale of arms to the wild Tibetans
and Lo-lo by the Ning-yiian generals. They had actually sent for the Tibetans,
sold them their surplus or old rifles, and given them a Izu-chao 1% a ass port)
and even a Chinese escort to prevent their being molested en route. The King
of Mu-li (Mi-li) did not wish them to pass through his territory, but could
not refuse them transit in view of their passes from the Ning-yuan generals,
under whose jurisdiction the Mu-li King comes.
In 1929 Ch'en
the Tsung-pan $@?,8$
of Wa-li ! f i f $on the Ya-lung River
in Ssu-ch'uan, sent many loads of rifles, commandeering peasants on the road
to carry them to Yung-ning in Yun-nan, to be sold to whoever had the money
He was murdered by the Communists in April, 1934, when the latter passed through Ssuch'uan from Yiin-nan.
#$,a%

to buy them for more than IOO dollars silver apiece with 25 rounds of ammunition. I n order that they should not fall into the hands of the Lo-lo or
Tibetans the rulers of Yung-ning had to buy as their finances allowed. When
Ch'en Tsung-pan and his party were in Yung-ning on their way towards Lichiang to sell their remaining rifles, the Gangkar-ling Tibetans, having learned
of their presence there with arms for sale, came post-haste to Yung-ning, followed and overtook them a t a village to the south. They then attacked them
in order to capture the arms. Ch'en, who had some Ssu-ch'uan soldiers with
him, resisted, keeping up a constant fire and using up all the ammunition
which was to be sold with the rifles. The Tibetans retreated and finding a
Hsiang-ch'eng $EI\.~& Tibetan caravan which was returning from Li-chiang,
attacked and robbed it. Under such conditions, the poor unarmed peasants
have indeed a difficult existence.
From the south there are three approaches to the Ha-pa and Bbitr-ddgr
territories, but the Yangtze must be crossed no matter where one enters them,
coming from Yun-nan. The quickest way to reach the district used to be by
way of Ta-ku immediately north of Li-chiang, two stages distant. A ferry
plied there, but, since the Tibetan bandits used it to cross over to Li-chiang
in 1922, it has been destroyed and there is now no intercourse with Ha-pa,
a t least not from the Ta-ku side. People do cross on goatskin rafts which are
hastily constructed, but the skins are kept on the Chung-tien side, none being available a t Ta-ku. Thus to cross from the Ta-ku side, although the easiest approach, is now impossible (1932). This still held good in 1944.
The second best approach, only feasible in the summer, is via the pass called
Hsueh-men-k'an %Fqb3; (Snow gate cut) over the mountain near BbEr-ddEr
to the west. The valley which leads to it from the BbEr-ddEr side is called
Gyi-na lo (Black water gulch). From the pass a trail leads west to the Yangtze
above Ch'iao-t'ou (Bridge head). From autumn to spring the pass is deep in
snow, and many have lost their lives in trying to cross in the winter season.
The third and longest and most difficult approach is the one by the Yangtze
gorges. When mentioning the Yangtze gorges, those known to the tourists
a t I-ch'ang Eg come into mind, but let it be said that the latter can never
be compared with the gorge the Yangtze has cut for itself through the Lichiang Snow range. Having always wished to explore the gorge through the
Yu-lung Shan, I took this route to BbEr-ddEr, and it is this which I shall describe. Bacot is said to have traversed the gorge, but he says little or next to
nothing about it, and mentions it as being 2 , 0 0 0 metres deep. It is much
more than that, and ~ o , o o ofeet is about right.

Nv-lv-k'o (At the foot of the snow range), or Hsiieh-sung-ts'un gg$;J'3
as the Chinese call it, is situated a t the end of the north-western branch of the
(Hsiieh) Sung is the highest and central peak of the Wu-yo x@ (Five sacred mountains)
on which the ancient emperors worshipped Shang-ti (God). The Sung peak lies in Ho-nan
fu in the province of Ho-nan, on the watershed between the Yellow and the Han Rivers.
As the title of Pei-yo (North sacred mountain) had been bestowed on the Yii-lung Shan, the
village lying a t its foot was given the name Sung, which also stands for eminent and lofty.
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Li-chiang plain a t the very foot of the snow range, its elevation being 9,400
feet. Owing to its proximity to the range it has always been my headquarters
while exploring the north-west of Yiin-nan and Hsi-k'ang. It is from this
village that I left for the Yangtze gorges and Bbtr-ddEr. 'I
he trail leads from
the village of Nv-lv-k'o over a pass called H&r-ltr-gkv(Wind-call pass,4 or
Pass whence the spirits call the wind), elevation 10,5oo feet, to the district of
A-khi (A-hsi I;IJ~C: in Chinese; H-M., Aschi) on the western bend of the
Yangtze. The village of A-khi is, however, considerably south of where the
Nv-lv-k'o trail first strikes the Yangtze. Ere reaching the top of the pass the
trail passes an obo (rock pile) with oak branches (such as one usually finds on
mountain passes in Tibetan country); this particular place is known as Shizhi-k'ii (At the place of the mountain spirit), and also called Hiir-ltr-mall (Tail
of the wind-call pass).
A magnificent view unfolds over the plain with the many villages which dot
it; in the spring it looks like a large chess-board, with the thousands of wheatfields for squares. Here the mountain-side is wooded with pines - both Pinus
Armandi, the tall white pine, and the yellow Pinus yiinnanensis - oaks
(Quercus semicarpifolia), maples, spruces, etc. The air is clear as crystal and
every tree and house stands out as sharply as if one were viewing them a t close
range. (PLATE52).
From the pass we reach an oblong depression filled with water, the howling
wind whipping the surface and carrying the spray clear across, drenching the
traveler as from a shower-bath. The water of this small lake, which has its
source mainly in underground springs but also from small rivulets descending
from the surrounding spurs, rushes cascade-like through a forested gorge down
to the plain, where it joins the waters of a broad spring called Mba-ma which
is used entirely for irrigating the fields of the many villages. The trail skirts
the pond on the north side to a pass a t the other end called H5r-1Pr mbu (Hill
whence the wind is called).
From Hgr-lEr mbu the trail leads along the western slopes covered with pines
and prostrate oaks, overlooking the lake Gkaw-ngaw (Kan-hai-tzu Yz $-l- in
Chinese; H-M., Ganhaidsi). This lake, like the La-shih-pa Lake, appears and
disappears through subterranean outlets (PLATE112). The mountain south
of Gkaw-ngaw and facing La-shih-pa is called La-shi ch'ou-ma Ngyu; it is much
frequented by Na-khi intent on suicide. The zigzag trail continues through
forest to the main A-khi road, the junction being called Shi-zhi mbu (Hill of
the mountain god), elevation 10,5oo feet. The road is broad and lined by
forest of magnificent, centuries-old, oaks (Quercus semicarpijolia) and spruces,
mainly Picea likiangensis. To the left is a valley, whose western wall is a high,
partly forested (with firs, spruces, birches, maples, etc.) mountain called the
Yao Shan $+$ III (Medicine Mountain; H-M., Yau-schan), about 13,500 feet
in height. It is the Na-khi Gkaw-ngaw gkii-p'Er Ngyu. We are now on the
western slopes of the snow range above the Yangtze valley, the river flowing
north.
The word MYmeans wind, but pronounced in the third tone hdr means to cut. Both meanings are here employed. The fiercest and most cutting winds come over this pass onto the
Li-chiang plain, rocking the houses of the last village for months during the winter and
spring. As spring is the windy season, the Na-khi use the symbol of wind for spring.

Of the forests only a remnant remains, the Lo-lo having burned the huge
oaks, in fact cleared,the whole mountain-side. After ploughing the ashes
under, they plant their buckwheat for one or two years, and then move on
again, leaving behind them desolation, only to repeat the performance elsewhere. The slopes of the snow range are terrifically steep and once denuded
of their forests, the land of the villages below in the Yangtze valley, of which
only a narrow margin is arable, will be in danger of being washed away by
the floods descending from the mountain. I t is a pity that the government is
indifferent to the preservation of the magnificent forests which still exist in
this region, and allows whole areas to be laid waste by Lo-lo and Chinese alike.
The Lo-lo are the greatest enemies to forests: wherever one meets that tribe one
finds desolation; countless charred and fallen trees cover the landscape.
When they are in need of firewood they will cut down additional trees instead
of utilizing those already lying about by the thousand. This is especially true
where they have settled in pine forests, as a t Ghiigh-t'o, north of Li-chiang
(F. 231).
From this forest-remnant we emerge on to a small alpine meadow called
Ngv-dzu, elevation 1 0 , 2 0 0 feet, and continue down the ;alley, crossing several lateral streams, the last of which is called La-ngu-dt6. At 8,800 feet,
where the stream and valley make a sharp bend west, we enter pine forest, a t
the upper end of which is a clearing called T'o-k'o-shEr (Long foot of the pine).
Here in this forested valley not a breath of wind is stirring, while the eastern
slopes of the snow range and the northern plain are swept by gales in the late
winter and early spring, and the snow blown off the peaks and spurs in great
masses resembling clouds. From T'o-k'o-sher a trail branches north and follows on the middle slopes of the range to a famous cave called T'ai-tzu tung
k+Til;ll,which is described separately. The trail to the Yangtze descends
steeply through what is left of the once magnificent pine forests.
Most of the building lumber for Li-chiang comes from these forests; a dozen
boards an inch thick, 12 feet long, and I foot broad, sell for Yun-nan $3, or
about Chinese $1.50 delivered. The boards are of various sizes and grades,
the smaller ones selling for Yun-nan $2.50 a dozen. This is reckoned in prewar silver dollars.
The trail winds through the forest, but does not descend straight to the
Yangtze. It turns north to a gap known as Ma-an Shan ,!?; fzlll (Horsesaddle Mountain), past a hamlet called Zi-shEr-dto (Long grass hill) and the
little village of Bbu-k'aw-dtu nestled against the valley wall below. This
mountain path skirts several lateral valleys before and after reaching Ma-an
Shan, where the Yangtze becomes first visible as a broad blue-green band,
hemmed in to the west by a range' 13,ooo-14,000 feet in height. Here in the
river valley below are situated various hamlets, as Llu-tsu-ndu across on the
west bank, and others further up-stream on the east bank, near the mouth of
the valley down which the trail leads to the Yangtze. An alluvial fan extends
into the Yangtze valley, and here are situated the villages of Dza-bpo-dzii,
Gkv-na-wha and Llu-dtu-mag.
The trail continues through pine forest, a t an elevation of between 7,8007,400 feet, to a bluff of the latter height, from which the Yangtze valley can
be viewed to advantage, up-stream as far as A-khi. Down-stream, the
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Yangtze, here called Chin-sha Chiang
by the Chinese and Ha-yi-bi
(Gold stream) by the Na-khi, makes a horse-shoe bend near the region called
'A-gko-gyi-k'o (Spring amongst the cliffs) after a spring and a tiny hamlet of
the same name. On the opposite bank is the hamlet of La-zher-lo (PLATEI 13).
From the bluff the trail leads to 'A-ngaw-mbu (Rocky hill difficult to cross),
referring to the boulder-strewn place. The village is a t 6,350 feet elevation.
Here a deep valley opens out into the Yangtze coming directly from the highest peak of the snow range, its terminal valley wall is called 'A-dtodaw (Cliff
wainscoting) carrying a broad stream into the Yangtze. On the north bank
of this tributary, which is spanned by a stone bridge, is situated the hamlet
of Lii-ts'ag, the Chung-ts'un 111 &j- of the Chinese, both names meaning Central village. Part of the snow-capped range north of the Yangtze bend is visible from here.
Cultivation extends from here as far as P'Er-dtu-wGa (H-M., Padoa; in
,
6,350 feet, and less than three li
Chinese P'u-t'ao-wan f i # ~ H )elevation
distant. The most-planted cereal is rice, next come wheat and maize, with
red peppers, tobacco and vegetables; potatoes cannot be grown, as everything
goes into the plant and hardly any tubers form. Peas and broad beans are
also grown. The red peppers and tobacco are sold, the latter in leaf form as
well as ground. Every village has its own walnuts, which the Na-khi call
gv-du. Tobacco they call yu, but the origin of the name is not known.5 Part
of the snow-capped range north of the Yangtze bend is visible from here.
Beyond P'Er-dtu-wiia dense pine forest commences which is followed by a
stony waste covered with bushes of the rosaceous shrub Osleomeles Schwcrinae,
until the hamlet of Dza-dtu is reached, elevation 6,420 feet, a distance of five
li. At this village which is in the ward Ba-la-ts'o (Chinese Pai-lang-ts'ang PI
[4I: pei] &@), where Yeh-yeh, the first ancestor of the Mu family, was iished
out of the Yangtze (see the Mu Chronicle page 73). Continuing between fields
we come to the hamlet of Ndzi-mbu-lu, elevation 6,320 feet, thence to the
6,300 feet. Various
village of Yu-lo, the Chinese Ying-p'an-ts'un +f#+je,
villages, as Gg6-lo and Mua_n-lo, named after two ravines (lo), the upper (ggd)
and the lower (muan), are situated on the opposite west bank. At Uu-lo the
trail turns a t right angles down to the Yangtze where a ilat-bottomed ferry
crosses it to the hamlet of Gg6-lo (PLATE114). The elevation a t the river
bank is 6,070 feet. A fine view is obtained from here of Ha-ba ndshEr nv-lv
(H-M., Tja-ta-schan) (PLATEI I 5) .6
Along the steep slopes of the western Yangtze valley wall, covered with a
xerophytic type of vegetation, the rocky trail continues a t an elevation of
6,500 feet. There is no cultivation along the trail, until we reach the next
village of Muan-lo overlooking the entrance of the 'A-ts'ag-gko gorge. On the
The word yu, second tone for tobacco may have its origin in the word yu, first tone, meaning a wilted fallen leaf, the Na-khi observing that the wilted leaves of the plant are used in

smoking.
HANDEL-MAZZETTI'S
Tja-ta-schan can again be traced to the unfamiliarity of the Na-khi
with the Chinese language. His guide, apparently ignorant of the real name of the moun(Bridge-head
tain, and being dose to a rather important village called Ch'iao-t'ou
village), in which district the mountain is also situated, called it Ch'iao-t'ou shan, whence
Tja-ta-schan.

eastern slopes of the valley are situated the hamlets of Lu-na-wiia, K'6-dagkv, and La-gkv-wiia, in the order named, from south to north. The last
hamlet is opposite Muan-lo.
On the eastern valley slopes, back of the villages of Yu-lo, etc., is a detached
bowl-shaped mountain; it is an extinct crater and is called in Chinese Ta-huo
Shan kklll (Great volcano (H-M., Tahosa). On its slopes facing the gorge
is a settlement of Li-su tribespeople, their hamlets being also called ?'a-huoshan, while on the western slope in the crater-like depression is the Chungchia hamlet called La-muag-dze. The Chung-chia l(@'& are immigrants from
Kuei-chou; they have a phonetic writing resembling that of the Lo-lo but with
differences. Handel-Mazzetti first mentioned the Chung-chia (H-M., Tschundja) as occurring in the above village (PLATEI 16).
At the foot of Ta-huo Shan, on the very banks of the Yangtze near the hamlet
of LEr-k'o-ndu, the last village on the eastern valley slopes, is a hot spring
much frequented by the Na-khi. The square pool is divided into two halves,
apparently for men and women. During the rainy season when the Yangtze
is in flood these springs are sometimes submerged.
On the western valley slopes, immediately opposite the Yangtze entrance
into the gorge, is the hamlet La-tsa-ku f$Pfl&,
called in Na-khi La-dza-wuagkv (H-M., Ladsaku), elevation 6,650 feet. From here, as well as from the
fan-like terrace south of it, a magnificent view of the entrance to this tremendous gorge unfolds itself (PLATEI I 7).
From La-tsa-ku the trail descends into the valley of the Chung-tien River,
the Chinese Chung-chiang Ho 7iZc(ilS, called in Na-khi Yii-ndo gyi (PLATE
118). From the mouth of the river it is 3% li to the village of Ch'iao-t'ou
(H-M., Tjiautou) (Bridge-head). Across the wooden bridge over the river at
Ch'iao-t'ou, one trail leads north to Chung-tien, and one east into the Yangtze
gorge; elevation 6,220 feet. All the villages on the west bank of the Yangtze,
are under the jurisdiction of the magistracy of Chung-tien.

+

Ch'iao-t'ou (Ndso-ndu in Na-khi) is 103 li from the village of Nv-lv-k'o,
which is 35 li from the town of Li-chiang, a total of 138 li.
Beyond, the inhabitants are mainly Tibetans. Ch'iao-t'ou is inhabited
purely by Na-khi, who do, however, speak Tibetan besides their own language
and Chinese. Although north of Ch'iao-t'ou are mostly Tibetans, Na-khi are
also to be found up to the hamlet of T'o-mu-na, called T'o-mu-lang &*&I
in Chinese.
Crossing the bridge a t Ch'iao-t'ou the trail ascends the hill-side east of it
into fields and a large grove of oaks (Quercus serrata), and thence a short distance beyond to the poor hamlet of La-ndo situated on a treeless bluff a t an
elevation of 6,400 feet - indeed a dreary site. Thc heat is intense in these
valleys and gorges, so that the children run about as they were born, without
a stitch of clothing.
Here the trail turns sharply into the gorge, and from 7,000 feet elevation a
grand view of it is obtained. While the rocks a t Ch'iao-t'ou are mostly
porphyry, those a t the entrance of the gorge are quartz and slate. The trail

is exasperatingly rocky and very narrow, resembling more a stairway than a
path, being only a foot wide in places. In many instances it has disappeared,
having dropped into the Yangtze over 1,000feet below. The scenery is, however, beyond words to describe. We ascend steeply over boulders and rocks
whence a sharp turn brings us into an amphitheater with steeply-terraced
fields, a t the back of which, a t an elevation of 7,350 feet, is situated the hamlet
of No-yu (H-M., Loyu), a distance of 16% li. The mountains are here forested
with pines.
I n 1922 the Hsiang-ch'eng Tibetans occupied the gorge a t No-yii, and
against regular soldiers despatched from Ta-li with machine-guns, they stood
their ground and kept up their fire. They had driven out the officials from
Chung-tien and robbed the Chinese soldiers of their rifles.
Opposite No-yu are stupendous limestone crags, the last spurs of the range,
which extend parallel to the broad mountain mass of Gyi-ni lo-gkv (H-hi.,
Dyinaloko), or better Gyi-ni nv-lv (Black water snow peak). This name can
well be adopted, for the first and highest peak is often spoken of as P'Pr nv-lv
(White snow peak), and Nv-lv-p'Er and Gkyi nv-lv (Cloud snow peak). A deep
ravine called Muan-gko-hsi in the local dialect extends from the foot of the
crags, separating them from Ta-huo Shall; three or four Li-su families eke out
a precarious existence on its steep slopes.
The view in the gorge itself is unsurpassed. Here the snow-topped crags,
glittering like a crown of diamonds, arise to a height of 17,ooo feet into the
turquoise-blue Tibetan skies, while a t their feet, more than ~o,coofeet below, flows one of the mightiest rivers of Asia. Deeper becomes the gorge
and narrower, and the placid stream turns into an angry, surging, whirling
mass of foam and spray as it is forced into the narrow rocky prison it has cut
for itself. One staggers as one beholds the power and voracity of this stream
which has cut the dark, solid limestone, gnawing a t the very foundation of this
mighty range, the Jade dragon Mountain. Ever onward surge the mighty
waters, cutting ever deeper and overcoming every obstacle, even be it a
mountain range nearly 20,000 feet in height.
The gorge is always full of haze and photography is, therefore, difficult, unless one employs infra-red films. The Yangtze, whose waters here are of a
deep greenish-blue, flows so placidly in the gorge up to No-yu that it is impossible to say in which direction it is running (PLATEI 19).
From the hamlet of No-yii, with its twelve Na-khi families, the trail ascends steeply in incredible zigzags over boulders and rock piles, from 7,300
feet, up the face of a nearly vertical cliff to the top of a lateral spur a t an elevation of 8,700 feet, or nearly 3,000 feet above the river. Oak trees grow along
the cliff overhanging the deep void, and through their branches are visible
in a blue haze the cliffs on the other side of the river. There is no lens made
which would take in on one plate the river and the topmost crags of this gorge.
One's head reels looking down into the narrow chasm with the mighty crags
towering thousands of feet above the surging waters.
The trail now enters pine forest clinging to the mighty slopes, and from a
a bluff directly in front one beholds the tremendous gorge. Looking upstream
is a huge rapid, the river hemmed in by the talus fan of a lateral torrent which
descends a t a terrific angle into the Yangtze (PLATE120). Looking down-

stream one beholds a succession of rapids (a total of 34 rapids through the
entire gorge) - stretches of churning white with alternating bands of bluegreen (PLATE121). TOthe right, or south, the walls are perfectly straight,
culminating into snow-capped pinnacles and battlements of limestone, grey
and forbidding, with here and there patches of forests clinging tenaciously to
the buttresses in their lower or middle portion.
A sharp turn of the trail and we come to the small Na-khi hamlet of Cyip'gr-lo (H-M., Dyipalo) (White water gorge or valley). It is the last real
Na-khi hamlet in the gorge and is called in Chinese Liang-chia-ts'un blja&j:.j
(Two-family village), although seven families make their home in that most
isolated of all places, elevation 7,775 feet. Although available land for cultivation is very scarce, these families have their small oak grove and enclosure
with stone altar (muan-bp6 d'a), in which they make their offerings and
propitiate Heaven in the first week of the first moon. There are, however, a
few Na-khi settlements further on, but not worthy of the name village.
The rocks here are white limestone, rose-quartz, and porphyry. Across on
the north side of the gorge they are slate and schist, except the summit crags
and the south wall of the gorge, which are limestone.
Gyi-p'gr-lo is situated in a veritable chaos of rocks (PLATE122) a most untidy place and having the appearance as if a cyclone or earth-quake had
ruined it. From this forlorn hamlet of seven families, the trail descends
through dusty, stony fields into a wilderness of boulders, becoming next to
impassable, while the heat is unbearable, the thermometer registering 102"
Fahr. (March, 1931). On the mighty cliff opposite, on what appears as a
large white scar, there is visible a black patch of rock resembling a mule and
a human figure riding astride. This, the Na-khi say, is one of the seven female
wind-spirits, called 'A-ts'ag-boa-ndii-mi, who howls during the night when
danger lurks and death is to take its toll. She and her six co-spirits are propitiated in a special ceremony called Hdr-la-llii k'o, and their names, etc., are
given in two special books called Hdr-shu and Bpo-lzi-k'u (PLATE229).
The trail from here turns straight up a vertical wall with overhanging cliffs,
and in endless zigzags we climb and climb in the he& of the afternoon sun in
this arid waste of stone, to an elevation of 8,000 feet. The rock walls are
folded into incredible shapes, testifying to Nature's terrific convulsions.
Arrived a t the top of a spur we behold in a shallow amphitheater, above
steeply sloping, terraced fields and hemmed in by cliffs, the scattered hamlet
of Boa-ndii-wiia, or Boa-dii-wha (Pen-ti-wan &ifi~fJf
in Chinese),' elevation
7,900 feet. I t is possible to bring pack animals as far as this place, but not
with the Yiinnanese saddle-frames, only such as the Tibetans use, where the
load is directly tied on to the saddle. From here on, porters have to be employed to carry the tents and other camping equipment through the gorge, for
no animal could manage the difficult stretches of trail which remain to be
negotiated. Above the village of Pen-ti-wan (H-M., Bundua) is fir ( ~ b i e s )
and spruce (Picea) forest, overtopped by the mighty snow-capped crags of
Ha-ba ndshgr nv-lv, the fourth peak in height of the snow range. There is
little level space and even the pitching of a tent becomes a problem. Here are
no more Na-khi, but Li-su and Chinese families, squatters from Ssu-ch'uan
who have selected this difficult region to extract from the barren soil barely

enough to keep body and soul together. They come in contact with no one.
and are left alone by the officials, who probably are unaware of their existence.
The distance from No-yu to Pen-ti-wan is 37 li, but most of it is vertical rather
than horizontal. Like an ant one must crawl over the exasperating trail where
progress is slow, to say the least.
From Pen-ti-wan the trail leads across the fields to the foot of the cliff a t
8,000 feet, which it ascends in short zigzags - a veritable rock slide - to 8,500
feet elevation. The going is appalling and I wondered a t the time why people,
whose lot has cast them into such surroundings, should be so indifferent to
improve it. At best they were leading a precarious, makeshift existence
among a pile of rocks and in a gorge, through which the wind howls as hot as
from the mouth of Hades.
From the top of the spur we enter another but smaller amphitheatrical depression with a central small spur, below which were a few terraced fields and
two lonely huts sheltering four families. This insignificant settlement bears
the name of Ya-ch'ang-ko YII. lJI
FJ which the Na-khi call Ya-cha-lo and
'A-ts'aq-lo, the village deriving its name from the cliffs between Gyi-p'er-lo and
Pen-ti-wan known as 'A-ts'ac-gko.
Winding in and out of two ravines we come to a spur with overhanging
rock ledges, which project into the Yangtze gorge. Here from an elevation of
8,350 feet one can see in the distance down-stream the famous narrows which
the Chinese have baptized the Hu-t'iao-t'an jkjjklW. or chiang f l : (Tiger-leap
rapid or river), (PLATE123). Near it was visible a curved wall extmding from
the right cliff into the stream-bed; a t the foot of this wall, which seemed to
completely dam the stream-bed, the river was one white mass of whirling foam.
From this spur the trail leads along the limestone cliff, from bluff to bluff, to
a grove of oaks and pines, where under an overhanging cliff cryctal-clcar water
gushes forth. Above, nestled against the cliff, is Kuan-yin hliao T&ti-j44, a
shrine dedicated to the Goddess of Mercy. From a bluff beyond the shrine
the trail emerges onto open grass-covered slopes with here and there a pine
tree, indeed a relief from the dreary surroundings of Pen-ti-wan, which has the
appearance of a giant mole-hill thrown up topsy-turvy. The trail now skirts
another ravine and emerges below a homestead, if such it can be called, with
a few terraced fields, inhabited by Na-khi.
We follow the grassy slopes to a deep ravine called Ta-shen-kou AJgftS;:
(Great deep gorge). The hamlet and a few homesteads are also known by that
name. From the edge of the ravine, near a few stone huts where three Na-khi
families dwell in utter isolation a t an elevation of 6,870 feet, we climbed down
to a bluff directly over the Hu-t'iao-t'an (rapid) and took photographs of the
narrowest part of the Yangtze down- and upstream, showing the many other
rapids (PLATESI 24, I 25). Hu-t'iao-t'an itself, being directly below the overhanging bluff, remained invisible. The only place from where it could be seen
is the other side of the Ta-shen-kou ravine, but as there is no trail across, and
both sides are vertical, it is impossible to get there. The scenery here is truly
stupendous. Opposite, on the right bank of the Yangtze, a cliff of limestone
rises ~ o , o o ofeet forming the northern wall of the snow range or, to be more
precise, the wall of the parallel range to Gyi-nii nv-lv, third highest peak of the
snow range (19,356 feet). The wall facing south is formed by the fourth peak

and its crags, Ha-ba nv-lv or Ha-ba ndsher nv-lv (Ha-ba Snow peak), 1 8 , 7 ~ ~
feet in height.
Arrived a t the edge of the deep Ta-shen-kou ravine, elevation 7,150 feet,
which has its source on Ha-ba nv-lv, the trail leads up it, narrow and precipitous in the extreme. The lower slopes are grass-covered, with here and there
pure stands of cane-brake (Arundinaria). At the wooden bridge which spans
the torrent of the ravine one beholds grandeur of scenery which is difficult to
describe. The two sides of the yellowish-red cliffs, sheer and precipitous, form
a gate lined with a few evergreen oaks with golden foliage (Quercus semicarpifolin), through which one views the deeply cleft and crenellated limestone wall
rearing its pinnacled, snow-capped crown thousands of feet into the turquoiseblue sky, and a t its foot the blue-green surging waters of the Yangtze. (I'LATE
126). Indeed a picture of indescribable beauty.
From the bridge, elevation 7,450 feet, the trail ascends the vertical wall of
Ta-shen-kou in zigzags to an elevation of 8,000 feet; a bluff hcre overlooks the
Yangtze, which flows over 2 , 0 0 0 feet below. From the bluff the trail leads
into a large and broad amphitheater-like depression sloping steeply to the
Yangtze. At an elevation of 7,800 feet, is a village of Chinese squatters from
Ssu-ch'uan called Ho-t'ao-yiian t&#k[41 (Walnut garden). Its name in Na-khi
is Yii-hoa-t'ag (Sheep nest bottom). Fourteen families dwell hcre in utter
isolation: the most forlorn, rocky, dusty, waste imaginable. Its fields are narrow terraced strips with scattered mounds of rocks.
I n this waste Ssu-ch'uanese have settled for 60 years and built their houses
of stone. The people are filthy to a degree, black with the grime of years, their
garments rags of hemp cloth, their untanned goatskin jackets sewn together
haphazardly, the edges of the ragged skins not even trimmed. The majority
of these people are cretins, indifferent to their surroundings, they rummage
from hill-side to hill-side to find enough to keep body and soul together. A
tiny spring, shaded by a willow, in the center of the dreary waste forms their
water supply. How the name "Walnut garden" originated is not known,
for not a single tree of that species is visible.
From this village the ground rises steeply to the foot of the forested cliffs.
Here the entire landscape appears to have undergone scme terrific convulsion,
for half the mountain-side lies about in enormous boulders or blocks of rocks
a hundred or more feet across. It is as if the mountain had been split with a
giant crowbar into myriads of pieces scattered over the hill-sides. Among
these ruins a few Chinese have built their homes of rock, using the boulders as
part walls for their cheerless, dreary abodes.
Passing by these stone dwellings the trail ascends the limestone cliffs through
oak forests to the top of the spur a t 9,150 feet elevation, and thence skirts the
wild and stupendous rock walls, with chutes and landslides 4,000 feet in length
descending everywhere. I t leads to another bluff 9,700 feet in height where
some lonely pines cling to it by the side of the traii which has been cut out of
the living rock. We continue to skirt the terrific cliffs, now forested with
oaks. cane-brake, pines, and lovely rhododendron bushes with from pale pink
to deep rose-red flowers. We have left the arid belt and a cool breeze makes
climbing easier. On and on we go skirting the vertical walls of this deep canyon, and in a final effort, as if to conquer all, the trail leads in zigzags to the
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top of the spur and to a gap cut through the wall of solid rock a t an elevation
of 10,ooo feet (PLATEI 27). The Yangtze roars over 4,000 feet below and yet
above us cliffs and crags rise still 5,000 feet higher (PLATEI 28). This gap,
+it, is a t the exit of the gorge which the River of
called Han-p'o-ling .i%$l
Golden Sand has cut for itself through the mighty limestone range poeiically
called Jade dragon Mountain.
It was hazy in the extreme and the Yangtze hardly visible as it flowed
through the Ta-ku plain. Although the total length of the gorge is approximately IOO li, we spent five days in this chasm, two of which were in camp
and three on the march.
The cliff on the right bank of the Yangtze has various Chinese names which
appear on a local map of Li-chiang. Opposite the Tiger-leap rapid part of the
cliff is known as Ta-ngai-fang
(Great cliff house) ; opposite Ho-t'aoyuan the cliff is known as Hei-feng-t'ang ,!Rclfi\;tfk: (Black wind embankment).
Further on two more names appear for sections of the vertical limestone wall
- Chin-kuei-tzu &#{-j'(Golden cupboard) and Chi-kuan-liang %;Et%2
(Cock's comb ridge). The latter is on the right bank a t the exit of the great
gorge.
4.
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Describing a broad bend, the river makes its way through the plain
of Nda-gv (Ta-ku) (PLATE 129) until it strikes the massive mountain
wall of Dzu-ku nv-lv, some 15,ooo feet in height, which forces it to flow
north.
From the gap Han-p'o-ling we now leave the gorge and descend zigzag
through pine forest to another hanging valley of much more cheerful aspect
than any we have encountered since leaving No-yii. I t is called Shui-chiench'ao 7k#I]!ji (also written ~k#)J$E),where some Chinese had once tried to
settle but were forced to abandon it for lack of water. Here we camped in
peace a t 9, IOO feet elevation.
The trail leads from Shui-chien-ch'ao somewhat zigzag down the valley,
through forest of pine and oak and lovely rhododendron undergrowth. to the
edge of the waterless ravine. Here a t 8,400 feet grew large cornus trees, wild
plums with cream-colored flowers, Lonicera, Ligustrums, and fine-leaved
Aralias. Instead of descending further, the trail continues on to a pine-covered
bluff where the Yangtze and the village of Ta-ku are still visible. I t skirts the
forested hill-side and emerges in a shallow and arid ravine called Bo-shi whose
grassy head we cross and ascend the spur dividing it from another. also waterless, ravine called Ghiigh-nun lo in Na-khi or En-nu kou .v,,Ei$i in Chinese
(H-M., Yiina), a t an elevation of 8,250
. - feet. Here the country is all limestone
and covered kith pines and oaks.
A gradual ascent brings us to the hamlet of Ghugh-nun, elevation, 8,550
feet. This is the first hamlet in Ha-ba, excepting those encountered in the
gorge. Instead of entering the village we ride across the rocky plateau covered
with old scrub oak (Quercus semicarpifolia). The scenery here is wild and
beautiful; to the west is the glorious Ha-ba ndshrr nv-lv Snow range, with a
deep gorge, similar to Sa-ba lo-gkv, dividing it into the lesser peaks which
line the Yangtze gorge, and the main peak with a broad glacier which extends

north. Were it not for the absence of water, a more beautiful camping spot
would be difficult to find.
T o the east of the Ha-ba snow range, the northern limit of Jade dragon
Mountain, is a beautiful, gravelly plain called Sho-ko dii, with dense pine forest
extending to the foot of the range. Our trail leads across the plain to where
it is flanked by a broad spur or hill-side 900 feet high. This spur closcs the
entire plain to the north, and resembles a huge lava flow of enormous thickness,
but is, of course, composed of limestone like the rest of that region. 1he track
ascends the spur more or less gradually through wonderful forest of ]-'inus
yfinnanensis to the summit, which is a t 9,900 feet elevation ( P L A ~130).
E
From the top of this spur we look down into a peculiar bowl-shaped depression hemmed in on the west by the Ha-ba snow peaks, in the north by a high
spur, and in the east by another spur, but with an outlet, thus forming really
a valley which leads out to the Yangtze. In this bowl-like depression is situated the scattered hamlet of 30 families called Ha-ba. We descend over the
spur, which on its northern slope is mainly forested with the Yiin-nan white
pine (Pinus Armandi), while the yellow pine (Pinus yunnunensis) covers the
southern and drier slopes. The former pine is more moisture-loving and thus
chooses the northern slopes wherc the snow does not melt so quickly. Here
on this spur there are also several springs and small ponds. Tsuga (hemlock
trees) occur in the ravines.
The trail leads down to a meadow crossed by a crystal-clear stream, and
makes a sharp turn straight to the foot-hills of the Ha-ba Snow peak (PLATE
131). Here in a m a ~ e l l o u sgrove of hemlock trees (Tsuga yiinnanensis) and
tall white pines, a spring gushes forth from under the huge limestone boulders
of which the foot-hills are composed. T o the Na-khi of Ha-ba this is a place
sacred to the Llii-mug (Serpent spirits), whom they propitiate. They hold
here an annual fair on the 8th day of the second moon, when crowds come to
worship, and when their sorcerers perform the Ssu-gv ceremony, that is, the
propitiation of the serpent spirits and the Garuda, whom they call Dtu-p'Er
Khyu-t'khyu.

The BbZr-ddZr territory. - BbEr-ddEr, is purely Na-khi and the people still
live in their primitive state uncontaminated by Chinese manners and customs.
This is due to the almost inaccessible location of their territory protected in
the east by the Yangtze in its deep gorges, and in the west by snow peaks and
ranges, the passes of which are closed for several months in the year. It is a
world of its own.
BbEr-ddEr is a large, sloping, triangular basin, bordered in the west by the
Ta-ra mountains, which are a continuation of the Ha-ba ndshEr nv-lv Range
extending north to south. The pass Hsijeh-men-k'an :I,' tJ'jfikis its western
outlet. In the north it is bounded by the mountains of A-n&-ngv7(H-M.,

' A-nil

Ngyu also A-ni-ngv after a Na-khi village by that name, in Chinese An-nan-ku
(Mountain of the village of An-nan-ku-ch'ang gi#k&),is zoo li south-east of Chung-tien
and is also called Pei-ti Shan. I n the winter and spring the mountain is covered with snow.
Sixty li south of it is a ling-ch'iian ("mysterious spring"). This refers to the carbonate of
lime spring a t BbEr-ddEr or Pei-ti. I n the south A-nii-ngv adjoins the Ha-ba ndshBr nv-lv

Anangu), beyond which are Tibetans; to the east by the BbEr-p'Er gyi (White
water Stream) of Bbtr or Bbtr-ddtr (H-M., Bapadyi), which has its source in
the mountains north of A-ni-ngv; the Bbtr-p'tr gyi Cows south into the Gyi-ne
lo (Black water gorge), which is the southern border dividing Bb&rdd&rfrom
Ha-ba. North-east of the BbEr-p'tr gyi are the high mountains of GkiidCI
(H-M., Kii-dii), which is Na-khi and ruled by Chung-tien. The altitude of
Bbtr-ddEr is 8,000 feet, varying somewhat as the land slopes towards the south,
the lowest hamlet a t the edge of Gyi-na lo valley being a t 7,600 feet elevation.
Handel-Mazzetti calls Bbtr-ddEr Bii-dii: this is perhaps a wrong transcription of the name BbEr-dder, unless he meant Bpi) dii, the land of the Bpii
(mbii), or Dto-mba (Na-khi sorcerers), for it is here that the Bpo-mbo still
have the strongest hold on the people, although they have fcw of their religious
books or manuscripts left l'he Tibetan bandits, who have often laid waste
their poor hamlets by setting fire to thcm, are responsible for the very few
books now in existence, as most of them perishcd with the homes of the people.
Bacot also calls BbEr-ddtr, Bedjri. This is to be understood as Mbe-ddii
(Large village), as the largest village of BbEr-ddtr ic often called. In the word
ddil the d is neither soft nor hard and corresponds perhaps to the Tibetan gr
as in the word sgrolma, hence probably Bacot's transcription of ddii as djri.
The eight villages of Rbtr-ddEr not six as given by Bacot, are: Pu-du-wha,
A-ru- ha,^ Ghiigh-tu-wha, Wu-shu-wha (PLATE1 3 2 ) , Bpu-wiia, Ghiigh-shuwha, Shui-chia /k'& and C;u-dh.
The Gyi-na lo flows into the P'u-wha lo, named after the village of 1"uwha situated in its valley, and debouches in a deep, narrow gorge into the
Yangtze. The P'u-wha is joined by the So-lo-dzu from the south a t about
the same point as the Gyi-na lo joins it, a sharp angular ridge sloping to the
north separating the two.
The word wzia means to pile up, heap together; another meaning, read in the
same tone, is house. I t probably refers to a collection of houses, hence is a
suffix to the village name of which it must however be considered a part,
although village in Na-khi is mbe.

The trail from Ha-ba. - From the scattered hamlet of Ha-ba the trail turns
north to the foot of the spur which we ascend, skirting a valley which joins the
Ha-ba lo (Ha-ba valley), quite a distance below. From a bluff called Wa-'a
mbu, 9,250 feet, the trail leads up a lateral ravine to a saddle a t an elevation
of 9,420 feet, and descends into a lovely valley over a broad earth road, the
a continuation of the Li-chiang Snow range, from which it is senarated by the Yangtze. To
the west of the Pei-ti Shan is the Shih-erh-lan-kan Shan -t-zllllfi14, which is 105 li south
of Chung-tien. (Yidwzan T'ung-chih, ch. 22, fol. 29.)
The name A-ru-wila shows Tibetan influence. The Na-khi have no initial r in their
language, and the Li-chiang Na-khi would pronounce it A-lv-wh, or A-lu-wha.
O It is strange why the largest village, or Mbe-ddil (BACOT'S
Bedjri), should have the Chinese
name of Shui-chia (Water family), but that was the only name given me for the village,
except Mbe-ddil (Large village) which is, of course, its Na-khi name on account of its k i n g
the largest. HANDEL-MAZZETTI
also was given the name of Shui-chia (his Schuidja) for the
largest village, and the Chinese Pei-ti is probably an imitation of the Na-khi name Mbeddil, though it may also be in imitation of BbBr-ddk, HANDEL-MAZZETTI'S
B6-do.

slopes densely forested with pines and large oaks with undergrowth of brilliant
pink, red and white-flowered rhododendrons. It was like walking in fairyland
- birds singing and the aLmospherecool and pleasant. The ravine opens out
into an oblong, cultivated basin encircled by forested hills. The fields were
planted with wheat, and the hamlet to which they belonged, called T'khi-dtu in
Na-khi, and in the disllect of Ha-ba, Chi-chfir (H-M., Tjatu), nestled against
the mountain slope. From here there is to be had a beautiful vista of the high
limestone mountains of Gku-dii, 15,420 feet in height. (PLATE133.)
Instead of descending to the village the trail keeps to the mountain spur in
virgin pine forest. A deep valley is to the east or right of us with narrow,
terraced rice-fields far below. Here are excellent camping places, for little
streams cross our path everywhere. Near these streams are offerings to the
water-spirits of large k'o-byu lo painted with dancing Dto-mba and spirits;
other offerings consist of wooden tea-bowls, baskets, goat skins and cane-brake
with colored paper tied to it.
We continue in dense forest on the steep hill-side a t 8,850 feet elevation.
To the east below us is the hamlet of A-wha, of 2 0 families, with its terraced
rice-fields. The gorge which we have been following over a trail leading high
above it is called So-lo-dzu. The path skirts a ravine and leads to a pass, elevation 8,800 feet. The eastern spur of the So-lo-dzu forms the western valley
wall of the Yangtze, while the eastern wall is formed by the 16,000 feet high
Ha-ba su-p'e-zu (H-M., Hsuetschou schan) .I1
Here, a t the foot of a sharp angular ridge sloping north, is the confluence
of the So-lo-dzu (from the south) and (from the west) the Gyi-na lo which
rises in the Hsiieh-men-k'an mountains and receives en route from the nortb
the BbEr-p'Er gyi. United these streams flow east into the Yangtze as the
P'u-wiia gyi in the deep canyon called P ' u - h a lo. The Yangtze makes a
sharp turn a t the mouth of the P'u-wiia.
From the pass, in the north were visible the high mountains of Gkii-du, a t
the foot of which the Yangtze flows northwards. In this immense landscape
of stupendous chasms, snow-covered peaks, vast rocky ranges and lovely forests, one feels like a fly on a windowpane. There is often not level ground
enough to pitch a tent; the vertical surfaces exceed many times the horizontal.
We follow now the edge of Gyi-na lo, high above the valley floor, the terraced fields of the village of Wa-shwua (H-M., Waschua) far below us. Washwua is composed of IOO Na-khi families. Pine forest still covers the spur,
but soon we come out onto a rocky waste with scrub vegetation, the rocks
being sharp, rough limestone. Crossing a bluff with a dry basin which in the
lo K'o-hyu are pine boards roughly cut, usually oblong, several feet in length, about four
inches broad and half a n inch thick. (Plate 135.) Their bases are wedge-shaped so as to
be stuck into the ground, their surfaces are planed, and the apex is either triangular or
truncate. When truncate it is an offering to the headless demons called Dl&; the particular
deities, spirits or demons to whom they are offered are usually painted with other symbols
on the surface of the board. I n this particular case the Llii-mug (water-spirits) were painted
on them, with dancing Dto-mba (To-pa & I2 in Chinese) suppressing the malevolent ones.
See: J. F. ROCK,The Romance of K'a-ma-gyu-mi-gkyi in B.E.F.E-0. T. XXXIX; 1939,
Plates XX-XXX.

This is the Mount Bonvalot of GERVAISCOURTELLEMONT,
which is in fact part of Huati-yi nv-lv, a limestone range a little farther north.
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rainy season becomes a large pond, we emerge onto a plateau of reddish soil
with bushes of Cotoneaster, wild pears, and scrub-pines.
We descend into the Gyi-na lo gorge from a bluff overlooking it (7,700 feet
elevation) to a bridge which spans the torrent at an elevation of 7,3C0 feet.
Ascending the other side of the valley we strike the first hamlet in Bber-dder
in a shallow basin with terraced fields, called Bu-du-wiia, a t an elevation of
7,600 feet. Here we met the first BbEr-ddEr Na-khi, a most painfully polite
people, who knelt down and kowtowed at our approach. The young men are
stalwart fellows, tall and well built; they wear homespun hemp-c'oth trousers
and jacket of a dull white to light gray, and either go barefoot or wear straw
134). The front half of the head is shaven, the hair plaited
sandals (PLATE
in a queue a t the back. When asked why they still wear queues, they replied
that if they cut them off the Tibetans would kill them. They live in constant
fear and dread of the Chung-tien and Hsiang-ch'eng Tibetans.
From Bu-du-wiia, with its friendly people, we turned again towards the
mountains, passing through rice-fields and crossing a small ravine, after which
we arrived a t a hamlet on a hill-top called Bpu-wiia, elevation 8,300 feet. Here
also the people were very friendly and all volunteered to help, some to guide
us and others to see that the caravan should not miss the trail.
The limestone spring and terraces of BbZr-p'Zr-diZr. - From Bpu-wiia we
followed along the hill-side to a deep ravine with the most peculiar limestone
terraces and sinter basins, a miniature Yellowstone or Roturua, minus geysers
and hot springs. These terraces, which extend deep down into the ravine, are
called BbEr-p'Er-dtEr and are a t an elevation of 8,650 feet. The valley in
which they are situated is called BbEr-p'&r-dshi.
The terraces owe their origin to a carbonate-of-lime-bearing spring flowing
from a hill which on its south side is attached to the mountain spurs; to the
west and north the hill is surrounded by deep ravines which descend from the
Ta-ra mountains in the west and immediately behind it. The hill is several
hundred feet high and the spring in its center, shaded by oaks and willows, is
clear as crystal, only about two feet deep and about four feet in diameter
(PLATE135). I n the immediate neighborhood of the spring all appears normal, yet some 10 to 15 feet away the water, which flows gently over a grassy
flat, has built up shelves of calc-sinter which appear as if floating on the surface
of the deep clear pools. Every shrub and plant is encrusted with a thick layer
of carbonate of lime. Beyond the pools is a flat of cream-colored limestone,
composed of myriads of petrified ripples or h e corrugations, deposited by the
wavelets of the carbonate-of-lime-bearing water.
Thus was built up a succession of marvellous terraces over the entire hill,
created bulging promontories with shallow basins, the water flowing gently
and noiselessly over these queer structures, ever depositing its sediment. The
basins and terraces have all the appearance of being artificial. Some resemble
a terraced, flooded rice-field awaiting planting, save that the water is a bluishwhite and the banks of the terrace a creamy-yellow, with millions of corrugations, every wavelet a thin shell of lime, of which there must be thousands of
layers. The whole structure sounds hollow as one walks over it, but it does not
break. With the continuous deposit from the gently flowing waters the ter-

race becomes higher in one place, causing the water to desert its old terrace and
to flow over the hill in another direction, to build anew. The whole hill is
therefore covered with ancient basins and terraces, some nluch broken and
covered with vegetation and of a dark grey, resembling the hide of an elephant.
Some of the circular basins are fully 2 0 feet broad, yet are only a foot or less
deep, growing ever taller like stalagmites, which they really are, with the only
difference that instead of shedding all the water, they retain a quantity in a
shallow, broad basin. (PLATES136, 137, 138.)
One part of the terrace is especially high, forming a large, bulging promontory resembling the fat-bellied god of the Chinese, Mi-le-fo
whose name it bears (PLATE139). Below the bulge is a natural slit in the limestone which communicates with the interior. Here barren women come to
pray for children, burning incense before the opening.
In the shallow sinter basins, as well as in the furrows and corrugations of
the terraces over which the water flows, there are to be found millions of pisolites or oolites, resembling the roe of fish. These are formed around minute
algz which are the nuclei of the pisolites. They are not exactly round, but
somewhat oblong and flattened and never thicker than the depth of the water
which flows over them. They differ notably from pisolites known from similar
sinter basins and terraces, as those of Madagascar and the Yellowstone of
America. Instead of being composed of concentric rings, they are dichotomously branched. They are constantly rolled back and forth by the flowing
water; the basins are full of them, though they never grow larger than a pea.l2
The natives and their sorcerers look upon this terrace as sacred and as being the property of the Llu-mu;, the equivalent of the Chinese dragon kings
and the Tibetan Lu (serpent spirits; written kLu). K'o-byu offerings adorn
the spring (PLATE135), as also paper streamers, saplings, etc. Under the
trees is a stone altar on which the Dto-mba (priests) burn pine branches and
incense, while they chant incantations to propitiate the Llu-mug. They have a
special ceremony called Ssu-gu, during which many books are chanted and
many objects offered to propitiate the serpent spirits. The books of this
ceremony, as well as those belonging to numerous other ceremonies performed
by the Na-khi, I have translated and these will form two separate volumes.
The spring and terraces have no connection with the deep ravine and valley
which encircle this hill; the water is forced up to the surface from hundreds of
feet below. I t forms the water-supply of most of the villages of BbEr-ddEr.
Goitre is very prevalent, but the inhabitants should never suffer from indigestion. The water is conveyed to the villages first in a ditch and then in wooden
flumes which, after having been in use for a certain time, have a most curious
appearance. The ditches are encrusted with lime and the flumes have become
so filled with it that the boards merely serve as support for the limestone which
has been built up above the edge and bulges over the boards. The water thus
flows in a limestone trough several inches above the original flume. At Gu-dii
the water empties from the flume to the ground. Here the mouths of the
hollowed out logs which serve as troughs look as if they were covered with icicles. The main stream of water has formed a stalactite, while from the ground
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l2 DR. HOFFET,
of the Geological Service of Indo-China, kindly analysed these pisolites for
me.

a stalagmite has risen, the two meeting and acting as a bridge for the water.
Back of the village of G u d h is a large enclosure surrounded by beautiful
oaks; this is the great rnuoti-bpo d'a (place of worship) where the people of
BbEr-ddEr propitiate Heaven.
The hamlets are dirty, as are the inhabitants. The foundations of the
houses are built of rock with a superstructure of logs and mud bricks. Others,
again, are made entirely of logs, like Swiss chalets. They are low and their
132). The women are very
roofs of boards are weighted down with rocks (PLATE
shy and flee l i e deer at one's approach. They wear a much-pleated skirt of
hemp cloth, similar to the women of Mba-yi-wiia and those of the hliao tribe.
The sacred grotto Shi-lo ne-k'o. - BbtrddEr is a famous place of pilgrimage,
for it is the wish of every Dto-mba, or Na-khi sorcerer (perhaps better called
priest), to visit BbErddEr once in his life and make a pilgrimage to Shi-lo
ne-k'o, a cave in the mountains hemming in BbErddEr to the east. This cave
is also, but less commonly, spoken of as Shi-lo 'a-k'o. There Dto-mba Shi-lo,
founder of the Na-khi religion (Shamanism), was said to have lived, and from
there he taught the people and spread his creed. Dto-mba Shi-lo is none other
than sTon-pa gShen-rabs (pronounced Ton-pa Shen-rab) ,founder of the anaent
pre-Buddhistic Bon religion of Tibet, often also spoken of as Ton-pa Shen-rabmi-bo
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the word Ton-pa (Na-khi, Dto-mba)

meaning teacher. The Na-khi have no r nor do they pronounce dearly a final
consonant unless it be a nasal one. They therefore call him Shi-lo or Shii-lo instead of Shen-rab.13
Ton-pa Shenrab himself is, however, not meant, but, as the D to-mbas say,
one of his later incarnations who dwelled in that cave. No date is given and
it is impossible to find out when he lived there. I t is, however, a place of
pilgrimage for the Dto-mbas, but now very difficult of access on account of
the absence of a ferry over the Yangtze.
BbEr-ddEr is in itself not a sacred place, but it is a place of pilgrimage because of its sacred spring, BbEr-p'gr-dtEr, and the sacred cave. HandelMazzetti denies that BbEr-ddEr is a sacred place of the AIo-so and relies also
on the negative statement of the Dutch missionary Kok, who a t the time of
his visit was resident of the Pentecostal Mission a t Li-chiang.
To reach the cave it is necessary to cross the stream BbEr-p'Er gyi and climb
the high slopes of old limestone, forested with pine and oaks. At 9,600 feet
elevation the cave is reached. It is, however, more of a grotto than a cave. To
enter it one has to climb into a chimney-like hole, and it is there that the first
Dto-mba was said to have dwelled. There are two such chimney-like chutes
separated by a fluted limestone wall, in front of which is an incense burner and
a pot for holding water, (probably to perform Ch'ou-ch'k purification with
water). To the left, below the main entrance, is a stone altar for burning oak
and pine branches as offerings (PLATE140). The Dto-mbas believe that a
rock pried loose from the actual wall of the cave and taken home, will make
See J. F. ROCK,The Birth and Origin of Dto-mba Shi-lo in A r t h Asia Vol. VII, 1938,
pp. 5-85, and BEFE-0, T. XXXVII; 1937, I, pp. 1-39.
la

Na-khi swimmers with their goatskins had been summoned from the various villages, and were ready to ferry us across the rapid-flowing river to the
opposite shore in the Li-chiang district. Below the edge of the main valley
is a terrace over which we made our way and then zigzag to the only placc
available on the bank of the river, among huge boulders, where loads could be
untied. Here also was an eddy in the river which permitted the swimmers to
get back to the starting point.
Two of them would undress a t a time, fastening the goatskins to their bodies
by means of straps over their buttocks, that is, they would slip them on like a
pair of trousers. The neck of the skin is held in one hand close to the mcuth
and is thus easily inflated. l'hc raft consisted of a few sticks to which eight
inflated goatskins were tied (PLATE
143). l'o cross one lay flat on one's stomach on the raft. One man and a trunk or box would be ferried across a t a time
(PLATE144). One Na-khi with his inflated goatskin would be in front of the
raft, pulling with a rope, and one behind would push. The river was swift indeed. Once in the center of the current the raft is carried down a t express
speed about one-third of a mile to another eddy among a pile of boulders.
The horses and mules must swim; they are held by either one or two men with
goatskins tied to their bodies and thus paddle across the river.
The height of the Yangtze near Ta-ku, a t the place where one is now ferried
across on goatskin rafts, is 5,300 feet. The river thus drops 770 feet in about
1 1 5 li (35 miles) from the ferry a t Yu-lo (6,070 feet) to the ferry a t I'a-ku
( ~ , ~ 0feet).
0
The entire river-bed is conglomerate, like the plain of l'a-ku.
The main village of Ta-ku is one and a half li from the river bank and a t a
height of 5,900 feet above sea-level and 600 feet above the Yangtze.

7.

T'AI-TZU TUNG, OR CAVE OF TIXE HEIR APPARENT, IN A-HSI LI

The Na-khi of Li-chiang believe in three mountain spirits of whom Sa-ddo
is the most venerated, as the god of the Li-chiang Snow range. The legends
connected with Sa-ddo, or Sa-ddon as he is also spoken of, and the history of
his temple a t the foot of the snow range on its eastern slopes, etc., is related
elsewhere (see p. 191-200).
Sa-ddo had two elder brothers. The first was called Aw-wiia-wda, who
dwelled on the western slopes of the snow range in a limestone cave called
T'ai-tzu tung, after an Imperial heir apparent who came to live there. History
is, however, silent as to the identity of the heir apparent or the date of his
father's reign.
The second elder brother was called La-gkyi-la-khii and his temple is a t Lashi Na-ngyu-wila, west of Li-chiang, in the district of La-shih-pa.
T'ai-tzu tung is situated on the western slopes of the snow range and is
mentioned under the A-khi or A-hsi district to which it belongs. I t is visited
by crowds of pilgrims during the second moon.
T o reach T'ai-tzu tung we follow the same trail over Hgr-lEr mbu as described
on the journey to the Yangtze gorge of 'A-ts'an-gko, as far as T'o-k'ii-shEr.
From this place instead of descending the valley we turn north through pine
forest into a bowl-shaped depression in which is situated the hamlet of MuanndEr, elevation 8,575 feet. As seen from here the crags of the snow range are

of two distinct types, the uppermost, which form its backbone, are of a whitishgrey, while the lower ones are a deep chocolate-colored limestone. The contrast is very striking, especially when illuminated by the setting sun.
From Muan-ndEr we ascend a valley densely forested with pine, inhabited
by large black woodpeckers with a red cap on top of their head (Macropicus
Forresti), flying from tree to tree, while in the low oak scrub we found Pucrasia
Meyeri, the K'aw-k'aw of the Na-khi, so named after its call while in search
of food over the hill-sides. The trail climbs over a spur whence the Yangtze
is visible, and along the pine-forested slopes towards a large gulch (the Gyip'&r lo which debouches into the Yangtze); and thence into a bowl-like depression. We have now arrived a t the alpine meadow of La-dzu gko, elevation
10,700 feet, not exactly a beauty spot, for the forests have been burnt and
what is left is being ruined by cattle which the Na-khi bring here to graze.
Leaving La-dzu gko we descend over a central spur through lovely pine
forest until arrived in a pure stand of tall old oaks. This spur is the divide
between the main gorge which descends from Shan-tzu-tou and the little valley
in which the T'ai-tzu (tung) cave is situated, and up which our trail leads.
The cave is neither large nor deep, and, like all limestone grottoes, possesses
stalagmites and stalactites. I n its recesses I found miniature sinter basins and
terraces, such as are to be found on a large scale in BbEr-ddEr. The elevation
of the cave is 8,800 feet (PLATE145). A splendid view of Shan-tzu-tou and
of the entire limestone wall which forms the head of the deep valley Gyi-p'Er
lo (White water gorge), is to be had from the T'ai-tzu tung valley.
Near the head of the main gorge the forest is more open and drier and consists of pines only, with undergrowth of Berberis and roses. The elevation is
here only 10,600 feet while the head of Sa-ba lo-gkv is over 13,250 feet, a considerable difference in the height of the two gorges, of which the western one
is, however, much longer and, unlike the eastern one, has an outlet.
At the head of the Gyi-p'Er lo a gorge extends from the south a t the foot of
the cliffs of the snow range. It is filled with scree on which there are dark
areas, denoting forests of Abies a t 14,000 feet or more. This lateral gorge
separates the upper white-gray limestone crags from the lower chocolatecolored crags. The dark cliffs, which form the northern wall of the main gorge,
are entirely occupied by yellowish-green junipers, handsome, tall, heavytrunked trees. Junipers love southern, dry exposures where the snow melts
quickly, while northern exposures are always occupied by spruces, firs and
hemlocks, which like moisture. Here the snows lie for a considerable time and
allow a carpet of moss to develop.
The gorge is without a sign of life, not a bird was to be seen. Apparently
this is due to its waterless condition, not even a tiny brook being visible. The
wall of limestone a t the head of the gorge culminating in Shan-tzu-tou, is
known to the Na-khi of the Yangtze valley as 'A-dto-daw (Cliff wainscoting)
(PLATE146).
From below the T'ai-tzu tung, the gorge (Gyi-pEr lo), here called Gyi-p'Er
k'a makes a sharp turn north-west to the Yangtze. It is several hundred feet
deep, a bridge spanning it a t 8,100 feet elevation. From the bridge the streambed drops 1,800 feet to where another bridge spans it on the main road a t
'A-ngaw-mbu, and where it debouches into the Yangtze.

Large Macacus monkeys inhabit the central part of this valley. They move
in companies, settle in the fields of the neighboring villages, and eat the crops
of the farmers, especially those of broad beans and turnips.
Some distance below T'ai-tzu tung a narrow trail leads down into the deep
gorge Gyi-pl&rk'a with walls vertical in places, the lower slopes mainly forested with oaks and pines. Here on the western side there is no glacier moraine
and the forests extend to the very foot of the cliffs. To where the trail descends into the gorge there is no sign of water, but immediately below the trail
there is a tremendous drop in the stream-bed, and from the rock wall a huge
volume of water issues, forming a large stream which debouches into the
Yangtze a t the village of Lii-ts'ag.
From where the path (coming from T'ai-tzu tung) strikes the white, waterless stream-bed to the head of the Gyi-p'&r lo gorge is a distance of 10 li. A
terrace densely forested is to the south of it, and a woodman's trail leads to the
foot of the limestone cliffs a t the head of the valley.
From the summit of Shan-tzu-tou two small dying glaciers descend onto the
sloping rock wall but are not to be compared to those on the eastern slope of
the range. Here the peak itself looks insignificant, due to the small quantity
of snow and the absence of the lower peaks and promontories which make the
eastern side so beautiful. The slopes of Gyi-p'8r lo are densely forested with
spruces, hemlocks, and giant rhododendrons 40 feet tall with trunks two feet
in diameter.
Bears live in this gorge, as their fresh tracks testified, while huge flying
squirrels dwell in the recesses of the T'ai-tzu tung. These are reddish-brown
in color with a very pale fawn-colored back; they are known scientifically as
Petaurisla alborufus ochropsis, and to the Na-khi as Fu-chung-p'i, which is
apparently a mispronunciation of the Chinese Fei-ch'u-p'i e f d B . During
the daytime it was impossible to find them in the caves, but a t night they
volplaned out of them onto tall trees growing in front, where they fed on the
green leaves. With a torchlight pointed up into the trees, their red eyes
glowed like live coals, and thus they could easily be shot down (PLATE1 ~ 7 ) .
Trails lead from across the Gyi-p'Er k'a gorge to the forests and blufls at
10,300 feet elevation to the north, whence beautiful views can be had both
up (PLATE148) and down the Yangtze, up the Yii-ndo gyi (Chung-tien River)
to the north, to A-hsi on the Yangtze in the south, and, even beyond, the little
;is visible.
lake Bbu-t'u-nditr in the valley a t Kuan-shang 1
From T'ai-tzu tung a lower trail leads up the Yangtze valley past the village
of Gg6-ndEr in a circular depression, the floor of which forms a small lake or
pond, and thence over pine forested spurs and along wide curves and ravines
to the village of Muag-ndEr (Lower pond, in contradistinction to Gg6-nd&ror
Upper pond).

CHAPTER VII

Since my earlier days of exploration in Yiin-nan great progress has been
made in China: the most important was the linking of out-of-the-way places
with centers of civilization, either by motor-road or aeroplane. Roads in our
sense of the word are still rare in Yiin-nan and few connect with neighboring
provinces.' Since 1934 an air service has been established linking this faraway province directly with Shanghai (via Chungking) and other parts of
China. An opportunity was thus offered to charter the plane K'un-ming of
the China National Aviation Company for a flight to the Li-chiang Snow range
and through the now famous gorge of the upper Yangtze called 'A-ts'an_-gko.
It is extremely difficult while exploring on foot in this greatest of all canyons
to form an idea as to the lie of the peaks which hem in this gorge. To solve
certain geographical problems I decided to fly through the gorge at a sufficient
height to enable me to get a bird's-eye view of it and of the surrounding
mountains.
Viewing the peaks from the air, we have learned that the mountain mass of
'A-ts'ag-gko with its towering peaks of A-ssu, A-ku and A-mbu nv-lv (p. 225)
running parallel to the bulky pile of Gyi-nB nv-lv in the west, is by far the
most important part of the northern end of the snow range (PLATE149). It
forms a huge, broad pyramid, the western and north-western edges of which
are the walls flanking the 'A-ts'ag-gko gorge. Our picture was taken looking
south from an altitude of 17,000 feet as the plane entered the gorge flying in
a south-westerly direction. It shows clearly the tremendous pyramid separated
from Gyi-nB nv-lv by a glacier-filled ravine, beyond which is visible Shan-tzutou, the highest peak of the range. This proves that Gyi-n&nv-lv (see p. 224)
is to the east of Shan-tzu-tou, and not west asshown on Handel-Mazzetti's
map. Viewing Gyi-n& nv-lv from the east one would never suspect that to
the west of it extends, parallel to it, this far greater mountain mass of 'A-ts'aggko nv-lv.
Our flight also definitely proved that the second highest peak of the snow
range is in the 'A-ts'an-gko Range. I n the next few pages I shall give a description of the actual flight through the gorge from notes taken on the trip.
THE FLIGHT

February 3rd (1936) was set as the day for the first flight to the Li-chiang
Snow range. I t was such a day as only Yiin-nan could boast of at that time
of year. The sky was cloudless and of a deep turquoise blue, the atmosphere
crystal clear. The plane "K'un-ming" left the K'un-ming aerodrome at
Two motor roads have since been opened: one connecting K'un-ming (Yiin-nan fu) with
Chung-king (Chung-ch'ing @) via Kuei-yang, and the other K'un-rning with B f l r r n ~via
Hsia-kuan and Lung-ling. Owing to the war, air service to the coast cities of China was
suspended but has again been inaugurated.
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7.45 A.M. Y h - n a n time, sailing first over the ancient city of K'un-ming, after
which it gradually rose to 9,000 feet elevation and during the next half hour
climbed to 13,ooo feet.
Beneath us were hills, mostly bare, though here and there covered with pine
trees. The country below was like a sea disturbed by a terrific gale, resembling huge waves. At 8.10 A.M. we passed the town of Lo-tz'u hsien @Xs,
flying over it a t 12,000 feet elevation. Twenty minutes afterwards we flew
over Yuan-mou 7C78 and Ma-kai ,%4e(Horse market), a t an elevation of
13,000 feet. T o our right we saw mountains north and north-east of Wu-ting
3'3,populated by Miaos. Far away to the north was the Ta-liang Shan
j c &t, I I I , land of the independent Lo-lo. Deep erosion met the eye everywhere, red soil, bare hills and small plains. From this region, we first sighted
the snow range 150 miles away as the crow flies. The atmosphere was clear
and the peaks stood out sharply. At g A.M. we were flying a t 14,000 feet above
sea-level.
From here, looking north-north-west, we could see 170 miles away the
Gangkar-ling peaks, over 2 0 , 0 0 0 feet in height, and first explored by me in the
spring and summer of 1928 (PLATES55 to 59). T o the south and somewhat
to the west of us was the 14,ooo feet Ts'ang-shan Range, which flanks the
Ta-li Lake (Erh Hai).
At 9.10 A.M. we crossed over the Yangtze a t an elevation of 15,ooo feet, the
river a mere ribbon, a streak of brilliant green hurrying across the Yun-nan
plateau in its arid bright red gorge. Directly to the west and south of the
snow range, and extending from north to south, distant 160 miles, we saw
the Mekong - Salween and Salween - Irrawadi divides the latter further
south forms the Yiin-nan - Burma border, and the former further north the
Yiin-nan - Tibet border, with Lhasa four flying hours, or 600 miles, distant.
T o the north-west of the Li-chiang Range the snow mountains which encircle
the Chung-tien plateau stood out clearly in the crystal atmosphere.
By 9.30 A.M.we were again nearing the Yangtze further west and crossed
one of its many bends and turns. T o the south lay the town of Yung-pei,
now called Yung-sheng (Eternal victory), on a long plain, and 15 miles to the
south of it the lake of Ch'eng Hai @-:&, a sheet of blue water about 26 miles
in circumference. From here we flew straight north, but east of the district
of Tung-shan (Tung-shan li % I I I 9) and parallel to the snow range, which
stood out in all its glory, covered deeply with a mantle of white. Truly it
seemed to float in the atmosphere like a sleeping dragon, enshrouded in purest
snow, its sharp peaks and crags piercing the deep blue sky. An aura of majesty
encompassed it, overawing all; its neighboring hills lay crowded about as loving children gather around their mother.
Nearly 20,000 feet its peaks tower into the heavens and yet the ever-hastening waters of the Yangtze and time have conquered it.
We continued our flight in a northerly direction till we came abreast the
exit of the 'A-ts'ac-gko gorge, flanked by the peaks and crags of the snow
range. Up to here flying was more or less smooth, only now and then, while
passing over the deep Yangtze valley, were we somewhat tossed about.
We flew to the north of Mba-yi-wtia (Ming-yin-wu !bEs), and nearing
T'o-k'o-shZr (Ch'ang-sung-p'ing G pk*), we turned west over the alluvial

